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«] AS SEEN ON TV? 
Make the journey I into a fantasy world 
in Tony Crowther's 

! follow-up to the 
amazing Captive, SMindscape s epic new 
adventure based on 
the TV series! 
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find out what's inside your Amiga! 
don't be caught by the nasties! 

grab any screen as an IFF picture! 

AND MANY MORE USEFUL UTILITIES! % 
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GAMES FROM THE BIG AND LITTLE SCREEN: Robocop 3D, Knightmare arrive 
OH, NO! More Lemmings! GAME SHOW KILLER? Smash TV blasts into action 
GRAPHICS GADGETRY GETS GOOD: How DCTV can make your images dazzle 
ORIGINAL AND BETTER? The new Real 3D adds even more ray-tracing oomph 
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Available late December 

for Amiga and ST. 

£29.99 

THE GODS ARE BACK AND ALL 

HELL IS ABOUT TO BREAK LOOSE 
Populous II has arrived and it's everything you'd dreamt it 

might be * and more. 

More earthquakes, more volcanoes, more tidal waves. 

more deadly swamps, in fact the most devasting natural 

disasters known to man, and a few he hasn’t heard of yet. 

This time you find yourself back in Ancient Greece, 

where as one of the sons of Zeus himself, your aim is to 

achieve immortality and take your place next to him on Mount 

Olympus. 

But the old boy isn't going to let you have your way 

without an almighty fight and he’s conscripted 32 of his most 

powerful deities to stand in the way of your ambitions. 

Design your^own elaborate settlements with grand 

houses, roads and trees. Construct city walls in preparation 

against the oncoming rains of fire, whirlwinds, bolts of lightning 

and new, especially devious monsters like the foxy Helen of 

Troy, who leads people to their death with 

her beauty. 

Populous II has 1000 worlds to 

"• conquer, I MB of graphics, 5,000 

animations, dozens of new sound effects 

and a mind-blowing sound track. 

To celebrate it’s release, you can also 

collect special Populous II T-shirts, mugs, 

data disks and interactive clue books 

from The World of Populous IE which 

you will find in participating retailers. 
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT 

EDITOR Damien Noonan 

Features, news and non-games reviews contact 

SCREENPLAY EDITOR Trenton Webb 

Games and entertainment software reviews 

TECHNICAL EDITOR Pat McDonald 

Workbench, Coverdisk and technical enquiries 

STAFF WRITER Evans 

Gamebusters and games enquiries 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT 
If you read Amiga Format every month, why 

not make sure of your copy by getting it 

delivered straight to your door? 

See Page 184 of this issue for details! 

.MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 
Take advantage of our mail order bargains 

See the Special Offers details on Page 192! 

BACK ISSUES 
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Contents 
News 13 
Low-down on the latest announcements and releases, 
as the three millionth Amiga is sold somewhere in the world 

Coming Attractions 50 
All the forthcoming games previewed, including innovative 
RPG Shadowlands and John Madden's top US footie game 

Screenplay 
The monthly games review section that’s better 

than a games-only mag, packed with top reviews... 

Another World 62 
Tip Off 66 
Oh No! More Lemmings! 68 
Knightmare 70 
Smash TV 74 
Cardiaxx 80 
Space 1889 83 
Bonanza Brothers 88 
Barbarian 2 90 
Abandoned Places 92 
A300 Airbus 98 
Turtles 100 
Rugby 103 

Screenplay Outro' 107 
Reviews of the latest budget releases and compilations, PLUS 
the month s top-selling UK games 

Gamebusters 113 
Stuck on Level Two? Beaten by the end-of-level boss? 
We can help! This month, Mega-lo-Mania gets big... 

Reviews 
Every month, we bring you the best reviews of the 

latest releases in hardware and serious' software 

DCTV 126 
The latest low-cost True Colour package for all Amiga 
owners brings million-colour paint and digitising. It's big! 

Real 3D version 1.4 132 
New and improved in so many ways, this is probably now 
the best 3D graphics package there is. Read all about it! 

Race Trace 137 
If you want to convert bitmap pictures into 3D, this could be 
the program you're waiting for. Find out what it can do 

Charts and Graphs 151 
Here's a package that fills a gap in the Amiga market: use it 
to create smart and effective business presentations... 

Regulars 
PD Update 167 
There's more nearly-free software appearing all the time: we 
pick out the best new demos, utilities and games... 

Workbench 200 
Confused? Turn to the invaluable tips and advice section for 
anyone who does more than play games with their Amiga 

Letters 222 
Join the fun and make your opinions public knowledge 
in the world’s biggest forum for Amiga fans! 

Special Offers 192 
We pick out the best software and offer it at bargain prices 

Subscriptions 184 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered! 

Once again it's the 
Amiga itself that's 
making the head¬ 
lines, with the three 
millionth Amiga just 
been sold. But do 
you know how 
many of those live 
in the UK? 

Reviewed: Another 
World 

Can graphic adven¬ 
ture specialists cut 
it in the arcade 
arena? Another 
World is a land of 
stunning views and 
hostile wildlife. Can 
the game survive? 

In GAMEBUSTERS: 

Mega-lo-mania is 
an enormous and 
challenging game: 
but if you're begin¬ 
ning to get stuck, 
consult our fabulous 
player's guide. 

Reviewed: DCTV 

If you own an 
Amiga 500 or you 
don't have £1,000 
to spend, but you'd 
still like to get into 
True Colour graph¬ 
ics, this could be 
just what you need. 

Reviewed: 
Real 3D version 1.4 

With its unique 
solid modelling and 
its extreme speed. 

Real 3D always had 
a lot going for it: 

but can it now make 
other ray-tracers 

redundant? 

In PD UPDATE 

Check out the latest 
in exciting graphics 
and music in the PD 
demos section, as 
well as games and 
heaps of useful 
stuff... 



Your guide to making games COVER DISK 
The art of game programming 
Take the example of the guy who created Lemmings. 
Yes, you too can start programming using just your Amiga... 

Learn to program the Bullfrog way 23 
The creators of Populous 2 also work on Amigas! Get an idea of 
how assembly language programming works, the easy way) 

The secret of creating arcade games 27 
Vivid Image explain how you make a game look as good as 

First Samurai, and we offer an easy way into coding 

The secret of creating 3D games 35 
The Assembly Line give away the secrets of the elite program- 

ming art, while we show you how you can get involved 

The secret of creating adventure games 40 
We check out a new package aimed at creating professional- 

standard adventures; top programmers reveal their approach 

Special Features 
Is Workbench 2 worth £80? 206 
The upgrade involves Fitting a new Kickstart chip. Find out what 
you get for your money and whether it’s worth the hassle 

How do you fit a new Kickstart? 212 
We explain how you can do a tricky job yourself: and also how 
to fit extra chip memory on your Amiga circuit board 

Music in a dance stylee... 158 
How to create music with a dance beat using the amazing 

Sequencer One: Techno and hip-hop styles made easy 

Getting to grips with Workbench 215 
Our new series for anyone who's new to the Amiga will reveal 
all the mysteries of the Amiga, but we start off with the basics 

Competition 
Win the latest in music kit! 161 
It's so new you can't even buy it yet: but Gajits are giving away 
the latest Roland sound module. Write a song and win! 

A word to the wise! 
Last month, on our bumper Christmas Special, we gave away a 
complete graphics package called The Graphics Workshop and a 

complete music program called Sequencer One, combined value 
almost £180. It's not too late for you to get a copy: simply spend 
£5 to order a back issue from usf See Page 184 for details 
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The man who invented Lemmings, 
Dave Jones, wrote his first best-selling 
game in his spare time working on just 
the Amiga. Find out how you can do it 
too in our special game-making guide. 

Populous // was programmed on an 
Amiga, and the chaps who did it can 
teach you how to do it too! 
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You can also find out how 3D games 
work: and adventures, arcade games... 
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Write a tune using the Sequencer One 
package we gave you on the Coverdisk of 
Issue 30 and the samples we've given 
you on this issue: and you could win some 
pretty amazing music gear! 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
Hello and welcome to 

Amiga Format, the 

world's best-selling 

magazine for Amiga 

owners! Every month 

we deliver the most 

complete picture of 

the Amiga scene, so 

whether you're new to the computer or an 

old hand, there's plenty in here that you'll 

find useful and enjoyable. 

Every month, there's news and reviews of 

everything on the games scene and in the 

world of hardware and what we call 'serious' 

software (useful stuff like word processors, 

creative stuff like graphics and music pro¬ 

grams and useful utilities). Then there's PD 

Update, which picks out the best in free soft¬ 

ware, and special sections of the magazine 

set aside to helping you with your problems: 

Gamebusters for game cheats and hints. 

Workbench for any other Amiga hassles! 

BUT THERE’ S MORE! 

This month, because we know 

there's a lot of people out there 

who've just got a new Amiga, 

we re being extra generous to beginners. 

Throughout this issue, you'll come across the 

'L' symbol which points out special informa¬ 

tion for anyone who's new to the Amiga. 

So by the time you've flicked through the 

pages of the mag you should have picked up 

an awful lot of information that you might 

not have known already. Like how to protect 

your games from viruses, how 3D graphics 

programs work and why you get a 

Workbench disk with your Amiga. 

And because Amiga owners are creatures 

of superior intelligence, we know you'll be 

doing more than playing games with your 

Amiga. The key to using serious software is 

Workbench, so a new series starts this month 

that will tell you how to get to grips with 

Workbench. Read, learn and enjoy! 
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ilftifin Mr,ke journey into a 
fantasy world in Tony 

l-l *. Crowther's 

follow-up to the 

•' * amazing Captive. 

' 1 / Mindscapes epic new 

< adventure based on the 

TV series! 

popur 

Founds! 
find out whdt s inside your Amiga! 

don t be caught by the nasties! 

grab any screen as an IFF picture! 

AND MANY MORE USEFUL UTILITIES! 

Get stuck right in to this excellent playable 

demo of one of the year's top adventure 

prospects! Not just Mindscape's game of the TV 

series, but a superb role-playing adventure in 

its own right. Tony Crowther uses the same 

game system employed in the smash-hit space 

exploration epic Captive to bring you a whole 

new world of challenging exploits! 

Virusctiecker 
vii’us Checker Requester Don't get 

caught by the 

nasties! Protect 

yourself from 

virus invasion 

with this excellent, up-to-date virus checker. 

It can run from your Workbench, so that every 

time you put a new disk in, it gets checked. 
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With all this talk 

of upgrading 

your Agnus, 

you need to 

know what's 

inside your 

Amiga. Find out 

the easy way! 

Picsaver 

640 x 256 x 

Cancel 

a.*njmo»4 j 11 ■ i ■■■■ ie—irai There's all sorts 
size: 640 x 256 x 2 of stupid rea- 

r 11 e _-j sons why you 

1 m,9ht want to 

grab a program 

screen and save it out as an IFF picture (mind 

you, there probably aren't any good reasons). 

Still, you can do just that with this. 

Now that's what I call a highly enjoyable little 

game! All you have to do is bash the turtles, 

but getting it done's quite a challenge... • 
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COVERDISK 

Coverdislc 
Stop, look, and listen. These are the pages to guide you through an 

absolute dream of games and utilities on this month’s floppy... 

KNIGHTMARE 
MINDSCAPE - PAL/NTSC 

from* window 

View oil four 
pi oyer jlatfcfk} 

at ante 

Helmet Hit poitiH Stamina Magi( Points 

DIRECTIONS 

Step forward one 

Space{keypad 8) 
Turn 90 degrees 
left (keypad 7) 

Turn 90 degrees 

right {keypad 9) 
Step backwards 

space {keypad S) 

Step left one space 

(keypad 4) 

Step rigfit one 

space(keypad 6) 
Up 
Down 

Actions" menu Character s left hand Character s right hand Preset action flog 

GETTING STARTED 
It's easy, honest. Just turn your Amiga on* pop the 

Coverdisk in* and after a few moments the Console 

menu will appear (Console was originally on Amiga 

Format Coverdisk 2&* but it's so good that I just had to 

use it again). 

Just click on one of the options with the left mouse 

button. The rest is automatic. Go on* give it a go now! 

One thing that you may find (depending on how much 

memory you've got) is that after a few options some of 

them don't work. 

This is due to your computer's memory getting 

dogged up along the way, Just reset the machine by 

pressing Ctrl and the two keys either side of the space 

bar* and the Console menu will load again. 

Unless you don't have a mouse, you can use the Console 

program to get at all the treasures an the Coverdisk* Just 

point and click wfth the left mouse hut I an* 

PIC SAVER 
PREBEN NIELSEN 

PAL / NTSC 

This program solves one of the problems that a lot of 

people run into - how do you save out screens from 

within programs.’ Although not quite as good as a 

Datel Action Replay 11 cartridge* Fk Saver is simply 

ideal for getting screens from everyday. Workbench 

friendly programs. 

To run the program, just select the option from the 

Console menu. A small window will then come up* 

informing you lhat Ihe program has been installed. 

Running Pic Saver again will remove it from memory. 

Using the program is nearly as simple. First, press 

the keys at the lower left side of the keyboard {Alt, 

Shift and Ctrl). You will find a set of cross hairs will 

appear on the screen, and they will remain so long as 

you keep those keys pressed. 

Pic Saver offers you three different ways to select 

graphics to save. If you press the S key (while the three 

keys described above are pressed) then the whole 

screen will be saved, Pressing W (again simultane¬ 

ously with the three keys) will save just the currently 

selected window. 

Alternatively, by moving the cross hairs with the 

mouse and clicking the left mouse button for the two 

comers, a rectangle can be cut out of the screen and 

saved on its own* 

Once you have selected an area to save* Pic Saver 

will put up a requester box for you to type in a file 

name* to save the graphics as an IFF picture for load¬ 

ing into paint programs like Deluxe Paint. Within this 

box it puts up the dimensions of the area you're saving* 

plus the number of bit planes (a one buplane picture 

has two colours, two bit planes give four colours* three 

give you eight colours and so on). 

KNIGHTMARE IS A dungeon game and the aim is to 

explore the caverns* kill the monsters and collect the 

treasure. You have find secret switches and the keys to 

unlock doors all while you are mapping the area. Your 

team has four adventurers, one of whom wears a helmet 

w hich provides the eyesight for the group. 

The status of this gang of four is shown in the lop 

right of the game display. Three of them have faces and 

one wears the ’seeing’ helmet’. Their health, stamina 

and magic points arc shown by the bar graphs to the 

left of each picey. If any member of the team is hit then 

the damage they've taken is flashed in red over their 

name and the total taken from their hit points. If this 

gauge reaches zero, that character is dead and all their 

possessions will appear in front of you as will their 

heart - which can be used in the full game to bring 

them back to life. 

Knightmare is mouse controlled with the left button 

initiating gel/move commands and right action com¬ 

mands. Clicking on the duster of arrows moves the 

party in the direction of the arrow. Once you're walk¬ 

ing about you will come across objects lying on the 

floor, buttons in the wall etc. To gel or use these click 

on them in the game window with the left mouse but¬ 

ton, If if s an object the cursor w ill become that object 

to signify you’ve picked it up* if it's a button then it 

will have been pressed. 

When you've picked something up you can either 

put it into the hands {the colour coded rows of cushions 

below the portraits) or the backpacks, To put something 

in a hand, dick ii down on the cushion with the left 

mouse button* To access the backpack, dick on the 

game window with the right mouse button and it will 

change to reveal an inventory. Just click the jiem down 

VIRUS CHECKER V5.26 
JOHN VELDTHUIS - PAL / NTSC 

Computer viruses are an ever spreading menace, 
corrupting disks all over the world* If yoifve got a 
disk or two that behaves strangely, why not run 
this program over it just to make sure? This is one 
of the latest releases around, and II can cope with 
most of the more common viruses that ore cur¬ 
rently In circulation. 

There are two different ways to use Virus 
Checker* for looking for two different types of virus* 
By running ft from the Console menu, the program 
will install itself Into memory - you’ll see a small 
title window appear at the top of the screen* All 
floppy disks will be checked for boot block viruses 
as they are put into disk drives. 

When Virus Checker finds something suspi¬ 
cious* it will ask you what to do next. Do not select 
Remove" unless the program positively identifies a 

virus* If It says that the boot block Is suspicious, 
choose 'Display'* 

Then you can see if (here is art encoded mes¬ 
sage (which usually says, "Don't kill me, I’m not a 
virus")* Never wipe the boot block from a games 
disk - that will probably kill the game forever. 

To look for the other (file) type of virus the pro¬ 
gram takes a bit longer* and has to be told to 
actively took for the them. This Is easy to do - click 
on the title bar, first with the left mouse button, 
then with the right. 

The program then prompts you to enter which 
drive to check. Just take out the Coverdisk* put In 
the disk you want to check and click on continue. 
Virus Checker prints a list of all the files It’s check¬ 
ing, and whether or not they are a virus. 

Finally, have a real good look at the documen¬ 
tation, which has a lot of information about 
different types of virus at the end of It (most is Just 
a check list of all the updates of the program since 
ft was first released) 
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in the required slot with the Left mouse button and once 

more with the right to exit the inventory. Each charac¬ 

ter has a backpack and to switch between them, use the 

colour coded icons in the top right on the inventory. 

Fighting is a useful art 10 master, particularly as 

there are a number of large beasties hunting you down. 

Characters can either fighi empty handed or with a 

weapon they hold. 

To smack click with the right button over the hand 

you want to hit with. This brings up a menu of the pos¬ 

sible options for that weapon/hand (punch, kick, stab, 

slash, hack etc), just move the cursor over the option 

you want and click with the right button again. You'll 

here a whoosh as the hand goes through the air and an 

impact if it hits. This is a slow technique and confusing 

when the going gets tough, but you can pre-set the 

hands to repeatedly do your bidding. Once again call 

up the menu with the right mouse builon. then select 

the option you want with the left. The scroll menu will 

clear and the cushion should bear a small red-and- 

whiie mangle, showing it has been "primed\ When the 

action starts click on the cushion with the right button, 

and the chosen action happens. It will be cross hatched 

for a second or two while the character recovers from 

the blow, but once it clears you can strike out again. 

HINTS: 
• Check every square of corridor thoroughly for 

secret buttons. 

• Always preset you actions, you never know 

when the next fight will take place, 

• Try the magic wands with different characters, as 

magical skill varies, 

• Remember that all your characters are either left 

or right handed, so lake care which hands have the 

best weapons. 

forge! Elm Street these dvdes on Caverdrik 31 will keep 
you slocked up on nightmares for absolutely weeks. 
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Looking at the contents of o disk for file viruses, Virus 
Checker prints out o list of what it has found so for. This 
is a dead handy way to find out what's on a disk with¬ 

out using the Shell. 

PIC OF THE 
MONTH 
JOHN RYAN - PAL ONLY 

An excellent example of just what you cart do 
with 16 colours and resolution. Sea Monster 
was painstakingly blended, smoothed and 
smeared with Deluxe Paint iU at a college 
which the artist attends (he doesn't even 
own an Amiga and he can do this). Can you 
do better? We use only the best entries. 
Send yours to: 

Pic of the Month, Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing. 
30 Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 2BW 

ANDY CLARK - PAL ONLY 
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First, a word of warning. Doody 
just doesn't work on some 
Amlgas. It isn't caused by differ¬ 
ent chips or memory expansions 
- even on a pair of identical 
machines, sometimes it works, 
sometimes not (turning off auto 
fire If you have it seems to help}. 

Assuming that you can get 
the program working cm your 
Amiga (It does work on the major¬ 
ity) youll soon discover It's a 
cute, fast and fun game, Doody is 
an orange on legs who has fallen 
down a sewer. The idea is to go 
through 32 levels of increasingly 
difficult bad guys who just love 
icing Doodys. 

To play the game you will 
need a joystick plugged into port 
two (not the mouse port). Press 
fire to gel to the game after 
you've loaded it through the 
Console Menu as per the Getting 
Started box on the lacing page. 

The controls are simple in 
concept but difficult to master. Press left or right to move in the relevant direction, 

and press fire to jump. Note that it takes a while for Doody to start and stop 
moving, but once at speed it s the fastest thing on the screen. 
I To kill the nasties (necessary to complete each Level) you 

have to first knock them off their feet, and then run over them. To do this 
you hit the platform they're standing on from below. Beware, if you 
knock them while they're already down It will bounce them back up 
again! The POW button can be hh for a smart bomb effect - it knocks all 
the bad guys down. 
Collect the Bonus letters and tokens for more points (an extra life Is 

awarded every 10,000). Have fun, and try playing with a friend if you have two 
joysticks: hit F2 from the title screen or high-score tables. After you've 

finished playing, you will have to turn your computer off - a clever 
but annoying little quirk. 

In Doody oil you bovo to do h move a bool, hitting the turtle*, spider* and 
trob* from below 1o knock them off their peg*. Then ran over them! It's 

simple but very tricky to do well. 

SYSINFO VI .98 
NIC WILSON SOFTWARE - 

P AL / NTSC 

Here is one ot those utilities that you use only once or twice. It gives you a speed rating of your Amiga, 
and displays some Interesting information about the Interna! chips fitted. 

This is handy Information to know if you are thinking about upgrading to Workbench 2 and you want 
Enhanced Chip Set, because many A5QQ$ and At 500/A2000$ already have an ECS capable Agnus chip, 
but some don't. Find out it you're one of the lucky ones. 

To run Syslnfo, just click on the option from the Console menu with the left mouse button. The pro¬ 
gram will take a few seconds to do some test procedures, and (hen puls the results up on an attractive 
diagnostic screen. 

Please don't be too upset it Syslnfo makes rude comments about the speed of your machine. 
Remember that most of the comparisons are made against machines with faster processors or accelera¬ 
tor cards. The program does praise such devices if it encounters one. 
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COVEITDISK 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backin L-lliJi our Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disks, and this is 

the easy one. Don’t be daunted 

by the fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI: it's actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

1 load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 
thol soys Shell or Ql and double-dkk on ft. 

2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
out, type in: 

Ditkcopy from DFO i to JPFO t 

and press the Return key. 

3, The Amigo will now osk you to insert the 'source' disk, 

ft means the disk you want to copy, so put the Coverdisk 
in the drive and press the Return key. 

4. Wait for a while and rt will read all the information off 

the Coverifisk, telling you how far it has got. Then it will 

ask you to insert the 'Destination" disk. Put the disk you 
want to copy your Coverdisk onto in the drive and press 

the Return key. Note that the disk does not need to be 

formal1 ted already. 

5. Put the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When it says 
'Diskcopy Finished1' fust type In: 

■ndcli 

to get out of the Shell or CLI. You may have to put the 
Workbench disk in again. Now your copy U ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with the disk - and yqu’re sure the disk is in 
full working order - then you may need a little help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call If you really have to 
and do be considerate if we carft talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex it is better to send ft to us in written detail. H 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to use 
and have no known viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
isee the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisk are not 
in the public domain and the copy¬ 
right remains with the author of the 
program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
author's specific permission Is 
against the Jaws of copyright. 

1 Disk not workin ? 
We duplicate over 160,000 disks every month. Out of alt those, obviously a few 
will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, 
there may be a problem. Don't panic! 

First try using the DrskDoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 
before sending it off for a replacement. Mull details of DiskDocfor can be found 
in the user's manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 
SAE for a free replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format February Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope! 



NEW FROM NEWTEK! 

Digi-View MediaSianon ghes you the three tools you need 
to use your Amiga to Its fullest 

DIGITIZE - Bring the world into your Amiga 
with Digi-View, the best-selling, most award¬ 
winning Amiga peripheral of all time. Amiga 
World Magazine says "the best value in Amiga 
digitizers and delivers the best images". Just 
point your camera and in seconds Digi-View 
will capture images with brilliant colour and 
stunning clarity. Whether you're creating 
graphics for video, desktop publishing, 
presentations, or just for fun. Digi-View is 
simply the best. 

PAINT - NewTek pioneered the 4096 colour 
MAM mode back in 1985. and since then no 
other program has come close to matching its 
amazing power. This all-new version, Digi- 
Paint 3, is the fastest, cleanest, most powerful 
HAM paint program ever created. As Amiga 
World Magazine says, “If you are really 
serious about owning only one paint program, 
we would have to recommend Digi-Paint 3". 

N=wT=k 
INCORPORATED 

PRESENT - Elan Performer 2.0 makes 
slideshows and interactive presentations a 
snap, just click the mouse to assign pictures 
or animations to your keyboard Performer 
will automatically sequence the images with 
precise timing, or you can tap a key to bring 
your images up instantly with this high- 
performance presentation tool. AmigaWorld 
Magazine calls Elan Performer "the finest 
display tool to date for the Amiga artist." 

For more information contact your local Amiga dealer. Dealer enquiries contact SDL Distribution at 81-309-5000 
&rtJ, tfcgi-Pwfl 3 DyniTK Hi,Res naAenurta of NtwTtfe. inc Hi Res reowrei 2 magi of RAM Amiga tu irademart, of Conunodoft Amtga me Elan Pvriorrw n a tradenurt of Elan Davgn 0 hewT^fc me 199? 
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THE QUEST FOR 
ADVENTURE SERIES No. t CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 

W— T H B- 
Jr for ADViaNTi m 
S B H IK S 

AMIGA 

OPERATION STEALTH 
Operation Stealth plunges you headfirst into a brand new 
Cinemal ique™ Interactive espionage adventure * Superb 
atmospheric musical score * High definition graphics • 
Detailed animation. 

INDIANA JONES™ and the Last Crusade - The Adventure 
* The chase h on all the way to the greatest treasure in 
history, the Holy Grail. • Indiana lanes offers superb 
graphics and a sensationally intriguing plot. • A no typing 
point n‘ dick interface provides the player with quick and 
easy access to a combination of verbs, objects and locations. 
• Over 100 different sound effects. • b8 page Grail Dairy 
details extensively storyline hints & tips. 

MEAN STREETS™ 
The year is 2033. Your name is Tex Murphy, Private 
Investigator in San Francisco. You've been hired by the 
beautiful daughter of a university professor lo uncover the 
facts about his death. 

AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC 

(VGA 25 b Colour Onlyf. UTlHlKTaTT 
ThK (onipiUiHHi Wl Ui CnW Lid AH rirfita rt*tr\*4. I 4 k a m ' i -J I 

undw kiw U& GoW Ltd. 

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
Based in the 1920's, Inspector Raoul Dussentier is aboard a 
ship in the Mediterranean. But no sooner has the cruise 
begun when Raoul is summoned to investigate a crime - the 
murder of his host NiMos Karaboudjan, the Creek shiping 
magnate. Its up to Raoul to throw some light on this sinister 
mystery! 

* Wide range of actions including the option to question 
other characters in true Agatha Christie style. 

* PC version features 2>b colours, AdLib* ** & Roland*** sonic 
support. 

* Amiga Version features 32 colours. 

AVAILABLE ON; ATARI $T# AMIGA & PC (EGA, CCA, VGA, 
TANDY AD-LIB™ & ROLAND™). 

mi 1HL PHtM SOf TW 4RI. Ai ri^hh rt*mTd- < (HMTUliqlJ^■,', k i frjdnvuit of 
[Mptw* Snfh»#pf 

WHLSFAJ ■ OfiGWS Of TLMU • HtROIS Or THE LANCE TEk BltB 441015 CURSE Of THE AZURE BONDS * POOL Of RADIANCE - CHAMPIONS Of KtYMN TH: 0**1 44101* 

LUCASFMJA HElPUW * COMPETITION * INDIANA JONES - ZAK MCKRACKEN * MANIAC MANSION - LOOM - SK»LT Of MONKEY ISLAND ■ IATTLE Of tiHAlN Til: Oil* 454113 

Service provided by U.S* Gold lid. Units 2/3 Holtard Way, Holfard, Birmingham B6 7AX. 



AMIGA 

•uot *004* S * $IC*ET Of TH| SlL*i HADIS • (Ti Of THE SIHOUKf fWhw R*to*t*d] TTLr OltB *43030 OPERATION STEALTH * fU?U*| WARS - dWH K* A C0**St tlU Ml* *14344 *•*«> HSlTf CAU TM| 

MW MLEASES * COMPETITION TEL: 003* *34114 COMPETITION f 200.00 WORTH1 Of US GOLD GAMES TO RE WON EACH MONTH. * At ffm,/ Ak« 

tf you arc under 14 pleoie gat parmifi+an to u»e the telephone. Callt coif 34p per minute iheap rvfe, 45p per minute all ether rimet. GOLD PHONE 
HINTS A TIPS LINE 

ATARI ST 

THE GODFATHER1** THE ACTION GAME 
Domination, wealth, power and just ice are all part of (he 
game plan. Flex your muscles in the rough and tough world 
of The Godfather, crushing other Don's scheming plans to 
take a piece of your ac tion] Nerves of steel and a cool head 
are needed to keep (he had guys at bay. 

■ Digitised sound effects, 
* Full colour allowing stunning detail and realism. 
* Unique graphic interaction sequences. 
* Superb action mixed with quick decision making. 
* Collect bidden bonuses to advance through the game, 

AVAILABLE ON ATARI ST, AMIGA & PC (VGA 256 
Colour Only}, 
TM jf»d ■ 1441 Pjrjniount Piituri'v Alt righh nerved, Thr GOOMIHtft k a 
wghttn'd inuliiruirL of Pjr.inujunl Pk tuns U5. GuW aulhuthtd uun. 

SHADOW SORCERER 
This new concept in role-playing adventures means that in 
minutes you will find yourself in the thick of the action, 
facing many enemies not the least of which is the SHAE)OW 
SORCERER himself. 

*100% "Point W click" icon control. 
• JO isometric play area giving you more control in the 

playing environment 
* Control up to 4 characters m a life or death struggle 

against eviL 
* Hexagonal grid, wilderness map for outdoor 

confrontations. 
• 3D Hanimated miniatures’ represent your cast of 

characters in real-time combat action. 

AVAILABLE ON: ATARI ST, AMIGA (1 MEG) & PC (EGA, 
CGA, VGA, TGA>, PC SUPPORTS ROLAND'*, ADLIB1* 
AND PC SPEAKER, 
ADVAMTD DUNGEONS * DtAGQft&. AOfcO DtALOSl ANtl jad TUt low 
jn kadpourta tn Hi, lir, litCnfuHUAi^iitdwlNlttAvW 
Slrjinpt hwmdmimK *■ , h-mvjfc. C* US* 1*41 I NR V* mi Mrpc 



FED UP WAITING? COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL cheques/postal ORDERS TO- 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED computer mates (UK) LTD. 

'NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR P,NEW00D STUDIb5ck|Rslo onh 
( ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30PM) EES IBS***)_TEL/FAX: 0753 631101 (3 lines 

- PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T & DELIVERY 

+ MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS 
WTk. 5.25 5.25 1.6 Meg 1 MEG 2 MEG 

BOX/10 M-2D M-2HD MF-2DD MF-2HD 

1-5 6.00 8.95 8.65 15.75 
6-10 5.50 8.15 8.15 14.70 

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER 

,GOLD MASTER BRANDED 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

FREE GIFTS 
when you buy MITSUBISHI BRANDED 

1 BOX - MOUSE MAT — 5 BOXES — 
50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

Rainbow Colours — White, Red. Greers Orange Yellow 

1 MEG 1 MEG 2 MEG 2 MEG 
MF2DD MF2DD MF2HD MF2HD 

RAINBOW RAINBOW 

8,00 8.50 14.50 15.50 
7,50 8.00 14.00 15.00 
7.00 7.50 13.50 14 50 

1 3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 5.25" BULK DISKS 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY Packed in 25¥s with Envelopes. 

3.5" DSDD DSHD Labels, Lifetime Warranty 
50 Disks £18.50 £32.50 

48tpi 96tpi 100 Disks £35.50 £63.50 HD 
200 Disks £68.50 £125.50 25 Disks £8.50 £8.75 £12,00 
500 Disks £152.50 £295.50 50 Disks £16.00 £16.25 £23.00 
1000 Disks £295.50 £580 50 100 Disks £28.00 £28.25 £43.00 

INCLUDING LABELS 

COLOURED DISKS 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

4B/96tpi 
DS DO 

1.6 Meg 
DSHO 3.5" 

1 Meg 
DSDD 

2 Meg 
DSHD 

3" CF2 PANASONIC BULK £15/Box 

5.25" 
25 Disks £9 00 £1600 £12 00 £2000 

50 Disks £17 50 £3000 £20 00 £35 00 

100 Disks £3100 £5100 £3900 £6800 

includes labels, lor available colours please can 
Normally Red Green. Yellow. While & Orange 

PC/MS MOUSE {PC, XT, AT) £20 

NEW! NEW! NEW! 
COMPUTER MATES 

BRANDED DISKS 
2 for 1 Life Time Warranty 

3.5" Disks 
DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £21,00 £35.00 
100 Disks £41.00 £69.00 
200 Disks £80.00 £137.00 
500 Disks £182.00 £325.00 

VIDEO TAPES 
Lifetime Warranty No Quibble replacement 

El 80 E240 
1 Tape £2.00 £3.50 
10 Tapes £17 00 £30.00 
50 Tapes £75.00 £125.00 

Sorry! 
Tapes only available i( purchased with Disks 

(the only way to keep costs down) 

STORAGE BOXES 
3.5" 5.25" 
120 Cap E9.50 140 Cap £8 75 
100 Cap £7.90 120 Cap £8.25 
80 Cap £7 50 100 Cap £7.50 
50 Cap £6 50 50 Cap £6 50 
40 Cap £6.00 

_ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE * 2 KEYS 
£2 Grr -IRST BOX WHENi ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE 

10 Cap £1 50 10 Cap £1 50 
5 Cap £1.15 5 Cap £1,00 
1 Cap £0 50 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH 

12” or 14"TILT 4 TURN 
MONITOR STAND £16.95 

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
Only £15.00 

ACCESSORIES DUST COVERS 

SAVE YOUR EYES 

IBM PRINTER LEADS £6 00 

PRINTER STAND WITH TRAY 
80 or 132 COLUMN £12.00 

PRINTER STAND (Feet) 
80 or 132 COLUMN £10.00 

A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER £9.00 

PC MOUSE £20.00 
MOUSE MAT £2.50 
MOUSE POCKET. £2 50 
MOUSE STAGE . £10.00 
MOUSE MAT HARD £3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER £5 00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 
2 WAY £15 00 
4 WAY £20 00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS £8 00 each 

PC, XT, AT ^MONITOR £6.00 

12" or 14"MONITOR £6.00 

80 or 132 PRINTER £6 00 

LAZER PRINTER £6.00 

84 or 102 KEYBOARD £6,00 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 

MINI VACUUM CLEANER £7 00 
HEAD CLEANER 3 5" or 5.25" £2 50 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION £300 
ALL THE ABOVE 8 MORE £11,00 
3” CLEANING KIT £3 00 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO 
GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT. WITH SER¬ 
VICE. QUALITY AND BACKING FROM 
THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS 
IN THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200 
LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK 
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE 
LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p 
S.A.E. 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! 
ON 0753 631101 

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS 
ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN 

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED 
BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG 
25 DSDD 3VIN25 
CAP STOP AGS SOX 
I BOX £14 00 
2* £13 00 
S* £1100 

BAMBI 2HD2 MEG 
25 DSHD 3V m 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 
1 0OX £21 00 
2* £20 00 
5* £18 SO 

MF-2DQ 30 s 1 MEG 

30DSOD3V 
1 BOX £14 00 

£1300 
5* . £1100 

MF-2HO 30 *2 MEG 
30 DSHD 3>£- 
T BOX £2100 
2* £2000 
5+ £1800 

MF-2DD 10* 1 MEG 
10 3 V DSDD 
1 BOX £6 00 
2* £5 00 
5* £4 50 

MF-2HD IQ’i 2 MEG 
103 V DSHD 
1 BOX £6 50 
2* £6 00 
S* £7 00 

M-2D4STPI 10 s 
10 DSDD 5Y 
i BOX £4 25 
2* .£3 75 
5* £3 25 

M-2HD 10 s 16 MEG 
10 DSHD 5V 
1 BOX £6 50 
2* £6 00 
5* £5 00 

M-2DD 96TPI 10 s 

10 DSDD 5V 
i BOX £4 75 
2* £4 25 
5* 0 75 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
DC 2000 £10 00 
DC3Q0XLP 
DC6GQA 
DC 6150 
DC 6250 

£1000 
£19 50 
£2000 
£2100 



rr. NEWS 

Tkat's entertainment! 

Accolade arc heavily into movie licences, with both 

Home Atone and The Taking of Beverley Hi Us coming 

10 the little screen. Whether Amiga owners will be able 

10 play eight-year-old domestic guerrilla Kevin is not 

confirmed - the game’s only out on PC at the moment - 

hut well keep you posted. 

Interesting... 
Philips have announced that their Taiwan plant has 

turned out the company's 10 millionth computer moni¬ 

tor. after eight years of producing them. 

Buck's back! 
Comic-book hero Buck Rogers returns in another epic 

adventure from SST very soon. Mams Cubed is the 

sci-fi role-playing follow-up to ihe original Buck game 

Countdown to Doomsday, and is expected! from US 

Gold for I Mb Amiga owners next month. 

3 millionth Amiga is sold 
There are now more than throe million people using 

Amigas worldwide, with the UK user base fast 

approaching the one million mark. The three millionth 

machine was sold during November 1991, hut ifs the 

continuing acceleration in Amiga sales which is causing 

a real celebration in the Amiga community. 

From its release in September 1985. ihe Amiga 

took three-and-a-half years to reach the magic one 

million. Just a year-and-a-half later that figure was dou¬ 

bled. and the last million have sold in only a year. 

Britain is beginning to establish its place as the 

largest Amiga-own mg nation in the world, with the 

number of Amigas in the UK rising rapidly from around 

half-a-million before Christmas last year, and 

Commodore UK confidently predicting that there will 

be over a million Amiga owners in the UK inside the 

next month or two. 

In America the Amiga is seen primarily as a creative tool for video, multimedia and graphics work and in 

Germany, which has around 700,000 Amiga owners, if s also taken very seriously. The vibrancy uffbe UK Amiga 

market is probably accounted for by the fact that ifs seen primarily as a games machine over here.wiih Amiga 

500s making up a much higher proportion of the machines sold. 

Pro-Christmas computer buying guides in Which? magazine and The Guardian both stereotyped the Amiga as 

a game-playing machine. This is typical of a view which potentially holds dangers for the Amiga: ifs a 

commonly-held opinion in the UK software industry that the Amiga is very vulnerable to competition front the 

games consoles. Here at Amiga Format, we believe that the continued success of this magazine - which is still the 

best-scllmg Amiga magazine in the world, and more than twice as popular as any of the games-only Amiga 

magazines - show s just how wrong this stereotyping of the Amiga as a games machine is. 

Hie recent release of the Amiga 500 Plus looks set to add 

further to sales of o million Amigas in the UK and over 

three million worldwide. 

Home projects now possible 
Hero’s an idea for you! For some time now, we've 

been aware that there's no way you can use your 

Amiga to control electrical gadgeiry. Until now' that is! 

Switch soft have announced a couple of new whizzy 

gadgets that home electronics fans will find both 

fascinating and useful. 

The first is an Input/Ouiput port, w-hich costs only 

£26,95 and allows you to connect electric motors, light 

bulbs or whatever else you w ant up to your Amiga and 

control them from BASIC programs. It could, for 

example, he used as a basis for an Amiga-driven robot 

or a home control system. 

The second is the Sensor and Control Experiment 

kit, which costs £24.95. As the name might suggest, 

this is designed to hetp with electronics experiments 

and projects. It includes a relay-control led motor, a 

reed switch, a light bulb, a tilt sensor and four LED 

lights. It seems ideal for combining an interest in elec¬ 

tronics and the computer, 

Switchsoft 0325 482454 

Italian stardom for 
Amiga animators 

What (an you da that Erk Schwartz hasn't done already? 
Win a prize far your Amiga animation at an Italian com¬ 

puter graphics festival... 

Amiga animators can tasie a bit of international star¬ 

dom by entering their latest and greatest works in a 

major i cue mat ion a I contest. 

BitMovie‘92 is to take place for the filth lime, in 

the town of Riccione. Italy from 17-20 April 1992. The 

highlight of the computer animation festival is a com- 

petition, with two sets of prizes for the animations on 

show: one set aw arded by a panel of judges, the other 

by votes from the visitors to the exhibition. The 

competition attracts entrants from all over the world 

and one of last year's winners, perhaps unsurprisingly, 

was Eric Schwarlz. 

You can enter by writing for an application form to 

Circolo Ratutiiplan, c/o Carlo Mainardi, Via Bologna n+ 

13.47036 Riccione, Italy. The only major restriction is 

that all entries will be run in real time from computer 

disk, not on video. There are competitions for both 2D 

and 3D animations, as well as a single static image 

prize. And by the way you'll have to get your entries to 

the organisers by March 15. 

GVP reveal expansions within expansions 

The GVP Impact II hard drive, roan ta 

become not merely ihe best way of adding 
memory and dirk space, but also the key la 

a whale range af other expansions far the 

Amiga 500. 

A GVP hard drive is fast becoming more than just a memory-booster 

GVP, ihe American firm that leads the world in Amiga hardware 

sales, announced their processor accelerator for the A50Q Impact 

Scries II hard drive exclusively at the World of Commodore Show- in 

November. Now they've revealed details of their PC Emulator for the 

hard drive, adapted from the Vortex ATOnec card. 

The key deiail behind both the 68040 accelerator and ihe new 

GVP/PC286 emulator is that they actually install inside the new ver¬ 

sion of the Impact hard drive, attaching to what GVP have termed the 

mini slot’ in the drive. This new approach to expansions makes limit¬ 

less expansion of the A500 a real possibility, while avoiding the 

problems of invalidating your warranty that tend to be a concern with 

A5Q0 internal expansions. 

Already the GVP hard drive, consistently identified as the best for 

ihe A500 in Amiga Format's independent reviews, is a good way of 

adding the two vital ingredients for serious A500 owners, allow ing 

you to include up to KMh of RAM as well as the hard disk storage. 

Now it seems it will cater for all your other needs too. GVP are 

keenly awraro not only of the size of the UK Amiga user base (see 

lead story I but also of the dominance of the Amiga 500 in the UK, 

and seem to be responding well to catering for UK Amiga users. The 

only snag is that the release date of the redesigned hard drive and the 

two mini-slot expansions has yet to be determined. 

GVP’s IK distributor is Silica 081-309 I 111 
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AMOS gefs Easy 
Games programming system AMOS is to appear in a new version aimed at complete beginner. 

If you know nothing about programming, this could be your best bet to gel into creating games. 

The original AMOS had a reputation as being a beginner's programming system, which 

really it isn't. It’s actually a complete language* which inevitably means you need to spend con¬ 

siderable time and trouble before you can gel good results. 

Now, however* there's Easy AMOS. This new version 

assumes that you know absolutely nothing about pro¬ 

gramming when you start, and leads you step bv step 

through the learning process. Publishers Europress have 

made this possible with a character called Professor 

Amos* who leads the lessons, and a carefully-written 

manual. Europress's Paul Shrimpling claims that Easy 

AMOS is so simple that even his grandmother has been 

able to gel to grips with it. It's probably not the ideal 

birthday present for grannie, but you'll be able to buy it 

yourself from nestt month for £34.99. 

Europress Softw are 0625 859333 

Amiga Formal in 
on another show! 
Following the hugely successful World of Commodore show, which was 

presented by Amiga Format, we're going to get involved in another one. 

This time around, though* it's going to be a slightly different affair, 

The new Show* currently pencilled in for the end of April at 

Wembley, London, will be arranged by Amiga Shopper* "the magazine 

that's serious about your Amiga1, Amiga Shopper is also the magazine 

that helps you decide what to buy, so their show w ill be concentrating 

hard on bringing you bargains galore from all the lop names in Amiga 

distribution and sales. 

Although bargain-hunting and Amiga-related buying will form the 

main focus of the Amiga Shopper Show, it's also likely to reflect the 

other face of the magazine: advice. The magazine team that answers 

heaps of questions every month should he on hand in give their opinions 

and lend a helping hand with your Amiga problems, And with any luck* 

Amiga Format will be allowed to go along as well, so sec you there! 

Games developers have their say 
The Society of Software Authors annual conference is the place w here the top games programmers meet to 

discuss the state of their art. We went along to see what they're w orrying about... 

It's not often you see more than half the country's top games programmers gathered 

together in one room. But it happens once a year as the Society of Software Authors, 

a loose gathering of well-intentioned developers* collects for the conference. The day 

is organised around guest speakers, who have their say and then answer questions or 

lead a group discussion with the audience. 

One of the main concerns of developers seems to he losing their image as ama¬ 

teurs working during the night in back-bed rooms and sleeping during the day. Andy 

Craven of Vektor Grafix proposed the idea thai developers must become increas¬ 

ingly professional, working in normal office hours and being careful to hit deadlines. 

He believes that the emphasis is moving towards new games being commissioned 

by the software houses from developers with a proven track record. The benefits for 

game buyers arc that games will go on sale on time and quality can be guaranteed, 

WANTED! 
Deputy Editor, 
Amiga Format 

Work on the world's Leading Amiga title! 

A wide knowledge of all things Amiga is 

essential, plus strong organisational skills and 

the ability' to deal easily with people at all lev¬ 

els. Proven writing/editing skills an asset, but 

not vital* Strong vision of what makes a good 

computer magazine is needed. Salary' commen¬ 

surate with experience, all applications treated 

in strictest confidence. 

Games Writer 
To work on one of Future’s market-leading 

computer games magazines. Strong knowledge 

of games and aptitude for writing are vital, and 

a good sense of humour and a liking for strange 

music would probably help! 

APPLY IN EACH CASE TO 

STUART ANDERTON AT ADDRESS BELOW 

The view from the other side of the fence is 

preliy much the same, with Micro Prose* 

representing the publishers, saying preliy 

similar things. They also had some interest¬ 

ing opinions about the future of games* 

however, with research telling them that 

PCs and consoles arc the growing areas of 

software sales. Maybe so. but the Amiga's 

share doesn't need to grow: it already sells 

more games than any other format, 

With an increasing number of Britain's 

developers now working on mluli-format 

systems and developing for consoles, it's 

one view of the future that's of great con¬ 

cern to them. As ever, the conference spent 

a fair amount of time discussing the possi¬ 

ble future of gaming* with virtual reality much talked-ahout and* later* a presentation 

by Sandy Mackenzie of the Philips CD1 system, with a dear push to get Britain's 

programming talent interested in developing for the new CD system. Possibly the 

cost of a development system, and the fact that CD! productions tend to be created’ 

rather than programmed* will mean it's unlikely to suit the traditional 68000 coder. 

The day closed with the 'A Question of Software' quiz, in which Damien 

Noonan and Neil Jackson (from our sister magazine ST Format} represented the 

magazines against teams from the developers and the publishers. Despite the fact 

that we had questions ranging from Nintendo cheat systems to Boolean algebra* the 

magazine teams managed to carry the day. narrow Iy beating the audience on points! 

The SSA conference b a highly enjoyable* very well organised and very well 

presented event. The SSA exists to dserve the cause of the developers, which can 

only be A Good Thing. Any developer who is interested in joining the Society 

should contact Nalin Sharma on 081 503 252 L One last thought. What do you call a 

gathering of programmers? Well* it has lo be an assembly, doesn't it? 

Ian Oliver of Realtime Software (loft) and Ian Andrew {middle) of Incentive discuss the 

relative merits of virtual reality, while Steve Cooke (right) argues with the aid of a friend 

that computer games should now be spawning film and book licences. 

• Founded in 1985 

• Now over 200 
employees 

• Publishers of 18 
national newsstand 
magazines 

• Market leaders in 
computer maga¬ 
zines 

• Publisher of 
Amiga Format* 
ST Format, 
AmigaPower* 
Amiga Shopper, 
Commodore 
Format Total!* 
Sega Power, 
Amstrad Action, 
Your Sinclair 

Andy Craven, of highly professional 
developers Vektor Grafix, argues that 

programmers must get used to working in 

a mare professional way* 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BA I 2BW 
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FLAYER 
MANAGER 
ST Action - A Stroke of pure genius. 

The One - Exceptional. Most involved, 
rewarding and playable. 

Amiga Format * Enthralling and Addictive. 

ST Format - Brilliant. 

Best footy game to have appeared 
on any machine. 

The best computer gome ever 

Whet a game! Gam to Play. Magic 

The best game ever to grace the 
ST. Highest accoiade I can give. 

Brilliant. Buy Buy-Buy 

Ultimate Soccer simulation 

L W H 1 S 

TH E 

AMIGA USER INT 

ST FORMAT 

ST ACTION 

The Ace 

The One 

Data Disk for Kick Off 2 

7 MILLSIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. LAWSON ROAD, 
DARTFORD, KENT. DAI 5BH. 

TIL 0322 292513/10 FAX: 0322 293422 (DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE ONLY) 



fT* NEWS SPECIAL REPORT 

LUCASFILM TALKS! 
Lucasfllm games have announced, at a British press coherence, their plans for 1992 and beyond. 
Trenton Webb reports with not only a preview of Monkey Island 2 but also hears of the US games giants big 
plans for the future of computer games. A future that focuses sharply on the Amiga and its CD potential. 

Guy brush returns in 1992, in the nil’singing, oil-denting 

all-spitting Settet of Monkey Island 2, whik Bobbin the 
Weaver finds his voice in the CDTV Loom 'talkie'. 

Indiana Jones and the fate of Atlantis is coming. Il*s based on an original script by Hoi Bar wood (he wrote the scripts to 
Sugorhnd txpreu and Close Encounters of the Third Hindi the game is not restricted by a movie. This allows the introduc¬ 
tion of three totally different routes by which the game cart be finished. 

LUCASFILM VKK ON a roll Last year’s awesomely 

good Monkey Island should have been a lough aci to 

follow, bin with Indiana Jones A\ Monkey Island 2 

and iMUSE in the bag it should be simple. And if their 

carefully considered vision of a CD-based gaming 

future comes to pass then, as Doug Glen, head of 

Lucasfilm Games puls it, "in 1998 ihesc will look like 

old Busier Keaton movies: quaint!" 

1992 will be a prolific year for the US publisher as 

they release two major new games on the Amiga and 

rework older lilies for the CDTV. They also have a 

new sound sysicm called iMUSE in the offing, which 

should make computer gaming a far richer experience. 

Indiana Jones IV - The Fate of Atlantis and The 

Secret of Monkey Island 2 are the new lilies and both 

look sei lo push graphic adventures further than ever 

before. For the first time Indy goes solo without a 

movie lo support him. He will, however, have the tal¬ 

ents of top Hollywood script writers to make sure the 

game has that authentic feel, Once again 'hat man' is 

taking on the might of the Third Reich, this time in a 

race to keep the Atlanieans' secret power source from 

the hands of the Na/as, 

Monkey Island 2 looks better than the original, w ith 

a wilder strain of humour and a more outrageous plot. 

It s the brainchild of Ron Gilbert, who wrote Monkey L 

it involves all the best characters from the first game in 

a bigger, better and brighter tale. The game will also be 

the first Amiga production to feature iMUSE. 

iMUSE is LucasfiLirfs interactive music system which 

is currently having its public debut al the US 

Consumer Electronic Show, Doug Glen explains that, 

"it allows a composer to write music for UK) per cem 

of the game. iMUSE intelligently scores the music and 

sound effects so that they're in sync with your charac¬ 

ters" actions. The pitch and pace of the game's current 

situation will be reflected in the music. It really adds 

atmosphere" . And the system isn't just for PCs with 

£300 soundcards, hut will be ported over to the Amiga 

w ith tweaks where necessary'. 

It is Lucasfilm’s plans for the future, though, that 

Doug Glen, head of Lutasfilm Games believes 1992 is the 

first year of the CD, with the launch of the Loom 'Talkie'. 

REAL CD GAMES LOOM' 
As to bow CD games are going to differ to computer games, head of Lucasfllm Games, Doug Glen, used a 
cinema motif to Illustrate his point: “In movie terms the current state of CDs Is about 1905, when films 
were shown to the public on a regular basis. But it took until 1925 for zoom shots to be used. This was 
due to the different narrative language between film and theatre, people had only ever seen plays from 
one perspective - a distance, it's the same for CD, the narrative expressions haverft been discovered yet. 
Since It s newer been done before no one knows about It until someone tries out new techniques". 

should warm Amiga and CDTV owner's hearts as 

Doug Glen confirms: "We believe 1992 will be ihe 

first year of true CD games. There arc al least 14 dif¬ 

ferent standards of CD ROM currently available or in 

development. CD ROM drives though, can be divided 

into three different types: CDs requiring a video game 

console; CDs requiring a personal computer, and CDs 

designed to operate with a dedicated unit, most notably 

Commodore's CDTV and Philips' CD-I. We are cur¬ 

rently getting ready Indiana Jones and the Last 

Crusade, The Secret of Monkey Island and Loom for 

Commodore's CDTV. We are also upgrading graphics, 

incorporating additional animations, adding new 

soundtracks and in the case of Loom we're retrofitting 

the original game 10 support a full voice soundtrack. 

"Loom is our first exercise in CD. We call it a 

'Talkie' and the reworked version sees the introduction 

of some tip syncing and broad term body language. At 

the moment we're laking games and fitting them with 

vocals, but it's then that you start to realise w hat you 

would have done differently if it had been designed for 

speech from scratch. In September 1992 Lucasfllm 

will begin full production of games w ith CD as their 

Urge! medium." 

The upside of this equation is that with the CDTV 

already on sale and the imminent release of the A690 

CD drive, Amiga owners have a guaranteed stake in 

Lucasfllm *s version of the future, The downside is ihat 

as games of this genre become bigger (Monkey Island 

is 7Mb) then disk-based games will just become less 

and less practical. 

The investment in a hard drive could well be worth 

ii though, when you consider that the licences for the 

Star Utfrj series have just lapsed. So now- Lucasfllm 

have the rights to make games about their own movies. 

They've already done an action version for the 

Nintendo NES but as Doug Glen says, "Graphic 

adventures are the right formal for movies", 
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RocLite 
The Slimmest and Lightest 

'v.' /* 3.5" 880KB External Drive 
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5.25" 
360KB/8B0KB 
Switchable 
External Drive 
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RocKnight 
Anti-Virus Device 
Write Protection, Virus Prevention 
Track location Display 

Classical 3.5" 
880KB External Drive 
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RocGen Plus 
Internal Drive 
for A500/A2000 

Video-Thru and RGB-Thru Ports 
Variable Fading Effect 
Inversion of Overlay Function 
External Key-In Port 

2MB RAM 
Expansion Card 

__.nUiWW \ aC\\\\A\\\\\v\\\\\\v 
RocHard 
Hard Disk Drive 
Built-In Autobooting 
On-Board-RAM 

Option up to 8 MB 
Optional IDE/SCSI H 
External SCSI port 

512KB RAM 
Expansion card 

— 
Manufactured bv Trade Inquiries: 
ROCTEC ELECTRONICS LTD. SDL Tel: 081 300 3399 
9/F Win Win Ind. Bldg.. ZYE Tel: 0293 538 666 
18 Lee Chung Street, 
Chai Wan, Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 897 3869 
Fax: (852) 558 8099 

Amiga is 9 registered trfldnmaTk nf Commodore-Amiga, [nc. 



ALL THAT IS EVIL IS ALL.T 

Magical tales of intrigue and mystery were spawned 

thousands of years ago, as the worlds civilisations 

believed that mythological Gods and demons 

| carveAut the way of the 

- world. They were said to have / 

dealt their own hand in the epic 7 / 

game of life and ruled with cast M 

dm iron law and powerful sorcery, f 

Wff Something has now gone wrong... 

Someone must stop the spread of evil 

YOU ARE THE CHOSEN ONE 

SYSTEM-3 

HISTORY IN THE MAKING 

Another in the long line of award winning 
classics from the System 3 stable Myth bongs 
the magical mysteries of histone, demonic god 

Available on: 

Commodore 

C64 Cartridge. £19.99 

Commodore Amiga and 

Atari ST... £25.99 

BntHant character animations have you jumping 
and slaying your way through a true award 
winning classic Having scooped ail the ma|Or 
awards on the smaller home computers. Myth 
looks set to emulate that success on the Amiga 
and Atari ST 

System Three Software Ltd 
18 Peterborough Road 
Harrow Middlesex HA1 2BQ 
Tel; (081) 864 8212 Fax; (081) 864 48£I 

L »srA Jjri into the very hean of your home 
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We’re making waves 

Real 3D i% a revolutionary 3D modelling, ray-l racing and 
animation package. 

Includes sophisticated solid modelling, 24 hit rendering, 
superior material handling, fog effects, hump 
mapping... 

NEW VERSION t.4 

Includes free form modelling, 24 ways to bend free 
fonn objects, 24 bit texture mapping, 

colour gradient mapping, key frame 
animation, morphing, two new dithering 
methods... 

Now you don’t have to 
imagine any more! 

REAL 3 — D 
Real 3D is distributed in the UK by 

Alternative Image 
6 Lothair Rd* 
Leicester LE2 7QB 
Tel: 0533-440041 

Rea! 3D is marketed internationally by 
Activa International BV 
P.O. Box 23260, 
1100 DT Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands 

Real 3D is a product of 
realsoft ky, Finland 

495-499 Oxford Road, Reading Berks. Telephone (0734) 393615 

Fax No. (0734) 574650 

******************** Commodore Amiga Specialist ******************** 

Commodore Amiga 500.1 Megabyte upgrade, 
Days of thunder.PaintILFantaoision & shadow 
of the beast. Also supplied with Dust cover, 
mouse mat. TV modulator, mouse and manuals. 
Christmas Price of £289.39+ vat. m,-.«t.«ock» 

Commodore Amiga A1500, including 1084s, PaintHI, 
Games pack. Home accounts , Platinum works, 
mouse & mouse mat + manuals. 
All this for £723.39 + vat. mow i* **. 

Printers 

Citizen 120D+ 9 pin printer 
Citizen Swift9 Colour 
Citizen Swift24e colour (360x360 dpi) 

£123.40 +vat, 
£170,20 +vat. 
£255*31 +vat. 

Star LC20 9 pin printer 
Star LC2O0 9 pin colour 
Star LC24-200 24 pin colour 

£118.29 +vaL 
£186.38 +vat* 
£234,00 +vat. 

Panasonic 1123 Good \m6gt* 24 pin printer £179.00 +vat* 
Panasonic 1 1 24i E-Vu H^h quality 24 pin printer £221*00 +vat. 

Accessories 

CDT V + Lemmings, Hutchiusons endopaedia, & Welcome disk 

Reduced price of £425.52 + vat. £499*99 inc vat* 

Mierobotics Sup Bound with 2 meg Ram suUablt At500 

1/2 meg upgrades for A500 with clock <£ battery 

Philips Mkll Colour monitor 

V(iti rang? of other sec«aork* nvnifcthlc from dock h 

£17000 + v*£ 
£ U03 + wtf. 
£194*9 + vat. 

ue Call for detail* 

Please add £10.00 P&P for next working day delivery. Callers Welcome at our large showrooms* 

Specification & prices subject to change without prior notice 

VISA 
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GAMES PROGRAMMING 0 

EVERY GENERATION HAS its heroes and 

in this age of high technology and the home 

computer* it’s the games programmers who 

have set an example that thousands of com¬ 

puter addicts dream of following. Images of 

games programmers swimming in cash or 

driving flash sports cars base served only to 

fuel the fanatical interest in the lifestyle of the 

successful games programmer. 

Most computer users try their hand at 

games programming sooner or later, bui the 

problem is, many budding programmers try to 

run before they can w alk. Dreaming of writing 

a game that would pul the likes of David 

Bruben or Je* San to shame is all very nice, 

but you're in for a real shock if you think your 

initial efforts are going to be even close to the 

quality of Elite, SturGUJer 2 or Lemmings* 

Point number one: even as a beginner* with 

care you can do sonic pretty good stuff. But 

trying to write a game that is beyond your 

capabilities is the quickest way of turning 

initial enthusiasm into eventual frustration. 

We've all done it - back in the days when 1 

was learning to program* I often attempted to 

what can and can't be done. And that's where 

game creation packages come in. 

As well as getting experts like Bullfrog, Vivid 

Image, The Assembly Line and Magnetic 

Scrolls to explain what’s involved in program¬ 

ming a game* the other major pan of this 

feature is doing it the easy way; game creation 

packages. Some of these* like the 3D 

Construction Kit, involve very little program¬ 

ming* and then of a very simple kind. Others* 

like AMOS, are programming languages with 

extra helpful features plugged in. Either way, 

they can help you to start off as a beginner, or 

to try ideas out if you don't actually want to 

progress to coding. 

For these you really just need an Amiga, 

and you*re away* If you want to get into 

proper programming* you'll need a bit more 

besides, First, choose your programming lan¬ 

guage, Then look to your hardw are, 

You'll almost certainly need at least a 

megabyte of RAM (more wouldn’t hum and a 

second drive is always a good idea. Better still, 

you’ll find a hard drive a real life saver. 

The not-so-triclcy art of 
games programming 
Many people see games programmers as super-human characters blessed 

with the brain power of Einstein, but you too can get in oh the act. 

Jason Holborn points out exactly how... 

write games that were far beyond my abilities. 

Designing the game and its graphics were a lot 

of fun to do, but when if came to the actual 

coding, 1 was slumped. 

Not that you necessarily have to be go*xJ at 

coding. The way most modem software dev el¬ 

opers work is that a programmer works with 

an artist w ho does the graphics* a musician to 

cover in-game music and sound effects* and a 

game designer who acts like a producer and 

looks after the overall concept and makes sure 

ihat the game keeps its emphasis on playability 

us ii develops, Nowadays, there are plenty of 

very giaxl coders around: but what dev dopers 

and software houses alike are looking for is 

new ideas for games. 

Point number two: you don't have to be a 

programmer to gel involved in games. But it is 

useful to have an idea of how games are cre¬ 

ated, which you can easily pick up just by 

reading this article. 

If you’re good at an. for example, develop 

techniques for doing interesting stuff in 

Deluxe Paint - that's exactly how most game 

graphics are done - but when you read this 

article, you'll realise you want to concentrate 

on making things look good while using a lim¬ 

ited amount of colours. And if you want the 

most interesting of jobs* w ithout ev er getting 

your hands dirty, you can become a game 

designer, But you do need to understand ihe 

basic principles of how a game works, to know 

especially when you start working on larger 

projects. You'll need a decent paint package to 

produce the graphics for your game: Deluxe 

Paint ftf or IV, or the complete paint package 

The Graphics Workshop which we brought 

you on the Coverdisk of Issue 30 l copies are 

still available for £5 from our back issues 

department, if y ou missed ouu are ideal. 

You'll also need a sound sampler (for 

producing effects) and a suitable music com¬ 
position package. Most programmers use 

Sound Tracker clones like MED, simply 

because they are so easy to use. What's more* 

because many of them are available through 

the PD libraries, a decent SoundTracker isn't 

going to cost y ou an arm and a leg. 

Kilted out with that lot and this feature, 

you're away, and if you sell your game to 

Psygnosis, we'd like a share of the profits. □ PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 

Any programming language you want la available on 
the Amiga, so If you've used PASCAL at college, you 

could use it at home. But there are three main choices* 
Traditionallyt BASIC Is the beginner's programming language, 

but It's never really taken off on the Amiga* The best place to 
start Is probably AMDS, which is a form of BASIC but with lots of 
extras, end It's used a lot for educational software because it can 
give colourful, simple results very easily. The language most 
used for programming serious applications Is C, which you can 
use to write your own CU commands, for example* But the only 
real option for top-class games tends to be assembly language, 
where HI Soft’s Devpac 2 assembler is the one you should buy. 

AS WELL AS writing some classic games 

like Populous 2, programming team 

Bullfrog take time out to teach assembly 

language programming to local youngsters. 

Chief frog* Pete Molyneux. explains how 

they go about it*** 

The big difference between learning from 

a hook and learning the u ay we do it. is that 

books are too general to be any good. Pick 

up a hook and they'll start teaching you 

about how' to open a screen* or read the joy ¬ 

stick port, and do all sorts of gubbins... 

which you actually require a very high level 

of technical knowledge before you can even 

do the simplest of things, just putting one 

dot on the screen, for example. 

We take that level of expertise away 

completely* We start with a ready-made 

sy stem that opens the Amiga up. displays a 

screen so you can start drawing sprites to it. 

Then it initialises the mouse, joy slick and 

gels all ihat ready , so you don't have to 

worry about that. Because if you want to 

learn games programming, that's what you 

want to do: draw something on the screen, 

l would say that over half of every Amiga 

book I've ever read that teaches you pro¬ 

gramming* is taken up w ith just doing the 

trivial things. 

Within five minutes of sluing dow n to 

learn programming, someone will have 

written a program: a very* very simple pro¬ 

gram to move a sprite on-screen. All they 

actually have to learn is just three assembly 

language instructions, and they arc Move. 

Add and Jump to sub-routine. Jump to sub¬ 

routine they don't even really have to 

understand these. 

The first thing to introduce people to is gel 

them used to what registers are. They're 

really* really simple* it's just like a variable 

in BASIC, Then there's lots of different 

things you can fiddle around with. 

Eventually* they know just two instructions: 

for example, move,word #l0.d0. Whatever 

the number is in JO, it could be from zero to 

319, that is the position on-screen that the 

sprite appears at* 

It's simple as that, so people can start 

messing around, moving the sprite around 

on their ow n. Then we can start using Add. 

So if l said move #10, do. then dO would 

equal 10. If 1 then said add £5.d0 then dn 

would equal 15, so the sprite would appear 

at position 15. So that s it. You’ve just 

learnt two assembly language instructions! 

The next step along is to do something a 

little bit more interesting* and that's to tie 

that sprite to ihe joystick, so that as you 

move the joy stick backwards and forwards, 

the sprite moves backwards and forwards* 

so you're already building up a little 

program. Again, you're jut using the move 

and add instructions. 

Then we add the use of a fire-button. That 

then launches off into a whole new area, 

which some people find quite hard at first. 



0 GAMES PROGRAMMING 

HOW YOU CAN GET 
INVOLVED... 
II you'd like to take advantage of the Bullfrog 'easy route to 
assembly language programming success , fust send a cheque 
for... no, no, that's just a joke! The Papulous programmers will 
start running a tutorial in this magazine either next month or 
the month after (we've got a few details to sort out first). They'll 
also be giving away the code engine' that can get you started, 
and we're trying to do a deal with the manufacturers of Devpac, 
the top Amiga assembly language compiler, to give you a low- 
cost route into programming. Watch, as they say. this space... 

WHAT YOU NEED TO BE A 
PROGRAMMER 
The Bullfrogs developed all their games, including the mighty 
Papulous £ entirely on the Amiga. They use the assembly lan¬ 
guage compiler Devpac 2 from HISoft, Deluxe Paint from 
Electronic Arts for the graphics and animations, and the sound 
sampler AudloMaster for the sound effects. And that's all you 
need to produce a top-notch Amiga game! 

Learning to program 
the Bullfrog way! 

until eventually you have a finished game. 

Which you can then change and modify and 

create a totally new game. It has to be 

simple: if you try to be too ambitious, peo¬ 

ple get daunted. But it's a complete game: 

and if it were bigger, you’d look at it and 

think, “Thai’s a finished product!". 

and that is, you si art m want to have just more 

than one sprite on screen. When you press the 

fire‘button, you want something to shoot out. 

So you’ve gin to write a program that caters 

for two or more sprites. 

That’s where you start to use variables 

rather than registers. You’ve only got 15 regis¬ 

ters, so you have lo start using the memory of 

the computer to hold your values. The regis- 

ters are actually on the processor, and there's 

only 15 of them on the poor old 68000. If you 

want to have something very very' fast, then 

you do it in registers. 

By now we’ve introduced the subject of 

animation, w hich is really simple. It’s just tak¬ 

ing whatever your artist has drawn and 

plonking it on screen. After we've got all that, 

with the sprite moving around with the joy¬ 

stick and using the fire-button and multiple 

sprites on screen, we then start to introduce 

some game tactics. 

The first one we introduce is velocity. Tf 

yoO look at a game with a main sprite tied to 

the joystick, as you move the joystick to the 

left, the sprite doesn't instantly react and move 

to the left, ii slows down and then slowly starts 

moving to the left. That's velocity. You’ve got 

a direction that your spriic is moving in, and a 

>pecd your sprite is moving at, and instead of 

just immediately changing that, you just slow 

the speed dow n and then invert the speed. You 

just start subtracting bits from it till the sprite's 

stopped and then building up to a maximum. 

After we've done velocity it's collision, and 

again it’s an important thing for games: how 

do >*hi detect one thing hitting another thing, 

or a bullet hitting something? Simple, You’ve 

got one sprite moving on-screen: you've got 

another sprite moving on screen: and you just 

compare their X and Y co-ordinates. It’s just 

simple brute force, basically. 

When the program’s finished, there’s one 

big loop, with lots of little jumps to 

subroutines, if you looked dowm that loop you 

would see: process the movement of the 

sprites: check for collision; check the joystick: 

draw the \priics on screen; display the screen: 

then go round and do the whole thing again, 

AflCT all this, you’re well into creating a 

game. We then talk about various asides, like 

doing the scores, a high-score fable and so on. 

There are a couple of things that are very 

useful to know before you start. The first is 

doing arithmetic - I know it sounds stupid, 

but it's amazing how many people don't, or 

haven't bothered for years - and the other 

thing is knowing about hexadecimal. And 

what's called Boolean algebra. Most people 

do it as part of a GCSE Maths course, but 

otherwise if s just a question of picking up a 

book, or asking at school. And you have to 

be able to understand co-ordinates. The 

Boolean operations you need to understand 

are AND, OR and NOT. Brush up on that, 

and you won't have a problem! 

FROM NOTHING TO LEMMINGS... A CASE IN POINT! 
Dave Jones Is the man behind DMA Design and the mastermind of the infamous Lemmings, a game that is gen¬ 
erally regarded as one of the best Amiga games of all time. Now available in both Amiga and CDTV format. 
Lemmings 1$ even being written for the coin-op arcades. But Dave started his games programming career 
working on an A500, using nothing more than a copy of HiSofts Devpac Amiga and Deluxe Paint 

Working In the evenings white not giving up his day job, Dave produced Menace, the game which set the 
foundations for the success that DMA now enjoys. This all goes to prove that you don’t need thousands of 
pounds of equipment to produce a marketable game - a basic A5G0 with a megabyte of RAM and twin drives Is 
more than enough. 

In Amiga Format s original programming series, way back in Issue 7, he gave away the secrets of how 
Menace was made. The game rlself was terribly simple: and in many ways. Lemmings is no more complex, tf 
you’d read Dave's series in Amiga Format it could have been you that programmed Lemmings. But it s having 
the idea that counts, and it was Dave who thought up the ingenious little creatures! Oh No! {See Page 68) 
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PUT YOUR AMIGA TO WORI 
Impressive power and ease-of-use makes business or home office computing easy and fun! 

Advanced 
Business 

Spreadsheet 
Organizes 

Home or 

Business 
Finances 

Fast! 

willed 
Kiss 

Traversa Homine 
Ultra Fast Word Processor With 
90,000 Word Spelt Checker! 

Easy1- To- Use Page Layout 
Creates Professional Flyers, 
Ads, Newsletters And More! 

Powerful 
Database 
Manager 

Handles Up 

To 32,767 
Records! 

Graphing Module Illustrates Your Numbers 
With 3-D Charts and Graphs! Up SO 23j?57 pUr tttu 

LET YOUR AMIGA DO IT FOR YOU WITH 

GOLD DISK OFFICE! 
w» £129.95. Now Only £69.95 
Whether you're running a 

business or a household. Gold 

Disk Office gives you the 

power to do it better, faster, 

and easier. 

With Office Write you'll be 

turning out letters and reports faster 

than you thought possible. And our 

90,000 word ’ English" spell 

checker will keep you accurate. It 

also handles mail merge from Office 

File and links to Office Page and 

Office Calc. 

Office Calc makes your office or 

home finances 

easy to take care 

of It’s a high 

power spreadsheet 

with advanced features like ARexx 

support, more than 100 functions, 

and Lotus/MultUPlan 

compatibility'! 

Office Graph lets you understand 

your numbers better using a variety 

of multi-color 2 and 3-D charts and 

graphs. You can export your graphs 

for use in Office Page and more. 

Office Fite is a powerful database 

that makes it easy to keep track of 

friends, customers, inventory and 

more! Use ii to mail merge with 

Office Write or link it to Office 

Calc for super power! 

Use Office Page to create your own 

professional flyers, newsletters. 

brochures, ads, and more! Easy to 

use. Office Page is filled with 

professional features like AGFA 

Compugraphic fonts for hi-res 

output on everything from dot- 

matrix to PostScript. Columns are a 

snap and you can even wrap text 

automatically around structured or 

bitmapped graphics, Office Page 

makes page layout fun and 

profitable! 

THE CRITICS AGREE! 
package of five separate and 

powerful business programs that are 

as easy w use as they are to buy. 

Amiga World (2/91) 

"...an impressive package of five fully 

integrated programs that turn an 

Amiga into the center of operations of 

a highly productive office, " - 

Amazing Computing (12/90) 

So // you want to be more 

froductive, and make work as 

easy as playing games, get 

Gold Disk Office today! At this 

low special price, you can't 

afford not to! 

Improve your productivity 
NOW by calling SILICA at 

TZ 081-309-1111 
Or stop by your nearby 
Silica Systems or other 

Gold Disk dealer! 

GOLD DISK 



Special introduction price 

only £19.99 

SYSTEMS 
Europe's number one 

name in original games 
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(5 games programming 

The programmers give away their secrets 

Vivid Image on Arcade Games 
The authors of the graphically outstanding First Samurai are definitely the ideal people to explain away 

the tricks that go into making a 'sprite-based' game look pretty bleedin' brilliant... 

AMIGA GAMES? THEY’RE all exactly the sajne. 

aren't they? We're not casting doubt on their original¬ 

ity or gameplay, bui the majority all use a similar 

programming technique. You may not think a platform 

game has a lot in common with a shoot-cm-up. but 

they share a common concept - sprites. 

Essentially, all you arc doing in this kind of game is 

controlling a little bunch of pixels, and the pixels could 

make up a spaceship or a little feller who fires rain¬ 

bows. Your link bunch of pixels is called a ‘sprite’ 

and it moves about over a background. Other spriics 

can make up enemies, or moving parts of the scenery. 

To understand the main mechanics of this kind of 

game, all you have to do ts think of it stowed down 

massively. The TV screen or monitor changes its pic¬ 

ture 25 times a second* and it’s between each change 

of picture that everything in the game happens. Firsi 

the game reads the joystick input, to sec where you've 

moved your player sprite to. Then it moves all the 

other sprites according to the paths set down in the 

program. Then it sees if any sprites are overlapping: 

this is what's called collision detection, If so, it'll trig¬ 

ger off an explosion or whatever: if not, you carry on. 

That's the basics. But how' are experts like Vivid 

Image thinking when they develop a game? 

Most programmers prefer either 32 or (more com¬ 

monly) 16 colours. For First Samurai* Vivid decided 

upon a 16-colour screen* allocating eight colours to the 

main sprite (your samurai) and the remaining eight for 

the backgrounds. The Amiga's HAM mode is rarely 

used by games programmers apart from the occasional 

static title screen. Some programmers lake advantage 

of the 32 colours available in low-res. hut not all, 

The next step in designing a game is the sprites. It’s 

important to decide upon the colour palette and then 

vtick to it. It's possible to change colours from level to 

level, bui each level has to use the same colours 

throughout. Even then, only changes to the last eight 

can he made because the main sprite has to remain the 

same colour regardless of which level you are on. 

Once the colours for the sprites arc decided it’s time to 

calculate how many pixels ihe screen is to scroll when 

a sprite runs across the screen, allowing the animation 

to look as convincing as possible. Next is howr many 

frames the game is to run in. For those of you that 

don't quite understand this, we'll explain... 

Every game* be it sprite-based or 3D. is based around 

a loop that performs all the functions thai must be car¬ 

ried out for the game to run. Every lime the loop is 

performed, the screen is redrawn once, so ihe faster the 

loop is performed, the faster your game will run. 

But you don't necessarily want the game to run at 

25 frames per second. If your animation nuts too 

quickly* your character will walk too fast, so it’s vitally 

important to break the 

animation down into a 

precise number of 

frames so that the char¬ 

acter doesn't walk too 

fast or too slow. 

When ii came dowm 

to designing the sprites 

for First Sanmrai Vivid 

Image tore pages oui of 

Walt Disney's book, borrowing some animation tech¬ 

niques. For example, the main character isn't in 

proportion to a real human - he's very squat. If you 

saw him walking down your local high street, you’d 

feel rather sorry for him, but in the game it looks right. 

Even the process of drawing the sprites w ithin First 

Samurai wasn't straightforward. To save memory', 

Vivid split the main sprite into three boxes, each 32 

pixels wide by 24 down. Using this technique. Vivid 

could use the same leg sprites over and over again, 

even though the main character may well be waving 

his hands around like a demented karate expert. 

Obviously this technique can't always be used, hui the 

saving in memory when it can be used is tremendous. 

As well as the main sprite images, you also need to 

create a mask For each, w hich is basically a blacked out 

representation of Ihe sprites. Ii's often best to add an 

extra pixel around the borders of the mask so that 

when the sprite is overlaid on lop of the mask, an out¬ 

line is formed around the sprite. This can help to 

separate the main character from the background when 

the two use similar colours. 

The backgrounds for games like First Samurai aren't 

whai they appear. You may think they are simply huge 

images held in memory, hut surprisingly they are built 

up from blocks in a similar manner to a jigsaw. 

However, unlike a jigsaw, game backgrounds are 

often built using the same piece over and over again. If 

you wanted your background to consist of a brick w alk 

although the wall appears 

to he hand-drawn, it 

could easily be con¬ 

structed using a single 16 

by 16 pixel block pasted 

over and over again. 

Similar to the back¬ 

ground map is the edge 

of road' map which is 

used to determine what 

sprites can walk on, what’s solid, what you can jump 

through and w hat you can climb. The edge of mad map 

is similar to the background map as it too Is made up 

of blocks, but you can't sec them. To stop the main 

sprite from floating in mid-air, the blocks that the edge 

of road map uses are considerably smaller than the 

blocks used by the background map. 

With all those graphics ready, here's how the main 

game loop would run. First, move the main character. 

Second, see if he's triggered anything off. Third, draw 

the screen: backgrounds then sprites. Fourth, cheek the 

player's status: has energy gone below zero? Then 

you're ready to do it all again. 

-Backgrounds for games 
like First Samurai are not 
just huge images held in 

memory# they are built up 
from blocks in a similar 

way to a jigsaw.** 
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GAMES PROGRAMMING fTp 

4900 lOOOOO oei 
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Writing arcade 
games the 
easy way 
There's no easy way to learn to program. A game-making kit can help, but 

your best bet is to start with the simple but powerful programming 

language AMOS, as Jason Holborn explains. 

IF YOUR BRAIN can't stretch to the com¬ 

plexities of assembly language, the next best 

thing is undoubtedly Mandarin's AMOS, an 

absolutely superb BAS 1C-like programming 

language that combines the power of assem¬ 

bler with the ease of use of good old BASIC. 

From day one. AMOS was designed with 

games in mind and as a result it can handle 

virtually every aspect of writing arcade games. 

You want sprites whizzing around the 

screen at break neck speeds? You've got it! 

You want to scroll the screen smoothly? 

You've got it! You want to build up game 

maps just like the professionals? You got it! 

You want the bouncers to dress in pink? Er... 

well, AMOS can handle nearly everything. 

If the thought of coding even in AMOS 

reduces you to a quivering wreck, then there is 

another option. Palace's Sftoot-Em-Up 

Construction Kit (SEUCK to its friends) is a 

simple step-by-step kit that lets you create 

simple vertically-scrolling shoot-cm-ups along 

the lines of Bante Command and Hybris. 

It's hardly on a par with the power of 

AMOS and ifs starting to look rather long in 

the tooth these days, but it is no longer pro¬ 

duced by the manufacturers so you can pick it 

up surprisingly cheaply. It's a worthwhile 

purchase for anyone who wouldn't know an 

opcode from a bag of fish-and-chips. 

Anyway, let's get down to the business of 

writing a game, We've used AMOS as the 

example language because it is by far the most 

popular and most powerful package available 

that can handle the job. Basically it's BASIC 

programming, but AMOS includes a number 

of tools rather like the Editors that games pro¬ 

fessionals use, Lei's see how it works... 

WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU NEED 
AMOS BASIC, also known as the AMOS Interpreter, is published by Mandarin Software, 
now also known as Europress Software, and costs £49,95, Europress' number is 
0625 859333. Another useful addition to the program is the AMOS compiler, which 
translates your AMOS programs into machine code for you, making them run consider¬ 
ably taster as well as turning them into stand-alone games which you can then easily 

pass on to your friends. 

IOnce you've decided upon the type of 

game lhai you wish to write, the first 

thing you must do is design the sprites that 

will be used within your game. To make life 

nice and easy, AMOS comes complete with its 

own sprite editor program which can be loaded 

as an accessory within the main AMOS 

program. This powerful utility can be used to 

create what AMOS calls 'sprite banks', which 

are groups of sprites. 

Like the programmers at Vivid Image, it's 

very important to take into account what 

colours you can use for sprites and what 

colours are to be used by the background, 32- 

colour sprites look nice, but they're not really 

that practical unless you intend leaving the 

background blank. 

2 As we've already discussed, professional 

programmers incorporate backgrounds 

into their games using a system which splits 

the background into blocks, AMOS can use 

this technique too, thanks to a powerful utility 

called Total AMOS Map Editor (TAME). 

Tame allows you to cut either 16-by-16 or 

32-by-32 pixel blocks out of a standard IFF 

image (like a Deluxe Paint picture) and then 

place them down into a background map, 

reusing blocks where necessary. Obviously 

you'll need to have a paint package to prepare 

the IFF image that Tame works on, but the rest 

of the work is handled for you. 

The current release of AMOS doesn't sup¬ 

port Tame map Files, but you can still take 

advantage of this powerful facility by ripping 

the Tame routines out of the AMOS demo 

game Magic Forest, The authors of Tame 

intend to produce an extension to AMOS that 

will build this facility into AMOS BASIC. 
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UP AT THE ARCADE! 

Space Invaders. Defends Donkey Kong and Pac 
Man. Their game sly!© and presentation varied but they all 
stressed reaction speed and tactics. This blend proved an 
Instant (ill as H stressed both physical and mental dexterity. With 
the rise of home computers, the game people wanted to play 
were those of the arcades* 

With the rise of home computing a new breed of arcade 
game grew upt those written directly for the computer. They had 
never been near an arcade In their Jives but exhibited all the 
usual trappings: liming puzzles, dodging enemies, collecting 

power-tips and continues. 
A modem arcade retains all these features and throws in 

coin-op quality for good measure. A good example of the genre 
will reave you acting on Instinct, your eyes dazzled, your brain 
puzzled, your joystick hand aching and dying for another go. 

3 Once all the sprite data and backgrounds 

for your game have been prepared, the 

next step is to think about how you'll approach 

the coding. Obviously it's not really advisable 

to dive straight in and get coding, so the first 

thing you must do is to break your game down 

into separate sections which can then be coded 

into separate routines. For example, you’ll 

need a routine to move ail the sprites, another 

to redraw the screen, another to check for 

collisions and so on 

To start with, though, you need to pull in 

your sprites using the AMOS LOAD com¬ 

mand. This command only needs to be called 

once as all the sprites for your game can be 

stored within a single bank. 

4 Guess what comes next? Yes folks, once 

again we need a double buffered screen. 

Even if you're using hardware sprites only, it’s 

still worth using a double buffered screen if 

any section of the background image changes. 

Of course if it doesn't, then you can gel away 

without double buffering, but it’s very unlikely 

that you wouldn't use blitter objects simply 

because of their flexibility. 

Using the Tame handling routines we siole 

from Magic Forest, we now need to draw' the 

background in our spare screen. Once this is 

done, any bobs that we are using have to be 

drawn in. This is achieved using the BOB 

command wrhich not only draws in the bob. but 

can also be used to move the bob simply by 

specifying new X and Y eo-ords for the bob's 

position on-screen. 

So far we've got our background and 

bobs to appear on the screen, but we now 

need to actually breathe life into our bobs. All 

bobs other than the player's character can be 

updated simply by feeding new co-ords to the 

BOB command, but no doubt you'll w^ant to 

control the player's bob via a joystick. 

Implementing joystick control is very sim¬ 

ple indeed. All you need do is define two 

variables which will store the bob's current X 

and Y position. Then just get the joystick posi¬ 

tion by reading it with the AMOS system 

variable JOY. This variable will be a different 

number according to which way the joystick is 

pointed. If JOY equals two then the joystick's 

pointing dowm so you subtract one from the X 

variable, if it is three then you add one to the 

X variable and so on. Furthermore, you can 

read the joystick fire-button by checking when 

the value returned by JOY equals four, 

6 Collision detection is also very easy to 

implement within AMOS, AMOS 

includes five commands which handle this - 

SPRITE COL (which detects a collision 

between two hardware sprites), BOB COL 

(collision between two bobs). 5PRITEBOB 

COL (collision between a single sprite and one 

or more bobs), BOBSPRITE COL (collision 

between a single bob and one or more sprites) 

and SET ZONE (which defines a rectangular 

zone anywhere on the screen which can be 

checked to see if a sprite or a bob has come 

into collision w ith it). 

In most games you will be primarily inter¬ 

ested in the BOB COL command, although the 

SET ZONE command can also be used when 

you wish the player's sprite to interact with 

the background. 

One very powerful feature of AMOS 

which very few AMOS users seem to 

exploit is AMAL. AMOS' powerful interrupt- 

driven animation language, AMAL can be 

particularly useful when writing games as it 

can be used to handle some of the more mun¬ 

dane tasks under interrupt, leaving you with 

far more processor time at your disposal. 

Under interrupt just means the computer 

runs off and does it on its own. For example, 

such things as hardware scrolling or the move¬ 

ment of computer-controlled sprites can be 

implemented using AMAL, often resulting in a 

much faster game. 

As a general rule, if you think a routine 

could be implemented under AMAL, then do 

so. Programming in AMAL may not be partic¬ 

ularly enjoyable (the AMAL instruction set is 

hardly user-friendly), but a much faster frame 

rate will be your reward. 

Now all that remains is to add the actual 

game play into your AMOS game. Even 

writing a game using AMOS may seem like an 

almost impossible task, but you’ll be surprised 

just how easy AMOS makes it. As always, the 

key is to break your game down into steps. 

This way. you can concentrate on specific 

parts of your game without getting over¬ 

whelmed with the complexities of the game as 

a whole. Of course this tutorial has rather sim¬ 

plified the whole process of writing a game in 

AMOS, but the foundations are there for yon 

to build upon, 

Using AMOS is undoubtedly one of the 

simplest ways to get into proper games 

programming, this is simply because so much 

of the work is done for you. You can add such 

things such as interrupt-driven music to your 

games with just a couple of commands, 

without having to worry about setting up hard¬ 

ware interrupts and all the other binds of 

techie mumbo-jumbo that ihe professionals 

have to cope with, O FE
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Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

22065 cps. 24 pin 360 apt. ortlQ 
7K Butter expandable to jiulu, 

39K _ 
CITIZEN PN48 (New) 
Portable A4 notebook COAG 
printer with laser quality ItiTU 

STAR LC2^200 COLOUR RRPX^ 

220/55 cps, 24 pm CyW 
colour, 30K butter SW' 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24eRRP£«Mfr 
216/80 cps, colour COC( 
option. 2 V guarantee dUtiLK 

ACCESSORIES 

Parallel Printer Cable.& 
Universal Printer Stand. 
500 sheets of continuous 

paper.W 

Colour kit option tor rdi 
Swift 9/224/24e.**' 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19,99! 

Features: *Next day courier delivery 

*30 day exchange tor new 

•1 year guarantee giving 

A free coflection and delivery 

f\ should a fault occur 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 17,5% 

DYNAMITE HOUSE, 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 



AMIGA IMP CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 

i ft I AS -4-J 

This Great New Pack from Co mm adore oners everything 
far ALL THE FAMILY, A Great Computer with some 

Brilliant Games featuring the latest CARTOON HITS.., 

AMIGA A500‘ COMPUTER with 
(Complete with Mouse., Leads. Manuals etc as listed ' left) 

RAM UPGRADE, 

THE SIMPSONS wlRaUito 

DELUXE.MINT III 

JL «*t364 
/ 

3 t 
CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE AMIGA BUNDLE 
WITH MERLINS UNIQUE SORCERORS PACKS ANO... 

SAVE £££‘s 
JUST RIGHT FOR CHRISTMAS ANO YOU CHOOSE 
WHAT TO HAVE...From our simple Pack 1 to our 

extensive Pack 4 that gives you everything!M 
AND...because YOU have a choice, you don'l and 
up with lots of items you don't really wan!. With 

some bundles you see advertised you have to lake 
what you get. with Merlin you don't!!! 

SORCERORS PACK 1 
Quality Mouse Mat. Quality Thick Vinyl Amiga Past 
Caver. Quality Guaranteed Joyibt and Ten Blank 

Gists in a Vinyl Disk Library Cast i n rnyi ucu Linfary ur 9 

09.99 c. 
SORCERORS PACK 2 

10 GREAT GAMES FOR ALL THE FAMILY > 
Data&iorm, Dungeon Quest. E-Molion, Grand Monster 

Slam, Shuflleuutk Cato, Kid Gloves, Powerplay. 
RVF Honda, Mtcfoe Micraprose Soccer, lower of Babel 

£25 

EXCLUSIVE TO MERLIN 
15 GREAT QUALITY AMIGA TITLES FROM 
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE HOUSES (Not 
Cheap PD software!) AT A LOW PRICE!!! 

FORMULA 1 SUMO ftO cKWig snidUM. SK«r tel achon Orpmg . 
SMROimu] Jj 
ELF Mtf 'W 
$AM11GREAVSE TINU Fir-nv a>e 'Sane W TbSL^j' hncMAeOge wtf. S«nt& GiWSae" 
TULf Trims faMMtm&MsrniMMntivmmnit''' C 
ROLLER COASTER flUMilEfl fopiMtifatr p^sscjods1 Dip 1^4 + 
PETER tmmvt SOCCER Eicitng toctwi gang tin ms on fat fftegwioTOft"1 J 
um ^ai^DrMip^bc^lxllMkotf^ 
WHITER DLTWPVU} ttinipr dyr-ipc sfC1^. s». v&t ,5o: c.ie:}h mo kits. Verts mote" 
CASINO -ROULETTE Go to tJw casma s«a brgi* os sank! Of wi* soos« your shaft'11 
FREEDOM Slaves fen* ie i lascinat.irg gaite crl scfltt)■, actor & gnppng CDff-M' 
ZNDC LEAGUES Wortd travel graphic ataniure on the Mu* m Ntowit Aromai1" 
iMM SOUAD HEROES Highly kra sauKj ol men 4 *owi wgrtio solve Wwtt ptojiens11' 
ESPtOMAGE Become a Master 5py in tMs ttnUing pm M cunning end flniigp'11 
LEONARDO Lnmfc toWM (MfcL ghosts A rare tturang ms targtiry bungles’ 

E3SORCERORS PACK 4a 

4 £ F 

rki 

BUY TWO PACKS! gm + ■ _ 
That's Right Packs... Kit ■ 
And all at an incredible Special Marlin Price... 

just. £34.99 

4 

4 

TOP SOFTWARE TITLE OFFER 

ALL DIE LATEST GAMES AS THEYHE BEUttED 
BUT AT DISCOUNT PftFCfS WHEN BOUGHT WITH A 

MERLIN AMIGA PACKAGE.. YOU CAN SAVE AGAIN!!! 

Now you can buy one of the LATEST NEW SOFTWARE RELEASES 
from the top software companies.,,AND ALL AT A DfSCOUNT!!! 
For example if you would like to buy a top games title WITH an 
Amiga from Merlin we will only charge you as follows... 

ANY title with an rrp of £24.99 - YOU PAY JUST El 6.991!! 
ANY title with an rrp of £29.99 - YOU PAY JUST £19 99!!! 
ANY title with an rrp of £34.99 - YOU PAY JUST £22.99!!! 

Buy as many GAMES as you like! We can supply arty GAME that's published 

(subject to availability), so call us NOW 1o enquire about your next order! 

Sorcerer* Pack* anp associated oilers ate only available it tire prices 
shown when purchased with an Amiga (of any lypeV pfease ring and 

ask to prices d y» wish to puretase separately from Am^as 

Every time yoj place an cutter mtfi Mertn Express you wi be sent an entry form asking three 
ample competbon cruestKtns. pto$ you* answer to a t* breaker («i nor more than M words}. 

The Magic of Merlin &_.*. AIT entrants getting fly three questions correct «nl then te 
judged m ttwr tie break answers, the best ten win be judged on 'LEAP years QAV 

(29th Frtnary 19911 by Amiga Formaj lo decade the wtnoer. And.. rtwlloniy cost YOU The 
price ot a stamp! Should you wm. you will receive a voucher redeemable at Merlin tor 
Ihe total value of the MQSt EXPENSIVE SINGLE ITEM* wrthm your order’ (eg « you 

purchased m Amiga Cartoon Class* Pack and a Philips Monitor you couto wn vouchers 
to the value of your Amiga, some £369.99’!!). 

WIN IIP TO £609.99* MONEY BACK !!! 
COMPETITION PULES AND CONDITIONS 

‘ Qhtr applies to at) advertised poods wf/i the atixptmotGunm&tom Amiga ISOOptoCtiet range & Stef* 
Lam Printers YoiwiMf9celm(MSnWevooae»mordttplKPd bemtnWM>v. miant 

31# Avtim JtvwiawwaMMs6m29nFih 19® fLeap Yea* ^)py Amiga Formal Abgaim 
W*Q wtit act MS judges Tf»e>f chjci&»&in p*nrf iknuliingi .Tp ^nnr^wf rrafti ftf 
pda tote m* Km of Buchers tepmv&e at Mertn to ANY pi out range of Anya v Hah amcWNf 
poomris jntf w casr jr?rrriar.'iT or otlerea Alt empwveti ot toh Mertm fynTsi mci future 

, - ■ :-r V r-.rt-i-rt.-'jnMdPJWWfQf 

SPECIAL LIMITED PURCHASE TO FIRST 50 CUSTOMERS 
1 - JCONIX SPEEDKING JOYSTICK 
1 - MIG 29 SOVIET FIGHTER 
1 - BMX SIMULATOR 
1 - PRO TENNIS 
1 - TREASURE ISLAND 01ZZY £19 

99 
*ei w 
ptp 

AMIGA 0 5Mb ‘STAND ALONE' PACK £309 
Standard Amiga A500' without any software package 

AMIGA 1Mb. ‘STAND ALONE PACK’ £349 
Std Amiga A50(T without software but with Commodores 1Mb memory 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
+ CM&B33 Mk II MONITOR 

including the necessary few* and dust -fi1, 
covers tor both Amiga and Monitor tD 13 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS InHinirtn rhj rwatlJiv liiilt. ]nj J.L.t 
♦ CM8833 Mk II MONITOR £B1S 

► STAR LC 2DQ COLOUR PRINTER ^ 

OTHER AMIGA COMBINATION PACKS ALSO AVAILABLE ■ Phone 

AMIGA CLASS OF THE 9D‘S PACK 
Std Amm ASQQ* fi CBM A501 TMb RAM Wg 

EndOfted bv ihe Njtmn&i p/^ PfO'Wrtle (WP) IfTi S##N et Home 
m OmmfJki TftUiw TpHtn 

qi! Pnmarv Educaton biluii Ptlfd II IIC Emulator 
-toMM (D*i») WCt*Disks 

ffttt Mimic Mbimi 

DJt I 04 
A Rnoiinc* Fite £469” 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK 
i BRAND NEW 1500 Pack mat & ideal 

lor both home and business! M 

Central Processing Unit (CPU)... 
!mb. RAM. 2. 3.S’ Fktppy Disk Drives . 
eight Expansion Slots to take ail Amiga 
2000 Peripherals 

Keyboard and Mouse... 
Plu-g-in Keyboard with Numeric Key Pad, 

| 4 Cursor Keys 2 Button Amiga Mouse. I 

THE WORKS PLATINUM EDITUM: 

D^U^PAmT^h^WmTABlmiU^ 
HOKE ACCOUNTS ■ Eiiy Sinking l 
home iiflince crqinisir 
ELF - A Gutii of Migk, SUPER!Ill 
PUZ2NIC AddichYs puzili gartem 
TOKI 300 tcreens ol nmmuetf lunf 
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 
0MUHAE rtftrtw bMk l!Kf«r Amiga 

n E649-" 
i £899" 
£885" 

Packs can be ctistomlsed to suit your needs, just phone us for a price! 

AMIGA 1500 CPU/KEYBOARD (As detailed 

AMIGA 1500 (As detailed} + 1084S Monitor 

AMIGA 1500 [As detailed) + CM8833/II 

Jj£@f 
MERLIN EXPRESS 

III I Sill 
REGISTERED DEALER 

NEW £145.99 
Replacement for the ever popular LC10, this 
new printer is 25% FASTER -1 S0/38cps and 
has new push button controls. Released for 
Europe approx 12mnth apo so It's well proven. 

£199.99 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 x 240dpi. 185/40cpS 
LC 24 200 MONO £229.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360dpi, 220/55cpS 
LC 24200 COLOUR £269 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360dpi. 22(V25cps 

NEW £379 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360dpi. 275/SOcps. 
29K Buffer, exceptional 4x4& pin dpi super 
letter Qualify fonts, 14x24 pin dpi near letter 
quality fonts. QUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAY! 

HEW £454.99 
Specification as the XB 24/200 above but with 
a massive 76K buffer and featuring a wider 
carriage far those applications that need it. 
NEW £249.99 
Near silent printer similar to the BJlOe Bubble 
but with Epson LQ/IBM Proprinter emulations. 
36Ddpi. lOOcps, 2SK Buffer. Fantastic Print!II 

LASERPR1NTER 4 £749.99 
Fully HP-IIP & Epson compatible. 300dpi, 1 Mb 
mem.(exp, to 5Mb.) serial/paralleL 14 fonts, 
RISC processor, with full lyrs on site maint. 
LASER PRINTER 4 STARSCRIPT £1099 99 
As above, but with Stars Postscript. 2Mb Mem 
14+35 fonts, Appletalk InL lyrs on site maint. 

LC24'2D0 LC24-10 XB24 2W2 

MM MM EM 99 Efftt14l 

WK EK.M £64 99 tK.M 
Font Cards Wk E2T.M £54 91 ttT.M 

Pfea$& state printer moeffl wtveft ordering 

FREE FROM MERLIN 
WITH ALL PRINTERS 

Ygur chwe ot EITHER 4 FREE DUST COVER Of a 
FREE 2 PART PRINTER STAND (E*«pt SUf USerc A 
Crtaw PN4B| phis you gel a FREE CONNECT iNG 

CABLE with EVERT PRWTER PURCHASED' 

Crtizen Printers 
carry a two 

year warranty 

n 
£139.99 

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi, 120/25cps 

£184 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpt, cps 

£189 99 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 x 240 dpt, l60/40cps 

£219 99 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 k 240 dpi. 120/25cps 

£239 99 
£25^99 

SPECIAL LOW PRICES WHILST STOCKS LAST 

NEW CITIZEN 224 MONO £219.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360 dpi, 160/53cps 
3NL0 S 1 Draft Font. 8K Buffer, 2Yf Warranty 
NEW CITIZEN 224 COLOUR £249.99 
Colour Version of the Hew 224 Mono above 
WM CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR £279 99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 360 x 360 dpi. 160/60cps 
6NLQ & 1 Draft Font, 8K Buffer, 2Yr Warranty, 
LCD Control Panel, superb paper handling!!!. 

£269 99 
t im* Cut Sheet F s eder £74 H 
1340. swill 9/24 Semi auto Sht Feeder £44 M 
1240, SwiM 9/24 Auto-Sheet Feeder £94 99 
1240. Sw rtt 9/24 Pri nter St a nd £24 99 
1 £40, SwHt £4 32K RAM Eipension £1} 99 
Font Cards Swltt 24 [Any ol 6) £39 99ee 

Buy 200 Sheets Cdntinuous M Paper, 5 ConClnutyus Envelopes, 
100 Cdhdnuous Address Labafe, 1 Printer Driver Disk, 

GENUINE RIBBONS 5 Pack 5 Pack 
Mono Mono Colour Colour 

StarlCUi'70 £4 75 CIS % ESS$ £27 S5 
Start Cm £6 49 f 2S 95 £1249 £59 S5 

i ES.9I mm £1299 
cstt m m m m m m 

£4 99 each m £22 JO tor $ Pick 
£4 99 each w tft n to 5 Reck 



EDUCATION 
N ‘'CO1 Choose vndhn Os. 6 Co 8 5 of 9 4 dwer Elt M 

•JiSjc teanug tot Inn too1 Mats spelling. flusclxios etc. rtc 
». SCHOOL 3 Just mu 2 a Tun «*w learnt jgn na.N 

- .i.ijbtf tor under 5 i Mors 9 7 am over Our best severs1 

M A 11 HiN SCHOOL 4 Ufitser Si,5to7s,7toil j CU.M 
: SPELL A? HOME Spelling io* younger chsldren Elt.lt 

i i S MILL OUt AND ABOU'f Spelling, youngs^ til tt 
'■■ sf:'ELL AT THE SHOPS Spelling younger child £18.99 

! Hr A h j Adventure gwv designed lor 5 10 El I 99 
‘0 year olds Aids reading ttina and imaoinative thtafcmo 
v,: • * t r$ RUN AW A WOO Numbers for pre-schocH El I tt 

1 $ RAH WAT G«ty leaches snapeitotoufs. Ell « 
• W ,.'S AiPHAflFT CHASE Donaldteachesteller fit tt 

»• agmton lor The younger ctotf grejfl cJplOOft MsarfWig1 

M BOOK 1 Lor ALL the family amu^ng learTHing* Elt tt 
7Lfc BOOK ? Mem# Iwmty ion and teaming? fit tt 

11. HO t NGU$H Up 10 GCSE level English covtn EZ1 48 
v 1 HO F RL HOH GCSE level spoken & written Rend* £21 4| 
MICRO MATHS 24 progs, up to ‘O' level standard £21.48 
THINGS TO DO WITH SCIENCE Ages fl to 15 C17.M 

. H 0 ATLAS Suitable tor alt age groups £47 M 

EDUCATIONAL COMPfNDlUM SIX4 PACKAGE 
KIDS type, where is it? what is it?. 

. it WEATHER WATCHER. GAME SET A MATCH, 
■ WO GREAT TITUS MEYER PREVIOUSLY RELEASED _ 

•WORDS AMD NUMBERS . , rtrtAQQ 
* CALENDAR QUIZ X V AM ** 

iMtemSetototototsS-ty ir**" 

LOTS MORE EDUCATIONAL PACKS AVAILABLE Phone! 

BUSINESS 

iTl ifftf nirdwt 

; eiceient wort pint wnthbwn m —— uF7 W®® 
'-:iiusctlKMestoimpgfticrft k** m ** 
3'iphtcs, Ip use wrthn dociimenii 
ksrtKtteCkpr. ten around pr|ph*t. 
HQQQm 4096 wlotin and lots mere1 

NEW VERSION U (£129 99frp>rt9 » 
i encHlent and easy to u&e word processor with many features 
. iHOW0R0SmRGAN«l PACKAGE £44.»t 
Good basic word processor and a imrrlftc orgamser bundled togetfwr 
IUPEHSASt PROFESSIONAL 4 0 £199M 
’n* ore for every serious gro Tnut business qvaMy emh 1 host of 
-MtitfBto help yqg create a flatabaw mar rs second to nor* 

Mi ACC0UN TS 1 Hr* AvadaMe Nw> (£54 89 (rp>£28 99 
M Ai l HUNTS 2 1 ft? JO rtpiEU tt 
» v-u’i Business AccnumsJ CAStrci T7.44iru->1M.n 

BA EXTRA (£9995rpiCtt fl 
ADVANTAGE £79 M 
Over 00 staltslrcal, linandil. Irigonomelnctf and user delinablB 
- .r.flwns. Multiple on screen s/?he*ts Database facl&ties A MORE1 

GRAPHICS 
THY ANIMATION STUDIO (£10Z.1ftipi E?l tt 

;453an*ftgantmgWXi fo* YW Afopl from the m*strs O’ tot Mt’ 
010N PAINT 0 ms^rr C2t » 

Aa *« cel ten 5 punt program#- FTMHHMI Iwmits 4396 atom «U 
?IiUKE PA1 NT IV iCSt 9*rp* t?4-It 
.itesf m (be line to sutwrcrtle the tm popular jyPatoi in. (n Amiga 
^ermat |5«pi 9t issue) the leviewsr said Well, putting a umply. 
DtIum Pasrrt IV Is one hell pi a programv 

• rill PROFESSION* .-CAeSHirpt £349 tt 
1 our opinmn the BEST GAD software available lor mo Amiga' 
SCULPT ANIMATE 4P (£Sn i3wp) £354 it 

MAS IFRSOUND |£40 64Trp)EMJt 
.«• nwt Mgn bsramy souiip tamper KkN for amgfcng msitonwrti 
- t R AUDIO (»9 95 rrpiCTt.tt 

mposa and «W muw on your Amigi «a$<fy mlft ftis grei! program 

I AMtGA mXh VIDf CHROMt £109.98 
- #ii tm» mono Eranu grabber win Vidi Cnrorwi coiour software and 

■ t,mn. Wrtti Ptwtw Paini Us* #rtn nom* wdw camen or VCR 
f he CHNDlOll Colour Suiuhon £169 18 

1 AMIGA. VIDI CHROME VI01 RGB PHOTON PAINT 
"'n sack eS complete, mth Ihe same matures as me &m 

but you cap Uso OtgdrM ibiiinagesAa09$«i(>urs Meeosj 
<dec camera or VCR wdh staMe pause tenure 
F - DA S C AS T TIT L F R PAT (£233.t3ftpF Cl If 95 
'' a BEST titling package around. Sharp looking anti-abased lams, eye 
i-funfl siMCiai etiens. lade oflects. cul. uasle. cagy etc 

- DMHITLER (£39.95 rip)04.N 
>j starling parol in titling a noit of tenures for toe home user 

(£i53 2irrpl E1Z9 99 
^*4arM tWO Out achieve! some grul effects for ml ng at home 

PROGRAMMING 
AMOS (££!£• np)EM.flt 

r£3*.99npi£2t 9* 
^cvif-n AMOS (oftg»nii prog}, generates ou^tantifng 30 eflecn a 
m n programs such as Elite SEirgtalef II etc. 

■ '■ DMPJLER (£2999rcprC24,M 
::A SASIC COMPILER \m 59 npi£24 99 

4 b -4 1C IN T ERPR Ett H f£51.33 r» p.l £44 M 
• '■* A • OGO LANGUAGE (£499S rrpl£44 99 

GAMES 
mmi US FOR All THE LATEST RELEASES 

AT UP TO 30% OFF THE RRP'sM! 

E24 99rr|} you pay as little as... tl7.4t 
£29 99rrp you pay as little as.,, £20.99 
£34 99rrp you pay as little as... £24.49 

LATEST RELEASES INCLUDE,,. 
White SnoDkttr Ell. Cmlie for a Corpse. Hodland 

a «“ Hood, Magic Pockets. Rail Fog Ronny ptoi comp Hall go 
tots for EXTRA value such as .. ADDICTED TO FUN iSobbifr 

Rainbow island. Nf« Ztllaad mi. MDWE PREMIER 
Dryi ol TNundir, Back lo the FaturiZ, Tuttles), 

erf 

■_ 

4 MOST IK OTHER SOFTWARE AVAILABLE TOO1 Phone 

ASX ABOUT OUR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 
EDUCATIONAL PACKS FOR ALL AGESI1I 

■■■WPS TEi EVISICK‘MONITORS 
BRAND NEW PHrUPS RANGE Of 1Y SETS WITH ALMOST MQNfTOR 
DUALITY Of OOmiT TOO! CHOOSE FROM THREE MODELS 
Afl «tth supftti guafrty feprtsdud-fCin when user? as a toonutoi or TV* 
2000 Character Hugh Oetmttig* f ST speeffically designed tor use as a 
both a high quality 1Y and fi ffhonltor. full two year warranty 111 
PHILIPS 333? ■ 15" rtnrfR t»m wIM ileen4rm«r 

FHLPS7131 ir. ifKttOS? tat iftfc TElrtest QTI wQJJJl] 
PHILIPS 2M1-1? nrvH «P B» 2331 *Hfc Teiettit 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
Monitor Dust Cover £5 M PHILIPS Tilt "Swivel Slinds 
AV7300 TV Tarter TTt.te * CMBB33 Mkl £14,95 
Umv Monitor SlindHI K • NEW! CM 5513 Mkl IT 14.84 

MOUSE MAT High qiuMy. save your mouse from omi £4.95 
DUST COVER HIGH OUAllTY virijrl ewers tor hardware Q » 
Am«ga keyboard, wwt*ry monrtOn tfc. elt eicA 
DISK STORAGE BOXES Hgh qvtoy snxAedpmtwi 
iid tuiy kockaMt compicfe 
wflh Mere m two d(kKnw$ 4Q CAPACITY 14’ Drtki £4 tt 

8D CAPACITY 3 5' Drtks £5 99 
OISK LIBRAHT CASIS Pijsuc csm tor lOditki 35 £D 99 
PR INFER STANDS 2 Part plastic, paper fils under E9.W 
MERLIN WIZARD StlCK GreatquaMy inKioiMlchfd £9 99 
rortbcit. robust 4 tpngiiie. Jjpei? control Otoe* totwis toophon®1 
AMIGA SOI CONTROL CENTRES Ueiai stand From ET9 95 
tor K,Uoanj Monnor 2 Disk Drives to stand on your desktop 
AMIGA Wr.H4K$fATt0M Fkwstandwigtccarryy*>ur £59 95 
A5CC and Mgnto* complete mouse pUdorn r«% styksh< 
STEREO SPtAKI HS W-to rmsgratwi Amplifier nmos £49.95 
pkni into any Hjmtafler. Ofttsfl Mu) vcliimt. mun power supply 
VARIOUS LEADS for Primer* Monitors TV Sunt. lOptt* md 
mouse exfemton&^wiic1i«. etc. Pnont Im lull details ol your needs 

-5 

mm 

COMMODORE A501 0 5Mb £49.95 
OFFICIAL AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 

CORTEX 6Mb RAM EXPANSION BOARD 
tkTemal Titling, dcwfcfl t hvaMMftt your 
Amiga warranty through bus. uses 
SiMMS own power supply, complete 
with RAM test tcftwire 
Populated to 2MP £269 00 
Populated to *Mb £349 00 
Populated lo BMP £519 00 

PACE LINN ET MODEM £169 95 
100ft Hayts Autodai. amo *n$w«r with 
tMttery tuck Up twftpwe with RS232 
caWe V21/Z3 cempitiMe 

PAATAS CAN PROFESSIONAL 

midi-master interface £26.95 
i Through Port, i in & 3 Out 

REN DALE BB02 GENLOCK £189.95 
Semi proles&ionai Gemock devite Now 
you can mix both vxJeo and compiler 
sources. Idea! idling to high standards 
Recognised as THE first choice Genlock 

COLUMBUS POWER SUPPLY £54.95 
Replacement for the Comirodores P5U 
COMMODORE T352 MOUSE £39 95 
Commodores Owri!!p 
CONTRIVER MOUSE £14,99 
AmtgaVST swrtchabie. liAty mcigswitcfkH] 
220dpi. corwte with mouse holder 

£179.95 
lOtMQOcpi handheld scanner with dither options, contras? control, real lime scanning display, zoom 6 pixel peritti editing, clip¬ 
board toature lor cut, copy, paste. Crop resize rotate Hip etc IFF format. 

NAKSHA H.HELD SCANNER Brand New hand held scannei wrlh superb oualrty. comes with. Data Scan software! CFtiorci 

GVP HARD DRIVES for Amiga A500Y 
GVP’s tornga H/D h« i repuifUon tor qjaflity A 
reiatvirty and an tisofilwr spKiliciitwn Simply 
plugs Into your Amiga GVP Hard Drives can tr 
MUC-pi-rd Cub J^tnn k ;'Ltf, 4Mb uf 

*GVP S2Mb Standard Unpoouiaied £36999 

-GVP 105Mb Standard Unpepuliteut 54 9 99 
■ pne* leu mch wfoiitonai GVP stfo 

memory upgrade rlittedl. £89.99 

MERLIN 3.S* DISK DRIVE £56 95 
3 5’ Second Disk Drive Enabte'D&abfe 
Switch. $km Oesrgn, BBW Formatted 
Capacity. Np erterral power soppty is 
needed. Through port THIS IS ONE OF 
OUR BEST SELLERS & GREAT VALUE* 
COMMODORE TD1 > 3.5“ End DRIVE 
for an Amrgas: 50Q/100CV £79.95 
15052000'. BBOK F&rmati«j Capacity, 
Np eirtemai power wppty required 
CUMANA 3.5" CAX 354 DRIVE £57.95 
t fkatAe'DisatWr switch Throoghpon 
long Cable lor ease of connection 

COMMODORE AS90 HARD DISK DRIVES 
?0Mb Std Unpopulated £279 95 

ZOMb Populated to 1Mb £329 95 
20Mb Populated to 2MP £369.95 
■:0ltiC Al CBM m&mpry NOT cheaper 

SAMIS MACHINES 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE PACK 
Sega Mtga Drive 

J Altered Dead Cartridge 
J Game Control Pad 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE 
> ARCADE power stick 

Real arcade style with rapid Tire. 
AUDIO VIDEO CABLE 
Conneciroh cable to a $ter« TV. 
CONTROL PAG 
POWER BASF CONVERTER f?8.M 
Allows you lo play over 120 existing 8-bit 

I Muter System games on your Mega Ohve 

MERLIN MEGA DRIVE OFFER 
Buy a Mega Drive Horn Merlin 

Express: Choose up lo FIVE 
Cartridges and take £2 50 OFF 

the price ol each one!?! 

mmtmttitEH 

ALL MERLINS GAMES MACHINES & SOFTWARE ARE UK 
SOURCED & GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION 

QATARI L’V' rsl 3S£ 

AC ADAPTOR CISC 
CAR ADAPTOR £TBC 
MULTI CASI I HBC 
Connects Gama Gear to Game Gear 
TV TUNER 
HFOHAHGLABLE AATTiRT SET tTETC 

MERLIN GAME GEAR OFFER 
Guy a Game Gear from Merlin Express 

4 choose up to FIVE Cartridges a? 

foil £14 §9 for ary £19 99 into OR 
J«Mni.25 lor any £24 99 bile! 

FTT A MASTER SYSTEM 2 

DGAR LIGHTER ADAPTOR £9.99 
&4K m*fnory SMb gam* capacity au!5-ft»m Plug imp car cigar lighter power point 

-- LYNX kit case 
Room lo carry your Lyra. 12 games, 
cables, power adap,. cigar adap. etc. 
LYNX POUCH £9.99 
Room lor Lynx 4 two velcro pockets 
lor accessories etc., with wrist strap 
LYNX SON VISOR t SHIELD £5 99 
Leis you see itto screen mire dearly 
outdoors, clips to Lynx and folds flat 

MERLIN LYNX OFFER 
Buy a Lynx from Wed in Express, choose up to 

FIVE Cartridges and take £199 off the price of each one!II_ 

& imagelaWng. unw4cnarmer sound, ttt 
torheadphunK 8-wiy wpfo. 3.S'uimn. 
lBfl* Tlip&crQftn 16QAi0gp«^ 

LYNX PACKS 
Lynx*Power AdaptorvComlym 
Caeit+CAlitomid Gtm«s Ctrl 

CHQ-N JUST £99 99 
& I I *9 Wit noth Game) 

CONTROL STIC* £14 99 
MAINS ADAPTOR 
CONTROL PAD 
LIGHT PHASER 
LlGHTPHASER^CAATAlDCfc C4-3 . 
Safon Hum. Gallery 5 Clay Pigeon Shool 

MERLIN MASTER SYSTEM OFFER 
Buy a Waster System from Mertm & 

Choose up to FIVE Can r idges priced it 
£19 99 or over an* u*e El 75 OFF 

The price ol each one’l! 

ALL GAMES MACHINE HARDWARE IS BUT PLEASE ADD 5Dp PER CARTRIDGE PAP 

ftiMIl&MIM 

TMf MAGIC Of Mi RUN 

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER... 
An 88 Key QWERTY Keyboard Worth E49.95! 

OR A 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive Worth £56.95! 

4 of CPiT joxww « m* eanat ** 
COTY ALYAQW) S3 KtyOWERTY ptogi info M OJTV EN N 

COTY HOUSE Twg wvy ntfnrvd rnnol» -cpfarpi. E3M4 
rtkdtt battery imi toitim 

am mkCOALL tnmrtg remote control with socket for fTtM 
two starKtod iOykbdki Can plug in Too1 

coni cad oils Spare taddws to toko compici discs ».» 
fOTV 3 tr DRIVE jMlcnn fowling ol conupi/lible Am-iga r» *6 

soltwaje flack mounlable 930K capacity. 
£0T> 44K A 2SIK Mtmoqf Carij, Cenlockmij Qrirfu. Video Irrttrtaot 

Card. He tee to H nimri toob png*N it>t iiii daiaifo^cet 
“Vw W 14 J»1I HU 1 

ALL Merlin Prices include VAT @ 17.5% 

Jalt itiipheni tier 24 Hear Order Hitllne ntlng your Aoratt/Viie, 
Cud. er lenl i cheque/iotlel oriat wlia your riqyiienen! 
a«1111« eanvery addrett A diytime iiiepho.n numser uaiqget 
■ tea tldiraate aelttt istate by a lint.-luiidini Soctety Hr teal 

(■•ii Meat a>e ditpiiraae ay aeti FWif ta all UK Maiaiine 
iHiihh •■'leu iiktipiK IHifurd Kaiiein n eiiMitaia ty 
Eearltr tenlca i.j l» 2IV|] n lellipt mat WDRtlNC OAT aid 
U id If erfei. TWO WOAKIAU DAYS lid Cl. tpr SPECIAL 
SATUflDAT BfLIVEflY, .aid foil £12 iPItut naif caerler nryi.ee 
UKlIte It MOST UK Hilalandi iddraueii 

Hard**re preflai liBlty wllftla 34 llyl vlll K* iiEkin|<l ter HEW 
Alt*r 14 den ea< miala 12 ntAtif imm uriMta. tmii vin la 
neimed br ia< reieieet ■lafiattirara' repair ifaii and retarded 
ie pee It ttailer 4tlt«ar» bad iwall itm tarry taiitei 
*jnedliai. p i**i* m ter detail* 

Merita Eapran Limned are pniiaiaaaiii a mil ardti ttdMiy. 
Pit we erlCI*l tillteeti ta at! liada/fllleyltaa re«n1*i she 
*ua te pick up seedi ireta *i. war eel per aa a Tim. «■ are 
•He iti pi mid re help v« ■ with fair ipinuii 

Mania ue pappy ie lappiy ifpo aid ezpirl nirkelt tor ■lick im 
ii aarBiity dafacllbla. DellTerr clerpai vare freai UK ratai >ad, 
« pielecti can) UK werraMlai eaty. lanty item era la Pa 
retorted to Menu iy toe eailaeidr »aA re.deneety cPar|«i mn 
applf 

Wtvilii averT iflort ml made to e*iiire laformaiien in ton ad red <t 
cprrati. yog ihauio always eonlirm any otten. price*, ayartibility 
ere prior to placing your order We f'Ofd.oiK 10 Sapply gooda P» 
ihtiwni ind will ONLV change deto11 ihouto it Od mads nacbsapry try 
our i op pilar* elc As pur arjveriiv g t boofced 10 lar to ad m a net 
Merlin therefore reserve toe rgm to a tor pronuci soecifkatroc*. 
«lthdlri* any prodg^Voffor Strict or wflJfto pncii (and IhtE tin Dl 
us OR ds*nh. eithout prior to! it Mdri.n guauntia never To mppty 
anfiMtif utai ha* bees u8;ecc to change ■•tnpuT y&u The eustomer. 
Of^ng informed of a"d 43to* “i It tMt chienge fliase ALWAYS 
COfllmm drill i. PKtCR fo p'K^J ?e*r order 
All pgr carreHtf Hd orfen lopfttode preyiOasty advirtised 
offert *nd goods are 'PQT *«pp nd »n a (nal pa*<* E40F 

NOW OKN S*rukO*Yi AND SUNDAYS!!! 
FWawpAm VS for vXfCt opwifig Times 

UNIT C7„ THI KOMWAIK iNDUSTftlAL Cl NTH 

STATION tOAD tLKISTON. QCfliYSHMI, 047 SHX. 

UhpkvtmtQWl 441443 FAX: 0403 440141 

| TELEPHONE: 0603 / 
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EPIC - A LEGEND BEYOND TIME 

m 'MJ V3ZJSIM* 
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A legend is born, o supremely 

advanced one-man starfighter 

of awesome power and destructive 

capabilities that, in the right 

hands will wreak havoc amongst 

inter-galadic transgressors * 

that legend is EPIC. 

A 30 'epic' that reaches a milestone 

in polygon technology in terms of 

speed, graphical detail and pure 

out-and-out playability. A multitude 

af missions, ranging from devious to 

manic, take you deep into the heart 

of this sci-fi conquest of outer space. 

EPIC - a masterpiece of software 

CBM AMIGA '"9in“,in» 
e a k i f Arru/a nr i n * irrrv / f'Tn 



^3 GAMES PROGRAMMING 

The programmers give away their secrets 

The Assembly Line on 3D 
3D games are the most complex to write, but the ideas behind it are fairly simple. We asked The 

Assembly Line, famous for 3D classics like Interphase and Cybercon III, to explain how it's done. 

BECAUSE IT SQUEEZES the maximum out of the 

machine, 3D coding is a competitive and very presti¬ 

gious area of programming. One of the most proficient 

of 3D developers is Bristol-based The Assembly Line. 

We asked key 3D coders Andy Beveridge (Cybercon 

HI) and Adrian Stevens I Interphase) to describe how 

you would go about creating a 3D game from scratch. 

All the objects - alien space craft, buildings, furni¬ 

ture in a room - are made up of flat shapes called 

"polygons'. Each one is stored in the memory as num¬ 

bers that define the X, Y and Z co-ordinates of each 

comer of the object. For example* a square w ould have 

four, one for each comer* each made up of three values 

that define the point’s X, Y and Z position in 3D space. 

All 3D objects are made up of these flat polygon 

>hapcs: a cube i$ composed of six squares* positioned 

so that the edges meet. And you moke up your whole 

3D world this way. This side of 3D programming is 

very straightforward for anyone who did co-ordinates 

at school* the difficult bit is turning these imaginary 

3D objects into what you see on the screen, which is 

two-dimensional. 

The first step in programming a 3D game is preparing 

a ‘polygon filler*. This draws horizontal lines across 

(he screen. When you've turned your 3D polygons into 

2D shapes and pul them on the screen* your polygon 

filler can fill them in so that they arc solid. 

Right* let's get to the heart of the matter: turning 

3D polygons into 2D shapes. It involves two steps. The 

first step is to work out how an object looks from the 

player's point of view. The second is to apply "per¬ 

spective* to the polygon* so that it gets smaller as it 

gets further away: this is where your 3D shape 

becomes 2D, How's it done? Ifs just pure maths. 

The technique the Assembly Line use to work out the 

viewpoint is multiply each co-ordinate by a matrix. 

Where does the matrix come from? Well* when you 

view a 3D object defined by X. Y and Z conoids, you 

may not necessarily view' it from the same angle every 

lime. What you do is define a mairix (remember matri¬ 

ces from your old maths books!) which represents the 

rotation you apply to this shape, so that it looks right to 

your eye. You end up with a new set of 3D co-ords 

which are effectively 3D co-oids relative to your posi¬ 

tion* rather than relative to a fixed position. 

Adding perspective to 3D objects is quite simple 

once you know how. Because you want your 3D 

objects to appear smaller when you are further away 

from them, all you have to do is to divide the X and Y 

co-ords for your polygon by its own Z co-ord, resulting 

in smaller X and Y values. 

If you think about it* this is a simple enough idea: 

the further from an object you are* the greater the value 

of Z will be, The greater the value of Z, the smaller 

your X and Y will be 

when they're divided by 

it, so the smaller the 

object will seem to be. 

As you're moving away 

from an object, each 

time you divide X and Y 

by Z, the X and Y co¬ 

ords will decrease 

because the Z co-ord is 

increasing. Simple eh? 

Now you've got polygons which are 2D (they only 

have X and Y values) and have perspective applied to 

them* you're almost ready to get them drawn on the 

screen. But there's one more important step: the 

Painter Algorithm. This is used to sort the objects into 

rendering priority - ic. the objects which are further 

away from the player's location arc drawn first. 

This can often result in the program having to draw 

over ihe top of an objcci it has already drawn* but this 

is the fastest way of working, If you tried to write a 

routine that only drew what the player could see, it 

would slow the game down tremendously, You never 

see the computer drawing objects which arc behind 

other objects because - like most other games - 3D 

games rely on a technique called 'double buffering', to 

reduce flicker* This means the computer holds twro 

copies of the play screen in memory at once. While it's 

displaying one, it starts work building up the second in 

the spare screen. Once the screen is rendered, it then 

displays it and starts redraw ing the first. 

As you get close to a 3D object, ifs impossible to 

view the entire object on the screen. For example, 

when you're far away from a person* you can see all of 

them but as you walk nearer, you only see the top half 

of them. To slop everything going haywire when this 

happens, you need *a clipping routine’. This decides 

what can't be seen within the screen display and "clips' 

it off, forming a nice* rectangular screen display. 

Another important 

routine that you'll need 

is a polygon sorter. If 

you were to view a 

cube* you*d never be 

able to see all six of iis 

faces: three is the most 

you'd ever see. A sorter 

routine decides which 

faces you can see, 

removing the need to draw those that you can't. In the 

case of our cube, this would cut the processing time in 

half as only three of its six faces need to be drawn. 

The simple way to do this is to define all the points 

for a given face so they run clockwise* Once they have 

been translated into 2D* if they still run clockwise, then 

you can see that face* if they don’t, then there's no 

need to draw that face because it can't be seen. 

I he techniques are complex, and if you want to read 

more, flick back to AF 23. But even the pros don't start 

from scratch each time. Over the page you can find out 

how to take advantage of someone else's hard work* 

and use ii to make your own 3D game the easy way! 

“3D programming is 
straightforward if you did 
co-ordinates at school, the 

difficult bit is turning imag¬ 
inary 3D objects into what 

you see on the screen.* 

35 
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GAMES PROGRAMMING 0 

36 

Writing 3-D 
games the 
easy way 

IThe first step is to design the actual 3D 

objects that will inhabit your 3D world. 

This is achieved using a very nicely presented 

object mode Ming program. Objects are con¬ 

structed by building them up from a set of four 

3D graphic primitives. Primitives are basic 

shapes: rectangles* py ramids and so on. 

Bach object can be constructed from up to 

eight primitives, but this limitation can be 

bypassed by laking advantage of AMOS 3D\s 

surface texture facility, which allows you to 

add patterns to any face of a 3D primitive, giv¬ 

ing the illusion of a far more complex object 

If you ever wanted to write your own 3D game but couldn't face the 

mathematics, Jason Hoi born offers two alternatives: a ready-made 

game creator that gives you the power of the famous Freescape system, 

or a programming language that works a bit like a 3D graphics package. 

SOMETHING THAT IS as processor-inten¬ 

sive as 3D games ideaMy needs the speed that 

assembler provides, but that doesn't mean that 

you need to have a degree in mathematics and 

an intimate knowledge of the 68000 to write a 

3D game. Anyone can get in on the act. 

By far the simplest 3D game creator is 

Incentive's 3D Construction Kit, a powerful 

DIY games creator based around the success¬ 

ful Freescape system that was pioneered 

within their own game titles. Anyone who has 

played Castle Master. Total Eclipse or 

Darkside will have seen Freescape in action 

and the 3D Construction Kit allows you to put 

this fascinating 3D system to work within your 

own unique games. 

For AMOS owners, Europress have come 

up with AMOS 3D. an extension to AMOS 

that adds the power of 3D to AMOSs com¬ 

mand set without having to worn aboui the 

technicalities involved. Designed and written 

by Voodoo Software (they of Xiphos fame), 

AMOS 3D is perhaps the most powerful 3D 

game creator yet devised for Joe Public's use. 

This quick tutorial is based around AMOS 3D, 

but it's equally possible to produce similar 

results within the 3D Construction Kit with the 

added benefit that you don't need to get your 

hands diny writing program code, 

AMOS 3D is a language extension to AMOS 

that adds new commands to the AMOS 

instruction set, aMowing complete conirol over 

3D objects. AMOS 3D actually consists of two 

separate modules - the language extension 

itself and a powerful object modeller which is 

used to create the objects that will inhabit your 

3D world. Europress claim that you could 

create StarClider 3 with it, but lei's see what 

it's actually capable of. 

Working with 3D may sound very compli¬ 

cated. but AMOS 3D has made this previously 

difficult pursuit into absolute child's play. Go 

on. have a go for yourself - I think you too 

will be surprised just how easy to use AMOS 

3D really is! Here's how it works... 

2 Once all the objects have been safely 

saved off to disk, it's time to enter good 

old AMOS. Like *reaT 3D games, it’s best to 

use double buffering as it cuts out any flicker¬ 

ing that may occur each lime the display is 

updated. So* before you do anything, you want 

to tell AMOS that you want to use double 

buffering by adding the DOUBLE BUFFER 

command to the section of code that sets up 

your game's screen display. 

You'll no doubt want to add a background 

(the horizon, for example} and you can do this 

using the ‘Td BACKGROUND' command. 

Backgrounds take a wrhi!e to draw* so it's best 

to limit your background to as few colours as 

you can get away with. 3D objects really come 

alive when placed against a background. 

ton Tift inteftt Blocks Htnu Starch Htnu] 
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(5 GAMES PROGRAMMING 

3 So your screen display is ready, what wc 

now need is some 3D objects to work 

(play?) with. They arc held on disk, so you 

will need to load them into AMOS using the 

Td LOAD' command, This doesn't actually 

display them - it merely pulls them into mem¬ 

ory and tells AMOS where they can be found. 

The next step is to define your position in 

3D space and the position of any objects cither 

as local (to your position in 3D space, that is) 

or world co-ords. World is by far the easiest 

method, but local can be handy when you want 

to have 3D objects to act according to your 

position (an enemy plane, for example). 

Once you've successfully loaded them, all 

that remains is to display them. Because the 

Td LOAD' command only supplies a pointer 

to a 3D object* it can be displayed on-screen as 

many times as you want removing the need to 

define separate data for each object - you 

could, for example* have a fleet of tanks all of 

which use the same object data. 

AMOS allows you to have a maximum of 

20 objects on-screen at one time* each of 

which must be defined using the 'Td 

OBJECT command. This also tells AMOS 

where in 3D space the object is to be situated, 

expressed as a set of 3D co-ords (X, Y and Z>. 

All that now remains is to draw the objects 

into the hidden screen and then swap the 

screen to make your 3D objects visible. This 

is achieved using Td REDRAW* and 

SCREEN SWAP', You should nowr see your 

3D objects in all their glory. 

JOURNEY TO ANOTHER DIMENSION 

3D games came of age with 16-blt technology* as they 
were the first machines that were really able to com¬ 

petently handle the complex maths at the necessary speed, Their 
appeal comes from the fact that s complete world can be mod¬ 
elled to suit the designer. This technology has traditionally been 
used for flight simulations, but is now beginning to break down 
the generic barriers* with games like Cybercon 3. These games 
don'i look as pretty as the flat 2D ‘sprite* games, because all the 
objects have to be created from flat polygons, What they offer 
though, Is the chance to pllot.'drive vehicles that you'd never be 
allowed anywhere near In the real world. 

4 Unfortunately, our 3D objects aren’t 

actually doing a lot at the moment. In 

fact* they're doing nothing at all. Obviously 

you 11 want to make things a tad more exciting 

by moving them about. AMOS 3D supplies a 

number of commands which will allow you to 

move your objects about, but the main two are 

Td ANGLE* and Td MOVE* (or Td 

MOVE' REL), Td ANGLE’ simply rotates an 

object on a set of axes based on the centre of 

the object. On the other hand, Td MOVE* 

moves the object in 3D space. 

But what happens if you want to move 

yourself within 3D space? Well. AMOS 

3D can handle this too* Although the Td 

OBJECT* command only allows you to define 

20 objects, AMOS 3D actually handles 21. 

That extra object is you - or at least your 

viewpoint. Simply by using exactly the same 

movement commands as you used in step four 

but telling them to act on object 0. you can 

move your viewpoint around in 3D space. 

The Td OBJECT command will not 

rotate your viewpoint though, therefore you'll 

always be looking in the same direction* To 

rotate your viewpoint, you simply need to use 

the ‘Td ANGLE* command to change the 

‘aitiiudc* of your viewpoint. 

6 So far we are able to move around in 3D 

space* but what happens when you walk 

into another object? At the minute all that w ill 

happen is that you'll walk straight through the 

object as if it wasn't there* but you can make 

your solid 3D objects truly solid by checking 

for collision detection. 

The collision detection system used by 

AMOS 3D is based around the theory of zones 

w hich is best thought of as an invisible spheri¬ 

cal force field that surrounds the objects that 

you wish to keep track of, Zones are defined 

using the Td SET ZONE' command and you 

can check for collision between zones using 

the Td COLLIDE* command. 

speed is of the essence w ithin a 3D game 

and this becomes doubly true when 

working with AMOS 3D, Jf you’ve got 3D 

objects surrounding you, you won't always be 

able to see all of them* so it's worth checking 

which can be seen and which can't. If the 

object can't be seen, then kill it. The command 

which lets you check whether an object is visi¬ 

ble or not is Td VISIBLE. 

8 What wre now have is the workings of a 

3D game. The actual game pi ay is 

entirely up to you* but it's very simple indeed 

to gel things such as flight combai simulators 

up and running using the powerful commands 

that AMOS 3D provides. Say. for example, 

you wanted to fire a missile at a moving 

object, all you would have to do is to get the 

position and range of the object you are 11 ring 

at using the Td BEARING' command. Using 

the Td ANGLE* and Td MOVE* commands, 

you could then have your missile follow an 

object until it finally impacts producing an 

explosion (an animated a bob). O 
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Genwal 

Mouse Pod.....£1.99 

Mouse house  ...£1 99 

Copy holder.....£2.99 

Disk boxes 

3.5 120 with lock,.£8 00 

3 5 100 with Lock... , .£600 

3.5 80 with lock__£6.50 

Cleaning kits 

3.5 drive head cleaned! 99 

Joysticks 

Comp Pro 5000...£11.99 

Quickp v Jetflghter £12.99 

Quickjoy TopstOf „...,.*£! 9 99 

Quicksort..£8.99 

QJCkshor n plus..*„„£8,99 
Qubkshct a Turbo..£9.99 

Speedkrig ♦ Auto..£10,95 

Free gam© of ou choice 

when you spend more than 

225 on accessories 

A 12 Game compilation 
Goldrush 

by Soundware International 
£14.99 

Airball 
Ef&atronic: Root 
Goidrunn&r 
Goldrunnor 2 
Th& Groil od\r&nturo (1 Mt>) 
Juq 
Jup>ft&r Prot>o 
Major Motion 
Sfoygon A.d\/&ntur& 

TanQl&wood Adv&ntur& (JM) 
T&tro Quesf 

^Kmic/cz 

Airball 

Electronic Pool 

Goldrunner 

Goldrunner 2 

The Grail Adventure 

Jug 

Jupiter Probe 

Leatherneck 

Major Motion 

Slaygon Adventure 

Slipstream 

Soccer 

Tanglewood Adventure I 

I 

-J 

Tetra Quest 

Top Titles 
4D Sport Boxing.*.£17.99 
Addicted to fun...,,...£14.99 
Agony__7,99 
Barbarian 2.,..*.£17.99 
Blues Brothers.,.. ,£ 17.99 
Breach 2 ..—.£20,99 
Buck Rogers........*..«***£20.99 
Captain Planet..,.£17.99 
Cardiaxx,.....*.**.,......£17.99 
Champions of Krynn..£20.99 
Cbessmaster 3000.£17,99 
Cricket (1 Mb)___£9.99 
Cruise for a corpse.,.,.£20.99 
Death Knights of Kfyrm.£20.99 
Deuteros .......£17,99 
Double Double BiU..£25.99 
Elf,...,,.,...    £1799 
Elite......£17 99 
Eye of the Beholder..£20.99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2...£25 99 
Falcon Classic Coflection . £28.99 
Final Blow ..  £17.99 
Final Fight...£17.99 
Formula 1  £17.99 
Game Pack 1.....£36.99 
Game Pock 2.,.    £36.99 
Game Pack 3..  .£36,99 
Golden Axe..£17,99 
Hard Nova...  £17,99 
Harpoon 0 Mb)...£20.99 
Hero Quest ........,..,£17.99 
Hunter.*.    £2099 
Intersound..........£2199 
Interspread,,......,,.,..,...£21.99 
Interword... £21.99 
Jack Nickiaus Unttd Golf ....£20.99 
James Pond..,£6.99 
Jimmy White Snooker.. £20,99 
Kick Off 2.   £14,99 
Kick Off 2 The Final Whistle.. .£9,99 
Kings Quest 5.  £28,99 
Knightmare.—,*.**„*..£20,99 
Lost Ninja 3.  .£17,99 
Lemmings.. ,,,...£17.99 
Life and death...£17 99 
Lord of the Rings.,.....£20,99 
Magic Garden....,£17.99 
Magic Pockets.......*,£17.99 

Magnetic SCP Collection, .£20.99 
Manchester Europe.,.£17.99 
Medieval Warriors ......*.£16,99 
Midwinter 2.,...,...,....,.*,£25,99 
MiG 29..  £28.99 
Monkey Island (1Mb).....£20,99 
Moonstone.,.....,....,£20,99 
Napoleon 1.   ,,£20*99 
Nebulus 2.*. £10.99 
Necranom,,..  £16.99 
Never Ending Story II..£16,99 
Rtfighter ...*..*..*£17*99 
PGA Tour Golf.*.£17.99 
Pool of Radiance..£20.99 
Prince of Persia.£17.99 
Race Drtvin...£17.99 
Railroad Tycoon (1Mb).£25.99 
RB12.,.,.,.    £20.99 
Realms.  £20.99 
Rise of the Dragon... ,.£28.99 
Robin Hood...£17 99 
Rodlands.  ...£20.99 
Rugby World Cup..£17.99 
Secret Silver Blade (1 Mb)..£20.99 
Silent Service 2......£25.99 
Sim City/Populous.£20.99 
Space 1889.£20.99 
Star CoHecrion......£14.99 
Starfiight 2...  .£17,99 
Super Sim Pack....£20.99 
Super Space Invaders.£17.99 
Terminator 2..,.£17.99 
The Cod Croc Twins.  £17.99 
The Simpsons.....TEA 
Their Finest Hour..£20,99 
Their Finest Missions..£10,99 
Th underhawk. ..„....£18.99 
Thunderjaws...£17*99 
Hit.....,.£16*99 
Told.................£17,99 
Traders...............£17.99 
Turrican 2*.    ....£17,99 
Warm Up,..,.,...,..  £17.99 
Wings (1 Mb)..  £20.99 
Wonderland.  ,,£20.99 
WWF Wrestling. 
Naksha Mouse....,....£26.00 
1 MegUpgrode__£30,00 
1 Meg Upgrade Inc clock £40,00 

EDUCATIONAL 
Fun School 3 (Under 5) 
Fun School 3 (5 - 7) 
Fun School 3 (7 Plus) 
Fun School 4 {Under 5) 
Fun School 4 {5 - 7) 
Fun School 4 (7 Plus) 

All Ages 
£17.99 

OFFICIAL WORLD CUP 

CRICKET £14.99 

OSend completed coupon to: Proton Software, "Southways 
Suite 1,111 Station Road, Lower Stondon, Beds, SGI6 6JP 
Tel: (0462) 851855. Fax: (0462) 851898. 
Make cheques postal orders payable to: Proton Software 

Name .... 

Address 

Tel: 

Postcode. 

Title of game Qty Cost 

111 Station Rood1, Suite 1, Lower Stondon, Beds, SG16 6TP. Tel (0462) 851855 Fax (0462) 851898 
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GAMES PROGRAMMING (Tp 

Professionally-produced adventure game 

creators have been a little thin on the 

ground. Now Oxxi/Aegis have come up 

with the goods in the shape of a brand- 

new adventuremaking system. 

Jason Hofborn ventures forth... 

Visionary 
Adventure game creator ■ £59 ■ Aegis 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS ARE usually 

a perceptive lot, but in the ease of the adven¬ 

ture creator, they’ve failed miserably to 

provide Amiga owners with the kind of utili¬ 

ties thal other computer users have been using 

for years. Take Incentive's Graphic Adventure 

Creator (GAO, for example. Despite the fact 

that ii was released for boih the Commodore 

64 and the Atari ST, Incentive have remained 

unwilling to produce an Amiga version. 

Oxxi/Aegis have spoiled an obvious gap in 

the market, that other developers seem unable 

to fill, and they have come up with the goods 

in the shape of Visionary, a powerful adven¬ 

ture-quilling utility thal Aegis claim can 

handle just about any adventure-writing task 

you wish to throw at it. 

From first impressions ihis claim certainly 

seems to be true - the two demo games that 

arc bundled with Visionary are easily of com¬ 

mercial quality, which certainly seems to bode 

well for anyone who wishes to create adven¬ 

tures without getting their hands dirty with 

such monstrosities as C and assembler. 

Now here's o real 
demonstration of 

Visionary's power. 

Believe it not, hut this 

Dungeon Master done 
was written com¬ 

pletely using 

Visionary! 

Visionary arrives on three disks (two of 

which contain the two demo games) with two 

rather bulky manuals. The first manual details 

the operation of Visionary while the second is 

a more advanced guide for those wishing to 

get the very most from Aegis’ new baby. 

STR=35 AC=2 
, HP =44 EXP=0 

+ MAG = 2 2 GOLD= H 

QUIT 
HIT 

i5£3S 

'i 

These manuals certainly make pretty heavy 

reading, but you’d better be prepared to pul in 

a few hours just studying them as there’s 

absolutely no way you’ll be able to use 

Visionary without them. 

Why is this? Well, the truth of the mailer is 

that Visionary isn't exactly what we all 

expected it to be. Visionary is actually a pro¬ 

gramming language optimised for the 

production of adventure games - think of it as 

the AMOS of adventures if you like. 

So what does this mean in layman's terms? 

Well, as any AMOS programmer will tell you. 

there’s no way that you’ll be able to chum out 

a hit game in your first few days with the 

package. Nol only do you have to learn how 

Visionary does its stuff, hut you’ve got an 

almost completely new- command set to wade 

through, Time for shock number two - 

Visionary is completely CLI-based. All the 

programs that make up the Visionary develop¬ 

ment environment are run from the CLL 

therefore you’ve got lo know at least the 

basics of AmtgaDOS to even get started with 

Visionary. The Visionary development envi¬ 

ronment consists primarily of two programs - 

a two-pass compiler and a linker (no, it’s not 

HI.ink). Apart from a few extra little bits and 

pieces, this is all you get for your money, 

VISIONARY STEP-BY-STEP 
As wave mentioned above. Visionary Is actually a programming language, therefore getting a decent adventure up and running takes some time, Here's how It's done. 

The Amiga Format 
Adventure 

f Before you 

even switch 
on year Amiga, the 

first thing you must 

do to it to plan your 

adventure by draw¬ 

ing a map of all the 
locations within It, 
and remember to 

keep in mind al all 

times whet the 

player must do to 

complete your 
adventure game. 

Each different Idea¬ 
tion must then be 

dearly linked and 

any of the movable 

objects placed in 
their starting 

position. 

Once you know whet you're trying to achieve, the next step is la write the Visionary 

4%a source code for your adventure. It's well worth writing the game In steps, compiling 

your code after each step to make sure that what you have actually written works properly* 
To start with, you want to enter ofl the mop data into Visionary complete with the descrip¬ 

tions for each room and then test that you cun move around the mop using the links you 

have drawn in. 

You also have to create 

an .ADV file that tells the 

compiler the file names of 

I he other source files and 
other such important infor¬ 

mation including things like 

the start location of your 

adventure. 
Once this is done, you 

can then move on to the 

more complex task of 

putting in the objects and 
I he pur lies within your 

gome. This is by far the 

most time consuming task. 
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So how do you go about creating an adven¬ 

ture? The first step is to write the source code 

to your adventure using a conventional text 

editor like Cygnus Ed. save the source to disk 

and then compile it using VCOMP, 

Visionary's compiler, Providing it compiles 

without errors (which is unusual), you then 

pass the output (the object module) to VL1NK, 

Visionary's Linker. Once your adventure has 

compiled and linked, ii is effectively a stand¬ 

alone program which can be copied and 

distributed to your heart's content (as long as 

you credit Aegis within your program!). 

Unlike most languages. Visionary pro¬ 

grams don't consist of just a single source file. 

SENSE OF ADVENTURE 

Adventures started out as text-only games where 
players interacted via a parser. These were massively 

irritating and would be forever coming up with messages tike 
^You cannot carry' the South". As machines became more power¬ 
ful so did the form adventures took. Now it Is wide ranging genre 
of many different forms. There are First Person Perspective 
games (Knighfmare), graphic adventures (Monkey Island) and 
text adventures (Suspicious Cargo). Whatever their form though, 
they all stress methodical exploration, where objects are col¬ 
lected and used at specific points. They are not speed dependant 
but require constant analysis of your kit and situation. 

Each aspect of the game is split into its own 

discrete file that defines everything the com¬ 

piler and linker needs to know. Each of these 

files must have the correct file name extension 

if the compiler is to recognise them. 

The most import am of these is ihc .rooms 

file, which defines the map data for your 

adventure. Each location in your adventure 

must he defined separately with its own unique 

label. Structured in a similar manner to an 

Amiga BAS 1C subroutine, each room defini¬ 

tion must contain important facts about a 

room, including which exits are available and 

what happens when the player enters the room. 

The objects that inhabit the rooms within 

your adventure are defined within a separate 

objects (.obj> file. In turn, there are two types 

of objects - non-movable objects and movable 

objects - both of which have to be defined 

within separate files. Non-movable objects are 

things that the player can examine but can’l 

actually move (the ground, for example) and 

movable objects arc things that the player can 

phy sically pick up (a key. for example). 

At the very simplest level* an adventure 

must consist of two files - the .rooms file and 

a .adv file. The .adv file is the file that ties all 

the other files together and is also used to set 

up variables and make a fewr general-purpose 

definitions. This is the file that the compiler 

processes, passing on lo others via definitions 

set up within this file. 

Visionary adventures aren’t just restricted to 

lexl. Using its very powerful screen buffers 

facility, you can create any thing from a simple 

graphic adventure along the same lines as 

Magnetic Scrolls’ The Pawn, to a completely 

graphic-based adventure like FTL’s Dungeon 

Master. Aegis have included demos that 

demonstrate the two types of adventure that it 

is possible to create within Visionary. The 

Dungeon Master-iikc game that comes with 

Visionary is particularly good, matching 

Dungeon Master feature for feature. 

You can also incorporate IFF sound effects 

and even MED song modules into your adven¬ 

tures with ease, giving them a professional 

finish. Visionary provides all the commands 

you need to handle these, leaving you to wrorry 

about the mechanics of your game. Despite 

this, you're still left w ith a fair bit of work. For 

starters, if you decide to split the screen (a 

picture at ihe top and text at the bottom), then 

it’s up to you to handle most of the work 

involved in maintaining the screen display. 

There’s no doubting it's power, but l canT 

help thinking Aegis haven’t really made the 

process of writing adventure games that much 

simpler. With powerful Basics like AMOS 

now commonly available, even the greenest of 

coders could knock out a half decent adventure 

in time, complete with all the aesthetic fea¬ 

tures that Visionary provides. 

Another problem is the rather long-winded 

nature of Visionary's source code format. 

Having to wriie about five separate source 

files before you can gel anything running is a 

little over the top and can only lead to confu¬ 

sion, What 1 would have liked to have seen is a 

fewf utilities that make the process of defining 

the basic structure of your ad venture far less 

time consuming - a map editor, for example. 

Such a utility could generate ihe hare bones of 

your adventure as source code, leaving you to 

put the meat onto those bones. 

I'd like to say that Tm impressed by 

Visionary, but I'd be lying. As Incentive's 

GAC has proved, there are far simpler ways of 

producing adventurers in a fraction of the time 

that it takes with Visionary. The potential for a 

great utility is undeniably there, but Visionary 

has to be made far more user friendly before 

anyone other than hardened coders will lake it 

seriously. Roll on Visionary 2\ ^ 

41 

Oik# your source cod# ii complete, oil that 

remains for you to do is to compile and link 

your gome into on executable. Don't be scared off 
by this ~ Vhfanary't compiler and linker are by 

far the simplest to use programs of their type 
you're likely to find on any machine. There's no 

complex command tine arguments la enter, just 
pass them the file name of your adventure and 
Vjsiwuvry does the rest* 

OIL 1 know that It's | i prei 

simple enough stuff, but 
this text-based adventure was 

knocked up in ilttie more than tit a couple of hours. Once the 

ire bones of your gome ore 
complete, you can then start 

thinking about adding graphics 

and sound effects. 

etty Visionary 

SPEED # | 
Writing adventures with Vision&ry If a very time- 
consuming lark1 

DOCUMENTATION MU 
Complete with two well written manuals that 

help to make the package easier to use, 

ACCESSIBILITY_» » » 
Hardened coders will love It, the average Amiga 

user may end up feeling rather I rust rated. 

FEATURES •••• 
There's no doubting its power, but adventure 
writing could be made less code-intensive. 

VALUE M • 
Not that bad for the money* ft Isn't particularly 

simple to use, let s hope version 2 is better, 

_ 

(ferdic) 65% 
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The programmers give away their secrets 
Tony Crowther on Adventure Games 
So you want to create your own role-playing adventure but don't know where to start? Don't worry - it's 

a common problem according to one of Britain's top coders: the man behind Captive and Knightmare... 

THE FIRST THING to do is think of a raw plot - it 

usually ends up nothing like the finished game any¬ 

way. The best thing to do is sit down and try to come 

up with as many different, simple elements as possible. 

It's almost like playing with Lego - you get all these 

little ideas and then you build a game from them. 

In Knightmare. for example. 1 put some ire ins in 

which rattle along a piece of track from one end to the 

other. Then I realised I could use them for something 

else, like moving platforms. So there's now bits where 

you stand on a moving train and throw objects from it 

onto pressure pads, and there's another bit where you 

jump off a train, through a gap and land on another 

train, That's how you start building your game, 

You can make a game gradually harder, so that 

people learn things and feel like they've gamed some 

experience. In Eye Of The Beholder, by the time 

you've played the whole game through there's no 

sense of progression. 

Knighimare's basically a 

series of logic problems. 

With all these simple 

ideas you can bolt them 

together and make 

ihings fairly complex. 

Knight mare has lots of 

what 1 call ‘toys' to play 

with It's stuff you can do 

if you can’t tackle part of the adventure: peashooters, 

chainsaws, tennis racquets and balls, dice and so on. 

The real elements are flexible, plus people can relate 

lo natural things far easier. Like water, you can't cross 

it unless you travel in a boat, so you have the problem 

of getting a boat, and then getting it in the w ater! 

1 like to lead people along the wrong lines to keep 

them busy; there's a big room in Knightmare with a 

monster in it If you kill the monster it drops a tw ig. 

Now - the whole room's full of pressure pads, if you 

drop the twig on the right one. it does something. 

There's an invisible wall with a single pressure pad on 

it so people will think that ihafs the one - it's difficult 

lo find, so that must be it. But it's not - ifs another 

pressure pad in the middle of the room, You have to 

fool people, but you have to be careful not to confuse 

them, otherwise they will just give up. 

It's important to build your characters from statis¬ 

tics lhai have something to do with the gameplay. and 

make them as real as possible - like injured or tired 

characters can't carry' as much and aren't as efficient. 

Then people can believe that they're playing an adven¬ 

ture of reality rather than just a game. 

One thing I've discovered about RPGs is that there are 

two ways of playing. You can make all the monsters 

easy to kill and the logic problems realty hard, but peo¬ 

ple get bored with those. Fve done it the other way 

around: the monsters are really hard so it can take ages 

to hack 'em lo pieces but you do get a really satisfying 

feeling. And then you get the sense of achievement of 

solving a puzzle after¬ 

wards. One game 

which used this really 

well was Bloodwych, 

whereas the Eye Of The 

Beholder's monsters 

were too simple to kill. 

What I also like to do is 

make sure that the 

actual types of crea¬ 

tures don’t actually get any harder to kill - instead FH 

introduce a newr creature. 

You also need some nice monsters, good expres¬ 

sions and stuff. Make the monsters behave like they 

look. They should have hit points and they need two 

speeds of thinking: one for movements around the 

rooms, and the other for their attacking speed. 

Spells are always fun. In Knightmare there about 

48, and every' one reacts differently lo each monster. 

For example, the weakest spell could divide one mon¬ 

ster's hit points in half and double or quadruple 

another's. This way, not only do you have to work out 

how to use the spells, bui you have to work out which 

spells you can use where. 

Ii has to be possible to map the game - and you have to 

make it worth mapping. Chaos Strikes Back was too 

difficult to map, Think carefully about the elements 

you use to build up the map and set rules for each de¬ 

ment, l stun with one element and build the map from 

there. The pressure pads for example can activate dif¬ 

ferent commands; they could open a door, change a 

floor into a wall, or launch a fireball.. 

Don’t let people into dead ends. If there's a prob¬ 

lem which can i be solved, always give people a back 

entrance. For example, you could use a teleporter could 

and find yourself in an empty room and realise that 

you needed to bring a certain object wiih you if you 

wanted to carry on. So you're stuck, and that’s w rong. 

Pressure pads are good. They 're simple bui you can 

do complex things with them; have four ways of acti¬ 

vating a pressure pad for example. Or y ou could place 

heavy enough objects on the pressure pad io activate it. 

The object could hold the pressure pad down, which 

could become a puzzle in itself. Finally, you could 

activate it with a specific object - a key if you like. 

If you're using weapons, think of other uses for 

them - or have objects which aren't weapons but could 

be used like them. The same w ith food - think of new 

ways of getting it. You could get it from killing a mon¬ 

ster. which could even be poisonous, but you'd 

obviously need a spell to cure yourself afterwards," 

Interactinj* with doors is something that's always 

piddled us off w ith RPGs. Like. Eye Of The Beholder 

tried to copy Dungeon Master, but they missed out all 

the good bits. In Eye Of Die Beholder you can't shut a 

door on a monster in the doorway, and you end up 

spending loo much time ninning away. You can't go 

wrong with Dungeon Master as a reference source. It 

took two years to design and it shows, But whatever 

you lake from it, try and improve upon it/' 

Lei your imagination run riot. Look at everyday 

things for inspiration and make them fit the plot, 1 try 

not to copy anything directly, but 1 like new things or 

improving on existing stuff. Experiment and put what 

you like in, so long as it's fun. © 

"Making up an adventure 
game is almost like playing 

with Lego ** you get alii 
these little ideas in your 

head and then you build a 
game from them.91* 



You know what you want 
from your computer, that's 
why you're choosing AMIGA 

...NOW YOU’VE CHOSEN THE RIGHT 

COMPUTER, MAKE SURE YOU CHOOSE 

THE RIGHT DEALER 

Anyone can lx* good at selling Amiga or CDTV, but sadly, that's often 

where it ends. So. when it’s time to choose the best computer, it's also 

time to find the best supplier. The one who is not only always competitive, 

hot the one who also gives you the best possible ongoing support for you 

and your system. 

Gordon I larwood Computers. Pioneers of the 'Complete Pack' approach, 

have specialised in Commodore, from the earliest VIC 20, to the latest 

Amiga, for almost a decade... In fact, we've supplied so many, if you ask all 

your friends, the chances are that some of them can tell you already of our 

excellent service. 

Our service means that we ll help you get the most from your new' system 

straight away. But, if you do have problems, and need that extra hand, 

that’s when; we have earned our reputation. 

If you'd like all ibis, and more: 

□ FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL EXPERT ADVICE 

□ UNLIMITED ACCESS TO CALL IN SUPPORT AND EX-DIRECTORY 

TELEPHONE TECHNICAL HOTUNE 

□ ALL ADVERTISED PRICES FULLY VAT INCLUSIVE 

□ SHOWROOM DISPLAYS OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HARDW ARE. 

SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS 

Q EXPRESS COMPUTERISED MAIL ORDER. STOCK WARRANTY AND 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT SYSTEM 

□ COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTIONS WIDI ALL SYSTEMS HARDWARE AND 

HELP BULLETINS WHERE REQUIRED 

□ FREE COLLECTION OF MAJOR HARDWARE ITEMS REQUIRING IN 

warranty service 

□ NEW PRODUCT 30 DAY REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 

0 EXPERIENCED AND TRAINED SERVICE TECHNICIANS 

□ AND OF COURSE. THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF COMPETITIVE 

PRODUCTS AND PACKS ANYWHERE! 

COMMOIX5RE AMIGA CENTRE 

C1>TV CENTRE 

PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER 

STAR GOLD DEALER 

CITIZEN DEALER PLUS 

* APPLE™ AUTHORISED DEALER 

The Closer you look, 
The Better we look. 



ALL OUR AMIGAS ARE UNITED 
KINGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

1 Mb. Disk Drive 
1Mb Ram Memory 

TV Modulator 
4096 Colours 
Multi Tasking 

Speech Synthesis 
4 Channel Digital Stereo 

Sound 
Amiga Mouse 

Operation Manuals 
Workbench Disks 

ALL Connecting Cables 

PLUS...All OUR Amigas 
are backed by Harwoods 

Great Service 
[Please see full details In our 

Ordering Made Easy'panel final page] 

THAT'S RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN 
PACK 1 WHICH INCLUDES 21 GREAT GAMES! STARTING WITH POWER PLAY 

Just look at what you get NOW... 
•AMIGA A 500 COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1Mb. OF MEMORY! IWU! 
•THE SIMPSONS, BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS - TtiatS fight man! LJ'.JJL■I.MfeW 

you can play the computer version of this popular TV cartoon. By 
•CAPTAIN PLANET - created from the award winning TV show, now s your chance to save the ( 

earths environment with this ultimate adventure.., your Eco-Copter is waiting. By Mindscape \ 
•LEMMINGS - Are you as smart as Lemmings are stupid, match your intelligence against their 

lack of it as you play the 140 levels of the most original game of 91 (European Computer Leisure 
Awards Winner). 8y Psygnosis. 

•EDUCATIONAL BASIC LANGUAGE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 
•DELUXE PAINT III GRAPHICS PACKAGE WITH ANIMATION 
•TAILORED DUST COVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK, 
•PLUS..,. 10 MORE GREAT GAMES, THERE S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE... 

8L0DDWYCH - Fantasy role-playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE+ - Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLOOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 3D graphics, this is a game you just have 1c play 
ELIMINATOR - A progressive multi stage flying shoot em up, on a long winding course, survive if you can! 
HOSTAGES You must get your team and hostages out of the terrorist overrun embassy, without loss ol life 
JUMPING JACKSON - In a deluge of colour and sound save, the earth from sadness and melachofy music 
KRYPTON £GG - A classic Breakout game BO screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
LANCASTER ■ Your mission is to fly the classic WWll bomber on its dangerous raids over enemy ttrrrtiory 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY - You drive your 300 bhp Sierra Cosworth through demanding stages of the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY - Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trip into total cosmic 3D space 
SAFARI GUNS - Live the African experience in an animal sanctuary, track the poachers & ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY (Featuring Bobo) • Bobo & his inmates are planning a stunning trampoline lump prison escape 
SKYCHASE Airborne combat for every simulation fan in this one or two player game, battle against your 
MiG flying adversary in your M6 Falcon. 
SKYFOX11 - Skyfox It. the only ship tasi enough to carry on the Skyfox legend Fight to Wow your federation 
enemies from the Galaxy at speeds of 9000 kilometres/ second! 

,„AND HARWOODS ALSO GIVE YOU 
A SUPERB BROCHURE OFFERING UP TO 1G 
NIGHTS FREE HOTEL ACCOMODATION IN AN EXTENSIVE 
SELECTION OF 400 HOTELS AROUND THE UK PLUS NOW 
A SPECIAL BUDGET FRANCE SUPPLEMENT IS INCLUDED! 

Priced at an INCREDIBLE 

Including 
VAT 

DONT FORGET THAT WHILST YOU CAN OF COURSE PLAY THE GREATEST 

HARWOODS POWERPLAY PACK 1 COMES OF AGE WITH 21 GREAT GAMES AND 
INCLUDES 1Mb. AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS WITH THE SIMPSONS, LEMMINGS 

AND CAPTAIN PLANET PLUS 18 EXTRA GAMES ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

PACK 1 

I 
flwfessmat Games Nor 

muth-gsme disk nues 

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER - Puts you in the cockpit ot one ol Britains most exitinfl tighter aircraft. Multiple GAMES, WHEN YOU CHOOSE THE AMIGA YOU ARE ALSO GETTING A VERY 
skill levels let you progress to become an ace pilot 
TINTIN ON THE MOON - We ve been captureo by Colonel Jorgen and he $ tring to scupper the moon mission. 
Come on Tfntin, you're the only one who can save us. and be the first on the moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL - Strap on your heimet for American football simulation that looks like the real thing. 
XENON Z MEGABLAST * This time it s war! The Xenites are back and have thrown time itsell imo turmoil. 

POWERFUL PERSONAL COMPUTER PROJECTS SUCH AS PROGRAMMING, 
GRAPHIC DESIGN, WORD PROCESSING OR OTHER BUSINESS APPLICATIONS. 

EDUCATION FOR A WHOLE HOST OF SUBJECTS FROM PRIMARY LEVEL TO 
VlEVEl ARE ALL A REALITY WITH THE SYSTEM THAT YOU CAN REALLY 
GROW WITH AS YOUR COMPUTING EXPERIENCE EXPANDS. EUROPEAN 

We reserve the right to substitute individual software titles or pack items should the wed arise. COMPUTER OF THE YEAR 1991 EUROPEAN COMPUTER LEISURE AWARDS 

*Fi nance terms are amiktMe tmhkxt Id status! for imniutix triease see our ordering pawi at the end of this atkmt Ihrfuli tietaib 



If you're thinking about presents 
why not buy a Harwoods Gift 
Voucher (all values available), 

POWERPLAY PACKS 

MONTTOR PACX 

Tl 

o 
imi 

HARWOOD'S igfe. ^irj 
BRILLIANT "2- lO 
AMIGA 1Mb 5$) ,‘ml. 

MEGA 2V ~ .III!*;; 
GAMES PACK 2 ||'if|| 
That's right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & M0WT0R PAOt 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
‘Mega 21' Games 
Pad 1 (left), plus 

F19 Stealth Fighter 
AND you also get... 

THE SUPERB PHILIPS 

CM8833/II STEREO 
COLOUR MONITOR !■ 

Twin Stereo Speakers, t, special pack rwou h*wooo s 

Green Screen Switch, you see those runes with sueene 

Free Lead to Amiga. clarity a» in 

II. 
W«|M, 

. . * i 11 

YOU SEE THOSE GAMES WTTn SUPER® 

CLARITY AND N FANTASTIC STEREO . 

Tailored Oust Cover 
12 Months on-site 
maintenance warranty 

i 5h monitor panel tor details * 
£629 

"IT'S THE- 
BUSINESS" 

A TRULY PROFESSIONAL 
PACKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

=OR THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER. 

THIS ONE SHOULD 
FULFILL EVERY AREA 
OF BUSINESS YOU'RE 

LIKELY TO NEED! 

(&&, "'i::ii 

POWERPRO TS 
PROFESSIONAL 
PROFESSIONAL »tl»|l 
PROFESSIONAL " 

O 
«ii|5 
•■ft!!!; 

imi 
■IlilBlM 

’ll! 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS * . 
INCLUDES ALL THE (| ” 

FOLLOWING... KIS 
AMIGA A5Q0 WITH A FULL ^ 

1Mb. MEMORY 

SUPERB PHILIPS CM 8833/11 
STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 

{Set Monitor Panel for Specifications’! 

STAR LC200 9 PIN NLQ . 
FULL COLOUR PRINTER 

($m Printer Panel for Specifications) 

+ 
A *0$T OF 8USW£SS SOFTWAf»E I ACCESSORIES^ 

PZH PAL VU(Word Processor)...! Mb. 

S JPERBASE11 PERSONAL (Database) 
SUPERPLAN (Spreadsheet)™! Mb. 

. „fci DeMsam,Dm*PmPeeUra 
A GREAT TEN c 

GAMES PACKAGE 

Pw... I-- 
teG Gtanfl Uorsfcr Sim 

* THE SIMPSON® 
* CAPTAIN PLANET 
,» LEMMNGS 
> ff 19- STEALTH FIGHTER 
a deluxe paint id 

Now wffl ANIMATION 
* MiCROSwrTCHED JOYSTICK 
jr ID BLANK 3 S' DISKS 
> DISK LIBRARY CASE 
^ MOUSE MAT 
> J TAILORED DUST COVEAS 

ADD A CUttANA C AX 354 SECOND DRIVE | 
m JUST £50 TO HELP RUN THOSE 

BUSINESS PACKS MORE EFFICIENTLY 

WE MEAN BUSINESS AT A GREAT 
PACKAGE PRICE OF JUST... 

l£899£l 

HARWOOD S BRILLIANT 
AMIGA 1Mb'MEGA 2 V 

GAMES PACKS 
That s nght you getthe fantastic 

Amiga & ALL THE EXTRAS 
detailed »n Harwoods 'Mega 21" 

Games Pack i (far left), plus 
Fi 9 Stealth Fighter AND 

then you also get... 

THE SUPERB PHIUPSCMBB33fll 
STEREOCQLOUR MONITOR 

iw Smo speeds I 
Grwn Sown SwacfL 

Sf] 

MONTT GRAND 
PMNTKPAOt 

£829 
HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 

PRIMARY t JUNIOR PACK A iimiiii 

^ \MpO ,lf|l 
earn md padt 

£««£ C3 

M_m "HI 

m» NuriFOM 

Ktvt mn*i *siw.taper*CtfiwrtC; 
MB mMMwem vtrm 
IVuSBr^ttyjriVRt 

kwt 24 mam ■ am on 3 yn M 
f#c X * *ewy *• i C o 

SB PACK A £ mill;. 

ID GREAT GAMES TOO.. 
DaM0HH, Onyn Fff» UM M 

£>,** ftDdt-Wki. E4**cn T 
Tnv of Bee* Smek. HYF Han* SI ^ w "?*?* 

mdGwxJMon^rSterL. * 
OMY f FUACHASCB WITH A POWERFLAT OR PGWEJPH FROM MflOOH HARWOODS 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 
GCSETO LEVEL PACK B 

GCS£ eamiiibon fee ttuttl or year 

Am^compuftfmjrstoi1 
atROUfuw mtmmmm 

mm mm EDUCATION 

i 

imi 
O 
#"«i 
Ilium 

am 

11 4 11111 

foam inr WP1 U mt J*r K*T 
FWNtMNUftwiw 

A MA BTCOlSf i* a Wt tSl f* T m 
t; tin rVit rUr »7V SH t? Tyt 
wa« VlVliMHttl V rXh 
lvaA jn/tf ymi mt m Hi feM _ _ 

mavis ftjtat tucmis ^pwe 1liMa|r 
* V »* e «r* vi ^KCP£^r -j/f* ' u- imiaifl 

HAtAIS I ■lllllll 

ID GREAT GAMES TOO- j 
Datas&xin.Dnvm'Fyce. ftp* MA^g. QC 

[KrvpMnCXj^F^T^E^iC^ 
TDwfofBabei.StokRVFHonda. w w 

and GiwU Wystr Sin> 1_.___ 
OUT# PVftClU$4bll(lTH A POWtflPUY OH PtmERPRO FROM GOttDOH HARWOODS. 

The Closer you look,, 
The Better we look 

fhumce hrms an* amkjftk't subject to stamf for must tm duets tdetm* m our onierfite tHund at the end of this odivrt for full (kinds 



SOUND AND VISION 

CDTV 

IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF 
A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA... 

...WITH 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY, AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE 
SIZE. A DISK DRIVE SO VAST. IT CAN STORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF 

DATA. THIS DATA COULD BE, SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES, DIGITISED STEREO 
SOUND. COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS..,. AND MORE. 

IMAGINE THIS, AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF CDTV. 
THE INTEGRAL COMPACT DISK DRIVE. IS THE KEY TO THE POWER Of COTV ITS STORAGE CAPACITY IS EQUIVALENT 
TO AROUND A OUARTER OF A MILLION Fill PAGES OF TEXT. THIS WHEN INTEGRATED WITH THE 1 MB OF INTERNAL 

AMIGA CIRCUITRY, CREATES A SYSTEM, WHICH FROM A CD DISK, CAN GIVE YOU ACCESS TO AN UNIMAGINABLE 

SPECTRUM OF REAL WORLD IMAGES NEVER SEEN COMBINED BEFORE THESE VIVID IMAGES. WITH WORDS AM) 

SOUNDS. GIVE YOU A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN HOME EDUCATION. ENTERTAINMENT S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. 
AND. D0N7 FORGET. THAT CDTV CAN PLAY IN SUPERB QUALITY, ANY NORMAL AUDIO MUSIC CD. AND IT CAN 

ALSO PLAYTHE NEW CD*G DISKS WHICH GIVE DIGITAL SOUND AND ON SCREEN GRAPHICS 

ON CD DISKS NOW AVAILABLE. THERE ARE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES, ENCYCLOPAEDIAS PACKED WITH 

REFERENCE INFORMATION, STUNNING GAMES. MUSIC SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW AND VARIED 

SUBJECTS, INCLUDING WHOLE WORLD ATLASES OR EVEN THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE, 
EACH ON ONE CD DISK " CDTV • NOTHING LESS TH AN REVOLUTIONARY 

FREE CDTV STARTER PACK!!! 
WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR CDTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD, NOT ONLY DO 

YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE, BUT WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK. 
TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD - STRAIGHTAWAY. 

THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME 
TUTORIAL & HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA, PLUS .FOUR GAMES, SHERLOCK HOLMES 

& THE HOUND OF THE 8ASKERVILLES, SIM CITY, CHAOS IN 
ANDROMEDA. AND THE ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS, WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £200.00. IN 

ADDITION IS THE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, AND ALL THE HARDWARE 
NEEDED TO GET YOU CONNECTED. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £499.95 
COTV IS THE SAME SIZE AND STYLE AS MOST VIDEO RECORDERS. SO IT CAN SIT UNOBTRUSIVELY ABOVE OR BELOW 

YOUR HOME TV AND'OR HI-FI. AND WITH ITS INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, IT CAN BE OPERATED FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR. BUT PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY. IF YOU ARE A COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST. REMEMBER THAT INSIDE 

EVERY CDTV. IS AN AMIGA. JUST WAITING TO BE USED. SO LATER ON. YOU'LL BE ABLE TO BUY THE OPTIONAL 

KEYBOARD AND DISK DRIVE. TO GET INTO THE WORLD OF AMIGA COMPUTING PRINTERS. DIGITISERS. 
GENLOCKS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES.CAN AU. BE CONNECTED TO GIVE ACCESS TO MANY OTHER EXCITING 

FACILITIES. AND ALSO MANY OF THE EXISTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA COMPUTER. 
NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SO MUCH POTENTIAL FROM ONE NEW STUNNING SYSTEM, PACKED WITH 

TODAYS TECHNOLOGY.! 
CALI IN AND SEE US FOR YOUR PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION, OR PHONE US FOR YOUR 

FREE DETAILED CDTV INFORMATION PACK 

CDTV ACCESSORIES 
DUE TO BE RELEASED SOON-Please cal us tor latest availability. 

CD 1220 KEYBOARD 
C01252 MOUSE 
CO 12W TRACKBALL 

CD 1400 CADDY 
CD 1401 MEMORY CARD 

AN B9 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £49.96 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER. £49.95 

INFRARED TRACKBALL. WITH THE OPTION £79.95 

OF DIRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTEHY 

UFE DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS OF TWO BUTTON 

MOUSE AND INCLUDES TWO 9 FIN PORTS FOR 
STANDARD JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLOING CO WITHIN DRIVE £9.95 

PERSONAL RAM CARO CONTAINING £79.95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 
BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARD * IARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD £249.95 
CONTAINING 512K OF MEMORY FOR STORING 

DATA OR AS A BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1600 FLOPPY DRIVE RACK MOUNTABLE FLOPPY DRIVE WITH £99,95 

BOOK CAPACITY. CASING ALLOWS ROOM FOR 

ADDITIONAL HARD DRIVES OR MODEMS ETC. 

PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD FOR £149.96 
SUPERIMPOSING CDTV IMAGES OVER A VIDEO SIGNAL 
PROVIDED BY ANY STANDARD VIDEO SOURCE 
PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD TO ETBC 
ALLOW CONNECTION TO TVS VIDEOS REQUIRING 
UHF, S-WDEO OR COMPOSITE INPUTS 

CD 1301 GENLOCK 

CD 1321 VIDEO CARO 

Many Amiga Accessories & Peripherals (eg Primers, Disk Drives, Software etc.) are 

compatible with CDTV. Please phone us for oompaiability information. 

HARWOODS AMIGA 

PRO- 

PRO-GEN Amiga Genlock 
The Pro-gen AMIGA Genlock a&ows you to mx your Anwja display with any PAL video 
signal whether rt is from a VCR, Laserdisk player or a Camcorder In fact any item o* 
wSeo equ^ment wtah outputs a PAL compose vtdw Signal. Gompined wth the Amiga 
computer the Pro-Gen gross you the facilities of a special effects & video titling suite. 
Take your own films A give them a professionail look by OVERLAYING TITLES or by 
SUPER IMPOSING YOUR OWN GRAPHICS created m packages like Spectracolor or 
Deluxe Paint. Pro-Gen is supplied wrtfi Oxsi's Spectre-color paint & animation package. 

FREE 
in Spectracota every drawing tool and animation control is at your linger tips - over SO 
loots n the fast menu TooM plus point and dick access to all 4096 eotours, with inde¬ 
pendent nght and left mouse burtton colours & modes. Add automatic animation generation 
easy mouse controls tor all functions, and the abtlrty to paint wth mult-page animated 
brushes, and you've got a powertii toot for artistic expression With anmatiofi controls 
9ns easy if s ample to put your ideas into mqtxjrt Forget connate systems ano reference 
numbers just move objects with the mouse in this intuitive and friendly graphical environ- 
mart Spectracotor supports both ANIU & IFF Me formats, and ait im video modes of the 
Amga. inducing HAM! (Spectraootor requires raw-. 1Mb. memory) 

How it works: i—i I STOP PRESS 
PRM£N. eWMNCUJOeSAVBlt 
versatile multi comfohe^ mo 
TO GEftDDK COiWECTNj KIT 
this allows pad-gen to Be used 
STTUIGHTAYWY WTH MOST TOPULXfl 
VCfcO EQUIFlftWT. WTHQ'JT Tl* NEED 
TO HUNT DOWN THE CWRECT COW- 
KmCtfLESTHSMTOWWSOBE 
USED 1D CONNECT IN OTHER WAYS 

VtfiTDVCReS 
X»aT TO STAfiT YOU Off RIGHT FflOU 
t>€ hchent toudpeaTHeaaw^ 

£Vj&. 

Spectracolor ONLY £129.95 
Mode Switch-box for Genlocks 
Features include 
-Compatible With The Pro-Gen And Rendale 8602 
-Supplied With Genlock Extender Cable Worth £9.95 
-Switch-box Switches Between Foreground, Back¬ 
ground. Video And Computer Modes 

£29.95 

^Finance term tm aoatktble (subject to status) for mmi products; phase see our ordering panel at the mi of this advert forfidf details 



SUPRA 500XP 52-105Mb HARD DISK DRIVE WITH MEMORY EXPANSION UP TO 8Mb 
Features Indude: 
> Capacities of 52/80/105Mb available 

Connects lo sidecar bus on UH side of Amiga A500 
> Auloboots wdh Kickstart 1.3, boot enabte^disabie switch 
> Sockets for up to 8 Mb of FASTRAM with enable/ 

disable switch 
> Auloboots With Kickstart 1.3 
-V SCSI Port 8 Amiga bus pass thru allows other devices 

to be connected 
Jr Includes Express Copy hard drive Back-up Software 
JSr The 52 Mb version powered by your Amiga (High 

Current Power Supply is only opbonal)- 
'High Current Power Supply is required £49.95 
tor 80Mb, and 105 Mb versions 

RAM 
SIZE 

STORAGE CAPACITY 
52Mb. | 80Mb. 1 105Mb. 

1Mb. £479.95 ‘£539.95 *£629.95 
2Mb. £499 95 ‘£569.95 *£649.95 
4Mb. £699.95 ‘£749.95 ‘£849.95 
8Mb. £899.95 *949.95 *1049.95 

If you 're thinking about presents 

why not buy a Harwoods Gift 

Voucher (all values available). 
AMIGA STORAGE DEVICES 

Features Include 
Jt Connects to sidecar bus on 

leti hand side ol Amiga A5Q0 
> Auloboots with Kickstart 1.3 
U Sockets For Up to 2 Mb of RAM 
Jr DMA Access 
Jr External SCSI Port 
> Complete With Power Supply 

A590 Hard D«sk Including 
512K RAM Only £29S 95 

A590 Hard Dak Including 
1 Mb. RAM Only C319 95 

A590 Hard Dak Including 

2 Mb RAM Only £34§ 95 

0(iii!l WiM1’ 
i Features Include 
v Long connecting cable 
. 1 Mb, (SBOK Formatted) 

Capacity 
-> Enable/Disable Switch, 
^ Throughpol 
> Access Light 
> Compatible with Amiga 

500/'1000/1500/2000/30 
and CDTV 

£57.95 

AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS 
TWO GREAT PACKAGES THAT 

SAVE YOU MORE MONEY! 
These two packs are aimed at the user who needs 
10 get a great deal from his Amiga, A superb qualify 
monitor, ihe PHILIPS CM8833/11 has been put with 
your choice of either the CITIZEN SWIFT9 or the 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 printer You choose, but whichever 
combination you have the price has been designed to 

SAVE YOU MONEY, Buying together will save you CEE's! 

PERIPHERAL PACK 1-C 

54 r*ytZA t £469.95 11 

EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
DON'T JUST PLAY GAMES WHEN YOU 

CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO’ 

MAtHS COURSE ■ Ages 3 to 12, Complete £21.95 
24 Programme Count*. 
BETTER MATHS Agei 12 lo 1S, High* level to Linear £21.95 
A Quadratic Enustons 

MICRO MATHS * 24 easy lo use programs tor GCSE ( O' £21.95 

Lewrl) revision or nit Utfon 

MEGA MATHS - A 9 level Slifi by step tuftton course. For £21.9$ 

mature begtfinefl 'A' Level studies A Micro Maths users 

MICRO FRENCH ■ GCSE French Men or revision course. £2195 

Covers both spoken & wnnart Fnnch 

MICRO English ■ A c&npMft programs of sMMudien up £21.96 
to GCSE standard 
THE THREE BEARS Ages 5 -10 Develops magrsabve £22.95 
Ifiou^wkngelgfes 
SPEUsOOK Ages 4 to E. Developed wAhlhthe^ ola £1195 

Prewy School Head Twtfwr ad spetng state 

PLAY AND READ Ages 4 to 9. The cwnp*@te readmg £18.95 

tutor Pan 2 lead** spe^mg to the ft&gmraf at raadmg 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
Pen Palv„ 

WORD PR< X^SSOWMATKBASE 
Whh Pen fed \x*i can mix irxt '•Nty 
culnm &. dst* m w*y\ mi mher 
u p can! "hs tur>Jhn£ of t\ 

ur^urpaswJ: Pen Pal is the onh- wvwd 
pnve^iw l ics»cd dun will 

W Tap- 

text mund graphics. 

VmtKM World. 

July 

Mimic-X: The ultimate software for professional MIDI sequencing, The software includes a config¬ 
urable librarian and a synthesiser patch editor, All you need lo recreate a song can be recalled from 

one performance file including sequences, MIDI routing, sync setup, keyboard maps 8 synthesiser 
Or drum machine patch libraries. NEW LOW PRICES - £54 95 or just 04.95 wrtti mitfMnterfece1 
tNOf INTERFACE (5 Port): In. Out. Through plus 2 switcftable ftruTouL Includes cable £24.95 

AMOS: AMOS alk^ you to access the power of the Arr^ga with ease 500 drttefem commands 
make AMOS a sophisticated development language The AMOS animation language allows you to 
create complex animation sequences. 300 page manual and over 80 example programs £49 96 
Amw Addon Modutet (BOTH require Amos prog.} T 

Amos Compiler Amos 3D 
Suptr&fttt 4: Most powerful database available tor the Amiga .Combines the ease of use of Super- 
Base 2 with a versatile programming language so that you can tailor your data to your own specific 
needs for club business-ibraty records etc. £229.96 
Lattice C: An ideal tool for the C programmer whether experienced oi a novice. The best way io 
create applications lor ihe Amiga.Fully supports Motorola chipset. Nearly 300 functions optimised 

to help the user write the tightest possible code. Includes screen editor. Most Amiga C books are 
based around lattice. (Requires e ither 2 floppy drives OR a hard disk d nve) £199.95 
Deluxe Pikrt IV: Latest version of the Amigas first, and still the best, paint and animation package, 
now including HAM mode. (1 Mb. minimum memory or more recommended) £79.95 
Vldi, The Complete Cotour Solution; Vidi with RGB Splitter, Frame Grabber 4 Digitiser. Grabs 
moving colour video into t6 grey scale frames (up to 16 frames in 1Mb, Amiga) and digitises from 
still colour video source m up to 4098 colours in less than 1 second! Requires home VCR or video 
camera for grabbing. Requires video camera or VCR with perfect pause lor dosing, Now comes 
with Spectraootor FREEfM £ 179.95 

WASTE RS0UND: High quality 'mono* sampler (best tor sampling instruments etc ) 06.95 
m ABGVSiS JUST A SimL SAMPLE Ffm OUR Emt^E RANGE Of THOUSANDS OF SERIOUS, EDUCATION AND RECREATION 

TITLES WE UNJUST THEM all here SO PLEASE CAU us if YOU CAST SSE the PROGRAM you REQUIRE fTS PROBABLY W STOCK* 

£79.95 
PENPAL Vert U 

WITH 512K Amiga 

RAM Expansion 

»uh..£99.95! 



Hi PRINTERS® PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
All printers in our range include the following standard features.. 

> Standard Centronics parallel port unless otherwise slated for direct connection 
to Amiga, PC's, ST etc, and come with a: 

i FREE CONNECTOR LEAD & A FREE TAILORED DUST COVER! 

^ ® *1 ^5 E 

°;*os 

£ = is< 
Q.“ — 

®M!£ 
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»I 8^5 
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>0 £ T3 . 
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CITIZEN 12004 9 PIN MONO - Up to 12QQ5 cp»- 
j Very reliable tow cost pnnter with interchaitoflble interfaces- tor £149.95 

Centrwitcsfi5232/'senal type (064 etc \ Full 2 Year manufacturers warranty 

|new faster star im spin mono - uP to 15<ra cps — 
Replacement lor our most popular Mew Dot-Matrix at a super low pnee £159.95 
JMultipto lont options easily accessible -I SmmiianecMV conttnuous and 

from front panel sheet stationery 
| JEiceltent paper handling fapfes U 240 x 240 dex Grapta 

CmZEN 1240 24 PIN MONO -120/40 cp«- 

_I 360 dpi * 24 Pm MONO with 3 Fonfe _J Fufl 2 Year Warrafrty ! 
J 8K Suffer - Expandabie to 32K -J Feed tot labels ft mjti- 
LJ 3 Fonts. Superb tetter quality -I Compete paper parkin* 

CT ID 1 r AJJtA mjj Dill UAiin 1CAJU1 KfU 

£199.95 
pan stationery 
j totihttes 

5TAH Lt 24fl0 24 KIN MvNU - lbUrbU Cp4 - 
24 Pin version o( the Star LC Series with £214.95 

LJ Exceptional tetter print quality 
Li 360x360 dpi Graphics 

J AdcMionaHont cartridges available 
□ a resident foots 

STAR LC200 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER - f 65/40 cp* 
This is the one in our packs? 
J SO Column Dot Matrix 
U ?40 dp 9 Pin COLOUR 
LI 16*. Buffer, 6 Resident Fonts 
LI PushixH tractor a rwrtxtoom feeds 
J Reverse paper feeds 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PIN COLOUR - tMMOep* 
New supw high spec BP* ootout printer 

_l BK Buffer A Fonts 240 x 240 dpi Colour Graphics 
,j Push and pull tractor buflt-to _l &©si lestt quainy in our SfPin car 
_J Feed lor labelsMi pari stationery _» 2 Vear Criiien warranty 

J Mere paper teed. Max paper width 11T 
-i Supplied with colour X mono nttowis 
J Paper park wth auto single sheet kad^g 
-J Programmable hem front panel 
_l 12 mentn warranty 

STAR LC2V200 24 PIN MONO - 22055 Cps 
New Star 24 pin that means business! 
□ 90 Column Dot Matrix 
□ 360 dpi - 24 Pin MONO 
Li 7K Buffer expandable lo 39SC 
Q 10 Resideni Fonts 
LI Front Panef Pitch Seiectoft 
Q PushpiA iraclor 1 rwftaflooi teeds 
LJ Ffeverse paper feed 

LI Paper park with auto single sheet loading 
Micro paper teed, Max. paper width 

-J Supply with mono ribbon 
Li Faster man the ote LC24-10 
_l Extra font cartridge mlabfe 
J Program from front panel, No DIF swWhes 
Q \t month warrant/ 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN COLOUR - 22055 cp» —- E299.95 
■Colour version o) the 1024*200 Mono but with expandable 3QK Bdterj 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR * 160/53 cps 
Brand New, lowest cost colour 24 Pin pnnter, anywhere’ 

-I 80 Column Dot Matrix with 4 Fonts □ Push & puli 1 racier feeds 
LJ 360' dpi - 24 Fin COLOUR -J Complete paper parking facilities 
U 8K Butter expandable to 32K J Supplied wrth mono & ootour ribtoOfis 
LJ Easy to use fronl panel oontnots LJ Fun 2 Year Citizen Warranty 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR -13050 cps - 
Brand New. superb specification cotour 24 Pin printer 

_i 80 Column Dot Matrix wrtfi 7 Fonts □ Push'll S bottom tractor feeds 
-l 360 dpi-24 Pm COLOUR Jt Complete paper parting fadlrtres 
_J a K Buffer expandable 10 32K O Supplied wrth mono 4 cctour ribbons 

lj hlrtw 

£259,95 

£319.95 

-j Easy lo use LCD panel controls 12 Year Citaen Warranty 

Phone for CITIZEN SWIFT 24 PIN COLOUR -16050 cps 
The ever poplar 'European Printer d itw Year 1990*. tufa featured 24 Pm| 

I colour pnmer whicn of course comes with Crtizens 2 YaarW^B 

NEW FASTER STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR 
RANGE XB24-200 6 XB24-250 ■ 275/30 cps 
These NEW top of the range Stars replace the XE24/10 & 
Xe24>'15,6 offer the best possible quality dot rnsrtnn printing 

sJ Exceptional pnnt quality □ Butter 
j 4 X 46Pin super letter quality fonts -J 360 x 360 dpi Colour 
Jl 14 K 24Fin near letter quality fonts -J 12mths orHjTO warranty 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET — 
Otf best quality M odour printer at a reafcshc price 

J Parafie.'Centronics or Sena! RSZ32 IF (specify with order MAC Opuwi avartabte) 
_l For preserttatwn graphcsOTP CAD and toehrocaftcwtiftc appbeabons 
J AMI page of ootour graphics m 4 minutes (typical) 
^ Non impact printing, LI Will prmt transparencies 
-I vmualfy silent, 43dba -J 12 Months on-site warranty {UK Mainland} rJ 

STAR USERPRINTER4H 
Ad Laser Pouter will connect to PC 

J300 DPI, IMP Upgradable to 5Mb 
-I Emulations inc HP Ser es ii. Epson 

EXSOO IBM p^opnnte-r S D*abio 530 

4ppm MONO USER 
Amiga. Alan ST etc 

New! 
C749.95 

-I Serial & Paralel Interfaces 
-l iZmonith on sue warranty {UK Mainland] 
LJ Every desktop publishers dream 

STARSCRiPT - 4ppm POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE USER 
A4 Laser Pnmw, wilt connect to PC. Amiga, Alan ST A Apple Macintosh El 099.95 

-I As me lASERPfilNTER i out nrfft Sarscnp, and JMti Mwnory *9 Fonts and Appletalk 

SEE OUR LIST OF ACCESSORIES FOR BOTH STAR 
ANO CITIZEN PRINTERS, ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 

All the chereclers Per Second speeds quoted above ere DretVLQ at lOepJ 

CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES: STAR PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Citizen 120D+ Sheet Feeder £60.95 Star LC-20 Mono Pnnter 
Citizen 120D+ Parallel Interface £49.95 Automatic SheetFeeder £74,95 
Citizen 1200+ CBM C64 Senal Interface £49.95 

Star 1X24*10 Mono Printer 
Citizen 124D 32K Buffer £13.95 32K Buffer £67.95 £67.95 
Citizen 124D Semi-Auto SheetFeeder £39,95 Automatic SheetFeeder £74.95 
Citizen 124D Automatic Sheet Feeder £79.95 
Citizen 1240 Printer Stand £24.95 Star LC-20G Cotour Printer 

Automatic SheetFeeder £74.95 
Citizen Swift 9 Semi-Auto SheetFeeder £39.9$ 
Citizen Swift 9 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79,95 Star LC 24-200 Mono Printer 
Citizen Swift 9 Printer Stand £24.95 32K Pnnter Buffer £34.95 

Automatic SheetFeeder £74.95 
Citizen Swjft 9X Pnnter Stand £34.95 
Citizen Swift 9X Automatic Sheet Feeder £139.95 

Slar LC 24-200 Colour Printer 
Citizen Swift 24 32K Printer Buffer £13,95 32K Printer Buffer £34.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Semi-Auto Sheet Feeder £39.95 Automatic SheetFeeder £34.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Automatic Sheet Feeder £79.95 
Citizen Swift 24 Printer Stand £24.95 Star XB 24-200 Colour Printer 

Pull Tractor £34.9$ 
Citizen Swift 24X Auto Sheet Feeder £139.95 Font Cartridges - 
Citizen Swift 24X Pnnter Stand £34.% Styles To Be Announced £29,95 

128K Centronics Printer Buffer £99,95 
HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET Automatic SheetFeeder £114,95 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES: Dual Bm SheetFeeder £429.95 

Hewlett Packard PaintJet Star XB 24-250 Cotour Printer 
Black tnk cartridge £25,95 Puli Tractor £34.95 
Colour Ink Cartridge £31,49 Font Cartridges - 
Single Sheet Primer Paper £17,95 Styles To Be Announced £29.95 
Z-Fold Printer Paper £15.95 128K Centronics Printer Buffer £69,95 
Transparency Paper: Automatic SheetFeeder £174,95 
Pack of 50 Sheets £52.95 Dual Bin SheetFeeder £469.95 

«82« 
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CmZEN 1200+ BUCK ONLY £4.95 

£4.95 

STAR LC1CF20 £4.95 

STAR LC200 

STAR LC24700 BLACK/C04.0UR 

STAR XB RANGE 8LACKXQLOUR £B.95 Z24 

£24.95 N/A 

£24.95 N/A 

£24.95 £16.95 
£24.95 £16.95 

£24.95 £6.90 

£36.95 ZX9 £12.95 suet 

£49.95 Z24 Cl 4.95 «.-4o. 

£49.95 Z24 £14.95*i«ci. 71 

BOOK SHOP 

weal waits carry large stocks of rwt full range of 
ABACUS 4 OTWfl aWtfSL PfWrt# UM ter 

FOR BEGINNERS & 
EXPERTS ALIKE 

AlflCA FOR BEGINNERS - VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS. £12.95 
Frora Lrptnfeng yQtf 10 cAeaim^ own cone, 
fidweiVetuafolMKindHinsdisiL 
AMIGA BASIC INSfDC ANO 0VT - VOL 2 ABACUS 800*6, £U-95 
Otatnt ma fa stop guide bo programming Amign n bas*c 
AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE - VOL 4 ABACUS BOOKS, £14.95 
Practical guide to teaming 68000 sasembter Mnguage. 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE AND OUT - VOL 6 ABACUS BOOKS. £ 18,45 
Guide to Amiga DOS 6 CU NEW Eiton inc. DOS v 20 

AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCE MAMUAL'Addeon Wetlay £21.95 
Wntten fa Mdncat fiiptrts it Cdntmtoc^ Amiga. Inc. USA 
Peocfe designed ywfAmgs hsrdwati Kves riepr^'e 
code pdcgnwwg M xdvmosd eve 

AIPGA. BEST OF TRICKS 4 TPS Vdi. 17, I32 J5 
AconMsetdiinMi^ttHrairaM'ifaioftVDAE 
■mm fM Aflkge md n smefy ai pdssh** 



MONITORS & MONITOR TV's 
Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 

to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II 
r1.    llJ —L 1-* J m 
awrKi nnofuiio*) 

Cotour Monitor 

NOW WITH FREE...F19 STEALTH FIGHTER!!! 
The ever popular 14-inch Philips CM BB33 MkIL is the mosl versatile 

multipurpose colour monitor available. Its versatility means you not 
only get excelieni colour graphics & text performance with a wide 
range of personal computers, but when connected to a VCR or 

Optional tuner, you gel an amazing 600 pixd TV picture, It's this 

600 pixel resolution, that makes the 8833 essential for (he serious 
user who wants to use his computer for text basec applications With 

the 8633 Mkll, Harwoods grve you the complete m up, to get you 

going straight away Monitor. RGB picture and Stereo Audio Cables, 

Tailored dust cover, a lull 12 Months on site service warranty, and 

inclusive Of a FREE Superb F19 Stealth Fighter 63™^" 
*RGB AD. TTL Composite . V-deoS sJ&irasuMrpjts Can be used as a TV 

| «4h vCfi or Tunef Also as a Video Camera tfcspiay momy Retnctaoe stand 
Speakers Headphone J3dt - 

I Seeker FREE ead to you oryxfef FREE 
I 12 Morjn or site seance 

THE HOST VERSATILE STEREO 
COLOUR MONITOR AVAILABLE 

£249.95 
BM 1 QMS STEREO COLOUR MONITOR. [Commodore s Own Sterne High Resolution Colour Monitor 

with RG&AI/nt. Composite Vtdeo Audio Inputs Can be used as TV wth VCR or tuner. Twin Speakers for £269 QR 
stereo output Supplied with cables tor A500, CGA PCAC1&-64-128 *•*- v ^ v 

PHILIPS TV TUNER _[ALLOWS ANY MONITOR WITH COMPOSITE VIDEO & AUDIO INPUTS TO BE USED 
AS A TELEVISION SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH AERIAL FOR USE INDOORS ALSO HAS STD EXTERNAL AERIAL 

SOCKET AND COMPATIBLE WITH MOST MONITORS INC PHILIPS CM8833 MK I & II, CBM 1081/4. & 190X1/2. £79.95 
its important to remember that mosl TV Monitors, are stiff ftrsf and foremost fetevisions, meaning that thetr average 400 pixel tube display 
50% lower resolution to a monitor! cannot be guaranteed to display 80 column text dearly without risking eye strain tf choosing a Tefewstffi 

Monitor mum it has the latest 2000 character lube capability', meaning n can handle the Annas' 80 characters, by 25 ime output dearly. 

NEW"' philips 15' TELETEXT REMOTE NEW SUPERB 
DEFINITION PHILIPS MONITOR TV. IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR CQTV USERS, GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME TRUE MONITOR QUALITY 
FROM A FULL FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!1'. JUST LOOK AT THE FEATURES... Direct Scan Connector for 

Amiga, CDTV, VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER RGB'AD, Composite Video & audio inputs FULL TELETEXT FACILITIES (FOR THIS 
FACILITY EXTERNAL AERIAL SHOULD BE USED) Headphone Jack Socket FULL TWO YEAR GUARANTEE __Y 
,12000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINITION FST TUBE SUPPLIED WITH LOOP AERIAL REMOTE CONTROL _ 

-YFREE lead lor YOUR computer £2/9 95 
IF YOU WOULD UKE THE MONITOR TV tN OUR PACKS 2. 3, POWERPRQ OR WITH ONE OP OUR PERIPHERAL 
PACKS TO REPLACE THE 8833. PLEASE SIMPL Y ADD £20.00 AND STATE YOUR PREFERENCE WHEN ORDERING. 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
KCS POWERBOARO IBM PC EMULATOR >Hercutes. CGA 6 Monochrome Video Support. £219*95 

Supports Both 3,5 kwh & 5.25 Inch Diskettes, Fits into A501 RAM Slot, 8068 XT Processor, Clock/Calendar Included. Acts As 512K 

RAM Exp. Whan In Amiga Mode. Includes MS-DOS 4,01. Shell iGW BASiC. Supports A590 Hard Drive, Mouse Driver Software Included- 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
HARWOODS PRO-RAMPACK E29J5 
512K Memory Expansion for Amiga A5Q0 senes thai simply plugs n! | 

Fuly compatible. On/Ofl switch and real time battery backed dock 

SUPRARAM RX 500 (512K to flMb. RAM Expansion) I 
Tne RAM expan&on givmg massive memory WITHOUT dismantling | 

your Amiga, thus avoiding toe poss*tJ*nty Of inventing your warranty 

Easily connects to sidecar with bus pass-through lor HD s etc 

512K RAM Version £129.9$ 4Mb. RAM Version £329.9$ 

2Mb. RAM Version £199.9$ 6Mb. RAIN Version £549 9$ 

NAKSHA MlCROSWiTCHED MOUSE £24 95 I 
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE £3195 

COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK 5000 Black £7.95 | 
ZIPSTICK JOYSTICK £12» 
COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK £14.95 
The ONLY joystick to obtain a 100% rating from a magazine review" 

15" DISK HEAD CLEANER £2.99 

BLANK DISKS with labels 
10 Genuine Commodore 3,5‘ branded 
10 Unbranded with library case 3 5P certified 
200 Unbranded 3.5* certified 

Only £9.95 
Only £7.95 

Only £72,50 

Apple in Alfreton... 
For the pmfessiorul user. Coition Harwood provides the 

outstanding Apj>k1v Macintosh™ range of computers 

These superb systems are available surprisingly competitive prices 

....starting at underil000 

A* your qualify assured Apple'" Authorised Dealer, systems art available through 

our sbowfdoms only. Please visit us lor your personal introduction to this 

i exceptional range of friendly yet powerful grapiut'al computers 

Gordon Harwood 
Computers 

Authorised Dealer 

fey O 
r.r-W- 
a. a,uj 

Before you choose Iram whom 1o purchase, please phone us. We are always 
happy to discuss your requirements, and answer any queries you may have... 

I 4k 01 MhUYHfONI: Ptionfl Our Order Hotline with your Nonm. Visa. Misloreard 
J or Lombard Crnttchaige Card quoting number K expiiy dale (most Dixons. Currys, 

8 NASCR and other store' cards are Lombard Craditcharge and ere accepted by us). 
\rrp\ f; HY ro&l: Mate cheques, bankers, bulkjiw society drafts « postal orders 
llXl payable to GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS. (PersonalAusifiMi cheques lake 
1 7dsys to dear Irom day of receipt whereupon' your order will be despatched). Please 

seftd Name, Address, and most vnportantly if possible, a Daytime Telephone Number 
along with your order requirements, Please check you are ordering Irom one of our 
tartest advefltsements before posting (phone if you require contiimaEton). Please ram- 
emoer that tor example many September pubbeakons appear dumg August, therefore 
prices you see may have changed (either up or down). 

| ^ 11 il 1 f'OSI At nilVI liY: FREE witten working days. UK Mainland only. OR: 
Ml COW III 11 St ma AM £5 9S per imp dam tor next working day delivery, UK 

1 Maintand most regions. , 
j v l mm ORDt IIS: Most ttems are available at TAX FREE PRICES to non UK 
I r isskJerus when visiting /export shipment Please contact us tor ordering mtoiTnabon 

REMEMBERAFTERYOUTH.BOUGHT FROMIWKWQOOS,W.ILSill IH lUlil 
It Cl INK" At SWROftT; You wi be gnren our Exckiswe TechmcaJ Support Phone Number to 
cal should you require any help or advice on any aspect of the system you haw purchased. 

17 UUNII t WARRANTY: items premng faulty wittm 30 days d purchase are replaced wih 
NEW UNITS unless otherwise staled. For tie n4»o*e guarantee period, warranty service ml be 
completely FREE OF CHARGE 
CDLLl L11DH FACt-HY: Any computer, monitor or pwter lequmng warranty service can oe 
coladed from your home FREE OF CHARGE during She guarantee period (UK Mainland only) 
and b FAST turnaround a GUARANTEED by our OWN ENGINEERS1 
Elk 111STING raUCUH.HU: AI computers are tested pw to despatch, aid m items am 
S4>pked wdh mans plug and leads as reqimd ■ just connect up and use sbugrt away 

remember mmm just mnm im order awm~ 
AS listed prices are wfoaf YOU PAY, and then are NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. 
VAT and postage are included, and price* an correct at time of going to 
press (Pack details may vary from Umetotkm). Offers am subject to 
a vaitabiifty and to being the latest advertised packs and prices. Our offers 
are NOT supplied on a trial basis. EAOE. 

£ FINANCE 
lAL'ILfl ll:Stailored to mil your needs, written (Matte on requeet 

Gordon Harwood Computers otter feci Hi** to purchase using our budget account ichernt. 
APR 3SJ%{Vartobley AnttaMe to most adults of eighteen years or over, subject to statue. 
Simply phone or «itt» end «e ei send you written details along with an appHctetton tonn. 
Applications, required In advance, available to ful Mime u ,K, malnfand nwkkmts and 
Ovtriiu British ShowT&om viait-dcs oteas# ask for details of aor \n- vv|nw'i wiiwwi wi ii T"jM un a., ^tonag «vte ■ Vft UVlaim UP vlll ffp 

Store‘Insti nt Accou nt*. Written quotations on request, 
If you an already the holder ol a Lombard Credit Charge Card you 
on u« toil to purchase Irom ua (subject to your panonal card llnto) 

vm oun SPACIOUS SHOWROOM; - 
Please pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products, at 
the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, & MORE, Is on sale. ALL UNDER 
ONE ROOF', In pleasant surroundings at cur purpose built showroom 
(See note betowmapJ, There's plenty of FREE parking close by, 

{/you're thinking about presents why not buy a 
Harwoods Gift Voucher (all values available). 
omme rm; aw until S.OO Monday lo Saturday 

9.00 until 1.00 Wednesday. Closed on Sundays 

i uw*y* navt spiOBiLtfd sy Hems on permanent 
—*«y. snouto you require « specii) specific product 

dtmoniiritton *t mil be nippy to oblige. Jult phone ui 
n advance to make the necessary srringemen ts 

'IGO^Tx!« 
i frxmw 

{m'JDQD 
( 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPU11 I IS 
w part Mi mi EIBflAi?.NFwsrm i r, 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE DE5 7BI‘ 
TEl: 0773830781 I AX:0773831040 

-M4ik\ ibc Affiie logo, Macintosh mui CJassfc an* trudemnris of AppieOtmpukr. hit Alt other trademarks atv adtnoutixteed. 
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PREVIEWS fJh 

Coming 
^Attractions 

B 

OG 

t m 

Th* 1991 cl Horn* III 1992, 

Roger Rabbit maltM hit nturn to 

In Hart Raising Havoc, 

y of InfogrnvrMr* now deal, 

'The family comedy without the family/* Home Aimn\ will he 

opening on an Amiga near you soon, Based on the monstrously 

successful film from Capstone Pictures. Accolade hope to capture 

the humour of the situation* An eight-year-old has to tty and keep 

two inept burglars at bay until his parents return. You should be 

able to stay home at alone and play in early February. 

Infogramcs have captured 

the coveted Disney licence 

and are opening with a 

series of educational aids 

like Mickey's ABCs and 

123$. Leading the push on 

the entertainment side will 

be a new- Roger Rahbil 

game Hare Raising Havoc, 

All the new Disney titles 

will be released sequen¬ 

tially during 1992. 

SO I bung the ball and 

you hit It! EnglAnd get* 

ready for the World Cup. 

More cricket frolics arc 

on the way in nine, hope¬ 

fully, for the World Cup 

(yes there's another sport¬ 

ing World Cup I from 

Sound ware* the folks who 

put out this summer's 

international Cricket. It’s currently called Official World Cup 

Cricket but that may change if certain player endorsement negotia¬ 

tions go as planned Borderline stuff: more as it happens! 

Team Yankee // is on track for release in mid-1992 It's set in the 

Pacific and is a World War III tank bash that will have the same 

balance of strategic planning and upfront shooting thai it did the 

first time around. Team Yankee is one of Empire's must successful 

games ever and the follow up looks potentially as good. 

Elvira II - The Jaws of Cerberus 
Publisher Accolade Release February 1992 

Elvira has gone missing and a 60 foot 

talk three-headed dog. standing in the 

middle of Black Widow Film Studios 

might have something to do w ith ill Not 

only this, but a ghostly image of Elvira 

is hanging around telling you she’s 

been kidnapped - but that looks a bit 

suspect too. This sets the scene for a 

bone-chilling trek into a shock-horror 

land of giant spiders" webs, misty 

graveyards and deserted Victorian man¬ 

sions. And waiting for would-be 

rescuers to explore are three film sets. 

The original Elvira won the 

Role-Playing Game of the Year* award in the Stales* but the creators of this gruesomely Gothic 

game aren't about lo rest on their laurels. They've stripped down the game's system, tightened up 

the best bits and radically redesigned everything else* to ensure that Elvira it is superior in every' 

respect. More special effects have been added, the potnt-und-click interface has been radically 

reworked and the magic system has been revamped. 

"An experience synonymous with a first class horror movie/* is how Mark Wallace* producer 

of Elvira //. describes the game. From what’s available so far it hx>ks like he could well be right, 

but with you doing the dying and screaming. If the plan comes together, then maybe weT! find 

out just why semi-clad people go into unlit rooms Filled with nuticrs. why no one ever leaves the 

house when the blood starts dripping from the ceiling and why ordinary folk think that they can 

defeat a rather large, three-headed dog with an attitude problem. 

Black Crypt 
Publisher Electronic Arts Release February 1992 

Sixty-four colour half-brite mode 

games are a rare breed, but that's 

not only what makes Black Crypt 

special. It's a 12 dungeon romp 

that promises everything you’d 

expect from a first-person per¬ 

spective adventure game - keys, 

traps, monsters etc - plus a fistful 

of brand new slants on the estab¬ 

lished formula. There’s one 

underwater Level* a Medusa area 

to explore and the monsters can 

leant spells too! 



Cavitas 
Publisher Nite Time Games 
Release January 1992 

First outings can be very tense affairs, but Nite 

Time should have few worries with their debut 

game title Cavitas. It's basically a shoot-cm-up 

adventure game where you sail around a series 

of caverns, in search of vital components for 

your mothership. It promises to be an impres¬ 

sive debut with HAM and half-hriic modes 

iwhat was that about them being rare?) being 

used to beef-up each of the six levels ihat con¬ 

sist of 100 screens. 

Fi reforce 
Publisher Electronic Zoo 
Release Imminent 

Forget art. let’s fight! Green Beret did it well* 

now Fi reforce wants to lake the mantle of the 

lop sideways scrolling shoot out Controlling a 

muscle-bound Gl type, you have to dodge the 

bullets and keep healthy, as progress is made 

through each fire-gone* You want to ban the 

AK? Fireforce has got 10 of them slashed 

aw ay and a case of hand grenades! 

The Godfather 
Publisher US Cold 
Release January 1992 

At last the game of the second best film ever 

made is almost ready. The Godfather games 

have been divided into an Indiana Jones style, 

with both an arcade and a full blown adventure 

on the way. The arcade adventure is a non-stop 

shooting match, plus a recreation of the scenes 

that made the films X-rated. Gloriously moody 

graphics set a 1940s tone, hut the gameplay 

will be state-of-the-art shooting action. 

PREVIEWS 

Might and Magic III 
Publisher US Gold 
Release Early 1992 

Role playing dungeon romps traditionally have 

had a fixation with the number four, but that is 

all about to change because Might and Magic 

doubles up to Jet you have a party of eight! 

Thai’s not all it has though, to allow' it to stand 

up and be counted because supporting the 

game are a series of cinematic sequences to 

add a movie-like look and feel 

Eye of the 

Beholder II 
Publisher US Gold 
Release January 1992 

The stunning success of Bye of the Beholder 

has set the sequel wheels rolling. Version U 

promises to he bigger, tougher and an alto¬ 

gether tidier hack-and-bash spectacular. With 

EOTB's reputation, more involved gameplay 

and Advanced Dungeons & Dragons 2nd 

Hdition rules it s set to make major noise. 

Indiana Jones and 

the Fate of Atlantis 
Publisher US Gold 
Release Late February 1992 

The man in ihe hat is hack and there isn’t even 

a movie! Written and designed by lop 

Hollywood script writer Hal Barwood it 

promises to keep the epic feel. With the Holy 

Grail and Ark of the Covenant already in the 

bag. Atlantis is all the Lueasfilm team have 

left to shoot for. They seem to have gone for 

real style, judging by the PC demos. 

Turning big movies into big games must cause massive, hut 

pleasant, headaches for developers. So it looks like Ocean must be 

suffering a real migraine because they have to turn The Addams 

Family into a big game, The film's had great critical reception 

Stateside, but turning the verbal comedy and visual slapstick into a 

playable program could prove lough. The word is that it won’t be 

the usual platform romp but an arcade adventure. Spooky! 

Another movie biggie Ocean have signed up is Hook, the 

Spielberg interpretation of the Ferer Fan story. The film stars Mr 

Robin ‘Good Morning Never Never Land' Williams. Nothing much 

is being said about whar formal the game will take, but then little is 

known about the movie so far either11 

I law* the uimII Mapalm la At nwftlfHi H mtlll of... w*H a 

1992 quality ch*pp»r ft hoot out cadad ApacaJyjK** 

Image Works have a movie tie-in, of sorts, on the way. with 

Apocalypse. Based on a tooled-up helicopter (now* I wonder why 

they called it Apocalypse*} The best film ever!) shat has to fly 

Choplifter-siyhi missions. The action will focus cm trashing the 

enemy and then landing in hot L2s to pick up your troops. The 

graphics are excellent and its gameplay should be spifiy. if it fol¬ 

lows Choplifter school, which was just straight ahead blasting fun! 

Graftgold *b*w out wttfi tWr rnt cutesy Fir* mmd lea. But Oh 

it ba as goad as tiwir classic platform romp Rainbow Islands? 

Another game currently in progress is Image Works’ Fire and ice* 

a cutesy platform romp that takes Graftgold (Realms, Faradroid) 

back to their Rainbow Island reverts. All platforms and ladders. 

youTI control a blue dog who has to overcome the demons of fire 

and ice. The tide sets the scene, as the poor iiekle pooch has to out¬ 

wit fiery bad guy* in an Arctic landscape. With the team’s cutesy 

pedigree and the daft plot. Fire and Ice has a real chance of bring¬ 

ing fiendishly new gameplay tricks to this evergreen genre. 

GAMES UPDATE 
Reel Baron - Sierra Still on the runway. 

Wrestiemanla - Ocean One-ah. two-ah... 

Elvira the Arcade - Flair Still adjusting her make-up. 
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IlC LEEDS AMIGA CENTRE C 

NEW! A500 Plus - 1 Meg Ram on board 
NEW V2 operating system & workbench 

Hi-Res no flicker mode + much more 
Comes with Cartoon Classics software 

STILL £369.95 
Philips 8833 Monitor (Inc FI 9 Stealth Fighter) 

When bought with Amiga 

ONLY £239.95 inc Free Lead 

A1500/2000 SPECIALISTS 

We don’t just supply boxes. We can tailor systems to suit your 
| needs and your pocket. Feel free to call in or phone for advice 

on hard drives, accelerators and memory upgrades. 

1500 Inc The Works!, DPaint III, Home Accounts 
and three great games. 

ONLY £679.00 

MEMORY EXPANSION ESSENTIAL ITEMS 

At Once. .£179.00 
KCS Power Board. .£225.00 
Rendale 8802. .£159.00 
Internal Drives.. .£49.00 
External Drives. .£58.00 
ZY-FI Sound System.... .£35.00 
Power Supply. .£49.00 
Modulator...... £29,00 
Midi Connector. .£19.00 
Samplers. .£35.00 
Dust Covers. .£5.00 
Amiga To Scart. .£11.00 
light Pen. .£39.99 

Protar 1;2 Meg/Clock ...£28.99 
Supra 2 Meg 
(1x4 chip).£185.00 
Supra 4 Meg.£259.00 
Supra 8 Meg.£397.00 

B2000/1500 8 Meg Boards 
Populated 2 Meg 

£169.00 

NEW! Citizen Swift 24E. Now with 2 extra 
NLQ fonts, 20 CPS faster in NLQ mode 

FREE Colour Upgrade 

JUST £299.00 
NEW! Citizen 48P Portable 

Unbelieveable quality from an 
unbelieveably small unit 

OUR PRICE £289.00 
NEW! Canon BJ10EX 

no more printer driver problems 
as this top selling bubble jet is now 

fully Epson compatible 

Great value at only £269.00 
NOT FORGETTING 

Citizen 120D +.£149.00 
Citizen 124D.£199.00 
Swift 9.. £189.00 
Swift 9X.£279.00 
Swift 24X. £389.00 
Pro Dot 9/24.   CALL 

Star LC200.£209.00 
Star LC20.£149.00 
Star LC 24-10.£199.00 
Star LC 24-200.£259.00 
Star LC 24-200 Colour.£299.00 

Hewlett Packard 
Deskjet 500.£399.00 
Seikosha SP1900. £129.00 

All printers, needless to say, come with free 
cable. Most black ribbons £3.99 Each 

Choose from top names like GVP, Supra and Protar. 
No 'home made' jobs here. Just reliable products from the 

best names in the business. 
A1500/2000 A500 

I GW 52 Meg.£399 00 
Supra 52 Meg.  £475,00 
Protar 20. £279.00 
Protar 30.    -£349.00 
Protar 50...,.... £429.00 
Protar 50 DC.  .£529.00 
Protar 80....£599 00 
Protar 100 DC.  £639.00 

GVP 52 Meg with 8 Meg £299.00 
Ram Expansion {Unpop) 

GVP Controller Card 
with 8 Meg Ram (Unpop) £179,00 

Lu. U2 LkJ 

PLUS! A great range of DTP, Graphics, Business, Midi, 
Educational and Games Software, PC Compatibles, Books, 

Accessories, Midi Keyboards and Expanders. 
All on demo in our city centre show room with helpful, friendly 
staff to make sure you make the right choice. If you can't make it 

in to see us, we offer a fast mail order service (Next Day £6) 

VISA, ACCESS, CREDIT FACILITIES (SUBJECT TO STATUS) 
Prices correct at time of going to press, but may change without notice E & OE 

EST 1988 

Open: 
Mon-Fri 

9.30-6.00 
Sat 

9.00-5.30 

54 The Merrion Centre (Balcony) 
Leeds LS2 8NG 

Tel: (0532) 446520 

AMIGA - THE RANGE PRINTERS 

By Phone; Quoting your Access/Visa number 
on; 0532 446520 Mon-Sat. 

By Cheque - Make cheques, P/Os or 
Building Society Drafts payable to; Miditech 
{please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance) 

Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery, 
for orders under £100 please add £2 p&p 
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items 
We have the followin 

000 
must 

for DISPOSAL 

go! 
ig computer products 
before Easter 

RAM EXPANSIONS 
1 4Mb Upgrade without clock £26 95 1 
1 /2Mb Upgrade with dock £5895 1 

j 1 1 .-&Mb Upgrade with clock .£8995 1 
1 Mb Megaboard . . £69 95 1 

1 year guarantee 
All expansions are fully compatible with A5DG Plus machines 

STARTER PACKS 
Pack comprises of mouse mat, dust cover, mouse bracket, 3.5* 

cleaning kit, 10 capacity library bo* 

ONLY £9.95 

DISKETTE BOX OFFERS 
3.$" 40 cap box comes with 45 3 5* diskettes.£11 95 1 

3.5" 100 cap box comes wrth 50 3 5* diskettes.£22 45 1 

AMIGAS 
Cartoon Classics 1Mb. .—.£369.95 1 
A1500.. .ONLY £575.00 1 

Ask about starter packs 

3.5" DISK LABELS 
Roll of 1000 3.5* labete.... . . . £6 95 per roll 1 
Roll of 10DD 3.5" Tractor Feed labels .8 95 1 
Roll of 1000 3.5* multicolour (4) labels.£7 95 1 

MICE 
Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 
as replacement.......................£14.95 1 

Naksha mouse Inc, 4 year warranty, mouse mat 
and mouse bracket 
Operation Steal th (worth £24,99) Free.£25.95 1 

Genlscan GS400Q sconner.£129.95 | 

DISK DRIVES 
3.5“ ext. disk drive, throughport connector, on/off switch, 
1 year guarantee, slimmest drive in the world. . . ... ... £59.95 1 
CUMANA DISK DRIVE 1 
3.5" ext. disk drive, throughport connector, on-off switch, 
1 year warranty...............£57.50 I 

Telephone for hard drive prices 

AMIGA PD 
Send 70p for latest list on a disk. The best yet. 

MONITORS 
Ptillips 8833II.£229.95 1 
Commodore 10845 monitor.....£239.95 | 

3.5" D5DD DISKS 

..42pcach .££1,00 
„4lp each .£41.00 

39p each.£156,00 

urge or small users - we 
frffv* the prices for you! 

£450.00 

3-5* DSHD 
Konica made m Japan 

from 65p 

£135.00 

49peach.£348 00 

ACCESSORIES 
Philips CMB33:1004 dust CCW.. £45$ 

All disks are PIN numbered ai>d cany a 100% quality controlno 
quibble guarantee Disk labels supplied 

stands (SO cot) -. . .......£5 50 
Printer stand with tray (80 eo*. 134 col.) ....£6 25 
4 Player adaptor........ £4 5$ 
Oats switches (S^way serial1 or parallel) ...,....,...£1S 55 
Mouse/joystick extension ........£3.95 
A4 desk top holder. .... .£7.90 
Mousemats red,, blue, grey deluxe........ £8 00 
9 metre joystick extension .........£3 95 
Mouse brackets.......£1.95 
Amiga pnnter leads .........£4.9$ 
3-5* cleaning kill......,£1 9$ 
Amiga dust cowers.,.........£S,95 
Star LC10/9410^4 800 dust cover    ......£4.95 
Ghp Clip copy holder ... .£3 95 
Copy holder m*W arm .....£9.95 
14* monitor stand (tilt n' turn).... .£9.95 
Ribbon Re-Mt..........£19 95 

I Monitor Cables (any type)... £9 50 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 

3.5" 80 cap boxes buy six get one FREE 
3.5" 100 cap boxes buy six get one FREE 
3.5" Slimpak 10" holder box buy 5 get a 

Fastrack disk holder FREE 

HARD DRIVES 
5BMb hard drive with 0.5Mb RAM ... 
55Mb hard drive with 5Mb RAM... 
80Mb hard drive with 0.5Mb RAM 
80Mb hard drive with 2Mb RAM 

105Mb hard drtve with 0 5Mb RAM............... 
105Mb hard drive with 2Mb RAM ... 

..£449,00 
£509 00 
£549 00 

..£599.00 
£599,00 
£659 00 

iA- 

MISCELLANEOUS 
KCS PC Emulator. „„„„..............£915.00 
Amiga Power Supply.........£37.95 
Amiga 3.5* internal drive ....,.£49.9$ 

PRINTERS 

LISTING PAPER 
11 x 9.5 single part plain micro pert. 

Please call for multi part, pre printed and fax roils 

BOOKS 
TOP TEN AMIGA TTTIES 

Format 6k Dk Package .£13.95 +VA.1 - £14 59 
Amiga Format Get Most From.......£9.9$ 
Screen Play Amiga Format  .. £9,95 
Amiga For Beginners,............£l$.4S 
Amiga 6AS4C inside & Out.....£89.95 
Amiga Machine Language ....Lift.45 
Amiga DOS........£14 95 
Best Amiga Tips & Tricks Bk. 4 0k. ... ..£27.45 + VAT ■ £37.93 
Master Amiga DOS 9 vpl. 1 .......£81 95 
Mastering Amiga C..... .....£19,95 

AW OTHER TITUS NOT LISTED CAN K ORDiRtO. PLEASE CALL. 

STORAGE BOXES 

BAGS 
..£19.99 

£11 99 
£9 99 

.,£10.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Quiekshot III Turbo ... 
Competition Pro Colour... 
Quickjoy Topstar.*.. 
Guickjoy Jetftghter .. 
Cheetah 125+........ 
Quickshot 127 infra red remote 
Quickshot Flightgnp.......-..... 
lipstick autofire... 

.£5.99 
.£8.95 

..£12,99 
£12 99 

... £7.95 
£8.95 
£9.95 

£23 95 
£1399 
.£8.85 

£29 95 
£7 99 

£10 99 

l CONSOLES 
Sega Megadrive £129 95 Sega Game Gear £99 99 
Nintendo Game 8oy £69 99 Atan Lyme £119 99 

3 5* U0 capacity box) 'Slimpak" 
(New see-through "Slimpak")......£0.9$ each 
3.5* (10 capacity box) see-through "Vision 10"....,£100 each 
3,5* (40 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box ..............£3,50 each 
3.5* ($0 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box........£1.95 each 
3,5* (80 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box..,.,...£4.30each 
3.5* {100 capacity box) lockable disk 
Storage box ..........,£4.95 each 
3 5* (120 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box.........£3.50 each 
3 5*'POSSO* stackable box (holds 150)...£15 99 
3.5* *8ANX' lockable, stackable (holds 80)...£8 9$ 
3.5* (250 capacity) lockable-stackable box... £24 95 

All disk boxes are anti static, Amiga beige, contain keys, dividers 
and rubber feet (with the exception of IQ's) 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000 

Amstrad PCW 8256/8514 

Brother Ml 004/1109.. 
Cltijen 120&1SP10 
Cltiten Swift 824 mono 
Commodore MP38D3 
Commodore mp$i 5001200 
Commodore MPS1230 
Epson LQ400 500 SOO 
Epson MX, Tvm SS 800 
Epson FX100 1051000 

Qty i 
.,.,.£3,90 

QtyS 
,.,.,£3,70. 

Qty 10 
£3 40 

. £2 90 ... £8 50 
£3 60 

£220 
£3 40 

.£350 £3 80 £3 00 

.£2 90 £2 60 £840 
£2 15 £2 50 £8 30 

£390 . £3 60 £3 40 
£2 90 

..£3.90. 
£8 70 
£3.50 

,.£8 40 
..... £3 40 

£2 90 .. £2 70 , £2 20 
£5 50 £5 20 £4 90 
U90 . 
£3 90 

£4,50 
£3.50 ... .,£3,20 

£890 £2 70., . £440 
£3 60 £3 40. .£3,10 
£890 £2.70 .. .. £8 30 

. £3.90 . £3 50 .£3.20 
£3 90 . 
£8 90. 

£3 70 
.... £2.70 .... £2 40 

Paneson-c KXPt 124 
Panasonic KXP 108081 
Star LC10 
Star LOO 4 colour £5 90 £5 30 
Star LC24-200 mono , ...£3 90....£3.70 

Pteas* ncee that this a just a small selection of our Large range 
Telephone ;0827) 50000 for pricing on other ribbons not (hted 

EURO MEDIA DISTRIBUTE ^-*4 j J ANY LTD 

£5,00 
£3 20 

Dept. AF 12, Amber Business Village, Amber Close, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 4RP. 

Fax for instant response on: (0827) 60976 
or ring (0831) 471312 (mobile after 6pm) 

To order make cheques/P.O.'s payable to E.M.D. Ltd and send to above address 
Corporate, education and trade accounts welcome. 

Alf prices include 17.5% VAT 
OR - NEYT DAY CADDIED fit 
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Phtitofrcape fit hill 

effect. The light 

from the torches 

only shows a little 

part of the room, 

which adds tension 

and an element of 

danger to the pro¬ 

ceedings. What lays 

ahead. If you're ner¬ 

vous then throw a 

torch ahead to illu¬ 

minate the dank 

dungeon. But be 

warned that torches 

burn out, so use 

them cautiously, 

Shadowlands 
Publisher Domark Release February 1992 

One-player style role-playing games have always been plagued by 

the 'party' problem of conglomerate adventuring groups. Teque 

think they've found the solution hiding in the shadows. 

[rap-filled dungeon in the dark. There's no 

constant illumination and this driscs adventur¬ 

ers. even in the early stages, deep into ihe 

dungeon to find more light. Torches provide a 

circle of light around the carrier, hut have the 

tendency to burn down. As the torch withers* 

so does the light it casts* And you'd better find 

another quickly or you won't know whether 

that black silhouette ahead is a treasure filled 

chest or a deadly pit. 

Using a process now titled Photoscape, the 

pow er of each lightsource is assessed and rep- 

resettled in concentric circles in brightness. 

The lack of lighi forces the speed of play and 

supplies an immediate motive. Nervous parties 

can even throw torches ahead to illuminate 

unexplored areas of the complex. The effect is 

impressive, adding 'realism' and g ante play. 

Stiadowland* gives (and occasionally forces} 

teams to Split up. Then both have to be con¬ 

trolled simultaneously. Tricky or what? 

If yon play Dungeon Matter, Chaos 

Strikes Buck or Eye of the Beholder the 

role-playing potential is limited because 

of the first-person perspective that these games 

use. The problem is characters cannot act inde¬ 

pendently, they can only act as a group. For 

deeper role play, with individually active party 

members you have to travel to the 

Shadowlands The development team, Teque. 

have been crafting this fantasy world for a 

year and it's an isometric land filled with pre¬ 

viously unthinkable role-playing possibilities. 

Shadawtands puts a and different perspec¬ 

tive on dungconeering- For starters everything 

is seen front an isometric perspective - noth¬ 

ing new there. Shadow Sorcerer used it - hut tl 

is how the game utilises this view that liber¬ 

ates the character play. Although you are 

always part of a four man team in objective, 

all of the characters can operate in separate 

locations simultaneously. When united 

together they can be commanded to move as a 

group - in the formation you chose - to speed 

play along, but they can also work alone. And 

it s here that it reveals its massive potential, 

VinuaMy every puzzle or problem in 

Shadowlands stresses individual action, For 

example, a forcibly split party may well he 

able to see each other across a chasm hut they 

are unable to unite. The keys that release them 

can be easily found, one on either side of the 

pits, hut each key’s on the wrong side. 

Individual members must then find a key and 

hurl it across the chasm to their fellows. Even 

in this simple example* it s easy to see the 

devious route the game could lake. 

Have you seen the 
Photoscape light? 

The logistical problems of individuals wander¬ 

ing the halls and corridors are added to the 

game play mix by way of light. If the team's 

split, then each separate group must have a 

light source or they’ll be stumbling around the 

Facc-to-fate with 

the Shadowlands 

team. You can 

choose a character 

look that suits your 

own designs. While 

their faces arc just 

cosmetic to the 

gameplay their vital 

statistics are not* 

Here you get the 

chance to generate a 

squad who are par¬ 

ticularly strong in 

the areas you feel 

you'll need to beat 

the bad guys back. 

Necessity is the 

mother of invento¬ 

ries. Good back-pack 

work is needed to 

cram all the adven¬ 

turer's kH into their 

smallish backpacks. 

H Is easily accessed 

and It Is the game's 

only sub-screen, so 

the game plays 

along with few 

interruptions. 

Graphically. Shadowlands should mix pretti- 

ness and practicality, it* refined icon system 

hxiks gtKHJ hut works efficiently. The intuitive 

basis of its design is clear and even under 

duress there’s little chance of confusion. On 

the ground the drawbacks of isometric 31 > are 

swiftly dispatched. When characters go near 

objects that could obscure them from view, 

then the graphic is changed from solid one 

into an outline. The solution may smack of 

expedience as it continually impairs the visual 

myih, but any decision that favours gameplay 

over graphics has to he applauded. 

Streets of Format Gold? 
The preview of Shadow funds feels right, even 

when it’s played at these early stages, and 

there’s more of its tale yet to tell: ihe four dif¬ 

ferent sty les of dungeon, the subtle shift away 

from combat towards intricate puzzles, the 

scroll based magic system and the world’s 

energy system that allows items to be 

recharged in an entropy trade off. Teque\ 

adventure will begin this February, and that’s 

when Screenplay’s review party will hurl a 

torch deep into the dark dungeon corridors to 

see if Shudou famfs streets really are paved 

with Format Gold. O 



50 Lombardabift 
London, SHMIOSU" 
el: (071) 585 3308. 
Th* iakt Curve ltd 19*4 

Licanted from JoImo. w 

"HIT THE ROAD!!" 
"WHAT ROAD?" 

Pinned to your seat, engine howling, wheels spitting gravel and the 
marathon begins - you're about to encounter the six toughest 

stages of the gruelling Paris to Dakar rally. 
Your supercharged car may be built to be driven 
through hell and back, but to qualify for each stage 

you'll need every ounce of the driving skills you possess. 
No Sunday drivers or lunch breaks please - this one's strictly 

for the pro-rallying crew. 



Image 
Power 
Atari/Amiga Handheld Scanner 

Available for the Commodore Amiga and the Atari ST range of 

computers, the Naksha A5GQ Scanner features switchable 

resolution between 200 and 400dpi, 32 grey shades and 

adjustable contrast. 

Every Scanner comes complete with Express-IT! Software, an 

image utility which allows you to save images in formats which 

suit your favourite packages. 

£99 or less 
from all good computer shops 

ncilQha 
Naksha (UK) Ltd., 29 The Wharf. Warrington WA1 2HT 

Tel: (0925) 56398 Fa*: (0925) 574375 rate*? V 

PrcM VAT E AO E Pncas to Chlige Wrf^Out prior motic* 

Trad* Msi’ki mna Refl.&cersc Tracis Marks are acknpw-saijsd 



Players can be left for the computer to con¬ 

trol as play specifies, or they con be waggled 

about by your Joystick commands. John Madden is* big in the world of 

American Football. As a ptaver he was a 

star. As a coach he took die Oakland 

Raiders to Superbowl victory. As a TV com¬ 

mentator he's the official voice of Gridiron to 

millions of Americans. As a Sega game, his 

name has endorsed the biggest-selling US 

cartridge ever. It wasn't Madden's name that 

sold the American Football sim however* but 

the quality gameplay it borrowed from the 

States' toughest sport, 

Other games have tried to simulate 

Gridiron, the most notable of these being 

Cine maw are's FV Sports Foot hail. Even this 

good-looking bash however* didn't deliver the 

tactical depth that makes the sport a powerful 

meeting of brains and brawn. Now on the 

Amiga. John Madden looks set to tackle foot¬ 

ball's gameplay potential onto disk. 

Just win baby 
American football is a sport about territorial 

advantage. Players have four consecutive 

attempts (downs) in which to either throw or 

run the ball forward for a total of 10 yards. To 

achieve tor if you're defending stop! the 10 

yard advance, teams use a mix of skill, brute 

force and deceit. On each ‘down* one specific 

play w ill be tried - either a run or forward pass 

- to gain the yardage. These plays are 

designed to fool the opposition into setting out 

their defence inappropriately for the offensive 

move being attempted, The defence have to 

guess the next play and line up to stifle it. 

John Madden FooihaU brings this level of 

tactical power, bluff calling and skilled moves 

to bear. As either defence or offense you are 

offered a range of set-up options. These can be 

scrolled through with the joystick and any 

style of play can be called. When the layout is 

chosen, then the play from it can then be 

selected. Once again a scrolling list of options 

is offered, with three on screen at any one 

time. To choose play you just flick your joy¬ 

stick* although it is never visually confirmed, 

If you*re in the two-player mode this means 

Flash BO Jerry Rlc* stores a TD! No US foot¬ 

ball sim would b* complete without ■ few 

gratuitous end zone celebrations. 

PREVIEWS 

American football 

Madden stylo. What 

makes Jltt’s grid Iron 

slm so special is the 

way it realty brings 

the sport to life. 

When passing the 

quarterbacks are 

shown their three 

potential receivers 

as they try to escape 

their defenders. 

Ltke the real thing 

JM’s is a game of 

patience, luck and 

observation. 

John Madden 
P afl I I Publisher Electronic Arts 

John Madden is a phenomenon to American football fans, and 

Sega games players. Now it's 'first down and 10' for the Amiga... 

You select the play 

by cycling through 

the list with your 

joystick. Even when 

you've picked one 

though. It's never 

shown, so that It s 

kept secret by 

friends who you 

happen to be play¬ 

ing against. 

vour chosen play remains a secret until trie ball 

is snapped at the line of scrimmage. 

Madden is no mere tactical sim though, it 

brings joystick skill and timing to the game. 

As the play starts three windows open up. each 

showing a different receiver who tries to get 

into position to catch the ball As the ball flies 

the receivers can be made to dive for a catch or 

show a turn of speed once the\ ve caught it. 

Running plays can either be left to the Amiga 

or you can step in to help bail carriers avoid an 

incoming tackle. Defenders can be guided 

through the opposition line to tackle key play* 

erv. The plays can even be changed once the 

lines have been set up (Audible) - helpful if 

you think the defence have guessed correctly. 

A good read 
The ‘play* books of the teams* like their real 

world counterparts, are huge. Each one has a 

specific use and look, it's recognising (read¬ 

ing) the other team's play that makes you good 

at Foot bail. And that’s what makes it an ideal 

computer sport, a mix of quick thinking, ad 

libbed tactics and pure ability. 

Red '92 
This accurate blend of American footballs 

many aspects has ensured Maddenfs success 

on the Sega, but the Amiga version won’t just 

be a conversion of a year-old-game. At the 

time of coding on the Amiga game a second, 

and improved, version for the Sega entitled 

Madden '92 is being developed, Many of the 

new features from the '92 variety has been 

incorporated into the Amiga variant. For 

example games can now be played on four dif¬ 

ferent surfaces - grass, snow, astroturf and 

covered stadium - all of which will have 

repercussions on the playbook. 

All the stats from the NFL 1991 season 

will be in the game too* so a team’s abilities 

w ill van with their performance last year. And 

if the schedule goes to plan the game w ill be 

finished in time for the Superbowl, allowing 

Amiga American footballers to test out the two 

teams fighting for the World Title. 

The 49ers try far a field goal against th« 

Broncos. All the NFL teams will b* repre¬ 

sented In John Madden's. Football this Feb, 
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SHADOW OF THE BEAST 7 * SHIRT CORRUPTION TEENAGE QUEEN DUNGEON MASTER WMEE LS OF FIRE CHAOS STRIKES SACK COUP + MISSION 

PQWEKWORKS PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM AND POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE UlCHOPflOSE SOCCER TUR RICAN HV 

6.99 2 

LCJPX DESERT 

Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS* 
What is an AMIGA A5Q0 PLUS7 Latest Amigas now set ling have been updated with Kickstart 2, they have \ meg RAM built in and 

are called the A500 PLUS. Some games are not compatible with these new machines 

■40 

I 3D CONSTRUCTION *IT 
3D POOL 
i WHEEL DRIVE iLOTUS ESPRJT 
TURBO TEAM SUZUKI TOYOTA 
CELICA COMftO RACER) 
ADS PORTS 0O*l NO 
JD SPORTS DRIVING 
am Tank killER n MEGi 
ACTION WASTERS 

p 'F ifi COMBAT PILOT ITALY 
( DOUBLE DRAGON 2 TuRBG 

OUTRUN. WELLTRiS 
A DAD DUNGEON MASTER 
ASSISTANT WUlSSl! 
afterburner 

I agony 
AIR SEA SUPREMACY 
iGUNSHIR SILENT SERVICE PAT 
WNGS CARRIER COMMAND) i»94 £ MOTION 
AIR SUPPORT 
AL’EN BREED 1 MEG- 
ALIEN STORM 
AMNIOS 
AMOS • GAME 5 CHE ATOR 
AMOS 30 !NEEDS AMOS. 

1 AMOS COMPILER INEEDS AMOS^ '9» £*‘LE 
I- AOUAVENTWA “ " “ 

ARKANOID? 
, ARMALYTE 

ARMOUR-GEODON 
AWESOME with shirt 

1 BAAL 
, BARBARIAN ? iPSY&MOSlSi 

BAHO S TRILOGY 

32 98 DEATH KNIGHTS OF 
. 7 00 KFiyNn n MEG) 15SU 

DEJA VU 2 
DELUDE MUSIC CONST SET 

1049 0ELU*EPA«NT3iANiMAT|QNi 
IB 09 DELUXE PAINT 4 |T MEGj 
10 09 (HAM MODE S ANIMATION) 

.22 40 DEUTEROSiNOPl 
DEVPAC V41 ASSEMBLER) 

I. DQCALC SPREADSHEET 
Disney animation STu0*0 

IB VS DOUBLE DOUBLE Bli. -INOP’- 
DOUBLE DRAGON 3 

7 09 DRAGON BREED 
DRAGON WARS 
DRAKKHEN 
DUNGEON MASTER f MEG- 
Dynasty wars nop 

ELF 
1640 ELITE 
1699 ELVTRA 2 (1 M£G 
1400 PNC 
3200 ESCAPE PTROTROeOT 

MONSTERS. (NOP, 

hollywqqc collection 
19 90 iROBOCOP, GH0STBUSTERS2 
. 9.90 INDI ANA JONES ACTION. 
49.99 BATMAN THE MOVIE ! 
19 W HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

HOME ALONE 
5-7.99 HUDSON HAWK 
16 90 HUNTER 
54 09 HYgftlS 
20 90 IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET 
44 09 IK* 
22 99 INDIANA JONES AD VENTURE 
16.90 INFESTATION 
7 09 INTERNATIONAL 

17 40 CHAMPIONSHIP ATHLETICS 
9 99 INTERPHASE 

10 90 IT CAME FROM 
3 99 THE DESERT 11 MEGl 
3 09 J*C* NOLLAUS GOlF 
t6« JAMES POND 2 ROBOCOO 
0 99 JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER 

2? 99 JiNATER M SCRQUSi 
16 99 JUDGE DRIDO 

kick off * EXTRA TIME dSK 
6 09 kick off 2 
5 99 KICK OFF J 11 MEG VERSIONS 

. 36 99 SPEEDBAU 
16 00 SPEEPBAll? 

7 00 SPELLBOUND 

PANQ ... 
PAPERBOY 2 .... 

PAWN (M'SCROLLSl 
1BBB PEN PAL WORD PROCESSOR 6*99 SPOT 
30 00 PGA TOUR GOLF .. ifi 00 STARGL'OER 3 
14 *9 PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE DISK 10 00 STEVE DAViS SNOOKER 
16 00 PIRATES |NOP) i6 09 SUPER C*RS iGBhi 
10 40 PITFIGHTER 16 49 SUPER CARS ? iNOPi 
2 90 PLAYER MANAGER 7 90 SUPER KANG ON 

10 49 pool of radiance m megj tb bb sure r league manager 
7 09 POOLS OF DARKNESS (1 M£G) ‘B 0B SUPER MONACO GRAND PWX 

1400 EYE OF THE BEHOLDER H MEG) 10 » kjCk OFF ? FINAL WkiSTlE 
7 09 F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 fl MEG) 7109 KICK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE 
709 F16 FALCON .;NOP) H ' “ “ --- 

B90 POPULOUS A $iM OTY 
6 B0 POPULOUS 2 

POWER UP 
15*9 iCHASE H 0 TUFtBiCAN. 
2» K-OUT. ALTERED BEAST 

RAINBOW ISLANDS' (NOP) 
9P9 POwERORJFTfNOP- 
4 09 POw£ftMO«GSfi 

16 99 POWERMONGER DATA f V 
19 09 PQWERWORKS 
3 09 iMAKiPLAN PLUS SPREADSHEET 
6 99 KND WORDS 2 w PROCESSOR 
5 99 NFOF4£ DATABASE) 
7 99 PfW4CE OF PERSIA 11 MEG) 

13 49 PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 

14 99 SUPER SPACE INVADERS 
30 00 SUPREMACY 

SUSPICIOUS CARGO 
SWITCHBLADE 7 
SWtViNOPl 

1999 &WORS OF SOD AN 
300 TNt (APB HAROD«r¥N 

1049 T006N DRAGON-SPIRIT 
1109 XYSOTStrNOP) 

TEENAGE OUEEN 
.STRIP POKER) iNOPi 
TERMINATOR 2 

44 90 TETflrS 
009 THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 

IhE GODFATHER -1 MEG) 
90 PROTEXT VS WPROCESSOR 04 09 THE SIMPSONS 

KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE 
16 99 F16 FALCON ■■ MISSIONS-:NI>P| 22 09 Kit* OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS 

BATTLE command 
BATTLE ISLE 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
battle squadron 
BATTLECHESS 2 
BEAST BUSTERS 
BETRAYAL 
BJLLY THE KID 
BIRDS OF pr£y i MEG) 
BLOOD MONEY 
BLOODWYCH 
blue max 
BLUES BROTHERS 

14 99 F10 INTERCEPTOR 
6.99 F10 STEALTH FIGHTER 

17.40 F20flETAUATOR 
22 49 FACE OFF (NOP) 
15 99 FERRARI FORMULA 3 
1049 F-iNAL BLOW (NOPh. 
10.00 FINAL FIGHT INOP I 
7 90 FIRST SAMURl 

17 49 FISH) (MSCRDLLS) 
16 90 FISTS OF FURY DYNAMITE DUX. 
10.40 NINJA WARRIORS. SMINQSI. 

.16 90 DOUBLE DRAGON 2)i NOP i 
19 40 flames of freedom 
6 90 iMlOWINTEfli) 
7 90 FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 

10.90 forgotten worlds 
16 99 FORMULA 1 GRAND PPiX 
16 9 

PURPLE SATURN DAY 
90 QUESTRON 2 iSSli 
09 R-TYPE 

R TY PE 2 
RACE DfliVlN 
RAHROAO TYCOON It MEG* 

S *B KIPSTYP£ JUNIOR 
12 99 WORD PROCE 5SOR .19 
ifi SB KIND WORDS 2 WPROCESSOR 22_ I __ 
14 BB KING OF CHICAGO iCiNEMAWAREl 7 09 RAINBOW COLLECTION 
I BB KINGS QUEST 5 11 MEGl 24.40 [.BUBBLE bobble RAINBOW 

1699 KLAX ■ — — 
16 90 KNiGnTMlARI 
16 09 KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (l ME01 22 00 REALMS 

3 90 LEANDER 16 90 RED BARON 11 MEG) 
LEATHER GODDESSES ~ " -- " 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 

10 40 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 |1 MEG. 12 00 ROBIN ROOD 
LEISURE SUn lARRY 5 ;i MEQi 25 09 RO&OCOP . 

2109 LEMMINGS 13 90 ROBOCOP ? 
2109 LEMMINGS DISK-OR NO1 13 00 

7 99 LIFE AND DEATH 
22 93 LOMBARD RAC P-AllV 

THEME PARK MYSTERY 
5 09 ThuNDERhAWK 
7 99 TIP OFF 

16 99 TOW 
16 49 TOYOTA CE LC* GT RALLY 
2109 TRIAD VOL 7 (MENACE BAAL 

TrTRiS) I NOP I 7 00 
TRIAD VOL 3 ISPEEDBALL, BLOOD 
- ^ “ 0 09 6 00 ISLANDS N ZEALAND StOHYl 13.99 MONEY ROCKET RANGER) 

19 40 fi&J BASEBALL 2 (NOP) 10 40 TURBO CUP iNOPi 
19 00 TURPICAN 
22 99 TURRICAN2 

700 RICK DANGEROUS ... 6 09 TURTLES 2 
12,90 RISE OF THE DRAGON (3 MEGl 25.49 Tv SPORTS FOOTBALL (NOPi 

16 90 TV SPORTS BASEBALL 

»SB lord of the rings 

ROBOCOP3 
i6« ROBOZONE 

7 99 ROCKET RANGER 
10 40 rodland 

BREACH 2 [ENHANCED;- t? 9fl FUN SCHOOL 2 fl-ft. 6-fl-w Bkl 13 90 LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 Ifi B8 ROLLING ronny 16 40 
BUCK ROGERS 1999 FUN SCHOOL 3 [2-5.5-7 W 7-) 11 99 MAGIC POCKETS Tfi 90 RORKE S DRiFT 15*9 
BUOQKAN 699 FUN SCHOOL 4 [2-5.5-7 Of 7-) 15 99 MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL. 1 RUGBY 'WORLD CUP 16 *9 
CADAVER 1-6*9 GATEWAY TQ THE iGlfld of thieves fish SAFUK0N 13 90 
CADAVER LEVELS the Fay 0rf Tt 96 Savage FRONTIER 1999 corruption, 19 99 SCRAfidLE DE LUXE . 799 

|r A CARTAS PLANET 16 96 gauntlet 2 7 99 MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE IS 49 SECRET OF MONKEY 
W jm CAPTIVE 16 99 gauntlet 3 .... . law MAN'C miner 0 09 ISLAND 11 MEGi 16 99 

CARRIER COMMAND 79B GF* EaSiC V3.B COMPILER 27 99 mega LG mania I&99 SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 2 19 99 
CASTLES n MEG! t»40 GFA BASIC V3 0 RfTEftPflETER 9 99 MEG* TWINS ifiBB SECRET OF THE 
CELTIC LEGENDS 19 96 GHENGhIS KHAhilS! 2D 99 MCGATRAVEUER 1 it MEG! 1149 SILVER SLADE .1 m£Gi 1999 

s CENTURION D€FNDR OF ftQu£ 16 BB GODS ..«... 1699 MENACE iNOP i 499 SHADOW dancer 1499 
CHAMPIONS OF KPYW. «£G 10 BB GOLDEN AX£ 1699 KRCENARY 3 'S 89 SHADOW OF twe 

WF M CHAOS STRIKES GOLF WORLD CLASS MERCHANT COLONY 30 40 BEAST 2 WITH ShjRT 12 99 

W dfl BACK (1 MEGi fHOPl »BB _£ADERBOaRD TBB MiCftOPflOGE 3D GOLF 22 89 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 699 

f dm CHART ATTACK graham GOOCH WORLD wiiCROPROSE SOCCER 399 Shadow sorce re r 11 me&) 1699 
AM iLQTUS ESPRIT. GHOULS AND cul&s cricket .17 99 MiDLVlNTfft 11 99 ShaDOw waRRORS 16 99 

GHOSTS JAMES FOND VENUS GRANDSTAND MiG 29 FULCRUM (NOP 1 1599 shinobi fi 99 
THE FLV TRAP, (NOR) 19 40 GaZZa SuRfR SOCCER MiG 20 SUPER FULCRUM INOPI»■» SHENT SERVICE20 MEG- NOP- 23 99 
CHIPS CHALLENGE taas *EADERBO*PD PRO TENNiS. MONOPOLY 1649 SILKWORM ,NOP? 499 
CHRONOQUEST2 7 80 CONTINENTAL CIRCUS') (NOP; IB *9 MONT* PYTHONS FlYiNG CKKCuS 799 SIM CITY A POPULOUS 36 80 
CHUCK ROCK 15 09 GRAVITY . 499 MOONB«C RACERS 16B9 SlM atY ANCIENT CITIES 1100 

■ CHUCKlE EGG 688 HARO DRrVlN Z rNQPi 099 MOONSTONE 19 49 SlM CITY FUTURE WORLDS 11 00 
CHUCKlE EGG 2 680 HARPOON .1049 MURDER 4 » SIM CITY TERRAIN EBITQfl 1009 

14 49 Tv SPORTS BASKETBALL 
li 90 ULTIMA i 
16 00 ULTIMA g(1 MEGl 
16 99 ULTIMATE ROE 

7 00 universal military 
SIMULATOR 2 It MEG) 

iMIDWINTER STARSUPER? 
STUNT CAR RACER 

CARRIER COMMAND) iNQP, 

CLOUD KINGDOMS 3 98 HARPOON Vi 2t 
CODE NAME ICEMAN 11 MEG) !2 t9 HEAD OVER HEELS 

I COLOSSUS X CHESS 7 M HEART OF CHINA (1 MEGl 
CORPORATION PLUS INf&ON 11 rW HE1MDALL 11 MEG i 
CORRUPTION (M-'SCROLlS) . 3 BB HEROOUEST iGnEMUNl 

. n-- IB 69 HEROOUEST EXPANSION | CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
CYBERCON 3 (NOP) 
DARKMAN 

1 DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 

.21.49 MYSTICAL 
.6.99 NAM1B65‘75. 

22 9B NEBULUS 2 
20.99 NEVERMIND 

N1TRO 
OPERATION STEALTH 

1699 

.17 41 RETUFtN OF THE WITCH LORD 10 99 OPERATION WOLF 
IQ BB HILL STR££T SLUES 1549 OP-K 

7 BB HITCH HIKERS GUIDE 7 99 OUTRUN EURORA (NOPf 

2B9 SlMULATOFtS PACK 
14 BB (656 ATTACK SUB, INDY 500, 
li 99 F18 INTERCEPTOR! 

3 B9 SINSAD 
6 09 SKYFOx<NOP> 

16B9 SMASH TV 
7 90 SPACE H ARRIS ft 2 I NOP l 

16 90 SPACE QUEST 4 

16 BB SPACE QUEST 4(1 MEGl 

VWOOM 

WARlORDS li MEGl 

POWERDRlPT CHASE H Q 
TUFtftO OUTRUN;. iNOPi 

BB M SCROLLS. 

WORKBENCH l 3 
WORLD CUSS RUGBV 

21 BB WO-RlD CUP COMPILATION 
7 BB (TRACKSUIT MANAGER INT 
3M SOCCER. KICK OFF) 

16 BB WWF WRESTLING 
3 BB XENOMORPm 

.25 BB XENON 2. MEQAfitAST i NOP i 

.25 4B ZAKMAKRAKEN 

19 40 
19 49 

19 99 
399 

1399 
16 99 
1399 
999 

16 99 

17 49 
i 9 BB 

70 99 1 
1609 

799 I 
t6B9 I 

COMPETITION PHO 
5000 {COLOURS 

MAY VARY) 

6*99 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA COMBAT 

WITH AUTOFIRE 
AND SLOW MOTION 

8.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA JOYSTICK (CLEAR BASE) 

WITH AUTOFIRE AND SLOW 

MOTION 

13*49 

CHEETAH BUG 

13*99 

GUICKJOY 
JET FIGHTER 

13.99 

QU1CKSHOT111A 
TURBO t 

8*99 

STAR FIGHTER 
REMOTE WITH 

TWO INFRA¬ 
RED JOYPADS 

29.99 

QUICKS HOT 
PYTHON 

9.99 

OUlCKSHQTiaeF 

MAVERICK 1 

12.99 

f 

QUICKJOY 

MEGASTAR 

19.99 

QUICK JOY 

*r**m/m. jSk* r TOP STAR 

** U 19.99 

t 

NAKSHA MOUSE WITH 
operation i 
stealth 

24.99 

SOU IK 
MOUSE 

15.99 

FOUR PLAYER AMIGA-ATARI ST JOYSTICK 

ADAPTOR IFOR KICK OFF 2. LEATHERNECKS, 

GAUNTLET 2 s TV SPORTS BASKETBALL) 7 99 

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
: PLU GS MOUSE AND JOYSTICK INTO ON E PORT i 14 99 

0279 600204 



r Game Gear OQ OO 
I FREE Mams adaptor r r *W W 

WKF FREE Special Reserve membership 

IflW joe. W3N1ASA *OOTB*U 1B» 5QHIC THE HEDGEHOG 1?» 
*S99 LEADER BOARD 19 » SPACE MAftRigP IS » 
i9 » MtC«CYMOUSE 19 » ^PlOERMAW 19M 
16 99 MlhljA OAr&EM !fl.» SUPER KICK OFF 18 W 
IB SS OUTRUN 19.99 SUPER MONACO OP 1M9 
IB 99 PENQO 16 W WONOtfl 0OV If 99 
19 P9 PSYCHIC WORLD 16 99 WOODY POP Ifl ffl 
1S9S SHlNOfr 19 9® MAINS ADAPTOR 12 H 
19 99 SOLITAIP POKER t9®9 MASTERDEARCONVERTER M.M 

COLUMNS 
DONALD DUO! 
DRAGON CRYSTAL 
FACTORY RAWC 
FANTASY ZONE 
FROOOER 
D-LOC 
GOLDEN AXE 
HALLEY WARS Atari Lynx OO C 

with Mains Adaptor * * *1 
FREE Gates of Zendecon 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 
30SAftaA££ . 23 49 
TSQ DEGREES 23 *9 
APB 23 *9 
AWESOME GOLF 23 4? 
sas* et&ravyl n 49 
SLOCK OUT 5349 
BLUE LIGHTING 19 99 
o«oueneDR>G 534? 
CmbPS CnALLENGE UW 
GATES OF ZENDECON 19 99 
GAUNTLET 3 24 99 
GRID RUNNER 53 *9 
HARD DftiVlM 53 *9 
HYDRA 23 J9 

ISMIDO Z3 49 

BALLOON WD 
BATMAN 
BOULD€R DASH 
BOXXLE 
SU&SLE GHOST 
BUGS SUNNY 
BURA-* FjGMTEP DELUXE 
CASTLSVANiA 
CHESSMASTER 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
DUCK TALES 
FORMULA i RACE (WITH 
POUR Player adaptor 
FORTIFIED ZONE 
GARGOYLES quest 
GHOSTBUSTERSa 
GOLF 
GREMUN5 2 
HYPERlCOE RUNNER 
KING OF The 200 
KUNG FU MASTER 
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS 
NAVY SEALS 
NEMESS 
NINTENDO XYORLD CUP 
PAPERBOY 
PRINCESS BLQ6ETTS 
R-TYPE ..... 
radar mission 
ROBOCOP 
SAMURAI ADVENTURE 
SIDE POCKET 
SKATE OR D«E 
SPiOEfiMAN 
SURER MARIO LAND 
SURER RC PRO-AM 
TEENAGE HERO TURTLES 
TENNIS 
W12ARB5 AND WAfWUOHS 

RYGAR 1»» 

STUN RUNNER 23*9 
SCRAPYARD OOG n *9 
Shanghai 23 49 

SLWEWQRlD 53 43 
TUR&Q SUB 53 *9 
ULTIMATE CHESS 2S 99 
VIKING CHILD 53 4S 
VINDICATORS 5349 
WARBlRDB 53 49 
WORLD CUP SOCCER 53 49 
XENEPHOBE 5349 
XYBOTS 23.49 
ZALOR MERCENARY 53 49 

Gatmboy, Tetris batteries, two player lead 
FREE Gamelight JLQ Q 
FREE Membership 0 WmT 

Gameboy, Tel ns. batteries. two player lead 
FREE Holsters and Belt * A A 
FREE Membership ftT.T 
01 
Gameboy, Tetris, batteries, two player lead 
PLUS choose any game tisled at under £20 
FREEGameiight, 4%. 
FREE Hot&ers and Belt X W W' 
FREE Membership w m m 

HOLSTERS. BELT % GAME HOLDER! f 
GAMELIGHT (FOR DARK OR DIM UGHT) \ 
AMPLIFIER t GiV ES STE fl EO SOUND i i' 
MAGNIFIER 1TWIC E MAGNIFICATION) t 
RECHARGEABLE battery 
PACK AC ADAPTOR 2( 

LYNX CASINO 
MS PACMAN 
NFl 3UP£ft-aOWL 
NNJA GA1DEN 
pacland . 

uJZj costs £9.99 extra but 
ima saves you up to £120 
Annual subscription to XS NRG is just £0.90 for 
Special Reserve members only. The pnce includes: 
6 demonstration disks of p-re-release or latest titles. 
5 *#fs of £20 money-off coupons, redeemable 
against top items bought from Special Reserve, 
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for 
Amiga, ST and PC users. Each issue is packed with 
_jjiT~X_ reviews of games and utilities. 

Please enter XS NRG and pay £9.99 

VCB a UK on,V‘ ®P0cial fteservg 
membership Is not included 

Philips CM8833 _____ 
Mk 2 Monitor 
FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE MONITOR LEAD 

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CMB833 
MONITOR (TURNS MONITOR INTO A TV)  44.99 

Amiga A500 
PLUS 1 Meg 

aHBar^ysj Cartoon 
- - Pack 
1 MEG RAM. LEMMINGS. THE SIMPSONS. 
CAPTAIN PLANET. DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

SONY 3.5" OS/DD 
DISK * LABEL 

59p each or Win £200 to spend at 
Special Reserve 

Members only. See catalogue for details 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT toucan Ca0EP AS YOU JQlH 
THERE IS A SURCHARGE 0* Wc PER 6AM£ ON TELEPHONED ORDERS 

•IPLEASE PRINT in BLOCK ZAp -a . :■ 3.5‘ DS DP SONY DISK 
WITH LABEL ... 
PACK OF 50 SONY 3.5' DS QD DISK WITH LABELS 
3 5’DISK HEAD CLEANER. 

DISK BOX 3 S' (10 CAPACITY) 
DISK BOX 3 5- (100) DIVIDERS LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX 3 5' (40) LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 
DISK ©OX 3 5‘ (80! LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS 

CITIZEN 12QD+ 
80 COLUMN. 9 PIN 
144 CPS/25 NLO 
24 MTH WARRANTY 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE PRINTER LEAD 

DELUXE DISK BOX 3 5' (60), LOCKABLE . 
DIVIDERS 

10,99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PRINTER. BO COLUMN. 
9 PIN, 213 CPS, 24 MTH WARRANTY, 
FREE COLOUR KIT, FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. 

CITIZEN 224 COLOUR PRINTER, BO COLUMN, 
24 PIN, 192CPS/64LG, 24 MTH WARRANTY. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP FREE PRINTER LEAD, .... 
AUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224 . 

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 224 
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 2?4 
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+ 

A5M 20 MEG HARD DISK FOR AMIGA lAUTQBOQT WITH 
KICKSTART SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM SCSI 
INTERFACE FOR PERIPHERALS CONNECTION) 

AMIGA TO SCART LEAD (GIVES MONITOR QUALITY ON 
TV WITH SCART/RGB INPUT). 
CLEANING KIT FOR COMPUTERS (INCLUDES VACUUM) 

Enier membership number (d applicable) or 
Mftrr&frShfl f ra. ££ W.K, £& fcEC£lfljfltodl 

ROCTEC 3 5“ 
EXTERNAL AMIGA 
DISK DRIVE 

54,99 
ROCTEC AMIGA 512K RAM EXPANSION WITH CLOCK 

DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC} 
DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR PVC) 
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVC) 

ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA. 
NAKSHA AMIGA ST MOUSE * OPERATION STEALTH 
special reserve MOUSE MAT 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE 6 VAT 

Cheque'P O. /Aceeas'Masierea rd Switch Visa 

Credit card expiry data Switch Issue Number 

Cheques payable SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge 
World software orders please add £1.00 per item. 

Noh-sOftware items please add 10% EEC or 25% World. 
Overseas orders mt/ar be paid by credit card. 

COMMODORE CDTV, REMOTE CONTROL. WELCOME 
DISK. HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPEDIA AND LEMMINGS 
FREE MEMBERSHIP » « 

469.99 nsm. ^ 
luflSS 

A501 (WITH BART) AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION TO 1 MEG 
GiENUiNE ITEM WITH CLOCK 
FREE BART SIMPSON GAME . 

No obligation to buy 
FREE CATALOGUE 

PHONE 

0279 600204 Games (TuB 

Cybertoon Don't miss it 

Huge catalogue. Huge discounts. 
Huge stocks. Huge staff. 

Huge membership. 
Biggest Value, Best Service 

No obligation to buy 

C lour 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UKEG.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00 

We only supply members but you can order as you join. 

INEVITABLY SOME GAMES SHOWN 
M AY NOT YET BE RELEASED, 
Inter Mediates Ltd. Reg, Office: 

2 South Stock. The Malttogs, 
Sewtortdgeworth, Herts CM2I frPG, 



AN ANCIENT RELIGION, 
A LETHAL DRUG, AN EVIL POWER 

... THE FIGHT SHALL BEGIN... 

AMIGA 

ATARI 
Starbyte Software. Nordring 71.4630Bochum l.Tel. 0234/680460, Fax0234/680497 



THE PERFECT COMPANION TO ANY SAMPLER: 

FOR 

>R 

THE $AMPLE~CD SMIJE5 
ARTISTS DJ'S / 

_AM PRODUCERS + 
/ REMIXERS 

MGn ■ / 
I for Fa ft Sampling 

«CHC< 
9^Tr«1u 

r DISC 
Incioxoi 

I y Tethris Pioneer. 
' iHiyth* Kig|, t (it j 

f 

Demand. 

* (W 6^ Bti 

pub ba*vts 

TR808/TR 

elect ft? hea 

Alien + 

inslnmrnl 

1 Vpv^ : 

I r a 11 o ti 
J^N/kill |Virgiti| 

J / 
f* > > > > 

[ik lOiYwaf Vocal hookii/Vocal YX f Biting synth. dub and 

v id l^nc^orkfltimed pcrcii'"ipn including: * Classic 

It 72 7 drum kit* * 120 Kdltr Ha** drum* * Techno and 

ur' Scnichv'/FX * Over IlViorigin,! I Pftif»-in* * Sci-fi FX / 

speech * Oriental fbcih + FX * Eihttic flute* and tuber 

pat et and jmhunt FX * Stah>>^jt‘\ hrio / orcht^lrd / bum / guitar 

more unique one-off* 

“UnreTwrvedlv excellent*., an unbelievably valuable addition to your sample 

lihrarv.*, the JefinitijAbhce simple CD" - MUSIC TECHNOLOGY* AUG VI 

"An exceptional and extremek useful product*,. an invaluable loot for the 

professional wnind technician” - DJ MAGAZINE. JULY V|, 4,1 Stratum know* bh* 

business... if the qualilv of Datafile One** sounds i* artvilving to go hv Volume 2 

& 1 should k- unmiasahle1* - INTERNATIONAL MUSICIAN. AUG VI 

And now just released, an even deadlier selection. 

> > > > > > > > 
* Over 100 Breakbeat* * Another arsenal of tntr ISO soulful Vocal hi*ok* k 

lihfs/FX * Kriiflwerk-*ivle cWiro percussion * 40 killer b,it*es inch an e**cntia| 

selection front Roland: Juno (Oft and SH 101 *vnihs * Guitar FX + guitar rhythm 

hiv.ik?. * Ton* more Sei-ti/Techno FX/roht*t* 9 Roland RM \ Ale*i* drum 

kit* * Cocnplclr human hrathox * Slab* * Ambient FX include* whale*emp*/bird* 

+ film alfnoaphcrtiCK * lnduuri.il pervussion/FX 4 lialo-huu^e piano 4 Automotive 

FX / horn KIa*l* * Drop-in* * One-off* 

"The vix’ik & FX are even more powerful... J saved plenty of niv k*t *luff for 

Two and Three...** - Man Machine 

Coming soon**. The final chapter.** 

>>>>DATAFILE T H R E E > >> > 
•Mot* sound* to blow the b***s off a Rhino at 100 paces,** 

All Existing Customer* Will Be Sent (nto/Ordcr - Form Ahead Of Release} 

ZERO-G 1 The result of year* of sample coll eel I nj* aitd creation for 

IriiOM’/eap/sMtil po*fireturn, never before have *o many jealauity-fpiarded snontl* 

hi^’ii made available on disc. At £4U.V‘j inclusive, eat h ZERO-G 

leluil* at only arenmil four limes the price of a U) Album, while you ccmldjifi 

forty limes tlial amount on bmtkheat find sound FX Albums (And 

to jjel IOtH.1 fctniph’s as effective. 

If Vnii'rv in lo honsc/rap ivr related ^islies. sou know him important gtssJ sample' 

can he. Owning these CDV will make a big difference to sour creative output - 

,vT anyone who-' u>id llu in. or read the re*tews- 

Call: 0442 870681 lor Viio/Mosterujrd orders, or post or fox details: 

lie: 

Mwieiefld- upm of: 
topiti of: 

ERO-G DATAFILE ONI et £IMS nek tedriii 
1ERO-G PITMHI TWO si f4f Ji tsefa mh\m 

larnoriouat ttrdtri: Add Ei.00 for tspreti Bir-M*ll/|«i«li»|.) 

■* cheque/poilal ordet r& ihe tolue of t_tnade puyublr to TIME AMD SPACE" or 

Neasedtbu my ACCESS_VISA_MtiTEIOMf 

Humktr:_/_/_.__/_Ex pity Dolt: _ 

Kom« CCaptak}: InHots:_SotiHttWC__ 

AiWfsss (CopsiottF___ 

I_ 
_poslcode_ 

T«l*phan« order*! (0442) >70681 or Fox To; (0442) 877266 

Make child's play 
of programming 

your video... 
That's right! If you've ever made a mistake with your video 
then Merlin have the perfect answer! No more taping the 

wrong channel, no more taping at the wrong time. Because, 
with the new VideoPlus+1'1, programming your video is as 

easy as making a phone call... even if you're an adult! 
ideo proflrjrmning is 3 

ftr^lly simple operation 
with VideoPlus+™. Just 

look in a host of public¬ 
ations from December 6th 
(including all your favourite 

publications*) that will be printing ail 

the important Video Plusaxle™ numbers 

eatures available with 
VideoPlus+TV are endless 

you can easily lajg into your 
own Video Plus+ handset. 
VideoPlus+™ will du ihe 
amommically by infra-red, 
I t wH turn your video 
on* set the channel 
set the length of 
time 10 record, and 
when your selection 
has finished, it will 
switch your video 
off! And all from 
just one numbed 

'ftltai you need 
Vide©Plt£s+™ works 
with most popular 
makes of video 
recorders that have 
infra-red remote 
control and, for the 
fust time, virtually 
all satellite receivers! 
Video PlusCode"* 

Numbers.. 
You'll soon see 
these Numbers next 
to prog, listings in 
around T8 million 
issues of national 
papers & TV" guides 

An LCD Display Panel lhat 
shows date, time* tape length 

required for programmes entered 
(for the nest 24hrs). low batten level 
ndicator and internal backup memory 

Easy to use nunilttr keypad to 
enter up TV listing Plus Codes*' 

5 recording options 
for:'Once' (single 
programme setting), 
'Weekly (tape every 
week at scheduled 
times), "Daily' (for 
taping every week 
day. from Monday 
to Friday, all at the 

same time) 

VIDE ftfa&f- 
INSTANT VIDEO PfO-GRAM Mil '* 

LED Indicator that 
flashes at the start 

of recording. 

Easy 'one time1 set 
up feature facility 

Verificatii>n of all 
programme info 
including time 

clash' display. 

Review of stored 
settings in date 
and time order 

Wut tic i you go m your rtrw VitiftiHus+^ Paii/ 
You receive a COMPLETE pack . even down to ihe batteries, which is instantly read) 
to use and supplied already set up to Greenwich Mean Time 

• One Handset with baiteries fitted, set to GMT and ready to use straightaway 
• One detailed easy to follow Getting Started manual and one Troubleshooting Guide 
• One watch and wipe tutorial v ideo featuring Mkhada Strachan: to help you make 

the best of your new YideoPlus+TV, 
^ fvut after sales supyx^rt dkt you gel when you buy your \ tdenPlys+^ 
Should you experience difficulties in setting up your video or satellite, VidcoPfus+w will 
Ih- tltere to help w ith a customer service helpline including free exchange systems and 
full money back w arranties too! All this for your total peace of mind in YideoPlus+™ 

tifTviftfl iWc Vi«Dbcr*..n Hu w*f, m TV Pd* Mkrw. *nln The Sob, Vcw*ol tht 

■«6d. TIk frop4t, Tn^r, IV TIVt ^odn Tkto. P11N 'AotL M4il oo T^mma Huwlird ud Vpartm Ufc.a 

To make VOI R video programming as 
simple as making a phone caIL„ *imph 
make a phone call...to Merlin Express? 
A revolutionary product for just... 

Vkko ta4 tJStCVf V"EM0 HMHHHW1* in ifadrstark* (KnMir Hrwbpnctu (offcinilon 

Y<*mr jftWr wilik* dtipaiched an tAf 

day of tlnroACf of peymrnt Sr 

rteerdtd dttirttj. Or a courier 
trrvitf ii a laiLiWf at either 

£$i2 working ilattf or 

f7M inert working dayJl 
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tin middle of a 

civil t 

f Using the 

■ freedom. Making 

H out alive In m 

tough ttftr but H 

or* m> grand Ideas 
in Another World, 

support. Just the 

admirable aim of 

trying to keeg 

Another 
guard's gun which 

groves to be one of 
hit primary tools in 

his bid for freedom. 

When If* charged 
op properly the gun 

can shoot small 

beams, throw up a 

shield and also 

deliver a huge 
energy blast. 

Trouble is that It 

runs down rather 
fast and so yourIS 

need to find some¬ 

where that offers a 

Delphine's flat polygon 

graphics looked good in 

Cruise for a Corpse, but 

they achieved little. Now 

they show what they can 

really achieve! French graphic advent ure expens 

Delphine. made their name with 

Future Wurs* Operation Stealth and 

Cruise for a Corpse. Now, using their revolu¬ 

tionary polygon graphics system, they've 

produced an arcade adventure the like of 

which has never been seen before. Another 

World is a cinematic place, flat in tone, bm 

rich in animation. It is a world that requires 

continuous acts of bravery' and daring to sur¬ 

vive* it's a world full of strange, deadly 

creatures that have no concept of mercy. 

The Quatermass Experiment 
Tricky blighters* particle accelerators. One 

minute you're in front of the world's whizziest 

computer, controlling an experiment that 

would have made Quatermass happy and the 

next you've been transported to an alien 

world. And as Lester K Chaykin’s guide you 

have to usher him through the ceaseless maze 

of dangers that make up Another World. 

At the end of the intro you're thrown in at 

the deep end, The desk Lester was sitting at 

when everything went weird, suddenly materi¬ 

alises in a dark lake. You have to wrench the 

joystick upwards and guide the confused sci¬ 

entist to the surface. Another World doesn't 

pull its punches, from the very first screen to 

the very Iasi, Lester's life is under threat. 

Let Lester swim too long in the lake and 

you'll realise just how hostile Another World 

is* If he doesn't drown first then tentacles 

snake out from the lake bed searching for their 

lunch! Swim slowly to the surface and they 

follow* forcing you to flee the screen. 

Out of the frying pan and into the fire! 

Running takes you into leeches ihat can kill 

with a single bite. Stamp all of these to death 

and a mountain lion on steroids muscles in. Its 

glaring white fangs and roar shows (hat it too 

is hungry and that it sees you as the day's 

main meal. That's the pace of Another World, 

every screen poses a threat, each and very 

move could be your last. 

The land that time forgot 
Lester is soon captured and imprisoned by one 

of the local alien tribes. The game begins in 

earnest as a rival tribe of aliens mount an 

attack* Amid the chaos and carnage you have 

to find a way to get Lester out of the prison 

and then out of danger. From here on in every 

screen sets a dexterity test or mental puzzle for 

you to beat. Walls have to be broken open, 

chasms must be jumped* gun fights survived 

and friendships formed if Lester is to live. 

Another World is not restricted to one 

style of play* First and foremost in the game's 

hierarchy comes dexterity tests* The polygon 

sprite moves slowly but precisely, and to make 

the most of the character's limited moves 
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Another WoHd looks 

and ffrcli dntmstltK 
At points in the 

m pre set itt|utnte 

kicks In. Hors Lester 

gets an eyeful of fht 

Allen city for the 

first time ami it's 

jaw-dropping stuff, 

Most of the death 

sequences are also 

shown In this way. 

Very gruesome, but 

very good I 

When these two factors combine, testing both 

joystick skill and game logic, then Another 

World is at Its best. You’ve assessed the prob¬ 

lem, worked out the solution, now ifs case of 

putting the theory into pixel perfect practice. 

The illustrated man 
Arcade adventures that test these skills are not 

new, but ones which look this good are rare. 

The stunning presentation and unique graphic 

style grabs you the moment the first picture 

hits the screen, and then continues to amaze 

even when you thought the ‘wow’ factor could 

wow no more. The graphics are simply superb. 

For Another World Delphine have used 

the same system as Cruise for a Corpse, only 

(his time the characters really do come to life! 

There are no sprites, just flat polygons, and if 

anything, this radical approach provides a 

more realistic effect than any sprite system 

could hope. Whal other joystick game offers 

ft is the kind of game you want to 

show your Gran, because it has 

such a cinematic feel to it. 

Jump. walk, run. crouch and two kicks) a 

whole range of different pitfalls are used. 

Kicking the poisonous leeches to death 

requires a light bout of crouching. Jumps to 

catch vines must be limed perfectly if you are 

to avoid the hungry Hon, while properly placed 

footing is essential if you want to clear the 

chasms Lester comes across. 

On the forainworfc side, it doesn’t make mas¬ 

sive demands, just (hat you pay attention, [l 

offers clues and training early on, with both 

the kit and the character. Later, though you're 

on your own. Only lime and much experiment 

taiion will tell if you needed to waste a laser 

blast on that wall or whether your weapon’s 

energy has been sapped by a red hemng. 

Fin fight! L«tftr 

hod better be In fine 

fighting form if h« 

wants to Flw the 

priun. Hordes of 

guards descend 

upon him the 

moment be breaks 

out. Sharp shooting 

Is needed If he's to 

avoid being turned 

into a carbonised 

remains do make a 

neat crocking sound 
when they decay 
though! 

you four different views of the action: normal, 

cinemascope, vertical and high res? 

Lester himself moves with the assurance 

and style of Prime of Persia. The polygon 

Lesicr doesn't have much detail to define him. 

hut strangely this enhances the realism. His 

arms swing and he swaggers as he walks, 

Lester is a convincing hero. The enemies and 

monsters arc not stereotypes either. There has 

been as much attention to motion lavished on 

them as the main star. Even background char¬ 

acters, who play no part in the game, turn and 

look when a fight hreaks out. The result is ani¬ 

mations that look real, are occasionally funny, 

hut frequently awe inspiring. 

These graphics would stand proud in a 

silent world, but Delphine*s disk efficient sys¬ 

tem frees up enough space for some serious 

music and samples. The Lion's roar really 

sounds like he’d appreciate a meal! The la,*cr 

beams whine in true Star Wars fashion. The 

aliens talk in Blade Runnertsque city speak’ 

and explosions have a futuristically percussive 

feel. Combined with sparse but eerie music, 

this lakes Another World into the realms of the 

truly atmospheric. 

The effects don't stop here though. At the 

beginning of each new load, or change of 

Continued overleaf 
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Look what my gun 

can do! When used 

correctly the blaster 

can throw out high 

energy holts that 

smashes everything, 

including that bit of 

rock which holds the 

entire lake In place. 

Maybe that wasn't 

such a bright idea 

after all. Any body 

out there into cave 

diving, cave surfing, 

breath holding? 

perspective, control is surrendered to cine- 

imtie story sequences. These add lo the 

game's mystery and magic, underlining it's 

cinematic feel. Delphine have spent two years 

developing the graphic system and it looks like 

it's been worlh every second. 

The pit and the pendulum 
Delphine's polygon system has the potential to 

produce a stunning game. Another World 

almost makes it, but just fails short. The prob¬ 

lem is the gameplay* Ai times it exhibits some 

exquisite timing-tests, while in others the only 

due you gel is death! And it is here it falters. 

Lester, as the wild card in Another World. 

often triggers whole sequences of events; 

Indiana Jones or Die Hard style. While flee¬ 

ing prison Lester has to flood a cave* while 

he's in it. Naturally this forces some rather 

nifty exit work on his behalf* leaping spike 

filled gaps as the subterranean tidal wave 

chases him down. You know the right moves* 

but the tight timing ups the stakes and the 

pressure. Can you do it? There's only one way 

to find out! This is Another World at its best. 

At its worst Another World has distinct 

Space Ace/Dragons Lair overtones - great 

graphics but what was that you said about 

gameplay? There are instances, where only 

dying reveals a fatal trap. There's no clue, no 

chance to escape* just certain doom. Another 

World is structured fairly and offers a reason¬ 

able smattering of restart points* but when you 

have to visit them through no fault of your 

own, it is irritating as hell* Players deserve 

warnings* a chance to prevent disaster, not be 

lured inexorably to their doom. 

Another World s perils range from the glorious 

to the pathetic. The timing and dexterity tests 

are supremely exciting moments, accompanied 

as they arc by massively impressive effects* 

The unavoidable deaths are as unimpressive as 

they are annoying* ruining a game that 

deserves to be a classic. 

So you want to $« 
your lawyer, eh. 

Earth punk! Well 

now you mention it. 

Lester wakos to find 
himself In gaol. 

Luckily there Is a 

route of escape, lust 
contact the local 

When worlds collide 
It does prove that Delphine have more to their 

game design arsenal than a few sty questions 

and a neat graphics system. This is a major 

league game - in places, The effects that run 

through the entire program are individual, 

bravely defiant of the sprite-based norm. The 

sounds that surround Another World add depth 

to the atmospheric power that the strange 

pieties provide. The animation is observant 

and convincing adding that 'real feel' to play. 

The good work though is almost ruined by 

overly fatal elements which are unavoidable if 

you want fo find out what happens at the end. 

Special Branch and 

they'll b* right ov*r 
with helpful hints, 

advice, guns... 

□ GOOD LOOKS 
OR GAMEPLAY? 

Dragon s Lair set the world 
alight with its graphics and then bored It 
rigid with appaiing gameplay. Amiga 
games have traditionally either been 
good lookers or good players, rarely 
both* Wow the machine's full potential is 
finally being realised, the two are coming 
together. Be wary of good lookers* and 
try to find playable demos so that you 
can find out if they're just rolling anima¬ 
tions or real games. 

And you want to see the end of the game, des¬ 

perately! That's the problem, it's a game that 

you madly want to be free of the irritating 

gameplay problems it stubbornly poses. Yet. 

time and time again it slays you with no 

chance or choice, then dumps you back further 

than you wanted lo go. 

Another World is a major achievement, It 

brings Delphine to the fore as major develop¬ 

ers in another field of design, it’s the kind of 

game you want to show your Gran* (because it 

has such a cinematic feel even she’d under¬ 

stand it) and its the kind of game you really 

wani to discover for yourself. The approach 

and results are unique. For all its glory Another 

W'orld is still a game first, and it is here that it 

is sometimes found wanting. For the most pan 

it excels, but it fails in a few key gameplay 

areas* It is worth buying* just for the power of 

the effects and the sweetness of its finer game 

moments. Be warned though, there are limes 

when you'll really begin to hale the French. 

Trenton Webb 

Another World 
US Gold ■ £27.99 

6 Wildly wonderful graphics that really will 

leayou begging fur mure! 

• Precise use of sound adds real depth to the 

graphic atmosphere. 

• Occasionally has Space Ace gameplay ten¬ 

dencies* One wrong move and you're dead. 

One right move and you Ye stilt dead! 

• A powerful package with some excellent 

moments* let down by the odd gameplay slip. 



Wordworth 
o 

a miter's dream 

Wordworth 

The graphical nature of Wordworth® makes producing 

documents faster and easier. The WYSIWYG display shows 

exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 

styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 

menus, accessible either by the mouse 

or keyboard Frequently used 

commands have on-screen icons, 

including Help, should you need it. 

Experience the look and feel of 

the new and exciting WB2 (even if 

you use WBlJ): Each document is a 

separate multi-tasking window, 

which means you could for example, print one document 

while editing another. 

Digita's® innovative Human Interface Protocol^ is 

incorporated setting a new standard in speed, style and 

elegance. "It HIP™ system is intuitive and a pleasure to use." 

- thank you Amiga Shopper, it's nice to be appreciated. 

Graphics have always been the Amiga’s strong point. Now 
^ ... 

Deluxe Paint can be placed in 

a document, and then sized, scaled 

and dragged (text automatically 

reformats around the image). 

y 
■31- 

m n 
ABCabc ii Wordworth's enhanced fonts 

will give you the very best printed 

quality. You can also print special symbols, such as boxes, 

arrows and so on. Better still, you can mix graphics, 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts, Amiga fonts, Colorfonts and 

your printer's own internal fonts, all on the same page. 

There's even a driver for Postscript printers. 

You needn't worry about your existing information - 

Wordworth will let you open documents from most word 

processors, including Kindwords, Protext and Wordperfect 

(you can also mailmerge with Superbase). 

When Amiga Format said "a new word processor that will 

give the rest of the world a run for its money" they weren't 

joking. 

vH 
Wordworth is written in the UK by Digita, Which 

means you'll be using an English Collins spelling checker 

and thesaurus, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

The only way to really 

appreciate Wordworth is to use 

it. Phone 0395 270273 for more 

information or, write to Digita, 

FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Wordworth costs £129.99, 

which includes VAT, postage and 

packing; and when purchased from Digita, comes with a 

7 day money-back guarantee. 

If you already own a word processor, for a limited 

period only, you can trade-up for just £89,99 by returning 
your original disks to Digita with your order. 

Summing up, Amiga Shopper said: 'Tounds-per-feature 

no other Amiga word processor comes close. Wordworth is 

what every owner of Kindwords would wish they 

had'1 Dreams become reality with 

Wordworth, 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amiga 
Fully supports WB Vi J and V2.Q0 
AH medium or high resolution modes 
(mono and colour) 
Requires l MR of memory 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right * 

Wordworth it jvWjH* from jatwi Mmw*. Vtrgmi W H Srrfltih jnd alJ good computet retidm or to the 
trade through Cofumbui. Can, H& Marictmg. ISO. Lara lenur^oft. Freeman and SDL 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 268893 

- A mrmtwi d ihe [Mgtti group - 
Dlgil* I hr Digit! logo. VVixdworth andl (hr Wordworth Logo *rr rcgl*Irrtd trademark!. And HfiP, Hw**tn htUrfax aftd mjftukirr ffurt n$hi *rr tudemajl* at Digil* Holding* Ud 

Ail otha trjdanifij *nd thru wwn *it Jictnowlfdgfd Sold Kibfrtrt to jntLird Lordmont of E t OE 
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No it isn't the 

Laker's chapter of 

the Heirs Angels 

coming on court to 

beat the crap out of 

the Bill and Ben for¬ 

mation basketball' 

and-dance team. It's 

a substitution. This 

means that the 

entire team (blue in 

this case) has to 

leave the pitch, er 

court, in order to 

console the outgoing 

player and pep-talk 

the new guy. 

OK. these are the 

options guys. 

Remember, this 

game is about guts, 

determination and 

choosing the right 

colour tor your vest. 

I would still defy 

anyone to sit 

through the demo 

game, let alone 

play a real one. People have been waiting and waiting 

far Anco to pitch in with an other spoil¬ 

ing sim. The Kick Off series played, as 

they say. a blinder so surely she next athletic 

action feast would be just as good? Elements 

from Kick Off and Player Manager are used in 

Tip Off. These include selecting a squad and 

altering each player’s potential, overhead 

views* even the packaging looks the same, Bui 

somehow the gameplay just isn't there. 

The game comes as two disks with several 

options to choose before you get into match 

play. The most irrelevant is the single-player 

practice. After loading a few times you are 

taken to a court where your absurdly long- 

armed. and solitary, player stands reads to sink 

a few baskets. It ail looks very pleasant. He 

leaps, he bounds, he carries out complex over¬ 

head shots, he passes to no-one in particular* 

he even wanders out of vision (the only way 

you know he's still in the gym is by the 

thumpty-thump sound of the hall on the pol¬ 

ished floor). The really strange thing about this 

screen is that it has nothing to do with the real 

game pi ay. No where in the rest of Tip Off do 

you get the chance to use these skills. You can 

view this in two ways: it's a pleasant freebie, 

or if s a waste of disk space* 

Oh dear. Yes the overhead is there, yes there is 

plenty of motion, and yes some of the players 

will even take their shorts off and moon at 

you. But really , could you be bothered to actu¬ 

ally finish a game of four quarters where you 

can't actually tackle anyone. Gaining and re¬ 

gaining the ball is a matter of luck, you can 

score from the half-way line and miss from the 

shooting zone? Maybe ifs something to do 

with the lack of basketball culture in Britain 

Crikey, the elm of 

the practice Is to 

hone your skills and 

possibly even get 

your physical coordi¬ 

nation Into some 

sense of order. A 

good start Is to look 

In the right direc¬ 

tion, you great tall 

string of player. 

Harlem 
Onto the real thing. You get to manage and 

then play with a team of pro-basket chappies. 

The management side entails creating a squad 

and assigning each player a number of 

attributes from a pool of points. There are 350 

points to begin with and these have to be split 

between attributes and skills such as dribbling 

ability, passing, shooting, pace, jumping, steal¬ 

ing and stamina. Once you have set up your 

team you get to pick the first stringers and the 

subs. Then it's on into battle. 

Make sure you set 

your teams up with 

C*re and attention. 

This means sorting 

out set-play* early 

on. The happy little 

faces at the top of 

the screen are sup¬ 

posed to denote 

your team. 

(yes I kno*v Crystal Palace and Kingston are 

fab - they also have a large American staff) 

but there just does not seem to be the same 

excitement and feeling of participation that 

you would expect from a good sporting sim. 

The figures are just too small, and too 

weedy to gel any real edge on, the joystick 

controls are so finicky to master that you end 

up by pointing sour player in roughly die right 

direction and pressing fire in the vain hope that 

the ball will go somewhere interesting. You 

can't even commit a personal foul deliberately 

to relieve the tedium. 

Globetrotters 
Aside from the gameplay or lack of it. Tip Off 

is weighty with extraneous options. You can 

play in International. County, Youth, National. 

Club, and Club classes, The number of points 

in your atirihuie pool affects your choice here. 

There are a multitude of controls to get 

used lo. These range from straightforward 

dribbling, through to shmdunking (make sure 

you've got a tall player otherwise this turns 

into slumflunking) and the Bounce pass. The 

problem is that while playing you don’t have 

time to use any of them. 1 also defy anyone to 

come up vvilh an affordable joystick that can 

cope with the differences between the controls. 

Sadly, Tip Off lacks atmosphere, finesse of 

game play and participatory Hare which would 

base made it a must of a game for sporting 

fans. It does try. the sheer number of options 

vouch for this. But at the end of the day you 

have to call a time-out and go and do some¬ 

thing else instead. Shame? 

Tim Smith O 

Tip Off 

Anco ■ £25.99 

• Nice idea. Basketball is un adrenal quirt 

when done properh* 

• horrible realisation. I hr gunu-pla) is just 

lew finicky and boring to carry on with, 

6 l oads or options to choose from. These 

range from team selection lo practice. 

• t rap sound effects. \ bouncing ball and 

some croud t ries are about it. 

• Small and needy platers who are difficult lo 

control and who do not react quickly enough 

the your desires. 

MM 50% 
TOW4/T- 



WIN ONE OF THESE 
AMAZING PRIZES 

Simply phone the number below for further details. 
Each time you call name the prize of your choice. 

You can enter for as many prizes as you like. 
You could be one of the lucky winners. 

All Computer Equipment supplied by 
BEYOND 3000 

97 UPPER PARLIAMENT STREET, NOTTINGHAM. 

CALL 0839 550057 
0839 Calls cost more so please ask permission before tolling. 

Average length of tall is 5 minutes. 
Coils tost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (of all other times) per min 
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Oh No! More 
Lemmings 

Crazy, Wild, Wicked and Havoc. On loading 

the levels it doesnT lake long to notice that all 

the scenery graphics and tunes have been 

changed. The general style is similar on many 

of the screens, involving red-brick towers and 

metallic obstacles, but some of the new 

scenery is very different. There are, for exam¬ 

ple, rocky caves with writhing patches of 

weeds, snowy scenes complete with Swiss- 

chalet shaped exits and surreal landscapes w ith 

mounds of bubble-shaped obstacles to over¬ 

come. Tire music has been improved quiie a 

bit. sounding just as wacky and jolly as ever, 

but w ith a more cleanly-produced fecL Well,,, 

apart from the one that sounds like the theme 

tune to the TV show' Record Breakers* 

Oh No! More Lemmings is primarily 
geared towards giving established players 

A wayward lemming 

has to quid' ly hH 

his umbrella to float 

safely to the floor. 

PHy he didn't look 

In ttw first place 

There can! he many Amiga owners that 

don’t know about the Lemming 

phenomenon. Al Amiga Format we 

first heard of Ihcm when Psy gnosis 

approached us about putting a demo of their 

latesi puzzle game on the Christmas Coverdisk 

in 199(1 We thought nothing of it until the 

demo finally arrived, ai which point ail of the 

team were instantly hooked! No arcade 

licence, no film lie-in and no TV cartoon char¬ 

acters were involved, bin it went straight to the 

top of the software chans. 

History repeated itself when we were 

putting togeiher last monih’s special Christmas 
issue. We were pleased to find that we were to 

carry another Lemmings demo, this time a 

specially constructed set of four festive levels. 

Sure enough, we were all wasting too much 

time playing this one as well! Bui whal was 

the reason behind this silly little demo? Well. 

DMA Design have pul together another 100 

levels to challenge Lemmings fans on a data 

disk at the low price of £19.99, with a stand 

alone version available for £25.99, 

Let's Go! 
The first major difference (apart from the load¬ 

ing screen) is the new level names. Instead of 

the usual four sets of Fun, Tricky, Taxing and 

Mayhem levels, the 100 new screens are split 

into five groups of 20 with the names Tame. 

Just m short way to 

the «kH, but that 

tower still needs to 

be traversed before 

the lemmings can 

escape and get bach 

Into the warm- 

some more levels to have a go ai, and the 

ensuing puzzles arc extremely hard - in fan at 

times they are ridiculously hard! If the data 

disk has been aimed at the experienced 

Lemmings player, then how come the first 20 

screens are so easy? Anyone who is worth 

their lemming-saving sail would be able to do 

this batch in their sleep! 

As soon as the game shifts to the Crazy 

level things start to get very hard indeed. 

However, by persevering with the Crazy levels 

(and being a lad lucky l they can be 

completed,,, eventually! 

Oh No! 
Working up to Ihe higher levels introduces 

another problem. The puzzles on ihe original 

game had been carefully worked out and 

tested, Bui some of the screens on the daia 

disk are so difficult, they give the impression 

that some of them were completed in a hurry, 

probably trying to beat the Christmas deadline. 

This level of complexity unfortunately empha¬ 

sises some of the game’s quirks, 

if you dig down a column with a rounded 

top. then a small overhang is left - even 

though you were standing right on lop of it, It 

is also possible to get lemmings stuck in the 

walls when they turn around on bridges, which 

makes some levels a pam. And think how frus¬ 

trating it is when you place a Blocker on a hill 

only to see (he other lemmings walk past 

because both his feet aren’t on the ground! 

DMA have tried to make the new screens 

devilishly difficult (apart from the ridiculously 

easy Tame levels), and this sleep difficulty 

curve coupled with the annoying quibbles 

make Oft No! More Lemmings a less interest¬ 

ing pro spec i than it could be. 

Maff Evans 2? 

Oh Mo! More Lemmings 

Psygnosis ■ £19.99/£25.99 

• The reworked music sound1* much more pro- 

fessiimu) thjn (he firsi Ini! 

• Some excel lent new graphic styles give (he 

new levels a feel all of their own. 

• The easy Tame levels turn into extremelv 

tough too quickly. 

• A few niggles make some screens annoy ink. 

• A e<»*d set of levels that have been let down 

h> some unnecessary quirks. 

^S0 

pic! 82% 



Based upon the film You a|one command the experimental submarine Proteus which has 
Fantastic Voyage been miniaturized and injected into the body of a dying scientist. In order 

to save his life, you must skillfully navigate your way through a maze of 
1966 Special Visual Effects blood vessels to his brain, fighting white blood cells, antibodies and 

other dangerous hazards every step of the way. The body’s powerful 
immune system challenges you, the foreign invader, the unwelcome 

Centaur Software, Inc, 
P.O. Box 4400, Redondo Beach. CA 90278 

Phone:213-542-2226 - FAX: 213-S42-S993 

intruder who must be destroyed. 
Experience awesome music and sound effects, arcade-like 8-way 

scrolling, multiple skill levels and incredibly detailed animations. 
Developed to take full advantage of the Amiga, the game features unique 
“organic” graphics unlike anything you've ever seen before. 

Fantastic Voyage & 1W1 Twentieth Century Fo* Fim Corporation All Right* Observed 
'Academy Award' is a registered trademark ard service martt of me Academy of Motion Pc rue Arts aid Sciences 
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T reguard is a very nice man, a very, 

very nice man. He always pops up just 

when you need him, to offer, friendly 

but cryptic advice in ITV’s Knightmare, Now 

he's changed the format to help game-playing 

mortals who fancy a crack at the second com¬ 

puter interpretation of this successful TV 

show. His help is needed, badly. The game is 

designed around the Captive adventure system 

and has cracking credentials, uniting an excel¬ 

lent licence with a proven code. The result is 

strong, but once past the lilies it has suspi¬ 

ciously little to do with the TV programme. 

Captive audience? 
Captive players w ill immediately feel in con¬ 

trol of Knight mare. The system that drives the 

game essentially uses the same icon and 

keyboard commands as Captive, with 

improvements and Tweaks where necessary. 

The four man team can be driven either by 

clicking on directional icons or keypad combi¬ 

nations, Clicking on anything with the left 

mouse button, gets or activates it, while the 

right is employed to initiate party actions. It's 

a simple system to learn, but offers enough 

flexibility to till four huge dungeons with tests 

of precise control. 

The four members of the Knightmare 

team all have different skills and specialities. 

Controlled from a cluster of Scons they can be 

clothed, checked and changed to suit any 

strategy. They’ve an empty backpack in which 

to cany the kit they find and two hand 'slots' 

for those all important items - like weapons. 

Unlike Captive, or any other first-person 

perspective role-playing game, the characters' 

hands in Knightmare don’t just ‘use’ an object 

when you click them into action. First of all a 

click brings up a menu of all the actions possi¬ 

ble with that object: knives, for example, offer 

stab, swing and hack. These can be preset so 

no delay is encountered when it’s required. 

And it's not big or clever to start fiddling 

about with menus when there's a 10-foot hob¬ 

goblin trying to rip out your spleen. 

Even the magic system is driven in this 

way, neatly sidesiepping the need for a sub¬ 

menu screen. All spells must come from 

wands and their menus get larger as the wiz¬ 

ard' s skills improve. Different wands become 
available progressively, offering you the 

chance to cast wilder magic and the designer 

to ensure magic’s restricted where necessary. 

Just like weapons, selected spells can he pre¬ 

set, So all you have to watch when "if hits the 

Ian is your wizard's remaining magic points. 

Knightmare gets serioust Fighting from the relative safety of a boat the team have to take down the four elves In 

order to proceed. All their fighting actions have been preset - note the red flags on the players' control icons. 

Knightmare 

Character control is what Knightmare 

tests, and you have to be swift to survive. The 

keyboard/ieon mix works well, with the left 

hand physically walking the team via the 

numeric keypad while the right guides the 

cursor to control actions, Mistakes mean death, 

so every action that you preset must be thor¬ 

oughly thought through, or menu messes are 

Step onto the carl 

and it races off. To 

stop ft fust jump. 

Which Is easier, and 

less painfully, said 

than dune. Still, at 

least they don't have 

problems with the 

wrong kind of 

leave* on the track! 

guaranteed when the blood starts u> flow. Use 

the system well however and foes are swiftly 

dispatched. 

TV format 
Evidence of the TV's influence is profuse, but 

superficial. The plot is true to the TV formal, 

supplying you w ith foes and a motive for play. 

T re guard pops up as Oracles, to warn of dan¬ 

ger or set your next goal. You're on a mission 

to scour the dungeons of Dunshelm for the 

Shield of Justice. Sword of Freedom, Cup of 

Life and Crown of Glory, while your major 

foes are the Fright Knight and Lord Fear. 

These elements set the tone, they even dic¬ 

tate the kjok. but not the way it plays. It is 

Finely tuned to test you at all times and stresses 

puzzles more than its predecessor: Captive. 

While wandering the wilderness area above the 

four dungeons you may be fooled into thinking 

this is the world of Knightmare, Enter the first 

tunnd though, and it becomes clear this is the 

domain of the programmer, not Treguard. 
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Haut I fttn you cup? I didn't tven know you Had a cup! In fad why am t talking to a tree anyway. Prepare to di«! The 

four entrances to the dungeons are guarded by these Entdike figures Give them what they want to gain access. 

The smash hit TV series makes its second appearence on the 

computer games scene. But can Tony Crowther's Captive game 

system make Knightmare the kind of game you lose sleep over? 

K>tii>htmart doesn't pull its punches, mistakes 

are punished ferociously. You stun the game 

wandering three areas of wilderness and 

during this respite you're expected to master 

the game s controls. It isn’t a threat-free urea, 

but the hassles are sparse enough for you to 

become familiar enough with their functions 

and layout. The first quest you have to com¬ 

plete is unannounced bui implicit - finding the 

dungeon you're supposed to explore? 

Roaming through the Hedgerows without a 

compass gets confusing. It's not difficult, 

especially if you map from the word go, hut 

sudden action or changes of focus can leave 

>oti disorientated. The skitt ish puce at (he start 

could also disillusion you before the main 

game gets a chance to show off! 

Nightmare! 
Once 'safely’ entombed in the corridors of the 

dungeon. Knightttuite goes into a higher gear. 

Monsters lurk around most corners to test 

mouse speed in combat, while the puzzles 

Checking in the 

inventory, show* 

that you ve recently 

topped a rabbit. 

When killed they 

turn Into oven ready 

pies which help 

keep the ftamini 

level* up. 

begin to stretch your cerebral powers, The tun¬ 

nels are an interconnecting maze. Locked 

doors restrict movement until ihe correct key 

or switch is found. They si an as simple tests 

with the key for the next door hidden at the 

extremes of the currently accessible network. 

These evolve, w ith Hidden switches introduced 

to ensure you're paying attention. 

The pace of the game is forced by the crea¬ 

tures who lay in wait. These are intelligent and 

tough beasts who don’t warm to becoming 

sword fodder. In a straight fight the result is 

never a certainty, with death a real possibility. 

Each has been placed to meet ihe party at a 

specific point in the game, so they match the 

party's power utmost perfectly. 

Wilh no walk oxer opponents, each battle 

is plagued with doubt. Can your fighter take 

another hit? Should the last magic be used or 

saved? If you run, where do you run to? Your 

team should have a slight edge, if they are 

used with maximum efficiency. Make a mis¬ 

take, or fail to recognise the power of a magic 

item and you're dead meat! There are few 

straight-up fights and you're warned but out¬ 

numbered. So a tactical approach is needed if 

you're to win through with a full team, 

Knightmare** gameplay teeters on 

unplayably lough. Importantly though, it never 

falls. As each encounter has been precisely 

weighed you must match that precision to w in. 

One slip during battle, one tactical oversight or 

missed hidden switch will prove fatal. 

However, the frustration of failure and the 

danger of combat only heighten the feeling of 

satisfaction when a tough beast is beaten. 

Team spirit 
Kmghttmn has a trust ruling hut compulsive 

edge. Despite spending half of any game curs¬ 

ing at its relentless aggres\ion. Knighmutre 

does have strange compulsion. Despite its abil¬ 

ity to totally destroy your team and their hopes 

time after time, you still find yourself coming 

back for another go. 

The game doesn't help its cause though, 

with its unfriendly save system. It's easy 

enough to save a party and position at any time 

in the game, it’s the loading that's a problem. 

Knightmare lias been deliberately designed to 

discourage liberal use of save and load. Within 

the game you can only load a saved game ini¬ 

tially after booting or if the parly dies. In this 

way it was hoped to force a more careful style 

of adventuring. However admirable this firs! 

sounds as gamcplay theory, in practice it soon 

grows into an irritating a chore. 

If one battle causes enough damage to kill 

one of your characters and leaves ev ery besJy 

else shattered, it's annoying. ]t*s also fair to 

assume thai the next fight will be even harder. 

The choice of whether to load up a saved game 

or plough on >hould be yours: whether to 

'cheat' or not. The safeguard isn't even strong 

Continued overleaf 
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Boats may look safe, but there are sharks below. Careless parties can swiftly be Overwhelmed by their ferocious 

attack. They can damage the boat too, and guess what, you can't swim! So get the swords out and start hacking. 

enough to work effectively* it just forces you 

to kill the remaining members of a ream lo 

access the load option, 

Knigkrmtire's other irritations are minor 

compered to the loading problem. The lack of 

a compass is less of a hindrance once the parts 

go underground, hut It still causes occasional 

moments of complete confusion. Experienced 

adventurers should have no problem here, but 

folk who aren't veterans w hen they first play 

have to become one real quick or give up. 

The ability to choose specific actions 

other than merely *use‘ can sometimes prove a 

blessing too. If teams arc1 prepared and no slips 

occur during combat* ifs a fast and effective 

system. One error or missed click, though, can 

imbalance the finely weighted combat and 

give monsters a fatal advantage. Accidentally 

calling up a menu and not an action is time 

consuming in a lime-cntical situation. Again 

the game theory is sound - reward the skillful 

player and punish the clumsy - but the penalty 

you have to pay tor mistakes is high. 

Hard but fair? 
Knight mar? plays fast and hard As dungeon 

romps go. few can match it for the continuous 

ferocity of its assault on your party's fives, 

Each encounter is tailored to suit your team s 

status, so the game runs in a state of perpetual 

high tension. Success in this environment 

really feels like an achievement, but failure \< 

both frustrating and far more common. 

An element of frustration can drive play¬ 

ers on to try again or rethink their current 

tactics. It can focus the thinking and hone the 

player s style to suit the game system. Extreme 

levels of irritation however ruin games. 

Knightmare manages to stay the right side of 

the frustration line - just, but there are times 

when the account appears overdue. 

What we have here is a precisely balanced 

game that requires maximum effort at all 

limes. Every square of corridor must be 

checked on all sides at all times, each character 

Character creation It 

limited but possible. 

Your starting skills 
don't limit you to 

weaponry and using 

new items earns 

extra abilities- This 
means that Use skills 

you develop under¬ 

ground can be 

tailored to fit your 
tactics. If you need a 

second cleric then 
give someone else 

the cleric's wand. 

WHAT'S AN IN, MATE? 

RPC stand* for Rote Flaying 

Game ft * a computer game 

developed bom adventure board-games like 

the very famous Dungeon* and Dragon* The 

player takes on the persona of an adventurer 

in a party moving through a mythical land¬ 

scape The main game mechanic* are 

puttM-eohring and a mostly random combat 

system, baaed in the original on rolls of the 

dice. Classic RPGi include Durrgeon Master 

and fcnrgwmam s excellent space-based pro- 

decoMOr, Captive. 

must be w atched to ensure that they are ready 

for unexpected combat. Every- battle must be 

thoroughly prepared for. adapting proven tac¬ 

tics to suit current needs. AH the puzzles and 

riddles that inform your quest must be anal¬ 

ysed and solved. 

In terms of a strict translation from TV 

show to computer game Knightmare is far 

from a convincing success. As a highly pol¬ 

ished game in its own right it is a definite 

success. A finely balanced affair Knightnuire 

continually pushes players harder and faster, ft 

accelerates from a tough start lo plain hard real 

fast, and that means that you need to either be 

a dungeon expert or a quick learner to stand a 

chance. The frustrating process of loading in 

saved games soon becomes a familiar one. 

highlighting the steep difficulty curve. But if 

you've patience and fancy a heavy duly under¬ 

ground hash then check out Knightmare. If 

you've a low frustration threshold then,,, 

Trenton Webb O 

Knightmare 
Mindscape ■ £25.99 

• The loud Kami* feature is just delihcniirly 

annoying to use. 

• Tense, finely hula need gamepluv that 

demands maximum effort* 

• Starts out hard then gets tougher! 

4 t Graphically slick, fine detail is used tu create 
both tests and atmosphere. 

4 \ high octane dungeon hash with a feu 

Knightmare flourishes. 

Me) 85% 



Look out • he's batkl 

No window is sole. No fence is too 

high. The paperboy is determined 

to deliver the paper to his 

subscribers any way he can. 

Tossing papers left and right, riding 

in three directions, jumping 

anything, this free-wheeling carrier 

visits more neighbourhoods and 

houses, faces more targets and 

obstacles, in more vivid colours 

than ever before. 

Plus, rad stunt riding and BMX 

tracks in bonus rounds. Choose to 

ride as either Paperboy or 

Papergirl too! 

Copyright 1991 tengen Inc. 

Paperboy 2 is a trademark of Tengen Inc. 
All rights reserved 

far your local dealer, contact Mindscape International Ltd, The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes Hill, West Sussex RH17 7NG. Tel: 0444 831761 
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Th* *nd of the first 

arena and Mu laid 

man is having a bit 

of a strop. Blast him 

to bits before those 

deadly laser eyes 

and mighty tank 

tracks turn you into 

a hamburger. 

Smash TV 
T| he theme of violent future sports is 

hardly u new one. after all Rollerhttl! 

brought us visions of psychopaths in a 

high-tech arena as far back as 1975. More 

recently, films such as The Rawing Mm 

(which in turn was a pale interpretation of ihe 

original book) have revitalised the interest 

in violent spectator sports, as well as introduc¬ 

ing the idea of TV game show s that are played 

literally to the death. 

High-power future sport games are also a 

well-visited theme as far as computer games 

are concerned. The most notable is Psygnosis' 

Ktiling Gome Show and the Bitmap Brothers’ 

Speedh&ll. Smash TV* tends to lean towards the 

game-show theme more than the sports view, 

being heavily inspired by The Running Man. 

The end of arena two see* evil snake* trying 

to up you. Quick! Collect the shfoMt 

Didn't they do well? 
The y ear is 1W9. The Generation Game has 

long since been assigned to the archives as 

people cry out for more powerful and violent 

TV shows. There is one company however 

that has a show that pulls in bigger audience 

ratings than any other network program. 

Smash TV features big cash payouts, fabulous 

prizes and more blood and sweat than any 

other TV show in history 

The game is play ed by one or two contes¬ 

tants under ihe control of you and a In end 

You are given a simple machine-gun and a 

rudimentary set of body armour. The lucky (7) 

contestants are thrown into a metallic arena 

with four doors. Through these doors emerge 

crowds of baseball-bat wielding thugs with 

one intention: to beat the living daylights out 

of you! In order to complete the round, you 

must destroy a set number of opponents. This 

allows one of the doors to open up. forming a 

linking tunnel to the next arena. 

As you progress through ihe rounds, more 

vicious opponents start to make an appearance, 

including the explosive Mr Shrapnel and the 

bothersome UFO drones. However things are 

not quite as grim as they seem. Various tokens 

appear from lime to time to give you extra 

powers, including speed-ups. grenade launch¬ 

ers. rockets and shields. Occasionally a prize 

will he thrown into the arena. The prizes are 

either in the form of packages - which 

The special pri» 

room gives you a 

chance to collect a 

lot of fabulous 

prlits, but look out 

for the mines that 

■nay He hidden 

underneath them. 

Into the temple 

section, when all 

hell breaks loose. 

Snakes and robots 

don't exactly make 

It easy going! 

Will those protective flares last long enough 

for you to get through the crowds and col¬ 

lect all that lovely loot? You hope so, 

correspond to prizes such as cars, holidays. 

VCRs and toasters - or as piles of cash which 

can be picked up to increase your bonus. 

Unfortunately, in order to collect your bonus 

you need to beat Mu told Man. he waits at the 

end of the current maze and trundles out of a 

hole in the wall when you approach. To defeat 

him you need to blow the gunners from the 

lank base, blow off his arms and then zap his 

head. Gruesome - but the audience loves it. 

The scores on the doors 
The Amiga conversion of Smash TV loses a lot 

of the frantic feel of the coin-op. This is partly 

because the only way you can play with two 

joysticks is either wihi two Bugs or by gluing 

two sticks together on the table! This would 

be OK if a similar system to Uamatron (a 

game which, tike Smash 7V, was also bom 

out of the ashes of the classic Robot ran) had 

been used to allow you to fire in different 

directions, but in Smmh TV you have to hit a 

key on the keyboard. This greatly disrupts the 

flow of the game, resulting in the loss of lives. 

Another annoying point is the fact that the 

screen [% a lot shorter than in the coin-op. This 

means that the wild feci of the original hasn't 

been carried across, since you haven’t got the 

space to play with. The graphics and sound arc 

a bit messy loo, with some extremely garish 

colours and scratchy sound effects being used 

to portray the action. 

If you've never played the coin-op. then 

the game may very well hold your interest for 

a very short while, hut anyone who is expect¬ 

ing to play the hit arcade game on their Amiga 

will be disappointed, since the game lacks the 

substance and action (hat is required for a chal¬ 

lenging shoot-cm-up. 

Matt Evans ^ 

Smash TV 

Ocean ■ £25.99 

• Fiddly cnnlrot method makes (he game feel 

very unlike the coin-op. 

• The reduced playing area means (hat you 

lose the mvad-panitMJiish-and-shout' feel* 

• Scratchy sound and garish colours are not 

nhai we expect of Arnica games these days! 

4 Fun for a short while if you've never played 

the coin-tip. hut il will disappoint hardened 

shoot -cm-up fans or Sma\h T\ players. 
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. bk» _ . &..§sp? 
ou are setting forth irttf anot'h&pQice, another time, another world, "said 

*.Treguard, fIhe Dungeon iMuster. *%.ndjdhat makes you thinf^that you four mere 

mortals will succeed in the Quisfrfwhen so many others have failed?" 

I understood, at that moment, that our mission was going to take all 

our endurance, all our collective skid, and, most of all a depth of courage, that / wasn’t suit 

we possessed. 

Ever since ITV’s award-winning series hit our screens, the world has been waiting 

for a computer game worthy of the name, The wait is over 

Tony Crowther's amazing re-creation has everything 

Usmg the same game system that made Captive adventure game ot the 

year for 1990, Kmghtmare makes dungeons and dragons games seem 

like newts splashing around m a muddy puddle, 

’Kmghtmare is a sophisticated role-playing adventure where you are 

challenged to solve complex puzzles, logic problems and riddles that reveal a rich, 

ever-more rewarding storyline 

Your journey takes you deep into the dungeons of Dunshelm to a cataclysmic 

meeting with Lord Fear and the unthinkatjty horrible FrightKmght 

Whether or not the meeting is terminal is up to you You will need 

wisdom, tenacity, alacrity and above all. courage 

But you have all those things, don’t you ? 

*T*V - 

Available tor Amiga 4 Atari ST 

Knighrrnare ts copyright Anglo Television and Broadsword Television 

Same copyright 199i Mmdscape international limited 

Captive Copyright 1990 1991 Mmdscape International Limited an rights reserved 

Written by Tony Crowtttf r 

Jl 
~r nn ^ t) s w o r i) 
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For your local dealer, contact Mindscape International Ltd. The Coach House, Hooklands Estate. Scaynes Hill. West Sussex RH17 7NG Tel: 0444 831 761 



Wolf Child - An arcade adventure feati 
smooth 360° multi parallax scroHjyng. Ph 
five levels and featuring over thrMAhunc 

'MWTBAl 

SCREEN SHOTS TAKEN 
FROM AMIGA VERSION 

Trade winds Home 69/7$ A Ashbourne Rood Derby DEI 3FS Telephone: (0332) 297797 Facsimile: (0332) 381511 
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Moonstone - a remarkable combination of fast, aggressive combat action and 

subtle role-play set in a fantasy world, that uniquely challenges your brain and 
your reflexes - while covering you in gore. 

0© merer* fcto 
-qotrix me' 

Oh, by the way, if the sight of so much blood upsets you, don't worry. The 
blood is an option! 

Moonstone features nearly 1,000 frames of incredible animation in 2 

Megabytes of monsters and creatures, over 60 beautifully painted backdrops 
and detailed scenery. Sound effects are high quality digital samples and 

includes a full musical score and stunning full screen animated introductory 
and game complete sequences. 

Moonstone contains scenes of strong graphs imagery with particular 
realism Although these scenes ore optional rta product «l vcVunfoniy 
rated U Parental Outdance n recommended tor younger players, 
however ftos i\ not a legal requirement 

C199 J Mrnchcope IntematiQOQt Limned Aft rights reserved Moonstone ts a 

trademark d Minduape infemor/ooof limited Written £>v Fob Ammon 

MINDSCAPE 

for your local dealer, contact: Mmdscape international Ltd, TheCoach House, Hooklands (store, Scaynei Hill. Wen 5usse« Uni 7 7NC. Tel: 0444 831 761 
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developed in cooperation with 
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For further information on Mtndscape products and your local Dealer, contact: 
Mmdscape International Limited. PO Box 1019. Lewes. East Sussex BN8 4DW 

Tel 0444 86 545/547. 

Celebrating the 10 Year 
Anniversary of ULTIMA 

The first Ultima 
developed on and for 
IBM Tandy compatible 
computers! 

Watch for the 
deluxe, limited-edition 
of Ultima VI. 

Available in 
all major 16 bit 
formats. 

We create worlds. 
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SCREENPLAY 

In |»ui« mod* the 

CarldiHA tUrtMp 

shows what Ifi get. 

After whupplng the 

butt of ■ mid level 

guardian |fi Into R 

section of level one 

and the wlbbty wob¬ 

bly ineketlke alien 

who creeps ireiind 

the edges of the 

world. You have to 

edge close t o the 

tide and blot! like a 

shooting Is easy, 

moving slowly ain't. 

Cardiaxx Consider the following piece of text 

and see whether you think you'd want 

to hear the rest of this gripping space 

drama: *The shuttle drifted towards Halfway 

with the grace of a pregnant duck. Strips of 

navigation lights winked blue and green along 

the sides of the craft as the pilot aimed the ves¬ 

sel towards the empty bay, The retros blasted 

briefly - soundless rockets firing into space, 

slow ing the approach of the freighter". 

Not exactly, awe-inspiring prose is it? 

That piece is from the beginning of the novella 

which Electronic Zoo have padded their man¬ 

ual out with. However, as bad as that cliche 

ridden sioty is. Five minutes spent wading 

through its tetchy grammar is far preferable lo 

the same amount of time spent playing their 

latest 'game' Cardiaxx^ 

You see. the Zoo have bunged a ‘story’ in 

their manual so that you don't need any 

instructions to play: the joystick moves your 

spaceship around and fire unleashes it bullet. 

Why gloss things up? Cardiaxx is a shoot-em- 

up not a prospective Pulitzer prize winner. 

Tltlm Itttle devil mnmmhm in on* side of the level and oirt of the Other. 

You have to wait and blast him, but as there’s a tight tfma limit on 

th* gam* wafting ain’t good news. Staying stationary la also tricky. 

Would it win any prizes? 
There’s nothing more satisfying than sitting 

down for hatf-an-hour, with a well written 

blaster and destroying zillions of alien sprites. 

However, mindless blasting games, more than 

any other kind of computer game have gd to 

be playable: rob them of this vital ingredient 

and whai you’ve got is a waste of a perfectly 

good floppy disk. 

It is essentially a Defender clone. 

Cahdax% could he up there with the best. You 

can'l go far wrong with some swift direction 

changing, high fire-power, spaceship antics. 

Well it seems you can here. 

This game verges on the unplayable. The 

craft you’re meant to destroy alien ships with 

has ihe most frustrating inertia ever installed 

Swinging back to the beginning of level dm and there's a whole 

swarm of little aliens watting to be slaughtered. CaHdaxK has some 

fatal flaws, which hinder gamepJay progress- 

SHOOT-tM-UPS 

Popularly perceived as the 
dominant computer game, 

shoot outs are actually rare (lib) on the 
Amiga. Good shooi-em-ups test |oyslick 
dexterity and hand eye coordination. The 
thrill comes from dodging waves of 
bullets, escaping from death by pixels 
and the massive fire-power gained from 
the power-ups. The skill comes from 
learning and predicting I he form of the 
alien waves who fly directly al you! 

on a ship. One tiny nudge of the joystick and 

your craft goes hurtling across the screen, 

straight through aliens, bouncing off walls and 

inevitably killing you. Tap the joystick in the 

other direction to reduce speed and you end up 

doing exactly the same only in the opposite 

direction. It is possible, with the lightest of 

nudges to move slowly, but these lake so much 

concentration that you end up going slowly 

into the nearest w alk 

To top it all. the aliens have been placed in 

the most difficult-io-hit places imaginable. 

Here it’s like being dropped bott first into a 

cage of starving, rabid Pitbulls. 

It can't be that bad., can it? 
From a technical point of view Cardiaxx is 

fine. The graphics arc relatively colourful, the 

sound’s chunky and it all scrolls around 

smoothly. The trouble is all ihese good aspects 

never gel together as a game. It’s as if some¬ 

one set out to design a smooth scrolling 

routine and as an afterthought decided lo bung 

a few sprites in. 

The level’s are arranged so that you have 

to shoot entire attack waves to progress any 

further. The next attack wave might be to the 

left or right of your position and so you have 

to go over old ground. To aid you. a sampled 

voice instructs you that there are aliens to the 

left or the right and you thus travel in either 

direction where you shoot at said aliens. 

After 10 minutes of this game you’ll have 

had more than enough. The difficulty with the 

spaceship control is it ups the already consid¬ 

erable difficult to near unplayable levels. The 

disparate elements aren’t brought together at 

any stage. The Defender style of gameplay 

Caridaxx tries to emulate never materialises. 

And much like the game itself, it feels just like 

the ship: you’re going back and forth, getting 

nowhere, incredibly fast! 

Andy Hutchinson O 

Cardiaxx 
Electronic Zoo ■ £25.99 

• An insipid, boring shunl-em-up with n« 

playability. Good souads (hough! 

• Derivative, sot id but staid graphics. 

• Utterly and completely non-r%Kteni 

gameplay. 

• Tbe last word in duff blasting games. 



X-BACKUP 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package lor all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISK BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy disk 
backup, hard disk backup and file backup. *Also backs up ST, 
IBM etc disks. *Checks disks for errors. ^Optimises data for 
faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 disks in 48 
seconds. *Full update service available. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the 
use of its software for the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by 
X-BACKUP Pro are intended to back up users own software, PD Software & other such 
programs where permission had been given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted 
material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:* At time off purchase, iff you can ffind a program that 

is more powerful than X-BACKUP PRO we will refund your money. 

Ordering X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL Nome 

Access/Visa orders can be placed by telephoning 

061 724 7572. For mail order, fill in the order 

form and send with a cheque or postal order to:- **■**■«*•*** 

Siren Software, Wilton House, Bury Rd.# Radcfiffe, 

Manchester M26 9UR. 
MW 
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SCREENPLAY 

□ FANTASTIC 
VOYAGE 

Raced in a strange land, with 
strange laws you have to survive! Thai s 
Itie challenge ol a fantasy role-play 
game. You have to understand I he con* 
cepts. learn the rules and use them to 
your advantage. FRP games work well 
on computer because the Amiga lattes 
all the work out ot dice roiling and rule 
book reading. All you do is observe the 
actions, determine the results and then 
modify your behaviour accordingly 

Imagine that the Victorian era saw the first 

space exploration Imagine also that late 

IVih century Britain. France, Belgium 

and Japan have established colonies on Mars 

and Venus. And finally, imagine that Thomas 

Edison was responsible. Siill with me? You 

must have one hell of an imagination, 

Sparc 1889 is a computer version of a 

paper-and-pencil role-playing game. The back¬ 

ground is different to any other game - it’s 

reminiscent of Jules Verne meets Edgar Rice 

Burroughs, complete with Martians, Selcnites. 

Moonmcn and Venusian dragons. 

The first thing you do is invent some char* 

actera on a separate save-game floppy. These 

can have a variety of skills and backgrounds. 

The most limiting factor in a character's devel¬ 

opment is social status, hence the Victorian 

flavour of the game. The character design is 

easy enough. There are five different options, 

and you just work down them. You only con* 

trol what a character turns out like in general 

terms, with the computer doing the legwork. 

Once you have a party of five or less char* 

acters, the game begins, The plot starts 

relatively innocently during an exhibition to 

the British Museum in London. A team of 

German explorers have discovered the where¬ 

abouts of Tutankamcn's tomb. You overhear 

and decide to fund an expedition of your own, 

together with some friends who dub in writh 

you (that is the character party you've just 

designed). 

And ihat's it. The game starts with you 

having nothing but a pocket of cash (having a 

career as a master criminal helps enormously) 

and you have to get an expedition together. 

Once that quest is completed, others follow': to 

the mtxm. Mars and Venus - eventually. 

There's plemy of equipment to buy, infor¬ 

mation to obtain and people to meet before 

that happens. This is a good idea, as u gives 

you a chance to gel used to icons and menu 

systems before the party gels into trouble. 

Window with a view 
Most of the action lakes place in a small viewr 

window, which gives an overhead look at the 

character's surroundings. Everything that 

appears in this view window looks awful - 

everything else looks pretty good. 

Movement is easy byi long winded, You 

put the mouse pointer where you want to go, 

and then click the button. Easy, except that 

moving around to any distance takes thou¬ 

sands of button clicks. It would be OK if the 

game, worked fast enough to keep up, but most 

of the time you’re waiting for the party just to 

Talking to Other 

people Is the only 

way to progress In 

the gome. Close to 

the start you moot 

Von Schmelllng, who 

I* willing to sell you 

the German report 

on King Tot's tomb. 

t recopnise you from 
THE MUSEUM RECEPTION. 
SO, YOU MRNT THE REPORT 
OUTEINIUq TKE 
TUTHNXHRMEN 
EXPEDITION^ HELE, IT'S 
COINC TO COST YOU. DIVE 
ME £:2 iOOD. FIND I WILL 
HHND OiJEti THE REPORT. 

Space 1889 

Space 1B&9 (like the 

game starts) treat 

you to a so-so pic¬ 

ture and reams of 

explanatory text. 

The font used by the 

game Isn't particu¬ 

larly readable, but H 

does help to build 

up the plot a tittle. 

get from A to B. 

The memiing systems are frustrating. ITs 

very odd that a game will use the mouse for 

most things, and then insist that you use the 

cursor and the Return key for specifics (buying 

and selling items you find in the game are the 

worst culprits). 

Another failing is that the design of the 

game lets you do virtually everything on one 

screen. There is nothing wrong writh this, but 

the game gives you a variety of different 

options, couple this with the ever-present title, 

and you find the actual playing area looks 

small and pathetic. 

Walk like Egyptians 
There plenty of places to go on planet Earth 

alone, with various modes of transport avail¬ 

able, Every thing is based on steam power w ith 

the exception of horses, which adds nicely to 

the atmosphere, ILs very odd. though, walking 

from London to Egypt without ill effect. Even 

more weird is that it’s very difficult once 

you've hired a steam ship or Zeppelin to 

actually land anywhere again, apart from the 

place that you hired it from. 

Most of the game play is handled through 

simple interaction wfith the different characters 

you meet in the game. The combat system, is 

simple to use and fairly comprehensive on 

weapons covered and how they are used. 

Most people though will be totally 

unmoved by Space 1889. The manual contains 

background information rather than playing 

guides, the protect ion system is a code sheet 

printed in black on midnight blue I unreadable) 

and playing it will bore you to tears. There 

might be a real game in there, but it will take 

days for to you to unravel, and the tedium is 

loo much for all hut the must hardened role 

player. A great mythos. but not much fun, 

Pat McDonald ^ 

tehtkA FTiUjreT 

Moving iftround the worlds t| boring. Click where you want to go, and 

tba ichHn ihuddtn Its way over t« thit point. A slum# you can’t 

show you that effort, but these graphics speak for themselves. 

Space 1889 
Empire ■ £29.99 

• You want big? Yuu got big. 

• One plate looks much like anothrr, 

• Maui hours of mindless mouse clicking 

needed fur progression, 

• Graphics are ver> uninspired and detract 

from the game, 

• Lacks both excitement and direclicin. 

Mel 59% 
Eraniw/r ■Ri* 
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th® 

WITH 
true 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 
* EXTERNAL FITTING, (JUST PLUGS IN). 

* AUTO CONFIGURATION FOR 2MB. 4MB OR 8MB. 

* THROUGH PORT. FULLY CQMPATABLE WITH EXTERNAL 
HARD DISC DRIVES, SCSI ETC. 

* ULTRA LOW POWER, NO EXTERNAL PSU REQUIRED. 

* FULLY BUFFERED OATA & ADDRESS BUS 

* TRUE FAST RAM, USES LATEST TECHNOLOGY HIGH DENSITY DRAM 

* ZERO WAIT STATES, GURU FREE! 

* SLIMLINE ATTRACTIVE UNIT. 

* RAM TEST SOFTWARE. 

* ALLOWS CREATION OF VERY LARGE AND FAST RAM DISCS. 

A WILL NOT INVALIDATE WARRANTY 
NEW PRODUCT! 

0530 
411485 

VISA 

0530 
411485 

AX502 2MEG £179.00 me vat 

AX504 4MEG £269.00 me vat 

AX508 8MEG £399.00 me vat 

BEELINE- 
HIGH QUALITY STEREO SOUND 
SAMPLER WITH SOFTWARE.- 
ALSO WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN 
SAMPLER SOFTWARE! -- 

THE ULTIMATE AMIGA RAM EXPANSION. 
SIMS 1 M'9 £35.00 POPULATED TO 512K £53.95 

25GK *1 DRAM £1.00 SQUiCK MOUSE £14,95 

256K*4 DRAM £5 00 ASHCOM CATALOGUE DISC £1.00 

512K RAM EXP + CLOCK £21.95 MAC+UTILS £49.95 

512K RAM EXP £19.95 ASHCOM UTILITIES DISC £4.95 

1 8MB RAM EXP £139.95 DISC FULL OF GREAT UTILS. 

ONLY £24.95 

NEW PRODUCT! 

AUTOMATIC JOYSTICK SWITCHER. 
AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHES TO JOYSTICK 
Oft MOUSE, WHICHEVER IS IN USE. 

ONLY £14.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT/PAP 

FREE CATALOGUE DISC WITH EVERY ORDER. 

SOUJCK MOUSE + SWITCHER £24.95 

GREAT VALUE! 

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT I P&P. ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS. 

Only from ASHCOM, 10 The Green, Ashby-De>La>Zouch, Leicestershire, LE6 5JU 

Telephone: (0530) 411485 Fax: (0530) 414433 
MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30 SAT 9.30 - 4.00 



JANUARY ISSUE 
OUT NOW! 

issue (£2.99) will be on the streets in a couple 
_ of weeks... time... 

ABSOLUTELY 
BRILLIANT! 

tS&SS to f%s?,ovab|e 
V y°deMasters (in 

heir own words) 
makers of amioa 

770961 

from the 

™RUAT- A MAGAZINE 

sjmasi 
big 
money. 

A50 OP 
COMPATIBLE 

ufure 

Your 
guarantee 
of value 

BORA disk 
12 DISK ISSUE! 

It’s got two disks on it, it only costs £3.65, and it’s quite simply the place to 
come if you’re interested in Amiga games. And it gets better - the new Feb 



THE ALL NEW.. 

IA500P GALACTIC PLUS PACK 
A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH 
1 MEG RAM 
Latest enhanced Amiga from 
Commodore featuring Super Agnes, 
Kickstart V.2, Workbench V.2.04 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFfWARE 
Bart Simpson, Lemmings, Captain 
Planet, Deluxe Paint III 

ADDICTIVE HITS SOFTWARE 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble 
New Zealand Story. 

• WICKED 30 GAME PACK 
30 great games to get you going! 

• 2 QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS 
Not one, but two Quickshot joysticks!! | 

• .40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX 

• 10 DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE 

DENSITY DISKS 

• QUALITY COMPUTER DUSTCOVER 

• HIGH QUALITY MOUSEPAD 

All this for an unbelievable 

£399.99 

COMMODORE CDTV SCOOP 
• CDTV Player With Remote Control Handset • Lemmings 

"Welcome" ■ A Guide To CDTV Disk with Caddy 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £449.95 

COMPLETE PERIPHERAL PACKS 
PACK 1 PACK 2 

PROTAR 512K RAM Upgrade with dock * 40 PC 8G€B intelligent disk drive* Protor 512K RAM upgrade 

capacity lockable dis-lc bo* *20 3.5n OS/DO with dock • 40 capacity lockable disk bon• 20 3 J" OS/DO 

i disks with labels *3.5" disk drive deorter kif disks with labels *35“ disk drive deaner kit 

all lor just £39*95 all for just £99.95 

CONSOLE CORNER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY 12 YEAR GUARANTEE 

CONSOLE SYSTEMS COLOUR PORTABLES 

Sega Master System,.   £59.95 Atari Lyru   J04.95 

Sega Master System Plus £79,95 Sega Game gear £99.95 

Sega Mega drive,   £129,95 

^ L, Wt stock a wide range of software and peripherals for all of the above ring far details 

computers 



PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR 6 EE! 

PRINTERS 
All printers (ome with connecting cables free of charge 

STAR 
GOLD STAR DEALER 

LC-20 MONO 9 pin Do) Matrix, 160/45 cps. 

£149.95 
LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 185/45 cps 

£2 J 4.95 
tC-24/200 MONO 24pin Dot Matrix, 220/55 cp 

£259.95 
LC-24/200 COLOUR 74 Pin Dot Matrix, 720/55 tpi 

£209.95 

CITIZEN 
PREMIER SUPER DEALER 

1200 + MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 120/25 cps. 

£149.95 
SWIFT COLOUR 9 pin Ool Matrix, 160/40 tps 

£214.95 
124D MONO 24pm Dot Molri*, 144/48 cpi 

£209.95 
SWIFT 74 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/50 cps. 

£319.95 

PRINTER STARTER PACK 
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER * 200 SHEETS OF PAPER 

All for only £9,95 

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACKS 

BEGINNERS PACK 
PC880A Disk Drive 

features Anti-Click, thru port 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk 

box 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

£64*95 

ADVANCED PACK 
New PC8SOB Intelligent Drive 

features Virus hardware. Blitz 

hardware 

Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk box 

3.5" disk drive cleaner kit 

£79.95 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS 8833/Mk2 CBM 1084S 

£249.95* £249.95* 
*Free FI9 Stealth Fighter *Free Silent Service II 

VrU 

BY PHONE l 
Simply loll our Bead Office quo ling your Access/Yisa number on 

0234 218060 (5 lines) 

■ BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
W % Simply call into your nearest F glare Wo rid store where our fully 
A 3 trained personnel will be more than happy to deal with your 

fiA requirements 

• BY POST 
Make cheques. Building Society drafts or Postal Orders payable H FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD 

UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAT 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BEDFORD MK41 OEH 

Please write cheque guarantee card number on reverse of cheque to ensure 
some day clearance 

REMEMBER 
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE Of VAT & COURIER DELIVERY* 
* UK MAINLAND ONLY 

FINANCE 
Finance available la suit your specific needs Written detoils an request 
Instant credit is available in all FutureWorld stores 
PREMIER GOLD CARD 
* 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied 
• 3D day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
* 2 year guarantee giving free collection end delivery service should a fault 
occur 

* Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number entitling 
you to special offers 
* All this for only £19.95 per item purchased 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of 
charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE & STAR, we 
are equipped 1o deal with the majority of queries 
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute slock 
information coupled with efficient dispatch 
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 

All computer hardwore is tested prior to dispatch maintaining aur motto: 

YOUR NEAREST STORE 

BEDFORD 
70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 

NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029 

■■■ 
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SCREENPLAY 

Bonanza Bros 
*W“ t's night ttme. You're wearing a catsuit 

I and a balaclava helmet. You’re in the 

JL house of a total stranger and you're about 

to do something decidedly morally unsound* 

not to mention highly illegal. Yes. you've 

joined the Bonanza Brothers for an evening of 

break in g-and-c ntering. 

Except this time the law is fully aware of 

Badvillc's most notorious criminals* activities. 

The mayor has decided to clean up his town, 

and has hired Roho and Mobo to accumulate 

evidence from the offices of the 1 Cl most cor¬ 

rupt businesses in town. 

Double trouble 
Bonanza Brothers is essentially a two-player 

game, and to be honest there's no real way that 

a one-player romp will realise half the poten¬ 

tial that the game has to offer. 

Each level is in a different building, and 

the object is lo explore your surroundings, col¬ 

lect all of the pieces of evidence lying around 

(don't worry, you don't have to be Inspector 

Morse because all the collectable objects flash, 

successively blowing the gaff for the comipt 

business that is being investigated} and then 

make your way to the exit, 

Bui things aren't completely straight¬ 

forward (surprise, surprise). The buildings are 

■ - ■ ■_ i --j. - - - t-Li. wftfi im Way «rimp 

swarming with guards, and one whiff of a 

Bonanza Brother is enough to trigger swift 

rctrihuiion involving the business end of the 

guards' firearms, You can fire your stun-gun 

back, but all loo many of the guards wear 

bullet-proof clothing, making head-on, charge 

of-the-light-brigade style manoeuvres highly 

impractical, not to say foolhardy. 

Stealth and tactics: that's the key lo suc¬ 

cess, This is also where the two-player option 

comes into its own. A map is displayed, illus¬ 

trating Robo, Mobo, doors, stairs and all the 

remaining pieces of evidence and then loca¬ 

tions. So take time to plan a two-pronged 

pincer-style attack, or divide the playing area 

into two and share the burden of exploration - 

either method offers more chance of success 

than simply bodging ahead on your own. 

The buildings are divided into rooms by 

doors and stairs. Robo and Mobo can creep 

around in semi-3D (they walk to the ‘back* of 

the screen to hide against walls or climb 

up and down screens) and open doors. 

Sandwiching a guard against a wall with the 

strategic and sudden opening of a door is dis¬ 

played in Tom *n' Jem fashion, and provides 

an addition to the Bros weaponry. Creeping up 

on a room from both directions is usually the 

tti Mobo** ton to 

Unfortunately. tht 

that ht'i spotted 

i first, quickly. 

IT TAKES TWO! 

Some games have two player 
options while some need two 

players to work property. Hick Oft 2 Is 
the classic example, because no matter 
bow much lun M is to beat the Amiga, it s 
never as good as slutting a fellow wag- 
gler. True two-player games are rare but 
they make computer gaming - which it 
a solo activity - a social experience. 
Cooperative two players (eg E-Morion) 
work better than competitive ones as 
misunderstandings can create chaos 

Tkf Brothers ire profoutanal* you know, wj 

tike tint* out to tuney each houte before 
actually breaking and entering, They know 

the end layout of each building, and tba 

location of all tb* ebjtds in advance. 

only means of gening away unlum. so plan ihe 

routes of you and your buddy in advance. 

You'll like it, but not a lot 
There's a lime limil and empty drink cans and 

garden rakes arc lying around (tread on either 

and you fall on your back, a sitting duck for 

any guards that happen to be around) and there 

are some strange characters (puppies and 

bizarre bearded bomh-chackers) in an altempi 

lo make your task even tougher. But that, my 

budding cal burglar, is your Lot. 

Ten buildings of increased complexity and 

tougher baddies aren't enough to keep you 

interested. The animation is blocky. with only 

a few imaginative touches and there’s not 

chough two-player infraction to add depth to 

the game. If only there had been a bit more 

enienaining animation and a few more levels, 

then ihc Bonanza Brothers could have been a 

cracker, but as il is - there's not enough here. 

Neil West O 

Bonanza Bros 
US Gold ■ £25.99 

• Simultaneous twoplayrr option, hut with no 

real interaction between the two heroes. 

0 Modicum of lateral thinking and stminty 

involved in the planning of your route. 

• Mediocre graphics, with blocks scrolling 

and only few imaginative animated touches. 

• Ten mission* arc not enough, more and big¬ 

ger level* could have added extra depth. 



Pick your most powerful 
weapon... 

Your Brain! 
A strategic action-packed simulation 
of elite rapid deployment missions. 

SIMULATION • SOFTWARE 

Special Forces, for IBM PC compatibles, from the creators ol Airborne Ranger MicroProse Ltd, Unit l, 
Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Teibury, Glos. 

GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 826 
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Barbarian II 

□ ARCADE 
ADVENTURE 

In a bid to add greater game* 
play to the sktewaya-scrolling beat- and 
shoot-em-yps adventure overtones are 
often used. This involves players collect¬ 
ing specific objects and then using them 
in another area. This can take the form of 
keys, weapons or anything that suits the 
theme. Coliect-em-ups also use maps 
more than linear scrolling fire fist fights. 

Tough lock Hegor, you Just didn't make the 

grade. Luckily„ tktn't * UV4 game feature 

that dispenses with re-treading footsteps. Hegor's back for more. After he suc¬ 

cessfully did away with Necron. his 

evil brother, he comfortably settled 

down to a hero's existence of endless free 

beers down the pub. cheap plumbing and the 

occasional guest appearances on TV game 

shows (or whatever the barbarian's equivalent 

to that may he). 

But one fateful day the previously reliable 

“Hey babe. I'm a superhero. I killed Necron 

and i could have been king," tine failed to 

work on a girl. Evidently, Necron's evil 

minions have resurrected their master's body, 

and evil once more stalks the land. No-one 

likes a hero who leaves a job half-finished, so 

before you could say 'loincloth* the free beer 

dried up, his regular slot on TV's Chicks V 

Choppers was given to 'Miss Damsel In 

Distress 670 BC* and he couldn't find a 

plumber for love nor money. 

Hi ho, hi ho it’s off 
to the forest Hegor goes 

This made Hegor very angry, so without even 

bothering to pack his smalls (or even put a 

winter coat on) he set off into the dark forest 

once more hot on the trail of his sworn enemy. 

This is where you |oin m the proceedings, as 

Hegor appears on a woodland path somewhere 

in level one - the Forest. There are five other 

levels of action to explore and conquer, adding 

up to a BIG adventure. 

Hegor can run either left or right along 

paths, with openings to adjoining paths, caves 

or buildings displayed in the foreground and 

background. The game immediately bears its 

teeth, as our hero's First taste of action soon 

swaggers onto screen, Baddies take numerous 

forms, relying on numbers as opposed to 'ard- 

ness to wear down our man's energy reserves. 

Kill a baddic, and it'll drop a bottle of potion. 

These can then be collected to enhance either 

your own stamina or the strength of any 

weapons you may have collected. 

There are numerous armourments at 

Hegor's disposal (including swords, axes, 

crossbows and grappling hooks), but first he 

must find them - not easy. The game soon 

settles into its stride, basically a collect-em-up 

set over a large area w ith baddies and traps to 

negotiate as you go. It's all fairly basic, but the 

action is fast (checked only by a small lag-time 

when Hegor takes a turn-off at a junction) and 

the beat-em-up sequences are well-animated 

and require a fair amount of skill. Hegor has a 

wide range of combat moves at his disposal, 

and there are definite techniques to be learned 

for dealing with particular baddies. 

Interspersed throughout the game are 

opportunities to spend some of the cash you 

may have collected. Villages provide all sorts 

of goodies - not least the chance to gossip w ith 

a Local, often yielding useful information. 

There's a save-game option enabling you to 

restart at higher levels (very useful; this is a 

big gamei and a whole world full of friendly 

*and not so friendly) people to meet. 

Loincloths and 
bulging muscles 

Barbarian II comes billed by Psygnosis as the 

‘ultimate in loincloth entertainment'. And even 

though this could be disputed by the big and 

bulging Chippendales, Adonis, et a) - it does 

give you some indication as to the merest tinge 

of black humour you’ll discover injected into 

this massive arcade adventure. If Hegor runs 

into a w’alL he hurts his head - logical, accu¬ 

rate, but the first time I've ever seen it happen 

in this type of game. 

The graphics are fairly basic, but every¬ 

thing moves smoothly across the screen — and 

it's especially good to see the beai-em-up 

element handled so well. All too often, games 

that encompass elements of fighting tend to 

fudge it - the action is usually far too brawl ish 

requiring only an aum-fire button to see you 

through to the next levels - but Barbarian If 

has none of this. 

In fact the only real criticism is that the 

game really is a hide dated and rather basic, 

considering what is available currently on the 

market. But there's a big. slickly presented 

challenge here that fans of the original, or of 

the genre in general, will enjoy. 

Neil West O 

Barbarian II 
Psygnosis l £25.99 

• BIG adventure with a save game option to 

ease your progress, 

• Bask graphics, hut smoothly animated with 

lots of character. 

• Beat*em*up sequences that actually require 

some skill and tactics. 

• Explore, collect objects, kill baddies and 

replenish energy - It's all been done innu¬ 

merable times before and in 1992, comes 

across as decidedly dated, 



I’LL BE RIGH 
CONTACT: 
D, L, D 
OYSTON MILL 
STRAND ROAD 
PRESTON 
LANCS PR 1 BUR 
TEL 07 72/73 57 50 
FAX 07 72/73 50 31 

STARBYTE SOFTWARE 
NOR DR INC 71 
4630 BOCHUM I 
TEL. 02 34/68 04 60 
FAX 02 34/68 04 97 
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The only major game 

from eastern Europe was 

the addictive Tetris. But 

this post-perestroika RPG 

enterprise could well be 

about to put its western 

counterparts to shame. It's refreshing to have preconceptions 

shattered, for first impressions to he 

wrong, to see prejudice overcome by fact. 

When Abandoned Places was first announced 

the omens seemed bad: Electronic Zoo had 

never published a full blooded RPCj before and 

the programmer* lived in Hungary, of all 

places. Yet. despite these portents of doom the 

finished game is refreshingly good. 

Trials of life 
A joumev takes four resurrected heroes on an 

artefact trail. They have to track down the 

component parts of ancient weapons, find 

master* in the arts of war and magic, visit 

cities in search of clues and then take on the 

world's big nasty - who as you might imagine, 

is plotting to lake over the place. The game is 

in three main sections: dungeon exploration, 

roaming the countryside and searching towns. 

Linked by sequential quests this is the world 

of Abandoned Places - which is a bit of a daft 

name as the towns are teeming with people. 

The meat of the game is in the dungeons, 

castles and towers are explored in a Dungeon 

Master style. These are packed with monsters 

to kill, treasure to collect and artifacts to help 

for the showdown with the end-of-game bad 

guy. Twelve different graphic styles add vari¬ 

ety, masses of monsters keep you on your toes 

and there are so many different dungeons lit¬ 

tering the countryside it's a wonder the world 

doesn’t subside into the sea. 

Going underground 
The underground exploration is solid stuff 

with a few extra frills thrown in to push the 

genre forward. The controls are clearly laid 

out with all information accessible on the main 

game screen. Spells, weapons and objects can 

all be used swiftly in combat, set off by a click 

of the mouse. Movement's are either driven by 

icon controls or some oddly placed - but eas¬ 

ily learned - keyboard commands. You can 

control everything visible in the game 

window. Fighters can now push, pull or dimh, 

as well as walking and hacking; while the 

effects of spells on the surrounding area have 

been spectacularly implemented. 

Within a dungeon there arc a few key 

goals. You enier each set of lunncls with a 

specific aim, a quest. This can lake the form of 

a genocidal “kill all the monsters” or a more 

specific object location test, On top of this are 

the pressures of keeping your folks kicking, 

they need food and sleep like the rest of us? If 

you run tow on munch, then the hit points start 

10 fall, and if you become exhausted then 

magic points never regenerate quickly enough. 

TM game frt* you 

the t«k of having to 

»«arth fur cities, 

towns, people and 

even having to 

explore the dun¬ 

geons. It's not the 

most rtvetting part 

of the game, hut It 
fleshes nut the 

scope of this fantasy 

world spectacular. 

The first wilderness 

problem you 

encounter is how to 

catch a boat off this 

little island and onto 

the main map! 

Abandon 

Those flrey folk look 

ferocious but should 

cause even unarmed 

adventurers few 

problems- One tip 

though, unless 

you've got a Fakir in 

the party, don't 

stand In the ftre to 

fight them! 

Surviving combat is a primary' concern. The 

first few dungeons are easily beaten, wpith 

weak foes for you to sharpen your sword skills 

on. Later, the monsters get tougher and hit in 

larger groups. If that wasn't enough to keep 

any adventurer happy, then they have to start 

mapping. You have to know where you are, to 

know where you want to go and what hasn’t 

been explored yet. 

The dungeons are ihc main focus but the inclu¬ 

sion of other sections beyond the cavern walls 

means it does not live or die by them. It allows 

the difficulty factor to increase slowly - maybe 

too slowly. The emphasis is on exploration, 

solving the pu/zles and finding the keys, more 

than powering through by brute force. 

Magic carpet ride 
Exploration is the key to the world above the 

dungeons. You are never told directly where to 

go next* you have to visit towns and ask wise 

men for advice. They will give you a broad 

hint, or maybe even a diversionary quest, that 

gradually pieces together into an overall cru¬ 

sade against evil, As you traverse the 

country side on horseback, on boat, on foot, or 

flying via magic, wandering monsters ran¬ 

domly attack, to make sure you’re paying 

attention and maintain the game's pace. 

The location of some dungeons is known, 

ie in the mountains above a certain town, but 

only footwork and scouting will reveal the 

exact entrance. Seen from afar with a party 

icon wandering the map. the wilderness is not 

deeply involved but is a considerable pan of 

Ihc game. If you can’t find the right dungeon 

you're stuffed, if you miss a town (and the 

clue) further play is difficult. Bui it provides a 

neat change of pace from the ’in your face' 

dungeoneering and broadens the game. 

Towns are not essentially part of the 

game, they are the one place you can’t actually 

die. They do however provide the information, 

the training and the equipment that fuels the 

game. They provide a neat human edge 

to remind you, as a player, of what you're 

fighting to protect. 

Abandoned Places is the first project for 

Electronic Zoo's east European adventure 

prodigies and it is an outstanding debut. It adds 



Abandoned Places 

offers a more varied 

range of backdrops 

and monsters than 

your average RPC- 

In the first dungeon 

three types of wall 

are used and three 

different styles of 

monsters are faced- 

Some of the wall 

here- create preb- 

can't see dearfy 

enough to see If the 

corridor either car¬ 

ries on or turns. 

ed Places 
enough to the usual mix to achieve an identity 

separate from the games which inspired it: 

Dungeon Master, Chaos Strikes Hoi k and Eye 

of the Beholder, and it improves on them in 

significant areas. The auto-map function, a 

reward for completing a difficult dungeon, is a 

significant bonus and game play improvement. 

The inclusion of an outer world and a broader 

plot give the game a sense of geographical 

solidity. As a game it works welt, as a first 

project it's stunning. 

The first project for 

Electronic Zoo's east 

European prodigies is 

an outstanding debut. 

Abandoned Places isn't without its problems. 

The gentle opening pace helps players gel to 

grips with both the game and the system* Yet 

the pace doesn’t really start to increase until 

much laier in the game. For beginners this 

should make ii an ideal trainer, but for folks 

who've been round Dungeon Master twice, 

life may seem a little dull. The inclusion of the 

outside world helps the game trespass into dif¬ 

ferent genres, bui not enough is made of liie 

problems of travelling to bring the advantage 

home, h's interesting bui rarely exciting. 

Not graphic enough 
The range of graphic styles used is admirable 

in scope, but while certain wall sections look 

pretty they are hard to read. The cave areas arc 

particularly bud; it's vital you know if the cor¬ 

ridor continues or goes into a cross roads* but 

it's almost impossible to tell what shape the 

next 10 fool of wall will be. Once you're there 

it's easy to check, but it's no fun exposing a 

weakened party to a side attack by accident. 

Debutante 
Abandoned Places is a fresh blast in the dun¬ 

geon world. Many of the more nonsensical 

conventions have been ignored, like slamming 

doors on monsters, and new ideas have taken 

their place: push, pull and climb. The opening 

V’. ■: *’t %w‘ ■ 

-> L__1* 

WandtHng around 

the countryside Isn't 

ell botany and blis¬ 

ters- Nloititcn are 

prone to attack at 

you're whisked 

away to a dungeon- 

style wilderness to 

do battle with the 

villain. Once the 

fight's won though. 

It's back to the map. 

Typical, you wait 

hours for a monster 

then two com* 

fights make sure 

that your back-row 

boys do something 

as experience Is only 

gained for direct 

action. So no partici¬ 

pation. no points, no 

new levels, no extra 

hit points... 

ME FIRST! 

Dwgeon Master set I ho 
benchmark for this style of 

First Person Perspective' adventure. 
While a far from perfect form for RPGs 
(how can you play tour different charac¬ 
ters at once?) this is the most dominant 
form. Last year s Eye of the Beholder 
rekindled Interest in the format and now 
a whole batch of new titles are in the oh* 
tng using this approach- Until EOTB it 

was thought that DM had both created 
and kilted the genre by being so good? 

out of the game from one insular dungeon to a 

full world works, but lowers the pace of the 

bash. New monsters and a new system of 

magic add to the fresh fed, introducing differ¬ 

ent parameters to the haitles and spell effects. 

There are a few rough edges that occa¬ 

sionally irritate, such as indistinct wall 

sections* but the lower threat level balances 

this. The pacing may be suspect with the game 

not getting dangerous or fast enough, but your 

opinion on this depends on whether you play 

for the thrill of combat or the challenge of puz¬ 

zles and traps. The outside world section can 

feel remote, failing to reflect its imponance 

within the game, but it is an ambitious attempt 

at taking RPGs further than ever before. 

Abandoned Places is an outstanding first 

project by any standards, and it's an impres¬ 

sive first foray into the role-play domain for 

Electronic Zoo. It's not the loughcst dungeon 

romp on the streets but ii is the biggest. It's not 

the most thrilling, but it docs have the extra 

depth of the town and wilderness sections. 

What it does do is re-focus the Dungeon 

Master perspective away from combat and 

more towards true adventuring - where one of 

the biggest dangers is losing your way, not 

your Life! The control system has been radi¬ 

cally minimalised so one screen carries all the 

information that parties need and yet still 

offers more control options than normal. 

Abandoned Places is a solid dungeon romp, 

and has frilly bits too! Its blend of styles and 

pace will not be to all RPGer's taste, but those 

who are willing to play a game for its own 

sake will be rewarded with a playing schedule 

that will take months to complete. 

Trenton Webb <5 

Electronic Zoo ■ £29.99 

• A posttivrh huge world that** crammed 

with different dungeons. 

• There are occasional problems with di!Tm-ru 

graphics sets. 

• Wilderm-ss and tow n sections nit top of the 

dungeon bash! 

# A n mi I standing first project that redefines 

KH is on its terms. 

• If s a slow ly evolving quest of quilt 

immense proportions. 

B 80% 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 
AMIGA 500 PACKS 

Eiceflenf ^ a f oofy £399 99 

All our Amiga's are 
UK specification and come 
complete with the 
following — 

Amiga Pack 2 

(Classic Pack Plus) 
As Pack i but also 
includes the Cumana 
CAX354 external disk 
drive 

■ 
Amiga Pack 1 [Classic Pack} 

51£K random access 
memory 
Butin in disk dnve 
4096 colour graphics 
4 channel stereo sound 
Kicksian t 3 
Workbench 1.3 
Extras 1.3 and Mor<aJ d*sk 
Amiga mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply unit 
A500 keyboard 

Amtga Pack 3 
fQassrc Amt* Pack) 

As Pack i but indudes the 
Star LC200 Ml cotour 
printer 

£454.95 

Amiga Pack 4 
(The Ultimata Pack} 
As Pack t but includes 
Star LC200 colour printer 
plus Philips CM8833/!! 
stereo colour monitor 

Bart Simpson 
Captain Planet 
Deluxe Paint lit 
and game of the year 
Lemrrwngs 

We aiso gw you - 
Mouse mat and pocket ' 
dust cove/, 10 blank disks 
and box, Quickshot 
Python j 1 joystick 

Plus 
IQ mm Qml Games 
Fool ball Manager 
Hotshot 
Las Vegas 
Flight Path 737 
FirebiaStei 
Karting Grand Pnx 
Thai Boxing 
Seconds Out 
Mouse Trap 
PI ut os 

Amiga Pack 5 
(Educational Pack} 
As Pack 1 but includes a 
selection of educalionai 
software — 
Spell Book (ages 4 9} 
Things to do with words 
(ages 512) 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 5-iD) 
Let s spell at the shops 
(ages 4-tQ) 
Let s spett ai home 
(ages 4-10} 
Let s spell out and about 
(ages 410} 
Puzzle Book \ (5 lo adult} 
P uzzle Book 2 (5 to adult) 

Amiga Pack 6 (Gamers Pack) 
As Pack ! but aiso 
indudes some of the 
hottest games — 
F29 Retakator. 
f 19 Stealth Fighter 
Lotus Espnt Turbo 
Challenge 
Sw»v (Silkworm II), 
Flight of the Intruder 

£604.95 

£83455 

£49955 

PRINTERS 

AH our printers are UK 
specification and are 
covered by a 12 months 
warranty All I he prices 
include a printer lead and 
a tailored dust cover 

Star LC 20 A popular km cost 
Mono Punter 
Multiple font options from 
front panel 
Excellent paper handling 
facilities 
Simultaneous. continuous 
and single sheet stationery 
240x240 DPI graphics £14955 

Star LC 24*10 
MPtnVmmotLao 
Excellent leiter qualify print 
360x360 DPI graphics 
8 resident fonts 
Additional font cartridges 
available £21455 

Star LC200 Colour Printer 
An eiceflenf *ahm tor money 

CoiourPmr 
240 DPI 9 pin colour 
Front pa net pitch selection 
Push/puil tractor feeds 
Reverse paper feeds 
16K buffer 
8 resident fonts 
Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
From panel programmable 
Paper park wilh auto 
single sheet loading £20455 

Star LC24 200 Mono Printer 
80 column dot matrix 
printer 
7K buffer expandable to 
39K 
IQ resident fonts 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 
Supplied with mono ribbon 
Faster than LC24-10 
Extra font cartridges 
available 
Front panel pitch selection 
Programmable from tront 
panel £249 95 

Star IC24"20Q Colour Printer 
360 DPi 24 pin colour 
printer 
3QK buffer expandable to 
62K 
10 resident fonts 
From panel pitch selection 
Reverse paper teed 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 

Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Extra font cartridges 
available 

CtiMfl 120D + 
A very popular low cos* 
mono printer centronics/ 
RS232/CBM 64 serial 
Please specify interface 
when ordering (two year 
warranty) 

Citizen 1240 24 pm Mono 
Printer 

8K buffer expandable 
Push and pull if actor feeds 
3 fonts with excellent 
letter quality 
(two year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour 
Printer 
3 K buffer 
240x240 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and putt tractor feeds 
Excellent printquality 
(two year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 24 pin Colour 
Printer 
European Printer of the 
Year 1990 
24 pin version of the 9 pin 
colour printer 
360x360 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feed 

£294.95 

£14455 

£204.95 

£22455 

£31455 

PERIPHERALS 

We stock a large 
range of peripherals, all of 
the highest quality If you 
can't see the one you 
require please give us a 
call to see if we stock it 

ncitoha 
MOUSJ 

^■1 

Mice and Trackballs 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
Amiga/Atari switches 
Simply the best 
280 DFl resolution 
Ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation 
2 yea/s guarantee 
Free mouse mat 
Free mouse pocket 
Now includes 
Operation Stealth from US 
Goto Only 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 



MEDIA DIRECT — THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

Mega Deals, Multi-Choice 
Squik Mouse 
low coat Amiga/Atan 
Replacement mouse 
260 DPI resolution 
Smooth slick operation 
Only 

■ ga Trackball by Ala 
Data 

'-viichable between Atari 
i'm Amiga with the "■ rd 
button 

must be the best 
. i .je trackball available 
At only £29.95 

Scanners 

'he Naksha Scanner 
r: r the Amiga A 500 
400 DPI 32 grev shade 
*:ndheld scanner 
Package mdu0e$ 
\aksha hand scanner 
A500 Interface 
15 ower supply unit 
Cara Scan professional 

J+.vare 'The Ultimate 
: anner Software'' 
Only i €89*95 

zm Expansion Boards 

^niga A500 0.5 Mb RAM 
expansion board 

■'eases memory to i Mb I 

"6 3«t technology 
-^placement for A50t 
expansion 
-1 m minutes 
Qrvoft switch. £26*95 

Clock Version. £29.96 

Amiga 1.5 Mb RAM 
expansion 

, , need more memory 
■- ■ this board is tor you 

- : is an extra l 5 Mb pi 
to your machine 

. . -g a total os 2 MEGS 
Estate with clock/ 

: '■■■ dar Uses [he latest 
■ 'logy DRAMS for low I 

consumption 12 
- mtns guarantee 

. j res Kicksiarr 1 3 or 
Easily lifted into the 

• ‘ jnder your A500 
res no solder th 3 (the 

... e' of your A500 must 
: - moved for fitting the 

. ; in Connector) 
Only £79.95 

- i service available 
--me for details 

>^cFa RAM SOD RX 
-emory expansion 
: c ■ 2 4 01 e Mb fast 
-"V tor Amiga 500 
ccr-, outers 

Easily plugs into A500 
expansion port 
Amiga bus through port 
Easily expandable zero 
wait stales and 
hrdden refresh lets you run 
larger and more 
sophisticated programs 
Allows creation of large 
and very fast RAM disks 
Test mode and software 
simplify I roubleshooting 
On/Off switch 

Supraram 500RX 2Mb 
Supraram 500RX 4Mb 
Sopraram 500RX 8Mb 

External Disk Drives 

90 

Cumana CAX354 

Very quiet Slimline 
design Throughporl 
connector On/off switch 
on rear Long connecting 
cable BB0K formatted 
capacity Fits all Amsgas 

ONLY £54 95 

Supradnve for Amiga 
AS00 
Using stale of the art 
technology, these drives 
use the same amount of 
power as a floppy disk 
drive These drives are 
shipped formatted and 
ready to use. so you can 
Simply plug in your drive 
turn on your computer and 
the system is ready lo use 
The drive can be 
configured as auioboot or 
non autoboot, it can have 
upto 8Mb of Ram and as 
many as six SCSI drives 
can be connected 
together The drives also 
come with express 
copy", hard disk backup 
software, superboot and 
"supertoofs". file 
management and 
formatting programs 

52Mb Hard dnve 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
52Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
80Mb Haro dove 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
80Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 

We also stock the range of 
Supra modems, phone lor 
details 

£449.00 

£509.00 

£549.00 

£599*00 

£599.00 

£659.00 

Zydec External Drive 
Very quiet 
Slimline design 
Quality citizen drive 
mechanism 
On/off Switch on rear 
Long connecting cable 
980K formatted capacity 
Fits all Amigas Only £49*95 

Master Sound — 
Mono Sound Sampler 
A low cost high features 
sound sampler package 
mdudes hardware and 
software with a host of 
leatures lo Sample and 
edit music live onto your 
Amiga Only 

Miscellaneous 
Midi Master — Midi 
Interface for the Amiga 
Midi m — 3X Midi oul an^J 
Midi through 
Compatible with all leading 
midi software 
Fully OPTO isolated 
Includes two free midi 
cables 
Piease stale ASOOnOGO/ 
2000 when ordering Only 

Action Replay MKII by 
Datel 
A whole host of features 
including Freezeframe. 
Boor^efector. Virus 
Detection and much much 
more Onfy 

Replacement Amiga A 500 
power supply 
Replacement internal disk 
dove tor Amiga A50Q 
(original Commodore one 
— no modification 
required) 

Sottmfblasler 

£34.95 

£26*95 

£57,95 

£39*95 

£69*95 

The amazing Soundbiaster 
adds a new dimension to 
your games Blasting oul 
stereo sound at 5 waits 
per channel into two high 
quality 50 watt 3 way 
speakers The pack comes 
complete with an AC 
power supply and as an 
added bonus there is a 
pair of free stereo 
headphones 

OMLY £44 95 

DISKETTES 

Amazing Offers on 
3,5' DSDD KAO BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSOD 135 tp £11=95 
50 DSDD 135 tpi £21*95 
75 DSDD 135 tpi £31*95 
100 DSDD 135 tp £37,95 
200 DSDD 135 tpi £71*95 
500 DSDD 135 tpi £169.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tpi £309,95 

All 3.5" disks are 
supplied with labels and 
are 100% error free 
2 for 1 guarantee 

Rainbow Diskettes 
Red, green, yellow 

orange, black, whrte 
Colours and quantity of 
your choice 

3.5- DSDD Disks 
25 DSDD 13$ tpi , £13.75 
50 DSDD 135 tpi £26.45 
100 DSDD 135 tp £44.95 
200 DSDD 135. tp £84.95 

3.5' DSDD SONY BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSDO 135 tp £13*45 
50 DSDD 135 tpi £23.95 
100 DSDD 135 tp £42.95 
200 DSDO 135 tp £81.95 
500 DSDD 135 tp £189.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tp £349.95 

Remember!! Remember!! Remember!! 
We only supply top quality 

diskettes Our 3.5" diskettes are 
manufactured by KAO and our 
S 25" diskettes are manufactured 
by ATHANA 

We do not sell substandard 
diskettes from the Far East 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833/II 
Stereo Colour Monitor 
Alt our monitors are of UK 
specification, are covered 
by a 12 month warranty 
and come complete with a 
connecting lead £244.95 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road, Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7SH 
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MEDIA DIRECT — THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

Media Direct 0782 208228 
DISKETTE EDUCATIONAL 

STORAGE BOXES SOFTWARE 

JOYSTICKS 

BOOKS 

We stock a targe 
range of Abacus books 
suitable for advanced 
programmers as well as 
beginners 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

ACCESSORIES 

All our storage boxes 
pome with anti static lid. 
two keys and dividers 
where applicable 

El 6.45 

£22.95 

£20.95 

AH our accessories are 
of the highest qualny 

General 
Mouse mat £2.50 
Mouse pocket £1.50 
3 5" disk drive cleaner £1.95 
5 25" disk drive cleaner £1.95 

We stock a large 
range of ribbons If you 
can't see your particular 
type listed then please 
phone us for a quote 

Star 
LC1G mono 
LC10 colour 
LC24-10 mono 
LC200 mono 
LC200 colour 
LC24-200 mono 
LC24-200 colour 

Citizen 120D 
Mono 
Citizen Swift 24 
mono 
Citizen Swift 9 
mono 
Citizen Swift 24 
colour 
Citizen Swift 9 
colour 

1 5 
£2.95 £13.25 
£5.95 £26.75 
£4.95 £22.25 
£5.50 *i £24*75 

£10.95 £49*25 
£4,95 £22*25 

£11.95 £53.75 

£3,29 £14*80 

£3.29 £14.00 

£3.29 £14,00 

£11.95 £53.75 

£11.95 £53*75 

Advanced system 
programmers guide £32.45 
Amiga 3D graphics basic 
programming £18*45 
Amiga basic inside 
and out £18.95 
Amiga C advanced 
programmers guide £32*45 
Amiga C for beginners £18.45 
Amiga DOS inside and out £18.45 
Amiga DOS quick 
reference £8.95 
Amiga desktop video 
guide £18.45 
Amiga disk drives inside 
and out £27.95 
Amtga lor beginners £12.95 
Amiga machine language £14.95 
Amiga printers inside 
and out £32.95 
Amiga system 
programmers guide £32.95 
Best Amiga (ricks and tips £27.45 
Making music on 
the Amiga £32.95 

S 25" or 3.5" 
10 capacity boxes 
t 

5 
10 

Stackable Storage Boxes 
These boxes are -deal 

tor the person who 
requires an alternative to 
the standard style box or 
who has a large number 
of d^ks to store 

£9-00 

£0-50 
£0.00 

Data/Pnnler Cables 
Parallel printer cable £7.95 
36 way to 36 way 
centronics cable £7*95 
25 way Drtype male/m ale 
cable £7.95 
25 way Dtype 
male/female cable £7*95 
25 way D-type fem/fem 
cable £7*95 

Data Switches 
2 way parallel data switch £12*95 
2 way serial data switch £12*95 
3 way parallel data switch £17*95 
4 way parallel data switch £22*95 

Miscellaneous 
Amiga 4 player adapter £6.95 
Atari 4 player adapter £6*95 
Mouse/joy Stic’: switcher £12,95 
Mouse/joystick extender 
cable £5*95 

3.5" 100 capacity box 
3 5" 80 capacity box 
3 5" 50 capacity box 
3.5" 40 capacity box 
5 25" 100 capacity box 
5.25" 50 capacity box 

Offer 
Deduct £1 00 from above 
box price if purchasing a 
qua nifty of diskettes 
(Mm 25 disks) 

Please state 3 5" or 5 25" 
version when ordering 

Bulk Storage Box 
ideal for bulk storage of 
diskettes, each box can 
hotd upto 250 3,5" 
diskettes 

Bam Box 
Stacks honzonially and 
vertically and can hold 
upto 90 3 5" diskettes 

Speeding Standard £9.95 
Speeding Autofire £10,95 
Speeding Sega 
Megadrive £10*95 
Navigator £13.95 
Sting Ray Standard £14.95 
Sting Ray Auiofire £15*95 
Sling Ray Sega Megadnve £ * 
Manta Ray Standard £12*95 
Manta Ray Autofire £14*95 
Manta Ray Sega 
Megadnve £14.95 
Zipstick Standard £11*95 
lipstick Autofire , £13*95 

Competition Pro 5000 
Black 
Competition Pro 5000 
Clear 
Com petition Pro Glo Extra 
Competilion Pro Extra 
Competition Pro Star 
Python 1 Turbo III 
(QS137F) 
Python 3 Sega Megadrrve 
Apache 1 (OSi3i) 
Ffightgrip 1 (QS129F) 
Maverick 1 (OS138F) 
Chimera 3 Sega 
Megadnve {OS 140} 
Intruder 1 (QS149) 
intruder 3 Sega Megadnve 
(QS150) 
Aviator 1 (OS 155} 
Aviator 3 Sega Megadrive 
(OS 156) 

Rosso Box 
The Posso box holds 
150 3.5" diskettes or 
70 5.25" diskettes and 
can be stacked 
horizontally or vertically 

Spell Book (ages 4-9) 
Things to do with words 

£17.9! 

(ages 5-12) 
Things to do with numbers 

£17.91 

(ages 5-10) 
Let's spell at the shops 

£17.95 

(ages 4-10) 
Let's spell at home (ages 

£17.9! 

4-10} 
Let's spell out and about 

£17,9! 

(ages 4-10) 
Puzzle Book i (ages 

£17,9! 

5 adult) 
Puzzle Book 2 (ages 

£17,9! 

5-adult) £17.9! 

Atar+ dust cover 
Amiga dust cover 
Star LC10 dust cover 
Star LC24 10 dust cover 
Star LC200 dust cover 
Star LC24-20C dust cover 
2 piece printer stand 
Tift 'n' turn monitor stand 
Monitor plynth 

Switches and Cabies 

Monitor Cables 
Amiga to CBM 10B4S 
monitor cable 
Amiga to Philips CM8633 
cable 
Amiga lo scart cable 
Amiga lo Hitachi/Granada 
7 pin din 
Amiga lo multisync 15 pin 
3 row plug 
Amiga to multisync 15 pin 
3 way socket 

£3.95 
£3,95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

£12.95 
£19.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 
£9.95 

£11,95 

£11.95 
£13.95 
£13.95 
£13*95 

£9.95 
£9.95 
£6.95 
£0-95 

£13.95 

TBA 
TBA 

TBA 
TBA 

TBA 

£0,95 
£4,50 
£7.95 

£5.95 
£5.45 
£4.95 
£4.45 
£5,95 

£4,95 



Quality and Value Direct to You 
CONSOLES Sega Game Gear 

Megadnve Software 
Afterburner II 
mitered Beast 
- ex Kidd 
£^aid Palmer Golf 
«'row Flash 
Battle Squadron 
Budocan 
Columns 
Crackdown 
; •'Derball 
C-ck Tracey 
Dynamite Duke 
Eswat 
-^gotten Worlds 
San Ground 
Grcstbusters 
Gnouls hri Ghosts 
Gc-den Axe 
M^*og 2 we 
- r-es Pond 
-9 Douglas Boxing 
-_nn Madden U S. Football 
.ast Battle 
Vfikey Mouse 
Mbnster Law 
*Aonderboy 111) 
’-T conwaiker 
*■* /Stic Delender 
^34 Golf Tour 
fantasy Star II 
Ppouius 
=amoo lit 
-e.enge of Shmobi 
Snedow Dancer 
5c«c the Hedgehog 
r:ace Harrier IE 
S-oer 

er Hang On 
.oer League Basebau 

Monaco G P 
T _cer Real Basketbatr 
i ThundertHade 
S-»crd of Sedan 
Svord of Vermillion 
~‘_Oer1orce 11 
"■ * Hawk 
a y-o Cup ttaiia 90 
2ar\ Golf 

E27.95 
£27.95 
£24.45 
£27+95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£31.45 
£24.45 
£27.85 
£27.95 
£31,45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27,95 
£27.95 
£35.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£27.95 
£3145 

Game Gear Software 
Columns 
Pengo 
Psychic World 
Putter Gotf 
Super Monaco G P 
Wonder Boy 
Woody Pop 
Dragon Crystal 
Donald Duck 
G Loc 
Goroen Axe 
Mickey Mouse 
Ninja Garden 
Outrun 
Space Hamer 
Shtnofcx . 
Baseball 
Frogger 
Joe Montanna Football 
Kinetic Connection 
TakX 

£16.95 
£16.95 
£16-95 
£16.95 
£16,95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19 95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

wiasaa 
Mermen 

£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31.45 
£46.95 

£31.45 
£24.45 
£27.95 
£27.95 

TBA 
£27.95 
£34.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£27.95 
£31,45 
£39.45 
£27,95 
£27,95 
£24.45 
£31.45 
£24.45 

TBA 
£31.45 

Game Gear Accessories 
AC ma«n$ adaptor , 
AV caWe 
Car lighter adaptor 
Game Gear to Game Gear 
cable 
Game Gear TV tuner 
Recnargabte battery pack 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

mve Accessories 
Arcade power slick 
too video cabie 

Atari Lynx 

Alan lynx Console with 
mams adaptor and 
California Games £119.95 

Cortrol pad 
•er base convener 

£32.95 
£6.95 

£12.95 
£27,95 

Atari Lynx Console with 
mams adaptor 

Alan Lynx Console 

£94.95 

£74.95 

Atari Lynx Software 
APB £23.95 
Block out £23.95 
Blue Lightening £23.95 
Cahfomta Games £23.95 
Chess Challenge £23.95 
Chips Challenge £23.95 
Elecfrdoop £23.95 
Gates of Zendocon £23.95 
Gauntlet li £27.95 
Klax £23.95 
MS Pacman £23.95 
Ninja Garden £23.95 
Padand £23.95 
Paperboy £23.95 
Rampage £27.95 
Road Blasters £23.95 
Robo Squash £23.95 
Rygar £23.95 
Shanghai £23.95 
Skme World £23.95 
Turbo Sub £23.95 
Warbirris £23.95 
Xenophobe * * £23.95 
Zayfor Mercenary £23.95 

Atari Lynx Accessories 
Car Lighter Ada pi or £9.95 
Sun Screen £6.95 
Carry Pouch £9.95 
Kit Bag £14.95 
Mains Adaptor \ £12.95 

It's not possible to Nat 
all Console Software as 
we hold large stocks. 
Please ring for latest 
releases and prices. 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

6ei^' 

o<:?f 

! 

«*opt1 

c 

fit* 

w** 

HOW TO ORDER 

& 0782 208228 

S BY POST 
Make cheques and postal orders Payable 
to MEDIA DIRECT, Please send Ihis 
together with your name and address, 
daytime telephone number it possible 
and your order requtf ements, to — 

MEDIA DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LIMITED 
DEPARTMENT 650297 
UNIT 3, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST4 7SN 

FAX: 0782 261506 f| 

Carriage charges SWIM 
Please add £3.35 per order for postage 
and packing. 
£5 00 for orders over £150 00 
Software and cartridges £1 25 per iiem 
Guaranteed TWO Day delivery £6 95 
Guaranteed NEXT pay delivery £9 00 

Remember!!! Remember!!! Remember!!! 
Media Direct are a well established 
company with a reputation for its 
quality and service A point to 
consider before purchasing your 
computer goods So why not buy 
from us and put our reputation to 
the test. 

aji stocks are subject to availably and to 
oe-,ng in* latest advertised packs and prices 

{Pack details may vary from lime to hmej EAOE 

HOW TO FIND US 

Corn© and visit our showroom where these 
and many Other products are on display 

IVIEBIA 
(KftiCT 
Media Direct Computer Supplies Hd 

Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 
Shelton New Road. Stoke on Trent 

Staffordshire ST4 7SH 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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SCREENPLAY (Tn 

If you thought all flight 

sims were 'gung ho', 

and that they were more 

concerned with killing 

than flying, think again. 

Civilian airlines are now 

boarding at gate 98! 

Before take off. It help* to fftwl the right 

runway. This i* bidden in i mat* of tnati- 

wiyi. In training mode Ifi )uit In front of 

yon and to the loft; which help*, because Air 

Traffic Control don't to toll you anything- 

Right. You're lined 

up for take-off. 

Spool up those 

multi-fan babies and 

roll. It helps H you 

set a bit of flap » 

well- One* off the 

heading as soon as 

possible If you want 

to avoid annoying 

everyone else in the 

■kies over Europe at 

that particular 

r foonir °"q 
* 

........ i - * 
ftor (Tool 

[00 flj DDE 

V EFCS □ 
H.5P0 D 
STICK Q 

Airbus A320 
In the last few years combat aircraft have 

come with fly-by-wire and head-up dis¬ 

play systems as standard. These work 

well, and they're now being employed on civil 

airliners, one of which is the Airbus A320. 

The A32Q is a twin-engined medium 

range job, with room for a couple of hundred 

people on board. It's a pan-European plane, 

part* of which arc built in Germany. France 

and the UK, and its primary role is short-haul¬ 

ing its wav around Europe. 

In this simulation you get ID fly a 

Lufthansa Airbus from the European city of 

your choke (within reason), to, er, another 

European city of your choice. The challenge is 

getting to grips with everything that a real 

pilot has to deal with. The detail included is 

The challenge is getting to grips 

with everything that a real 

pilot has to deal with. 

immense, so donT expect just to whack open 

the throttles and point at the sky. 

Best-laid plans 
Before you're allowed to get anywhere you 

must file a flight-plan. You go to a screen 

where you must type in your airport of depar¬ 

ture, arrival and any place you want to visit on 

the way. You must also put down how many 

passengers you're taking, how much freight 

and how many kilos of fuel you'll need. You 

also tell the bureaucrats whether you'll be fly¬ 

ing on instruments or visual flight rules (VFR). 

If you select VFR you're limited to flying in 

the daytime and below the clouds. 

Once the office bods are happy with your 

plan, you are dumped into the aircraft. You sit 

in the left-hand seat (traditionally the comman¬ 

der's chair) and in from of you is a 50-50 split 

between the view out and the controls. 

As well as the fly-by-wire, your Airbus 

has a glass cockpit'. This means the old elec¬ 

tro-mechanical gauges and dials have been 

replaced by a primary flight display (PFD). 

This is a TV screen displaying speed, altitude, 

artificial horizon info, heading and vertical 

speed. It’s like a HUD, but it’s down on the 

panel, so you can't see the sky through it, 

Angle «f Attack 

Input USM/ 

Braton SsUctori 

Indicated Air Sp**d 

Actual Speed 

Left Engine Rawer 

Right Engine Pentr 

Slats/Flaps Indicator 



SCREENPLAY 

Finals at* whtn i 

Once you've cast your eyes over ihis array, it's 

time to spool up the engines. Each engine has 

separate controls, hut you can control them 

both at once. OK. they're fired up. The power 

will settle at 17 per cent. Time lo took for the 

runways and taxi-ways, When you've found 

the one you want, then it’s throttles forwards 

until you start taxiing. The aircraft is con¬ 

trolled by the mouse, you can use it to steer on 

the ground by moving left and right. Once you 

find the runway, line up and kill the power. 

Radio chaos 
Before you blast off, you've got to sort out 

your route. This is where it gets complicated. 

Radio beacons or varying types litter your 

route. There are VORs. NDBs and ILSs to sort 

out. Basically, you have to consult an aeronau¬ 

tical map and dial up the correct frequencies 

for the beacons you need, including the final 

one at the destination airport. 

When these are locked in. a nav display 

comes into life. You get a set of cross-hairs 

landing ctiecki you 

should have done 

minute* ago at 

5,000 f«t. 0»*ck* 

like < 

sited cat's eyes. 

Looking out of the 

the airbase Is fin* In 

Training mode, but 

If you try anything 

you're on a *ch*d- 

AtrthoritJes haw* got 

every right to fire 

SAKIs at y*u. 

At about Q, OOO feet 

hi«i 

i of solid 

is. At 
10,000 feet you 

hut of 

view of 

ind la com- 

SIMS FAMILIAR 

Flight simulations are one of 
the most popular games on 

the Amiga. They seek to recreate the fly¬ 
ing experience by generating a 3D world 
which you can fly around in an aircraft 
model that has been tweaked to mimic 
that of its real world counterpart Both 
World War I and II aircraft have been sim¬ 
ulated as has virtually every modem 
decent tighter aircraft. These tend to 
have heavy manuals, but the complexity 
often forms part ot the game s appeal 

hurt this nun? Ht l tin dis 

hud« you for all that boring 

arh. You can't Just Ignore 

th* plane. Keep him milt or 

the Ignition keys. 

which tell you which direction to go. You can 

then lake off, head out in the right direction, 

get to the correct height (you'll be informed by 

ATC) and, er, fly along until you gel there. 

The graphics in A320 are almost inciden¬ 

tal, You get half a screen of either day or night 

views of the ground, rivere* runways and 

fields. These seem pretty smooth, hul the 

Airbus isn’t cut out for low-level high-speed 

passes, so if you’re playing properly, you 

don’t get to sec much ground detail. Sound is 

limited to engine noises and the odd warning. 

The engines sound excellent, and the feeling 

of power is real as you push them to the gate. 

A320 is for the purist. It's not something 

you can launch into: you have to read the man¬ 

ual and study the controls. It flies well* though* 

and you can tell when the fly-by*wire takes 

over (if you bank loo far or try and stall). If 

you're a fan of civil aviation and you like mas¬ 

tering complex procedures as you approach at 

130 knots* you’ll enjoy it. But a game it's not* 

so don’t expect excitement. 

James Leach O 

Airbus A320 
Thalion ■ £29.99 

• Very detailed* and quite difficult-In-get-into 

pedantic simulation. 

• Takes ages tn play and not a great deal hap¬ 

pens* so forget about MIG avoidance* 

• Smooth and realistic flight controls, (hough* 

• A pure flight simulator* not for the fly-by- 

night fighter pilot. 

Me) 78% 
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SCREENPLAY 

100 

Oh dear! Being 

zapped by ana of 

Sh redder* t robots 

won't help you to 

save April, will Hf 

Better pat those 

green fist* going. 

Turtles - 
The Coin-Op 

Now this H hardly 

fair. All you've got h 

a stick, whereas 

they've got dirty 

great hammers to 

clobber you with. 

Referee! After the success of the first Turtles 

licence, it was inevitable that a 

conversion of the coin-op game 

would soon hit the shelves. For those who are 

unfamiliar with the arcade, the approach is 

different from the first 1 magew<irks Turtles 

release. ^The coin-op is a side ways-sc rolling 

beat cm up* with up lo four players controlling 

each of the individual Turtle characters as they 

try their best to battle their way past members 

of the dreaded Foot Clan to finally defeat 

the evil Shredder. 

Turtle soup 
The game begins wiih the Turtles answering a 

cry for help from their buddy* TV reporter 

April O'Neal, who is trapped in a burning 

office building. Unfortunately. Shredder and 

his cronies are waiting* and they whisk her 

away before you can rescue her. The battle 

then moves to the street, w here bomb-carrying 

wantons await you. After a battle with one of 

Shredder's mutant heavies, it's into the sew¬ 

er*, where robots and a hovering spaceship 

need to be defeated. 

Next it's back to the street where road-signs 
are brought into play as weapons. After a 

struggle with both Bebop and Rock-Steady. 

April is saved - hut the fight isn't over. Now 

you must battle through to save Splinter, who 

lias been kidnapped by the Fool Clan. 

This requires the Turtles to enter 

Shredder's underground base, which H 

patrolled both by Clan members and huge, 

powerful battle droids. Only when you have 

broken through these mighty barriers can you 

Rock Steady hai 

decided to maki a 

run for It. Mtyb« 

you'd better get out 

of th» way before 

you get trampled 

underfoot. 

I’M A CONVERT! 

Coin-op conversions have a 
hard Ilia, they have to match 

the custom hardware of arcade 
machines Even the well converted coin- 
op can fall if the gameplay itself doesn't 
work on computer eg Pitfightef* 

save Splinter and defeat Shredder once and for 

all.., or maybe just for the lime being! 

I must say that 1 really wanted the conver¬ 

sion of the Turtles coin-op to be something 

special* Many a lime I've spent far too much 

time and money on a Saturday afternoon hash¬ 

ing hell out of the Foot Clan - and l still never 

managed to finish the game! 

Unfortunately, the Amiga version of the 

arcade hit misses the mark by a fair amount, A 

number of things are missing from the conver¬ 

sion* such as the four player option - which 

made things very frantic on the original! This 

is more than likely down to processor-time 

problems, which is evident by the fact that 

playing in two-player mode causes the game to 

judder like crazy, A lot of emphasis was 

placed on the fact that the graphics have been 

meticulously designed to emulate the coin-op, 

so why are they so horribly coloured? The 

original had some marvellous cartoon-style 

graphics, but the conversion simply looks like 

just another blocks hem-em-up, 

Down at the arcade 
A few of the moves that were in the coin-op 

are missing from the Amiga version, such as 

the vicious swipe as the Turlies jump in the 

air. This may not seem important, hut it actu¬ 

ally affects the gameplav quite significantly. 

Now the battles seem to simply consist of 

holding the joystick sideways and hashing the 

hell out of the fire-button. The collision detec¬ 

tion affects the fights too, especially when you 

get knocked out by an enemy that is already 

supposed lo be dead! However, the worst case 

of this is the gates on the sewer level. These 

have a collision area which is half as big again 

as the actual sprite! 

The coin-op game is the one that most 

people said that I mage works should have con¬ 

verted in the first place, but the version that 

has finally appeared doesn't really do the orig¬ 

inal game justice. 

Maff Evans 0 

Turtles - The Coin-Op 
Imageworks 1 £25.99 

• Hut her gaudy graphics don't capture much 

of the style of the original, 

• A game needs more than about five sound 

effects lu be atmospheric. 

• Bad scrolling and collision detection make 

the game a chore to play. 

• A hair-hearted attempt to recreate the 

arcade game - stick with the original. 

wtigmiS* 

Ml 60% 



ENTER THE WORLD OF FANTASIA WITH COMMODORE 
E COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

f } 

AMIGA SOO + 
CARTOON 

CLASSICS PACK 
RRP. £399.00 

(FANTASIA’S Price 

£359.00 
Advanced home computer with powerful Img RAM. Professional style 
keyboard and mouse. J.V. modulator and built-in disc drive for 3V/ 
disc. Pack includes 3 cartoon games. "The Simpsons", "Lemmings" and 
“Captain Planer and "Delux Paint II" to create your own cartoons. 

Irj 
y 

U'tfra1 

[V 

£304.99 
SEE FANTASIA 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Atari 520 ST Discovery Pack Inc: 
3%"Floppy 512K RAM TV modulator 
Midi parts 4096 colours. Free Joysticks 

Anarchy Control ACC 
Dragons Breath Emulator ACC 
Indiana Jones Ftisi Base 
Soper cyd« Neocfrorrw 

SlToi 

COMMODORE CDTV 
Package includes: 
* CDTV player 
* Remote control handset with batteries 
* Welcome - A guide to CDTV disk 
with Caddy 
* Instruction manual 
■ Connecting cables to RF input & to audio 
* One year warranty 'return to base' 
Plus two other titles 
Hutchinson’s Excyclopedia - 25.000 
entries, 7,000 biographies and 250 tables 

^Fantasia^eaJ: £465.00 

AMIGA 1500 Pack 
Includes: 
Battle Chess 
Populous & Promised Lands 
Sin City & Terrain editor 
The works - Platinum editor 
Their Finest Hour 
Delux Paint III rtA 
Fantasia deal: £675.00 

n 

MAIL ORDERS 
SALES & ENQUIRIES DESK 

0202 514533 
FAX: (0202) 293456 

FANTASIA ENTERTAINMENTS & LEISURE 
18 MAGNOLIA HOUSE RED HILL DRIVE 

BOURNEMOUTH DORSET 
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK - MON-SAT 9-5.30 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC’S XTRA PACK 1. 

Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons. Lemmings, 
Captain Planet. DP2 + 
Gremlins 2, Interceptor, 
Nebulos, Football Manager. 
Las Vegas, Star Ray, 
Quadralien. Eyes of Horos, 
Star Goose, Battle Valley 

deal?sia£385.00! 

AMIGA 500 + CARTOON 
CLASSIC’S XTRA PACK 2. 
Top Quality joystick + The 
Simpsons, Lemmings, 
Captain Planet, D Paint 2 + 
Datastorm, Dungeon Quest, 
E- motion, Grand Monster 
Slam, Kid Gloves, 
Powerplay, RVF Honda, 
Shuffle Puck Cafe, Soccer 
and Tower of Babel 

fantaSIa£385.oo! 

All Amiga 500’s are the new 500 Plus models with 1 MB 
RAM, work bench 2.04 + enhanced chips for improved 

graphics. 

[ AMIGA MONITOR AMIGA MONITOR | 

i.-. f ft 

V 
_ 

i 

Philips CM8832/11 stereo Colour Atari SC 1435 Colour Monitor 

Monitor All our monitors are Of UK Atari medium resolution colour 

specification are covered by a 12 monitor. Compatible with all 

month warranty and come with a Atahs. Connection lead included. 

^connection cable. £219 99 ^^^^£249j99l 

A500 Class of 90 s PRINTERS 
ftavu d rv*M exp . 
A590 20 meg HO 0MB RAM. . .£279.99 Citizen Swift 9. £199.99 

A590 20 meg HD 1MB RAM ... £329.99 Citizen 120D... £149.99 
A590 20 meg HD 2MB RAM . ,. £379.99 Citizen Swift 24 ( tuces] .,, £299.99 
Cummana ext drive Amiga .... ..£59,99 Citizen 124D iizocps* £210.00 
Atari ext d rive Inc Free S oftwar e .. £74 99 | Star LC10 Mono. . ..Ecalf 
Atari Family Curriculum Star LC24/10 Mono .... .... £ea!l 
(Cal' for details) £339.99 Star LC 200 Colour ... . .. .Ecall 
Quick Joy Turbo Joystick. £flJ5 Star LC 24/200 Mono . 

L Atari or Amiga Star LC24/200 Colour .. . Ecalt J 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. 

Delivery charges UK Mainland 
HARDWARE: £8 00 + VAT per box 

SOFTWARE: Postage paid 

Subject lo ivoilobrhty 
despatch is hgrntiMy 
effected within 2 days 
from receipt of cleared 
payment Please a flow 5 
working days for cheque 
clearance At orders wril 
be MfMed up to 28 days 

> change wti 
»rrtpfao<JontiattM$$ 
i of ule - avakabie on rogues 

chec* 



GASTEINER vs 
tec^°l00 

Tel: + 44 081-365 1151 
Fax: +44 081-885 1953 

Trade and Educational 
Orders Welcome 

Credit Cards £ 
Welcome bsc 

Personal Callers 
Welcome 

Outstanding NEW products from Gasteiner Technologies 
MEMORY MASTER 

NEC 3D 

QUADRAN 1480 

PHILIPS 8833 

ALF3 

£499 
£399 
£229 

High speed excellent performance. 
Hard disk delivered ready for use after 
plugging into a free A2000-Slot* 
Optional data trasfer independent from 
processor & uses fully the Amiga-busband- 
width (16 Bit). £299 

OKTAGON 500 

THE TRACK BALL GOLDEN IMAGE 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

A half-length FostRAMN expansion with 4 
MBIT technology upgradeable 2, 4, 6 & 
8Mb. No additional Wait State in the 
Amiga 1500/2000 16 But-Bus-Technology. 
Includes RAMtest program and detailed 
manual, £129 

PRO-MONITORS 

Switchable between Atari/Amrga with the 
third button 'Click & Hold' feature this 
be the best value trackball at only 

ALFA DATA MOUSE 

e 

J 

Amo zing accuracy and reliability wi ih lb* first optical 

for Ita Amiga + ST. £24.95 

ALFA DATA TRACKBALL 

Best replacement mouse which includes a 
if* mouse notder & cutting pad. 

For Only 

UK's LEADING TOP SELLING 

SCANNER Mk II 

Alfa Data Trackball. Excellent high 
performance trackball for Amiga and Atari 

£11 QC ST, Operates from mouse or joystick port. 
** 1 ^ Top quality construction and opto* 

mechanical desiqn. 

£29.95 
2Mb RAM CARD 

A really intelligent SCSI controller for the 
Amiga 500, 
* Autoboot by FFS 
* Automatic reading from SCSI devices 
* Supports up to 7 SCSI devises 
* Multi tasking capable 
* Login and password security 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY —£149 

Outstanding quality, excellent value - this 
package includes a 10Q-400dpi scanner 
with dither options, plus the amazingly 
powerful TOUCH-UP software package 
which drives the scanner directly. Scanner 
includes viewing window & backlight for 
accurate scons. Scan either line-art or grey 
images up to 400dpi. 

V£149.00 
GOLDEN IMAGE 

RC 2000 = 2Mb-8Mb 

Populated for A1500 - A2000 

2Mb -► £99 
4Mb -► £POA 
6Mb -► £POA 
8Mb -► £POA 

* Fully populated board 
* Pluas into trap door expansion 
* and connects to gray chip. Populated 

RAM board with click 

^£34.95 
Ram cord Vi Mb — £59 
Ram Card 2.5Mb —£139 

512K RAM/CLOCK CARD 

* 100% A50Q compatible 
* Battery Bock-up Read time Clock on Board 
* Support ON/OFF Switch to 

enoDle/disable expanded RAM. 

£27.95 
GASTEINER Unit 12 a Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17 9QU 

Tel: 081-365 1151 Fax: 081-885 1953 Opening hours Mon-Sat (9.30am-5.30pm) 



SCREENPLAY 

GOOD SPORT! 

Sports si mutations have one 

problem, they re all compared 

to the brilliant Kick Off 21 This award 

winning soccer game is so good that 

even pathological tootle haters love to 

play It. U s last, fun and you can foul! 

T here are a growing number of simula* 

lions out there, ranging from snooker 

10 football and I mm driving to flying. 

One area that hasn't had much attention 

though is Rugby, until now that is. World 

Class Rugby is an overhead*style rugby game, 

akin to the sty le of Kick Off. The game com* 

prises of a single game disk that loads up and 

presents you with a comprehensive variety of 

options, ranging from altering the pilch and 

wind conditions and also the type of game 

being played* whether it he a World Cup 

game, or a friendly league match. 

There are also a few more options, 

mainly concerned w ith changing the functions 

in the game, rather than the actual gameplay* 

such as the almost customary action replay 

knim down! Sail 

coming In now! Iff 

time to try (!) 

and win one of 

th«i pesky rucks, 

but unfortunately it 

that N*w 

Zealand are win¬ 

ning. Indicated by 

the colour of the 

arrows lulls tfw 

scrum. Oh dear. 

World Class Rugby 
function. There is also another function for 

viewpoint: 2D or 3D* but this seems to have 

Iitile effect on the game - the screen looks 

exactly the same except for the colour of ihe 

pitch. The call is “Ice Cream". 

Will Carling? 
Controlling vour players is a tricky process, 

with complex joystick commands to make 

them do different manoeuvres. Once mastered, 

though the control process is easier, but still 

tricky. Every thing in a normal rugby game has 

been included (except the fightsj. All your 

moves have to be done according to the rules 

of rugby, which is good* as the computer is 

good at picking up things like offside (if 

enabled) and gives out penalties accordingly. 

All the features of the real game have 

been included. There arc line-outs when the 

ball goes into touch (off the pitchJ and when it 

is your throw, you arc presented with a host of 

tactical options to employ. This also happens 

at scrums, when it is your ball. Winning these 

scrums and line-outs are not easy though, with 

luck playing a major pan of it. Even tackling 

and kicking can he haphazard, with only a lim* 

lied amount of control over your men* when 

you have it at all that is. Instead of automati* 

cally selecting the nearest man. you have to 

choose to control the best positioned man by 

v artous joy si ic k combi nat ions. 

The presentation of the game is very 

good, with colourful graphics on the option 

screens, although the in game graphics are a 

hit jerky and do not flow as well as they could. 

The characters are well defined though, and 

there are some good views in ihe action-replay 

mode. You can also save these action replays, 

hui unfortunately you need a World Class 

Rugby expansion disk to actually view them 

after saving! The sound in the game is good. 

Th* call H elephant. Yup time to choose which tactics you want to 

utilise and gain a« much advantage over your opponent h possible. 

What a disgraceful score! But wait! An excellent tackle by England 

have sent two of the All Blacks to the floor - perhaps all Is not tost... 

with some good atmospheric thud sounds 

when tackled, with other good effect through 

the game. Sc rum down at 22 yards, 

All black? 
Rugby is a very physical game* and although 

all the different aspects of rugby, line-outs, 

scrums etc, are faithfully incorporated into ihe 

game, there is still a lack of real action, which 

is rather disappointing. It is all to easy to get 

into a ruck or he offside* the computer is 

pedantic about these things. 

This is not to say that it is totally impossi¬ 

ble to produce a game that would he full of 

action, it's just that the game requires little 

skill, because half the time the players seem to 

do what they want rather than what you arc 

try ing to make them do. This is fatal for those 

vital cup matches. It s jusi a case of where the 

ideas are good, the implementation is not 

quite up to scratch, 

Asam Ahmad <2> 

World Class Rugby 
Audiogenic ■ £25.99 

• The computer takes skill in brut - playing 

against another person is more authentic. 

• V\ (irking out who is In i-nntrot can be diffi¬ 

cult due to a strange control system, 

• I hr game contains all you would evpect 

from a good Rugby Union game. 

• The player controls are not intuitive enough 

to make it a fast and Iteming game. 

MO 68% 
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£3 a hfi/11 MM! 
0530 411485 L. V, d? If B If 0530 411485 

PRESENTS 

MACSl 
BACK-UP 

FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
INC. VAT & P/P 

THE MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE BACKUP SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED FOR THE A500 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE YET PRODUCED THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP USING THE MAC II SYSTEM 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES 
The most comprehensive back-up utility ever! 

Optimisation and data verification for fast loading 

Also backs up other formats: IBM, MAC, ATARI etc. 

Menu driven options which make it easy to use 

Also available for A1500/A2000 

Quick and easy to install (second drive required) 

ORDER MAC II BACK-UP NOW AND YOU WILL 
NEVER HAVE TO PURCHASE ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY AGAIN 

ROCTEC 

SLIMLINE DISC DRIVE 

ONLY £59.95 

ROCTEC DISK DRIVE 

+ MAC II 

+ UTILITIES DISK 

MAC II UTILITIES DISK 
BACK UP OPTIMISED SPEED CHECK 

AND ALIGNMENT CHECKER £19.95 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. ASHCOM neither condones or authorises the use of this package for the reproduction of copyrighted material. 
The facilities offered by MAC II are designed to reproduce users own software, PD software & other such programs where permission has 
been clearly given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright holder or the ticencee thereof. 

NEW PRODUCT NEW LOW PRICE 
A502 PLUS 1 MEG RAM EXPANSION 

for the new A500 PLUS. Ultra compact design using latest DRAM 

technology, wil* give you 2MB of CHIP MEM. Will not lne; 

invalidate Commodore warranty, fits in trap door. £59.95 
512 K RAM 

EXPANSION 

£19.95 
£21.95 

Clock Version 

NEW PRODUCT 
AX508 8 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP 

AX504 4 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP 

AX502 2 MEG EXTERNAL RAM EXP 

£399.00 
£269.00 
£179.00 

A500 1,8MB EXP £139.95 
44256 DRAMS £ 4.50 
SIMM'S IMEGX9 £ 33.00 
ASHCOM MEGA 
UTILS DISC E 2.95 
SQUIK MOUSE £ 14.95 
ANTI-CLICK/ 
BOOT SELECTOR £ 19.95 

AUTOMATIC 
MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK SWITCHER 

ONLY £14.95 
+ SQUIK MOUSE £24.95 

ffBEEUNEMi 
f \r STEREO SAMPLER rJ TJ 

STUDIO QUALITY STEREO 
SOUND SAMPLER FOR THE AMIGA 

INCLUDES SOFTWARE 

WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN SAMPLER SOFTWARE 

EASY TO INSTALL, JUST PLUGS IN 

ONLY £24.95 
2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P/P ORDERS. NORMALLY DESPATCHED IN 24 HRS. 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF1,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
MON-FRI 9.00-5.30 Telephone: (0530) 411485 (24 hrs) Fax: (0530) 414433 SAT 9,30-4,00 
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MAIL ORDER 
61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

PRICE 
SMASH 

POWER PACK 11ts your CHOICE! 
SjCARTOON CLASSICS 

® CARTOON CLASSICS I Mb, Include#: 

Pack A PLUS the official Commodore 1.2Mb 
, upgrade complete with battery backed up clock, 

protective metal casing. Does not invalidate war¬ 
ranty, l year Commodore warranty 
PU S 10 GREAT GAMES 
Data storm. Dungeon Quest, Grand Monster 
Slam. Kid Gloves, Powerplay, RVF Honda, 
Shufllcpuck Cafe. Micn>prtjse Soccer, Tower of 

Babel, E* motion, 
OR POWT.R IT* - The ultimate compilation including: 

Rainbow Island ■ Formal Gold & all time favourite 
Altered Beast - 60*70% review 
X-Out * 70-80% review 
Turrican * 85-90% review' 

Chase HQ - 80-90% review 

A 500+ 
< I Mb built-in) 
Including 
l Mb disk drive, * / vVV -i 

TV modulator. 
4096 colours, 
mu It (-lacking, speech 
synthesis, Amigabask. 
i channel stereo. mouse. 
5 ciperaikm manuals. 
Workbench 2.04, 
tutorial disk, all cables, 
notepad w/p, 
PIUS 
The .Simpsons 
Captain Planet 
3 runnings 
Deluxe Pain* III 
tsee pack IB for 

details) 

AJff ■rOMflf PRICE 
only £349 

lxduxe Palm HI 
PLUS Mouse mat 
AND Joystick AND 
Dust Cover 

PRICED 
TO SELL 

With Pack (u) 

‘RRPrown price 

only £569 

AJff>Miytl PRICE only £385.99 

POWER PACK 2 

You 
CHOOSE 
your own 
chart hit 

© 
Pack B with 
chart game of 
your choke 
tup to £26) 
e g. PGA Tour Golf. 
FI9, K-Tyjx- 2, FI5 
etc. 

POMflff PRICE 

only £399 

SMASHED 

PRICES 

PHILIPS 8833 MKII COLOUR MONITOR 

With Pack 

-SHW* POWER PRICE 
only £633.99 

With Pack (i) 

4HW* POWER PRICE 

only £619.99 

POWER PACK 3 its got the power 

From £589.99 without software 
2 year warranty on our 

Quantum Drives 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK 
BRAND NEW lSWPack that's ideal for 
Ixnh home and business!!! 
(iTiinil Processing Unit (CPU).... 
I mb RAM. 2. 3 5* Floppy Disk Drives 
Sight expansion slots to take all Amiga 
2000 peripherals. 
Keyboard and Mouse 
Plug-in keyboard with Numeric key 
pad. 4 cursor keys. 2 button Amiga 

without monitor .£63999 5Mi Quantum WoKfevm 
TMi ill TIMATE Pif V jlfr with Philips 8833 Mk II ,£87999 Comrnlkf uni t *.!■■ 
DAuiro bbipe ,u, hit with Commodore 1084$.£@6999 ‘ Mb r ^ t i r| 
rvfftm “KILL INC. VAT or with dust cover JUSH999 : ■» ' ■ ' ► * • 

PLATINUM WORKS 

HOME ACCOUNTS 

DELUXE PAINT III 

ELF - MAGIC GAME 

TOKI - ANIMATED FUN 

AMIGA GUIDE BOOK 

EXPANSION POWER 
3 V external drives.......,.£54.99 
Very quiet, stimliiie design * suits any Amiga. 
On off switch, H8QK formatted capacity - extra long 
cable, Al>o durable metal cast1 
SI2K memory expansion with clock.. ..onlv £29*99 
CBM A^03 official 5l2K expansion . ' £44.99 

CDTV POWER 
I Indude?. CD player with full !MKA HI I) conimt PI.I \ 

lead*, to IN' and audio system PM s imn nJuclofy dink 
hi I s I Ki t voucher for lemmings and Hutchinson^ 
Enevclopaedw 

, POWER PRICE E469.00 
CD ROM ivjJj-.lv soon 

VISIT OUR SHOPS! 
Power Station Computers,14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
tl's right by Finchley Central Tube Station so now you can try our products before 
buying! - our trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

11 Engle Star Complex, 299*301 High Street, Sutton, SURREY 
TEL: 08! 643 7078 

IMPORTANT ALL machines are letted prior to shipping 

SCB&P! MONITOR POWER 
COMMODORE 10345D 

Including FREE dust cover and 
FREE leads 

at the 4W*5^/ 

POWER PRICE of only 
£229.99 in<. VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

Including FREE lead plus FREE dust cover 
plus FREE FI9 Stealth Fighter plus FREE 1 
year on-sire maintenance 

**#•£**?>/ POWER PRICE 
only £239.99 in*. VAT 

A500 HARD DRIVE PROMOTION POWER 
IfkoTAK Germany * leading tirkemanufae* 
llurer - flow y<Hi tan have German technology 
Ijnd reliability at the very Ixsl price with l year 
Irepbicmcnl warranty - NO Q17RBLF 

external SCSI Interface ■ transfer rate greater 
than 1 Mb second. 
Prouir A50O HD 2iiMb.......£269.00 

Pratar A50O HD *Q\ih.J&339-00 

GVP SER n 52MB (TAKES 8MB RAM) £379 

'.HI 
PROOUtlS PRINTER POWER 
All printers come with a FRE£ printer pack containing 200 sheets of 

coni. A-4 paper ’ 5 cant, envelopes 100 com. address labels - Amigal 
cable - dust cover 1 printer driver 

All Citizen printers carry a full 2 YEAR WARRANTY’ 

Citizen I20D 9 pin, 120 cps, NLQ, 80 col... £149*99 
Citizen 124D * 24 Pin Mono___£209*99 
Citizen SW9 Colour__  £220.00 
Citizen SW24E Colour (NEW).,.  £289*99 
6LQ Fonts, 180 cps DR 
Star LC24/200 Colour .. £289.99 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500. £359,99 
Hewlett Packard PaintJet.£699.99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
Commodore a^X! 20Mb hard drive LOW PUCE .....£279.99 
Hus extra 2Mb fined - does NOT affect warranty... .. .X369.99 
AT Once for A500 - PC Emulator (brilliant)............ X189.99 
Astra Pack (1(5 great games),,,....,.MMM.............-£29.99 
Ufibrandcd disks 40 plus 40 cap iocbbk storage bot„...... ±24.99 
KCS Bnaid—..,..♦........ ,..i219.99 
Sony branded 20 x 3.5’ with Sony ho* ■ very compact...£19-99 
Control centre - aluminium - apace for drive - monitor platform !HFW £39.99 
KcmLik* Genlock 8802 with FVFJ switch  -+„J>lfi4.99 
Replacement power supply.. . ..£39.99 
Quickjoy TOl'ST Ak (for professionals) - microswitches. auiofiiv ..£21.99 
Qukkjoy IFrFKpHTI-R - h micnwilches - autofire - speed control mikuhIi .. £13.99 
Kofilx Sptredking - brilliani - autoflre - The Best... , .£12.99 
Mnienoo Super Famicom Scait Version . .£199.99 
Sega megadrive * Hnglish or Japanese ^ plus great games from..,£129.99 
Dust cover for 1500. Covers monitor. CPC & keyboard  .£14,99 
Tilt "n* Swivel nu)nitor stand with position lixking.  X17.99 

Authorised dealers for Commodore^ Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

VISA 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES ___ 

M 081 343 0419 (6 lln*i} 
HOW TO ORDER 

Bv phone 
081 343 0419 

ezi 

By fax IVs fast 
081 446 6422 

By pettti nuke 
|dtt?cjLjes. hankers 
drafts. postal 

-filers or building -society 
C tictpicS pwyahJe to 

4##* Direct Ltd 

Alksw 3 w rakrng for 
pc-r^trul cheque clear- 
nice 

DELIVERY: UK MAIMUMD ONLY. 

THE ARE* POWER SERVICE 

Next day delivery only £10.CW) inc VAT 
3'5 day only £6,<X) 
P&P under £10000 only £2.50 
P&V over £100,00 only £4,00 

SPECIAL WEEKEND 
DELIVERY 

WITHIN M23 ONLY 
SH.00 

Flerae bait? your tTctlii card ready when 
iMtienng for easy reference. Tlumk you 

OPENING HOURS: 
Vlon-Fri: 8,30am - 7.30pm 
Saturday; 9,OOam - 6.00pm 
Sunday: hop I open 10.00am I.IHJpm 

E.ii O.E. Prices an? correct ai 
lime of guing to pa-^s. and 
include VAT hui subject to 
change, As we arc vtfnrtimc* 
let down by suppliers. Call 

A«P first 

PRICE...P0IVfJ?...PERF0RMANCE 

Name (Mr. Mrs. Ms). 

Address 

Postcode 

Credit Card (r3 X dide Card No _ _ _ __ y __ y 

PIiu\SE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE quantity POWTR PRICE 

All product* are stxirced from ihc UK - no grey Carriage 
krnpons - SO rest uasv with your official UK _ . „ 
wanaruies Power Pncc 



At last a range of Joysticks with looks and performance that come straight 
from the Arcade. With prices starting from as little as £14.99, they are 
seductively transparent to show their internal workings rippling like The 
muscles of an Iron-pumper. 

SV132 
HYPERSTAR 

• Steel Shaft 
Six Heavy-cjuty 

_ Microswitcnes 

Steel Shaft Seven 

Microswitches 

I SV131 SV127 
SUPERSTAR TOPSTAR 

Six Heavy-duty 

Microswitches 
Microswitches Pistol-Grip 

jsPECTRAVIDEO. UNIT 2? NORTHFIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. BEWESFQjfrp AVENUE, 

TELEPHONE: 081 900 0024 FACSIMILE: 081 903 6625 SALES HO 
IMBLEY. HAO 1NU. ENGLAND inoio 

A 1 « 
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§ 
7 K \ 

Ti 
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SPOUTRO 

Calling slimy and heavily-armed occupants of interplanetary craft. Aliens get your guns, here 

come the all-important charts, and even more rootin' tootin' reviews. Yee-hah! 

Spoutrottt 

EkchM im pardnor, but wwn't tb* Wild W**l all Ht in ffe* 19th can- 
fury? Wall If you fancy a shot at bring sheriff visit Wild West Wo rid 

Wild West World 
US Gold £25.99 

Wild WV.rf World is set in the 18th Century, in 1741 (???) to be precise. 

Your task is to become the most powerful citizen in the region, yup 

pardncr, WWW is a "power/dominatiofT game. Respect (power) must be 

earned, and it’s earning it by nefarious means that's the fun part where 

you claim jump and hire gun fighters to intimidate the locals. The graph¬ 

ics are a bit on the small side, with a few neat touches and there's the 

odd bit of sampled speech for effect. WWW is a new twist on a common 

concept - the power battle. 

Populous World Editor 
Electronic Arts £14,99 

Fancy a new graphic theme for Populous 7? Want to have your people 

live longer? Then, grab Populous World Editor and get snipping, dip¬ 

ping and drawing. It wasn't coded by the Bullfrogs but by a die hard 

Populous fan who wanted to make the game a little different. One year 

later the little difference has become a full editing suite for the graphics 

and game mechanics of Populous I. Fun for games techies! (requires 

original Populous). 

As on# of thru heroti you have to tiitd th* alien slim* bag* back from whanct they came, or 

falling that, kill them quickly. Kilting them Is a lot easier, so lets begin! One, two thro*... 

Alien Storm 
US Gold £25.99 

OK. you know the score, alien slimcballs have come to take over our planet because they've 

completely trashed their own. You're the only one hard enough to save us from becoming alien 

hors d'oeuvres. Cue sideways scrolling and Operation Wolf style blasting action, as you try to rid 

the planet of these foul alien slime bag type things. 

Alien Storm began life as a coin-op with really smooth graphics and some smart sounds, unfortu¬ 

nately the Amiga incarnation doesn't. The graphics are big. colourful and well drawn, but need a 

little more polish to make them sing. The sound, well did you ever own a Stlyophone? It seems 

Tiencx (the coding team) did and they must still cherish it judging by the music. It's not THAT 

bad but it barely varies throughout the game and like the gameplay, the sound effects drain enthu¬ 

siasm rather than drawing you into the game. 

Allen Storm isn't really that bad, it's just not that good! The coin op was mindless but fun* 

the conversion is mindless and only occasionally fun. Playing with a friend does stretch the last¬ 

ing appeal out a bit* and make life easier* but it can't carry the weight of a full game. 

Jnrrr 

ENE&SY 

Twc*fi was neu«r Ilk* tbit! Th* Allen Storm hits th* local hypermarket for th* January sal#*. 
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SPOUTRO * 0 

108 

MAGICAL 
HISTORY SCORE 

THIS MONTH'S GAMES 
Starglider 2 Mirror tmage 88% 

K nightmare Mindstape 85% 
— . ■ lit_l-J US Gold 82% 
Oh net M«f« Lemming is 

Psygnosis 82% 

Elections Zoo 80% 
Papulous World Editor 

Electronic Arts 80% 

Soccer Stars Empire 79% 

AMO Airbus Ttiafcxi 78% 

Barbarian II Psygnosrs 73% 

Bsiunts Bros US Gold 70% 
Champion* KriSJltS 70% 

World Cup Rugby Audiogenic &e% 

Wild West World US Gold 64% 

Smash TV Ocean 61% 

Space 111119 Empire 59% 

Alien Storm US Gold 59% 

Tip Off Anco 50% 
Fantastic Voyage Centau# 49% 
Cardiaiuc Electronic Zoo 25% 

LAST MONTH 
Papulous 2 Electronic Arts 95% 

Formula On* CP MicroPros* 92% 

MicrePrese Golf MicroPros* 90% 

Populous Star Performer 89% 

Stunt Car Racer Kin* 89% 
Birds of Prey Electronic Arts 88% 

Celtic Legends UBI Soft 85% 

Devious Designs Image Works 33% 
Rugby - The World Cup 

Domarfc 82% 

Strike Fleet Electronic Arts 80% 

Fuaxball System 3 80% 
40 Sports Boeing landscape 79% 
Covert Action MicroPros* 79% 

The Diary Collection Codemasters 73% 

Shadow Sortersr US Gold 74% 
TManic Slinky Zeppelin 74% 

Supaplee Dream Factory 73% 
Air. Lend and Sea Electronic Am 73% 
Lord of the Rings Electronic: Arts 72% 
Death b ringer Empire 71% 
Fort Apache Impressions 68% 
Cisco Hoot Image Works 62% 
Amino* Psygnosts 61% 

Hagar the Horrible Kingsott 59% 

Baby Jo lordel 58% 

Roboione Image Works 52% 
Under Pressure Electronic Zoo 45% 
Final Blow Storm 43% 

Captain Planet Mindscape 43% 

Wild Wheels Ocean 41% 

Hecronom Linel 23% 

LAST YEARS SCORES 
Battle Command Ocean 90% 

Z*Offt Rainbow Am 90% 

Damocles * Mission disk one 
Novagen 89% 

Wrath of the Demon Empire 85% 
Nitre PSygnosis 84% 

ECO Phantoms Electronic Am 84% 

Car Vup Core Design 83% 

Carthage Psygnosis 82% 
MUDS Rainbow Arts 81% 
Is hi do Accolade 80% 

Chips Challenge US Gold 79% 

Narco Police Dinamic 79% 
Ninja Ramie System 3 78% 

Horror Zombie* from the Crypt 

Millennium 71% 

STUN Runner Domark 66% 
Elvira Accolade 61% 

Id the Duck Impure 61% 
»- ■ - - M. 
trnai US Gold £9% 

Vector Championship Run 

Impute* 42% 

Batfc* Xrisaiis 41% 

Turtle* Image Works 35% 

Onslaught 
Mirror Image £7,99 

A horizontally scrolling siratgey game! Onslaught brings 

together furiously fast battling action and binds it up with a 

strategic map. You take control of a little fanatic who starts 

life with a mace and must use it to bash his way to victory . 

It's good looking and plays hard, very hard. It's the kind of 

game that you hate hut have to play again. Luckily a save 

fund ion alleviates a few good handfuls of tom out hair! 

MCI 49% 
- 

Jirtt Ilk* the movie Fantastic Voyage. but a bK different. 

Fantastic Voyage 
Centaur Software £25.99 

Essentially a flashily odd shoot cm up, Fantastic Voyage 

puts you into someone's bloodstream and leaves you fight¬ 

ing for survival. Touch the edges and you die, get hit by too 

many blood cells and you die* carry on playing and you die 

- of boredom. Fantastic Voyage's slick presentation can't 

carry this tough shoot out down amongsi the haemoglobin! 

Claulc dog fighting budget action vwftti of Starg Ildar 2. 

Starglider 2 
Mirror Image £7.99 

Want to know whai made Argonaut famous? Then grab a 

copy of the budget re-release of Starglider 2, A 3D space 

shoot out, the strategy emerges to grip you in this Amiga 

classic. Coded in the days when the Specy ruled, il still 

kicks butt now. Fast 3D shooting and enough brain work lo 

waste many an evening* wet afternoon, sickie from work,,. 

o 

I 
in 

& 
E 
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How stand In a small room and bit the ball bard. 

Champions 
Krisalis £25.99 

Manchester United* Jahangir Khan World 

Championship Squash and World Championship 

Boxing Manager team up to form a tough* hut 

agile little compilation. Together they*11 test your 

skills with the stick and with the balance sheet, 

Man Utd was the First club land outing for Krisalis 

and was a surprising success, It blends manage¬ 

ment and arcade games into one package. 

Unfortunately* the footie is duff but the manage¬ 

ment side and big games name save the day. 

J Khan s Squash is the best action title of the 

bunch offering die best version of agoraphobic 

tennis to date. As for Boxing Manager, it's a solid* 

dependable sport management sim. It's never 

exciting, it's never thrilling, but beating your way 

to the top of the tree will take months. Champions 

offers a wide mix of styles and quality. If you 

missed Squash first time around and fancy one of 

the others too, then it might be a barg'. 

Corner 

Empire £29.99 

Football, bloomin' football, that's all you ever get 

on the monitor nowadays! Or il will be if you pick 

up this pack from Empire* which features some of 

the very best and some of the worst soccer action 

to be found on any format, 

Emlyn Hughes International Soccer is good but 

slow, full of intricate tactical moves. 

MicroPros? Soccer is a failed Kick Off 

imatation with a pilch window that's much too 

small and a name that's too big for it Kick Off 2 is 

simply brilliant, the kind of game you bought your 

Amiga for. Gazza 2 is an incarnation of the 

Gordie joker £!?!) himself - not worth playing* but 

at least the real Gazza has a knackered knee to 

excuse him! 

An excellent compaction, containing two* very 

playable, footy games and two free disks to format 

and back them up with! 



[ SPOUTRO 

BUDGET CHART 

1(6) Shadow of the Beast 

Sizzlers £7 99 

244) TV Sports Football 

Mirror Image £999 

243) Bubble Bobble 

Hit Squad £7 99 

44-> Scooby-doo 

Hitech Software £7 99 

54-) Return to Europe 

Ante £7 99 

6W Lombard RAC Rally 

Hit Squad £799 

7(10) Fantasy World Dizzy 

Code Masters £6.99 

849} New Zeland Story 

Hit Sqjad £7,99 

94-) Wacky Races 

Hitech software £7.99 

104-) Chase HQ 

Hit Squad £7,99 

This is NOT the Christmas chart. Due to dead¬ 

lines and Gallup's need to collate data, this is 

chart doesn't include die final week of 

Christmas shopping. It's a good indicator of 

what’s going to he hoi and what's flopped, but 

not the final word. The jury's verdict will be in 

next month’s issue, AF32. 

World Wildlife Fund 
Complete with spangly lights, make up and 

silly names the WWF Wrestle mania boys and 

girls live up to their chart topping tip (AF3G 

Honest Dunk’s Tote). The sales performance 

is even more impressive when you consider 

that the game only went on sale in ihe last few 

days of the survey. Why wasn't it reviewed 

this 'ish? As soon as the game was finished it 

was mastered and in the shops. Ocean didn't 

even have time to send review copies of the 

finished game out! 

My kingdom for a Norse! 
The young lad Heimdail sails straight into the 

number two spot, pillaging everything is sight. 

The Norse god-lobe sports some of the best 

graphics ever seen in a playable game, along 

with some neat tricks on the gameplay front. 

How do Core do it? Corporation^ 

Thunder hawk. Heimdail... can Wolfe hi Id (their 

first 1992 release) be as big? 

Good Cod! 
James Pond's stunning return in Robocad* sees 

him higher than ever in the Gallup charts. 

VACCINATE! 

Game disks are vulnerable to 
viruses but a tew basic sattey 

precautions will Immunise your software. 
Firstly always write protect your 

disks. Move the little black square in the 
comer of the disk so you can see though 
It When you disk is write-protected then 
a virus cannot affect your disk. This way 
viruses can t spread 

Always leave you machine turned off 
at the power pack for 30 seconds 
between loading different games. This 
will kill any viruses in your system, dead. 

If your virus checker says that your 
game disk has been infected don’t just 
kill the virus. Many game disks has spe¬ 
cial formats that contuse virus checkers. 
If you alter the disk then you may 
destroy the game. Take Cans! 

H you do get a virus, either take the 
disk back to Ihe shop where you bought 
it, or if that isn't possible send the disk 
with m SAE to the software publisher. 
Keep hold ol the packaging though, as 
proof of purchase. 

He jumps si mi gin in at number 3, making him 

Millennium's fastest chart shooting star of the 

year! What a game and what a lime to do it, 

amongst the hurley burly of Christmas, Good 

show, Millennium type chappies! 

At last! 
Dueteros* Activision's wonderfully weird 

space management simulation that was 

delayed by corporate wrangling finally made it 

out last month. Now it's finally made it into 

the charts. Proof positive that a good game 

really is worth waiting for! 

BELOW 
So why weren’t WWF, Leandet and 

Moonstone reviewed? Well we didn't gel 

copies of WWF or Leander (hint, hint 

Psygnosis and Ocean peeps!) to review. We 

thought of making it all up and getting 

Frank to draw some pics, but 

As for Moonstone, well there just 

wasn't room. It's a solid son of game, a 

high gore rating beat em up with adventure 

overtones, AF74%. Faster than a speeding,,. 

THE AMIGA 
FULL PRICE CHART 

14) Mew WWF Wrestlemania 

Ocean £25 99 See below 

24-) Mew Heimdall 

Core Design £34.99 88% 

34-) Mew lames Pond 2 - Robocod 

Millenium £25.99 FG91 % 

44D * Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 
Gremlin Graphics £25 99 89% 

54-) Mew The Simpsons 

Ocean £25.99 81% 

6(2) f Allen Breed 

Team 17 £24.99 74% 

7(S) ? Jimmy Whites Whirllwind Snooker 

Virgin £29.99 FG91 % 

8(3) ▼ Mega-lo-Mania 

Mirrorsoft £30.99 FG90% 

9(8) ▼ Terminator 2 

Ocean £25.99 60% 

104-) Mew First Samurf 

Hitech Software £30.99 FG91% 

H4-) New PH Fighter 

Domark £24.99 60% 

«(-) Mew Knights of the Sky 

Microprose £34.99 88% 

13(4) ▼ Final Fight 

US Gold £25,99 60% 

14(9) ▼ PGA Tour Golf 

Electronic Arts £25.99 FG90% 

15(15) ■ Monkey Island 

US Gold £29,99 FG91 % 

16(-) Mew De liter os 

Activision £25.99 FG95% 

174) Mew World Class Rugby 

Audiogenic £25.99 68% 

18(21) A Board Genius 

Beau Jolly £29.99 Comp 

19(6) ▼ Rugby, The World Cup 

Domark £24.99 82% 

204 ) New Fun School 4 (7*T1) 

Europress Software £24.99 WA 

21(-) Mew Microprose Golf 

Microprose £34.99 FG90% 

224-) Mew Leander 

Psygnosis £25.99 See below 

23(-) Mew Lemmings Data Disk 

Psygnosis £1999 82% 

24(-) Mew Moonstone 

Mindscape £30.99 See below 

2S4-) New Manchester United Europe 

Krisatis £2599 80% 

26(24) ▼ Super Space Invaders 

Domark £24.99 82% 

27(-) Mew Face Off Ice Hockey 

Krisalis £25,99 83% 

28(-) Mew Battle Isle 

UBISoft £30.99 FG90% 

29(13) ▼ Cruise for a Corpse 

US Gold £27.99 FG90% 

30(28) ▼ FIS Strike Eagle 2 

Microprose £29.99 FG9G% 
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CALL 

AREAL 
MINI¬ 
RACER! 

0839- 

654334 

Here's a 

Great 
WIN THIS AWESOME 

80cc SUZUKI QUAD 
IDEAL FOR ANYONE OVER 10! 

1 WIN A KIDS 
IOOccGO 

KART 

2WIN A CAR 0898 
196$ BEETLE 334 

CONVERTIBLE 

3 WIN. 0839 
AFTERBURNER S S 

THE ULTIMATE 

ARCADE GAME! 

4 WIN A £600 
JVC 

CAMCORDER 

5 WIN £600 
PILE OF 

TOYS! 

6 WIN A 
PAIR OF £300 

R0LLERBLADE5! 

7 WIN A CD 0898- 
MEGA-BLASTER 

+ MINI COLOUR TV 

8WIN HIS 'N* 0839 
HERS MUDDY 5 5 

, FOX MOUNTAIN 
BIKES 

9WIN A KIDS0839- 
ELECTR1C 5 50 

MOTORBIKE 031 

A A WIN A KIDS 0839- 
IUmUDDYFOX 550 

BIKE! 0-^-1 ’ 

call: 0839-654335 

IDEAL FOR 
ANYONE OVER 5 

CALL: 

0898 

BILLY WANNA FIGHT? 

BUTT^fT 

CALL 

PLUS 
3 SIGNED 
HULK 
HOGAN 
RUNNERS-UP 

COLOUR PHOTOS 

0dJ9bW01 
If WU DAR£! 

PREVIOUS 
SIMPSONS ARCADE GAME 

ROLLER BLADES 

YAMAHA BI-WIZZ 

SKATE PILE 

MOUNTAIN BIKE 

YAMAHA PW80 MOTORBIKE 

SUZUKI LT50 QUAD 

WIISINERS 

KATE POSEY, HANSTON, LINCOLN 

DANIEL GREGORY, BECKENHAM 

A BRYAN, KIDLINGTON 

GARETH HUGHES, KlRKRUSHTQN 

NATHAN 0-REILLY, WILLENHALL 

GALIC ZDRAVKA, LONDON W12 

ROBERT WRIGHT, ROCHESTER 

DRU M KIT 

KEYBOARD 

BASS GUITAR 

LEAD GUITAR 

LIVERPOOL SHIRT S 

ARSENAL SHIRT, 

NOTTS FOREST PRIZE 

ENGLAND FOOTBALL PRIZE 

WAYNE TAYLOR, CARNOUSTIE 

H. TRIVEDI, STANMORE, MIDDX 

CLIFF MARUSSON. ABERDEEN 

SIMON SMITH, BELFAST 

STEPHEN FYLDES, CASTLE BROMWICH 

VICKY BARROW, CHESTER 

LEE ROBERTSON LAURENCEKIRK 

E MARK TATE, BARNSLEY 

Cath cost 36p (cheap rate) 4£p (at aft other timet) per minute irtc. VAT. Meg a f one Ltd, 
Sandytand* Home, More cam be, LA3 IDG. Average calf duration 5-5 minotes, Aik yoor parents per mill ion before you cell. 



SCREENPLAY 2 

The ultimate games guide 
is back by popular 

demand! 

OVER lOO GAMES 
REVIEWED 
Warn to know the top games on (he Amiga* both new 

and old? Find out here! 

180 PAGES OF TIPS 
The biggest collection of maps* soldi ions* cheats and tips ever 

assembled tn one place, 

MORE MAPS AND SOLUTIONS! 
Screen Play 2 features more full guides than ever before, with 12 

games mapped, 

ALL THESE GAMES REVIEWED 
AND TIPPED: 
Archipelagos, Atomic Robokid, Awesome, Back to the 
Future (I and III, Car-Vup, Chip's Challenge, Chuck Rock, 

Crackdown, PrIvliT Force, Dynamite Dux, E-Motion, 

Empire Strikes Back, ESWAT, Ghostbusters 2. Ghosts JiY 

Goblins, Gremlins 2, Ha mm erf i it, Horror Zombies. The 

Immortal, Ivanhoe, Kid Gloves, Killing Game Show, LED 

Storm, Line of Fire Llamatron, Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge Manic Miner, Midnight Resistance. Monty 

Python's Flying Circus, Narcr Ninja Spirit, Nitro, 

Operation Thunderbolt, Predator 2, Robocop 2, Saint 
Dragoa SCI, Shadow Warriors* Skidz, Spherical, Spy Who 

Loved Me, SWJV, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Toki, 
Turn can, Turrican 2, Virus, Viz, 2-out 

FULL SOLUTIONS FOR: 
Cruise for a Corpse, Dragons Lair II, Fantasy World 

Dizzy, Indiana Jones III. Leisure Suit Larry, Maniac 
Mansion, Rick Dangerous 2, Rise of the Dragon, Search 

for the King, Secret of Monkey Island, Time Machine, 

Treasure Island Dizzy, Wonderland 

EXTENSIVE PLAYERS’ GUIDES : 
Armour-Geddon, Battle Command, Captive, Carrier 

Command, Deuteros Dragons Breath, Eye of the 
Beholder, Full Contact, Gods, Hero Quest, Indianapolis 
500, James Pond, Lemmings, Mean Streets, Pang, 
Prince of Persia, Speedball 2, Spindizzy Worlds, 

Supercars 2, Warhead 

Buy 

Costing only £9.95 The ultimate guide 

to Amiga games has been succeeded by an heir. 

JHaff Evans has spent months putting together a brand new 

collection of top tips, helpful hints and informative reviews. 

ORDER FORM 

I would like to order __copy/copies of 

SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £9.95 (+1.45 per copy P£PJ 

I would like to order_copy/copies of 

or SPECIAL LIMITED PERIOD OFFER 

both SCREENPLAY1 and SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £17.4G f+l *45 per copy P&PJ 

Please send payment with this order form in a 

sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREENPLAY 2 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA1 I 7BR 

No stamp required if posted in the U K 

Please allow 26 days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

_Post Code_ 

Telephone. 

I enclose cheque/PO for E__ 

Please debit my Access/Visa card:j<se»e«*Wp0n«.f 

My card no. Is_ 

Expiry date_ 

Signature ____ 

OR Phone our credit card hotline 0458 7401 I 



COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO j 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £219.00 
i_i 
i---1 

! PHILIPS 8833 MK H j 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £219.00 CDTV now in stock 
only £429.00 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

I" KCS POWERBOARD 1 
PC Emulator 

j For Amiga A500 C/W \ 
l 
t 
L 

MSDOS 

ONLY £195.00 

\ AT ONCE AMIGA 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE ASOO | 

ONLY £159.00 

i 
i 

. j 

n 

! 
i 

r - HARD DRIVES 
l- -i 

------ * -j 

i GVP SERIES II 
1 1500/2000 
1 52Mb Quantum 
1 Space for 8Mb RAM 

£275.00 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£419.00 

GVP SERIES H 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£365.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£495.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
52Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
with 1Mb free 

£349.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
105Mb Quantum | 

Space for 8Mb RAM | 
with 1Mb free 

£479.00 

AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK 
; Amiga ASOO. Mouse, Moduktoi, Manuals, Basic, Workbench. Tutorial. Joystick Disk Box, 10 _ 
I Blank Disks. Dual Cover. Dpaint m. PLUS 13 GREAT GAMES Lemmings, Simpsons. Captain I 
t Planet. Star Wars. Toobin, Baibailan H, Licence to Kill ■ James Bond Game, Running Man - With 
j Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybota, Dragon Spirit, HardDrivin, Voyager. 1 Meg of Ram 

ONLY £399.00 Now includes NEW ASOO PLUS 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 

AMIGA ASOO MAX PACK 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS — 

Amiga A&DO, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Disk 
Box, 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover. Dpaint n, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars. Toobin, 
Barbarian H, Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man With Schwarzenegger, 

APB, Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin. Voyager 

ONLY £389.00 NOW INCLUDES NEW A500 PLUS 
L* — i — — — — — — — — — — — — — — J 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 

DELUXE PAINT m......£29.00 PIXEL 3D V2....*.£79 00 
AMOS * EXTRAS DISK....£32.00 QUARTERBACK..£33.00 
BROADCAST TITLER U.£159.00 PRO-WRITE V3.1.£75,00 
TV SHOW.... ..£55.00 EXCELLENCE V2...  .£89,00 
D1GIVIEW GOLD V4...£87.00 TITLE PAGE...£109 00 
LATTICE C V5.1..£149.00 GOLD DISK OFFICE....,£99.00 
PACESETTER V2, DTP...... .£42,00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D......£109 00 
PAGESTREAM, New Version 2.1 ,£125,00 DRAW 4D PRO...£139 00 
FAGESTREAM FONTS  .£49.00 QUARTERBACK TOOLS _£55 00 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL.£79 00 WORDWORTH.......£77.00 
CROSS-DOS, Multi-format (He transfer--------£19.00 
HITACHI 720 VIDEO CAMERA, Ideal for DigiView.*.....£199.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor fl Meg)......£49,00 
IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software....,..£139.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL_  ......£99.00 
ALL IN ONE. Art package. Word Pro + Music package...*.,......... .£49,00 
VIDEO EASE, Video wipes, titling package—....... ...---- £35.00 
PHOTON PAINT H. HAM Art + Animation.......£25,00 
AMOS COMPILER...............£23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM Integrated package.......£55.00 
AUDIOMASTER 4...........,....,£59.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 Meg)_._____£67,00 
SPECTRA COLOUR.................,.£42.00 
X-COPY PROFESSIONAL .........£27.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 2.1 (new) with video...£129.00 
I___„_._1 

HARDWARE 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL, Real Tune colour from video. 
| RENDALE 8802 Genlock, A500/B2000 

I AUDIO ENGINEER PLUS 2 Sampling haidwaie/softwaie 
I SOPHUSSS Professional Stereo Sampler 

I 
., £480,00 I 

£185 00 | 

I 
I 

£174.00 

£49 00 
£349.00 I AOC Multisync Monitor .. ■ . _■ .... 11rmnn,Tr.immnr.T—r  Iril^^jUU 

■ AMIGA compatible external disk drive, switch plus trim port.£57.50 
I Sound Master....... .£105.00 
I icd Flicker Fixer...—........£229 oo 

I NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE.......£19,50 
HAM E PLUS .............£249.00 

PRINTERS 

..£269.00 
.£195.00 

PHONE FOR LOW PRICES ON PRINTERS e,g. 

STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR inc lead .... 
STAR LCQO COLOUR inc. lead,.,,....... 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR iriC. Lead......£275.66 
STAR Laser Printer 4.............£699,00 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 Col Inc Lead ........£195.00 

. CANON BJ10EX Double Jet...........£259,00 
l----I 

AMIGA MEMORY 

AMIGA Aisoo —i 
i 

I The A1500 inc. Philips 8833 or CBM 10845 monitor. Twin Drive, Dpaint3, | 
i The Works Plat,, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick ONLY £759.00 | 

AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

r — 
! SUPRA RXSOO for A500 inc 1Mb ...   £99.00 

SUPRA RXSOO for A500 inc 2Mb.,...£125 00 
SUPRA RX500 for ASOO inc 4Mb.£225.00 

1 SUPRA RX500 foT ASOO inc 8Mb..........,,,,. £309,00 
I B2000/1500 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Mb RAM.  £155.00 
| Extra 2 Mb Ram for above board...     ,,£75,00 
| ASOO TARGET 512K Ram, WLth Clock + Switch...   ..£29.00 
I ASOO Plus t Meg Expansion.       ,£39,00 
^RGM 1.3/2,04 Sharet............£17.00 j 

! 

ACCELERATORS 
I 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT MODEMS 

| Microbotics Accelerator VXL30-25MHZ .£239.00 | 
• Microbotics Accelerator VXL30-40MHz. £369.00 ■ 

68881 Floating Poult Co processor for above.£135.00 
1 ICD Adspeed 14.7MHz.£157.00 I 
i_:_i 

I 2400, V21, 22, 22Bis & MNP 5 {speeds up to 4800)..£139,00 
I Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600)...£165.00 

Supra 9600 Modem (speeds up to 38000) .£399.00 
jjnternal 1500/2000 Plus (speeds up to 9600).....,..£159,00 J 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PQ or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* lubject to change without 

notification 

All prices Include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17, 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (04X3) S318X2/5XS3XX 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

Access 

VISA 



fTa GAMEBUSTERS 

WINNERS 
A second helping of the programmers’ 

Mega-Lo-Manict tips this month, so there is 

only one main Gamebusters prize winner - 

hot a well deserved one, Paul Gibson is the 

lucky chap, and he gets a £50 voucher for 

his Hunter map and lips. There's one 

Helping Hand winner too, and that is Chris 

Brady, who gets a £25 voucher 

If you've got some decent hints, tips or 

maps (or Deluxe Paint piccies on disk) then 

send them to GAMEBUSTERS, Amiga 

Formal, AO Monmouth Street, Hath BA I 

2BH Please write the name of the game 

on the back of the envelope, 

A couple of points to close on: we 

can't answer any letters or lake cheats over 

the phone. If you warn to give us tips or ask 

for advice, please write to us at the 

Gamebusters address. Oh. and NO MORE 

LOTUS 2 TIPS... PLEASE! 

Game 
Busters 

After the belly-busting helping of Gamebusters we dished out 

last month, Maff Evans has had to calm himself down and have 

a bit of a lie down in a dark room. Luckily, though, he has found 

the time to cook up some hefty portions of tips to keep you going 

until the next sitting, so let's dine... 

A big game and a difficult quest - especially for one person. Follow these tips and 

the map to heat this multi-vehicled adventure. 

To begin with, collect all the items from the two huts on the starting island. 

Board the boat and head west toward the stores. Once there, enter the stores and 

click on AUTO, Before leaving the island, enter the house and collect the money 

and enemy uniform. Put on the uniform and go back to the boat. 

Read the log book and dick on the first man. Go to coordinates XI36. YBO and 

enter the hangar. Collect the fuel and get into the ambulance. Drive to the position 

marked FIRST MAN on the map. enter the hut and select ’TALK1, He should then 

give you the coordinates of the old man (XI81. V197). Enter these into the log 

book and head back to the rocket boat by the hangar. Put some of the fuel in the 

boat and head for the coordinates the first man gave you. 

You should now be by a light house, so go in and give the old man money until 

he won't lake any more. Now select 'TALK* and he will give you the coordinates 

of the second man (X99, Y61), Put this in the log book and head to ihe coordinates 

in the rocket boat. Go to ihe church to find the second man and give him grenades 

until he refuses any more, He will now tell you the position of the professor, 

Head towards position X59, Y46 to find the helicopter. Add some fuel and 

head towards position X146, VI69. Look behind the windmill to find the master 

key, then head toward the power station (where the professor is situated). Enter the 

station and select ‘TALK\ at which point the professor will ask you to retrieve the 

nuclear device from position X28, Y227. Return to the helicopter, add some fuel 

and fly to the device. When you arrive there will be three small huts surrounded by 

HUNTER 
an electric barrier. Don’t enter the righi-hund hut or touch the barrier] Use timed 

explosives to blow up the right hand hut, then enter the middle hut and coiled ihe 

nuclear device. Fly back to the professor and give him the device, then select 

’TALK* and he will ask you to collect a disk from X100. Y225. 

Go to the third man (coordinates X195, Y119), return to the helicopter and 

travel to X224, Y123 to find some fuel. Fill the helicopter and also carry as much 

of it as you can. Now fly to the location of the disk and enter the house. Look 

behind the washing machine and collect the disk before returning to the helicopter. 

Fly to the third man (who will he hiding behind a rock) and seleci ’TALK'. He will 

tell you to collect a security pass from X90, Y153 and also tell you the Location of 

the computer (X224T Y199). Collect the security pass from the office and head 

towards the computer (which is housed in a fort). 

Make sure that you are wearing the enemy uniform and you can then enter the 

fort. Operate the computer and enter the information that it gives to you into the log 

book. Now' head towards the prison at XI35, Y239 and enter it, TALK to the pris¬ 

oner until he tells you to fetch a saw from coordinates X15L Y12L then head 

towards this position. 

Enter the building and collect the hacksaw and antibiotics. Head back to the 

prison and give the hacksaw to the prisoner. He will then tell you to go to the green 

monk at X85, Y174, Go out and collect an animal of some sort (for food). If you 

can't find one then try the house at XA5 Y248. Go to the green monk* who wilt tell 

you to go to an injured soldier at X10, Y36. Enter the building and TALK to the 

soldier. Give him the antibiotics and return to XI51. Y121 to pick up another 

antibiotic, Go back to the hospital and give the soldier more antibiotics until he 

tells you the wherabouls of the General X135. Y239), He will also mention a scroll 

which is at X9I, Y173. 

Colleci the scroll on the way to the General, who’s location will turn out to be 

the prison you visited earlier. Blow up the prison using grenades, a bazooka, mines 

or an ASM from the helicopter. By fiddling with the zoom control you will see the 

bunker before blowing up the prison. Enter the bunker from the south (away from 

the screen) to find the General. Shoot the General and collect his head before 

returning victorious to HQ, 

Travel Tips 
The helicopter is the best vehicle, but other vehicles may also be of use. If you 

need fuel for any of them then check out the location of fuel dumps listed below. 

Locations of Fuel (X,Y) 

006,145 134,068 249,109 

008,124 143,030 250,237 

063,039 145,051 251,100 

084,245 168,107 

101.134 176.249 

110,106 224,123 Paul Gibson, 

120.155 242.077 Haverfordwest, Dyfed 
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GAMEBUSTERS 0 

Mega-Lo-Mania 
Following on from last issue, here are some pointers straight from 

the horse's mouth to help you on Epochs four, five and six. Part 2 

114 

General Hints 
Epochs four and five usually involve you gel¬ 

ling involved in long, drawn-out, tactical 

battles, this is because the weapons that arc 

usually instantly available from gatherahle ele¬ 

ments, all but disappear. 

On later levels, try to ally with the 

strongest opponent as often as possible, since 

alliances play an increasingly important role. 

The landscape of Karma forces you to 

work your way around the entire island. Try to 

make sure that your sectors are adjacent to one 

another and throw all your armies into the two 

bordering sectors as defence. 

You’ll find that cannons are particularly 

important on Epoch four and on the Ingle 

island in Epoch five. 

Lada is a pretty tricky island, so you may 

need to use more men than usual to begin 

with. Try to ally with at least one of your 

neighbours immediately. 

During ihe long battles on Epochs four 

and five, the use of shields to reconstruct your 

building is essential. 

Use of aeroplanes {and later nukes) on mulii- 

island levels is essential. Don’t waste all your 

minerals on non-flying weaponry, otherwise 

you will find yourself in a losing position at 

worst or a stalemate at best. 

Nausea, being the first of the split islands, 

is a right b... er.„. rotter to beat. To win you 

really need to own the bottom left sector of the 

South island. The far right sector of the South 

island is also useful, since you can use 

biplanes to top up your force. 

Ocarina is impossible to beat using nor¬ 

mal tactics. You really need to use more men 

lhan usual and gel in a quick attack. If you 

allow your opponents to develop their forces to 

any extent ihen you've had it! 

Epoch six is an introduction to the ‘high- 

power’ arms race that tends to dominate the 

later levels. If you work quickly, you can win 

the levels by conventional means, but more 

oficn lhan not it's a straight race to be the first 

person with nuclear capabilities. 

An essential part of playing the multi- 

island levels is the initial choice of sectors. Try 

to work your way onto an island of your own 

accord, since this will give you valuable 

breathing space. Alternatively, try to form 

enough to give your opponent a quick bash in 

the unmentionables! 

A useful tip against a final enemy with 

one sec lor left and nuclear defences, especially 

if you only have one sector yourself, is lo try 

and break into another sector. You can then try 

and build up a nuclear strike which will 

destroy your starting seclor, but you will still 

be able to win. 

Always check whether the sector you arc 

launching a nuclear strike against has nuclear 

defences. You could get into a pickle if you 

don't make sure! 

If you keep designing lower-level inven¬ 

tions. you may hind thai high-level designs 

become available to you. Remember that you 

need a laboratory to build planes, but you 

don’t get one until you are onto the Victorian 

Em (sic). The only way to increase your tech¬ 

nological level is to keep designing. 

On later levels, you may not have enough 

shields to save your buildings, so remember to 

get all your men out before they disappear. 

Remember to keep watching the shield menu 

to see when to evacuate buildings, but try to 

protect your tower, since losing this will lose 

you the sector. 

Ideal Elements 
for Inventions 

Wood, Rock and Hones: 

Nuclear Defence. Shields 

Slate. Moon life and Planetarium: 

Machine Gun, Jet Plane, Shields 

Bethlium, Solarium and Amldite: 
Biplane. Nuclear Weapon, Shields 

Herbirite and Yeridium: Shields 

Valium and Parasite: Machine Gun 

Aquarium and Paladinm: Jet Plane, Bazooka, 

Nuclear Weapon, Nuclear Defence, Shields 

Onion and Tedium: Biplane, Machine Gun, 

Jet Plane, Bazooka 

Moron: Biplane, Flying Saucer* an SDI 

Laser, Shields 

Mar mite: Nuclear Weapon, Nuclear Defence* 

Flying Saucer, Shields 

Alien: Flying Saucer. SDI Laser, Shields 

EPOCH CODES 
Level Code 

Epoch 2.  ....BWYABDUNBHY 

Epoch 3.    ..COVCPRJVEBL 

Epoch 4 ..   ,„..WKCCHIEUKNI 

Epoch 5.   ....EMOADOXXHOJ 

Epoch 6.  ....WWKDXGPXDBZ 

Epoch 7„...,.....,,,...,...KUUCTOPLQiV 

Epoch 8.    PEHAJBPKZAQ 

Epoch 9 ..    GYJDOEPNFHN 

Epoch 10 .... ,TJLBVSNNIGD 



GAME BUSTERS 

EPOCH 5 EPOCH 6 

MANTRA PYJAMA 

NAUSEA 

OCARINA RUMBABA 

KEY 
| GATHERABLES 

OPEN CAST MINE 

H PIT MINE 

QUOTA 
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IT TOOK 6 DAYS TO CREATE THE EARTH 

ANOTHER WORLD 
TOOK 2 YEARS 

^■sss* 

A brand new animation system combines with 
atmospheric graphics and superb music to bring you 

another top-class Delphlne adventure*** 
*** A nether World 

Young scientist Lester Chaykln never In his wildest dreams 

imagined that it could happen— but it did. His laboratory was 

struck by lightning and he was teleported to another 

civilisation, a strange world nothing like earth, where he must 

• Designed and programmed by the designer of the best selling 
Future Wars graphic adventure 

• 2 years development have led to a revolutionary new polygon 
animation technique, featuring fluid, flowing animation of 
characters and objects. 

• Special effects offer a 'cinema” style of gameplay: 
■ Zoom ‘Panorama • Close up shots. 

• Main character Is Joystick controlled, adding to playability 
and giving a real sense of player Interaction. 

call upon all his intelligence, 

training and resources to survive. 

1001 DELPHINI SOFTWARE, 
All rights reserved. 

* Superb musk mixed tn De Ip Nines in-house 
recording studios 

U.S, Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Hoi ford Way, 
Hoi ford Birmingham B6 7 AX. 
Tel: 021 625 3366, 

HILLSFAR * DRAGONS OF FLAME * MERGES Of THE LANCE 
HU 0191 443039 

CURSE OF THE AZURE BONDS * FOOL Of RADIANCE 
CHAMPIONS OF KRTNN TIL; 0B98 443036 

BUCK ROGERS * SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADES « 
ETE Or THE ItHOiOfl TIL; 0*9* 443030 

OPERATION STEALTH * FUTURE WARS * CRUISE FOR A CORPS! Tit: 0*30 494344 

NEED HELP? CALL THE 

GOLD PHONE 
HINTS & TIPS LINE 

LUCASfllM HtLPUNE ♦ COMPETITION * INDIANA JONES ‘ 
IAK MCKRACKEN * MANIAC MANSION * LOOM * 
SECRET Of MONKEY ISLAND * BATTLE « BRITAIN 
Itl: 0*39 6941 33 

NEW RELEASES * COMPETITION TUi 0*39 634134 

COMPETITION - £200.00 WORTH* OF 
US GOLD GAMES TO BE WON EACH MONTH 
* Al Retoil Price) 

S*rvke provided by U.S. GOLD LTD.r UNITS 2/3* HOLFORD WAT* HOLFORD, BIRMINGHAM B6 7AX 



GAMEBUSTERS 

LAST NINJA THREE 

A balaclava and a pair of silk 

pyjamas may make you look 

Like a Ninja, but you still need 

the ancient skills to be able to 

fight like one. If you can't 

even manage this on a com¬ 

puter game, but want to 

explore the levels, then you’ll 

probably need to use a code or 

two. Try typing these into the 

score table: 

SUSS 

IMED 

URTI 

BASD 

NOUS 

RERO 

Barry Mathias 

Milford Haven, Dvfed 

PEGASUS 

The heroism and bravery of 

flying around on a horse! 

What a fine warrior you cut 

as you swoop from the heav¬ 

ens to deal a fatal blow to the 

enemies below. But whul a 

sad. laughable character you 

look as you tall off, only to 

be dealt with by the horrid 

creatures. Never mind, you 

can still break through to the 

later pans of your quest using 

these codes: 

SCREECH 

DRAGONFLY 

BEEBQP 

CELESTIAL 

Jason Tomkin, 

Uhiidield, Manchester 

HELPING HAND 
Softly, softly - catchy murderer 

Can you help me with a couple of problems? On 

Operation Stealth I've managed to gel through the 

security door, but l just can't work out bow to get 

through the electric door next to the guard with the 

bullet-proof glass. 

Also, on Cruise [or a Corpse I’ve got as far as 

9:10. but I can’t find any tools or keys. I've inter¬ 

viewed Suzanne, Julio and Tom as far as they will let 

me. Please help! I’m not allowed any more games 

until I’ve completed these two. 

Mrs Mary Spinks, 

Okehsmpton, Devon 

Well, if you want some more games then I'd belter 

see what f can da. 

By the security door on Operation Stealth, / 

imagine that you have already used the lop cigarette 

in the case to get the fingerprint on the glass, then 

used the print on the panel. From here on in you 

should use the authorised mission you got before on 

the mailbox down the passage, then use the electric 

cable on the plug socket. Operate the razor. use It on 

the bin, examine the bin and then use the razor on 

it again Now you can go on through the door to 

meet the doctor. 

As far as Cruise for a Corpse goes, the fact that 

you haven t met Father Fahiani makes it appear that 

you are having the same trouble as someone last 

month. Go to the bar and show the note abtntt the 

meeting {found in the room where you start) to the 

barman. He will then give you a prayer book con¬ 

taining a letter, Take the letter and read it before 

going to the dining room to meet Fahiani. Got that? 

Good, I’m not going to print it again! 

Escape from the future 
I recently purchased Terminator 2 and Escape from 

Colditz, but unfortunately I can’t get past level two 

on 72 and I can’t escape from Coldittl Please can 

you give me any cheats on these two? 

Mark Sinclair, 

Milngarie, CGlasgow 

Oh dear. Cant get past level neo of T2 

eh? Well we all found it far too easy to 

complete the whole game {hence the 

low mark). Still, if you want to cheat then try this tip 

from Chris Brady in Birkenhead. Start the game and 

press P' to pause, then press all the function keys in 

turn. Press 'P* to unpause and you will now be able 

to use the Esc key to skip levels. Unfortunately, we 

don’t know of any cheats for Escape from Colditz. so 

it’s over To you readers to send one in! 

Don't have a cow, man! 
After purchasing an Amiga for our 11 -year-old, our 

son cannot gel past level one on Ban Simpson. As he 

can reach level 25 and over on Lemmings. I don’i 

think it’s a brain malfunction! 

We noted your Gamebusiers hints saying l*if you 

have sprayed all the purple objects but still have one 

goal" etc, but he has stood outside the Springfield 

Cinema for so long, I fear they’ve changed the 

movie! Hence he runs out of time, but can gei the 

other goals on level one in a very short time, Caq, 

you suggesl anything else. 

Mrs T Jarmin, 

Leighton Bu/./jrd, Bedfordshire 

Well a couple of things come to mind. If you still 

need a purple object to spray, then try using a coin 

in the phone booth next to Mae s. A woman will 

come out wearing a purple tracksuit, so spray her to 

bring the goal counter down. Another thing you 

could try is typing CQWABUNGA when the screen 

with the family watching TV appears. You should 

then be able to play the game with infinite lives. If 

you want even more tips on playing the game, then 

the Screenplay 2 book contains a guide to complet¬ 

ing level one. 

Oh fishy, fishy, fish! 
I desperately need cheats for James Pond and Ghouls 

'n Ghosts. Can you help me please ? 

Ben Fuller, 

Luton, Bedfordshire 

Easy mate! For James Pond Just type in JUNKYARD 

at some point during the game. Return will toggle the 

cheat mode and D will open the exit pipes to the next 

level. You can also select levels using the bottom row 

of keys on the keyboard. As for Ghouls ‘n’ Ghosts, 

all you need type is KAREN BROAD HURST on the 

title page. There you go. Told you it was easy. 

A lot of people are writing in asking for help with 

involved adventures, especially for Cruise for a 

Corpse. Unfortunately, we can't give a full descrip¬ 

tion of the stages that people are at in Helping Hand, 

since everyone has reached a different point! If 

you’re desperate, though, the Screenplay 2 book con¬ 

tains a full solution to the game which should sort 

out your problems. 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in 

the magazine, then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND 

AMIGA FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 
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3r DISKS * 
Benchmark \/ 

Brand DSDD 
25 50 100 

£17.00 £29.00 £43.00 

3r DISKS 
Unbranded DSDD 

i 

i. 

25 
£11.50 

200 
£68.50 

50 
_£1_9.50 

”500 " 
£158.50 

100 
£37.00 

idod" 

£308.50 
200 500 1000 

£78.00 £168.00 £319.00 

SPECIAL OFFER & 

BRAND 

BLACK 

10,000 available: dont 

iKWlBMfiM 

ESTERN DIGITAL V. 

BJWCSCr AVAILABLE IN 

IQPlftjlEW LABEL. ONLY 

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
tf'z" 10 capacity (5 boxes). .£4.50 
3V2* 10 capacity* {5 boxes}.. .£3.00 
3^2" 50 capacity lockable... .£3.70 
3^2" 100 capacity lockable. .£4.70 
31;2" 240 capacity stackable- .£15.00 
*brand new, but labelled "Olympia* 

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

c 
s 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY 

Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: vrSA 24 HOUR ORDER LI HE 059? 651704 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0597851792 FaxNo:0S978S1416 

Dept AF02. Glen Celyn House. Penyfram. Llandrindod Wells. Powys. LDt SSY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

118 ©A 111 
Happy New Year to all our customers 

Repairs from £23.00 inclusive. 

Free registered carrier pickup and return 
despatch for ultimate peace of mind, 
anywhere in the UK! 

Free diagnostic inspection. 

All repairs carried out are covered by free 
90 day warranty. 

Fast efficient service, average turnaround 
24 hours! 

Experienced, qualified engineers. 

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 
inclusive. 

acsA A. 
ELECTRONICS 

V 
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street, 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE. 

Telephone: 091-455 4300 

KINGSTON, SURREY 

fAajor stockist for all Commodore 

products including Amiga and CVTV. 

Over 2,000 sg. feet of computer 

software and hardware for 

Commodore. Atari and PC. 

Our enthusiastic staff also insist that 

we stock a complete range of Sega. 

Nintendo and Lynx consoles. 

BARKMAN COMPUTER SERVICES 
First Floor, Cardinals Market Place, 

Kingston, Surrey. 

081-546 5941 
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Got an NES or a Game Boy? 

This Is the only mag for you, 

because it's the only mag 

dedicated to Nintendo games, 

{And ‘cos it's brill too!) / 

2J-I-1-J SA3'J-dS 

u JUia jj;J 

all about 

Nintendo - and 

nothing else! lt*s 

fab 'n1 brill *ro' 

wonderful (and 

it's got me in it!) 



New CD ROM Drive for your 
A500/A500 Plus with 2 Free 

CD's ONLY £299.00 

Upgrade to Workbench 2.0 with DIAMOND for 
ONLY £99.95 ■ Includes fitting by one of 

our qualified engineers 

D I a M O N 
C O M P U T E R S Y S T 1 IMS LTD 
i--1 W i 

pAr|^ 1Mb 
KACK RAM 

1Mb 
RAM 
THE CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. 
Captain Planet 
Bart Simpson 
♦Deluxe Paint Hi 

*■ Ail AMIGA standard 
features. Mouse etc 

ONLY £359.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ F19 Promotion 

| £574.00 inc 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

1Mb. Paz^H' 
RAM 

home office pack 

9 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

1Mb 
RAM 

9 
p/* 

Lemmings. Captain Planet. Ben Sampson 
♦Deluxe Pami 111. * All AMIGA standard features. 

Mouse etc 
+ 

The Home Office Krt 

Se&osha 9 Pin punter 

ONLY £499.00 INC VA1 

Or wild 8633 Mk II Monitor 
+ F19 Promotion 

ONLY £699.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £100.00 for b colour printer! 

2Mb PacK 2Mb 
RAM DIAMOND RAM 

CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemnvngs Bait Simpson 
Captam Planet DPantlll. 

all AMIGA standard features. 

ONLY £399.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ F?9 Promotion 

ONLY £599.95 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM 

7* 

Pa&K 
BUSINESS PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

1Mb 
RAM 

94 
p//y 

Lemmings, Captain Plane!. Ban Simpson 
♦Deluxe Pamt III. * AH AMIGA standard features. 

Mouse etc. 
+ 

The Home Office Krt 
+ 

High Quality OKI 24 Pm printer 

ONLY £599.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £799.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £100.00 lor a colour printer! 

1“ PacK 
RAM everything but the 

KITCHEN SINK PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. Captain Planet. Ban Simpson. 
-Deluxe Paint III 

♦ AM AMIGA standard features. Mouse eic 
♦ 

Mousemat. Dust Cover, Joystick 
10x3.5" Disks, t Disk storage box, 

Speedbaii II, Shadow Of The Beast It Car Vyp 
Corporation, Xenon IL Back To The Future It, 
Cadaver, Line Ol Fire Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles. Si Dragon 

only £399.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk || Monitor 
+ F19 Promotion 

ONLY £599.95 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM 

1Mb 
RAM 

PacK 
NEW ASTRA PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

GFA Basic 
Lemmings, CopLm Planet Bart Simpson. Deluxe 

Pain! ill and all AMIGA standard features, mouse etc, 

Mousemat. Dust Cover. Joystick I Q x 3.5* discs 
■ i Disk Storage Box. and al 

Ti, Grani Data storm, Grand Monster Siam. Kid Gloves. 
Powerptay, RVf Hood*, Shufflepuck Cale, Soccer 

Tower of Babel. Dungeon Que^t Emotion. 

All this lor an amazing 

£389.95 
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Saleday Sunday 26th January. 
Ex demo Amiga 500 s, from £199.00, 

A590's from £199.00 at 
all branches. Limited stock. 

DIAMOND 
ALL OUR PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

ROCTEC PRODUCTS 

Hard Drive For A500. 
simply the best in our opinion 
External hard drive wild streamline plastic casing for perfect fit to 
A500. Autoboot + Autocontig with Kickstart 1.3 and above 
Supports up to 2 IDE Hard Drives + 7 SCSI Drives or devices with 
the SCSI Externa! Port. Expandable to 8Mb SIMMs memory with 
2Mb, 4Mb increments. External power adaptor unit included 
Games Switch to disable HDD and memory or disable HDD only 
for full games compatibly. Quiet + reliable operation with cooling 
fan. User friendly installation + easy upgrade. 

ROCHARD HARD DRIVES FOR YOUR AMIGA 

OMb Rochard IDE Card Ok £199 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 2Mb £268 
OMb Rochard IDE Card 4Mb £337 
OMb Rochard IDE Card 6Mb £406 
OMb Rochard IDE Card 8Mb £475 

52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £349 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb £399 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £449 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £499 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £549 

105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £449 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb £499 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £549 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £599 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £649 

All Rochard drives and controller cards 
come with a 2 year warranty 

GENLOCKS EXTERNAL FLOPPY 
ROCTEC DISK DRIVES 

Rocgen £99.95 UltraSlim Roclite £57,95 
Rocgen + £149.95 Slimline Roctec £52.95 
Rendale 8802 £119.95 CDTV DRIVE £69.95 
G2 £575.00 AMIGA internal floppy 
G2+ £999.00 £59.95 

GVP SERIES 2 HARD DISKS 

52Mb ONLY £375.00 
105Mb ONLY £529.00 
Perfectly matched In colour + style to the AMIGA 
500p, 11ms access drive, 1" high drive by 
Quantum. Room for up to 8Mb of RAM 
expansion. Cut Off switch for games 
Expansion Mini Slot’. External SCSI port 
Dedicated PSU and fan. 2 years free 
warranty. Add £69.00 per extra Mb RAM 

52 Mb Ok £375.00 
2Mb £444.00 
4Mb £513.00 
6 Mb £582,00 
8Mb £651.00 

105Mb Ok £529.00 
2Mb £598.00 
4Mb £667.00 
6Mb £736/00 
8Mb £799.00 

MONITORS 

High Res 14" colour £349 High Res 21" colour £1599 
Microway Flicker Fixer £149 CBM Flicker Fixer £199 
PHILIPS 8833 Mkll colour monitor +F19 promo only £229.00 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 
Diamond Computers invested in excess of 

£4,000,000 this Christmas to bring you what we 
believe to be the best Amiga pack money can 
buy. A lot of competitors could not afford this 
commitment and were unable to compete and 
resorted to dirty tricks and untrue allegations 
about our company. If you feel that you were 
misled by one of our competitors, demand a 

refund and buy the ultimate pack from 
DIAMOND 

You've worked hard for your money dont you 
think you deserve the best.!?! 

once Uftow A'Time.,, 

pvsjm. 
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ALL OUR PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

ALL OUR PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND S 500’s SPECIAL PAGE 

IVS TRUMPCARDS ONLY £79.95The 
IVS Trumpcard is the top selling SCSI hard drive controller. 
Representing the latest in technology directly from the USA. it is 
the only controller to support IBM. Amiga and Apple MAC partitions 
on one hard disk. This allows you to run software for the three 
main hardware platforms on one machine. Only one computer can 
do this. 

JOYSTICKS 
Competition Pro £7,99, Competition Pro Extra £13.49. 
Competition Pro Star Extra £12*99. Quickjoy Jet 
Fighter £13.99. Ouickshot 111A Turbo 2 £8.99. Ouickshot 
138F Maverickl £12.99, Ouickshot 130F Python £9.99, Stingray 
Handheld £13.99, Turbo Joypad £14.99. Top Star £19.99. 
Ouickshot Starfighter remote +two joysticks £29.99 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
IMPULSE 
IMP52S/LP 52Mb 9ms El 99.00 
IMP52S/LP 80Mb 9ms £269.00 
IMP52S/LP 105Mb 9ms £299.00 

IMP52S/LP 170Mb 9ms £499.00 
IMP52S/LP 210Mb 9ms £559.00 

SYQUEST removeable cartridge drive 
44Mb 28ms £299.00 

TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add £79.95 

SPARES AND REPAIR 
Internal A500 Disk Drive £41.95 
Fatter Agnus £74.95 fitted by one of our qualified engineers 
C.LA, chips £14.95. A5Q0 fixed repair cost £54.95 

MONITORS 
ALL PHILIPS MONITORS HAVE A 1 YEAR 
ON-SfTE GUARANTEE + F19 SOFTWARE 

PHILIPS 69331 UK) colour monitor 
wfth stereo sound * Free Lead $ 
Dust Cover ^ R 9 promotion £229.00 

We only sell new chips 
A590 Memory Chips 

0.5Mb £17.60 
1.0Mb £35.25 
2.0Mb £69.00 

A590 populated to 2Mb 
£328*00 

8Up Board & Chips 
Bareboard (0Mb) £81.00 

Come and see DIAMOND'S 
20 Incher 

DIAMOND Multisync Monitor 

Commodore lOBa/SD Monitor 

£12*9 J>0 

£349J5 

£239,00 

2Mb Add £69.00 
4Mb Add £137.50 
6Mb Add £206.00 
8Mb Add £274.00 

For a limited period we ere selling high 
quality 3.5” Sony Bulk Disks at Only £0,35 
each. Or 50 In a Lockable, 50 capacity box 

Only £24.9!]. 

M DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

STAR LC 20 £124.95 inc vat 

CITIZEN 124D £179.95 inc vat 

STAR LC 24/10 £179.95 inc vat 

STAR LC 200 £179.95 inc vat 

STAR LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.95 inc vat 

SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179.95 inc vat 

NEW SWIFT 24E COLOUR £279.95 inc vat 

XB 24 - 200 COLOUR £379.95 inc vat 

XB 24 - 250 COLOUR £469.95 inc vat 

ZA 200 COLOUR £299.95 inc vat 

ZA 250 COLOUR £379.95 inc vat 

NEW SP2400 SESHOSHA 
PRINTER 300 CPS £129.95 inc vat 

PANASONIC KXP 1123 £159.95 inc vat 

OKI 380 £199.95 inc vat 
SWIFT 9X £259.95 inc vat 

SWIFT 24X £379.95 inc vat 

■ INK JET PRINTERS 

HP PAINTSET £529.95 inc vat 
HP DESK SET £349.95 inc vat 

HP DESKSET COLOUR £579.95 inc vat 

CANON BJ10EX £229.95 inc vat 

CITIZEN PN48 £269.95 inc vat 

■ LASER PRINTERS 

OKI 400 £569.95 inc vat 
HP III P £784.95 inc vat 
Tuner if purchesed with above 1 only £59.95inc vat 
OKI LASER 800 0.5MB £1019.95 inc vat 
OKI LASER 800 Dual Bln 0.5MB £1229.95inc vat 
OKI LASER 830 Postscript 2MB £1099.95 inc vat 
OKI LASER 840 Postscript 2MB £999.95 inc vat 

CDTV AND TOP TITLES FROM DIAMOND 

MULTIMEDIA !M YOUR OWN HOME Advanced Military 
Fred Fish Collection 

£22.47 
£37,47 

Moving Gives Me 
A Stomach Ache £26,25 

Shakespeare 
Complete Worths £27.99 

CDTV brings inlormait&n and entertainment info your home in Snoopy £26,25 Mud Puddle £26.25 Illustrated Holy Bible £27.99 
a way that has never been possible before It is based around Battiest orm £29,99 Cinderella £26.25 Music Maker £23.99 
the familiar compact disc player combined witti a computer American Vista £41.25 Scary Poems Rotten Kids £29.99 Barney Goes To School £23.99 
which simply connects to your television and combines still Sim City £37.50 Long Hard Day At The Ranch £2625 My Paint £27.99 
and moving pictures with sound and thus offers a whole new Hound Of the Baskerviltes £22.50 Wrath Of Demon £22-50 A Bun For Barney £23.99 
world of possibility Time Table Science £29.99 Super Games Pack £22,50 Defender Of Grown £27.99 

GO Remix £22.50 Psycho Killer £23,99 Garden Plants £27.99 
Whether you want to improve the quality of reference maienai World Vista £41.25 C lassic Board Games £26,24 Trees And Shrubs £27.99 
available to your studies of to enhance youf hobbies CDTV Eyes of the Eagte £26.25 Time Table Business £29.99 Font Veg And Herbs £19.99 
has the information at your fingertips The dever design of the Peter Rabbit £29,99 Science And Innovation £31,99 Funschooi 3(5-7) £19.99 
hardware and software means that you pick the information Benjamin Bunny £29,99 Business Politics £31.99 Mind Run £23.99 
you want in the way that you want ft. Paper Bag Princess £26.25 Dr . Wellman £43.99 Timetable Of History £31,99 

The DIAMOND CDTV pack costs only £459 Heather Hit Home Run 
Thomas Snowsurt 

£26.25 
£26,25 

Electric Cookbook 
All Dogs Go To Heaven 

£31,99 
£27.99 



GFA BASIC 
FOR YOUR AMIGA 

ONLY £24.95 
TO SOFTWARE CLUB 

MEMBERS 
£49.95 RETAIL 

DIAMOND OVER 100,000 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

EVERY YEAR! 
You’ve seen the rest 
now meet the best! 

THE CAPTAIN DIAMOND PRICE SAVERS CLUB 

NEW GAMES TITLES 
Lotus Turbo II £16,39 Pit Fighter £16.25 Heimdall £22.74 Robocod £16,89 Micro ProGoJf £22.74 

1st Samurai £20,14 Deuteros £19.50 Mega-lo-Mania £20.14 Simpsons £16,89 

15 BEST BUY £5 BARGAINS 
Speetiball2, Shadow Ot The Beast 2, Car-Vup, Corporation, X*non2, Back To The Future 3, Cadaver. Line Of Fire, Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles. Si- Dragon. Judge Dread, Brat, Frenetic, Awesome. Monty Python s Flying Circus 

OTHER DIAMOND FAMOUS £5 BARGAINS 
Predator 2, Shadow Of The Beast, Back To The Future 3, St, Dragon, Line of Fire, Teenage 

Mutant Turtles, Final Battle, Netherworld^, Datastorm, Grand Monster Slam. Kid Gloves, RVF 
Honda, Shufflepuck Cafe, Soccer, Tower Of Babel, Dungeon Quest, Emotion. 

DIAMOND TOP TITLES 
3$ CONSTRUCTION SET £32 4# DRAGON S LAIR 2 t?# ftft KINGS QUEST 4 «*S* REVELATIONS tit 27 
4D BDK1NO ne eg duck tails tit ft# KINGS QUEST 9 S3* W RICK DANGEROUS 2 tit 59 
ites submarine run tie 09 DUNGEON MASTER tit ft# LASER 5QUA0 ftftZft RiftK CI2 99 
4 D S tie 59 ECO Phantoms tit ft# LAST battle i te s# ROBIN SMITH £ CRICKET ne ■# 
AID TANK KILLER £23 24 EDD The DUCK nt ?4 LEGEND OF FAERGHAlL nee® ROVOCOP 3 tie 59 
ACtKJfd STATIONS dt 93 Elite nt t# leisure slut of larr* i n#« AQKKtft DRIFT da » 
ADOPTED TOfUN EU W Elvira ne#? LEISUNESUIT OF LARRY 2 tw s* 5ARAKQN £12 #9 
Af RICA KQRPft £1*4# tWLYN hughes SOCCER nt sr LEisuRESurr of larhy i t»» SCENERY DISK 7 til A7 
Al^ma WAVES fiew EhlyN huGhE S TRiviA ni tt LEMMINGS fitee SCENERY DISK# £H6? 
ALTERED DESTINY Clt At encounter to 37 LIFE AND DEATH fie ?2 SCENERY DISK 11 Cl 1 67 
ANCIENT BATTLES lift 9Z ENGLAND CHAMP SPECIAL cis te LOGICAL £i£ #9 SCENERY DISK 12 £11 67 
ANT HEADS te i* EPibbMiC (ENEMY WITHIN) eu ?r LOOM n# #2 SEARCH FOR THE KING £23 19 
ARMALYTI tie et ESCAPE FROM COLDiTZ tie te LQQPZ fit,27 SECOND FRONT £19 93 
ARMOURGEDDQN tie n EUROPEAN CHALLENGE E7 »t LORDS OF CHAOS f 1 B B# SECRE I AGE NT.-SLY SPY £1619 

j AHNMfM cia tJ EUROPEAN BUPERLEAQUE tit 24 LORDS OF THC RISING SUN ftlfto SECRET SILVER BLADE 1 MFGi £20 14 
ATOUINQ tiett EKECunONER tie b# LOTUS ESPRIT ft ft se SHADOW DANCER tieee 
AWESOME tie st ekterwwator ne ft# LUPO ALBERTO ft! 59 SHADOW WARRIOR £i*5t 
BACKGAMMON lies* ere oft The beholder C20 14 Mt Tank platoon in ez 6HQOT EM UP CONST KIT £1# #J 
SAlahCE of POWER 'W run ft is STRIKE EAGLE Z EI2 74 MAGIC GARCEN ne et 5FM CITY flit? 
BALL GAME cieat ft l* COMBAT PILOT tie n Manchester Europe fit Bt S’U CITY ARCHE 1 not# 
BANDIT KINGS China £77 74 ft It FALCON nt •? MAUPltY island 119 49 ft MM CITY ARCHE 2 not# 

I HARE'S TALE 1 cie» ne falcon miss disk i ns i? megaiaaveller Ml 92 SiM CITY.'POPUlOUS n»4# 
BAT cite? F 11 r AL CON MISS DISK 2 |1*|T MERCHANT COLONY El# B? SKULL # CROSSBONES din 
BATTLE CHESS cieet Fit BttALtH FIGHTER nt t2 MERCS ne ee SOCCER MANIA ne ?4 
BATTLE CHESS 2 tie at rzt retaliator ne ft# metal masters ne B# SON OF ZEUS n« ee 
BATTLE COMMAND tie St FAMOUS FIVE tie ft# METAL MUTANT tie os SPACE ACE t?e Bft 
BATTLE StORM tiest FEUDAL LORDS ne ft# midwinter tie 92 SPACE QUEST f?3 2* 
BA TTL ESC APES TWINPACK tit 93 FINAL CONFLICT ne ft# MIDWINTER ? £22 74 SPACE QUEST 1 «* ft4 
beast; cieet FIST OF FUftY tie ?4 MIG 29 £23 24 SPIRIT OF EACALIftUR f1#4# 
betrayal neea ALIGHT SIMULATOR 1 E72 72 MIGHT AND MAGIC ? £19 a? SPORTING GOLD ne if 
BlGBQX cite FOOTBALL DIRECTOR ? n» #fl MIGHTY BQMBJACK £1C 59 SPORTING WINNERS nt »7 
BIG DEAL .COMR. C30 T4 FORMULA l 30 net# MINDGAMES tie a# STAN COMMAND n#B2 
BILL * TEDS ADVENTURE n*JM TRINE TIC net# MONKEY ISLAND ciew STELLA 7 tie si 
Billiards ; simulator ft«« FRONTLINE c-e se MONOPOLY DE LUKE CU» STELLA CRUSADE t?3 24 
BILLY THE KID (Test Full BLAST cite; MOONfiASF £23 S# S T ORM ACROSS EUROPE fie a? 
BLADE WARRIOR ne ft# FUTURE WARS ties# MOONSHINE RACERS dee? STORM BALL nt it 
BliTZkRiEG f i# #z GALACTIC EMPIRE nee# mother GOOSE ties# striker manager ne ?4 
BLITZKRIEG WAY 16*0 fie ft# GAJZA 2 ties# ME BACKUP PROF nee# SUMMER CAMP ro ?i 
BlQODWYCH DATA DISK CtK GEISHA ne e# MULTIPLAYER SOCCf R MAN nee# SUPER CARS (ACCOLADE | £7 eft 
BLUE MAX (ACES) fZG 14 GENGiS KHAN £21 24 MURDER ties# SUPER MONACO GP n» ft# 
BOXING MANAG E M 11117 GERM CRAZY da •# MUSCLE CARS C7 9€ SUPER SkWEEK tU 99 
BRAIN BLASTER^ fieet GETTYSBERG ti# 92 N A n c £1659 SUPERCAHS 2 tift 6ft 
BRAT fieet GO fit ft# NAM £29 57 SUPREMACY ne tt 
BREACH? (test GOGS da ii Navy SEALS £1624 SWITCHBLADE 2 nt tt 
BRIDGE PLAYER?I'M f# »# GP TENNIS MANAGER in n NEW ZEALAND STORY £16 59 TV SPORTS BASKETBALL nt te 
BRIGADE COMMAN&EW ft* e# GRAND national fl*?T N’GhT shift £16 59 TEAM SUZUKI tit 51 

| BUCK ROGERS ft# #: grandstand fit# 49 NINJA REMIX £16 ft# TEAM YANKEE (HU 
CADAVER THE PAYOFF <10 1# GREMLINS 3 NEW BATCH ties# NiTfliO £16 *# TEST DRIVE 2 COUP ne 49 

| CALIFORNIA CHALLENGE fT#e gunboat ft# 4# NUCLEAR WAR tiese tetnis n? ## 
CAPTIVE fit ft# Gun&hip ties# OB FT u& £2Z 74 THE DUEL (TEST O 2j (16 5# 
CAR YUP-'TORVAK PACK f it ft# MAVIS of MONTEZUMA free# OPERATION COMBAT £16 ft# THE MONSTER PACK tie ee 

I CARDINAL OF THE KREMLIN tift 3* HANNA BAR&ERa coll tl**T OPERATION STAELTH £16*# their finest hour tlflZ 
CASINO iTRUMPJI tit 24 HARD OLmYIN 2 OUTZONE ne»e THEIR FINEST MISSIONS £163# 
CENTURION eta ># harpoon £1**2 OVERRUN nee? THUNDERHAWK t» 14 
CHALLENGE GOLF *1«Z4 HAW A UN SCENERY DISK Eli §7 OVERRUN [iMf&i, n##z THUNDERJAWft nt 74 
challenge ns til « HEART Oft THE DRAGON sits* PANG net# TOPI mat 

| CHAMPION Of THE RAJ ft* ft# HEROES (JO»r PANZA KICK BOXING (14M TOURNAMENT &olf nt it 
Champions of krynn <^mfgi ne« Hf ROES Oft T«E LANCE stew PGA TOUR GOLF fit #» TOtW* FRA nt ft* 

1 CHAOS in ANDROMEDA tu m MCROOUCST (i**t PH ANT AS if f« T4 TOYOTA CELICAGT RALLY n« it 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK i IMf Oi ri* si mu street blues lies* PICK AND PILE f1# ft# TRIAD 3 £19 92 
cnahge.ught brigade tlf 4# MIT MACHINE It AH fi*59 PIPE MANIA ft ft# trivial pursuit near 
CHESS CHAMPIONS SITS ne » HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ties? PIRATES fie ft# TuRRlCAN 2 (i* 59 
CHISSMASTER SlOO E20 14 HORROR ZOMBIES CRYPTS fitse platinum nt 5.9 typhoon of steel omegi 119 9? 
CHIPS CHALLENGE eh a# MOVIES BOOK OF GAMES fie ft# player manager f 13 27 U U ft ; LNATION YYARi | IMEGl nt 9? 

| CHUCK ROCK tie M HUNTER ft# 4# police guest f?3 24 ULTIMA ft C20 14 
CHUCK YAEGER Z tie ft# HYDRA fT*?4 POLICE QUEST 2 HUCGi f2A ft# ULTIMATE GOLF nt 5* 
COHORT (fiGHt FOR ROME) ne Ag i PLAY ID SOCCER f IF HI* POOL OF RADIANCE nee? VECTOR HOVER HAWK nez4 
CONN OP HITS ? tie es iMPIftlUU di 4# POP UP na 27 VIRTUAL REALITY t)t 74 
colossusche&sa tit SB INDIANAPOLIS S0O fit t« PORTS OP CALL rift 17 VIRTUAL Hf JLUTY l fl#4* 

1 CONFLICT MIDDLE EAST £20 14 INT CHAMP ATHLETICS fiee# POWER fi* ft# VIRTUAL WORLDS fit 4# 
CONQUEST OF CiWELOf INTERN ICE HOCKEY fT* ?4 POWER PACK cn ft# viz fiz « 

i iMEdi tH St inPQ f«e ft# POWE R UP ne h WAR GAME CONST SET (IUEG (if tf 
COUGAR FORCE fit 19 IT CAME FROM DESERT (IMEGl tie 4# POWf RUONGEH ne 49 WAR IN MIDDLE Earth f 17 W 

1 CRICKET (1MCO) CH49 JACK N COURSES i f7» pp HAMMER £16 ft# WAR tom (11*4 
| CRICKET CAPTAIN tit 24 JACK h COURSES? free PREHISTORIC nt «# WARLOCK THE AVENGER ft* It 

CRIME DOES NOT PAY tit 19 JACK ft. COURSES 3 T7« PREMIER COL LECTION £1699 WARLORDS It* 69 
CRIME WAVE tie se JACK N COURSES 4 tree PRINCE OF PERSIA ft ft# WEST EURO SCENERY ft! *7 

1 CRUiBE FOR A CORPSE ne eg JACK N COURSES ft ee T4 PRO SPORT CHALLENGE £20 14 WHITE DEATH fte e? 
1 CRYSTALS OF ARBORFA ne it JACK N UNLIMITED It MEG 1 nee? PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 nt ft# WHITE SHARKS ft**e 
1 CURSE OF AZURE BONDS JACK N CLIPART tl 74 phofught £25 97 WINGS ft#« 

i iMEGl ne e: JAHANGIR KHAN fit ft# quadrel £16 ft# WINNING ft ft# 4# 
| CYBERCON 3 tit as JAMES POND ne se QUATTRO ARCADE ft 44 WINNING TEAM £70 57 

DAMOCLES OF COMPENDIUM f it S9 JAMES POND 1 iMEGl fit ft# QUATTRQ SPORTS £6 44 WIZARD WORLD f * 44 
I PAR* UAN tie 24 JAPAN SCENERY DISK m it guest for glory (Kit WOLF PACK £11 *2 
1 DAS BOOT £M ii JUPITER MASTER ORIVE f it ft# QUEST FOR GLORY ? r»« WONDERLAND fi# 4» 

DELUXE SCRABBLE ti2 99 Kennedy approach n*ft# r type z £1669 workbench management f ie es 
I DEATH kniGhTS Of KflVNN t2ft 14 KEYS TOMARAMON fit BP RAILROAD TYCOON CS2 74 WORLD AT WAR It* 24 
| DtMONJAK ti# 4# kick Oft r f fU27 RAINBOW ISLANDS 11*5# WORLD CHAMP SOCCER ne se 

DISC tie tt KICK OFF 2 (1MEG» fie ee RBI Z Cl#4# WRATH OF THE DEMON ne B2 
1 DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO- cee 40 KICK Off Z FINAL WHISTLE E B *3 REACH FQF1 THE STARS nee# WRECKERS ( Ft 74 

DOUBLE DOUBLE PUL m is KILLING CLOUD fie ftp RED LIGHTNING nt ez ZfflUU nt ee 
1 DOUBLE DRAGON 2 

DRAGON WARS 
C13 99 
tie ee 

KILLING GAME SHOW 
KINGS BOUNTY 

fiftfte 
e?P 14 

RED STORM RISING 
RENEGADE inTCPIOR: | imED) 

ties# 
£23 39 

ZONE WARRIOR nt te 

IN A RECENT SURVEY we found that 
over 40% of Guf business is coming 
from persona! reccommendation and 
this proportion is growing daily. The 
only reason for this must be that we ai 
providing 
you with 
what you 
want, We 
always try 
to offer the 
best 
service 
and prices because 
at DIAMOND we love our customers. 

■■Hi 
""c’DTVTSof I we rT A 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE NOTE THAT PRICES ON THIS 
PAGE ARE TO CLUB MEMBERS ONLY ADD 
£10 TO JOIN THE CLUB AS YOU ORDER 

NAME.,........... 
ADDRESS..... 

POSTCODE.. 
TEL. 

COMPUTER..,....,... 
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER 
please send me 

item 

item 

item 

item 

item 

£ 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
Cheque'P.O.1 Access Ma^iercard'Vlas 

M ......... 
Credit card £*piry dare.. 
All Mall Order To ROMFORD BRANCH! 
1045 High Rd Chidw*ll Htafh, Romford 
Phone Orders 081 597 8851 

Please add £i for postage Cheques payable 
to Diamond Computer Systems Ltd, For EEC 
orders please add £1. Overseas orders by 
Credit Card only please- 



WANT A 1500? 
GOT A 500? 

SWAP IT FOR 
ONLY £399 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND S 1500 & 3000 CENTRE 

AMIGA 1500 SPECIAL PROMOTION 
Comprising THE NEW AMIGA 1500 PACK 
AMIGA 1500 52Mb 9ms access hard disk driven by the NEXUS SCSI hard disk 
controller with 2Mb of RAM which can be expanded in 2Mb steps up to a maximum of 
8Mb. The NEXUS also comes with suite of storage software utilities: Flashback, 
PowerBench, SmartCacbe, Spoolit. DiskSurgeon, InstantFormat, MemoryDoctor. 
Utilities to enhance the control of your SCSI Hard disks. 

Software with the machine comprises DeluxePaint III, The Works, Home Accounts, 3 
Games, Puzznic. Toki and Elf. and a book entitled "Get Th e Most Out of Your 
AMIGA”. 

ONLY £999 inc 

Or with 8833 Mkll Monitor +F19 promotion ONLY £1199 inc 

With Multisync Monitor and CBM Video Card (Flicker Fixer). ONLY £1699 inc 

The A1500 is one of the best kept professional secrets it seems. This workhorse 
regularly produces the press ads for DIAMOND including this advert. It is also central 
to the production of many game shows such as "CATCHPHRASE" and *ALL CLUED 
UP" to name but two. With AMIGA professional software costing a fraction of its 
counterpart on the APPLE MAC and PC, it must be the obvious choice for professional 
and leisure use. 

A1500 + Software (or £599 or £399.95 when you P/X your old machine 
With PHILIPS 8833 monitor ONLY £799 or when you P/X 

_your old machine ONLY £599_ 

AMIGA 3000 
The NEW 

Commodore AMIGA 3000 

25Mhz processors 00Mb hard disk, 
4Mb Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM, 

+ SCALA + Deluxe Paint IV 

£3295.00 INC VAT 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 
68040 Board for your A1500/2000 

50 MHz Clock speed 
0Mb RAM £1549 
4Mb RAM £1649 
8Mb RAM £1749 

UPGRADE YOUR OLD 500 TO 
A BRAND NEW 1500 FOR 
£399.95 WHEN YOU P/X 

IlilUllimiHlltli GVP PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA 1500 &2000 \\V\U\\UU\\\\\U\ 

IMPACT 
II HC0 

Witte range ©f drive 

150Mb 
STREAMER 

IMPACT 
VISION 24 

22MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

22MHz 09030 CPU 
SBSB2 22MHz maths 
1 Mb 32-bit RAM installed 
Expands t© nm 32-bit 
RAM, 32 bit SCSI HO on¬ 
board coni rol ter 

This tow-cost, quality 68030 
accelerator. memory 
upgrade, SCSI device and 
68-982 maths co-processor 
board offers the perfect 
introduction to tow cost 
upgrades for the Amiga, ft is 
supplied with 1Mb 3£ bit 
RAM, upgradeabto to 13Mb 
32-bit RAM This card runs 
approximately 7 times taster 
than a standard Amiga 
15OQ/2OO0. 

ONLY £595 

33 MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

33MHz 63030 CPU 
63332 33MHz maths co-pro 
4Mb 32-bit RAM in stalled 
Expands to 16Mb 32-bit 
RAM. 32 bn on-board SCSI 
controller 

This fast 66030 accelerator, 
memory upgrade. SCSI 
device interlace board 
delivers uncompromising 
speed and performance 
without a high price, H can 
take 16Mb 32 bM RAM and is 
supplied with A mb oi 32-bit 
RAM installed along with n 
6B062 maths co processor 
Runs approximately MS 
times faster than a standard 
Amiga 150*2000 

only£1295 

50MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

50MHz 63030 CPU 
63332 50MHz maths co-pro 
4Mb 32-bit ham installed 
Expands to 32Mb 32-bit 
RAM 
32 m AT HD coni roller 

The fastest accelerator card 
and memory upgrade 
available from GVP 
Feaiunng a 66D3Q CPU 
running at 50MHz, on-card 
expansion to 32Mb o! 32-bit 
RAM and an IDE hard disk 
interlace atl on one card 
Makes your Amiga run 
approx imatoly 13 times faster 
than a standard Amiga 
1S00$00D 

only£1 795 

52Mb and iGSMb options 
Sockets for 6Mb RAM 
Uses easy to install SIMMs 
Supports virtually ftiiy 
SCSI device 

This is ihe equivalent pf the 
HD0+ hard dnve* but tor the 
Amiga 150O and 2O0O 
models H features the same 
unmatched facilities and 
performance goring 
unnvaJied power With 
GVP s innovative custom 
chip design, easy and user 
friendly installation and 
software, the HC3 to both 
powerful and simple to use, 

52Mb version £299 
105Mb verson £429 

Over 6Mb per min. backup 
Comes with GYP 
TapeStore so If wan? 
Mounts In the 5.25“ drive 
bay Optional externa) 
casing includes 1 DC 1 SO 
cartridge 

This high* performance 
media back up tape 
streamer device for the 
Amiga uses industry 
standard 150Mb DC150 
cartridges Wrth backup 
speeds in excess of 6Mb per 
minute, the GVPWT15Qisa 
fast and efficient back-up 
meihod lo oftor peace of 
mind lot serious users, The 
WT1 so (ape streamer 
requires SCSI interlace such 

M,mMC'"0NLv£745 

766x580 PAL resolution 
Supports composite 
video, 5-VH3 and RGB 
signals 
Broadcast quality genlock 
Software included 

This is the very latest 24-bft 
Profesional Video Adapter ft 
features 16 million cotours, 
built-in genlock, flicker fixer, 
frame buffer frame grabber 
and digital keyer Supplied 
with Caligan 3D modelling 
and rendering software. 
Scale IV24 video titling 
software, plus Macro Palm 
24-Jtwi paint package. 

onlv£1 795 

SUPRA BOARD 
FOR 1500 

Bareboard £89 
Add £69 for 2Mb 
Add £138 for 4Mb 
Add £207 for 6Mb 
Add £275 for 8Mb 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND 3000 
"BASHER'* PACK 

The New Commodore Amiga A1500 with twin 
3.5" floppy drives, Multisync Colour Monitor, 

CBM Flicker Fixer {video card), 
68030 33MHz Processor, 105Mb hard drive 

with 4Mb RAM and s/w, Deluxe Paint III, 
The Works, Home Accounts 

+ 3 Games Puzznic, Toki and Elf. 

ONLY £2595 INC VAT 

NEXUS BOARD 
Bareboard 0Mb HD 0k RAM 

ONLY £199 

Prices for Nexus Board options 

RAM 0Mb 2Mb 4Mb 6Mb 8Mb 
No HD £199 £249 £299 £349 £399 
52Mb HD £349 £399 £449 £499 £549 
105MbHD£449 £499 £549 £599 £649 



DO NOT FORGET CAPTAIN DIAMOND S PRICE PLEDGE! 

0501 512k RAM card + clock 

ONLY £19.95 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ON PRICE 

0501 512k RAM card + 

Disk Drive ONLY £74.95 

SOFTWARE - CLUB MEMBER PRICES 

Digiview Gold £99.95 Pro Net Personal £84,95 Sonix £39.95 
Pro Video Font 1 £29.95 Mac 2 Dos £49,00 Imagine £114.95 
Pro Video Font 2 £29.95 Quarterback 4.3 £34,95 Audiomaster IV £46.95 
Pro Video Font 3 £29.95 Quarterback Pen Pal £74.95 
Pro Video Font 4 £29.95 Tools £49,95 Real 3D Beginner £84.95 
Pro Video Font 5 £29,95 Crossdos V4 £24.95 Deluxe Music £55.95 
Pro Video Gold £139*95 Desktop Budget £19-95 Trans write £29.95 
Pro Video Post £139-95 ProPage2 01 with Directory Opus £27,95 
Video Fonts £44.95 FREE Pro Draw £169.95 X CAD Designer £69,95 
Can Do VI 5 £70.49 Video Tttler 3D £24.95 Online Platinum £34,95 
A Talk III £44.95 3D Text Animator £24.95 Scufpt Animate 4D 
Draw 4D £139-95 Credit Text Junior, £79+95 
Sculpt 3D XL £84.95 Scroller £24.95 Sculpt Animate 4D £249,95 
Sculpt Animate Pageflipper Plus £74.95 Desktop Budget £34.95 

4D £239.95 F/X Art Department £45-95 
Sculpt Animate Pag ©render £74.95 Art Department Pro £109.95 

40 Jr. £69.95 Art Department £44.95 Show maker £177.9 
BAD £24*95 Art Depart. Pro £109,95 Platinum Works £54,95 
Pro Board £239.95 Pro Write 3,1 £79,95 
Pro Board Bars & Pipes £39.95 3.5" AMIGA Disks £0,40 

Personal £84.95 Bars & Pipes Pro £159,95 
Pro Net £239,95 Director £ 59.95 

HOME OFFICE KIT ONLY £69.95 Word Processor. Spreadsheet. Database. 

^ABACUS BOOKS - WITH 407o OFPE**e£*s0*Ly 
ADVANCED SYSTEM PROG AMIGA DISK DRIVES INSIDE 

GUIDE AMIGA £32,45 £19.47 A OUT £27^55 £16.77 

AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS PROG AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS 

SASIC £18,45 £11,07 AMIGA GRAPHICS INSlDE A tir.^5 £7,77 

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE A OUT £1835 £11.37 OUT £3245 £1947 

AMIGA C ADVANCED AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMERS £19.47 AMIGA PRINTERS INSIDE & EtCSS £8.97 

AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS £11,07 OUT(+VAT1 £3?45 £19,77 

AMIGA DOS INSIDE A OUT £1**5 £11,07 AMIGA SYSTEMS PROG 
AMIGA DOS QUICK GUIDE £W* 09.77 

REFERENCE £5.37 BEST AMIGA TRICKS & 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO T1P$<*VATt 06 4? 

GUIDE £11.07 MAKING MUSIC ON THE 
AMGA(*VAT) 0295 £19.77 

FLAMINGO AMIGA PD & SHAREWARE 

EACH PACK ONLY £5.00 
PACK 1 - MUSIC EDITOR 
Disk 1 Med 2 13 
D*sk 2 Instrument 
Disk 3 • More Instruments 

RACK 2 - INSTRUMENTS 
Disk 1 Additional Instruments 
Disk 2 - Instruments 
Disk 3 Various modules 

PACK 3 - HOME BUSINESS 
Disk 1 Wordwnght 62 
Disk 2 Amibase Version 3,76 
Disk 3 ProcaScVC.Calkey. Calc 

PACK 4 - 'tr PROGRAMING 
Disk 1 ■ Archive of a 3 disk 

manual Needs 3 disks 
Disk 2 North C the program 
Disk 3 North C examples 

PACK 5 - UTILITIES #1 
Disk i ■ Var popcii quadpnn? 

virus* / nodick 
Disk 2 Lookfor atree crossdos 

pow pack machtl keymac 
Disk 3 - Labelpmt.' password 

poopy .^rnge/kw^backup 

PACK 6 - UTILITIES # 2 
Disk 1 More useful utilities 
Disk 2 disk* memopadi.1 /deal 

dnn'stff/smartdk wbiace 
Disk 3 ■ mymenu/jazzbendVaz 

alarming clock / viewboot 

PACK 7 - STARTREK GAME 
Disk 1 ■ This is a 3 disk game 
Disk 2 - written for Startrek fans 
Disk 3 great sound and pcs! 

PACK 8 * GAMES # t 
Disk 1 Zon VI 
Disk 2 Battietorce 
Disk 3 Mechfight 

PACK 9 - GAMES # 2 
Disk 1 - Breaker {breakout gamel 
Disk 2 - Flaschbier (boWerdash) 
Disk 3 - Drip Game 

PACK 10 * RAYTRACING 
Disk 1 - C-Light Rendering 
Disk 2 - C-Light Animate 
Disk 3 D.B W. Render 

PACK 11 - CLIP ART 
Disk 1 - 3 disks of dip art 
Disk 2- animals, cartoons, 
Disk 3 - chnstmas & teddy s 

PACK 12- EDUCATION 
Disk 1 Talking coloring book 
Disk 2 ■ Blackboard maths 

games, colorpad 
Disk 3 Flower garden, stepstone 

tug. puppy speiiquiz 

PACK 13 - Af«AAT10NS 1MB 
Disk 1 Puggs m Space demo 
Disk 2 - Stealthy am ms 
Disk 3 VV^demobylrn^nelcs 

PACK 14 - MUSIC DEMOS 
Disk 1 - Tapan 24 trk aotee dski 
Disk 2 - second disk for disk 1 
Disk 3 - Zarch music collection 

PACK 15 * DEMOS 
Disk 1 - Deljam demo - music 

and nice graphics 
Disk 2 - Pure Metal Coders 

High speed fractals 
Disk 3 ■ Phenomena Enigma 

PACK 16- VIDEO TV GFX 
Disk 1 - Lacer. stillstore, vpgen 

logtape 
Disk 2 Sportster, tittegen. viot 

aninvloois, text-display 
Disk 3 (coned, DOS. dpaint, 

lo res, disk-stuff 

Diamond Computers 
v 121 Regents Street 

Leamington Spa - Warks 
TEL 0926 312155 
FAX 0926 883432 

Diamond Computers 
144 Ferry Road 
EDINBURGH-Scotland 
TEL 031 554 3557 
FAX 031 554 3557 

Diamond Computers 
1022 Stockport Road 
MANCHESTER 
TEL 06 ( 257 3999 
FAX 06 1 257 3997 

Diamond Computers 
W 232 Tottenham Ct Rd 

LONDON WI 
TEL 071 580 4355 
FAX 071 580 4399 

(RETAIL ONLY this branch) 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order, giving your Access or 

Visa card Number or send a cheque or postal order to your 

Local Dealer. Ail prices include VAT unless otherwise stated. 

Courier Service Delivery £ 11.75 

Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance. 

Bankers drafts clear on the same day 

ALL POSTAL ORDERS TO OUR 

ROMFORD BRANCH ONLY PLEASE. 
All prim earn? il tone of prune Go pres* but ray change iMlhoul nonce. 

THE- 
Diamond 

PRICE PLEDGE 
* if, n foist buyinggoods from us, wu can shou* us a better price 

on the same goads from me of our £L% competiors then 

*rhamand util match that price. 

i/our prices hate increased, ux uHff honour 

ihe pruts in tfe adiXTtismeni on ifrmjr in stodf. 

'Thu ,FL‘VlXjL applies only to customers producing or nftfing cm this 

adtxrtisment before the end of the month of publication, 

ft does not apply to competitors prices offered in dosing doum 

or stodfebamnee sab 

w 

Diamond Computers 
84 Lodge Road 
SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232679 

Diamond Computers 
406 Ashley Road 
POOLE - Dorset 
TEL 0202 716226 
FAX 0202 716160 

Diamond Computers 
443 Gloucester Rd 
BRISTOL (EXPORT) 
TEL 0272 522044 
FAX 0272 521738 

Diamond Computers 
1045 High Road 
Chad well Heath - 
ROMFORD 
TEL 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 590 8959 
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24-BIT COLOUR 0 

If you wanted true colour on your Amiga 500 

you only had one choice, until now! 

Marcus Dyson is amazed at Digital Creations 

new feature-packed True Colour system that 

lets you digitise, process and paint with a 

17 million colour palette. 

True colour digitise/process/paint system 

126 

£499 (Provisional} ■ Digital Creations 

HAVING SEVENTEEN MILLION colours 

to play with is a most excellent prospect lor 

any oik using the Amiga for graphics or video 

work, hut until recently it meant having an 

Amiga 1500/2000/3000 fated with a 24-hit 

card. Digital Creations DCTV (Digital 

Composite Television) brings this immense 

palette to users of the humble A500* li 

achieves this by using a system that reinter¬ 

prets the information held in a high-resolution 

Amiga screen display as composite video 

waveforms, DCTV enables the Amiga to han¬ 

dle and display true colour images at the same 

speed and using the same amount of memory 

as normal high resolution animations. 

Now we all know that HAM-E cun do 

something very similar to DCTV* and at a 

slightly lower price. But the hig catch with any 

True Colour system is how do you get those 

gorgeous images into the com pul er in the first 

place, you certainly wouldn't want to (and 

probably couldn’t) draw them from scratch. 

The great advantage of DCTV is the inclusion 

of a digitise function in the packaged software. 

This allows you to capture images from video 

cameras, video cassette recorders, still video 

cameras or any other source that has a com¬ 

posite video output. 

A typical DCTV set-up, 

all ready to digitise an 

image. The Amiga has 

1 Mb of RAW and there 
ore another four in the 

GVP hard drive, taking 

rl up to the mogk SWb 

that are required to use 
all the functions simul¬ 

taneously, The video 

camera signal is being 

led into the DCTV unit 

and dismayed on the 
colour TV by feeding 

the DCTV output 

through u VCR with a 
video input. 

The only drawback of DCTV is that to use it 

fully you need a composite monitor and five 

megabytes of memory, which by Amiga stan¬ 

dards is quite a lot of RAM. hut if you were 

manipulating True Colour images on most 

other computers you would need a good deal 

more memory lhan this. The main features of 

DCTV 

Contact 

Silica Systems 

OS 1-309 1111 

WHAT IS 'TRUE COLOUR1? 

Normally, your Amiga can use only 32 colours on its 

screen, chosen from Its built-in ’palette’ of 4.096, A 
True Colour1 card Is an expensive piece of hardware that plugs 
Into an Amiga 1SGQ, 2000 or 3000 and extends the palette to 17 
million colours* letting you use as many as you want In any one 
picture. It works like this. Instead of using five ’bits' (binary ones 
or zeros) in memory to describe the colour of each pixel, which 
gives 2x2x2x2x2 = 32 colours, it uses 24 bits, which If you work it 
out gives you 24,777,216 colours. True Colour1 gives photo¬ 
graphic quality to your pictures, but it's vary expensive. For more 
on True Colour, have a look at Issue 30 of Amiga Format. 

(he package arc available to users with as little 

as 1Mb of memory, but this involves running 

the digitiser part of the program {DCTVProc) 

separately to the pa ini program {DCTV Paint). 

Rather than displaying digital RGB sig¬ 

nals DCTV uses composite video in format ion 

stored in the Amiga screen display, and con¬ 

trol codes in at the top and left of the image 

inform the DCTV hardware that it is a DCTV 

image and should be treat as so. On an RGB 

monitor the images look like a very coarse 

greeny-grey mess, which if studied carefully 

will just yield the general outline of the image. 

But when viewed on a composite screen the 

image appears in all its glory, at a resolution 

which appears as near television quality when 

looked at from normal TV-viewing distances. 

Setting up the DCTV hardware is a 

doddle, because it simply plugs into the RGB 

socket, and has a pass through for the normal 

Amiga monitor lead. If you are digitising there 

is another lead which plugs into the parallel 

port. A phono plug provides ihe signal for the 

composite monitor, and a similar plug takes 

the signal from your digitising source. The 

RGB pass-through lead fouls the A500 power 

lead to an extern, bul it's nothing serious. 

If you don’t own a composite monitor, 

don’t worry, because if your video recorder 

has a ’video in" socket you can lake the output 

from DCTV into this, and the RF out of your 

video into a normal colour television. One side 

effect of using this system is thai you can eas¬ 

ily record your DCTV images and animations 

onto video la pc for storage, or to show them to 

your friends who don’t have DCTV, or even 

an Amiga for that matter. When it’s used with 

a geo lot and something tike Scab. DCTV will 

allow video presentations of professional qual¬ 

ity to he produced on any Amiga at a cost that 

the enthusiastic amateur could afford. The 

desktop video re volution continues. 

So much for the hardware, the true 

strength of DCTV lies in the Software, it's fast 

powerful and easy to use, if a little daunting at 

limes, so let's look at the DCTV program, and 

why no-one should be without it. O 

DCTV 

• •ft* 
Considering what ht is doing, DCTV Is plenty fast 
trough, even on a plain A500. 

DOCUMENTATION ••••• 

The manual helps you get started quickly and 

easily and coven the features step by step. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Most of lh« features are easily accessible via 

easy-to-use interlaces on each screen. 

FEATURES •••§• 

Digitise, process paint end animate true colour 

images. What more could you warn? 

VALUE m • • • 
It's not as cheap as HAM-E, but then you don't 

need lo buy a digitiser. 

wmr 
90% 



24-BIT COLOUR 

and processing using DCTVProc 

The DCTVProc control 
panel has a simple lay 

out and is easy to 

understand, oil Ihe 
functions ore available 

through the but tons 
and sliders with no 
menu controls at all. 

The file handling 
controls are at the left, 

digitise is in the centre 

and image processing 
b on the right. 

BEFORE YOU CAN use the wonderful 

OCTVPaint software you need some images to 

work on. Now creating a true colour picture 

from scratch is no easy matter, so most people 

use an image 'captured' from some other 

source, which could be a film or TV program 

(naughty but this is the sampling generation} 

or it could even be from your own holiday 

snaps. To get these images into the computer 

you need some kind of digitiser. The DCTV 

software includes just the thing, all you need is 

some suitable video source: a colour video 

camera like the one in the big picture on the 

left would be ideal. 

| DIGITIZE mHO f r : ci 

OPTS SOURCE SCRh 
SCREEN Color O 
7*6X546 Tint 

Tape HAKE 4 PKnei 

CONV DIGITIZE Erite 

Lace conn SST ■Gout .-vi-' 4. 

LORD 
Filler 

SWAP Sharp o 
QURLJTY 

S WE std Hi CAST Rea —A:-- O 

SPEED Green 0 

QUIT t t S RESET Slue WBKfa 0 

The DCTV hardware has an RCA phono 

plug which will accept composite video infor¬ 

mation. By clicking on the digitise button on 

the left of the main DCTV control panel you 

are delivered to the DCTVProc screen. Like 

all the DCTV software this screen is controlled 

by 3D-stylc push buttons and sliders, a method 

which is both attractive and easy to use. From 

here you can view your source picture on the 

composite monitor by pressing the SCAN 

button. Now all you have to do is press ihe left 

mouse button and the picture will be captured, 

it takes between five and ten seconds and the 

picture must be still for this time, so if you are 

using a VCR you will need a good pause func¬ 

tion. After waiting for a few seconds to 

process the image it will appear on the monitor 

ready for image processing. 

I he Image process functions are not as exten¬ 

sive as those found in HAM-E's Image 

Professional software, but this is not so impor¬ 

tant since you have the features of the 

excellent DCT\Pahu at your disposal. Rather 

than featuring a w ide range of effects to apply 

to the digitised image DCTV has a few con¬ 

trols to improve (or degrade if you so desire} 

the quality of the picture. 

The big difference between the image pro¬ 

cessing effects and those available in the paint 

program is that these are global they affect the 

whole of the image, and there is nothing you 

can do to alter that. The effects arc subtle and 

it pays to play with each one ai a lime at first 

to get used to whai they do. Otherwise you 

may end up using several at once to get an 

effect you really like, but can never duplicate. 

If you don't like the way your picture's 

going you can dick LAST for one level of 

undo or RESET to lake you back to the start. 

Once you press COMM (commit) however 

there is no going back unless you have already 

saved the image at an earlier stage. <5 

DCTV let* you digitise 
easily and simply, giv¬ 

ing excellent results 
immediately, Within 
minutes of setting it up 

you'll gel into the 

groove of making 

pictures this good. 

After taking up the 

brightness, twee king 
the contrast and 

increasing the colour 

saturation Madonna 
has gone a hit pale. 

The few image pro¬ 

cessing tools can have 

a drastic effect. 

Another straight 

digitised picture shows 

what you can easily 

achieve with DCTV, 

If sir thinks the NSX 

looks loo much like a 

Ferrari in red just 

press this button 
here and voilal 

Now why don’t the 

rod cor ond the blue 
car have a race. 
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24-BIT COLOUR 

Once you've digitised and processed your 

image with DCTV then you can really start 

to have fun with it, Marcus Dyson 

explores the world of pixel painting using... 

DCTVPai 
Video paint package 

Packaged with DCTV Hardware 

128 

DELUXE PAINT THIS isn't! When ihe man 

ual waxes lyrical about DCTV's universe 

being that of video, with over 16,000,000 

colours* where operations work in chromi¬ 

nance and luminance, it seems at first like 

excessi ve Cali font ianess, But after playing 

around with DCTXTtum for even a short while 

you will realise that the possibilities are 

virtually endless. 

Sure DCTVP can do most of the things you 

can do in DPaint, but you have to ask your¬ 

self: "Would I want to do that in DCTVP?" 

why would you wish to draw polygons and fill 

them with a dithered sixteen colour gradient 

when you can work on a ‘real" image with a 

degree of sophistication that will make it diffi¬ 

cult to tell where* and how you have 

manipulated the image. 

Now I'm not knocking DPuint here, it’s the 

best at what it docs, but DCTV P does some¬ 

thing else altogether. It is virtually a computer- 

based, photo retouching package* with a tittle 

imagination, and the right images, you can cre¬ 

ate whatever illusion you desire. 

DESPITE THE VALLEY SPEAK the man¬ 

ual is correct* DCTV P does indeed work in 

terms of chrominance and luminance* but that 

isn't as mysterious as it first sounds* Video sig¬ 

nals are comprised of two pans: one 

determines the brightness of a given pixel, and 

that is the luminance* the other controls its 

colour or chrominance. DCTV P allows you to 

modify these elements individually, and in a 

great variety of modes, enabling superb con¬ 

trol of the picture. Another great strength of 

the program is the ability to nib through an 

image from the spare screen onto the current 

screen. Many programs allow this* but DCTVP 

goes beyond most to allowr rub through 10 

work not just as a tint but even a graduated fill 

Altogether DCTVP has nine paint modes 

which are as follows: 

SOLID: You all know and love this one* 

select a colour and paint on screen with it. 

simple really! Can be used in conjunction with 

the FLOW to control the rate at which it is 

applied to the screen* thus how well it covers 

what is already there, 

TINT: Uses the selected colour to modify the 

chrominance of the colour on screen while 

This surfer oi 

looking girl have never 
even met (well not to 
my knowledge), they 

were both in totally 

separate photographs 

until last night, tiring 
the rail through made 

t_ ^ ■ ■ ■ E#L in (9fi|mKn9n with inf 

filled rectangle and 

airbrush tools brought 
him right out of hit 

world and into hors. 

The world was created 
using blend and water- 
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leaving the luminance intact Using ibis you 

can colourise a black-and-white image or 

change the hue of a colour image. Again it is 

affected by the flow rate of the brush. 

SHADE: Almost the opposite of tint this 

affects the luminance of the screen area it is 

used on without changing the colour. The 

effect depends on the currently selected brush 

colour. White wilt lighten an area, black will 

darken it* again it depends on the rate of flow. 

AIRBRUSH; This is the default painting 

mode and as far as I can (ell it is almost the 

same as solid colour mode. 

TAKING TOUR CAR THROUGH DCTV PAINTSHOP 

First we load our picture, this Porsche and moon 

montage is one el the DCTV demo Images and shews 

what can be dene guile easily when using the 

program. But a white spurts car Is a bit too dull for 

my extrovert nature, se let's see what we can do. 

Since It's just the 

car wo want to 

effect, and not the 

background, we 

have to make a 

mask to protect the 

areas of Hi# screen 

which are to remain 

unchanged. DCTVP 

masks can be drawn using any of the tools and mode 

opaque (as above), translucent or invisible, the 

translucent one Is particularly good when deleting 

areas from a mask. 

After loading a 

picture of a frog 

into the spare 

screen and using 

Hie filled rectangle 

tool to rub part of 

Hie Image through 

to this screen I 

clipped the frog's 

eye to use as a fill. The paint bucket tool allows you 

to tile a clip In vorieus ways to produce a patterned 

fill. I then filled the car's bodywork with a tint fill (to 

affect the colour only) at around 50 per cent How. 

W.ATERCOLOR* This interesting mode 

charges your brush with a finite amount of 

paint every lime you press the left mouse but¬ 

ton, but as you move the mouse pointer the 

paint runs out’. The flow setting determines 

how much paint is on the bnnih. at 100 per 

cent it behaves tike the airbrush* at lower 

settings the paint runs out to nothing, but the 

brush remains wet, so it smears anything that 

it passes over* 

BLEND; As it's name suggests, blend mode 

picks up and mixes paint as it travels over an 

area* as usual the amount of effect is deter¬ 

mined by the flow setting. 

SMOOTH; This basically "averages" out the 

colour of all of the pixels that are under the 

brash using a preset algorithm, the overall 

effect is to actually improve the transition of 

areas of shading* 

The three main paint made* are all visible on this car, 

at Hie front TINT has changed Hie colour while leaving 

Hie features clearly visible, in the middle SOLID has 

obliterated all detail, but was sHII constrained by Hie 

mask, at Hie back SHADE has darkened the car's 

details without adding colour. 

RUB THRU: This allows you to replace areas 

of the current screen with areas of the spare 

screen, used with the other features of DCTVP 

this can give some of the most spectacular 

effects available with the program, 

FILTER: Some colour and transitions that 

can be made in a video paint package arc not 

strictly *1cgal\ that is to say they will produce 

affects on screen like banding* fringing and 

crawl* If your image was created in DCTV 

using the filter on option this will not be a 

problem* but if you paint on the picture heav¬ 

ily you may cause these effects to occur. By 

using the filter mode you can make the areas 

you paint on conform better to the require¬ 

ments of video, 

Armed with all these modes, most of which 

can be used with many of DCTVP's tools, you 

arc equipped to create some amazing images. 

The brush palette of DCTVP has one or 

two interesting brushes particularly suited io 

video painting, the pyramid and cone brushes 

both give automatic graduations. By concen¬ 

trating their effects in the centre of their 

{respectively square and circular) shapes they 

arc especially good at creating smooth rub 

throughs and fades* it is even possible to 

import brushes from Delate Paint or a wide 

range of other Amiga programs to use as 

‘clips'. A clip is a piece of a screen which has 

been cut oui (Via the polygon tools or free¬ 

hand) and can be used as a brush, as a fill, or 

stretched, skewed, rotated and manipulated in 

many different ways. 

The myriad features of DCTVP can be rather 

confusing, and the way that many of them 

work in conjunction with one another doesn't 

help matters either. If you don t check that you 

have everything set correctly before commenc¬ 

ing an operation you could well find yourself 

waiting a couple of minutes, when it was 

obvious after a few seconds that things were 

not as you planned. There is also no way of 

aborting most of the features once processing 

begins. But with a little bit of trial and error I 

think you'll find that this package is probably 

the key to making the best Amiga images 

weVe seen so far. O 

DCTVPaint 

SPEED *Mt 
Feat enough even on a basic Amiga* accelerator 
users would have tt easy, 

DOCUMENTATION IIM 
Clear and concise with good lulorials, but only 

just scratches the surface of this huge program. 

ACCESSIBILITY • # O • 
Control panels easy-to-use, but so many combi¬ 
nations ot effect II takas patience. 

FEATURES MtM 
More than can be touched on In these two 

pages* almost sit you need for video retouching. 

VALUE 
Free wtth the DCTV hardware, Its a pity mis 
software is not available separately. 

AWGk _ 

95% 
ysmer 
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MAGIC 

POCKETS 
£17*99 "'z,. £17.99 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
Alcatraz. . .,.. .,.£17 99 
Bart Simpson ..£17 99 
Billy the Rid.... .. 
Blues Brothers.. 
Championship Athletics 

..£1790 

.£17.90 
,„*„£17,90 

Cisco Heat*.***...*.. 
Crimewave... ...£17.99 
Deathbringet. ..£2090 
Elvira 2 .£20 90 
E xecutioner.. „ „ „*. *,*,*., ......£17.90 

w™ I 
Woife 

TOP 50 CHART 

Face Ofl Ice Hockey....Cl799 
Gateway to Savage Frontier ..,.£20.99 
Gauntlets...     £17.99 
Hafd Nova.*.,*.,.*.*.,.*-..£17.99 
Hudson Hawk...£17.99 
Indy Jones Fate ol Atlantis £20.99 
Jetfighter 2......*********.£22.99 
Knighlmare. ..  £17.99 
Moonbase,*.***,*.*..*.... £24 99 
Moonstone. , .*..*.***,,*„*.*,**♦,*.*,♦.**,*,*.*.*.,.£17.99 
Myth...      £17.99 
Qtk...***.***.**,*.*.*,*... ..£17.99 
Paperboy 2....    £17,99 
Patriot ..-...£24 99 
Populous 2.......£20 99 
Power Monger 2 ..*.£20 99 
Robocop 3.... £17 99 
Sarakon ..    ...£20,99 
Secret of Monkey island 2..£20 99 
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe...£20.99 
Shadow Sorcerer-™--—. £20 90 
Shanghai 2 - Dragons Eye  ___*.*_£24 99 
Sim Earth............* £24 90 
Staitfeght 2 ..    *.**,-£17.99 
Supaptox ....£ 17 99 
Suepbou* Cargo.....£17.99 
Tip Off.*,**...£17 99 
Ufema 6.    ....£20.99 
Wing Commander (1 Meg) *..„.».,.**.*.*.£24.99 

4D Sports Boxing ..****,,*.*.***...£17 99 
Battle Isles....  £20.99 
Birds of Prey (t Meg)...£24.99 
Castles.. £20.99 
C ruise For A Corpse.*.*.*...£1999 
Deu teres..„*.*.*.*.*...£20 99 
Eye ol the Beholder.*...**.,.,,£20.99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2..*.„***,*™.£24.99 
F19 Stealth Fighter...  £18.99 
Final Fight ..    £17.99 
Final Whistle  ........* ,,£8.99 
Firsl Samurai..**...,...*.**„****„****.£17 99 
Flight ol the Intruder.......£24.99 
Formula One Grand Prix—....£24 99 
GOD, S...*. *,*,*,*,*** .£17.99 
Heimdall.   £24.99 
Hero Quest (Gremlin)  .........*.,,..£17 99 
Hunter.....***.,.,,,.,,£24.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker *.*.*.**,**.,.*.£20.99 
Kick Off 2.     £12.99 
Knights Of the Sky..   ,.£20.99 
Last Ninja 3........£17.99 
Leander.........£17.99 
Lemmings_,**.„.*.*„ .*«**■*.*.**«**+■,*.„**««,*-, Jtl 7.99 
Life andUesVi.    £17.89 
Lord Otlhe Rings *.*,**...*.*.**rt.,.*.*„.*.T„,„..**^£l7.99 

POWER UP-£18.99 
Turrican, X-Out, Rainbow Island, 

Altered Beast, Chase HQ. 

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY £7*99 
Tetris, Black Shadow. Golden Path. 

Joe Blade 

Lotus Turbo 2*,*,*,*,*.***,*„*.*,*.„***. ..£17 99 
Magic Pockets.*.*.*.*.*„*,*,*,*.*,*.*.,*.£17.99 
Man Uld Europe....£17 99 
Mega LPMania,* *.*...£20,99 
Mega Twins*.,.....*.*.*.,..£17.99 
Micrpprose GoH   ,,£24.99 
Midwinter 2  ...,*,*   £24.99 
Oh No More Lemmings ....£13-99 
PG A. Tour Got!.....,.£17 99 
Powermonger.*...„*,*.*,*...£2099 
Railroad Tycoon..*..  .,£24.99 
Rise of ihe Dragon. .„„„*,*,*.*.   ,.£29.99 
Robocod .....,*,*....£17.99 
Rodland.£17 99 
R Type 2..*.*..*.*.,.£17,99 
Rules Of Engagement..........,...£17,99 
Secret o! Monkey island (1 Meg) . .£17 99 
Stem Service 2*,***.*.*... .£24 99 
Sim City + Populous *.*.»««**,*__*.£19-99 
Stoke Fleet .. ...*..... £ 17 99 
Terminator 2, **..***,*,*.*.„,*, .£17.99 
Tbunderbawk ..£20.99 
Utopia,.........£2099 
World Class Cncket.£17 99 
WWF Wrestle Mama____£17 99 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION - ONLY £20M 
Test Drive 2. Muscle Cars. European Challenge 

Super Gars* California Challenge 

COMBAT ACES ONLY £19.99 
FIE Falcon, Gimship* Fighter Bomber 

Cup Rugby ---—.£17*99 

Please note that me matonty of the forthcoming 
attractions are not released at time of gang to 

press. These will be despatched within 24 bourn 
ot release subject to availability. _ 

ACCESSORIES 
1/2 Meg Upgrade + Clock...,.,£24.99 
2M Joystick/Mouse exl. lead...£6 99 
40 Lockable Disk Box ..*.*.£5.99 
SO Lockable Disk Box.  £7.99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor...... .£7.99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover.,......*.*.*.*, £4.99 
Disk Cleaning Krt ... £2,99 
Maverick Game Controller...£14,99 
Mouse House...*,*, .*£3-99 
Mouse Mat 6mm..,*,*.*....£4,99 
Pro 5000 Clear Extra..,*.*.*.£12 99 
Quickjoy Jetfighter.*,.,*,„,*.*,*,,*,„„*,*,...£10 99 
Quickjoy Topstar...*...*.£19.99 
Quickshot Python.*.*., *, *, *.*.* £8 99 
Quick s-hot python Microswitch...£10,99 
Stingray Hand Held Joystick,.,.,......£13.99 
Zipstick.,....    £12.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Answer Back Junior ...  *.*.*,*.*„.„,£13.99 
Better Mams (12-16). £1699 
Better Spelling (flH4J..*....*,£16 99 
Count and Add.*.....£17 99 
F ranch Mistress  ...£ 13 99 
Fun school 4 Under 5.*.£17 99 
Fun School 4 5-7 ..  £17,99 
Fun School 4 7-11..£17.90 
German Master *.*.**——..... £ 13.99 
Henrietta s Book ol Spells...£17.99 
Hooray tor Henrietta ..*.£17 99 
Kidstype.  .-...£17 99 
Maths Mama (S-12}...*___ . £16 99 
Magic storybook (1 Meg)...£20 99 
Mix £ Match ..... ..*£17 99 
Pullie Book Vol 1........£13 99 
Puzzle Book Vol 2.*...*_*£13 99 
Speflbook (4-9).*******...**...£13.99 
3 Bears  £1699 
Things lo do with Numbers............*.,......£13.99 
Things lo do with Words....,£13-99 
Lets spell At Home.*******.....£13.99 
Lets Spell At The Shops £1399 
Lets Spell Out & About...Cl 3.99 
Junior Typist....■*..,.-.£16 99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL ONLY £22.99 
TV Spoils Football, Lords of ibe Rising 

Sun, TV Sports Basketball* Wings 

PHANTASIE BONUS EDFTION - ONLY £26.99 
Phamasie t, Pharntaste 3* 

Question 2 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT 
COMMAND - ONLY £12*99 

Eliminator, Sky chase Strike force Harrier, 
Lancaster* Skyfox 11 

ACTION MASTERS ONLY £18*99 
F16 Combat Pilot, Italy 1990* Welltris, 

Turbo Outrun, Double Dragon 2 

RAINBOW COLLECTION ONLY £14.99 
Bubble Bobbie, Rainbow Island, 

New Zealand Story 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99 
Football Manager 2. Microprose Soccer. Gazzas 

Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition 

POWERPACK - ONLY £14.99 
Xenon 2, Bloodwych* TV Sports Football, 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES - ONLY £14*99 
Austeriitz, Waterloo, 
Conflict In Europe 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME 1 - ONLY £24.99 
Midwinter* Carrier Command* Int, Soccer 
Challenge, Star glider 2, Stunt Car Racer 

AIR,SEA SUPREMACY ONLY £20.99 
Silent Service, Wings* Carrier 

Command, P47 Thunderbolt, Gunshlp 

TOP LEAGUE ONLY £2Q.99 
Speed ball 2, Rick Dangerous 2* TV 

Sports Football, Midwinter, F16 Falcon 

LEISURE GENIUS PACK ONLY £18*99 
Monopoly, Scrabble, Cluedo, 

Master Detective* Risk 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 
30 Pool....£7 09 
Airborne Ranger ....£9.99 
Art of Chess . .,.£499 
Atomic Robotod .£7 90 
Boufdwtesh Const Kn..£4 99 
Brian Dough s Football .£6.99 
Bubble Bobbie.£7 99 
Centrefold Squares-.*-**** .*£7.99 
Ch*» HQ.£7.99 
C.J* Elephant Antics ......£6.99 
Cloud Kingdoms .. £4 99 
Continental Circus. *.*.*,*,**.£7.99 
Cosmic Pifat*___£4.99 
Count Duckuia .. £6 99 
Daily Double Horse 
Racing.. ..£7.99 
Detender ol the Crown..£7 99 
Deluxe Slnp Poker .£7 99 
DouWe Dragon ....£7 99 
Dragon Ntrfi....£7 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy .... £6.99 
Fast Food ...£6 99 
Federation ot Free Traders ...£6.90 

Foots Errand ....___ 
Full Metal Pianete 
Gauntlet H „+*„*+.*««*+***+**.**. 

£7 99 
£9 99 
£7 90 

Hoad Ova* Heate.. . 
Iron Lord 

£7 99 
£9 99 

Ivanhoe .. ..£7.99 
James Pond ^***■■*.,.*■■*„.,**,. ..£7,99 
Jumping Jackson 
Laser Squad 

£7 99 
..£7 99 

Leaderboard.... ..£6 99 
Uflle Pu« .,***.*.. £690 
Mamc Mmer . £7 99 
M^htfi Mage2..™.. 
Nnht Hunter 

£12 99 
tn w 

Nima Soirrt C7 99 
Nmia Wamor..*. .£7.99 
North And South.... 
Paperboy-. __ 

£7 09 
.£7 09 

Puffys Saga .,£7.99 
Quest lor ihe Time Bird £6 99 

.£7.99 
Rw^^anget..,,.^.. £7.99 

Snertran M4... , £7 99 
Shmobi.. ..£7.90 
Stent Service.. 
Sim City 

£9 99 
£14 99 

SpeedbaK .. .£7 99 
Spy Vs Spy . £4 99 
Spy Vs Spy II 
Spy Vs Spy III .. 

£4 99 
£4 99 

Street Hockey . .. £7 99 
Stunt Car Racer £9 99 
Super Gndfunner . 
Super Off Rd Racer 
Swtxd pi Sedan 

£4 99 
£9 99 
£7 99 

Tank Attack ... .£7 99 
Time Machme 
Treasure Island Dizzy ..... 
Turhcan___rTTr„T„. 

£799 
£499 
£999 

Tusker. ; £799 
TV Sports Fooiball . 
Tail 1 Win vYQTIQ 

£9 99 
£7 99 

Uninvited. .£9 99 
Venom Wing .£7 99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION | 
3D Construcbon Kil .. ...£34 90 
680 Attack Sub... ..£17.90 
AlOTank Killer...... __ £24.99 
Armour Geddon .... .£17,99 
BAT.... .£20,99 
Ball leches s ... .£17,99 
Balllechess 2..*.. 
Bailie Command .... ..£17.90 
Bandit Kings ol Ancient China.*..£22 99 
Blitzkrieg 1 Meg.....,*.£2299 
Bridge Player 2150 . ....£20.99 
Cadaver Pay Off......£12 99 
Centuhan.*......£17 99 
Champions of Krynn.£20.99 
Chaos Stnkes Back...    £17.99 
Cotossus Chess X.......*.**.£12.90 
Death Kmghls of Krynn ....£20,99 
Dragons Uirfl Meg),........£26.99 
Dragons Latr 2..  £29-99 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg),. **,.*.**.,.,*..£17.99 
Elf.,..*.......*...**£1799 
F 16 Combat Pilot......£17 09 
F29 RMfttfor .*..*,.*.*,....£17 99 
Flight Simulator It.....£24.99 
M Khan ,.......£20.99 
Golden Axe..    ,i:i7.99 
lnd<anapoks 500 ******.    £17,99 
Jack Nickteus Unlimited GoH (t Meg). £20.99 
Jahang-r Khans Squash..  £1709 
Kick Off 2 (1 Meg) ..*.^.**.*..*.**.X17 09 
Kilrng Cloud........£17 99 
Knights of Crystafcoo ....£20 99 
Logical,, .     £1499 
Lotus Turbo Challenge.....XI 7.99 
Ml Tank Platoon........£20 99 
Mega Traveller 1. 
Metal Masters 
MiG 29 Fulcrum. 
NAM.......__ 
NARC.... 
Pang 

.£2099 

.*.£17.99 

..£24 09 

.£20,99 

...,.,...£17.99 

...  £17.99 
Pirates_______£17.09 
Player Manager ......£12 99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg) .**.*_**.*******.£24,99 
Pools ol Radianoe (i Mag) ..  £20.99 
Populous ........*..£6 99 
Populous Promised Lands ,..*....£5 99 
Prahislorik..*....,.£17 99 
Prince ol Persia...  £17,99 
Pro Flighl..——...£29.99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2-*.......£17 99 
Red Storm Rising ,.*,.    £17.99 
Space Ace ..    £27.90 
Speedhall £.*.,£17.99 
Sieve Davis Snooker .,..*.  .**.,*,*.£9,99 
Super Monaco G, P,.. *.... ..£ 17,99 
Supremacy.*...£20,99 
SWIV..    £17.99 
Team Yankee.*...*.£20 99 
ivirt uinr u ..... 
Thair Finest Hour.... 
Ufti ma 5.*.. „*„*„ *. .,*,„„*„*„„*„*„*,+*„*., 

***** 1 t 
...£20.99 
. £20 9? 

UMS2 (1 Meg)... £20.99 
White Death 1 Meg. ...£22 99 
Winning Tadics _____ ...£6 99 
WondariAnd P5CI 99 

UTILITIES 1 

A M A S. _______ .£79.99 
AMQS ......... ... £34.99 
AMOS Compiler... ... £20.00 
AMOS 30 ... ....£24.90 
AnimaV'On Studio___ £79 00 
Can Do VI .5.... ,, ,tr ...cog .99 
Deluxe Painl IV....... .,-,£69.99 
Deluxe Videos,.„.... .£59,99 
Devpac 2........ £44 90 
Dlgtc&lc.-..... ..£27.99 
Famavtsjon. . ..** .£0.00 
Home Accounts. .££2.99 
Kmdwordis , . . £29 99 
I arnce r* \ts £174 99 
Masrersound .... *..*£24,99 
Mavis Beacon Typing, .... .£20 99 
Mug loan......£9.99 
Photon Pamt 2 .....£10 99 
Professional Page V2.00.   ...£17099 
Protest VS..... ... £ 109 99 
Quartet * ..., *..*.£29,99 
Superbase Personal 2 ..£29,99 
Superpian (Spreadsheet) ..    £29.99 
Techno Sound Turbo ....£32 99 
Wordwodti (IMeg) .*****...£79 99 

Turbosoft, Unit 6 & 7 Acacia Close, Cherrycourt Way Industrial Estate. Stanbridge Road, 
Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 89E Tel: (0525) 377974 (5 lines) Fax: (0525) 852278 

Please charge my Access/Visa No:.,........ Expixy date: 
"i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

ORDER FORM wg E 9 E3 
Please supply me with the following for 
Computer.. 
Titles Price 

Customer Number 

DATE:... 
NAME:. 

ADDRESS:. 

PnQt P*nHp 

TEL:... 

AMIGA FORMAT JAN. '92 

PJease make cheques & PO 
payable to Turbosoft 

Personal callers welcome 
Catalogue available at £1. 

Credit card orders taken, payment cashed 
only on despatch. Orders tinder £5 add 

75p P<ftP per item, For First Class add. 75p 
PSlP per Item UK only* EEC 

emi/urtes add £2.00 per Uem. Non EEC 
couri fries add JC3.O0 per item. Express 

airmail £4.00 per item.. Ail items subject to 
availability* Ail prices subject to 

change without notice. E. & O. E. Mease 
note: Matt Order companies may take up to 

28 days to deliver goods jrom receipt of 
order. Please atlow for cheque clearance 



Telephone: 
(0543)473131 

MEMORY UPGRADES A500 

512K no clock 16 chip...... ..£19.99 
4 chip,.,,,. ,,,,,,£23,95 

512K with dock 16 chip...... .£24.99 
4 chip. .£27.95 

1Mb thru board mi > i uni nmn ..£59.95 
(To use with 512K upgrade 

to give 1.5Mb upgrade) 
1.5Mb with dock.....£69,95 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A500 PLUS 

1Mb (Populated to 172Mb).£39,99 
1Mb (Fully populated,,,...£59,95 

Easily installed..£29.99 
Enables A500 Plus owners 

to run A500 compatible software. 
Will need 1.3 Kicks tart. .£39.00 

DISKS 
3.5' ' DS/DD 100+. ...only 33p 

50+.. „.only36p 
1+. ,..only 39p 

Mouse ST/Amiga replacement.£14.99 
40 cap. lockable disk boi 35*.-£3.99 
SO cap lockable disk box 35#„„„,„.£550 
100 cap lockable disk box 35",..16.99 
Dust covers Am/ST.......£3.99 
Dust covers printer/monitor.from £5.99 
Mouse mat 6mm...£250 
Mouse mat 8mm .  £350 

Leads and ribbons - most requirements can be 

supplied - please telephone for quote. 

SERVICES 

Fitting and repair..JtROA 

SIMMS 
Amazing pricing on the following. 

Can you beat these prices? 
256K x m (l/4Mb)..Only £10.00 
1Mb x 8/911Mb U_Only £30.00 
4Mb x 9 (4Mb)...Only £120.00 

256K x 1 DRAM. .onp 
256Kx4 DRAM-. .,,......£3,95 
1Mb il DRAM.  ,„£3,95 
1Mb x 4 DRAM..  ,,,.,,,£25.00 
4Mb xl DRAM....,£25.00 
8372A Fatter Agnus.....,..,£39.00 
1-3 Kickstart......£39.00 

SLPRA 500 RX EXTERNAL 1 
MEMORY EXPANSION 

500 RX 1Mb. ...Only £145.00 
2Mb_ .Only £185.00 
4Mb.. „..Ontv £269.00 
8Mb. ..Only £419.00 

Only 1" wide, Plugs directly* onto the side of 
your Amiga * it only takes a few moments to 

fiL 

Phone now for your best deal around. 

FLOPPY DRIVES 

3.5* DS/DD external drive...£49.99 
35" DS/DD internal replacement ,.,.£44.00 

Quiet, slim, high quality mechanisms. 

Telephone: 
(0543)473131 

HARD DRIVES 

As we supply nearly all makes please state 
the make and model on your enquiry/order 
and we will supply at "The market price". 
Please call for confirmation of price and 
delivery. 

SUPRA MODEMS 
Get to those software bill boards: or 
anything you want down the phone - ready 
to go on line. 
Supra 2400.........£119.00 
Supra 2400+.......£174.00 
2400+ has error correction and data 
compression. Both include: 
* RS232 interface 
* Internal diagnostics 
* Programmable number storage 
* Tone pulse autodialanswer 
* 100% Hayes compatible 

QUALITY 
GUARANTEE 

All products are made using leading 

edge technology to the highest 

standards and are fully guaranteed. 

Prices include VAT. P&P extra. Please enquire when ordering. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E. & O.E. 

GLOBAL COMPUTING 
Woodhouses, Yoxall. Burton-upon-Trent, Staffs* DE13 8NR 

f9 Telephone: (0543) 473131 

Attention Amiga A500 Owners 
As every Amiga A500 owner knows, to back-up software 
from one disk to another is not the easiest of things to do. 
Unless you have the right utility. 

The trouble is finding one for the right money. 

Well you just have. It's called 'Blit-a-copy'. 
'Blito-copy' is a software and hardware-based 
intelligent back-up system manufactured and 
distributed under license here in the UK by 
Media Direct. 

And, at just £34.95 inc VAT, it's being 
sold at a price that no-one can 
reproduce! 

Alternatively, purchase the Cumana 
CAX354 external drive together with 
Blit-a-copy for a combined price of 
£87.95 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

Please add £3.35 post and packing or £6.95 for 
a two day delivery service or £9.00 for a 24hour 
service. 
Medio Direct Computer Supplies limited does not condone or encourage the reproduction of copyrighted software 

MEDIA 
DIRECT 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Limited 

Unit 3, Railway Enterprise Centre, 

Shelton New Rood, 

Stoke-on-Trent ST4 7SH 

Tel; 0782 208228 

Fax; 0782 281506 
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3D GRAPHICS 

Rivalry at the top of the 3D modelling tree 

is hotting up. The latest Real 3D version has 

it all AND its easy to use. A two dimen¬ 

sional Brian Larkman bursts through 

into the third dimension with... 

Real 3D 1 
Solid Modelling package ■ £310 ■ ACTIVA 

WHEN WE REVIEWED the original Real 
3D it had the potential to be the best on the 

Amiga. There were some short com mgs 

though, but these have now been addressed. 

The result is an improved, hugely powerful 

132 

easy-to-use program. 

New on the menu front are composite 

modelling tools, free form modelling, point 

editing, bend and twist, bump mapping, fog 

effects, 24-bit rendering, animated textures 

and morphing and key-frame animation. 

Animation is also well supported with seven 

methods available. 

Real 3D has three modules. The tri-view 

editor is like Sculpt 3D's but with the gadget 

icons gathered into a tool ’palette\ The 

Perspective Wire-frame view has tools to 

rotate and zoom the viewpoint and set it for 

rendering, and can preview animations. The 

Solid model control panel is where resolution, 

lighting, anti-aliasing and other modelling 

functions are set, and where testing and fmal 

rendering is control led. 

A well thoughi out feature is the selection 

window in iri-view. All objects are named as 

(hey arc created and air then placed in a hier¬ 

archical list They are then selected for 

modifying by clicking cm their name in this 

window. If the list is carefully set up, primi¬ 

tives. groups or whole complex objects can be 

selected with ease and worked on. Almost all 

modelling functions are available from on¬ 

screen icons. These are simple and obvious. 

One fault though, is the lack of w arning when 

loading and saving. Anyone with brains will 

back-up important work, but it is possible to 

save a blank scene or test over a complete 

week's work instead of loading it. 

Almost all Amiga 3D systems are surface 

or ‘skin’ modellers using a scries of faces or 

facets joined to define hollow objects. Real 3D 
instead uses a true solid modelling technique. 

Each of the 1 primitives* used is a quadratic 

surface - 3D graphs of mathematical functions 

- created by sweeping perfectly smooth 2D 

curves or lines through 3D space, 

Each of the 3D primitives; pyramid, prism, 

cuboid, sphere, cone, cylinder and hyperboloid 

(like a cooling tower) is a perfect* geometric, 

solid block, AH can be cut. drilled, glued and 

distorted, just like real blocks of plastic, metal, 

wood or stone. Complex objects can be made 

by slicking these building blocks together or 

by using one as a tool to cut into the other. If 

necessary a complex object can be used to cm 

The second section of 

the animation hoi the 
'eorthftghl' returning in 

more solid form to 

wreck the circle. The 
stones are onimated 

separately to give a 
natural looking col¬ 

lapse, but several 

macros were used to 

automate the process. 
Some of the stones 

were moved with 

rotate or key frames to 
add a hit of variety 

to the moves. 

REAL 3D 

The structure of the stone circles 

was completed quickly using simple 

rectangular slabs for speed of ren¬ 

dering. The first stone was 

repeated iuio the circle in seconds 

using a copy and-rotote macro. 
This wos repeated far the lintel 

stones and the smaller Bluesiones. 

The larger Trililhans were copied 

and mirrored front one original. 

Bump mapping had to he applied to 
each stone separately to avoid sim¬ 
ilarity and used the 'Ball' mapping 

type hecause all sides ore seen dur¬ 

ing the animation. The light is 
contained in a transparent sphere 

with a medium level of Turbidity and smooth surface to look like a mysterious foggy 'eailhlighT. 

The fight has an orbit path that moves it up from the centre of the circle, through the earth's 
surface, up about 20 feet and then zips off rapidly, parallel with the ground. The varying speed is * 
controlled by the distance apart of the points that make up the orbit. 

material from other shapes, leaving an intricate spheres are joined to make a tube, but the 

‘negative* like the V shaped hole in a violin. sphere sizes can vary and they are joined by 

truncated cones. The potential for robot Fm- 

All of this construction work can be done gers, tentacles, shells, buds and other organic 

Available from manually, but Real has always provided a 

Alternative Image number of special ‘combination’ tools to auto- 

0533 440041 mate the process, A Fence tool links rectangles 

together edge-to-edge; a Tube tool links 

spheres and cylinders alternately to make 

smooth bending tubes Like neon signs; trun¬ 

cated cones are linked along a straight axis to 

form smooth Lathed objects with a perfect cir¬ 

cular cross section. A lot of work has been put 

into adding useful new combination tools for 

ihe latest version. The most powerful neur tool 

however is the conical tube tool, where 

HOW 3D GRAPHICS PROGRAMS WORK 

There ore two stages to creating a picture with any 30 
graphics program: modelling and rendering, 

Modelling comes lirst, and simply means creating all the objects 
you want to put In your picture. 

All objects are stored as 3D co-ordtnales: so If your object 
was a cube, you’d store co-ordinates for the six comers. Most 3D 
programs give you a fixed set of baste shapes called 'primitives1 
(balls, cones and cubes) which you then join together or bend 
and distort to make your objects. 

Objects are just wireframes, but Rendering puls surfaces on 
your objects so that they look solid. Ray-tracing, as in Real 3D, is 
the most sophisticated form of rendering: 11 uses extremely com* 
plex mathematics that work out how light would bounce off the 
surfaces, giving very realistic or interesting results. 

forms is immense. 

The addition of these new combi nut inn 

solid tools broadens Reel's scope, but some 

objects with flowing, irregular lines are impos¬ 

sible to create from solids. So, giving you the 

best of both worlds: free-form mode)Ling and 

point editing of faceted surfaces have been 

added. Typically, the method chosen is inno¬ 

vative and powerful, yet easy to understand 

and use. All free-form models are based on 

curves and meshes that are quite similar to the 

surface patches used by Forms In Flight. 
A simple curve is created with a rubber 

banded line, adding new points onto the end of 

the curve with each left mouse click until a 

right click sets it. The curve can be left open or 

closed into a loop, A circular loop or a spiral 

curve can be made with the click of an icon, A 

mesh is created by sending one curve along 

the path of a second curve in a variety of ways 

so that irregular tubes, doughnut shapes, and 

even complex forms Like a bath or bicycle sad¬ 

dle can be modelled complete in seconds. 

Once I he mesh is created to your satisfaction, 

it can be edited in a number of ways. 

Individual points or groups of points can be 

selected and transformed with any of the 



/ITh 3D GRAPHICS 

Modify tools* and curves and meshes can be 

joined or broken, opened or closed* 

sub-divided, remapped or *smoolhcned\ (Sub¬ 

division adds extra points 10 a curve without 

changing it, remapping adds points allowing a 

jagged curve 10 more closely fil ils ideal 

"spline' curve, and ’smoothening* removes or 

moves points that disturb an otherwise smooth 

mesh,) Remap is immensely powerful because 

it allows objects in be constructed with a 

coarse, blocky structure for ease of manipula¬ 

tion and memory saving* then adds points for a 

smooth appearance when rendering. Whole 

objects or curves can also be "bent1 using one 

of 24 different bending functions. 

Overall the new freeform modelling tools, 

added to complement the powerful solid mod¬ 

elling system, surpasses other packages, even 

some that specialise in surface modelling. The 

only criticism is some functions that arc sup¬ 

posed to be real-time are a bii slow on all but 

the most powerful Amiga*. h is a professional 

package however and 3D modelling will 

always require the fastest machines available. 

The early version of Real was very fast at 

rendering, but the final images didn't really 

compare with Turbt> Silver or Imagine. The 

Material Requester though, now has control 

over specular reflections, and the ‘fogginess1 

of a transparent material, as well as several 

sorts of surface mapping* and colour gradients* 

BUMPMAP ANIMATION 

WEI DREAMS? 
The water in this 
sequence is perhaps 
Hie most effectively 
animated water ever 
seen on the Amiga * 
and it was amazingly 
simple to da* 

Bump mapping 
in Jteaf 3D takes the 
red value of each 
pixel an the mapped 
IFF brush and uses It 
to determine the 
height or depth of 
the bump. The transi¬ 
tion from pixel to 
pixel Is graduated 
smoothly, hiding the 
squareness af pixels. 

A small brush 
[30x30 pixels) of 
random dots was produced in shades of pure red. The 
palette is a gradient over the 33 lo-res colours from 
black to red and back to black. To animate the 
bumptnap the brush was picked up and saved 30 
times. The only difference between the frames is that 
the colours were cycled once for each brush. 

The effect Is that the level of red in each det 
ramps up to full red and then down to black during 
the 30 frame sequence. When enlarged greatly within 
Jteaf 3D each dot makes a smooth transition from 
trough to wave and with a reflective surface looks 
very much like water. By changing the level of red 
sequentially frame by frame the bumps get higher 
and lower like real waves. Simple, really! 

BEND AND SHAPE 
These are just 
some of fhe 34 
ways In which you 
can bend an 
original shape to 
produce the effect 
you want. 

All objects 
in Real 3D are 
created from 
primitives which 
you manipulate 
and change. 

The most important is ‘Bump1 mapping. When 

selected for a material, the red level of each 

pixel mapped on the surface determines the 

apparent height or depth of the texture at that 

point. At normal Amiga resolutions Real has 

caught up with the excellent rendering capabil¬ 

ities of imagine and is faster. 

For 24-bit rendering Real has an edge 

because it is fast. Speed is important for line 

tuning an image and trying tots of variations of 

ideas* Like imagine* Real slows down when 

you use transparent and reflective surfaces - 

and the new freeform models do drag the ren¬ 

dering down. Real's speed edge seems to be 

based on using Solid models. 

Animation has always been a strong point 

w ith Heat 3D. The system used is simple and 

intuitive yet very versatile* especially as the 

whole program is based on a hierarchical 

structure of objects to begin with* There are 

seven different animation methods which can 

be used on their own or you can add to them. 

The simplest technique is to animate the 

observer using the Wireframe view. Here, sim¬ 

ple gadgets allow you to zoom in and out 

interactively* recording your moves, frame-by- 

frame. This could be the only animation you 

use, or it could be used to add increased atmo¬ 

sphere and professionalism to a detailed 

animation of the objects in your scene. 

Real 3D is now such a complete package that 

it is difficult lo find any major criticisms. 

There are a few minor bugs: setting an object 

to be unshaded lends to make it pure white 

rather than its set colour. The lack of a loading 

and saving warning can also be a major prob¬ 

lem* especially if you are tired and cureless - 

often the condition of computer animators in 

the wee small hours. 

The manual is in need of full tutorials, 

especially for bump mapping. H is also time 

the macro was savable, it would be wonderful 

if several could be set up and assigned to ’F 

keys and/or a "macro1 icon. When rendering, 

soft-edged shadows would help get away from 

the hard-edged computer look. But it has only 

one clear rival, imagine, but Real 3D is much 

easier* and certainly more fun to use, 1 know 

what l will be doing in the New Year ,. 

Real 3D Version 1.4 

speed • e e m 
Solid modelling mattes this the fastest of the 3D 
programs* 

DOCUMENTATION 
Very good manual but no Icon description. More 

full tutorials are oeeded. 

ACCIiflLITY IMF! 
This is definitely the easiest 3D system lo use 

at this level. 

FEATURES • * • 
Virtually everything you could possibly need in 

a 3D modelling package. 

VALUE • • 
The professional version s a brt expensive but 

worth it when you $#0 the results. 
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More Speed. 
More Memory 

pretar 

Greater capacity - Greater capabilities. 

The protar A 500 HD Series - 

The ultimate Hard Disk Drive. 

Your Amiga will have capabilities 
beyond your wildest dreams. 

Capacity 20 MB -160 MB. 
Dn-board-RAM Option up to 8 MB. 

SCSI-Interface. 
1 year replacement warranty. 

2 years tor Hard Disks with Cache 

Flexible capacity for professionals. 
Made in Germany. 

Request for further information at 

protar Ltd. • Park House • Greenhill Crescent 
Watford Business Park • Watford Herts WD1 8QU 

Tel. 092 354 133/24 23 07 • Fax 092 321 20 46 

Amiga ita registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. 



11igBfgKMiof Hampshire 
UIBjBrVB Best for service 

Visit our showrooms. See before you buy. High quality products. Full technical support. 

NEW 
Citizen 224 

Enhanced 24pin printer, optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

Optional Colour Kit £26.00 with printer 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 

NEW HP 
DeskJet 500 Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost. 
3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£629 inc VAT 

On Site support available phone for details 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer 
2 year warranty. + cable St paper 

£275 inc VAT 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 

£175 inc VAT 

Citizen 1 20D + 
with cable & paper 

£119 inc VAT 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Swift Colour 5.00 
Canon BJ-tOe etc. 4.95 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available. price with 

r 4 -j & p»pef 

11 / CJ inc VAT 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin.. 134 
KXP1124i 24pin .. 227 
KXP4420 Laser 761 
Epson LX400 Spin. 135 
Epson LQ450 24pin 239 
Epson LQ570 24pin. 281 
Epson 4100 Laser.* 839 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£21.50 inc VAT 

Squik Mouse 
£1 3.90 inc VAT 

Brother HJ-100 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 
Price includes on site maintenance 

Competition Pro 5000 

Sports Joystick 
Various Colours. Micro switched. 

Fully guaranteed. Steel shaft 

£11 .50 inc VAT 

Amiga 1500 
with Full software pack 

£579 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
Colour monitor with cable 

£229 inc VAT 

Canon BJ-10@X 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 inc VAT 

The above 3 printers are 
all Canon BJ-IOe's 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin 135 
LC200 Colour 9pin.189 
LC2410 Mono 24pin ... 182 
LC24200 Mono 24pin .219 
LC24200 Colour 24pin 275 

Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Deskjet 500 
H.R 300dpi Inkjet printer 
Laser quality at dot matrix price 

3 year warranty 

£345 inc VAT 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£219 inc VAT 

1M Cartoon Classics + 
£359 inc VAT 

112 Meg Ram + Clock 
£24.95 inc VAT 

Class of the 90’s 
£439 inc VAT 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1M Drive 

£54.95 inc VAT 

GVP Series 2 52M 
for A500 £379 inc VAT 

Supra 500XP 52M Hd 
£349 inc VAT 

Accessories 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free} 

lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi_ 7.5C 
50* 3.5* OS/OP I35tpi ...... 32.3C 
100x3.5* PS/DD I35tp*. 59.93 
250x3.5' DS/DD I35tpi ...... 141.0C 
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 540.5C 

Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4,70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A500 Printer cable .. 7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension.10.95 
23way Plug or socket.. 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover .. 4.70 
A501 1/2M Memory + Clock 29.00 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type).. 4.95 
Mouse House ..2.95 
1M internal 3.5* drive .... 57.50 
A500 replacement PSU .. 39.00 
1/2Meg Ram NO Clock.. 23.90 
GVP Senes2 52M (A1500) 289.00 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi. 5.95 
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.. 19.80 
100x3.5* DS/DD 135tpi.. 37.95 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ...... 88.42 
1 kx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ..... 339.58 
50 x 3.5* Disk box with lock 5.99 
100 x 3.5* Disk box with lock 7.50 

Phone for our 56 page catalogue 
EDUCA TIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification 

Established 6 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 
Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Mon. to Friday. 9 to 2 on Saturday 

Postage 94p (80p +VAT] SeCuriCOr £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

UleServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Format Dept, 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants. 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 



AMIGA THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! >2 

CARTOON CLASSICS GAMES PACK AS LEFT, ^ 
PIUS: 10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
pnvnnElth 99 Both, phone to choose ftonr cumM luof t$.o 
Ittwiltett! thifeni oames owmMs 
35 Piogicane Hobbyie PD G»e«n pod, ncLdmg Vnn lies, lie BEST 
S«> td Compmei Conftd. MoM on) (WtfnxWi (i, Uueri and cnhei 
gomes, Annie (tews, Soon! {tews, Sboownrt/j Ctaws. Best (F lie 
Ulites, Home port ntfartag Wotd Praessa/Spel Chert, SnwWeel, Most 
DUST COVER, 10 BLANK DISCS, DISC BOX, MOUSE MAT, 
MICROS WITCH TURBO JOYSTICK 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS Vv 
CARTOON CLASSICS \ 
Fil Amiga 500 pal, PIUS: Lemmings, Ik Simpsons ■ Bon v Ik Space™ 
Mutants, Captor Planet end ft* F’bieteeft, Dekjxe M III B Home potk 
mitring Ward Ftaessot/Spei Check. Spreadsheet Database. Yius % 

PLUS: JOYSTICK & MOUSE MAT 

AMIGA STARTER PACK > 
M Amiga 500 pod, WITHOUT Cnrftwn Chew, Bill WITH: 

pod. inckring Vinis Hers, the fet 
Sl» Tick and alhw h)& kft gomei, Aiuidg Cbssics, Bgad Qnssi^, 
Best erf Ihe Utiles, Home pod including Word Pfoessar/Spel 
died. Spreadsheet. Batatase, 
PLUS: JOYSTICK AND DELUXE PAINT II 
1 MB AMIGA..£325 
DP III instead oF DP II (1MB only>....ADD £29 
WHh Pttps W33 Mk II Monilot + Leads.-.£524 

Onrtoofi tbs tits S/W Pock only...,.... .La7 
1 MB with Ph%K 8833 Mk II Monitor + Leads..£544 

1MB Amiga 
With Phips 8833 Mk II Monitor + bai 

^ AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: A501 51U RAM etpaftw 
Left Spdl dl Home, Muik Mouse, Prawrite Wf Infolfc spreadsheet. Deduce 
hunt It, Deluxe ftor, Mus* Mouse, LOCO, lotting TutfW, 8B( Emufetw, 5 
BBC programmes, 10 (iso, DOs grad DOW'Ts pasta Resource Fie, In Pink 
Video NAPE Booklet 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, lecturing up lo I? learn 
wye you ploy' gaum (raws txcordtng to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHI LOREN'S GAMES, 10«*v pod 
ft; hw Stf Gome _ lasker 

PLUS: JOYSTICK... __£449 

AMIGA 1500/2000^^ 
Full IJK spec, latest vesskm wttfi 1MB RAM, mouse, expansicir as 
82000, manuals and operating discs, available os 

A1500/2000 PLUS 35 Programme Hohbyte PD Greats Pork 
mkring Yms lEfas, tte 8EM S*or ktrfanfiuier (erikr, and mmgtm 
& 6kzz®d end orther gomes. Arcocke Oossks, Booed Go$$i&. Cknscs^ 
fiW erf Utfaes, Home Pod rxkor^ Won! hsKW/Spri Owk, Stfwdvw1 

/ST ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
by FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 
Jr POSTMAN PAT, SNAP, SNAKES AND LADDERS, LUE>0 
r puis 

FUN SCHOOL 2 + FUN SCHOOL 3 OR FUN SCHOOL A 
tafifrMWtyMtL (nrfyutarim tarty uifaS ywi, 

AtoByoors.orBt pusi Ste t yeas, or 7* ytasJ 5 to 7 ren. v / * ywv 

12 Stamm UK eduuitanjj games «nth piftaes, aurting mnatan and 
muit that Wp lo develop number, wad and otter skill. Up to 6 ski tab. 
Conform to Natrarol tumeubn requoefwift 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, fetrtumg up Id 12 leom whfe you pfey 
gomes l vanes ottordng to oge group: 

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 10 dix port n, toi Set 
Gome Fbskmr 
PUIS; JOYSTICK + DELUXE PAINT II j 

DUAL OWE 54? M 
DD + GYP 5? MB QUANTUM HD W 1049 
DD + GVP 52 MB QU KD * 2MB 919 1119 

A1500/2000 PLUS A1S00 SOFTWARE PACK mew™ 
Ik Works. Ftaum dolutase, Wf, Spreadsheet. Deluxe Point III, J 
PLUS EITHER: S?m City, Populous, Tbeii Fnesi Hem, Bafftafint, kl I 
oi Computer Jargon, 'Gel the most out of your Amigo'. OR: Purnik, ' 

Taki, Digiio Home Accounts, Amigo Book 
PLUS: 35 Programme Hob-byte PD Greats Pock 

MttwfmcWfor Wrffi 8833/CBM monitor 
DUMDUM 599 799 
DC + GVP 5? MB QUN1UM HD 899 1099 
DO + GYP S? MB QU HD + 2MB 969 1169 
DO * GYP 100 MS OU HD 1069 1269 

A500 TO 1500/2000 TRADE IN 
Dual Drive, witfc Hobbyte 35 Programme PD Greats Fade, 
but without A1500 s/w pock at moratot, £449 
As above with AT 500 s/w pock.... £489 
As above with At 500 s/w pock phis col. stereo mcnitof. £689 
Dud Drive plus S2MB Quantum Hard Drive and GVP 
Controller, with Hebbyte 35 Programme PD Greats Pad, 
but without A1500 sdtwcrc pack: or monitor . £/29 

DP III instead of DP II ADD.. 
With Pfvtps 8833 Mk II Monitor + Leads 
First Steps Software Upgrade Pack., 

Absolute Beginners s/w pock...... ...t: 

With fWps 8833 Mk II Monitor + loads .£574 

inYodcfsRorhi&rm Megopede Draxiom Says ol Thundfr (car 
racing) ttofcbyle 30 Easy Children s Gdm« £19.99 iw r+P 

• SENIOR CUSSIC GAMES PACK Ikir Finn! Horn (Ikhl 
.,sirei) - BoHfcfhess (onimoied rhessl Skdmr of tk feast 11 
(graphic adventure) ■ Nightbreed (stiaiMv/ofcade rhalJenge] 35 
nowamme PO Gcsoft Pock (iic. linn Kiw Word P)«essor/SpeH 
(heOr. Spreodsket Database. Star Trek ana oikr gomes! 

-.-..£3199 * w 
r ARTISTS PACK Debit Poml III mlh ammatKxi 2ndCumono 

Drive A 10 bfenk rise Amiga Format's Get me best ewi of your 
____9 UK Pef 

As above with Star LC2O0 Colour Printer...£279,99 
> HOME BUSINESS PACK 2nd Cumono Drive t ID blank dhtt 

Ploiinum Works finlegroied Wp spreadsheet, doiabme) Amigo 
Format's Gel the best wf at yout AmigoJ.£79,99 ihk w 
As above wilhSlor LC 20 HLQ AMh.........£219.99 

’HOBBYTE EXCLUSIVE* 
Hobbyte 52 MB, AS90 Hard Drive for Amiga 500 

Reviewed BEST BUY' by Amiga (amptftmg Dot '91 £399 M P+f 
extra 2 m pmf7fl 

Cy A500 PROFESSIONAL 
kr FAMILY PACK 
r FUU AMIGA S00 PACK 
PIUS: Cartoon Classics indudes Leftrnngs, Ik Simpsons, Captain 
Planer, Deluxe Pcnm III 

PLUS: The Works Ptaltnum, WP, Sprwdsheei, Daiobase 
PIUS: Their fines! Hour Fli^n Sirwlotoi AND Botfiechess 
OR ANY Fun School OR Oigitu Home Accaurts 
PLUS: 10 Blank Discs, Disc Box, Mouse Mot, Dust Cover, joystick + 
] S disc Hobbyie PD Greats Pod (see 'The lot') 

1MB Amiga Pack.£429 
IMB Amiga Pack PUIS Monitor.£628 i 
As above PLUS Star LC 200 1 
Colour Printer + Leads.. .£819 I 

EXTRAS 
Stof LC200 colour printer writ Irak 
Slur LC24-7W tokwr printer lH koh 

Cinefl Swift 224 takwr {mnter A3000 - NEW PACK 
DETAILS JUST RELEASED 

A3000 25/100 WITH 6 ME RAM. SCAUk D PAIHTIV. AMIGA VISION 
AND 1950 HIGH RESOLUnON COLOUR MONITOR_ pnA 

A50I Hit OttiMf (8M St?K UM 
SmtUMEipom^Obdi.^ 

TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day deUvwy for credit cord orders placed 
before 4.00pm subject to ovalabilty. Alternatively 
send thegue. postal order, barters draft or official order 
(Pits. Edutalien and Gavemmtnl bodies only) to: Dept. 
AFr Hobby!e Computer Centre, 10 Mariet Plate, 
St. Albans, Herts AL3 SPG, Please daw 1 wortmg days for 
cheque clearance. Subject lo availability, despatch is normally 
within 24 hours of receipi ol (leered paymint. Prices ore correct 
at lime ol going to press, however, we ore sometimes farced lo 
change them, either up«down. Please (heck before ordering. 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highlands) 
Small (omsumoblcs A Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, e«ept losers Next day courief service, £10 per bat 
Laser printers. Next day tourier service, £17.50 
Offshore and Highlands Normal rote plus £70 + YA1 per box 

In addition we offer the lottowmg express services: 
Saturday deWenes Nonnoi rrfepfes£IO+WI pebw 
7omto9gfnnexidoy Mormol rote pfeis £10 + VAl per bon 
Amnwfday Normal rote plus £5 + WAT per box 

A mAtoncry nc* {tuxcpi ii tons tfitertarnneit and oAxston Amiga bmtfj wftti 
d pdaixind CD tystem unit rirand imote control unfl., d a polar n Dfporonu te 
a VCS and mrir ccwwis ft yew tefewiOfi (and yam Mi spiem i fwwritfei 
Knribh rtaifltM m^nnodo s«iid !hc {BM (D1Y ptoys 

GenbcA For 2DD0/1500 
A230Q1 Mend nenkhdc br 7000/1540. FS9 
kMt IT ftridgeBoord.640K.MS m 53 * 525’droe Fur2000/ISDQ.C139 
7786AT Irifetlosri........ ft99 

A205t 4MB ISM exp bowd. popukDed to 2M8. F« 2000/1500 £199 
SUP m m exp board pop lo 8MB lor 3000/1500 £399 
A7A30 68030 cord. popuUed to ?MB F« 3000/1500. £999 
Murewoy FlrLer fete W 3000/1500     £125 
GVP/20W Qua.i^ HO (fv A2MO/1500 idm ^ la SM* RJW! .£169 
GW/S2MI awptvm HO tf« *3000/1500 h*«t up to 8% 1AM) £299 
GVP/ tOOMI Wim HO [for *3000/1500 toke^ up to W61AM) £499 
ClM1950MDMor tMcMayfebeiFbite £549 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK mainland) 
Credii terms or 34 8S APR {wriabfe) ran be onanged lor puchoses aver £ 1 SO, 
scMqeri to status. Competitive leasing schemes are also ovcikibfe for businesses, 
mdudtrng sofc- tvoderi ond paiinesvbtps,. Jusi teiephone iai wriireci demih and 
oppkotoi farm. 

THE GALLERY 
ARNDALE CENTRE 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 
TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

\sMm\ 
\ iO.00AM-4.3OPmJ 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Nobbyte proudly •Mountr ills bifbtsl (|M 
orioltde, oworted to ooly tb« lop fow doica 
UM ditlets offeriof Ihe best ia npwrtno ond 

i upporl All A«i|is |«|| UI ymnn 

ALLERS WELCOME AT OUR SR 
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fT-, 3D GRAPHICS 

3D graphics give you accurate and 

stunning pictures. But if you've got a dead 

flash 3D modelling package you're going 

to be a bit miffed if your work has jagged 

and bitmapped edges. Brian Larkman 

finds a way to go straight with... 

CURRENTLY, computer graphics is forced 

to support two different ways of representing 

the world. Bitmap painting is easy to use and 

understand, and tils in well with the doi-based 

printers most of us use. It also carries a penalty 

- jagged edges and blacky enlargement*? 

Vector graphics is more difficult to use, but 

has a wonderful range of transformations and 

prints at maximum resolution of the printer. 

Working in 71), vector graphics are essen¬ 

tial, but at limes, bitmapped images have to he 

used, especially for objects w ith complex out¬ 

lines like logos. This schizophrenic state has 

produced a number of programs designed to 

bridge the gap between the two styles of 

image-making. The latest one for the Amiga is 

Race Trace from RGB Software. (No relation 

to RGB Studios, despite the images used here.) 

The two previous hit map vec tori sat ion sys¬ 

tems. DijiiWarks 3D and Pixel 3D, Race Trace 

offers the full colour conversion of Pixel plus 

the line editing abilities of Di^iwarkx 

The key to success with all bitmapdo-vec¬ 

tor conversion systems, is the selection and 

preparation of the bitmapped image. During 

conversion, the program creates vectors along 

every colour edge - so the image should have 

snunub boundaries. The best source of images 

is clip art that has already been made ■pixel- 

simple’. lor example the Real Things series. 

II you must use your own images, an RIP 

(remove isolated pixels) tool helps to some 

extent. Nevertheless, digitised pictures and 

images that have used dithering to increase the 

number of apparent colours or to get shading 

effects* still cause problems. Careful use of the 

Blend and Smooth tools in Deluxe Paint works 

well* bid ideally the vector! sat ion program 

should include some automatic bitmap 

smoothing and vector line straightening tools 

itself. Race Trace does not. offering manual 

editing instead. But we are going too quickly. 

Lets have a li>ok at what Race Trace docs. 

As a 'tout' with a single-minded task, it 

should be straight forward. Race Trace is to an 

extent, though the editing tools take getting 

used to. On start-up you are asked what son of 

file you want - IFF or RaccTrace - then given 

a selector to choose one. Only 32 colour. 320 x 

25b lo-res images can be used, though other 

resolutions should he available soon. 

The image is loaded to a blank screen and 

you trace an area or the whole screen. Next an 

'alert' asks if you want to trace all colours ora 

selection. Choosing a selection brings up a 

palette box. Colours are selected by clicking 

on the image: it would be nice if they could be 

selected from the palette as well. A right but¬ 

ton click starts the vec tori sal ion, Ibis is very 

fast* though crashes are not uncommon. 

The problems with 
angulot vettorhotion 

ore apparent in I hit 

image. The "slaps' 
behind the head and 

down the inside front 
of the body should 

have been smoothed, 

but editing would take 

hours and defeat the 

object of using a vec¬ 

torising program. 

Race Ttoice 1.0 
Bitmap to Vector Conversion ■ £ M 0 ■ RGB Software 

Extrusion of the object 

is taken care <4 very 

effectively by Race 

Trace. As well ns the 
problem with angular 

vectors, some coloured 

areas are not read 

correctly. The oreo 
around the horses' 

legs should not alt be 

dark brown. (The 

original Horse brush 
used was taken 
from Real Things 

Horse* produced by 

RGB Studios). 

(lie vectors will appear on screen in colour but 

at half the intended brightness. (During editing 

the active’ polygon becomes brighter.) You 

are asked if you want holes lo lx* detected. 

Holes in the bitmap (pixels in ihc original 

background colour) can he rilled whin mi 

affecting the background surrounding the 

object la problem with Pixel 3D). The finished 

object is then ready to save or edit. 

Editing can be a bit confusing at first. The 

non-standard icons, and the default automatic 

scrolling, /miming and centring lake getting 

used to. The curious way Race Trace produces 

its vectors soon becomes apparent. All lines 

are horizontal* vertical or at 45 degrees While 

this does speed up the conversion process, it 

RACE TRACE 
is available from 

Alternative Image 

0533 440041 

defeat the object of getting rid of the pixels, 

leaving a stepped outline. This is the main 

drawback of the program, especially when 

compared to Pixel 3D. 

Unwanted angular vectors can he modified 

with the range of editing tools provided. Any 

polygon can be selected with a right mouse 

click and points inserted or removed. All 

removed points can be restored with an almost 

infinite undo until a 'cleanup* command is 

issued. Similarly, whole polygons can be 

'inactivated' until permanently deleted during 

cleanup A curve can also he inserted between 

two points so a degree of smoothing can take 

place, but lo do a whole image may lake lime. 

Saving is easy and most file formats are 

supported including ProDraw Clips. Real3D 

objects. Sculpt scenes. IFF images, HPGL, 

PostScript (lines), and even the opposition 

Dig! Works3D formal. 

Race Trace is easy once you become familiar 

with it. Most tools have keyboard equivalents: 

the zooming, scrolling and centring system 

lake a bit of getting used to and the infinite 

undo makes experimenting easy. Nevertheless 

you can*t help feeling most of the work could 

be done automatically, and detailed editing 

done in the modelling program. 

The program is nicely implemented but it 

is the final images are not what they should he, 

unless you spend a long time editing. Coupled 

w ith the massive files that it seems to produce* 

the verdict goes against Race Trace. Lets hope 

version 2 .0 is more effective. 

Race Trace 

SPEED #••§ 

Very fast at the expense of sophistication 

DOCUMENTATION •• t 

Straightforward and informative 

ACCESSIBILITY * • * 
Editor confusing to begin with, otherwise good 

FEATURES • # • 

Good apart from the need tor edge smoothing 

VALUE ••• 

Good but version 2 will be available soon, 
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Miles Better Software 
219/221 Cannock Road, 
Chadsmoor, Cannock, 

Staffordshire, WS11 2DD 
Telephone: (0543) 466577/8/80 

Fax: (0543) 466579 
Access & Visa orders accepted. 

Add £1.00 per item for overseas orders. 

Miles Better Software 

39 High Street, 

Brownhills, West Midlands. 

Telephone: 0543 373836 

Shop Hours 9.30am-5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 

ARCADE ADVENTURE/STRATEGY SIMULATIONS 
Leander..17.95 
Jet Set Willy ..7.99 
Super Space Invaders.17.95 
Robocop 3.16.95 
Mega Twins.,...16.95 
Myth...,17.95 
I.K. +.6.99 
Magic Pockets. 16.95 
Paperboy.7.99 
Xenon II...  7.99 
Count Duckula..7.99 
The Simpsons...  16.95 
Bubble Bobble..6.99 
Turrican..7.99 
Commando. 7.99 
Scooby/Scrappy Doo.6.99 
Chuckie Egg.7.99 
Lemmings.....    16.95 
Yogi's Great Escape.6.99 
Wacky Races.  6.99 
Arkanoid II.6.99 
Rainbow Islands.14.95 
Top Cat in Beverley Hills.6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy..4.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy..............4.99 
Manic Miner.7.99 
Silkworm.7.99 
Edd The Duck.  7.99 
C.J.'s Elephant Antics.5,99 
Wrestlemania (W.W.F.).17.95 
Lemmings 2 (Add-on Disk).12.95 
Lemmings 2 (Stand Alone).17.95 
Turtles - The Arcade Game.19.95 
First Samurai.. ..16.95 
Robocod....16.95 
Paperboy 2.16.95 
----- - 

Heimdall.22.95 
Knightmare.. 19.95 
Populous II. 19.95 
Powermonger..14.95 
Powermonger - Data Disk.11.95 
Castles.. 19.95 
Celtic Legends....19.95 
Battle Isle.19.95 
Trivial Pursuit (Genus)...7.99 
Deuteros...19.95 
Heroes of the Lance.6.99 

Megalomania.19.95 
King's Quest V..27.95 
Cruise for a Corpse.18.95 
Midwinter II.. 22.95 
Heroquest.. 17.95 
Railroad Tycoon. 22.95 
U.M.S. II.  19.95 
Ultima VI. 22.95 
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy,...7.99 
Leather Goddesses of Phobos.7.99 
North and South.7.99 
Eye of the Beholder.19.95 
Elite.14.95 
Bard's Tale II. 9.95 
Zork I, II, III each at.....7.99 
Colossus Chess X.9.95 
Dungeon Master....14.95 
Deluxe Strip Poker.......4.99 
The Godfather.  19.95 
Casino (Accolade).17.95 
Moonstone..19.95 
Board Genius (Monopoly, 
Scrabble Deluxe, Cluedo, Risk) ..19.95 
— 

EDUCATIONAL 

Fun School 3, U5, 5-7, 7+ "....18.95 
Fun School 4, U5, 5-7, 7-11 ** 
each at.19.95 
Firstbyte Software ages 3-8 **.18.95 
First Letters and Words..17.95 
First Shapes.17.95 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit.17.95 
Puzzle Storybook..17.95 
Mix & Match (Pre School) ".17.95 
Count And Add (4-7 yrs) ".17.95 
Henrietta's Book 
Of Spells (7-14 yrs) "....17.95 

SIMULATIONS | 

Jet (Sublogic).9.95 
Birds of Prey..22.95 
A320 Airbus.24.95 
Silent Service II..22.95 
Flight Simulator II.22.95 
Scenery Disks for Right Sim II 
/Jet -Hawaiian Oddysey, Disk 9 
(Chicago) Western European, 
each at.9.95 

Mig-29M Super Fulcrum.24.95 
Flight of the Intruder.22,95 
Falcon Collection. 22.95 
FI5 Strike Eagle II.22.95 
FI9 Stealth Fighter.....19.95 
Ml Tank Platoon..19.95 
Their Finest Hour.19.95 
Their Finest Missions.13,95 
Knights Of The Sky.22,95 
Microprose Formula 1 G.P..22.95 

_SPORT_ 

Lotus Turbo Challenge II...17,95 
4-Wheel Drive (Lotus, Toyota G T„ 
Combo Racer, Team Suzuki..19.95 
Tip-Off.  16.95 
Wrestlemania......17.95 
John Madden s American Football ...19.95 
PGA Tour Golf.  16.95 
Jimmy White's Snooker.19.95 
Kick Off 2.11.95 
Lombard RAC Rally,,...,..6,99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf.19.95 
Rugby - The World Cup.16.95 
Football Manager 2.7.99 
Football Director It.  17.95 
Winners - Steve Davis/Brian Clough's 
Football / Daily Double...9,95 
Turf Form/System 8 Pools.7.99 
Microprose Golf.  22.95 

ACCESSORIES/UTILITIES 
Megastar Joystick... 19.95 
Topstar Joystick .. 17.95 
Vottmace Delta 
(Analogue Joystick).14.95 
Wordworth Wordprocessor 
Version 1.1. 18.95 
Trojan Light Phazer (2 games).13.95 
Trojan Light Pen **. 33.95 
Stereo Master ".37.95 
Naksha Mouse with Operation 
Stealth...34.95 
CX80 Trakball ".14.95 
Zydec 3.5' External Disk Drive **.54.95 
Zydec Twin Speakers **.32.95 
Pro Glo Pink autofire joystick.7.99 
Deluxe Paint iV ".52.95 
Interword ”..  29.95 
8833 II col. monitor ". 259.00 
The Miracle Piano 
Teaching System "....279.95 
Visionary - Aegis 
Gaming Language ".44.95 
Home Accounts 2 ". 39.95 

** - Information readily available, ask for details. E&OE. 

Orders welcome by post, fax, telephone or in person. Access and Visa both welcome. Please make cheques/postal orders 

payable to 'Miles Better Software’ and, if possible, give your telephone number when ordering. 

All prices include V.A.T. @ 17.5% and delivery is free in the U.K, 

All goods are inspected prior to dispatch. Prices correct at time of going to press. 

Please address any queries or enquiries f.a.o. Pete or Wayne. 
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PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

iAmn 5? iva MmiMi nv suiiuuieutaAi lxiAnm v iwa inrmwi citiiu 

Amiga 500 af REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 
Specially designed for the 

A500, oux new Reference SCSI 
Hard Drive Systems offer 

exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

O NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance, 
25ms Average Access time* with Autoparking 

O Includes its own Dedicated PSU. Commodore recommends 
against use of peripherals without independent power supply, 

O COOLf due to popular demand, we have now fitted a cooling fan 

Q Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modern way to upgrade 

O Includes SCSI Throughporf at rear for further expansion 

O High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

O Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus ‘MRBackup Pro’ 

MRBackup Professional 
FREE with every hard drive! 

Included with every hard drive is MRBackup Pro 

offering hard drive owners full data security and 

peace of mind. MRBackup can backup files to floppy 

disk or SCSI tape streamer, with or without its own 

4tast' format feature. Features include intuitive user 

Interface, plus Da fa Compression options which 

help reduce the quantity of backup media required 

MRBACKUP PROFESSIONAL 
Available Separately tor Only £29.95 

REFERENCE-40 : £299 
REFERENCE-100 : £449 
2MB RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION; ADD £ 160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

Evesham Micros ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

NEW FROM 

Reference 

711/*^ vvw w 0 
/ 1 ##• r ... the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 
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• Slimline 

• Suits any Amiga 

• Cooling Vents 

• Sleek, high quality metal casing 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive mechanism 

• On / Off switch on rear of drive 

• Full BSOK Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 

3'/” EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

including VAT & delivery 

Also available: 
5,25# External Drive 

^ 40/80 Track Switchable 
Only £99,00 inc. VAT/delivery 

9AM - 7PM (M ON DAY- FRI DAY i m QAM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY 1 MPIV TELESALES OPENING TIMES 

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY) 

PRICES INC.DEL1VERY & VAT® 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

HERE TODAY - HERE TO STAY 
Evnh»m MHrrtff Ffrit Ftt*l for eftow#, *«vic» f «inbiiin#4 

for wh *igM ypwa. wHh * financml ihtui *r>d »curt Fulur* 
Our Cainpule-rtied Order Precre* rr>g inwHmw* rtifr#n» Till 

eflKWFil HtvKi Well aopcHfilnd fieiail Showroom t un1h large product 

rdngr on di*pl#r Our hug# CuHomer dilabiu. high pertrnlaqe of 

repeal custom *nd p*fuwul rdffnli undcflirwf our popularity 

REMEMBER - uhtn you nwd ua. w*_#iM Hill be here Our trlmnw 
eipanaron progs am mreni er toy*) b* th*t* m wall 

HOW TO ORDER.... 
Call us now on 

0386 765500 
MSA 

TELESALES OPENING TIMES: 

9am -7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 
ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Ed neat ton 8 PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) 16.SO extra 

Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for 
cheque clearance Immediate clearance on Building 

Society cheques or Bank Drafts 

Mail Ordot Fax: 0386-765354 

Unit 9 St fltchofds Pood. Evesham 
Worcestershire WK11 «XJ 

IT 0386 765180 
tan 0380 76535S 

Open Mon-Sal. r Q 00 - 5 30 

5 Glisson Rd. Cambridge C81 2HA 

TT 0223 323698 
fax 0353 322883 

Open MorvFn. 9 30-600 A Sat. 9 30- 5 30 
C&pctate Saiet Dept • £M deafer 

251*255 Moseley Rood, 
Hlghgate, Birmingham B12 QEA 

S’ 021 446 5050 
«ax 02144*5010 

Open Mon-Sal . 90D 5. 30 ■ Easy Parting 

320 WIT7AN GATE 
| MILTON KEYNES MK9 2RP 

IT 0908 230 898 
l ax 0-506 230665 

Open MorvSot, 6.00-530 

tr 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10 30 - 4 00 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

AM delate correct jt Amgcung to ^ess * MM goods Sliced to tmUOiffy 

3'A" Track Display Drive 
High quality double-sided 3 5* floppy 

drive offenrg me lull 
880K lomnatied capacity 
per 3 S' disk Features a 

special LED display 
which accurately shows the 

current track being accessed 
during any disk drive 

activity NEW COW PRICE' 

ONLY £59.99 

i 512K 
1 RAM/CLOCK 
1 EXPANSION 
1 FEATURES : 

■> Direct replacement lor the A501 expansion 
> Convenient Dn f Off Memory Switch 
v Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 
v Compact Unit Size : Advanced, ultra-neat design 
■Jr Low power consumption RAM IC> 

... 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 

ONLY £24.99 
including VAT and delivery 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

ONLYE 19.99 

NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW 

'A500 PLUS' 
1MB RAM 
UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND 
MOST SIMPLE WAY TO 

NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW 

UPGRADE YOUR 
A500* TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs Into trapdoor expansion area > Increases 

total RAM capacity in * Amiga 500 Plus' to 2Mb ChipRAM 

■> Convenient RAM On/Off Switch > Compact unit size 

■> Only 8 low power RAM ICs ^ High reliability ONLY £44. 

A500 1.5MB 
RAM BOARD 

■j Fully populatad board 1ncr*a*«* total RAM In A500 lo 2MB ! 

J Plug* into \hm Irapdoor B-xpariilon, and ewirun: 1 • to GARY chip 
j Inglud*a Auto-r#charglng Bati cry -bac k pd RtaNTlm# Clock 
> Socktltd RAM 1C* on 512K/ i Mb tor fitting up to 1 5MB RAM 

NB TheisfMfiiian 

requre* KiCMJan 1 3 10 
cimalP t 3 

LC^rafr avaXabta Horn 
uiloi t?9 95 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock.........„£ 34.95 
With S12K installed...£ 54.95 With 1Mb Installed.C 69.95 
RAM Board full populated wilh 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed ..£ 79.00 

A500 'MEGABOARD1 | ONLY 
£54.99 to your 512K RAM 

upgrade to give 1.5MB 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand 

your A500's memory to a total of 2Mb without 
Of your existing 512K upgrade (musl be 

4 x RAM-chip type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

MEGA BOARD need* Kiqkstarl t J 
to open* I Kick*tart 13 up grade 

available from u» for £29.95). 
knislLtbon require* connection lo 

the GARY chip. Easy lo tallow 
instruction * provided . 



NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY) 

tv pi amplified stereo 
X. I Tl speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND P0TENT1A’ 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 

Your Amiga prcrtjces fne qui«y lo-h sound 
fnpr quatty vleroo sound jp m* tuft 

wsti mw spec «My daa^Fod gr«s i™ hwi* 
tyufem' f «Jttur*s raA*i ported speaker dengr- w4h 3 
separate drwers n each udft and raserrwafe* « 
& jiff n wnpWwr wltti ad|iiSfl£?Jp votum* ecntrcH flyns 
Itttn PSU [tmipliscfl Of tatwn tuirtff r»a (nd mrludWcfl 

£p*4**H {jifnansnons J48t93i l^Smm fH* W*PJ 

ONLY 
£39.95 

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE! 
Representing outstanding value 

for money, ihii package combine* 
top quality scanning hardware with 

ih* dittiactively powerful1 DAATASCAN 
PROFESSIONAL software 
AT a asnuin* sgodor wanning wduto", the <ro 

prntucw truY superb qualify sew H» a Me i 
K*nnmg wdP1 varw&hs b"Hhm*M control antf 100 i JQO / 300 > 

rowkrtan D«ti*t*r Pf MMWonsI nawg snd*dm"fl WJTtwsro ***** 
real am# wanrvng m e-m*f i>n« vtv«u«bGr imulalwj grot stakes R-wdro 

psrowV edbng laalLiro* and 

u! OTP amd Par-T Packages 

| Pj "! * Toucn-Op 
ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 

£16.99 SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible ■ 
flwcellent | ravel* accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! £ 25.00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK. 

ONLY £99.99 

NEW! 'ROCGEN PLUS' 

ONLY £129.95 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

COCO f\A *nclubing VAT. 
L^O^.UU delivery s cable 

Philip* CM3833 Mk.ll includingOM ... €239-00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 

O A MIGA 500+ SPECIAL OFFERS 

jUif- 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
TOP VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES : 
3 NEW AMIGA SCO PLUS’ with 1Mb RAM. 

1Mb Drive. Kickstart 2. Workbench 2, 
TV Modulator, Mouse, etc, 

» DELUXE PAINT III . PLUS: 

1 LEMMINGS’ (top setter!) 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

£369.99 
2MB CH1PRAM 

vfrsion £390.99 
’BART SIMPSON v*. THE SPACE MUTANTS’ 

GAZZA CARTOON CLASSICS DORA’ PACK 
limps to Evesham Wcfiw 1 

SSSffiS 
TOTAL Of 22 
MEGA GAMES! 

’Traekault Manager 90' 
2-Q.QOC Leagues Under The Sea 
'Better Dead Than Allen’ 

Tank Battle 

GAZZA 2' 

Bertie Squadron'1 

Gorm Crazy 

Diet Riot' 

Treaoure Trap1 

Features Amiga 500+ Cartoon Classics Pack os detailed above, 

plus Vims Protector, Mouse Mai, Top Quality Joystick plus 19 
FABULOUS GAMES including : - 

UNDER PRESSURE' SUBBUTEO 
NIGEL MANSELL ASTEHIX' 

■High Steel The Rail Gam*' 

Nigh! Walk' 'Block Alanch* 

Lost hi Mare DithHan' 
PLUS! Wprflwtighi wordprotMior and Seale apreadtheet 

£389.99 
2MB CHIPRAM 

version £ 419.99 
AMO Cut* or Ih* »1 P*c* 
C«H or tft* 90+ p*a 3 S' edemal flnw 
Commcocn A* 90 2QUb Haro 1W 

£49900 A$W»12KRAU Uo^riO* 
£ S*9» i ■* RAM Upgrade 
tm » *wcr«j RAuupgnro 

£2995 Aroga 1500 5T*<ferP*q»'TMpRAU 205* Co*ft* 
tw» uonaev ce*m 3 P1*m*n Wert* Hpm# 
CHH Acnu^s 3 ■ Game* (it) f 00 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA SOO 
INTERNAL 3.5" DRIVE KIT PRINTERS 

WE GUARANTEE mat ms Is the 
smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for me Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution Amazing new price I 

Fufly compabbe wrffv ikfcuntermattid capacity 
Straightforward installation procedure Kit 

anchides Mf Htta«g mstripctoA* 

Prices Include VAT, Delivery 
and Connection Coble 

ONLY £41.99 

TRACKBALL 

Registered 
' Dealer 

High performance iroctoar* drorify cD-runtHe lo 
afty A-rvga gr Aran ST Plug# nt& Tj* & 

i^ytl >c*. wd Sup*' 'Smooth »=i3 aocm it* - you 

pn^aby wo*! waffl le use a mouse *9*'" a^W 
usmg itnj Tnot*aJi1 Full pfe-ha^Ded wkHol 

Twqyatey gpi(>‘rnihdi*«ib*id*»^n' g*-"""} 
higr speed 9P i weuriCY *Y*fy Irtn* No 

dn-v+r software ro«d*d 1 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £29.95 
OfFERING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

FOR MONEY, this fully 
eompalibi* GENLOCK 

adaptor oftar* htvaia of 
guaiiry lunction and 

sophitucaiion not normally 
available in this price category 
Speoai features include the atokty 

lo record grac^cs A ammauons or 
video recorders and overlay graph* 

and fell grtto video CapaPfe of smooth 
and stable fading and overfeying eftects 

with spccwl (unrig knob 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Gommodofe Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 

Unit. Good quality switch mode1 

Type Super low price1 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 

Compatible to any Amiga or Commodore COTV. thi$ NEW 

Genlock Adaptef provides Advanced Special Ejects and 

Perlormance Features without sacrificing user-friendliness! 
New Special Features include Dual Dissolve control knobs providing beery 

ediusiabfe degrees of overlay or «nvwi 
Ikeytafe) effects: Auto Video past'thru. 

_ Dirtra Video Itwpughflort fpr ftcpflfflfe 
Ime moniloring, RGB paw-lhrutor 

real-time edibng ol Amiga 
|graphics, plus Key in port for um* 

wilh an, external keying dovico 

Oifervn) rui cnffen+W wsn aimwi ary Amga aude wy*** oaoKag* a* Sem^- 
Sonvror tMauros *n»**ht otuwy p>xiauK)nai rotuts rh* -mm AD 
nwroriw pvt* a roMkrto* o1 ue ie SOkhz. • ■**' sow roi* Two p*®*^ 
tow*ti *r* ,p«wio« ter «ieroe Im npji && *« •o' 'T*ctoohc«^* *d^>r*tro 
gam ie KhwvwO wff*’ M -ift 
camigd kncei O^eefe w«ft pjbK 
{Jcvro^ AM cemaiMAg sound 
lAmpiiig wplcaiiDra i utiKiat 

ONLY £29.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Ou I#, croat* htfi <jam, Up iroftw omwi *«ry ft* knot ural ion ad « 

OUT I TftRr per\k Vn fexNn 
Fiath lit) r*Jti »> m* cal iw 

croad ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
Otr Bom^t Vfta ihdicsw h« rth to v* ftart ef EfeiME*u dm* M^ifraen 
■i riima wd i£r* am ftw* sod 

ONLY £6.95 
Wkti ha d*dicai«j rromhor tnpul. tfro mritf 

comoait* Ih* whvntagn nl a Nflh *ar»y madkati 
rnoufen alow «wHo aw Uw Danwnfenc* c* 

reeioi* conegl Tefettn TV - at wi **c*fcnl ™ prfca 1 
NEW vwaion laarurH dark gtea tew fe* fenprroo 
ont'tti pm* ruJi cang* 3-way tpute mm CKapu* 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 

STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 

ONLY £139.99 

NEW SUCCESSOR JO 
THE STAR LC* 10, WITH 
MANY FEATURES A NO 
A FASTER PRINT SPEED 

Providing 
Superlative paper 

handling, four 
excel tent NLG fonts 

and a new super-fast 
print speed of 

1 SOcps in draft and 
44 cpS rn NLO. the 
LC20 appropnately 

supercedes the 
phenomenaify 

STAR FR PROFESSIONAL COLOUR 
PROFESSIONAL SERIES ^PINs WITH COLOUR 

UPGRADE EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER!! 
Versatile and nigged J H^gh PortoMrrong 

ProfMS*dnal Senes 9-Pin Primers with Golout 

Upgrade _i 300 cpi oulpul *■ draft ?€• cps «n 

NLQ mod* rife Nio PprtlsL") J FuN wmrol from 

frortt pan*! j3ili buffer J Aehmncwd Papw Pwtltatg 

STAR FR-10 (80 column) ONLY £199.99 
STAR FR-15 (132 column) ONLY £ 249.99 

Slar FRIO Automatic Cut Shecl Feeder E ?9 99 
Slat FRl5 Aulomollc Cut Sheat Feeder E 69 9V 
1 ?SK Butter Upgrade for FR-10 or FR-15 t 39 99 

Star LC 300 9-Pm Colour. 4 lortis, 180«45cps 
Star LC 24-10 24-P-n, 4 1bnt». IBQVfiQcge .. 
star LC 24-200 24-Pm. 5 fon|$, ZOO.fl67cpS 
Star LC 24-200C ? CbkkJf version of above 

£ 209.00 
£205 00 
£ 2*9,00 
E 209 00 

Automatic Sheet Feeder lor LC 10' pnntetsi {pis stale model) £ 64 95 

NfW’ Star K 824- 200 COLOUR 24-flin. 80 ct» pt«tr prinfe# E 399 99 

NE W1 Star X B2A2S0 132 column version otX924-200 £479 99 

HARD DRIVE / RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 
Kit ndu* hj* w* hifd dwik cornfoaer cards wth unpooui*4*d SIMMS RAM 
L^igrwd* vxfceu kv Iftmg u& to 8Mb RAM pld tvgh ip*ed NEC Hard dk«ka 

40Mb HARD DRIVE A INTERFACE f RAM CARD.£ 349.00 

100Mb HARD DRIVE A INTERFACE I RAM CARD .... £ 499.00 

PLEASE NOTE Trwse Vt ffrvly RAM sotActs ■ AUB £ BO 00 p*« TNt RAM 

ASK OWNE-RS! Expand yom hard ttek sivag* lurthaf wah w> of ou« add-on 
*xl*maHy <aud SCSI Haro Dnvw with aufepatiung NEC machanama and 
MfMi At* power supply Plugs into the socicr provided oft ffw real ct thi A590 unft 
External 40Mb SCSI Drive cased wrth PSU 

Ed directly add-on to me Commodore A590 £ 299.00 
Eidernai 100Mb SCSI Drive cased wi|h PSU t 44 9 00 

COMMODORE C D T V Including Ltromlnga A 
Hytthlnaonx Encyclopedia Compacl Plae* £ 499 00 

VIDl-Amigx .>Vo denser package me ViDiGhrome C M0 00 

VXH-Chrom* Amiga ertcur tram* generalon kff kom 84 W image# £ 'IK 

VHX-RGB colour trim* g*A**a'ioo kl Irom BAW Mnag« £ U M 

KC5 Powrlxara n.*rcr»are PC Ernulatw with own 
1 Mo Di RAM tm-boan) 912K useable in Africa mode £229 99 

Kkhatad 1 1 Upgrade £ 29 «fi 

Amiga M0 Out! Covor C 4 95 

CMi vent JP-1 SO ink|*i good quawy * enoeotona! v*ve 

Olivetti JP-1S0 lnk(*1 eiceAem rvgh speed 30030 pflnter 

Hewien-Pockard Deokiet SOO 

Hewlett-Packard Deokjet 500C {Colour' 

Epaom LA JOG ExjOgel 10* damage 9-pm 1 B&25cps 

Epeoo 10570 24 cm T6060cps Bk buffer 
NEC P20 
Pift«dme KXPi I24i uprated 24 pm modcH 300 lOOcps 

Paneaonie: KXPi 123 good value 24 p*n model 

E 24999 
£349 99 
£05900 
£ 559 00 
E 139 00 
£ 290 00 
£ 22900 
£ 2?900 
£ 21$ 00 

SOFTWARE 

SptoarDigaa wemwofth f woo 

Kind Words 2 £ 37 »E 

Prot*«lV5 Cl'9 95 
L3-g*rt nkHrtro Account* V2 F*9P0 
Deluxe PaiN * £ 79 99 

Dekjxe 3 
MR Backup 

AMOS 
HiSofl Lance C 
GFA BASIC V> 

GFA BASIC Compiler 
Dev pat 2 15 

£ 04 9S 
£29 95 
£37 50 

f i-woo 
£39 95 
f}i« 
£ 4* 95 

Psney Anirrmlron SEudto C flfl 95 

NFW TFIFSAIFC OPFMfMI? TIMF** • QAM - 7PM /MONDAY-FPIDAYl m QAM - $.3flPM fSATUBOAY) 
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LAZER 
SOFTWARE 

3D Construction Kit... £26 99 Ehira Misttess of Da-Anew £2 1.99 

4D Sports Boeing' .£16.99 Epic*. .. ,.£15,99 

6B0 Sub Attach £16 99 Ey# of the Beholder £18.99 

AID Tank Killer .£22,99 FT5 Strike Eagle II. £23.99 

A*k Dtaitro^f Sim. |A.D.S ) .£1* 99 FI9 Stealth Fighter ... ,,£19.99 

Addas Golden Shoe ■ .£15.99 f 29 Retohater. £14.99 

Afrika Korps*. .£16 99 feudal Lords. £16.99 

Agony . .£18.99 Final Conflict. £16.99 

Air Supper? .£18 99 final Whistle. £8 99 

Aishedo .£16 99 Final Fight. £1699 

Alcatraz * £16 99 Flight of the Intruder £19.99 

Alpha Waves * £16 99 Formula One* . £23 99 

Armalyfe £16 99 GountWtm* £16 99 

£16.99 Gods £15 99 

Atomic Robo Kid £15 99 Gun Boo? £1699 

A WE SOM £ £16 99 Gunihip 2000* ... ... £21.99 

Back lo the Future III £16 99 Hard DrtvinJI. £1499 

£16 99 Hard Nova £15.99 

Bard Tale III.. £16 99 Harpoon 11Mb] E2T 99 

BAT. ... £18 99 Hill Street Blues. £15 99 

Barite Command. ... £14 99 Home Alone * £16.99 

CU99 Hunter .... £19 99 

Baitle Chess II. £14 99 Hudson Hawk * ... ,,£14.99 1 

Bode Master .. .£18 99 Ian Botham's Cricket. ..£10.99 

Bill Elliots Mascot kaang* .11699 Impenom £1699 

Billy The Kid'. .£15 99 Indy 500. £1699 

Blade Warrior £1599 Jahangir Khan £16 99 

Blues Bfohws £18 99 James Pond .£14 99 

Blue Max. £ 18 99 Jurnny White Snooker ..£18.99 

Bomber Bob £15 99 KickOB llMWfal £12 99 

Boston Bomb Club £16 99 Kick Off II (IMbf £15 99 

Brcjm Blaster . . .£16 99 Killing Cloud. ..£15.99 

Brat £15 99 Knightmore. £18 99 

Beach 2. £19 99 Lost"Ninja HI*. ..£15 99 

Buck Rodgers. ..E IB.99 leisure Suit Lorry III... ..£26 99 

Cadaver. ..£16.99 lemminas. £1599 

Cadaver Pay Off Levels £10.99 Loom ,,, £18 99 

Captain Placet * ,,£16.99 last Patrol . . £14.99 

Carve Up.. ..£14.99 Lord of the Ringt .... £15 99 

Carthage .,£16.99 Lotus Esprit. .£15.99 

Celico GT4 Rally £15 99 Lotus Esprit 11 * . £15 99 

Centurion .£16 99 Ml Tank Platoon £19 99 

Chose H O II ..£15 99 Magic Pockets £1699 

Chuck Rock £12 99 Manic Starv Book £1999 

Chuck Yeoger A T f £16.99 Manchester Ufd Europe £15 99 

Cisco Heor * ..£16 99 Moupiti Island * ....... ,.£1699 

Colditz. £18 99 Mega LoMania.. £19 99 

Corporation . . .£9.99 Mercs £1699 

Cruise for the Corpse ... £16 99 Mela 1 Master. ..£15.99 

Cybercan III. £16 99 Mig 29. £21 99 

Cyber fight.. ,.£15.99 Midwinter 11. ..£23.99 

Dorkmon . . ..£14 99 Might And Mojic III*. ..£21 99 

Dick Tracey. £15 99 Monkey Island rr£l6.99 

£15 99 Monkey Island II*. ..£1799 

Double Dragon III Moonstone".. ..£19 99 

The Rosette * ..£16 99 None. ..£1599 

Dragons lasr £26 99 Navsy Seats. £1599 

Otagom Lair tl ftimewarp] £26 99 Mightbreed £15.99 

Dragon Wots £ 16 99 Nrghfihih £16.99 

eh ,,,,£14.99 Nitre. £1599 

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK,LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 

COMBAT ACES 
Fighler Bomber, Gunshlp, 

Falcon 

£19*99 

fist of fury 
Dynamite Du*, Shinobi, Ninja 

Warriors, Double Dragon ll 
£16*99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Robacop, Ghostbuster II, 
Indiana jorsei, Batman 

£17.99 

SOCCER MANIA 

foolboll Manager II Goiza, 
Micro Soccer, Football Manager 

World Cup 19,99 

GRANDSTAND 
Gazzo, Pro Tennis Tour, 

Worldclosv Leader board, 
Continental Circus 

£17*99 

WHEELS Of FIRE 
Hard Drivin, Chase HQ, Power 

Drift, Turbo Outrun. 

£10.99 

CHALLENGERS 

Kick Off, Super Ski, Fighter 
Bomber, Great Court, Stunt Cor 

Racer. £17.99 
PLATINUM 

Black Tiger, Strider, Forgotten 
Worlds, Ghouls N Ghosts 

£16.99 DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports Foolboll, Lords Of the 

Rising Sun, TV Sports Basket 
Ball, Wings. 

£20.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTIONS 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble, 

New Zealand Story 

£12.99 
MIND GAMES 

Austerlitz, Waterloo, Conflict In 
Europe £14.99 PRECIOUS METAL 

Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy 

Cars, Arknoid 
£14,99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase 

112.99 
MAGNUM 4 

Afterburner, Double Dragon, 
Operation Wolf, 

Batman Coped Crusader 

£16*99 

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II 
Tetris, joe Blade, Golden path, 

Block Shadow 

£6.99 

POWER PACK 
Xenon 11, TV Sports Football 
Bloodwych, Lombard Rally 

£ 14.99 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME ONE 
Midwinter, Carrier Command, 
Sturm Cor Racer, Starglider II, 

Soccer Challenge 

£19.99 

FULL BLAST 
Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous, 
Highway Patrol, P47, Carrier 

Command, Ferrari Formula One 

£17*99 

TOP LEAGUE 
Speedboll II, Rick Dangerous II, 
TV Sports Football, Midwinter, 

Falcon El4.99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X 

Out, Chase HQ, Turrican 

£17.99 

BOARD GAMES 

Monopoly, Scrabble, Cluedo 

Master Detective, Risk - The World 

Conquest Game £ 16.99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin Tin, 

Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages 

£16.99 

i - 6.00pm 

Outrun Europe* .£1699 

Pang--- £15.99 

Porno Kick Boxing £1699 
PGA Tour Gdf £16 99 

Pit Fighter. ..£1599 

Plotting . .£1599 

Popvlus + Sim City .. £21 99 

Powermonger £10 99 
Predate* II £15 99 

Prehistoric. £1699 

Prince of Persia. £1599 

PUzznk. £15 99 

Railroad Tycoon. £23.99 

R.&.L Bo$eboH II.. .,£17 99 
Reach For The Skies* £23 99 

Robacop II. £15 99 

RobocopIN*...... .... £ I ■! 99 

Rugby VSfodd Cup ..£1699 

Savage Empire. f 1 9 99 
Search Far The King.. ,.£19.99 

Shadow Of The Bean 1 £15.99 

Shadow Dancer. £16 99 

Shadow Warrior £1599 

Sim Forth*.... .£1699 

Simpsons* .. £15 99 

Space Ace. £26 99 

Speedbolli. £15 99 

Star Flight II £15.99 

Stride* R... £1599 

Super Cars II .£1599 

Super Monaco G.P... ..£1699 

Supremacy. £1999 
Swiv... £15 99 

Team Suzuki.. £15.99 

Team Yankee .. . ,.£19,99 
Terminator II* £14 99 

Their Finest Hour. £1999 

Their Finest Hour 

Mission Disk*.. £1299 

Toki. £1599 

Total Recall £15 99 

Turrican. . £9 99 
Turrican II... £15,99 

Turtle* Arcade* £1899 

Ultimate Rrde £16 99 

Ultimo V. £1899 

Ultima VI *. £19 99 

UMS II. ..£19 99 

Utopia... .£1899 

UN Squadron*. .,£1599 
V.z... £1599 

Wings (half Mb]. £18.99 

White Death 11 Mb] £1999 

Waff Pock. £1999 

WbtfCMtfV. £17 99 

Wonderland .. £18.99 

WbrldatWbr. £16 99 

Wrath of the Demon £1899 

WWf.*.... ..£1499 

Zeus*. ..£1699 

Zitrix. ..£1699 

3-D Pool... ..£7 99 
ATT II. £7 99 
After Burner.. £6.99 
Arkonoid ll.. ..£6 99 
Axel"* Magic Hammer MW 
Baal... ..£7.99 
Barbarian It (Palace], £6,99 
Batman Coped Crusader £6 99 
Blaster aid .„„„ £6 99 
Blood Money . . . £899 
Centrefold Squares ..£6 99 
Chuckie Egg £6 99 
Chuckle Egg N.. £8 99 
Colossus Chess.,. ..£6 99 
Continental Circus. .£6.99 
Crazy Cars. £6 99 
DOW Horse Racing £6.99 
D Thompson Ofym.Chall. ..£6 99 
Def. of the Crown .,,, £899 
Deluxe Strip Poker. £6 99 
Double Dragon. ..£*99 
Dragon Nlnjo. ..£6 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.. £6 99 
Forgotten Worlds. .£6 99 
Gauntlet II . £6.99 
Hard Drivin'. . £6 99 
Hero of the Lance £7 99 
H H.'s Gude to the Galaxy £8 99 
Kick Off ■ Extra Time,,., £6 99 
King of Chscargo. £6 99 
(K+.... £6 99 
Indiana Jones 
lo st Crusade .£7.99 
Iron Lord.. £7 99 
Last Ninja II. £6 99 
Leather Goddess .. £0 99 
Licence to Kill. £6 99 
Moonwalker.. £6 99 
North &. South. .£6.99 
Operation Wolf. £699 
Outrun. £6 99 
Predator £6 99 
RAC Lombard Rally £6 99 
Rainbow III . £6 99 
Return of the Witch Lords £9 99 
Rick Dangerous £7.99 
Rood Blaster. £6 99 
RTyp* .... £6 99 
Run The Gauntlet £6.99 
Shadow of the Beast .. £8 99 
Silk Warm. £6 99 
Speed boll . . ...£7.99 
Starglider 2.. £7 99 
Stunt Cor Racer. . £7 99 
Super Hong On. £6,99 
Super Off Rd Racer . £9 99 
Switchblade. £6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £4 99 
Tin Tin an the Moon .. ..£6 99 
Turbo Outrun. £7,99 
Tuff icon .. £7 99 
TV Spoils Football £7 99 
Vigilante... £6 99 
Wbrldckm leoderboord £6.99 
Wixbdl .. £6 99 
Zenon II. £7 99 
X Out.. ..£7.99 

Order Form 

Please charge my Access/Visa card no: 

" At the tivm of printing the it games were not available, but will 
be despatched to you an release dote. 

Expiry Date:,.. 

Amiga Format November 91 

Computer Titles Price 

U— 
Total 

Name .....„.,„„™ Dote . 

Address ...... 

Posl Code .. Tel: 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Software 
Credit card orders taken. 75p postage and packing. EEC countries add E2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per item. 

Alt items subject to availability. E. & O. E, 



AMIGA FAULTS 
REPAIRED 

Quality work done for 
only £23.50 

A500,1000,1500, 2000 & A59C 

AMIGA NEEDS HELP?? 

For peace of mind, speed & 
postage charges paid, call 

‘eat for our fixed price offer 
anywhere in the UKI 

includes free piece 
of software! 

RECOMMENDED 
UPGRADES FITTED! 

(Or supplied) 

lMb-8Mb Mem upgrades 
Emulators 
Double sided/drives 
Hard disk drives 
+ more 

STAR ASSOC. COMPUTERS 
Ring Our Engineers on 

081- 961 5366/4412 

Shop 10, Bridge Park, Harrow Road, Brentfield, London NW10 0RG 

1 BCS Christmas Offers prices 

* OFFER 1 * 
Philips CM8833 Mk 19 + on-site 

maintenance + FI9 Flight Sim + lead 

nu 

★ OFFER « ★ 
A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack + 
Philips CM8S33 MU 11 lead + FI 9 + 

On-site maintenance. £575 

* OFFER 3 * 
A500 Cartoon Classic Pack + Cumana 

External Drive 

£400 

AS00 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack, 9Mb Ram + 
Dilips CM8833 MU II + FI9 + Lead 

+ On-Site Maintenance 

£430 

DISKS DISKS DISKS 
100% certified error free 

SO 3 5* DS/DD.£21.75 
100 3 5* DS/DD. .£33 00 
150 3.5* DS/DD   £49 00 
200 3-5* DS/DD . ,£6200 
400 3.5* DS/DD 00 
500 3.5* DS/DD.£139,00 

1000 + Call for spot prices 
Prices include VAT & free 

delivery & free labels 

New 100 capacity 3.5" lockable 
boxes 4 disks 

No quibble lifetime guarantee 
50 3.5* D5/DD + iQOcapiodtabietx*- £24.50 

100 3,5* DS/DD + too eaDOcfcaWetXK .£36.00 
150 3.5* DS/DD + iqc cm ocwm £52.50 
200 3.5* DS/DO + sK>CapiocE*t3ieBa«,.£66,00 
400 35* DS/DD + - iooc« tceac* tsxs £130.00 
500 35* DS/DD + s ioo«nocw&ifow £156 00 

Alt prices include VAT & free 
delivery & free labels 

5.25* DS/DD Disks,... .21p each 

5,25* DS/HD Disks_,_39p each 

3.y DS/DD Disks 
60p each 

^100 3.5’DS/HP. £58,00 

^35* 10 
35* 40 Cap boxes 
35* 100 Cap boxes 

5.25* 50 Cap boxes 
5.25* 100 Cap boxes 

tOSSeachN 
£4 lOeach 
£4 50 each 
£S 10 each 
£5 90 each j 

150 Cap 35“ Posso Box.£15.50 

60 Cap 35* Stackable Box, £10 00 

so 3.5' DS/DD m 
100 3.5-DS/DD . £40 
£00 3,5" DS/DO. .. £78 
500 3.5’ DS/DD. . £169 

Price includes free labels & VAT 
& free delivery 

PRINTERS 
Star LC - 20. ....£150 
Star LC ■ 200Colour..,,. . £205 
Star LC-24 200 Colour. £265 

AMIGAS 
A50Q Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack £405 
A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack £350 
Gass of the 90‘s. £450 
A1500 . .£650 

ORDER HOTLINE: 
0273 506269 / 0831 279084 

ACCESSORIES 

Amiga Daatascan Professional.. ... £145.00 

1/2Meg + Clock... £29.00 AS 90 Hard Drive £28000 

1000 labels £800 Pri nter lead £8.00 

Cumana Drive,,.. .£58.00 A590 + 2Mb Ram. £370.00 

1000 Tractor Labels. .£10.00 Zpstick. £11.00 

Amiga Mouse.... .£1400 A500P 1Mb Upgrade .£57.00 

Mouse Mat , .. £250 A590 Hard Drive. £26500 

Stingray Joystick. .£1350 1 meg 8500 Plus Upgrade £59 00 

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated. 
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance. 

tml\ or send cheques / postal orders to; 

BCS Ltd., 
349 Ditchling Road, Brighton, 

East Sussex, BN1 6JJ 
All offers subject to availability. i&OE 

Due to shortages of 3 " DSDD disks, prices 
may change without notice 

143 

Staff Writer-Total! 
Salary according to age and experience 

# Founded in 1985 

# Now ovet 250 staff 

# Market leader in 

computer titles 

m Britain's fastest' 

growing publisher 

O 19 national 

magazines 

Total! is a brand new magazine 100% for 

Nintendo games players. We need a 

bright, bubbly Nintendo addict with 

superb writing skills to add to our team of 

reviewers. 

afra id of a c h a I lenge and wo rki ng l ong 

hours as dead lines approach. Their 

writing will be stylish and witty, and they 

will have a superb grasp of grammar, 

spelling and punctuation. If that sounds 

like you. read on. 

advantage, as would having some work 

already in print. 

The person we are looking for will have a 

lively sense of humour and the ability to 

translate that to the page. They won't be 

An in-depth knowledge of the Nintendo 

NES and Game Boy would be a distinct 

Please apply in writing with your C.V, to 

Annie Chalmers. Human Resources, at 

the address below. Please send an 

example review of a Nintendo game 

about 300 words long with your 

application. 

Future Publishing Ltd. Beauford Court. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath. BAA 2BW Tel: (0225) 442244 
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L5>K 
Free prize draw! 

We will give away an 
Amiga 500 or Atari ST or 

£200 cash. Winners choice. 
Automatic free entry with 

every order. 

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS 
ST 

4D Sports Boxing ..  17.99 
688 Attack Sub .N/A 
A10 Tank Killer.22.99 
Action Station 1 Meg. N/A 
Advanced Destroyer Sim .. . 17,99 
Adidas Golden Shoe V.... 16.99 
Africa Korp ' . .17.99 
Agony '.  19.99 
Alien Storm ..... ... ..17.99 
Altered Destiny........ .20.99 
Apocalypse.......17,99 
ArmaJyte.. 1699 
A W.S.OM.E.17.99 
Sack to the Golden Age *.16.99 
Sandil King ol Ancient China ‘ ...,21 99 
Barbarian 2 (PSY) ..  16.99 
Bard Tala 3.   1699 
BAT .      2399 
Battle Bound “ ...16,99 
Battle Chess. .... 1699 
Battle Chess 2.....17 99 
Battle Command ...   1699 
Battle Master .......... 1899 
Bill ElWts Nascar Challenge *.... 17 99 
Btlly The Kid *.  1699 
Birds of Prey 1 Meg.N/A 
Black Crypts *.1? 99 
Blade Warrior ‘.  17 99 
Slues Brothers The . 17 99 
Bonanza Brothers *..... 17 99 
Boston Bomb Club ...17 99 
Breach 2 (Enhanced).20 99 
Cadaver.16 99 
Cadaver Levels Payoff . io 99 
Captain Planet *.17 99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin *..16 99 
Castles *.  17 99 
Centurion. 16 99 
Charge of the Light Brigade ... 17 99 
Chase HO 2.1699 
Che - Guerilla In Bolivia 16 99 
Chintos Revenge *.16 99 
Chuck Yeagers ATF..16.99 
Cisco Heat,.  16 99 
Conan The Cinnertan.19 99 
Cruise lor the Corpse .16 99 
Cyber Fight...16 99 
Das Boot . ..21.99 
Deathbringer *.21.99 
Devious Designs *.,,..17.99 
Disk*. . 15.99 
Double Dragon 3 (Rosetta) 16 99 
Dragon Lair.27 99 

Dragon Wars. 
Dynamite Debugger ‘ 
Elf..... 

1699 
16 99 

. .16 99 
Elvira Mistress Of the Dark 2299 
EMra Mistress of the Dark 2 * 
Epte *. 
Eye ol the Beholder. 

24 99 
1699 

N/A 
Exile *. 
F15 Strike Eagle 2 IMeg 

....1699 
23 99 

F16 Combat Pilot .... 16 99 
F19 Steafth Fighter 19 99 
F29 Retaliate* 16 99 
F117A,.... .21 99 
Face Off ice Hockey *.. .16 99 
Fire and ice \ 17 99 
First Samurai. 1599 
Final Fight . 1699 
Final Blow 16 99 
Flight of the Intruder 19 99 
Formula One 3D ’. 
Gauntlet 3 ■. 
Great Napoleonic Battles 
Gunboai *. 
Gunship 2000..,,,,.... 
Hard Nova t. 
Heimdall *. 
Home Alone *. 
Hudson Hawk . 
Hunter.. 

. ,1799 
16 99 
1999 
1699 

.21 99 
16 99 
2399 

. 1799 
16 99 
1999 

International Ice Hockey *.. .. 1799 
1 Play 3D Soccer. 
Jimmy Whiles Snooker. 

16 99 
. 1999 

Joe Montana Football' 
Keys of Marramon, 

1799 
16 99 

Kings Quest V ... ... on 

Knights oJ the Sky__........ 23 99 
Knightmare *.. .19 99 

Amiga 
. .17.99 

1699 
.22 99 
, . .21.99 

.17 99 
. . .16.99 
. .17.99 

1999 
17 99 

,20.99 
17 99 

. .16.99 

.17 99 
, „ 16 99 
.21 99 
..1699 
.16,99 

23.99 
.,1699 
,16 99 

1799 
16 99 
1699 
17 99 
16 99 
22 99 
17 99 

1799 
1799 

.17 99 
20 99 
16 99 
10 99 
1799 
16 99 
1799 
16 99 
1799 

,1699 
1699 
1699 
1699 

.1699 

.1999 
..16 99 
1699 

.21.99 

.21 99 

.1799 
1599 
1699 
27 99 
27 99 
16 99 
16 99 
1699 
22 99 
24 99 
16 99 
19 99 
16 99 
23 99 
16 99 
19 99 
16 99 
2199 
16 99 

.17 99 
15 99 
16 99 
16 99 
19 99 
1799 
16 99 
19 99 
16 99 
2199 
16 99 
23 99 
17 99 
16 99 
19 99 
17 99 
1699 
19 99 
17.99 
1699 
26 99 
.23 99 
..1999 

ST Amiga 
Leander 18 99 18 99 
Leisures jit Larry 3 .26.99 26.99 
Leisuresjit Larry V ‘ .,.26.99. ... 26 99 
Lemmings .16.99. . . 16.99 
Lemmings Oh Not More.11.99.11 99 
Lord of the Rings.,.15.99. ,., 15,99 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 ..16,99. 16.99 
Mad Doq Williams * ,.2199.2199 
Magic Pockets.16.99.16.99 
Magic Story Book....19.99 . 19,99 
Manchester Untied Europe 16 99 16 99 
Maupiti Island. . 16 99 16.99 
Medieval Warriors .N/A.. 17 99 
Mega to Mania .*.19.99.19 99 
Mega Twins* .16 99 16 99 
Mercs...16 99 , 16.99 
Micropiose Form 1 Grand Pnx 24 99 24 99 
Microprose Golf. 
MIG 29 Fulcrum. 
MiG 29 Super Fulcrum 
Might and Magic III *. 
Midwinter 2. 
Moon base *. 
Moonstone ....*.. 
Monkey Island. 
Monkey Island 2 * 
Myth' 

2199.2199 
2199.21 99 
2699.2699 
2199.21.99 

.2399 .2399 
2299 .2299 
.22 99 .2299 
17 99 .17 99 

. 17 99 .17.99 
16 99 1699 

Napoleon 1 .1999.__.1999 
Narc .. 16 99 .16 99 
Navy Seals.1699.1699 
Nebulus 2.  ...15 99.15 99 
Neverending Story 2  17 99 17 99 
Ork 1699 1699 
Outrun Europe....1699 1699 
Pama Kick Boxing i Meg 17 99 1 7 99 
Paperboys...  ..,,17,99.17 99 
PGA Tour Goff,.,. N/A.16 99 
Pitlighter .1699.1699 
Poo’s ol Darkness....21,99.21 99 
Populous 2 ’.17 99 17.99 
Power monger.18 99 ... ..18 99 
Predator 2  16.99 , .16 99 
Pfeahlsioric..,,.17.99.17.99 
Prince ol Persia .15 99.15 99 
Prof light .29.99  29.99 
Quest lor Glory.21 99 21.99 
Railroad Tycoon 24 99 .24 99 
Reach for the Skies 24.99 24,99 
Robocod ..16.99 _...16.99 
Fobocop 2  16,99 16 99 
Robocop 3 * ,15,99.15,99 
Rod land.16,99.16,99 
Rolling Bonny......15 99.1599 
R Type 2 ....16 99.16 99 
RBI Baseball . 16.99..... 16.99 
Rugby the World Cup . 16.99 16.99 
Sermon’. 16 99.1699 
Stem Service 2 IMeg.22 99.22 99 
Sim Earth* ...17.99......17,99 
Simpsons .15 99 _...1599 
Smash TV 15 99  15 99 
Space Quest IV *.26,99 2699 
SpiM ol Excaltbur .1999 1999 
Strike Eagle 2 .23 99 23.99 
Super Cm2.1599.1599 
Super Space Invaders I7 99 _„i7 99 
Suspicious Cargo .17.99.-*„17.99 
Switchblade 2  16.99.~~16.99 
Team Yankee .  19 99 .....19 99 
Terminator 2  16 99......1599 
Teel Drive 3. ...19,99.19.99 
The Adventures of Robin Hood 16 99 .....16 99 
The* Finest Hour. 1999.19,99 
The* Finest Hour Mission Disk * 12 99 12 99 
Thunderhawk AH-73M 18 99 .18 99 
Tip Qfl ....,,,.,.,..16.99.1699 
Tbto 16,99   16.99 
Tournament Gorf .17.99.17,99 
TV Sports Boxing 18 99 18 99 
Vengeance of Excakbur 18 99 18.99 
Video Kid * 
While Death 1 Meg 
Wild Wheels *, 
WoH Child' 
World Class Cricket 

1699 1699 
18 99.18.99 
17 99 .17 99 
17 99 17.99 
19.99. . .19 99 

World Class Rugby 17,99.17.99 
Wrath ol the Demon .19 99 19.99 
WWF ' 1A 9Q 1AQO 
Hail Meg Upgrade/ Clock - ZZLmZ.l29.9S 

* Ptodso note titles not released at press dare 
wdt be despatched within 24hrs of release 

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10 
Afterburner. 
Arkanoid 2.. 
Blood Money 
Blood wych 
Bubble Bobbie 
Cabal. 
Carrier ComrrjaJ*d 
Centrefold Squaws 
Crazy Car*.,... 
Defender Of The Crown 
Fantasy World 
Fast Food. 
Forgotten Worlds 
Gauntlet 2... 

30 Construction Krt 
AMOS 
AMOS CotTspnor 
AMOS 30 
STOS 
STOS 30 ■ 
STOS 600 Sprites 
STOS Compiler 
STOSMeesHo 
5TQ5 Maestro Plus 
Fixi SchooJ 2 (Under 6) 
RjiSohwl2(6-e) 
FraTScnoot?tB+) 
Fun School 3 5* 
fw School 3 fS-7) 
Fun School 4 tUndv5> 
Fin School * tS-7) 
F^iSctiW* 4(7-11) 
The French Mss&ess 
The German Master , 
The Soarvsh Tutor 

699 699 
6 99 . 6.99 
9 99 6 99 
699 &» 
6 99 6 99 
6 99... 6.9® 
799 799 
6 99 6.99 
699 699 
799 799 
699 6 99 
6 99 699 
699 699 

NVA 7 99 

King 01 Chicago 
koribrd . ... 
Maii 1980. 
ljSpGS 
Usi Ninja . 
Licence To Kill 
Mnmc Miner 

■New Zealand Story 
North and South 
Pro Teem* Sm 
Tootun 
Onslaught . 
Operator Wall 

6 99 6 99 
6 99 8 99 
SOT 8 99 
6 99 6 99 
6 99 6 99 
699 699 
6 99 6 99 
8 99 8 99 
6 99 6 99 
699 
699 
699 
899 

699 
699 
699 
899 

6 99 6 99 

Outrun ..._ 
Passing Sha 
Predator 
Ramooa 
Rad Host 

RunThe Gauntlet 
Speed ban 
Swjtc-nbiado 
Sl&rglidc* 2 
Tank Anack 
Targan. 
Trivial Pursuti ... . 

699 6 99 
. 899 6.99 

699 699 
6 99 6 99 
6 99 6 99 
6 99...6.99 
6 99 6 99 
7 99 7 99 
6 99 6 99 
8 99 6 99 
7 99 7 99 
699 699 

. m 699 

RUBYSERIOUS 
2 7 99 27 92 

HiA 32 99 
N/A 2099 
N/A 2*99 

21 50 m 
TEA TBA 

13 99 m 
1799 14/A 
tr so rvA 
53 50 U'A 
t*W U$0 
U5C 1*50 
14 50 i*50 
16 50 16 50 
1650 i860 
18 99 16 99 
16 99 16 99 
16 99 16 99 
14 45 14*5 
14 45 14 45 
14 *5 14*5 

The Italian Tutor 
Answer Back Jito** Quu (6d tj 
Artswef Bee* Sen Gwi {12-Aouft) 
Answer Bac* Sport {A! Ages} 
Facthto 600 Spetimg (6-11) 
Fatffto 500 Mai H>«ory (10) 
torn tf-i i)  
FactfJe 600 An Gen Knowecge (6^1) 
f actWe 600 Sen Gen Knowledge (12+) 
Factfite SCO Engksh Words {12+> 
Facffise 500 Knm England (12*} 
facthto SCO Know Scotland (12*) 
FaoWe 500 30th Cenhxy rtstory (12+} 
factfito 500 Gen Science (t*+) 
Factf« 500 Firs Atf 
factfAe 500 Assocja&cn Feonsafl (i2+> 
factfde 500 Sport t T*+t 
Factfie Super Sports (H+} 

Fhease note you mup have an 'Arswer 
io use Factfiie 500 tons 

14.46.. 1**5 
1**5 14 45 
1* 45 14 *5 
1**5 14*5 
1016 10 T6 
id 16 
10 16 10 T6 
1016 10 16 
10 16 10 16 
1016 10 T6 
10 16 10 T6 
10 16 10 16 
10 16 10 T6 
10 16 10 16 
1016 1016 
10 99 1016 
10 16 10 16 
1016 1016 

RUBYSPECIALS 
Daily Doutito Horse Rating 
Hoyles Book o' Games 
KHtog Cloud 
Photon Pant 
The Ruby-sol *8 Thai Virus' 

699 
HA 

10 99 
HA 
HA 

in H KM ttwt vkui ■ Even dm dtmDmH "Sedim". with our vwy 
iptoil Rubysofl Virus Finder Kdter. Comes with full 

£ oq krutiuetiflftt on dJ*k. Pito* only C3-75 to cower out «Jm(n 
toets - pfane neie mis disk i lor Amiga only 

COMPILATIONS 
ROWER UP 

Altered Beasi. Rainbow Island, X^Out, Chase HQ 
and Turncan Five game* only £18,99 

BIQ BOX 
Captain Blood, Safari Guns. Teenage Queen, 

Bubble Bobble, Tin Tin On The Moon. 
Purple Saturn Day. Krypton Egg. 

Jumping Jackson. Bo Bo and Hostage* 
Ton games only Cl7.99 

FISTS OF FURY 
Dynamite Dux, Shinob, Nm|a Warrior and Double 

Dragon 2 Four game* only Cl 7.99 

Gazza Soper Soccer. Pro Term* Tour. World Class 
LeadertxKfd and Continental Circus 

Four gam** only £19.99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports Football, Lord* dt !he Rismg Sun, 

TV Sports Bas*e’bai- and Wmgs 
Four gnit game* C20-99 

AIR9EA SUPREMACY 
Srtent Service. F15 Strike Eagte, Comer 

Command. P47 and Gunshc Amiga Ww*i 
* Wing* instead ol FlS Stnka t'dqin * 

Fantastic comp only £20.99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
Robocop. Ghoslbusters 2. Indiana Jones 

and Batman The Movie 
Four game* only E16.99 

POWER PACK 
Zenon 2. TV Sport* Football. Bioodwych and 

Lombard RAC Rally 
Four g*m*a only £19-99 

T.N.T. 
Hard Driving. A P V Xybois, Toobin and 

Dragon Spier Five game* only €16,99 

Black T™r, Strider, Forgotten Worlds and Ghouls 
and Ghosts Four game* only £16.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation WqH and 
Batman Caper's Four games only £17,99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Bubble Bobble. Rainbow island and 

New Zealand Story 
Three Fantastic game* only £13.99 

Kick Off. Super Ski. Fighter Bomber. Great Courts 
and Stunt Car Racer 

Five game* only £18.99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Elminator, Strike Force Harrier. Lancaster Sky Fox 

and Sky Chase Five gamaa only £13,99 

COMPUTER HITS VOL. 2 
Tetn*. Joe Slade, Golden Path and Biacfc Shadow 

Four games only £8.99 

COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, Gunship and Falcon 
Three great *Jm* only £19.99 

QUEST i 
Cadaver, Midwinter. Bar and Bbodwyth 
* 51 version Ironlord imstead_of Ga- * 

Four gainer* only f 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Shadow Warrior, Dragon Ninja and 

Double Dragon Three game* only £16,1 

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
Lotus Espnte, GT Four Rally, Team Suzuki and 
Combo Racer Few gam** only £ 18.99 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly Deluxe, Scrabble Deluxe. Quedo 

and Risk Four game* only £18.99 
+ ST version no monopoly Only £17.99 * 

SUPER SEGA 
Super Monaco GR Golden Axe, Crackdown and 

Eawat Alt Four 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation Stealth, Indiana Jones The Adventure 

and Mean Street;. Three game* only £20.99 

(Dept AMF), 3 Crefeld Close, London, W6 8EL (No callers) Tel: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 Fax: 071 610 1703 

Please charge my Access/Visa No;....Valid from; 

ORDER FORM SSI ES E. SB 3 
Please supply me with the following for 
Computer.. 

Date: 

Name: 

Titles Price Address: 

Post Code. 

Tel:. 

Switch Issue No ■ 

Expiry date: 

Business hours 
10am - 6.00pm 

Monday Io Saturday 
After hours + Sundays 

Ansaphone order 

hotline: 
071 610 1700 

Fax line al other times 

Please make cheques & PO payable to 
Ruby toft. Credit card orders cashed only 
on despatch (Please note we do not make 
any charge for credit card orders). Please 

add 75p p&p per item for all UK orders. EEC 
countries add £2 50 per itemr non EEC add 
£3.50 per item, ail other countries add £4.50 
per item Ail items are subject to availability, 
ali prices subject to change without notice 
E&OE Please note mail order companies 
may take up to 28 days to deliver goods 
from receipt of orders Please allow for 

cheque clearance 
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The next issue of PC Format is numbered, imaginatively, 5 and will be appearing on 
every good newsagent's shelves on January 23. 
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A brain The next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for 
the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

• External fining. Warranty remains intact 

• Fully implemented auto-configure 

• Fully operational through-bus Commodore 

• Uses standard IM x 8 bit or 1M x 9 bit SIMMs Approved 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US or EURO) 

• Designed with A1000 compatibility in mind 

• Zero wait-states 
• RAM test software 

NEW PRODUCTS 
* Kick Mart 1.3/2.0 ROM switches 

(the essential upgrade for AMK) PLUS owners) 

* 0VP S1MMS 11<>r accelerator cards etc.) 

* NEW Enhanced Chip Set (Falter Agnus / Super Denise) 

* MegaOiip 2IHKH2Mb ofChipmen A5(M)/A2000) 

* I lard Disk with RAM systems by Xeiec and GVP 

CORTEX 512K RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A500 

2Mb £239 4Mb £319 8Mb £479 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion for the 
Commodore Amiga A1500/A2000 
• Fully implemented 

auto-configure 

• Zero wait-states 

• Uses standard IM x 
8 or 9 bit SIMMs 

• 2,4, 6 or 8Mb 
configurations 
possible 

2Mb £185 4Mb £265 6Mb £340 8Mb £419 

CORTEX External 3.5" Floppy Drive 
• Through port 

Low power l Mbit RAM 
chips 

Enable disable switch 

"Falter” Angus compatible 
for lMb Chip RAM 

Available w ith or without 
battery-backed clock 
calendar module £24, .95 

.Clock version £28.95 

HI I* UPGRADES 
1 Mb Agnus Chip 8372A - Requires some technical skill to til 

* High-quality silent mechanism 
• Enabled/disable switch 

Kickstan ROM upgrade version 1.3 

256K x 4bit DRAM chips (for CBM A590, CBM 2091. 

ICD Ad RAM, A shewn etc) 0.5Mb 
1Mb £45 2Mb 

A3000 Static Column Mode DRAM upgrade 4Mb 
IM x 8 bit SIMMS for CORTEX 8Mb cards 2M b 

4Mb £165 6Mb 
All prices include VAT and postage & paekaf{iiif>. 
Dealer enquiries are welcome. 

£45 
£60 
£35 

£25 
£85 

£249 
£85 

£240 

Cortex Design Technologies Ltd. (Dept AS), Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwick Street. Liverpool L2 7NB. Fnyland. 

U.K. Tel: (051) 236 0480 • 24 Hour Sales (0511 227 2482 • 24 Hour Fax 



From the makers of Mountain Biking UK and Amiga Format 

The ultimate cycling accessory 

The new 
magazine 
that shows 
you how to... 

Specialized water bottle 

Worth £2.35 

This top-quality Specialized Greg LeMond water bottle 
Is worth £2.35 but It's yours free with Issue one. With 
a gift like this, issue one Is sure to be a sell-out within 
days. Make sure of your copy today by taking 
advantage of our special subscription offer, or by 
ordering Cycling Plus from your local newsagent. 

with issue 1 

...buy a better bike 
Cycling Pius contains the ultimate in bicycle tests. Read 
the essential head to-head reviews of NEW road bikes, 
mountain bikes, tourers, tandems, time-trial bikes and 
more. Don’t buy a bike - or any cycling accessory - 
without reading Cycling Plus first. 

...ride faster 
Cycling Plus is packed with tips and techniques that will 
improve your performance. Whether you want to beat a 
25-mile personal best or climb more 
quickly off-road, we have 
the answers. 

...get fitter 
On a bike, you are the engine. 
Find out how to fine-tune your 
body to peak performance. How 
to go faster and ride further. Learn from 
the pros - and the men who train the pros. 

...fix your bike 
Maintenance as you've never seen it before. Practical easy- 
to-follow advice on how to keep your bike running smoothty 
and efficiently. Discover the secrets of successful 
maintenance in our step-by-step format - secrets that will 
save you time and money. 

...discover new rides 
Whether you ride off-road or on, Cycling Pius has the 
routes. Clearly laid out with maps, pics, facts, gradient 
profiles and even suggested gear ratios. From the short, 
sharp shock to the long-distance tour, you’ll have the ride 
of a lifetime in Cycling Plus. 

...keep up-to-date 
We guarantee to have more tests of new cycling products 
than any other magazine. We1 II tell you what to buy and 
what to avoid. Our definitive product round-ups will give 
you the full facts on a whole range of gear, from pedals to 
pumps, from handlebar tape to aerobars. 

ON SALE JANUARY 9th 
ONLY £1.95 
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1 tn 
FIRST CHOICE 

LEEDS TEL: 0532 637988 
FAX: 0532 637689 

OPENING HOURS 
OPEN MON - SAT 9.00AM-5.30PM 
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 

COMMODORE, ACORN, ROM BO & PHOENIX 
rw\ 

tun kHvv Hlmi i*LUb 
e/dllCL’K EEmEE EEC 

Now complete with: 
* One Mb of chip RAM expansible to 10 Mb of RAM in total 

* The new Kitkstart 2-04 * Workbench 2,04 

* Built in battery backed real time clock 

* New improved user friendly manuals 
This pack also comes with Lemmings, (the only game ever to get a 100% 

rating!) The Simpsons, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 the incredible 

paint and animation package plus mouse- modulator 

only £359.99 or £407.99 for 2 Mb version 

|7-^T>v\/1 Commodore Dynamic 
I V 1 Total Vision 

Complete with Hutchinsons Encyclopedia, Lemmings and Welcome CD 
disk- CDTV is a powerful media for both entertainment and education. Capable 
of handling up to £40 Mb of data- whole encyclopedias can be stored on just one 
compact disc. The CDTV is also a high quality audio CP player. We also stock 

a large range of CDTV software all at discount prices 

now only £459.99 

The A5Q0 Deluxe is an uprated version of the ASOO Plus incorporating the 

Phoenix ROM sharer with I -3 chip because some older software will not run 

on the new ASOO Plus, The ASOO Deluxe has been developed with a built in 

ROM sharer so you can choose to run either Kicks tart 1,3 or 2,04 making 

incompatibility problems a thing of the past !The Deluxe also Comes 

complete with the Cartoon Classics software pack 

New CDTV keyboard 
I Effectively transforms your CDTV into an Amiga so you can get even 
more out of CDTV, With the aid of a standard 3,5" disc drive the CD TV will take 
most of the normal Amiga software from word processing to entertainment 

only £49.99 

only £439.99 or £485.99 for 2 Mb version 

Amiga 1500 Business & 
Classic Software pack 

With Deluxe Paint 3, Plati n urn Works (th e 

best integrated package available for the 

Amiga), Home Accounts. Puzznic, Elf. Toki 

plus the Amiga Format Tips book. 

now only £559.99 
or £789.99 

with 1084SDI colour monitor 

Take the headache out of buying a computer I 
this Christmas with our ever popular FIRST 
CHOICE Xmas Pack, All the essentials I 
required for the first time buyer. Ideal for | 

any Amiga and great value too! 

Comprises; 
* Top quality microswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 
* House Mat 
* Dust Cover 
* 10 Blank Disks 
* Plus 3 Extra gamesff 

IS1AU IMaNlUttS 
All Star printers inc free std printer 

cable and 12 month guarantee 

Star LC200 

The New Star LC20 
I Our belt selling budget 4 pin mono printer is 

now even better value for money from First 

Choice. We've dropped ow price by another 

£10,00.’' 

Replacing the famous LCIO, die LC20 is faster at 

I BOcps draft and 45 cp$ NLQ arvd quieter, The front 

panel now has push button operation replacing the 

LCIO membrane panel, Other spec is similar to LC10 

now only £139.99// 

lemmraSs 
All Citizen printers inc. free printer cable 

and come wilii a full 2 y ear warranty! 

The New Citizen 224 
If you want 24 pin quality, you want to print ir* 

I colour rf necessary and you don’t warn to spend a 
fortune. the new 224 is an ideal solution. Using the 
same technology as the Swift 24, the 224 is basi¬ 
cally a cut down version. 

192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 3 built 

in fonts 

only £219.99 
£249.99 inc Colour kit 

Colour 9 pm printer with 8 resident fonts and a 

high speed of 225cpS draft and 45 cps in NLQ A4 

Landscape pnntmg 

now only £199.99 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ 10 

resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing 

only £229.99 mono 

or £289.99 colour 

Citizen 124D 
(Micro Decision Best Buy) 

The I24D bnngs quality 24 pm output to you at 

the pnce of a 9 pn. 

only £189.99 

The Citizen Swift 9 Colour 
Unbeatable value colour primer 4 resident fonts. 
192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom¬ 
mended. This printer is also available in a wide 

carriage (136 column) version 

only £199.99 (80 col) 
or £289.99(136 col) 

Star XB24-10 
Professional Series 

Colour 
The chtxe of many professional organisations. I 

this printer comes with one year on-sice 

maintenance. 240 cps draft, SO cps NLQ. 27k 

buffer entp to 187k, 4 super LQ fonts and 25 LQ | 

fonts 

now only £339.99 

Star LC24-10 
24 pin quality at the price of many 9 pins, 180 cps | 
draft, 60 cps i n NLQ. 8k buffer expandable to 37k 

now only £189.99 

The New Citizen 
Swift 24e and 24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

The belt budget 24 pin printer 

has just got better! 
This must be the belt 24 pm colour printer for less 

than £300 Sk buffer expandable to 40k 216 cps 

draft. 72 Cps IQ and multilingual too ! 

only £279.99 (80 col) 

or £389.99 (136 col) 

[Tul urn mu 
(jUUULL JEV 

I With Epson LQ and IBM fropnn«r emuLioon, The I 
I S]48 rl a revolution in printer ted^noJogy The quality 
I n almost as food as an expensive laser printer yet I 
I costs less than many 24 pin primers Portable m size, I 
I veiy quiet, and faster than most dot TmtriKpnnteri at | 
1 100 cps in LQ. Printer cable included 

only £229.99 
| Auto sheetfeeder £52.99 

I With SI2k of RAM as standard from First 
Choke expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute. 
HP2. FX, LQ GQ compatible, ISO autoshcet 
feeder. 12 months on site maintenance and 
printer cable 

only £719.99 
, Toner cartridge £59.99 

UUULUXT W-el^UvLi 
lAauA-uus_ 

The HR Deskjet 500 printer allows I 

you to crEite Las^r jet quality without Che cost with 

100 page auto sheet feeder, printer cable. 1 page t I 

minute speed and 3 year UK warranty 

only £359.99 
The famous HP Paintjet now I 

available at a great new price. With this 

printer you can get stunning Colour output 

now only £589.99 



TlUr ColimfoUr 
Cdeur Sdiilicii 

VIDI Akll^A 
Frame grabber. 

High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi 

chrome colouring software 

only £84.99 
L’V 

KOl/ilSO 

1 As official dealers for Rombo, we are 

now able to offer this excellent pack- 

1 age at a great price. The Complete 

1 Colour Solution conies with RGB 

1 Splitter. Vidi Amiga. Vidi Chrome t 

1 Power supply plus Pholon Point 

| now only £134.99 

miz Sl-LllTLEK 
Enables you to Colour Digitiie 

in a second. Replaces red green 
blue fiiter set Can be usea with 

Digi view or Rombo products 

only £54.99 

|l31i=cr<C?UlsiV 

ViUi ULIl'i! L'aCUOLU'ltCtr 
/^eei=LiiiL/auK Lm/ua»s 

The VXL is an advanced 68030 accelerator for 
the Amiga S00/1500/2000 with space for an 
optional co-processor (CP) 

VXL30 25Mhz EC...only £239.99 

VXL30 40Mhz EC.only £369*99 

68881 co-pro forabove..**only £ 134*99 

The VXL 30 2SMhi EC+FPU differs from the 

others in having Fast Page Mode. This allows it to 
accept an optional superfast 32 bit 2 to 8 meg 
RAM board running at 60ns 

2 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns)..only £214*99 

B Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns)..only £419*99 

ICD 14.7Mhi,i I S4.99 

We are now able to offer you high quality scanni ng at a 

fraction of the normal cost with the Pandaal scanner. 

Complete with the latest version of Daata-scan 

software this scanner is able to pick out text and 

graphics at up to 400 d,p.i In real time. Daata*scan 

enables you to easily manipulate the image A deal for desk 

| top publishing and presentation. 

only £109.99 
COME IN FOR A DEMO 

RWAuii uauu mayli£ miu u/d/J 
ML mb L=UliLiaaitl IW0W0II1HV 
Superb new easy to use word publisher from the writers of PtnPlI. With built 
in outline fonts for top quality Output* lull graphics import capability (IFF and 
HAM} Features include Thesarus. spelling checker and detector, automatic 
hyphenation, insert date, time, and page number, scale graphics to any sue, crop 
graphics, multiple columns layout magnified and reduced page view, full post 

| script support and much more, || - j *g | ^ I | ^4 

ilSioutLtf_ 
Highly Recommended 

only £42.99 

I This best setting word publisher m- 
I corporates many features found only 

in a desk top publisher Also includes 
| an easy to use database 

Highly recommended 

now only £54.99 

LU'tAVel KU 

I imagine* the ultimate 3D animation 

I rendering system 

now only £ 144.99/ 

We bdieve this to be the best aH round 
integrated business package on the Amiga. 

It comes with Platinum Scribble w/p. spdt 
checker, thesaurus. Analyse (a "Lotus 123" 
corripatfte spreadsheet with 3Dgraph*cs). 
a database, sideways poncing uphty and 
cornrnunicatKsns software 

£54.99 

vL.l 
A powerful DTP package that we r«- 
ommerKl. Better than any DTP package 
on a PC and better than most 00 a Mac 

only £1 19.99 

L1ML7&T HIM 
\imnjn mv w 

This Is the best video cider on the 
I market however it does require 2 

I Mb of RAM 

only £159.99 

fLHSlH?L?lVL£^ 

New Roclite 3.5" 
I The new super sJirn Rocbia has recently re’ 
I carved the best revue for disk drrves m Arnica I 
I Fornuc (although; many erf these revuei are 

I totally mnfeadtrtgl 

only £59.99 

Simply the best graphics package avail¬ 
able on the Amiga Now with Hold & 
Modify (HAM) DP4grves you a pallets 

of 4096 colours 

only £59.99 

f emon 
The latest version of this highly acclaimed 
WYSIWYG word publisher. Comes with 
multiple fonts, powerful theasurus* large 
spellchecker, speech synthesis 

only £76.99 
/Uii umiimt m 

Image processing system 

only £99.99 
OIHUU SORWAUli I 
ID Text Animate..,*£19.99 
Aegfs Sonin.......—,£19.99 

Amos Compiler..*,,,*,**,,,*,*,*,**,*£24,99 
Amos ID.. __.¥.*£2T.99 
Audio Engineer169,99 
Audio Master version 4.***,***,*£39,99 
Calligrapher font creatar,£75.99 
CrossDos.... XI9.99 
Deluxe Paint 3.*.*,*..*,*Mfww only £ 19.99 
Digi View Gold 4..„*..*^.„*,*„.„£89.99 
Flexirfump printer utility...£3 I 99 

GB Route Planiw-~- 

Gold Disk Office.*...**..*£104 99 
Pagesetter 2 DTP...,£45.99 
Pro Page professional DTP...*£I29.99 
Pro Video Plus.*....£149.99 
Sequencer O ne. *.*.*,.*.... .***.**. .**£7 4,99 
SuperPI an Spreadsheet.£29,99 
Vista*.....*..£29.99 
Vista Pro (2 Mb required)....£69,99 
Walt Disney Animator....„.„.^60.99 
Xcopy Pro inc hardware....£13, 

GVP Hard Drives for the 
AMIGA 500, 1500 or 2000 series 

Rtcopused as b*<ng protatrfy the best hard drives for the AMIGA GVP drnres come fitted I 

wuh last access Quantum drive* 8 Mb of unpopulated RAM: G Vp drives use InexpoiHYW I 

J Mb by 9 SIMM nwdirfei at only 07 9* per Mb 

AMIGA 1500/2000 VERSION 

52 meg.£289.99 105 meg.£475.99| 
AMIGA S00 VERSION 

52 meg.£374.99 105 meg.£569.991 

Supra 52 Mb Hard Drive for the A500 
Using the super fast Quantum drive, these drives also tome with Express 

copy hard drive backup software nQW Qn|y £329.99 

Amiga A590 20 Meg 
far th* A500 i«K 2 mej <rf unpopulated RAM only £274.99 

or populated to 2 meg of RAM HOW OFlIy £329*99 

RAM CHIPS 
256 * A ideal for A590 & I Meg by 1 chips 

suitable for 8 up boards and others: 

QTY 

4+ (521 K),*„now only £3,99 
8+ (I Mb)...now only £3*79 
16+ (2 Mb).*,now only £2.49 

I Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM 
boards as used m GVP and Cortex I 
boards as well as most rBM | 

compautrfei 

only £37.99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS 
as used in Supra boards. 

2 I Mb by 4 ZIPS equal I Mb 

only £22.99 

Zydec 3.5" 
; external drive, 

and high refobHit 

only £54.99 

I mf| external drive, fojh quality low 

none and high reliability 

Cumana 3.5* 
I meg external drive The best name in disc 

drives now at a super low pnee 

only £59.99 

lK/4kSKAL'iOUS[f 
This famous Hi-res mouse now tomes 
with Operation Stealth, mouse mat, 
holder and 2 year warranty 

only £24.99 
S12Ulk L'iCUSLfI 

>ry similar to the Naksha but wtdwi 

e extras ExeBent vakie 

only £18.99 

IMOKllOlgg 
Commodore I084SDI 

I Colour stereo monitor 640*256 line resolution, 

green screen facility, cable for Amiga included 

only £239.99 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour stereo monitor, 640*200 line resolu¬ 

tion, green screen facility, one years on site 

maintenance* cable for Amiga included 

now only £229.99 
or £239.99 

with F19 Flight Simulator 

CF7 SuperVGA 
Colour monitor 

I The CF7 monitor ts a high quality VGA monitor 

I ideal for making your AMIGA into a professional 
|system, 28 dot pitch 

1500 version only £369.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

| a500 version only £499.99 

Commodore 1900 
multisync only £436.99 

All our disks 3.5" disks are _ 

FOR A LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100% 
ERROR FREE. KAO double sided, double den* 

sity disks are recognised as being of the highest 

quality in magnetic media and are extensively 
used by duplicating houses 

Ln-/a.O 

L=Ul_L> OR 
0.£4.99.£4.99 

25.£1 1.99.£13.99 
50.£21.99.£25.99 

00....£42.99..£44.99 
200. ..£79.99.£84.99 
Disk Labels....500.now only £6.99 
Disk Labels... 1000.now only £9.99 

I KCS Power board PC/XT emulator 

| comes with Dos 4,01 ...now only £199.99 
Amiga I 500 adaptor only £64.99 

New AT Once emulator turns your 

Amiga into an IBM AT compatible 

now with 16 MHz clock speed // 
only £189.99/ 

ftlL LflilM l 
Order by telephone quoting your credit card 

number. If paying by cheque please make payable to 

FIRST CHOICE In any correspondance please 

quote a contact phone number and post code 

TEL. 0532 637988 

liLfitli M-L'Ulitfc' /dl /, 
to 

DEPTAF, UNITSARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET, LEEDS, LS122AE 

* All prices include VAT and fast delivery 
* All products are genuine UK spec. 
* Free postage UK mainland 
* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra ! 
* Goods despatched same day as order 

unless otherwise stated. 

n/ui’i u>q:/ucb-ujii^ 
The ultimate- Amiga A50Q expansionTake your I 

A5QG up to 9 Mb Fits onto the side expansion | 
port Auto configured, rja software patching 

8 Mb pop to I Mb.£99.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb.£124.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb..£224.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb.£369.99 

\j& m liM imims 
1.5 MEG POPULATED 

* Gary board supplied with all expansions I 

boards. If you have a Kiekstart 1.2 Amiga the 

board will be incompatible when populated | 

co I S Mb.....only £84,99 
Zydec Megaboard populated to l 

Mb this board can be used with your exist¬ 

ing 4 chip 512K upgrade to take your Amiga I 

up to 2 Mb in total,,.. .only £57.99 

I Top quality Pbo^flfX RAM expansions for 

the A5Q0 complete with battery backed dock 

and on/off switch. This RAM expansion 

| will not in any way invalidate your Amiga 

warranty!! only £29.99 

Personal Cheque! Will Acquire 
Clearance EMore We Cm Dei^ 
pitch Your Good* All Prices 
Correct At Time Of Going To 
Pretfc All Items Listed In Our 
Advtrtitmenii Are Ex Stock 
Ready To Ship Unleu We Ad* 

vise Otherwise, Computer* 
Are Always Tested Before 
Despatch £|.QE 
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tfil> YOUR AMjg 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 4 

at affordable prices 
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD 

***** 

liiiiiiHliK: 
i. « # # + - 

^ 

British Made 

E SE- E 

A500 PRO-RAM BOARD 

i/2 MEG UPGRADE 
Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 

Increases computer memory from */2 Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 

Allows all 1 Megabyte software to run 

Direct replacement for Commodore A501. 16 Chip Technology 

for complete compatibility. 

without clock with clock 

SUPRA RANGE 
Jr the most cost effective, highest quality, technologically advanced products available ,Y 

500RX 1Mb - 8Mb MEMORY EXPANSION 
Simply plugs into the side port of the Amiga 500 

Auto configures to work in conjunction with computer memory 

Easily expandable from 1Mb - 8Mb using latest Zip chips 

Proclaimed as being the best expansion available 

This neat robust unit is set to revolutionise the market. 

500RX 1Mb. 500RX 4Mb. 
500RX 2Mb. 500RX 8Mb. 

100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 
Internal diagnostics 
Programmable number 
storage 

Supra 2400..£119.00 

Supra 2400 +.£174.00 

Supra 9600.£499.00 

GRADES 
0Mb..£119.00 

2Mb ..£179.00 

4Mb.. £289.00 

8Mb.£409.00 

GVP 52Mb HARD DISK CARD l-8Mb 
EXPANDABLE MEMORY..£299.00 

High quality 
High specification 
Anti click 
Long moulded cable 

A500 Internal replacement drive..£59.00 
8372 Fatter Agnus Chip (allows Chipmem feature).£52.00 
1.3 Kickstart Chip..£36.00 

Allow addition of many 
peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 
Switch mode design 

British Made 

A All prices include P&P & VAT ,V Please add £5.00 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used '( 12 month warranty > 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 
Tel: 0S82 491949 



GRAPHING UTILITY 

Stats and data. The mere mention of these 

two words can send people to sleep. But 

here's a utility to wake them up with its 

colourful and 3D approach to your annual 

figures. Tim Smith makes it as easy as pie. 

IF YOU THOUGHT that chart and graph 

making was a simple process requiring no 

more than a calculator, a few coloured pencils 

and the will 10 make figures look good, then 

think again. 

Chart* <4 Graphs is the kind of heavy duty 

utility that takes a simple process and compli- 

cates it beyond all belief. This is mainly 

because there is so much to the program. For a 

start, the manual is a chunky 230-odd pages. It 

details everything from an excellent tutorial 

that takes you from step zero, what actually to 

do when confronted by the forbodingly blank 

working screen, to step lots, called Making a 

& Graphs 
Charting and graphing utility ■ TRSL ■ S49.95 

Charts & Graphs takes 
the spreadsheet format 

up a level Treating 
dull numeric data os an 

art form rather than 
just a simple exercise 
in graph making. Bui 

will you ever need this 
amount of options 

mare than aboul on re 
in a lifetime? 

Charts 
Borderless Transfer Slate! 

And thank heavens for this section of the 

manual. Because, unless you arc somehow' 

idepatbicul ly linked to the art of making chans, 

this program does little to help you along, 

Essentially you are faced with a working 

screen that bears more than a striking resem¬ 

blance to a spreadsheet. Clicking on the right 

mouse button brings up the menu options. 

These are Graphs, Display, Drawing and 

Attributes. Once you have your data entered 

into the spreadsheet look-a-like (or loaded 

from disk}, these options come to the fore. 

For example, in (he case of the normally 

rather dull bar chart, you can decide to use IFF 

formal icons (Brushes) such as little Amigas to 

denote the relative values you have defined for 

your graph. Any IFF images in fact, could be 

used for this purpose; and at last ii becomes 

clear as to the true use of Cham & Graphs. 

There is no way. with all of these options, that 

you could ever again show those clients a dull 

looking set of figures, 

1‘here is even a colour Postscript option that 

was added ai the last moment which means 

that you can produce truly professinnal look¬ 

ing work if you do have access to a 

PS-compatible primer. 

Once you have got bored with simply over¬ 

laying small icons on to bar charts, you might 

like to provide your work superhly rendered. 

Loading these is as easy as the Brushes, just 

dick on the Graphs menu at the top of the 

screen and the rest is child's play. 

If bar chans are not your favourite way of 

having fun w ith figures, that's no problem to C 

& G either. You can choose from pie, line and 

column set-ups. There are also four colour 

options to choose from depending on your 

sense of aesthetic and, more importantly, on 

the ability of your printer to cope. These four 

options are: 16 colour, eight colours, four 

colours and two colours. 

The pies are undoubtedly the flashy end of 

the market here. You have everything at your 

disposal from backdrops to 3D rendering, 

Creating the basic data for a pie chart is the 

REGIONAL SUMMARY 

Eastern 

Northern 

Southern 

ite Western 

Just when you thong hi 
that chart and graph 
making could not be 
advanced any further, 
along camei 16-colour, 
3D pie charts and bar 
graphs that use of 
icons to jan up a dry 
sel of figures. 

CHAftTS 

AND GRAPHS 

is available from 

American Software 

Distribution 

010-217 3842050 

same as any other: just type it in at the initial 

work screen, but unlike some reviewers, do 

remember to save it as a data file as soon as 

you arc happy with it. The program then deals 

with the data. Not only w ill it form it into neat 

images, it will also calculate it. Yet again a 

him that this might be a glorified spreadsheet 

leaps to the mind: hut no. The only calcula¬ 

tions that C dc G carries out are those needed 

by itself to construct ihc graph or charts. 

Unlike a spreadsheet though, you will not be 

able to use exponentials, or geometric 

operands. You can, however, add as well as 

subtract column values in order to create new' 

columns of data. C <£ G also comes w'kh two 

additional disks. These hold the example files 

and the clip art files. All files on these disks 

(save for the text) are in IFF format and they 

are targeted at larting up your work. Images 

included on disk include bottles of aspirin, and 

all the credit cards you have ever lusted after 

in your life. These images can be used as 

backdrops or as brushes. There are also some 

example chans. These come full of legends 

(the small pieces of text which delineate the 

values and names given to the various pieces 

of data on a graph), interlacing line charts, and 

even a few ideas for creative constructions. 

Generally C 4 G works well with very few 

major quibbles. It has a well-built feel to it 

which is nicely complemented by an impres¬ 

sive looking front and user interface. The 

whole thing could do with being a little 

friendlier - it seems to be aimed at the person 

who is used to working with a spreadsheet, 

which is a similar concept, but just different 

enough to give rise hi irritating confusions. 

Aside from this quibble, if you have a serious 

need to produce more than one truly impress 

vise graphic illustration of vour sates Figures a 

year, then C & G could fill a niche. O 

Charts £ Graphs 

SPEED l«« 
Zippy even on an unacceltralcd Amiga, works 

with all models. One disk toad 

DOCUMENTATION •••• 
Excellent. In depth 113 page lulorlal. But then 

again manual has to be faultless etc 

accessibility i • 
H yau are a spreadsheet user you II have a start, 

everyone else will need the excellent manual. 

FEATURES Mil 
Extremely well featured, everything from 3D pie 

charting to Post Script printing support. 

VALUE I I 

This It an excellent package for professional 

presentations, but that's It. 

_ 
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JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 
Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 

one disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 

independently of the cartridge > even transfer to hard drive! Works 

with up to 2 Megs of Ram ■ even 1 Meg Chip Mem {Fatter Agnus)* 

SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE » \ 
now with DEEP trainer. Even better than before - allows you 

to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo. Perfect as 

a Trainer Mode to get you past that 'impossible11 level* Easy to use. 

• MPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 
The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 

including any “attached" sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment* Works with all presently known viruses* 

BURST NIBBLEB. 
Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk copier 

program at the press of a key - no more waiting* 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk* Files are saved 

directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 

music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

& 
PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE - 
Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. 

(Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS * 
like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc. 

• SLOW MOTION MODI 
Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 

adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through 

the tricky parts! 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM^N^ 

Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off, 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 

including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, ftamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory. Over SO commands to edit the picture plus unique on w 

screen status "overlay1’ shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 

such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

JOYSTICK HANDLER * 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 

very useful for many keyboard programs. 

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 
With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc, and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 

most track player programs* Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 

autofire from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

Act 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with all 

Action Replay III commands. 

l 
THE world; 

CARTRIDGE I! 

NOW WITH 
A 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN AS H.* ALL CHEQUES'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

p/mx GLeemamcg cm. 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY 
NOW EVEN BETTER!! st.ll q-mly 

MASSIVE 256K OPERATING SYSTEM IN ROM OFFERING 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF MK III FEATURES 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF 
YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

• DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all 
times - DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

$2^ 
re 

FILE REQUESTOR - 
if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

• DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button * faster than Dos Copy. 
No need to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when 
working with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to 

boot from your external drive* 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 

including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

• DISKCODER 

With the new *DiskcoderM option you can now Tag' your 
disks with a unique code that will prevent the disk from 
being loaded by anyone else. Tagged1 disks will only 
reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security. 

SET MAP« 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Keymap. 

• PREFERENCES 

Action Replay lit now has screen colour preferences with 
menu setup. Customise your screens to suit your taste. 
Very simple to use. 

• DISK MONITOR 

Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to 
understand format. Full modify/save options. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 

including compressed/small character command. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 

• Full M68000 Assembler Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block • Write String to memory 
• Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text • Show frozen picture • Play resident sample 
• Show and edit all CPU registers and flag • Calculator • Help command • Full search feature 

• Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assembled Disassemble - now with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT S 
"FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 

• INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

Macro-Soft 
29 Lasscock Avenue, 
Lockleys, S. A. 5(132 

Telephone (08) 234 5050 
Fax (08) 352 8305 

UPGRADE INFORMATION 
OWNERS OF AMIGA ACTION REPLAT MK II CARTRIDGE 

CAN UPGRADE TO THE NEW MK III VERSION BY 
RETURNING THEIR OLD CARTRIDGE PLUS E19.R6 

INCLUDING POSTAGE . PACKAGING AND HANDLING, 
PLEASE CLEARLY MARK THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR PACKAGE 

"ACTION REPLAY UPGRADE“ 

WARMING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Dale! Electrons lw , n*rthe* oondnries or authors** m§ us* of tfs products fat The reproduction 

of copyright m*l*fi*l 
Th# backup lacihtie* of this producer are designed lo reproduce only software such a* Public 

Domain maisn*i. 
the users dwn programs or software where permission lo make backups has, boon clean y given 

H is illegal lo make copies, even lor your own us*. Of copyright rnaienal, wflhout the dear 
permission *1 me copyright own**, or the hcencee the roof 

■■■■ 



• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughport on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 6 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. Effects 
menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state A5QG or 2000 version when ordering. 

K]@W7 wzo^K] [MMJCLCL 

@IPc[r’DC2)M 1 

ONLY t7«).9» 

ONLY £149.99 

§1 

V7J> x&Htax 

WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPLITTER, 
TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 

COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

• The Splitter unit plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units together. 
• Full adjustment of Red. Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B/W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format, 8 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF. 
• Features include full pallette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

KiJiV TO 4*£V I'CVR ORDER FAD VI 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 40 Hr*. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.. 

^ u/iriTL cLcer/nmc!?cm 
Limited 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
• <r i,inis' t 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

• New design hardware now pHigs Into expansion socket of A500 completely freeing the 
parallel port. • Save flies In Raw or single. multi-octave IFF format. 
• Surface mount technology, twin A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling. 
• Extensive Alters for extremely dean and noise-free sampling. 
• Through bus allows existing add ons, e.g. hard drive. 
• The NEW Sampler H software has been completely re-written In 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cut. Copy. Insert, Replace, MLx. Erase, etc. • Stereo lock control. 
• Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 

Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg users. 
Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 

Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved wave-editor with Instant update, 
• Envelope control panel for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude, noise filler and 
scan waveform. • On screen display of filenames sample rate, length, etc. 
• Inputs for microphone or line 1/4" jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £49.99 COMPLETE (A5Q0) 
INTERNAL 2000/1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

ONLY £59.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 
REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD £5 

MICROMIDI 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• Legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price! 
• 'rhroughporl allows daisy-chaining with other 
disk drives. 
• A full 1 meg of unformatted capacity (880K 
fully formatted!. 
• A good length of cable Is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc. 
• High precision head positioning. 

• On/Off switch, 
• Extremely quiet and click free operation. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER 
• A top quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software. 

• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 

• Inputs for microphone or line 
3.5mm jack and din connections. 
• Utilises latest surface mount 
technology and incorporates alt the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers. 

• Easy to use - just plug In and 
si art sampling! 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A500/1000/2000/1500 

lc 200 Colour printer 

• Fully compatible 
Midi Interface for 
A500/2000. 
• MIDI In - MIDI Out 
- MIDI Thru. 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £14,99 

512K RAM CARD 

MIDIMASTER 
• Midi in 
3 x Midi Out 

A Midi Thru. 
• Full Midi 
Interface for 
A500/1000/ 
2000 (please 
state which model req,l, 

• Compatible wilh all leading 
Midi packages (In D/Music). 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £19.99 
INCLUDING 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

• If you can obtain your own Kam chips, 
we can supply the card, 
• Accepts 16 x 41256 D Rams, 

• Available with /without clock option. 
• Switch disable feature. 

NOW ONLY £9.99 
CLOCK VERSION £14.99 

N.B. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE RAM CHIPS. 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000*1500 

• Now an internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500, 

0 Easily fitted in minutes. 
• Leaves serial port free for other uses, 
• Midi In. 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 

• Fully compatible Opto isolated, 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CARLES 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT 
OUT YOUR PICTURES 
IN FULL COLOUR! 

9 The Star LC200 
Colour Primer not only 
prints in Near Letter 
Quality for your rrgular 
jobs but also prints out 
your pictures in genuine 
colour! 

• No more to buy - Just 
plug in and print!! 
• Comes complete with 
primer lead. 

NOW ONLY £229.00 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direct replacement for 

mouse on all Amiga*. 
• Teflon glides For smoother 
movement. 

• Rubber coaled ball for minimum 
slip. 

• Optical system counting ■ 500/mm. 

Special ofl*r - Ftt££ Mouse Mat 4 Mouu Hout* (worth CT.99J 

NOW ONLY £19.99 COMPLETE 

■MWL 
MOW TO GET YOU Ft O Ft DEM FAST! 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] bti-V+LliWFYl CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*, ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

■ DATEL ELECTRONICS S 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2R5, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

04TEL LONDON SHOP 

I?' i I 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. Wl Tel 071 S80 6460 
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o 
STILL ONLY 

£129.99 
COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE new 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER... 

IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, dual 
buffer, scan matching and view Buffer, 
m Unmatched range of edit/capture 

facilities and keyboard control simply not 
offered by other scanners at I his unbeatable price. 
^Full keyboard control of most functions, 

• An easy to handle Handy Scanner 
featuring 105 mm scanning width and 

^^^^400 dpi re solution enables you to scan graphics 
and text Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to run under 
Workbench, 
• Adjustable switches for 

brightness/contras l levels. 
Screen grid overlay and configure menu 

rjs> 
PAl 

cs> 
sof 

Full sizing menu of scan area, 
• Getiiscan gives you the ability to easily 
scan linages, text and graphics and even 

offers 200Dpi Dual Scan Mode. 
X, Y position readout and metric sizes. 
• Save Images in suitable format Tor most 
leading packages including PI lOTON 

PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
View window and position control panel. 
• Package includes Handy Scanner, 
Interface, Power Pack and Scan Edit IV 

software. 
Icon menu to select functions. 

I Powerful partner for DTP that allows for 
cut and paste editing of images etc. 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 
• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

# Incorporating full optical tracking and counting * no ball so 
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

• High count output for veTy fine movement, 
• Two button mlcroswiich action. 
Direct replacement for all Amtgas. 

C^omes complete with special "Optical Pad". 
^^^^taUvsiykrd - supersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand, 

moulded 9 pin connector. 

VERSION IV 
SOFTWARE 

COMES WITH 
FREE 

PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features, 
• Top selling graphics package. 

No more to buy!! 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

USTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

744292 TECHNICAL'CUSTOMER SERVICE 0762 744$ 
A/F SCAN 2 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1. Tel 071 300 6460 o 



• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems • now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 

• Fast input of drawing by "tracing'1 is made easy • plus 

"absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many times faster than by a mouse. 
• The Genitixer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 

• Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so 

that tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet 

face. 
• A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus tip activates 

the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are 

not using the Tablet, you have normal mouse control. 

• Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe 

Paint Template, Power Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, 

plus Driver Program - no more to buy! 

• With the Amiga Genitixer Graphics 

Tablet you can streamline the operation 
of most graphic or CAD programs. 
• The Genitizer Graphics Tablet utilises 

latest technology to offer up to 100 dpi 
resolution at the tip of a stylus. 

• Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable 
fast, accurate and easy control. 

• Works by "mouse emulation" so the 

Genitizer will work with most packages 

where mouse input is the usual method - 
Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, CAD 
Packages, etc. etc. 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe 

Paint. 

OPTIONAL PUCK 
As an alternative to the 
stylus input the Genius 

Tablet also hag an 
optional four button puck. 

Ideal for tracing etc. 

ONLY £29.99 

L-LU LV rc YOU, 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] [0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
OROER5 NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 40 HfS. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO, 

GOVAN R0ADt FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0762 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

1 DA TEL LONDON SHOP 

1 *~Frr“~ 1 
222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 

LONDON. W1P 9AF. 
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SEQUENCER ONE 0 

Since we gave you your own version of 

Gajits' Sequencer One last issue, you 

should be producing potential hit tunes by 

now. What? You need help? Well you're in 

luck. Here is the first in a series of work¬ 

shops to help you start creating music in a 

variety of musical styles. 

Style 
Workshop 

Dance 
wj* ivm VK NO DOI BT heart! a lot of dance 

Q music being played these duss, You hear it on 

J the radio, on the television and in the charts. 

S The most prominent shies of dunce music. 

2 though, have to he techno and hip-hop. But 

™ how on earth do you go about producing this 

kind of music on your humble Amiga? In the 

first of a series of ‘style tutorials' we hope to 

give you an insight into the methods and tech- 

niques used, so that you can produce your own 

dance tracks with Sequencer One, 

All the tutorials in this series are designed 

to give you an impression of the techniques 

used in creating tunes in a set style, so we will 

be concentrating on the overall approach 

involved, rather than giving you a basic step- 

by-step guide, If we just told you what to do 

every step of the way you would only be able 

to create one song! Instead of this simplistic 

method, wc will be outlining tried-und-te sled 

methods for creating a style. 

NO POP, NO STYLE 

Modem dance music falls into two major 

categories: techno and lup-hop. Although there 

is a considerable amount of cross-over 

between the two. and both styles are based 

around It very percussive feel, they are in fact 

quite different. Techno has a very fast, and 

very aggressive hi-iech feel. Hip-hop on the 

other hand is a much more laid-back style, 

with a 'looser’ feck both in pace and sound. 

For this reason, this tutorial will he split into 

two different parts, 

SUMMARY 

As you will see. both Styles are based around a 

solid rhythm pattern, but each has its very own 

distinctive feel The esamples shown here are 

by no means 'hard and fast’ rules, since the 

whole basis of dance music is to change and 

adapt as other influences are assimilated into 

the music. However, these guidelines may be 

useful as you experiment with your ow n dance 

tunes. Move on up and gel on down! 

158 

Techno 
SOUNDS 

The first thing you need to organise is the 

sounds that y ou wish to use. To create the 

main rhythm, you wilt need a bass drum 

sound, a snare drum sound and an open hi- 

hat. If you are using the Sequencer One 

samples pros ided, then the bass drum sam¬ 

ple on this month's coverdisk is best, along 

with the snare and hi-hat sounds from the 

Sequencer One program disk given aw ay 

last month. If you w ish to use y our ow n 

samples, then chtxise a low, Hat bass drum 

sound w ith a lot of resonance to give a solid 

4/4 rhythm. The hi-hat sound should be as 

clean as possible and the snare sound should 

be a tight, electronic sounding instrument. 

As for other instruments, the Acoustic 

Bass sound from the Sequencer One disk 

fils the bill quite well. If you are using a 

MIDI instrument, try to use a low, ana- 

Sanple Palette 

Size (K) 

I 
r 

Patch Sample Nane 

1 BASSDRUH.IFF 
2 ORCKHIT.IFF 
3 Snire.Drtui 
4 AcousticJBsss 
5 Optn.Hi.Bat 
6 ROBODRUH.IFF 

Load Delete EXIT 

Hip-Hop 
SOUNDS 

AI thou gh many records happily cross the 

boundaries of techno and hip-hop, the latter 

usually tends to be far less upfront and 

manic than its younger counterpart. For this 

reason you'll need some more traditional 

and "laid back' sounds to play around with. 

Standard bass drum and snare drum sounds 

’Tonid be used, preferably ones that have a 

Simple Palette 

Pitch Saivle Nine Size CM) 

1 $nare_Drun l ♦ 
2 Bassjrtin 4 
3 CloseOLHit 1 
4 Slapjass 6 

♦ 

Load | Delete EXIT J 

logue-sounding bass with a ‘fat’ sound. To 

add extra percussion, use a Kraftwerk-style 

electronic click to add an edge (Rohodrum 

on this month's disk is just right), 

RHYTHM 

-» 868 81 « 

The main thread of techno music is the fact 

that the bass drum simply hits on the four 

main beats of a bar. so set track one to play 

the bass drum, then go into the step editor, 

Keep the note type as eighth notes (two 

notes linked by a single bar) and place a 

note on the four main beats of the first bar, 

' —I? 

Go hack to the main track screen and set 

track two to play the snare drum. Now the 

snare should have a much more staccato 

feel, and so the notes should be scattered 

across the bar more, Also, to achieve a light. 

60s James Brow n feel to them. A dosed hi- 

hat is really useful for livening up (he 

percussive track. 

Also use a straightforward electric or 

slap bass sound for the main bassline and if 

you can get some vocal or turntable scratch 

sounds in there too! 

RHYTHM 

One of the most popular rhy thm styles in 

hip-hop is the Funky Druinmef riff - this 

is recognisable by the fact that there are 

more snare beats than there are bass beats! 

Start by setting up your bass drum sound 

and entering two eighth beats anhe begin¬ 

ning of the bar and place further beats in 

positions four tone place after main beat 

two), six lone place before main beat three) 

and eight (the last position of the bar). 

Next, set up a track to play the snare 

sound and go into the step editor, Sw itch to 

sixteenths and place a note on main beat 

two of the bar. then place notes at positions 

eight, ten and thirteen {w hich is that fourth 

main beat). For both the bass drum and 

snare, make sure thai the notes play the 

sound at the normal pitch. 



hi-tech sound, it may he worth playing the notes 

higher than you would normally play a snare sound. 

Go imo the step editor and set the note type m six¬ 

teenths (two notes linked by two bars). Place a heat 

one place in front of the second main heat (three 

steps along) and one just after it (five steps along) 

and a scatter a few around the last two beats (hut try 

to keep clear of the positions of the bass drum beats. 

^I888'81 82 

Now go back to the track screen and set track 

three to play the open hi-hab Go to the step editor 

and select to play eighth notes, then place note* 

between the main beats of the first bar. This w ill give 

you the cyclic *one-lwo one-two* feel that is darned 

typical of techno. 

BASSLINE 

Techno hassljnes are usually fairly repetitive, some¬ 

thing like 808 Stale's Cubik, so you only need to 

program a simple pattern onto the first bar. Other 

changes are generally carried out b\ changing the 

key of a bass pattern rather than programming a 

w hole new set of notes, 

Set track lour to play your bass sound and go into 

the step editor. The notes to be entered should either 

be eighth or sixteenth notes, to keep the rapid feel 
Enter a pattern bused mainly around a single key, but 

shift the notes up or down an octave occasionally to 

fTp SEQUENCER ONE 
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add interest. Alternatively* keep the notes in a simple 

pattern* but play the last few notes slightly further 

down the scale so the bar ’trails off. This will give it 

a more looped feel, making it easy to dance to? 

To emphasise the bassline, set up the next truck to 

play the electronic bleep or click sound, then go to 

the step editor and enter a series of sixteenth notes on 

short hursts of two, three or four. This w ill give the 

track a lighter, percussive feel and avoid making the 

track sound as though it is plodding along. One more 

thing - before you play the track, push the tempo up 

to about 130 bpm to give it more pace. 

Sequencer One § Gajits 1991 □hi 

Now go back to the track screen and set up a track 

to play the hi hat. Then go into the step editor and 

enter a space, place pairs of beats with a single space 

between them, 

BASSLINE 

Hip-hop basslines are much more straight forward 

than their techno counterparts, they in fact sound like 

they have been played by a bass guitarist. Set up a 

track to play the bass sound and enter a simple 

melody in a low key (but not so low as to make the 

sound rumble). A good effect to try is to start off 

w ith long notes and then enter a few shorter ones at 

the end of the bur. w ith the lust noie being able to 

restart the riff. 

After the main bass line has been entered, just 

slam in u few samples to add emphasis to the main 

beats of the bar Turntable scratch noises are dead 

useful, or the electric guitar sample on this month's 

disk is real handy as well 

Sequencer One @ Gajits 1991 (□OH 
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PHOENIX 

your -AMIGA A500 Plus 
with the 

RAM expansions made for the A500 Plus 1 Mb RAM modules 
older A500 will not work with the 

new A500 Plus if they are populated 

to more than 512k. Phoenix have 

developed a range of RAM 

expansion units specifically for the 

new A500 Plus. 

WHY DO YOU NEED 
PHOENIX RAM 

EXPANSIONS? ' 

The A500 Plus can only be 

expanded to 2 Mb of chip RAM 

using the trap door expansion port. 

Chip Ram is required to 

unleash the full graphics 

capabilities of the 

Amiga 500 Plus 

❖ 

The A500 Plus can only use specific 

The Phoenix Imb RAM expansion is available either unpopulated, 
populated to 512K or fully populated to l Mb. All boards use industry 
standard 256 by 4 DRAMs. The Phoenix Ram wilt fit simply into 
the trap door expansion port without any modification and 
Will Not invalidate your warranty. 

Unpopulated 

only £16.99 

512K populated 

only £39.99 

1Mb fully populated 

only £49.99 

Kickstart ROM1.3/2.04 sharer 

Because some older Games and Business software will not run 
on the new Kickstart 2.04 ROM Phoenix have designed a sharer 
for both ROM chip sets. 

Switchable between 1.3 and 2.04 you can get all the benefits of 
the latest A50G Plus without the drawback of losing some of your 
favourite software. 

RAM expansion modules that will do 

this such as Phoenix. 

Phoenix Ram expansion modules 

are built to the highest possible 

standards in the U.K. 

< 

Each unit is individually 

inspected and tested 

before release. 

Phoenix 1 Mb RAM modules 

come in either 512K, 1 Mb or 

unpopulated configurations. 

All Phoenix product is backed 

by a full 2 year replacement 

guarantee. 

Kickstart R0M1.3/2.04 sharer 

only £24.99 

♦ 

Kickstart ROM 1.3 chip 

only £29.99 

Order Hotline 

TEL. 0532 311932 
FCC Distribution, Unit 8. Armley, Park Court, Stanningley Road, 

Leeds LS12 2AE Tel(0532)31 19 3 2 Fax 637689 

Phoenix products are solely distributed in the UK by FCC Distribution Ltd. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



BRING THE BEAT BACK 

THE LOW-DOWN 
We like to think that we offer you a good deal, and what 

belter deal is there than some excellent software for next to 

nothing? Those interested in electronic music can now pro¬ 

duce hit sounds using Gajits' Sequencer One. What's that? 

You'd like to go further than just using Amiga samples? 

Well you'd better buy a synthesiser then. What do you mean 

you can't afford one? Well, let’s see what we can do... What 

about some of Roland's latest MIDI computer-music equip¬ 

ment? Aha? Thought that would get you interested! 

GajitN Music Software have been in touch with those 

nice people ai Roland, and have managed to lay their hands 

on some spiffy new equipment to allow you to get the most 

out of Sequencer One. Here 's w hat you could w in : 

CM-300 SOUND MODULE 
This is the very latest in Roland's Computer Music range, 

which has been specialty designed for linking up to 

computer systems allowing you to gel high-quality sound 

from your system. The CM-300's sound architecture is 

based around the highly successful (and incredibly impres¬ 

sive I Roland Sound Canvas system, so you’ll be able to link 

your Amiga up to it and use Sequencer One to produce 

sonic great music. 

You bought the 
Christmas edition of 
Amiga Format, eh? No 
doubt you're a whiz on 
Sequencer One by now. 
Wouldn't it be nice to 
have a synthesiser unit 
to use with it, though? 

If you're fed up with entering notes using the step-time 

editor and would like to actually play some music, then this 

is for you. The keyboard isn’t actually a synth. but you can 

connect it to your MIDI set-up to allow you to record notes 

into a sequencer or control MIDI sound modules (such as 

the CM-300), Jools Holland eat your heart out! 

HOW TO ENTER 
So what do you have to do to win this gear? Well we want 

to hear just how good you are at using Sequencer One. On 

this month's Coverdisk there arc some extra samples to add 

to the ones found on the program disk itself. What you have 

to do is put together a piece of music using ONLY these 

sounds. If you've got a bank of your own samples, then 

don’t try and trick us by using them - we'll be checking? 

Just construct you’re masterpiece using the given sounds, 

make a copy of the disk and send them in to us at: 

Sequence Something Simple 1'mnpHilion. 

Amiga Formal. 

29 Monmouth Street 

Bath 

AVON BA1 2AP 

To give you a little more time to put together your potential 

hit. the entries don't have to be in until 29 February 1992 

(that should be easy to remember). 

The best piece of music will win the keyboard and sound 

module, with 10 runners up earning themselves a Gajiis 

Take the Lead' T-shin. 

And a very big ’ta very much' to George Thom at Roland 

for the donation of the main prize. 

(n 

Well now you 
ly Roland 

equipment to create 
some top tunes. 
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would like to announce 
the most important 

development to the AMIGA 

FIRST AMONG EQUALS 
A500 for over 3 years! i 
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The New o Commodore 

AMIGA A500 Plus 
The New AMIGA A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack comes with: 

New Super Agnes gives 1 Mb of CHIP RAM as standard upgradable to 
2 Mb of CHIP RAM (and 8 Mb of FAST RAM), thats 10 Mb of RAM in total/ 
Super Denise and improved Custom Chips allow connection of a VGA 
or MULTISYNC monitor without the need of expensive Flicker Fixers 
New "PRODUCTIVITY" video display mode gives screen resolutions up 
to 1008* 800 
Built in Battery backed Real Time Clock 
KICKSTART ROM version 2.04 
Latest WORKBENCH 2.04, FONTS 2.04 and EXTRAS 2.04 
New improved user friendly manuals 
Software includes The Simpsons, Lemmings, Captain Planet, 
Deluxe Paint 3 plus Mouse, Modulator, and Manuals 

only £374.99 in stock 
now!! 

A500 Plus RAM Expansion 

by Phoenix 
RAM expansions made for the older A500 may network with 
the new A500 P!us. Phoenix have developed a range of RAM 
expansion units specifically for the A5QC Pius, 

Take your AMIGA up to 2 Mb of chip RAM without any 
soldering or internal modifications whatsoever. Fits simply 
and easily into the bottom expansion port. 

The Phoenix RAM will not invalidate your warranty. 

Take your A500 Plus 
up to 1.5 Mb only £29.99 

or 2 Mb only £54.99 
12 month Replacement Guarantee 

The Phoenix Kickstart 
ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 

Because some older games software will not run on 
the new Kickstart 2.04 ROM Phoenix have designed 
a sharer for both ROM chip sets. 

Switchable between 1.3 and 2.04 ROM you can get 
all the benefits of the latest ASOO Plus without the 
drawback of losing some of your favourite games 
software. This unit will also fit into older 1.3 machines 
including the 1500/2000. 

only £34.99 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM chip only £38.99 

Kickstart 2.04 ROM chip only £P.O.A. 

E&OE 



VISA 

/ l Ks 
Dept AMFSC5, Unit 8A. A^rr^Fai^a^usiness Centre, Cublington Fw; 

ORDER HOTLINE^0296682277 GENERAL OFFl 
id. WingjNe^r Leightc 

a5TSJ290682248 
Buzzard. Beds. LU7 Oi B 

^FAX: 0296 682290 

OT SO'F'T'WfUR'E ZQK ‘YOZUR ^MlGA 

Kinchfcrds 2.„„, 
Pen P2L. 
ProJextyS.Q. 
Prowntf 3 ™..„ 
Ci.nrk-jJm*. |||)|(1 
Scribble. 
Transwrite.,,,. 
Wordwortri VM 

wbaAccounts. 
teshfebpk Combo.. 

pome recounts.. 
vIHpccounts 2 .. 
SnwBusiness Accounts 
System 3..... 

(System 3E ... 

>ountf D&gitisflr) *. 

it (Mum Package: 
ins Set (Music Pack) 
ultd Digitiser).. 
tackage).. 
P*ade)... 
rage)....... 
[nd Sampler} .. 
ko (Sound Sampler) 

Bar$ $ PiSs Pi 
Delude Mu^Cj 
MastersoundTE 
Muse X iMusk 
QuantnMus^ 
Sonb TjqggPa 
Sogndtrap^H 

Jj&chnosound T\ 

4999 
198 99 
..49.99 

.29,95 

.87.99 
Fun School 4 [under 5).V ....16-99 
Fun School 4 5-7).W .16.99 
Fun School 4(7*11).(fc..,...16-99 
French Mtefress.tm.13.99 
German Master..L,J.13.99 
Henrietta's Book o( Spells [under *T/+).... 17.49 
Hooray For Henrietta (5-12+)........ 17.49 
Italian Tutor... .......V.13 99 
Junior Typtsl (5-10 yrs) Y...11.99 
Lets SpeH At Home (4 10 yrs) V.13 99 
Lets Spetl Out and AbouH4-1Qyrs) \ . 13,99 
Magic Maths (4-6 yrs)..\...15.99 
Magic Storybook. (6-14 yrs) .\. 19.99 
Maths Adventure ...,.„\5.99 
Maths Mama (6-12 yrs).....,\5 99 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ..t 
Mix and Match (under 5's). 17.40 
Puzilebook 1 (5’Adult).13.9V 
Puzzlebook 2 (5-Adult). .13-99 
Spanish Tutor. ..13.99 
SpelbOOk (4-9 yrs)  5.99 
Spellbound (7-16+) *...17.49 
Things to do with Word* (5-12 yf$).,... .14 49 
Things to do with Numbers (5 12 yrs).14.49 
Three Bears (5 10 yrs)...15 99 

* Product not yet released 
Ail prices Include VAT. All goods 

subject to availability. Prices subject 
to change without notice, E&OE 

Superbase Personal 2 
'offlB.......109.99 
|AI&o works with Newtek).64.99 

Amos 3D 
Amos Cong 
Art Depag 
Deluxe FU 
Deluxe 
Digiview Gi 
Disney And 
Imagine 30 
Pixmate.j 
Photon Pm 
Spedra (to 

..23.49 
-19.99 
.119.99 
.69.99 
.49.99 
.99.99 
..7999 
.164,99 
..34.99 
,,14.99 
.54.99 

,96.99 
,45,99 
138.99 
169.95 

Na^na V , se (wnh tr@e Operal*on 
Sluafln/ 
Vdeq/ise 

Digicalc. 
Maxiplan Plus 
Superplan,..... 

Superbase Personal 2 + 512K Mem Upgrade , 44.99 
Penpal + 512K Memory Upgrade 79.ss 
Penpal + Suprbase Personal 2 .79.99 
The Works Platinum (Wofdprocessor Spreadsheet 
Database, Communication Package).5995 
Gold Disk Office tWorefixocessor Spreadsheet, 
Database, DTP).....89 99 
The Complete Colour Solution (Vn* Amiga 
♦ Vdi Chrome ■+ ftGB Colour Splitter Photon 
Flint, PSU + Loads)........,,.149.99 
All »n One ■ Gold Disks (Wortiprocwsor, Paint 
Package. Music Package plus 3 games wtth 
Tutorial video).....    59,99 

HOW TO ORDER 
ORDER BY PHONE; Phone our orde- ■ o*i ^0296 682277) with yuur 
Acces^Visa card quoting card number, name <\hokJer. and a*twry date 

ORDER BY POST cheques or postal orders paJh^Vto *CONNECT>^ 
INTERNATIONAL’ Please send name, address and BAVTIMEteJrfphone 

>»Mqibe* along with your order req. 

FREEpfewUl£LIVERY(El overseas) 
Please allow up louJ u jys itefim v 1 

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS MUSIC/SOUND 

VIDEO DIGITISING GRAPHICS / ANIMATION 

BUNDLES 

Colour Prints 
Have you ever wanted to show someone an image you've drawn, but there's 

not been an Amiga at hand? Well now you can. Using the latest Paintjet printer 
I can provide you with an A4 Colour print of your image. Now you can build up 

a portfolio for posaibla usa in a job interview, hive your favourite image 
framed for display or present rt as > gift etc. 

r- 
Prices Per Individual Image Printed 

-1 

QTY 1 2-3 4-8 9*16 17-32 33> 

L EACH £3 00 £2 75 £2.50 £2 25 £2 00 £1.50 J 

1992 Calendars 
Available now for only £12. your own Personal Unique 1992 calendar. If you can 
supply 12 (IFF/HAM] images I will put your images together with the months of 
the year. If you have any preference as to which image should go with which 

month, please state which. 

Curriculum Vitae's 
One of the most important requirements needed for a job interview is a C.V, 
and if you don't have a C.V., you need one. For only £20 and all the relevant 

clear information about yourself (typed if possible) I wiN provide you with 
one original copy and 10 photocopies of your C.V. 

Pleas* supply a COPY d your diixls) as I cannot goraniM disk safety through (he post 

Ptesse make ch»qu«A»stoJ ortJw* payadii to HEALfnr AN press *e indusrve of VAT and P9P 
Caveri by appfrftimeni only ^04W? allow 20 days Ipr delivery Price* correct at lime Of going to preu. 

16 Tarvin Drive. Bredbury. Stockport. SK6 2PW 
Tel: 061-494 8711 

DIRECT FROM AMERICA 
LOW PRICE AMIGA CHIPS 

& UPGRADES 
8172A (PAL) I Meg Agnus...£37,70 5719 Gary..„..MOM 
8372B (PAL) 2 Meg Agnus ..£40,40 8162 Denise i bright,.....£11.90 
1.3 Kickstart ROM,.—,,....£19.70 I * 4/KO Sialic Column Zip ,,.,,..£15.60 
A500 Kcy board - faclory new.....£40.60 8520A Cl A (2M Hz)....   .£6.87 
A5Q0 PC Motficrboand-PAL, populated A tested - complete.....£127,60 
A21KX) PC Motherboard-PAL, populated & tested - Includes the 1.3 Rom, 8372A I Meg 

Agnus & Super Denise 8171 (factory new)...,.......£130.00 

UPGR ADE YOUR AM TOTHE A500 PLUS 
8373 SUPER DENISE - £26,4rt 

Add producimiy mode, supertn-irv mode, wan mode, genlock capability &. Mipcrtii n\ capabilities 

2.0 l pgrude Kit: lust released. Contains ROM. uperaEing manual and di^kellC" .£50,75 
STU (System Tesl Utility); Very popular diagnostic trouble-shooting program 

for all Amiga computers ..............19,20 
Amiga Diagnostician: Diagnose up to 2K common problems. Comes with software and 

booklet. Save time & money by locating faulty chips yourself ,,,...£9.86 
The Final Test; Diagnostic diskette tests keyboard, display, graphics. Workbench, 

sound, timing, realtime dock, RAM, etc, 112 programs in all )  ....£6,95 
Printer Port Adaptor; Runs dn\ CBM printer to PC [great seller).. .£2030 
MtgvChip 20WI h\ DEB; Upgrade your A5(KVAI500/A2000 to 2Mb 

of chip RAM. Includes 2 meg Agnus, chip puller & "Final Test" 
diagnostic diskette tno soldering). Same chip used in A3000 ...£ 180,96 
Bu> the MegaChip tiom us and we ll give sou the new Super Demse for . ....£17.00 

MuHistart II hv DKR: Kevhoard switch hciwcen 1 ROMs (1.2, 1,3 and 2 0) 
fot A50tVA2(JU). Fantastic seller .........,,,,,.£42.35 
Version It is same as above bui toggle-swiich activated......£2150 

A500 PLUS RAM EXPANSION 
AdRAM 510 by LCD: Take your AMXL PLu*. up to 2Mh 

■ of fust RAM tine haitcry) Newly tle^ijjncd jusl for [he NEW 500 PI,US ...£47.50 

AdRAM 540 far A5U4I hy ICI>: Add up i«4 megs of RAM wi)h banery backup 
imemally in your A500, \ Meg/2 Megs.....£74.20/£95.15 

AdSpwd by ICD: Best accelerator in its price range....,,..£118.90 
Ricker Free Video by ICD: Eliminates interlace flicker, ........,£163.50 

DO NOT FEAR! 
Buying dtrccih from iIk- U.S with your credit card offers you ihe same prelection as it does in Use LUC. 

?y. Ileal directly with North Amenta's largesi disinbulor uf 
Grapevine Group has been successfully servicing the LUC 
anti chips are new and guaranteed for W days. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE 36 PAGE CATALOGUE 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 l hestnut Street, Stiffem, New Vurk [(1901 ILS.A. 

International Fas: 0101 914-357-6243 
Customer Order Line: 0101 -914-357 2424 

Telephone Hours: 1pm !0 11 pm M-F British linve 
Prices subject to change Inlcrnatiunal Orders; Send ti>py or FAX from and back of credit card 

w/sigiuturc AkJ!lircri Charges: All chips 15.36 Keybd A: PC B - £8.40 2 0 Kh £22.62 

wtm me oaueo ocnciri or saving i«v oi irom 
ComnKXkire &, Amiga parts and chips. The 
and the Continent fot 12 yean,. AIL nut pads 

163 
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pet dis* Software 
Expressions 

Introducing some of the best public domain & shareware disks available for the Amiga today. Go on...express yourself! 

UTILITIES 
U001 AGene flMB)_______ Trace your ancestors 
U005„ .Amibase.....Excellent database sysiem 
U0Q6 ...Amigazer......For those astrologies 
U016... Biorhythms (1 Mb} ......Chart your feelings 
UC17.-Business pack (3disks} ..Debase, 8/sheeL wfp 
6J101 .-C64 Emulator......Take your Amiga back to basics 
U114.... Cross Dos   ...*.............»............Demo Version 
U020.. C Manual (3 disks}....Guido to £■programming 
U092... .Cartoon Brushes ....Lots of famous characters 
U024 ...Catalogue Maker (2 disks) .-.Good be patienii 
U098.... Database Master _......User fnendfy 
UG25 .DTP Ckp Art ...JFm graphics enthusiasts 
UQ33.Education 1 ..Learn German 
U03S.Education 3-----—Weather 

EvokJlion 

LM04.,..Goff Recorder (1 Mb)...,.. 
UD43 intromaker 

. Excellent. Recommended lor gollers 

....As rt sounds, Good 

U045.. .Jazzbench. 
U049 , .Mandtebfot Explorer. 
U050 -Master Virus-Puller .. 
Ul06.-Medv3.11... 

U110 Messysidv2 0 

.Recognises over 100 viruses. Essential 

.Ijuwrt sequencer version 

..PC io Amioa file transfer 

U102 Multirippers ... 

J 1 I 

U052 Business Card Maker ...Simple, but useful 
0099 No sepiayer v3 6 ....Loads more modules 

U053 North C .....Compiler 

UI05 Personal Addresser .........Useful 

U1&0 ...Picture Help .,,,... 
U061 ....Games Music Creator,.. .Pav. composition wnler 

U062 -..House Samples 1. 
U073 Sidvl.06.. 

.Loadsa samples. Suitable lor GMC etc. 

......Cl helper. Very popular 

U075 Spanish Tutor ... .... .....Bueno1 

UQ71 ...Star Chart. . ...For Astronomy enthusiasts 

UO 76 ....Star Trekker.. ...8 channels, sampler, Superb 

U12Q ,..,ST Emulator. ..Emulate Alan programs 

U083 ....Workbench Fun1. .More W/B altematrves 

U103 Word Frenzy ......Good wordpfooessor 

U664 . Wordwnght 

U0S9 - Journal...... 
UH1.Tarot {2 disks}. .Amiga card reader1 

U090„. .Text-editor_*.....—...., Also lexi paint 
U107 ,.,-TSB Vector Designer.......Special Brothers classic 
U091 ....Chet Solace .....Utils, extravaganza plus game 
U09G.. Jamaacker.*.-Songcreatorfrom Vision Well presented 
UG97. .Red Sector demo-maker, „ ..Recent Exc disk 
Utl5. -Red Sector Extra....Fonts + objects tor demo making 

0116 . ..Red Sector Extras 2.. More objects etc 
0113 .Spectrum Emulator.....Excellent 
0112 „ Shdeshow Maker..... Good construction kit 

U121 ...TAP Unities 1991 ....Over 21 u^fu< utilst.es 
U040 ....Font Disks (4 disks).......Various fonts available 
Oi09 ... Music Construction Kit...Lois of different utilities 

DEMOS 
D215 ... Another 5 ways to Kill a Mote  ...It gets sadderJ 
DOTS ...Agatron Star Wars (iMbtf disks)....Captivating graphics 

0016 . ..Add Music   ..Soitw wicked museec & graphemes' 
0017.. Addams Family__*..SWeshow of TV senes 
D020.Bowie Demo________. ..David Bowie ot the pasi 
D022 .Budbram Megademo (2 disks)..Still one of the best dfeks around 

D021. ...Budbram 2......equally bniNam sequel 
D023... Bass Megademo Electrifying graphics 6 pulsating beat Get ill 
D027 ....Beastie Boys .♦........Excellent presentation 

0036. 

D04B. 
D049. 

D058. 
D06G. 

0061 „ 

D236 
DD62.. 

D063. 
D064. 

DQ67. 

DQ69 

0075. 
D0S3 

DQ92. 

DD99. 

D210. 

D103. 
D114, 

D117. 

D21B 

0126 

D128. 

0129. 
0146 

D225 

D146 

D162 

D166 
D177 

D230 

D189 

D226 

D028 
0224 

D250 
0204 
0214 

0234 

0237 

0219 

.Coma CetxtVictory (1 Mb). Classic Acid-type demos 

Dream goes Berserk (1 Mb}.Astounding graphics 4 imagination 

Desert Island rfdeshow__Gruesome p*cs Good 
Enterprise Leaving Dock.......Famous animation 

..Elvira....sexy lady endows hereett' 
Elvira Activities .....Mow move her body' 

Evil Dead {2 disks)............... Excellent, stuff 
. 5 Ways 10 Kill a Mole...Funny. Not lor animal lovers! 

...Fillet the fish...—The possible sequel to Puggs. A must 

.. Fraxion Fantasy.. . Gothic sideshow 

.Fraxion Horror ,.Chainsaw macabre cartoon V popular 
„ Frankfyn the Fly 0M&). .—. Long cartoon on cute 

..JrtfleFrankfyn 

.Girts d Sport ....Pretty shots of talented girls 
...Home & ... Dowminder dsk 

. Iraq Demo (1Mb).Topical cartoon. Bush meets Saddam' Bang1 

...Jesus loves Acid ...Mindbiowing music and graphics 

...Kick Off 3._....Good Muse 

...Legend of Billy the Kid (1Mb).....Long running animation. Good 

.Mike Tyson anim.,.......Well compiled 
Magician v2 0 ... Recently appraised animation Recommended 

...Mr Potato Head._.... Incapable dancer demo 
..Neighbours.....SWeshow from Ramsay Street 

. Purtk croc crew megademo .Now see Jason gel shot Ha' 

. .Puggs «n Space.. .Brill cartoon Puggs finds it's a different world1 

.. Red Sector megademo (2 disks)*———.. RSI s classic 

...Retncamaaon ot Sgi. Pepper (2disks}.... Beatles classic 

...The Run (lMb)  .......1. Richter's car-chase animation. Good 

...Stealthy Manoeuvres (1Mb)......—Excellent demo 

.Star Trek Animations .....Arums. Of USS Enterprise 

...Star Trek Animations. Agatron no. 17. More like above. Good 

...Star Trek Slides (2 .From TV series 

...Viz Slideshow.....Fat slags & others m this slideshow 

.. virtual World ......™.Good 

..Centronics. .. ...... . ... .Demo compilation 

...Invisible World..—. Digitized pictures of insects' 

...Jimmy Hendrix Slideshow ...Excellent muse 

.Sleeping Bag........Classic from Honzon 

.Stamp Collector < i Mb>—.....Famous quality animation 

...Taxi Driver (iMb} ........Good animation 

...The Simpsons Demo ......Bart at his best 
..Walker Vs Amy {1Mb}.,........Astonishing 

GAMES 
Gcei. 
G0O4 

GOOS . 

Autobahn 3000-----Control bai through tunnel Hard 
Airwaf....Fighter simulation Good shareware game 
-A! New Star Trek (2 desks}_USS Enterprise das&c Best one 

MUSIC 
MOOt . 808 State remixes .......... Four good tracks 
M006.. Batdance remix _____Really good disk. Catchy stuff 

M016 Depeche Mode tracks Of reasonaWe quality 

M028 . DJ Disco Leifs Hits...Really good presentation and beat 
M032 . Godbram toves the worid...............Great acid-house musak 

M086 Great Balls of Fire...... Goodness gracious 

M03fl....Hugo's Exoemna.This has to be one of the best house disks 
M039.I Love Technology Recent production from Beal master Good 

M087. .Iron Maiden...The Wes of March 

M085....James Bond Remix.....Catchy stuff 

M081. . Mami Vice  _...______.......Theme remix 

MQ8C... .Pet Shop Boys  ..........The Manic Mix 
M057 . Fowerpack 3 __—*_... . Includes Vanilla Ice track 
M059... Powerpack 5 (1Mb) ............____ .A classy house tracks 
M062....Random Access .........Art ot Norse and more Startling add track 

M068 Sound Of $#nt$ ..7 songs from Silents 

M084 . The Wall ........-.Pink Floyd Classic 

M086 .500 Things Come Back Demo.....Great Graphics & Mu&c 

We stock T-Bas 1-58 

ACCESSORIES 
Blank disks 48p each 

3^” disk drive 

Cleaners £2*90 

POSTAGE 
UK orders.60p 
Europe.£1.25 
World..£2.50 

PRICES 
PD..£1.00 per disk 

Orders over £10.00 may 
order 1 free PD disk! 

GD11... Blizzard ..HonzontaJ shoot 'em up. High quality 

G013 , Buflrun .War-game, based on US Civil War. Control Army 
G014 Adventure Solutions i2 disks .Loads nl hints ot 

G114.„Buck Rogers. .Sh ooL'em up 
G099... Cabaret Asteroids. At last a bntbantfy playable version 
G015... Crossfire (11*)} .... 
G019. ..Dungeon Detver i2 dsks) . 

Excellent game wnfton m AMOS 

.Drthcutt adventure quest 
G021 ... Demokbon Uksson (IMb) .Similar to BaHoonacy. good hm 
mm rmmau_ Exekem role blRvvnn namn 

G022 ... Escape from Jovi .Guide ship to safety Simplistic graphics 
G029. .. Flaschbre. . Odtavoume Get to alarm clock 

Gt40 Games Galore 9. --Latest compilation of several games 
GQ31 . Gravaflack Control nirkinn un It a vs 

G93S . Jeopard (iMbl ... ..Risk^type strategic game 
Q040- -Hofy Grail 11Mb .. , .... Text adventure 
G1 lO Ladvtbuo .Paonan tvoe name 
G043 . Learn and Ptav 1 ..Good tor the kids Blackboard maths etc 

G050„. Master of the Town. ..Use mouse to smash windows. 
Very adcfcctve 

G049 MegabaliUfci , Excelent game Improved wrwjn ot Breaks 
GOSS... Mechterce _ Slratenv narrw 

G056..,. Monopoly ... Board game on disk 
G124... Nanoleon^c wadate. .Good simulaTioo 

G059,...Nethack (Fish 460)—...Good adventure game, recently appraised 
G135 . No Mans Land (1 meg)...2 player shoot up 

G061 .. Pick up a puzzle (1Mb£ disks] Fit ihe pieces Good tor the kids 

GQ62 ...-3D Pool .Comiof cue with mouse, and ifs all pot luCkl 
G063 Pacman . The classic can* siill Iters 

GOSO...Pipekrw.. Bu to an o4 pipeline 
GD65- ..Pine Kingdom (2 disks). Tncky adverijre game. Good 
G137... ScatsInfat . .. . Scateboard game 
GOT? . Seven Ties Exceient speedball game from Alpha 
G102 . . . Simulations. ..Metro. Amgoxts, Impenum and more 

. Excellent shoot 'em up G076.r„Star Fleet .. 
G134.Star Trek (3 d»sks).__.. The original version 
G072, , Star Trek; Next generation .. 

Gtl5,.,.Survwor.. . Role play an alien 
G100 Towers of Hano _____Text adwwitm 

G079 ,. T reasure Hun* _Find ihe hidden treasure Good nraohics 

G081.Trek Trtva. .......Test your Star Trek knowledge 
G083 Wooden Bal (IMb)_ Score three goals to win 
G084... Wet Beaver Terms . .. 

G086 ,-Wrarrhed One. 
Simple, but good fun bat & bafi game 

Good general knowledge quiz 
GOftfl ..Pan Crazy . . 

G094 ...Zeus . ..Sample puzzle game 
G096 . ..Assassins games oomp. ...Very good Includes 

GOSS... Batiletorce .... ... Control battle of robots 

G097 .„ Tompiespetot.. 
G130.Battle Pong . 

..Speed ball game 

Tabto Tennis Clone 
G132 - Darkstatf Adventure game 
G125 AfhcAMar Kill ghosts with axe 
G133 .. Escaoe Excefient orarthirc 

G!27... Games Gaore 8.7 games ind Space War & lutesie Command 
G126 .. Pom Pam Bomb Peart Hartw >r air 

G131 ....Tom C«t„_ ... ...shod tern up 
GOBS.Word Search-- ...Good puzzle game 

Send cheques or postal orders to: 
SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS, 

Studio 4, Hebron House, Sion Road, 
Bedminster Bristol, BS3 3BD 

Local orders welcome. Just phone in your order and pick up Safer! 

Credit Order Hotline: Tel: (0272) 637634 

EXPRESSIONS No. 3 
Not just a catalogue 

disk but letters, 
competitions, virus 

killer, same, over 1000 
disks 

catalosued. 

OUT NOW 
FOR ONLY £1*00 



SPECIAL OFFER 

DO IT BY THE BOOK! 
The Graphics Workshop, which we gave you for practically nothing on the (overdisk of our 

Christmas Special issue, is a powerful paint and animation program. In no time, you'll discover 

what an excellent package it is, and want to use it more. 

Why not get the most out of it by buying the full 

instruction book and tutorial guide, AND REMEMBER! 

specially rewritten by __ If you missed out on 

Amiga Format! c e ° ° ' ^ Issue 30 and your 

copy of Graphics 

Workshop, you 

can order the 

magazine from 

our back issues 

for only £5! 

Name 

Address 

The Amiga Format 
guide to getting the 

best from Graphics 
Workshop, with full 

explanations of all the 
advanced paint and 
animation features 
plus tutorials, hints 

and techniques 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH HOLOSOFT TECHNOLOGIES 

ORDER FORM 

I would fike to order __copy/copies of 

Graphics Workshop including tutorial disk) 

at the price of £14.95 (+1.45 per copy PAPJ 

F*lease send payment with this order form in a 

sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT Graphics Workshop Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA1T 7BR 

No iwmp requires rf poiiM tr? the U K 

nArtow 26 for defJvtvy 

_Post Code 

Telephone. 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ 

Please debit my AccessA^isa card 

My card no. is_ 

Expiry date ______ 

Signature__ 

OR PHONE OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0458 74011 



ORDERING DETAILS We stock 

(Deja ‘I’u 

Licenceware 

Amiga Public Domain Software Full details on 

request 

PD GAMES! PD GAMES! PD GAMES! 
117 MONOPOLY (NP) popular old board game 
135 CARD & BOARD GAMES (NP) Ciuedo - solitaire games 
195 ELECTRIC TRAIN SET (NP) for when the kids are asleep' 
315 RETURN TO EARTH (P) 'Elite' type space trading game 
496 HOLY GRAIL * (NP) excellent text adventure. 
648 STAR TREK (USA) (2) * (NP), graphic adventure 
680 LEARN & PLAY (2) (P) maths, words and colouring for kids. 
727 RICHTER'S STAR TREK (2) (P)p best version to date 
766 TREASURE HUNT (NP) pirate treasure map game tor kids 
957 PIPELINE (P) assemble your pipe quickly to keep the oil 

flowing 
962 DRIP! (P) rust the pipes, avoid the nasties arcade game, 
967 SNAKE PIT (P) eat the food in the maze without eating your¬ 

self. 
991 JEOPARD' (P) 2 player game of world conquest 

1004 GAMES DISK 9 (P) including Tetri* MetaHica! 
1113 WET BEAVEH GAMES (P) funny demo plus arcade Ping 

Pong, 
1230 DRAGON CAVE (P) Sofcoban type game with excellent gfx. 
1245 RINGS OF 20N ' (NP) arcade RPG game 
1411 ARCADIA (P) excellent breakout game 
1520 BALLOONACY ‘ (P) bomb trie buildings & land your balloon. 
1539 MEGABALL (P) trie best breakout game around! 
1544 SEVEN TILES (NP) futuristic football game like Speedball. 
1577 FRUIT MACHINE* (NP) best fruit machine simulator bar 

none. 
1584 MISSILE COMMAND (NP) stop missiles destroying your 

USEFUL UTILITIES 
B1 UEDIT WORD PROCESSOR 

119 AMIGA MCAD 
410 DPAINT CARTOON BRUSHES 
442 DPAINT FONTS DISKS (4) 
458 HAM RADIO UTILITIES (5) 
571 JAZZBENCH 
580 DOPE INTRO MAKER 
591 BUSINESS CARD MAKER 
632 MSH (MESSYDOS) 
642 C MANUAL 
661 PROGRAMMING DISK 1 
682 SOUND APPLICATIONS (2) 
684 VIDEO APPLICATIONS (2) 
901 THE COMMS DISK 

1022 AMOS UPDATE 1.3 
1095 DATABASE WORKSHOP (2) 
1097 DPAINT CLIP ART (2) 
1099 VIDEO GRAPHICS (4) 
1117 GENEALOGY* 
1229 ST EMULATOR (GERMAN) 
1234 TETRA'COPY 
1273 C4JGHT 
1450 NEW SUPERKILLERS 
1451 ELECTROCAD VI .4 
1452 AMIBASE 
1536 NORTH C IPACKED) 
1537 NORTH C (UNPACKED) {2} 

1545 SPEGTRAPAINT V3.0 
1550 FLEXIBASE V2,0 
1569 LANGUAGE TUTOR 
1606 DATABASE MASTER 2.0 
1629 ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR 
1663 DYNAMITE BRUSH FONTS 
1958 202 UTILITIES 
1876 TEXTPLUS WORD PROC. 
1880 DCQPY & UTILITIES 
1884 EQUINOX INTRO WRITER* 
1886 MED V3.1 
1893 DICE V2.06A 
1896 DESK BENCH (3) 
1906 PACESETTER CLIP ART (8) 
1914 SLIDESHOW CONSTRUCTOR 
1942 MASTER VIRUS KILLER V2.2 
1951 KING JAMES BIBLE (3) 
1954 CELTICS DEMO MAKER 
1960 RSI DEMO MAKER (ENGLISH) 
1961 RSI DM UTILITY HELP DISK 
1962 TSB 3D VECTOR DESIGNERS 
1967 QUICK BENCH* 
1990 NIGHTFLYERS UTILITIES IV 
2004 TURBO 1MPLODER V4.0 
2012 DRAW MAP V2.3D 
2058 VECTOR BALL EDITOR* 
2156 CODERS UTILITY DISK 

cities. 
1591 QUIZ MASTER’ (NP) excellent trivia game 
1670 WHEEL OF FORTUNE (P) based on the TV show 
1700 TERROR LINER II (X) (P) adults only arcade game! 
1711 MENTAL IMAGE GAMES DISK (NP) 3 brill games on one 

disk* 
1715 FRANTIC FREDDIE (NP) C84 favourite platforms 8 ladders. 
1720 CABARET ASTEROIDS (NP) faithful version of the classic. 
1746 WORD GAMES VOLUME V exercise the grey matter... 
1747 WORD GAMES VOLUME V (P)... and not the joystick1 
1748 STRATEGY GAMES * serious stuff including Sea Lance 
1749 THUCKIN’ (2) (2D) run your own trucking company 
1632 POM POM GUNNER* WW2 arcade action our No 1 game. 
1679 SEA LANCE* (P) Indent submarine simulation 
1082 SIMPSONS GAME help Bart in this S E.U C.K game. 
1883 BIONfX tl* never-ending srioofem up1 
1905 J NICKLAUS COURSES 1 daiadisk onlyi 
1916 AIR ACE II (P) excellent WW1 shoofem up, 
1926 NAPOLEONIC WARFARE SYSTEM' war game umpire 
2011 TWINTRIS* 1 or 2 player Tetris clone * very good? 
2013 ZEUS (P) simple but addictive puzzle game. 
2014 CUBULUS (NP) 2 dimensional Rubik's Cube game' 

Excellent1 
2016 DOWNHILL CHALLENGE fun on the Ski slopes 
2016 WIZZY S QUEST* wizard ton' Excellent game1 
2049 MATHS DRILL maths exerciser for an ages 
2050 INSIDERS CLUB* good stock exchange simulation. 
2051 ATIC ATAC explore and collect arcade game 
2052 SHAPES addictive puzzle fun' 
2057 BATTLE PONG* 1 or 2 player arcade classic 
2155 GHOST SHIP 3D arcade adventure 

DEMOS AND ANIMATIONS 
747 POPEYE MEETS THE BEACHBOYS very funny! 
773 SHARK ANIMATION' deadly ray tracing1 
825 BUDBRAIN 1 (2} (X) great 2 disk demo * naughty bits! 
895 A TRIP TO MARS demo with a difference 
906 MADONNA CARTOON ANIM' shod digitised animation 
935 MADONNA: HANKY PANKY excellent Madonna sample 

1033 AT THE MOVIES" loves of a squirrel? 
1188 FILLET THE FISH funny cartoon. 
1229 BUDBRAIN 2 good as the first one? You judge! 
1238 EVIL DEAD DEMO (X)‘ get them before they get you! 
1453 MORE AEROTOONS* 3 Schwartz classics. 
1540 AMY VS WALKER ANIM* Eric Schwartz at his best! 
1541 BATMAN ANIMATION* funny Schwartz animation, 
1552 MAGICIAN ANIMATION 2* simply magic! 
1560 PHENOMENA ENIGMA* suberbgrx and music 
1628 DO THE BART. MAN' a must for all Simpsons fans1 
1701 TRON ANIMATION {2)* based on the film 
1707 DECAY: SIMPSONS DEMO* should appeal to everyone. 
1753 LIFE OF BRIAN (2) sample from the film, 
1841 ANTI LEMMIN' DEMO (2)" tor Lemmings fans with 2 meg. 
1850 THE WALL (6} (2D) 1 mammoth Pink Floyd Six diskerf 
1856 BETTY BOO ANIM SLIDESHOW doing the Amiga 
1885 ROBOCOP ANIMATION* digitised from the film, 
1900 SILENTS; ICE DEMO superb music and graphics, 
1902 TOMSOFT: VIRTUAL WORLD" 3D filled vector demo. 
1943 WINDSURFER ANIMATION (2)* very good 
1947 MR POTATO HEAD* funny cartoon antics 
1948 MR POTATO HEAD CHIPS ARE UPt* Mare adventures 
195$ CREATURE COMFORTS DEMO from the adverts 
1982 3D PINBALL ANIMATION* beautiful ray-lracing 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
Certain software will not work on the new Amiga, We 
are compiling a list of compatible titles, but this will 
take some time to complete. In the meantime, prob¬ 
lems can only be checked as they occur. 

MUSIC DISKS SLIDESHOW 
61 J M JARRE - DEFINITIVE 
407 CD PLAYER DEMO* 
713 FLASH! QUEEN (2) 
724 TECHNOTRONIC REMIX 
746 CRUSADERS BACTERIA 
941 SOUNOTRACKER JUKEBOX 
976 SCOOPEX BEAST SONIX 
1026 DIGITAL CONCERT VI 
1292 CRUSADERS DO GENESIS 
1&S5 DEPECHE MODE MUSIC DISK 
1694 ART OF MED MUSIC DISK 
1695 SEAL CRAZY REMIX* 
1713 SPACED OUT VOLUME 1 
1714 SPACED OUT VOLUME 2 

17161 THINK WE RE ALONE NOW 
1717 EVERYBODY DANCE NOW 
1718 BETTY BOO DOING THE DO 
17SS AMAZING TUNES 2 (3)* 
1993 CATS SING KYLIE! 
2006 SAMPLE SENSATIONS* 
2008 MOVE ANY MOUNTAIN* 
2059 VIVALDI FOUR SEASONS (2)* 
21S9CHARLY 
2160 WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR ME? 

282 FORGOTTEN REALMS 
617 NEIGHBOURS SLIDESHOW 
725 DIGGY PIGGIES (2) 
742 MADONNA SLIDESHOW 
814 VIZ SLIDESHOW 
891 CREEPSHOW 
899 MADONNA SLIDESHOW 2 (2)* 
968 GOREZONE SLIDESHOW (X) 
1051 TOTAL RECALL SLIDESHOW 
1085 COMIC SLIDESHOW (X) 
1103 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED GIRLS 
1263 CRUSADERS: RICHTER (2| (2D| 
1277 FRAXION DIVINE VISIONS (2)* 
1279 FORGOTTEN REALMS 90 
1708 INVISIBLE WORLD 
1719 YABBA DABBA CARTOONS 
1761 RFLECTIONS HAY^TRACED 
1835 NIGHT BREED SLIDESHOW 
1876 REFLECTIONS RAYTRACE0 6 
1901 LEEDS UNITED SLIDESHOW 
1919 DEBBIE HARRY (2) (2D)* 
1984 TERMINATOR SLEDESHOW 
1986 ALIENS SLIDESHOW 
1991 AQUARIUS IMAGES 

BLANK DISKS 

Please call for 

latest prices! 

DISK BOXES 

10 capacity. .99p 
40 capacity . . . .£4.99 
50 capacity. .£5,99 
80 capacity ..... .£6.99 

100 capacity .£7.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Rombq VioI'Amiga ..........E149.00 

Mastersouno Sampler ,,..£32.99 

Mjdi Interface mc. leads.£14,99 

Keyboard Cover.£2 99 

Printer Cover..£4 99 

Mouse Mat ......  £2 99 

2 pce Prmtfr Stand.,,,.£4.99 

Printer Cable ..  £4.99 

Modulatqr/Dfsk Drive 

Extension Cable.,..£12,99 

Action Replay 111  ,£56.99 

Naksha Mouse...£26,99 

Budget Disk Drive.. £49.99 

Cumana DrsK Drive ..£59-99 

1000 Dj$k Labels.£12.99 

Stereo Audio Leads ......£3,99 

Disk Drive Cleaning Kit ..,,£1,99 

512K MEMORY 

UPGRADES 

Non-clock 627.50 

With clock 631.50 

A500 PLUS 

1MB UPGRADES 

NOW IN STOCK! 

Takes A500 Plus 
to 2Mb! 
£54.99 

GLAMOUR DISKS 
For a full list send SAE. 

to 
BLUE MOON 
P,0. BOX 123 

WATH-UPON-DEARNE 
ROTHERHAM 

S63 7DW 

You must be 18 or over 
and include a statement 

saying so. 
Blue Moon is not 

connected with Crazy 
Joe's in any way. 

Send your order to 

CRAZY JOE'S, 
Dept. AF14 

145 EFFINGHAM STREET 
ROTHERHAM 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE 
S65 1BL 

Cheques payable to Crazy Joe's 

* * * 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
(0709)829286 

FAX YOUR ORDER ON 
(0709) 878308 

Open Mon - Sat 9.30 to 5,30 
Callers welcome 

Answerphone after hours 

PD DISKS 
1 to 9 disks...£1,25 each 
10 disks or more...1.00 each 

PRICE IS PER DISK UQl PER TITLE 

CATALOGUE DISK 50p 
Full details of these and olher disks in our 

library 

CATFISH DISK 50p 

Full details ot Fish disks 

* * * 

POSTAGE 
Great Britain, NL Channel Isles 

- No Extra Charge! 
Europe, Eire ...Add £2 50 
Rest of world.. Add 4.00 

Overseas orders sent air mail 
Payment in Sterling please! 

KEY TO SYMBOLS USED 

(2) = Number of disks 

* = 1M&** = 2Me, ETC. 

(2D) = 2 drives, (X) * Adults only 

(P) - A5O0 Plus Compatible 

(NP) = Not A500 Plus Compatible 

PD PACKS 

GAMES PACK 1 

(Some 1Mb ■ not A500+) 

37 titles including 

Invaders, Tetris. Asteroids. Missile 

Command and many more! 

8 DISK SET ONLY £8! 

GAMES PACK 2 

(1Mb only ■ not A5QG+) 

Balloonacy. Crossfire. Twintris, Wizzy's 

Quest. Arcadia 

5 DISK SET ONLY £5! 

GAMES PACK 3 

(Any Amiga - A5Q0+ compatible) 

Dragon Cave, Dripf. Zeus. Megaball. Air 

Ace II 

5 DISK SET ONLY £5! 

GAMES PACK 4 

(Any Amiga ■ NqI A500+) 

Card & Board Games, Cubulus, Frantic 

Freddie, Serene ll. Mental Image Games 

5 DISK SET ONLY £5! 

SOUNDTRACKER SPECIAL 

Make your own music! Pack includes 

programs, songs, 

instruments and modules. 

Enough to get you started and keep you 

going! 

8 DISK SET ONLY £8! 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 

(Not A5QQ+ compatible) 

For the more serious user 

Nag, Bank'n, Journal, DBase, Spread, 

Wordwright, Amigaspell + more! 

8 DISK SET ONLY £8! 



WHAT IS PP? 

It's software written by enthusiasts and, 
although the copyright remains with the 

authors, they give their permission for anyone to use 
or distribute it without paying for it. They’re allowed to 
attach conditions, ie you must not change it if you 
give it to a friend, and you should keep the original 
documentation with it on the disk.il is effectively free 
and includes games, programs (utilities) and serious 
software (word processors etc) as well as demos. 

What's it all about then Pat McDonald? Well this issue I've gathered together the best in PD utilities: 

fab little games, educational stories for the kids, spreadsheets, virus checkers:just read on dear reader. 

DIGITAL ACCESS A 
DIGITAL ACCESS 

Yet another magazine on a disk, this lime with an easy 

approach and a diversity of ideas. Digital Access was 

formerly The Disk, hut underwent a name change due 

to two disks being bundled fur £2,50 rather than just 

one. It's nice to see someone's got some common sense. 

Nuke is autumn at first to see off any lurking 

viruses. This should prevent the Saddam virus knob- 

bling the production again. After that, hvo disks of 

varied and useful material remain. 

Games wise, there's Leap, a small but diverting 

little number roughly along the lines of Jumpin' Jack 

{move up the screen through gaps which appear from 

time to time). It‘s got quite a line control method and 

lakes ages to attain any proficiency al the game. 

Also available is Escape, a simple hut original 

offering. Moving from safe square to safe square* you 

have to avoid slaying too long on tiles which vapourise 

as you move across Ihem, The pace goes from an 

incredibly simple first level to a fiendish second, and 

the ihird is a real twister. After that. I don’t know. 

On the utilities is Agnus Finder, which tells you 

what model of the Agnus chip is currently fitted to 

your Amiga; DML, a hex memory editor useful for 

techie browsing of a computers memory'; a file editor 

(like a word processor but less sophisticated): and a 

disk copying program - better than the AmigaDGS 

Diskcopy command but far short of perfect. 

Also included is a halvh of articles, ranging from 

building your own auto fire switch or printer lead* to 

copying printer drivers and an explanation of Gum 

numbers (crash routines). The angle is on using 

Workbench 1.3 rather than the latest 2.04. 

That aside, there’s a whole stack of other things of 

note on this disk that 1 have not mentioned. Although 

no one thing is gloriously useful, iherc’s quite a lot of 

detail about lots of different subjects. Broadens your 

horizons a Little, and as with all disk magazines they 

tend to gel better as the series progresses. 

Hove you ever wanted to have a multitasking view 

directly into the computer's memory? DMI will do this. 

STORY LAND 2 
AMIGANLTTS 1306 

The hoik principles of Story fond 2 ore easy to grasp - 

choose o toy to help you in your guest. Ho matter what, 
you'll pick the right one In the end. 

This is a very different sort of educational program. 

Starting from the innocent question "Do you care for 

animals?” it progresses on into a fun pastime for those 

aged seven-to-nine, with a little parental guidance, 

The basic plot is that you have to use toys in a bid 

to rid some Never Never lands of a witch problem. The 

tasks range from colouring in animals with a set of 

felt-tipped pens to proving that you’re worthy of entry 

into Toyland (forget your Ted and you don'l get in). 

From a child’s perspective, all would appear to he 

well. Yes* you do have to use the keyboard occasion¬ 

ally to type in a magic-spell word to travel (researched 

from the story hook toy in the game). The game pauses 

at these points. 

Technically speaking, it's very original on the 

design side* with a cute start (a letter personally 

addressed to you) and controlled mainly by the mouse, 

A few icons could have sorted out most of these but 

the magic spell would still have to he typed. 

From a parent's point of view, it's a nightmare sce¬ 

nario, The game is released by the Bpping Forest 

Animal Rights group, and takes great pains to gain a 

child's interest. At the end of the game, a message 

Tta must novel section in Storyhnd 2 is Toyland, where 
you ore fated with a series of grey, scrawled on pictures. 
By using a magic rainbow rubber via the mouse, the graf¬ 

fiti is removed and Ihe colours of the picture restored. 

Simple but very effective. 

appears, explaining that the had guys in the story are 

fake but there really arc animal experiments going on* 

doing nasty dissections and vivisections, 

!f you want to end up explaining these terms to 

your child, line. The game does not. It entertains for a 

while, leaves some disturbing doubts, and is best scene 

as an amateur production of a much greater idea. Cute, 

but try before you let loose. 

VISICALC 
IF BIT 1479 

It’s getting hard to be nostalgic about what you find in 

the Public Domain* but at long last a spreadsheet 

turned up. What an ugly duckling it turned out to be. 

VisiCalc is a port of a very old style of spread sheet, 

demanding lots of keypad usage and explaining them 

in odd accountant-speak terms, 

There are plenty of people who are actually used to 

this sort of thing but have found liitlc available at so 

cheap a price, VisiCalc may be old fashioned hut it 

does the job. If you want to work out complex prob¬ 

lems based on simple maths (budgeting, forecasts and 

so on) you might find VisiCalc to be quite invaluable. 

It may take you a while to gel into the program. 

The documentation is thorough* but a little bland, and a 

couple of test runs are needed to see the ins and outs of 

the procedures. But it's all ihere, and it works* nice one 

Robert Bond, 

Vhkatc may use the keyboard extensively, but al least 

you can get a listing af the commands and what they do. 

TOO SEXY UTILITIES 
IF BIT 1466 
It's gtxxl to see more and more utilities being released 

on the Amiga, especially in a simple form of icons on a 

Workbench disk. Of major consequence is John 

Vddthuis' newish Vims Checker V5J6, a program 

w ith an unsophisticated front end bin hang up to date 

at catching viruses. It's set to run as the disk starts. 

Also of note are Recover ft. a damaged file recov¬ 

ery' program; Syslnfo 228. which gives a diagnostic 

report on what’s plugged into your system and has 

Continued on Page 170 
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BYTE BACK 
Ring us now! 0636-79097 we re programmed to help YZ 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

....and the keenest prices 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS 
NEW RELEASES 
Alien Storm ,,..17.99 
Am n ios ■...17.99 
Barbarian II (Psygnosis).........17.99 
Beast Buster ,*.*...17.99 
Bl itzkreig .... 19.99 
Blues Bros......17 99 
Captain Planet.... 17.99 
Cruise for a Corpse ......_ .....18.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker 2 ...17.99 
Deuteros_______ 17.99 
Eye of the Stofm.......phone 
Final Fight......17.99 
Finest Hour ■ Mission...12,99 
First Samuarai....»...21.99 
Flames of Freedom. 24.99 
Gauntlet 3........16.99 
Graeme Souness Soccer ____16.99 
Hard Nova.......17,99 
Harpoon....,2199 
Hudson Hawk....17.99 
Hunter................ ..,„„,„19.99 
Jimmy White Snooker..,.,17.99 
Kings Quest V ....,.27.99 
Last Ninja 3.    17.99 
Lea nder....... 17.99 
Lemmings - data disk.....*...13.99 
Lemmings NEW (seif run}.,.. 17,99 
Lord of the Rings.....17,99 
Magic Garden .—17,99 
Magic Pockets „„„„„„...17.99 
Mega Lo Mania.....21,99 
Mega Twins...6.99 
Microprose GOLF.......24,99 
MIG 29 Fulcrum.........27.99 
Napoleon...»...... 19 99 
Nebulus 2.17.99 
Never Ending Story.  17.99 
Pegasus..    17.99 
Pepe's Garden .......,,17 99 
Pit F ighter,. „„„„.....17.99 
R Type 2.    17 99 
Rise of the Dragon..24.99 
Robin Hood ..    17,99 
Robin Smith Cricket....*. 17.99 
Robozone.........17,99 aRonny__„.,16.99 

the Bend  .14.99 
Rubicon........1799 
Rugby World Cup.. 16,99 
Shadow Soroeror..18.99 
Shoe People... .17,99 
Silent Service 2 .. „,„„„24,99 
Simpsons....,.17,99 
Smash TV......,,..,..,17.99 
Spirit of Excalibur. 21.99 
Starf light 2.... 17.99 
Strike Fleet..    .,.17.99 
Super Space Invaders.. 17.99 
Te rmi n a tor 2....... 17.99 
Thunderhawk.....19.99 
Turbo Challenge II.  .....17.99 
UMS 2 - Planet Editor...12.99 
Under Pressure ..,...,...17 99 
Utopia.  ,,19.99 
World Wrestling Federation......phone 
4D Sports Boxing...17,99 

Armour-Geddon . >17,99 
Battle Chess 2.    17.99 
Battle Command...,,.,,16,99 
Battle of Britain.  .,,.19.99 
Blade Warrior.....17.99 
Captive.,.,,....,,,.,,15.99 
Chase HQ 2..  .,16.99 
Darkman. .......17.99 
Death Knights of Krynn.„.19.99 
Demoniak .. ,...20.99 
Eye of the Beholder ......21.99 
Flight of the Intruder__,27.99 
FI5 Strike Eagle II...22 99 
GODS...      16.99 
Golden Axe...,..,..16.99 
Hard DnvirT 2.   16.99 
Kick Off 2 (MS)..,...15.99 
Lemmings..... 17,99 
Life and ueath (MB)...,.,15.99 

IGAMES (continued) 

Merchant Colony. 
Mighty Bombjack.. 
Ml Tank Platoon. 

.19.99 

.16.99 

.19,99 
PGA Tour Golf.. .18.99 
Pool ol Radiance. -19.99 
Pgwermonger. 
Pro TennisTour 2... . 
Railroad Tycoon.... 

— 18.99 
,,,,16.99 
,. ,23 99 

RBI Baseball. .19,99 
Rick Dangerous 2........16.99 
Sarakon..      13,99 
Secret ol Monkey Island .,.........19.99 
Shadow of Ihe Beast 2 __ 24,99 
Speedball 2. ...*.,,16.99 
Supremacy...,..19.99 
Switchblade II.  ....,,.17.99 
Toki..„. .....17.99 
Turrican 2.16,99 
U M S 2.   19.99 
Warlords...... .19.99 
Wings (MB)...  .......18.99 
Wrath of the Demon ,.19,99 
2 Out.....„...,.,,*14.99 

COMPILATIONS 
QUEST FOR ADVENURE.24.99 
Operation Stealth, Indiana Jones, 
Mean Streets 

Turrican II, St. Dragon, SWIV, 
Night Shift. 

"board gen7us7. 7.7717 .\7.!.7i STas" 
Monopoly. Scrabble, Risk, 
Cluedo_ Mas (er Detective. _ 

"CHART ATTACK.99 
James Pond, Lotus Turbo Challenge, 

_Ghouls_and Ghosts, Venus_Flytrap_ 

AIR SEA SUPfieMACY...'.....™„il.99 
Wings. Gunship, Silent Service, 
P47 Thunderbolt. Carrier Command, 

"advanced dungeons' 
4 DRAGONS.......*21,99 
Heroes of the Lance. Hiitsfar 
Dragons ol Flame 

AIR COMBAT ACES 7.*-*21.99 
_FaJC0n^Figh1er Bomber^Gunship _ 

QUEST and GLORY.7.7....77....21.99 
^adaver. Midwinter, BAT. Bioodwych,_ 

super sega7..7....7.7„„7..!...ii.99 
Golden Axe, Shinobi. Eswat. 
Super Monaco G .P, Crackdown. 
KON IX'COD EM AS TE R S PACK.. 16.99 

) Joystick, Mig 29, BMX, Konlx Speedking * 
Tennis, T.L Dizzy. 
PLUS,. 
Addicted to Fun .....„„„14.99 
Double Double Bill......,.24.99 
Falcon Collection.*...20.99 
Fists of Fury—,........19 99 
Hollywood Collection....19.99 
Master Mix.,..,.,,,,.16.99 
Mega Pack  .,..,16 99 
Monster Pack.  19.99 
Phantasie Bonus Edition..19,99 
Platinum....17,99 
Power Pack......16.99 
Rainbow Collection..14.99 
Sporting Gold ..„„..,,..<19,99 
Super Sim Pack, ,.,..  21,99 
Premier Collection.......,,.,.18.99 
Virtual Worlds....... *   19,99 

SALE 
Bubble Bobble..  ,.7.99 
Centrefold Squares.. S.99 
Corporation.........13,99 
Dungeon Master + Chaos,,**.....19,99 
Shadow of the Beast... .7.99 
Steve Davis Snooker..8.99 
Strip Poker ..  8,99 
Sword of Sodan ............7.99 
Turtles ..     ,.,.„„„,12.99 

LICENSEWARE 

DEJA VU  .ONLY £3.50 each! 

LPD 
01 Colouring Book; Fun for kids 
02 Arc Angei Maths; Educational 
03 Galleons; Battling Ships (Mb) 
04 Thtngamajig; Jigsaw Puzzles 
05 Jungle Bungle; Adventure (Mb) 
06 Pukadu; game. PLUS: Sprites 

600, use in your AMOS programs! 
07 4-Way Lynx; Pu2Zle Game (Mb) 
08 Work 6 Play; 3 Educational 

games for children. Good! (Mb) 
09 AMOS Assembler; (needs AMOS) 
10 Word Factory; Educational 
11 Go-Getler; Original game (Mb) 
12 Hypnotic Lands; Puzzle game 
13 Jigmania; Jigsaw fun (Mb) 
14 Play It Safe; Educational (Mb) 
15 A.A. Shapes; fun for kids (Mb) 
16 Reversi 2; Classic game (Mb) 
17 Dogfight 2; Arcade game (Mb) 
18 Touchstones; Board game (Mb) 
20 Wordy; Word Processor! Good! 
21 Ouingo: Great Trivia Quiz (Mb) 
22 LC10 Fonts; Plus font design 
23 E.S.P.; Original Arcade game 
24 Shining Way of Kung Fu; with 

digitised pics! (2 disks) (Mb) 
26 C.Y.A.D.; Puzzle game. (Mb) 
27 Flower Power: Great game! (Mb) 
28 Buddbase 1; Simple database 
29 Big Top Fun: Educational (Mb) 
30 Shymer; Kids Adventure (Mb) 
31 CLl Primer Dump; (needs AMOS) 
32 Hard Drive Menu System 
33 Creative Adventure Toolkit. 
34 Invoice Printer; Utility 
35 T-Tecdrew; CAD package. (Mb) 
36 Fracgen II; Fractal designer 
37 Rockel Malhs; sums fun! (Mb) 
38 AMOS Art; (needs AMOS to run) 
39 Magic Forest 2; Platform (Mb) 
41 Hescue: 3D adventure 
42 X-Stftch; Knitling/Qrochet (Mb) 
43 AMOS Lazertone; Shoot-Up (Mb) 
44 Formula 1 Challenge; (Mb) 
45 Music Box; Music writing (Mb) 
46 Magpies Clip Art 1; 
47 Dirty Cash (Vi .06); fruil machine 

simulation (Mb) 

To order, quote: LPD .nn 
(nn is number of disk, eg LPD. 01) 

POLLYSOFT  ...ONLY £3.00 each! 

POL 
01 Space Blob; Platform game 
02 Mr. Dig; Dig Dug style game 
03 Q*Boid: Tetris in Reverse!? 
05 Subculture; Retype style game 
07 Dizzy Lizzy; Boulderdash! (Mb) 
08 Lizzy's Funtime; Education (2D) 
11 Iron Dim X; Light Cycles (Mb) 
12 UIIImale Grabber; AMOS utility 
13 Bou nty Hunt er; Graphic Adven- 

ture with Arcade shoot outs! (Mb) 
14 Classroom Maths; Educational 
.15 Crystal Caverns; C64 game! (Mb) 

To order, quote: POL.nn 
(nn is number ol disk, eg POL.01) 

Full list ol DejaWu and Pollysoft 
License ware on our PD Catalogue Disk! 
Only ........99p 

DISKS (100% Guaranteed) 

EDUCATIONAL 

AB Zoo (Alphabet lutor)... 
Magic Storybook. 
Target Maths (Nat Curr),,, 

_pa_ta WordjNar Currj 

Fun School 2 
(Under 6,6-8 or over 8)„... 

7urT Schooi 3~ 
JUnder_5.5;7_or 74 tj, . 

Fun School 4 
(Under 5, 5-7 or 7-11 

Donalds Alphabet Chase 
Goofys Railway Express... 
Mickeys Runaway Zoo...... 

"Micro Oaihs .7! 7 ”,'.7.'. 
Micro French .... 
Micro English,..... 

.,,5-99 

.17.99 
17.99 
17.99 

,13.99 

15.99 

Plus labels! 

SONY boxed 
plus labels 

00). 
(50). 

00). 
(50). 

.15.99 

16.99 
.16.99 

.. .4.49 
,.20.99 

1899 
18.99 

,18.99 

BOOKS (Abacus) 
Amiga for Beginners 

~ isic fr iga 
Machine Language. 
Tricks and Tips.... 
More Tricks and Tips,,,,,,,.,.. 
System Programs. 
Amiga DOS Inside and Out. 
Disk Drives Inside and Qut .. 

.,,.12,90 

..18.90 

.,,♦14.90 

....14.90 
,...14.90 
.3290 

.18.90 
.,£27.90 

Disks to accompany books. .13.90 

ART AND DESIGN 
3D Construction Kit.. ........32.99 
Deluxe Paint (3)„, . .59.99 
Deluxe Paint (4)„,... ..59,99 
Director (2).... .79,99 
Disney Animation Studio. .79.99 
Digiview GOLD (4). .119.99 
Home Titler.,...,.. .32.99 

MUSIC 
Audio Master (3). .54.99 
Deluxe Muse Con, Set.. .49,99 
Dr, T Copyist Apprentice. .69.99 
Mastersound... .29.99 
Midi Master (Hardware)......... .34.99 
Stereo Master 34 OO 

1 Sound Master..... .109,99 1 
| High Speed Digital Audio sampling! 

Techno Sound. . 24 OO 

UTILITIES 
Distant Suns... 59.99 
Vista Pro.      74.99 
GB Route Plus. 59.99 

POWER WORKS....,...49.99 
Kinds Words 2 - Word Processor 
Maxiplan Plus - Spreadsheet 
Inf of ile - Database 

Publishers Choice „„„„mw„.29.99 
(VERY LIMITED OFFER!) 
Kind Words 2, Page Setter 12. 
Headline, Artists Choice. Plus: Tutorial. 

Interspraad...  ,39.99 
Excellence...     .84.99 
Interword.    39,99 
Kind Words.,,,,,...,..34.99 
Pen Pal...     63.99 
Scribble Platinum ..  ,,,..42.99 
Wordworth..   ,84,99 

HARDWARE 
Cumana Disk Drive ... .64.99 
Zydec Disk Drive.....59.99 
STAR LC10 Colour Printer ..,,,,.159,99 
STAR LG200 Colour Printer.219.99 

.8,99 500k RAM Expansion!.....,,34.99 
, 42,99 FREE: 10 Public Domain disks! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FIRST CLASS POST 



THE BEST OF THE AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAI 
DISK PRICES 

1 to 9 disks..El-25 
10 disks + file box...£9.99 
11 and over..99p 

Post and Packing .50p 

(2D = 2nd drive required) 
(Mb - 1 Megabyte required) 

f - NOT Amiga Plus!) 

We only stock the best Public Domain disks 
We don't list what we carft praise! 

GAMES 
AG,01 Star Trek; Superb straiegy game. 

Digitised graphics! (2D-Mb-3disks), 
AG,02 Various; Gravwars! Jackland. 

Pacman. Othello, Empire. Hanol.O 
AG.03 Star Trek (Agatron); Strategy 

game ■ Tobias Richter. (2D-Mb-2 
disks) 

AG.04 Monopoly; Full version of the clas¬ 
sic property trading game! (*1 

AG 05 Pacman 87 ; Multi level version ol 
this addictive arcade classic 

AG.06 Various; Cosmoroids, Amoeba, 
Blackjack, Backgammonr Yahtzee 
etc. 

AG.07 Board and Card games; Ciuedo, 
Othello. Klondike and Cribbage f) 

AG, 10 Space Invaders; Arcade Classic 
version! Plus; Lander. Amoeba... 

AG-11 Tennis; excellent shareware sports 
simulation. (Mb) (*) 

AG. 14 Flascheiber: Boulderdash style 
game Almost commercial quality’ (*) 

AG. 15 Paranoid game; Arkanoid style, 
including a screen designer. (*) 

AG, 16 Castle of Doom; Adventure game 
with graphics - beginners level 

AG. 17 ST Bash; Space Invaders style 
shooFem-up, aliens are Atari STfs 

AG. 18 Golden Fleece; Infocom quality 
adventure, Tron, Train, Star Fleet,. 

AG 22 Return !o Earth; Elite style Space 
trading game, digitised sound 

AG.24 Drip; Arcade quality painter game, 
China Challenge. Frugger etc. 

AG-27 Star Trek {USA); Captain the 
Enterprise (2DMb-2 disks) (*} 

AG,28 Ouattro; Tetris style. China 
Challenge, Breaker and Asteroids. 

AG.29 Chess; Superb Multi Featured! 
Tiles, Tetriz Two, Battleships etc 

AG 30 Twintrts; Superb Shape dropping 
game! MUCH better than original1 (*) 

AG-31 Simpsons; vertical scrolling shoot- 
enrvup style game! (SEUCK) 

AG-32 Legotris; another Tetris style 
game, amusing digitised sound 
effects. 

AG.34 Tile Game; AMOS games creator 
variation on the old 16 puzzle.(") 

AG 35 Cave Runner; Commercial quality 
Boulderdash style game! Great!(‘) 

AG 36 Wizzys Quest; Professional qual¬ 
ity arcade puzzle game f) 

AG.38 Star Trek - Arcade game: SEUCK 
produced scrolling shoot-em-up. 

AG.39 Wacko in Wonderland; Platform 
game with targe graphics! Cute1 

AG.40 Metagalactic Llamas; Classic 
Commodore 64 game by Jeff 
Minterff) 

AG.42 Games Galore; Star Trek Trivia, 
Pharaohs Curse, Monopoly, 
Mazeman, Roll On, Dad, Cat and 
MouseO 

AG 43 Grid runner; Classic Jeff Mirier 
shoot-em-up. Rebound: Arkanoid 
style. Invaders; Space Invaders 
version. O 

AG,44 Sorry; the board game. Missile. 
Blackjack. Video Poker etc.O 

AG,45 Seven Tiles; Superb Speedbaii 
style game1 Digitised effects! (*) 

AG.46 Mega ball; Brilliant Arkanoid style 8ame with Editor! 
diplomacy; War Stralegy game 

AG-49 Eat Mine; Emerald Mine Copy, 80 
levels of brain straining! (*) 

AG-50 Master of the Town; Shooting 
Gallery Smash windows etc. O 

AG.51 Frantic Freddy; Platform game. 
good conversion ot C64 favourite!!*) 

AG,52 Block It; Superb Puzzle game! 
AG.53 Nakamoto; Great Platform game. 

GAMES (continued) 
AG.54 
AG.55 
AG.56 

AG,57 
AG,58 
AG 59 
AG,60 
AG.61 
AG.63 
AG.64 

AG.65 
AG 66 
AG 69 
AG 70 
AG 72 
AG.73 

Downhill Skiing; Classic! (*) 
Amos-Defence; ShoOt-em-Up 
Assassins Games II; Invaders. 
Girl Action, Missile Command. Bally 
2, Maze Game. Think Ahead. 
Battieforce: Fantasy Action. (’) 
Monopoly: English version! 
Squamble. Scramble version. 
Asteroids; Original classic 
3 Player Tetris; Brilliant! 
Jelman; Jetpac clone H 
Assassins Games; Amigoids, Tanx 
Rollerpede, Avatris, Gaverunner, {') 
Skate Tribe: Fast action! O 
Super Twintris; Tetris {better) 
Marble Slide; Pipeline Style! 
Columns; Tetris variation1 
Air Warrior; Flight Simulator! 
Battle Pong; Classic game (*) 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SND 01 Soundtraeker; music creation! 
SND.02 Soundtraeker 4: alternative ver¬ 

sion + instruments disk (2 disks) 
SND.05 Soundtraeker 8 Track; Superb! 

Plus converter for 4 track files... 
STI 01 toSTl-08 Digital Soundtraeker 

samples! 6 disks packed with 
100's of files! (Buy one, or all 8 
for £7.99) 

STS 01/02 Sampled effects! (2 disks) 

EDUCATIONAL 
AE.01 Blackboard Maths, Concentration 

Colourpad. Cat & Mouse, etc (age 
5+) 

AE.02 Speiiquiz, Wheel ot Fortune. Tug 
'o’ Word, Maths Test, etc ( Age 5+) 

AE.03 Fractals, Desktop Calculator, 
Function Plotter, Evolution (Age 
1U) 

AE.04 Gravity well Weatherman, 
Gravsim, Airfoil... {Age 11+) 

AE.05 World Data Bank; CIA world map. 
3D Plot, Calendar Factory, (11+) 

AE.06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech 
Toy, German Language Test, 
Elements, Globe, Geotime 
(2 disks) {Age 11+} 

AE.07 Educational Graphics; Technical 
illustrations: Biology, Astronomy etc. 
Some animated (eg pumping heart) 
Load into Deluxe Paint etc (Age 9+) 

SLIDESHOWS 
AS 06 $wi m su its: Great pictu res from 

the U,5. Sports Illustrated mag. 
AS 12 M.C. Eschar; Animated slideshow 

of Eschers paradoxical artwork., 
AS 20 Slid esho w C 0 n St ruction; Pictu res 

scroll up/down, fade in/out I etc .. 
AS.22 Viz; Digitised pictures from the 

wonderful Viz magazine 
AS,23 Agatron Slideshow 10; Ray Trace 

pictures ot Star Trek ships includ¬ 
ing shots from T, Richters 
impending video 

AS,27 Tobias Richter Slideshow; HI- 
Res pictures with a Sci-Fi theme., 

AS.28 Gorezone; Sick horror pictures! 
AS 29 Coiourpi c; Dig itised pict u res pro¬ 

duced with Colourpic and Superpic 
Real Time Video digitisers. 

AS 30 Invisible World; Amazing Hi-Res 
digitised pics of fleas, bed bugs etc 

CLIP ART 

AC.01 Deluxe Paint; lots of quality pictures 
in low. medium 6 high res 

AC 02 Pagesetter Art; Animals, Food, 
Computers, Fantasy. Holidays... 

AC 04 IFF Alphabets; 30+ screens of 
Character sets and su daces.., 

AC.05 Animals; Anatomy. Buildings... 
AC.06 Cartoons; People, Animals 
AC.07 Holidays; Flags. Flowers etc. 
AC,08 Music; People, School etc, 
AC.09 Signs; Titles, Logos, Headings. 
AC to Teddy Bears; ideal for present 

labels, greetings cards etc. 
AC. 11 Nightclub; Vintage Cars, Bikes 
AC. 12 Colour; Occasions. Transport, 

Signs, Electrical. Architecture... 

UTILITIES 
AU 01 Jazzbench; Workbench upgrade 

with many indispensable features! (*) 
AU 02 UEdit; Excellent iite editor, a vast 

improvement on Ed! 
AU 03 QL Emulator; plus 2 data disks 

packed with files. Superb! {3 disks) (’) 
AU.t t Slarchart; Gives positions and 

movements of all major constella¬ 
tions 

AU. 13 Vis lea Ic; Superb full featured 
Spreadsheet with manual on disk. 

AU 15 Dope fntro Maker; Create Demos 
with this user friendly package.!*) 

AU.16 North C; Complete C environment 
for ihe Amiga! Amazing value! 

AU.20 K O The Virus; Virus detectors and 
killers! Inc. Virus X 4.1 (*) 

AU 21 Avoiding CLI; useful unities oth¬ 
erwise only obtainable using CLI 

AU.22 Text Plus; Word Processor (v2,2) 
Professional quality program! 

AU.23 Word Wright; Word Processor 
Plus: Amiga Spell; Spell checker! 

AU.24 Spectrum Emulator; Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga! 

ALX26 Complete C Manual; 11 chapters 
plus 70 executable examples’ (3 
disks) 

AU.27 Amibase (v3.76); Professional 
quality, multi-featured database! 

AU29 Mash Booter disk; 20+ utilities, 
Boot Makers. Editors. Rippers... 

AU.30 Mash Booter Disk 2; 25+ util's, 
IFF convert, Icon Maker etc. 

AU.31 Ghostwriter; Popular, easy to use 
Intro and Demo Maker (Mb) 

AU.32 Labe! Designer; Design and print 
black & white or colour labels {‘) 

AU.35 Quickbase; Easy to use Database 
ideal for address book or similar! 

AU.36 Rainbow Writer; Demo maker, 
Scrolly text, 3D stars, various 
fonts, font edit, load Soundtraeker 
modules’ 

AU.37 mCAD; CAD package, superb value 
lor money, professional features* 

AU.38 Ultimate icon Disk; Great icon 
creator, nice and easy to use! 

AU,40 Red Sector Demo Maker; 
Powerful program for creation of 
demos (Mb) (*) 

AU.41 Mandelbrot Generator; Superb, 
written with AMOS language^*) 

AU.42 Rippers Guide; Various music 
and graphic rippers. Very goodt (*) 

AU.43 Master Virus Killer; Ultimate in 
Virus Killers, detects over 124 dif¬ 
ferent viruses & boot blocks! (*) 

AU 45 Slideshow Construction Kit; 
easy to use Slideshow creator 

AU.46 Home Utilities; Wordwright. Word 
Processor, SCalc: Spreadsheet. 
Label Print: Label Printing utility. 

AU.43 Ripped Fonts & Logos; Colourful 
character sets extracted from varri 
OUS demos, use in your own 
demos/programs. 

AU.50 Picturesque; Good ah package 
AU.51 Business Letters; 600 plus to 

adapt and use in your word pro¬ 
cessor! 

AU 52 C64 Emulator; Latest version, 
hardware available separately’ f) 

AU.53 Speedbench: Load in 15 secs, f) 
AU.54 Printer Drivers; 30 different 
AU 55 Bible: Old and New Testament1 

With Textra text reader {4 disks) 
AU.56 Fox DTP; Desktop Publishing on 

Public Domain? Amazing but true! 
AU.57 Budget Finance program; Superb' 
AU.58 Messy Sid; Messy DOS with SID' 
AU.59 Typing Tutor; Good trainer! 

FONTS 

AF.01 Cosmopolitan; Rangers, Peignet, 
Avant Guard, Aldous, Celtic etc.,, 

A F .02 Fancy; Hollywood „ Park Avenu e. 
Broadway. Camelot. Courier. Ham., 

AF.03 Publishers: Helvetica. Akashi. 
Andover, Bookman, Boxie,Times. 

AF.04 Various; Unusual, Videotonts. 
Large & Small fonts... Utilities 

HELP! 
AH.01 Adventure Game Solutions, 

More than 100 including: Dungeon 
Master. Ultima 1 to 5, Sierra, 
Inlocom.. Every adventurers 
dream! (2 disks) 

AH 02 Eye of the Beholder: Hints 4 Maps! 
AH,03 Chaos Strikes Back; Maps 

AD.01 Walker 1; Digitised animation of 
Star Wars Imperial Walker {Mb) 

AD.02 Walker 2; Digitised animation of 
Walker and helicoplerl {Mb} 

AD.04 Probe Sequence; Incoming video 
pictures from an interstellar probe! 

AD 18 Puggs in Space; Amusing cartoon 
of alien creature exploring Earth! 

AD.21 Busy Bee; Amazing Sculpt 3D ani¬ 
mation of a large flying Bee! (Mb) 

AD 23 Ship and Sphere; Ray Trace film of 
space ship and glass sphere. (Mb) 

AD.24 Newtek Demo Reel 3; Incredible 
professional demo, sampled sounds, 
digitised animations. (Mb-2 disks) 

AD.25 The Run; 3D film of Lotus chase 
through traffic with police car! (Mb) 

AD 29 Predators Megademo; Brilliant 
demos including 2 games! (2 disks) 

AD 32 Vision Megademo IV; Superb 
Digitised music and sound effects! 

AD.36 Kefrens Megademo VIII; 10 
demos including; Kill the Beast 
(Shadow of the Beast meets 
Xenon 2),.. (2 disks) 

AD.39 Agatron animations; 3D film of USS 
Enterprise attacking USS Reliant. 

AD.44 Laurel and Hardy; Digitised clips 
from various films! (2 disks) 

AD.45 Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; The 
highly praised Ray Trace master 
piece! 

AD-46 Stealthy Manoevre II; Cartoon 
style Stealth Fighter animation. 

AD 47 Walker Demo; The incredible 2 
Megabyte animation (2Mb - 2 disks) 

AD.48 Amy V Walker; Amy the Squirrel 
chases AT-AT with Monkey 
Wrench! (Mb) 

AD 49 Budbrain Productions; Quality ani¬ 
mations including Movie! (2 disks) 

AD.50 Budbrain Demo 2; Great sound, 
great graphics, another classic! 

AD.53 Iraq demo; Mini film involving 
Saddam Hussain and John Major! 

AD 54 Simpsons; Digitised Do the 
Bartman plus great Bart slideshow! 

AD,56 Phenomena Megademo: Trip to 
Mars; Fly around 3D landscape. 
Plus: Ray-Trace Fractal etc. GET 
THIS! (Mb) 

AD.58 Applecus; Ray Traced apples replace 
beads on animated abacus' (Mb) 

AD,59 Plasmutex 91 by TFA; Super 
smooth animations! Truly amazing! 

AD,61 Franklin the Fly; Very amusing 
series Of animations (Mb) 

AD.62 Dating Game; Eric Shwartz, very 
amusing animation (3M -2 disks) f) 

AD 63 Batman: Terminal & Late Night: 
Three great Eric Shwartz anims. (Mb) 

AD,64 Shuttlecock; E.Shwartz (Mb) O 
AO 65 Stealthy Animations; 3 great Eric 

Shwartz films. (Mb) (*). 
AD,66 Substance; by Guartex, Fractals, 

3D animations, Ray Trace Bubbles f). 
AD-67 Interspace by Phenomena; (*) 
AD 68 Universal Intensity Demo f) 
AD.69 Decaying Paradise Demo, (Mb) 
AD.70 Global Trash by Silents: Ray 

Traced Space Ship, Superb Plazma 
effects, 3D animations .stunning! 

AD 71 ice Megademo by Silents; (*) 
AD 72 Simpsons by Decay; very good 

but spoilt by use of ihe F word! 
AD 73 Sickness Simulator; Hilarious! 
AD.74 WWF Wresflemanla; Animation. 

Music, pics of the stars! (2 disks) 

To order any of our PD disks simply quote 
the required disk numbers. 
Minimum Order 3 Disks! 

For a complete list of our PD software 
Our Catalogue disk is only.99p! 

TOP QUALITY DISKS - BY RETURN OF POST! 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 

Access 
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PD UTILITIES 

been induced on dm month's coverdisk: Shortcut, an 

excellent program launcher which can add a menu 10 

the Workbench screen of programs that you commonly 

use; and AIBB3. is a benchmarking program for com¬ 

paring speeds between different Amiga systems. The 

last program appears lo be fairer than many others. 

Without going into detail* there's tons more mate¬ 

ria] on this disk: some game cheats* Workbench Hacks* 

label printers and similar paraphernalia, i found little 

of it to be familiar, which is what makes the disk spe- 
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MCAD VI.2.5 

As set up, ntCAD is really wily useful far detailing tkc- 
tronh lA—Her. With same work in creating tbe bask 
building blocks, you could draw virtually any thing with It* 

17 BIT 1480 

Tvc been hoping to sec this for a while* as CAD 

(Computer Aided Design) PD programs arc rare. I'm 

not convinced it's the best there is* but ii can be used 

for a variety of simple design chores* 

It relics on grouping lines* boxes and curves* to 

form the basic building blocks for technical drawings* 

As configured in this version. mCAD is really just for 

designing electronic schematic diagrams. 

Having said that, though* if you were to spend the 

time and effort you could design just about anything 

which lilted on the design paper* The biggest fault of 

mCAD is that it has no zoom mode (most CAD pro¬ 

grams let you design on different scales, so that you 

can design to the technical accuracy that you want* 

It’s a shame that it turned out to be quite limited* 

but mCAD still has its uses. Running in 16 colour 

interlaced high resolution graphics is a pain on a TV, 

but if you're just a humble Amiga user you could still 

find it lo be of use* 

RIM DATABASE 
17 BTT 1481 

Relational information Manager - 1 think that 's what 

it stands for* This incarnation of what is basically a 

database is very hard to fathom - all of the explanation 

appears to have been either hidden or removed. 

RIM is very slow because essentially it is relational 

in nature. From simply moving from command mode 

Deep pad dark if the best way ta look of the RtM 
database, IPs undoubtedly vary powerful, but unless you 
know a bll about relational databases I'd give it □ miss* 

to explanation mode lakes an age. RIM was ported 

from a different computer using Fortran, which could 

explain a lot towards why it's so odd. 

More precisely, relational databases treat informa¬ 

tion as being interrelated connections rather than 

masses of data. RIM is certainly fussy as you conduct 

your investigations* with a terminal wait while it 

digests your later command for any form of error* It’s 

best left to the students of this form of using a database 

- sort of an experimental program. 

BUG BASH 
AM K3 AM UTS 

OK. so this one isn't strictly speaking PD, but there 

haven't been many releases and it's the next best thing* 

Bug Bash will cost you a fiver, which some might con¬ 

sider exorbitant but it isn't bad for a game these days. 

With the whole works (programming* graphics and 

sound) done by one person, A R Cummins* it's hardly 

surprising the game has limitations. What is good is 

it's a simple* colourful blasting game. 

Many will not like it, because the basic plot con¬ 

sists of cleaning up a garden by hand and getting rid of 

pests using chemicals. I don't carc, n's only a game for 

goodness sake* and it comes into its own when you're 

after some fun during the odd break* 

- • 

Bug Bath uses colourful graphic* and simple game pi ay ta 

provide a modicum of fun* Don't expect too much, because 
it can be slow la respond to tbe joystick. 

AMIBASE II 
AMIGANl/TS 1036 

This is very good news* Amibase II used to in fact be 

license ware* but now an upgrade to Amibase III is 

available. The old program has been re-re leased by the 

author (one Keith A Grant of KAG productions) as 

shareware. What this means effectively is that you can 

have a play with the old version* hut before paying for 

either it or an upgrade to the new system* That’s the 

best way to do it, 

Amibase II is controlled directly through the key¬ 

board. with the mouse seriously under-used* Having 

said that though* everything is signposted. If you warn 

to try <t quick* PD database thal is essentially usable* 

then get this program* 

17 BIT 1468 

There’s a colourful character called the Assassin? So 

long as they produce compilations as good as this one 

ihat’s fine by me. If you have an Epson compatible 

languishing without use* this disk could sort you out. 

There’s the inevitable floppy disk label printer, 

which is actually rather good: a name and address 

database for mailing lists and a program to keep track 

of your software collection* for Finding out exactly 

what is on each disk. Simple tasks, but very useful. 

MOD PRO VI .92 
A/VUG AN UTS 1068 

Steve Marshall’s constant quest for the perfect music 

module player continues with the Latest release of 

Module Processor. This program was designed w ith a 

unique view in mind - to be able to import music mod¬ 

ules saved from different programs (Not seTracker, 

Med and so on) and save them as executable files, 

ready lo be played from disk. Most of the recent 

changes to Mod Pro have been necessary due to recent 

Med and OctoMed updates. If you're into compiling 

music disks* Mod Pro is very handy. The latest version 

can display IFFs while playing a module, although 

complex pictures can distort eight channel OaoMed 

Tiles (it places a bit of a strain on the computer). Siill* 

it’s a great solution considering its problems. 

If you want ta sat up your own music collections. Mod Fra 

can be very handy. It can read module types from several 
different programs (ell of tbe mainstream ones in fad)* 

PD TOP TEN UTILITIES 
PD SOFT 

1) Desktop Publishing - V390 
2) Spectrum Emulator 1.2 - V443 
3) Jetman - 2010 
4) Red Sector Vector Demo - Lie 
5) Ami cash - V392 
6} Air Warrior Right Sim - 1994 
7) BootX Virus Killer 4.03 - V457 
8) Window bench - V4G1 (Two disks) 
9) Pom Pom Gunner -1977 
10) Primer Drivers Collection 3 - V444 

CONTACT LIST; 
AMIGANUTSPD: 169 Date Valley 

Read, Hoilybrook, Southampton, 

SOI 6QX 

DIRECT ACCESS: 6 Stubbing Brink, 

Hetaden Bridge West Yorkshire, 

HX7 6LR. 0442 B44215 

17 BIT: PO Box 97, Wakefield, 

West Yorkshire, WF1 1 XX. 

0924 366982 





BUTTERCHIPS 
UPD/F2, CUFFE HOUSE, 

PRIMROSE ST, KEIGHLE Y, BD21 4NN 

0535 667 469 UNITED PUBLIC DC 

Astronomy Slideshow 
Nice pictures.... 
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GAMES 

«3W1ZADVENTURE SOiLltlOHS 2 doklUIrt idventrt* Rotations! (2|i 
PGfWS air warrior T*n it i amjiev program 
TOW 5Ait. NEW STAB TREK Great game from loti** RicMw! ^2) 
TOOte *N:rEP a SLOT CARS A roto p4«ying game 1a car gam* 
TOODT APfDYA Nfce <lf#no Of > hdttWllI Short am up’ 
PQG09 ASSASS4HS 1 Tan*. Rodrtprtle. Awtm. CiVSTUnw 4 Amlgoldt. 
PGOQft ASSASSINS 3 Q*l*cikrti. Mt»«e tommand Invader* £ 1 more' 
PCfllEJ ASSASSINS 3 Uegatiill I Chip! Superb breakout Oil 
PGOii ASSASSINS I Jumper, Grtttoku. Cracker, Tu 
TOO»2 ASSASSINS $ A*d. Go Loofy 4 RvUtwtvr. 3 *h»t em up* 
POOH ASSASSINS 6 Downh-I! trailing* Putman 07, Mrta Llamas A WelNiNi 
TOON ASSASSINS 7 DeHmatton HoontitM. True kfaghl-ork* A ClflUdl ruw 
TOO 15 ASSASSINS ■ Air at* 1 HbaN, Number FumHar A Snakaptr 
PGD16 ASSASSINS 9 Battle pong I Bluzard 
POOs? ASSASSINS 10 Escape. Pipeline. Pfciout 4 Syi! 
POOH ASSASSINS If ML CftM-i. Tower* Of Hanoi ftneii 4 Tnppn! 
POOH ASSASSINS 12 Uametran. Cv Powerpong t X Ml 
PG02U ASSASSINS 13 Artl,AiieraMe,Tii«nra,Bioci rLSquamtita A Amigarabon 
PC021 ATK AT AC A nnaamen * |ht rtd ctassie Spectrum game 
P0022 AWESOME PREvCW Fmtaaic prey** o* a grt* game1 
PG021 BAnUFQBCE A strategy n game skN» B MKhtott* 
TO02* BLACKJACK: a meat gKriwivi of tra gam*1 - 
PG02S BUCK ROGERS A nifty IM* IhMterop from II* C4* day!! 
POfttt CASH E 04 DOOM An w, graphic adventure game’ * 
PG027 CHINESE CHECKERS Computer version of in* poputaf board game * 
TOMS COLOSSUS 4 W0R10 Two very good adventurq tram SqHwmv dnliNi^ . 
PG029 CROSSWORD COMPEER Htca program lor makmg PHwft' * 
PGTO1 DARK STAFF A spectrum emulated tail adventure game * 
PG037 DRAGONS CAVE gnat Dungeon* game ruct graphics’ 
TO033 ED 209 Roboeop »1yto Pwl am up! • 
PGBW ETERNAL ROME A bQMiNOES 2 nice 9«n« on fliM tf.sk 
TO0O5 ENSlGNlA MAZE Nk* imie ma» game etkm * *mtl mm it once 
PGOOe FLASHBfEfl Qv* 350 Mvrt* m Hits boukH-f dash type gam# 
PG037 FRANTIC F RE DDK Ciauic piattonn type tun with good mu Wc 
PGOGfl GALACTIC FOOD FIGHT Fighl through** eon** Irull etc 
TO039 GAMES GALORE I Orlp tim Omi OiA Inrader? Chw Wlc Olh*#o 
PGMa GAMES GALORE 2 waatrtk SkyNgftl Bounctf Jackland Larn Bltiemoan 
PG041 GAMES GALORE 3 Gravadach AatNdKH Pingpong Miniblaal OtM M 
TOOJ2 GAMES GALORE * Mr Uunk DkpBmacy Car Muum Chess Egyptian run 
POH3 GAMES GALORE 3 Cosmo Cat 4 mouu Madman (to I Kin Tnvia Pharwm 
TOW GAMES GALORE 6 Tm Jump* ON ATC C-RottMi 3«nLm King rati SB 
TOW GROWTH Brilliant game where you must shoot the Drain! 
TOW HACK Gram text adventure to ina mioovn style1 * 
PGOiT HOLLVWOOO TWVU Ntoe trhha game with ko pi quest*™' • 
ROW HOLT GRAA A rwe# »i1 Khrenlvre. pn# ol the b«! * 
PGOaS JETUAN remembar tha old game |Mpac 7 W«« ham K M ! Mega! 
POOWJfOPAmiftfacwonplihaboafPgaina R»k’ 
PGOSi KILLER CARS a great car game with hfled vector gFaphca! • 
POOS? LAMER GAME Srmfer to operatron wolf MWOtam ^ - 
TO&S3 lAFh Another vary wen regarded tart advannaa game * 
PO064 S31 EARN | PUT OiaM liai ipr ihe KA on Two dtMa 13} y 

PG0S6LAS(R2OHt Graal om Weiaane short em up' 
PG0S7 LEAPING LARRY Simple platform gar* done n ArtM 
RGosa lETTRiv Nhct punt gamn taitfiarto Term' 
TOW9 LORE OF CONquESTEiaHtnl i«toce l*a*nggame OlD HyM1 
TOO60 MARBLE SLIDE PmjjH germ, budd Utdes up' 
PG061 MASTER OF THE TOWHShort the mgnpotti m tNs game 
P&«? MENTAL IMAGE PACK 3 great games Gndnjnner Wrvttitn A Redound « 
PG563 MORI A ton adventure baud around Dungeons 1 Dragons theme1 
PG0$4 NAPOLEONIC WAR SlMUi ATOR A met firKEegy typ# game1 
pg«5 NESTOR CARO GAME Anrttwr card game. Boas gulf good! 
PG06&67 NETHACK Dungeon 4 Oregon advenhitt style game, very popukrrl 11} 
PG56B NO MANS LAND Hr iKh war games shod em up. e 
PG5E9 NU GAME Short am up wlh good graphics, quite ckthegh! 
PG570 PETERS QUEST Rescue Ih* minJih m IMS Fun ptatforrn game » 
PG071 POM POM GUNNER Btof the en*™ awenft to this SeecWd clone * 
PGU72 PROPERTY MARKET BKoma a m<rtonan before you retire n gj 
PQf73 RAPWAE LS Rf TINGE A tomes game dot* m SE1ICK1 * 
PG07I RETURN TO EARTH EMe type spaa trading game1 + 
PGffTS RINGS Of IOMtoMra*1ingsli««arti(henmslrtiegygBme 
TODTE SE Yf N THIS Superp Mrteapom spettou type game, Greer 
PG0?| SCUM HATERS Sttort eductor* try SrazzM Aft** a SiUCK 
PG0T9 SEAiAMd A irtnwvw slrjsegy gwrw seems my emrtwd * 
TOoao SERENE SHOOT UP Anrthtr good quarty Short «m * 
PQ0C1 SERENE I Follow wo to the j6qw jam 
TO062 SMTOOHS GAME YeHKaWy tefoamg thotf en ^ done ai SEUCKt 
TOGO SPLITTING Pwrtf game rwrirpi Apmid ttoagara MMlrti1 
TOW ST BASH Blast the Atari Su m th» tun eivadn gam*. 
PCOK STAIMVECT Ifcto Knto gw* tone to SEIICK’* 
PGOftBT STAR TREK The US ww by Jan Berber, eery good 
TO0» STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION StRtsgr game ftn to Him tmg ♦ 
PtitWSTAR TREK THE SHOOT EM UP Yn a SEX* >tw of game * 
TO09C' SUBCULTURE PltyibH ly| tovet ol a gtod Mtort «n up“, 
TOQ9? SWIV DC HO SupcH* 5an» rt an amteni shoot am up1 
PGM3 TENNIS A good shareware tamli gam#! 1 mg * 
PtiW TRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT maKe your own Hack layouts! * 
PGW3 TREK TRIVIA Fpr yw Star Trek Ikaaka. Badi rt quMItoni' 
PGD%97 TRUCKIN ON AI reding game baud around true* haulage |2 dtsAi i * 
TOOM TUflftlCAN 2 PREVIEW Creel demo gl luoerti shoot em up' 
TO099 THE EVIL DEAD GAME Stall the gortktA m ihiioruy game 
TO ISO THE JAR Very ito* liflle jump A rto game. 
TO1D1 THE INSIDERS CLUB Sloclis 4 stem game. «• tvm far you gel 
TO HE WATERMlNES Nice bouldentaah type g«me! 

ESVertUh ol the on pang game! * 
Me, fralrtL W 

Pd IB WET BEAVER GAMES Vamon ol lf» o 
TO 104 WONDERSOFT GAMES Qrtl. Cortgi. Hiawle. TrSkto, Windmill 
TOlte WI22YSOUEST Avery good arcade admcin game Iron Germany * 
PCine YELP face Mile pamier type gerne! * 

' rMdct p 

PUD17 70 C MANU ALIH) New and beftar' Itanton 2 now warn to * Maks! * 
PU071 CliGHT Ray TRACER A convntrtiai ray tracing package Mo* PO* 
PU0C2 CHEMESTtoETtCS Chermalry program tor metocuM dtapMy m * 
PUB3 CHET SOUCE UTTLS 26 uiihftn on ttai duA 

IPUK4 CLERK Anomto prognsn aantor to Journal, manages yout bank account 
PU03S12 CUPAflT 6 drska crammed M rt son* of Ihe b*N cApah around! * 
PUB315 COUNTACH CuP ART (3} 2 tosks packed fuP pH dipart ' Vinous ■ 
PU016 CURSE R BASIC COMPILER Just whrt you need lo speed up banc program* e 
PW17 D-CORY One M Uto best PO oopy utihtito toraKebto. any to u»# 4 
PU034 DARKSTAR OTlLfTES 3 A dtak ton of assorted ueelul uirilltoa 
PLBJSI DEW Good TO ray tractog program toe son* pfeturei I CU Knowledge * 
PU045 DEUOUSHER UTllTlES easy to u» utm something tor ewyone * 
PtKMI 43 DESK BENCH hhee Mlatiwive workbench Jcons . b*m 
PLftU DESKTOP PUBLISHER From Germany, English translation now awilabj*. t 
PU&45 DIRECT ACTCNH A useful Utility tor editing wilmalion saqusneaa. 
PU044 DIGKMASTEH 3 0 CU Utility program, copy lUei, delete, formal disk* 
PUD4? DOPE iH TflOMAK Efl Make your pwh tortirQa With IMS utility " 
PU044 DYNAMITE FONT n Another popular disk. Stacks rt IFF fonuenw* 
PU049 DY MAHfTE FONTS E*HI*n| lonts disk Irt US# to Dpatnl Me 
PU050 H EDUCATION SET (S) F«*dtoki tul rt edwditonal program*, goto ♦ 
PU053 EL ECTROCAD PREVIEW if ytxir'a kilo crrouN deugn Vj ttm now v I 4!. 
TOW* EXILE FONTS More rt thesaa superb tantocr«rta?or me wtto OPwm + 
PU057 FLEBBASE DATABASE A umpto to M»e d*ta«W tor toe beginner * 
PUtti FONTS AND RAM MANAGER Lrtt rttontft pkit * SOtowe ram ew*c*i ( 
PLOW FONTS I SURFACES Lots of whil toms brushes *r tor me m Opwm * 
TOM i GENESIS DEMO S*»b fractal generator, r*e*y good' 
TOCto? GRAPHSCS UTILITIES Load rt uHfui jrepn <juy orwnuud program* * 
PUOU HAMLAB Convert VGA PC picture* to Amiga ham mode with Ww* rttoy. • 
RUM* HARDDRtvE UTILS Some good utttttei tor hard drha owner* # 
PU»3 CONMANtA Lotos 0f prpgreM* tor toon Ctaefton 4 mpr*f con*! * 
PU044 ICONS Ttindiak n jua; crammed wrBi usatur 4 varied ccm * 
PUM7 IMPLOD6H V4JJ Vmy gttodOV«Nng program very efltotontf * 
TOME INTERFERON PRO Creale protodian boot Woe* t agamat tnruaws 
PUM9 JAOBEWCH A great rthmaift workbench much pr*ierred by manyf 

f TOOf/D JOURNAL A nice program designed to keep track on your finance* 
TOOT l JR COMM l .02 Lalal rerron of another superb comm* package' * 
TO072 K Ef REnS METALUON UTILITIES Great M di*k toll ol font* 4 mere! * 
TO073-76 KING JAMES Bt&LE Did tatomam 6 Hew leaiamem 4 lert reader |4)* 
PU0T7 LANGUAGES DISK Ai yrti evft needed I FoHti, MtouM t, X-Llap 4 Logo* 
TO0TIU-CAD Computer aideddertgn pKkaga use* hi re* mtoe Goto T Hag.. 
FHI079 MACVlfW.DRAW.RGTATE Crtteetton ol three umnuai program* Good1 
TOOM MESSY-SID Eiiy Eu u$e PC - Wa We transfer ptograffl. Bnlhant 
TOM-i MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS PROGRAMS Geoflmt. Grocery lift. Crteuialw toe 
PUM2 HOfiED A my useiul progrp lor editing sprite* and bob* ' + 
TOM3 MORSE PROGRAMS Ors* full w Mors# code program* lor radio turns. 
PUW MYSTIX HARDWARE MODS Document* di*k lor hardware modification] 
TOGM HC0MM vl,S2l Latoti A basl eanion. ol ifMsaieMnt eomms package1. 
PU0K 7 NORTH C IJ ^ A two rtek uwked m*wn rt above prorun.'« 

TO0M NORTH C1J (Packed} The comptau C compiler by Stev* Hewtln 1# 

PUW PASCAL COMPILER Now benrnmg * popular tanguaga, no* amiable tsn PD 
PUOWTO EMULATOR Sottinre TOefiiutator need* MS &DS to run' IJGA flrtphfc*1 ♦ 
PU091 TOkCLE EUROPA MEGAUTIUTIES t An essential coRhtoonrt over 200’ 4 

|PU0W««LE EUROPA UTlUTlES $ Arwltwr jreat compwrl by toe Ftafl Dwnt 
PVm PE MOLE EUROPA UTILITIES 6 mdudn oopvi and more utaton 
PU094 PENDLE EUROPA UTTLmtS 7 A my popular utdity crttachpn Try « t 
PU0« PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR Design your own printer dftver wUh Ehta . 
PU556 PRINTER DRIVER unLITlES Vartw* ftoMtafttonJ pHntar drrver* 
Puwf PRINT STUDIO Vi .25 Great utility tor accurate pnmoul rt pm.leEl ■ 
TOne DBASE Dacsoase program, simpf* to us* wrth ton search tsevtoy 
PU099 QED A nice easy to usetait edhor program ! Load, uw pram. * 
PU100 QUkCKBASE A small database program, alto Xspeu A Tad ed on disk * 
PU101 OUICKBENCH Aiwther (Itemaln* workbench mtom. very clem this! 
Pin 02 RAZOR 1911 Graphic* rippers, Wu* Lilian, DtsAtafv. pmmpacker 
PLH07 HIM DATABASE Very comprehensive relational database iy*lrr^ PowodUl 

TO 107 ZEUS A ion good 4 popular block puzzto game 4 
PG1M ASSASSINS tl New Pack. CNna Chaienge 11 Amiga Cotam! 
TOl M TOMCAT Me* vorbert icroAmg short an ug! 4 

PGItO SUPER SKODA CHALLfNGE fee new car racegame' - 
PGT11 MDMGHT THIEF A too tail: adventure game 
TOttJULTWATE CARD GAMES C*tohrtl*J4«tovBliiemosit^^ &rto*e’ # 

f ■ 17 m Hoc A jumvy of gnuW rttue TO garni* which WILL wort rtlMa new 

UTILITIES & SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
PLWt AMICASH Brand fww bank managemeni pfogram my «**Y to u». * 
PUO02 a-GE NE Good ganaotogy program, to trace your family namt-1 mag. * 
PUQ03 A6BK «000 Assember program Trt the Amiga rather *ffi£uH to use 
PU004 aw EMUL*7Gel Commodore &l emulator program 4 some b**k Itaiingtf 
PUM5 AMATEUR RADIO l Sam# program* ol mtertM 10 the mHo bm'. * 
PU0M ANIMATED POINTER PACK DHL toil rt animated pointers’ 
PU007 AHIBASE 3.7| One Of ma bast Amiga daubaws. Search bcM*t • 
PU0M9 ANALYTICALC how imparted and reedy to in*’ 42 desk version} t 
PU015 AHP 1.3 Armgado* rtpiacmnent protect, tonttans new !ibrin« 1 1Wt I 
PUQ11 A$J LABEL PfilNTE RS All the best total prmtmg program* on 1 disk * 
PU012 ASSASSINS GRAF FIX UTILS Groat dtok fyl rt graphics convertors etc * 
PU013 ASSASSINS BOOT UTHiTlIS Load* rt bortModk LfbMWa on haea. • 
PUO14 BANK IN A camptale cheque boo* irw^ywi prograrn Keeptats on cash ♦ 
PUCI5 BfOfiYTMMS 4 STABCHAFtT Check your BtoryCtvn* 4 l»»e the mgtil |kyr. 
PUJ14 BUSINESS CAHD MAKER Make yrtWOwn w*h Hi useful uUMy * 

t. JugglerJ 
rtandtog.l 

ehypistlm. 

g loop* w iw 

PA«T2 AGATRON 2 Ifesc - jrt BrtWcr tan 
PAW3 AGATRON 3 Star Trek - Shut* P 
PAW AGATRON J Star Ttak Kl 
PACM AGATRON 7 Star W^lF 
PADM AGATRON 9 Star lRars -L ,_, .„ ^_ 
PAK? AGATRON ID Star Trek - Ertlerpiac m My dock Good 1H * 
PAjCu AGATRON u Iron TnW 1 D*Kbvrtoi Good vector 
PA0M AGATRON H Tfon ammanon Nrt one or the bnt * 
PA01Q AGATRON :3 Hiu Rofeo 1 A robrt waving im * 
PAfit! AGATRON 14Star Trek Workbee 4 Rehart 3 shots 
PAQ12 AGATRON 15 Lotus car. Billiard*, 4 Jet Fight* « 
PWliAGATRON 17 Stir Trek TWOK animation Shari but oh«y 4 
PAD 11 AGATRON i6 Star Tret - Emerpnie fly by, Snort anlm 
PAOH AGATRON 20 Huay 2 A helicopter leaving ■ landing pad Neat. 1 Msg 
PAO14 AGATRON 23 Star Tr« fleet manoevr* 1m 
PA01T AGATRON 24 tiulr pan jnlmalmn 4 Ping pong. Great! 1m * 
PAD 14 AGATRON 25 The run, a sutwfb car chas* img or over im « 
PA819 AGATRON 26 A ship rocking *1 sea, oirferprtse keamdock. tm * 
PA0» AGATRON 30 Contain* Hypmpan animation 4 Landtag anfmaiton 1 m * 
PA021 AGATRON 31 Artm o< a Porclto rising put of A table 1 mg 
PA022 AGATRON 32 Spooe ■ Spec* prop* (tying away tm 
PAD2S AGATRON 33 Probe anlmatton Bird rt ptay ananrtion 4 Kirgonhil im 
PA024 AGATRON 14 Star Irek ift* space rthce - a bit shon 

PA0M AGATRON 36 Star tna Bird rt prey, toop tfwbeg. In ■ 
PAOI7 AGAtFON 37 tame - Tobws goes knadtora’ Im 

PAOM AGATRON AMUS 5 grtrtlbrtltaOpNfananabona1 
PA02S APPl ECUS ANIMATION Grtol arwm ol an abacus i*0BCutT?| 

PA&3C BADSiRD AMMATION Not too bKMNl« 
PA031 fiASKETBALL i ba»erM (%v »\so(rvj 1 h*i mtothenrtlMeg- 
RA032 BONGO AMUtlON AnWitaiitai rt a mwi MWig Me bongo Mfpat, * 
PAffB BUSY BEE CM* anMtoa rt ■ My hw ikta Mrtta worttai 1 ktac 
PAuGH CLOTHES PEG Bou^cinf dama* page and more Hot bad 1 Meg 
PAB3SCOOL COUGAR A cartoon flyta anan. labi Bit Mwy rt COOl COudwIM * 
PALOS CXI SPACESHIP 4 M* ttuipt *D an« rt • rti*j c»cfag 1 gidbeJ 
PA337 dart ANIMATION Good arumt w or a dan peumg rnmugfi my egg' 
PA336 DRAGONS LAIR TIME WAR? AraWtartV* cartoon same iM * 
PAXN ERICAS AHV VS WALKER Cult and S*rr T rtlaSmg a Walker 1 5M 
RAW ERICAS BATMIN A greet artrmrtmr, toar^n-g brtman and th* pka«.l Meg* 
FWM1 ERIC-S COTQTE 3 fhi* on** • corker.OOydle up to tMft IrtCki 1.5 Meg 
PAW? ERIC-S COYOTE STRIKES BACK Nor ’oa good itvr* livn* tvl poptdar lmg 
PA3*3 ERIC-S MORE AETOTOONS Mora iMnorrtrtMrtl Mf*n, Grain sluflTM * 
PA34J ERIC-S SHUTTLECOCK Th Space SNuRlat ptayvng w«i a HtaRRe. 1 M« 
PADtl ERIC-S STEALTHY I Th* 29 and StartWy twnbar wMoal M . 

RAW FRAHKLYN THE FLY Greal aiMi rt a d*| «1 Ota Mi rt a ttaWfty! 
Pbl47 GHOSTHLfSTER ANIMATION Amm on the popuKar gbosHbuster* theme 
PA344 GYMHAS7 AmMATiOn Animafton rt a gywmast naviging on the Parti M + 
PAM NAPPY AMHATTONS MappyMan Tta*frog WHtowWi irto Irtnv. AI H2K 
PAJrtt tdGHLAMOEA SWORD AMIATlON Anan rt 1 Scrtemar danewg on awords 
PAST HOLIDAY AMMATtON Nql k»Mtam 

PA3SZ LAtffEL AJC HARDy Bru»f am selirt yrtw «w bva Me etoeos. IM 
PaOSi-4 UGHT CYCLES 1.2, Huge Wtaorbom ft* Tmn HMl Fab img' - 
P*0H LUXD TEENAGER F^tor IwbRaMWWtoManrnil. 
Pi0« MA&QAN H thy. ones ■ b* bna nmrttaw tfw* tan< rod lM* 
FV0S7 MAGICIAN Snrtrt to tf# an-— brt not QUdt IS gtoBy 1H * 
P^»HMER A maw truck kHrtngooaii no tta^gy kitw taken aw^ IM 
PlOSi MR POTATO HEAD MW to* p» mpi m cMwar 
ftOSd NEWTDNS CRADLE ray traced anaaakta (M f .1V Ml Rocfcmg c 
Ptm PHAROAH ammaDOn A(V antawnrt a Avuta kmg* mask 7 
WQH PIANO ANIMATION This 1* an armaUon rt a cartoory pianci ’ - 
P/0S3 PORKY PIG AMMADON Cult «fw» rt Pwtay pg character wfli aound! ■ 
P#0H PROBE SEQUENCE Ptoftt InvtslwitesAM Wins on aetanl ptanellM 4 
PjO&SSt REAL 3D >;4iSupmbdemo rt rtfen pottou snot Ftart 30 img!« 
ptm REAL THING HORSES demo of toe Mnwhon package tot drtLie Wm: * 
?m SHUTTLECOCK AFffMAtTON 2 shunt** ptayavg w«h > mem! 
PADT1 THE BOIHGS Greal amm rt 2 ZMmIh rtwidart rtr WKk«f 
RjOT-a THE JUGGLER me oto dim ammatKta that hM iDWs rt Armaa a! + 
PH3T3 THE KWGKT DEMO Afwiwtmn rt * Irngfir tlrmbtng out rt » book. iM * 
p*074 THE WALKER DEMO ’HKoptof #n«c*mg the walker Film style. iH * 
pacts THE WALKER DEMO nwbtaarArtadungMaAnm Not bad t Me; * 
PJCTG UGLY HUG ANIMATtOrt Th« ugry Tlug goes tor a ^Mn: > 
FM077 UMKYCLE ANIMATION EieAan nmahtfi rt a uncyclt 4iw!. 
PaBTB W1HGS Superbouawta radbvon taptare■wwntotrte.iH* 
P^SHUssr^*"371^*-* --- • “ ^ 

POWER ANIMATIONS. 
ppggi?AHTI (7) AbaoAi 

f^flOjAT THE llOYff$ Cuta iw from Mr Scrnwa 
AUTOMATED LIGHT 4A«e barevwartKt 

PPrt&iC BUZZED ;3i Graar ammaewn rt a M 

PlllOB ROT A MmfKa 3D drawing package lor yout Amiga. Y*ry papular.* 
RU1W SCOPE 114 SUtoTtured chpvi tor deskoppublishmfl etc’ Pp*o* etc 
PUT IB SCORE 11S Structured clipart lor use ta Protositonaf page ETC .* 
PU m SiO m Newest version ol toe easy to uwCU rtHUy Eiaantm 1 
PU11» SOMETliNG FOR HOtHtHG Zrtsk setfufl rt ndao utils, toms rte.[?i 
PU l M SOZOBAN c Another very poprtv C enworcmanl. slmllpr to Hariri C 
Pin IS ST EMULATOR Run Aon ST software on your Amiga Needa 3 drives 
PUm SUPER C MSK As rwar to a hard drrve ** mere mortal* gef 
TOt 17 SUPER* ILLERS * m* 146 wuse*. more ftun Mester Vtnn3Z A mutt1 
PUTI4 SUPER WORKBENCH Yfl mother aAfmrthrt wrtkbanch disk' 
PUIS VEXTFLUS VJDO One rt The best wordprocet*4rs. metodas Amgaspai, * 
TO1Z1 2 TV &FUPWCS SL$mb Dpaml t»ckdrDfH and irtha grass (MS 133 * 
PU123 UEDn LATEST RELEASE fl^rd pnnssag mareaw* program . 
TOi 24 ultimate CON DtSK Conam lconmri*l*i toontab KomnaMev 4 leenrt . 
PU 125 UL TRAPAJMT v3 A no* petrel patMg* tor W* piidKnsI * 
PU 126 UTCfflES COLLECTION Anolhar great cotoction rt trtwitat about lOP 
PU12T unms DtSK 1 Another me tor the codechon Aboui W or mot* 
PU1» VECTOR DESIGNER A very oomprahensiv* but dtfhtu# to use proggy 
PU1 y>y> mo APPUCATXJNS fc Program* tor m wdh geirtKk* i ndm' * 
PU1 n YiStCkLC SPREADSHEET Simple 10 use sgraadshaaf program bawd on YC * 
PU1321WWOOWSBENCH A Window* lWortb*nch3 k»*aWi# v«ry «C*l r2 **k*;. 
Pum WORKBENCH HACKS Disk lull rt amuamg wortbench hacks! 
PUS35 WQROWHrTE WQRORRQCESSOR ComprehmsiYe wordpreassor wttfi tprtfchfck- 
ar 
PU1» ZK SPECTRUM EMULATOR Latest version now with eound loo 1 * 
PUllJ &W BUSINESS LETTERS coniract*, tatters. rtisoHi included ! ■ 
pgi» LAST HOPE PrtoOks* wh*h yrti'v* [v*f «t»od a vatoabto Ml * 
PUT 3ft GRAPHICS CONVERTERS Convert graphic*, lor mil PC dttki net 
PUl4d LITTLEBENCH Ai last * file coptor etc lor AMD* (Dot 2 ONLY) I * 
PU 1 tl 2 TAROT H A belter version then the htw one. on 3 disk s' * 

ANIMATIONS 

Get*a*rv*3M 
g Amy Sdutart 1i 
i arwrue«fi 3 ktog 

__ _ tetomgt 3Meg 
ppg*12 DATING GA« ffl SupeH) o*w Sw fco» E« IcDmMU, Grt t Umg1 
PPW'S DRAGONS LAIR Hlttne mag power M -Mi rtHdl Grew' 
ppgp GULF WAR AldH Fmd ort wH* Iwom to StoSMta' BtHM 2mg' 
PWrf^lUGGLER ■ Juggler ivm M* Juggtov Gram tokowup v*Ufg 
PPflie^ LOST in SMCClli AMifer^eead TV ernes TTiesi 13 N 
pp«m24 lahdwg {*] Totaa* toe --- 
PP0^27 STATION AT KH4RM (3> 

Sufwrt rai Traced r^?M 
MtacestghofTjvoerr tor# 2M 

PPgB 13 UPGRADE -;6j Wqw ! Cembermch Gram marts era Amiga 1 GREAT 15 Meg 
PP1>4IS VAUX KILLERS 121 Ah rtd bgf * | Mim 
PPtt^ T7 WALKER DEMO |i) The 2 Ji'Smg mm3 
pps»19 WAVE SAAJWG .;2» A mcearamamm rt* -*w leferfi^rtg 

DEMOS 
POgg yAGONY DEMO BrHhwnt gnpNn «i Ok* game dmto Show A to SI owners. 

PDqvALARU MEGAOEMO race raw drtra wm agHd am type ndae pvt *1 
PtyiHALF DEMO Featuring die wta rtWtar lk*m Me TV mow - 
P0O5 AMOS 30 DEMO Shovel yew some rttacti MM ate pdaaibte mtfi 3d! + 
PO« ANALOGUE MEGADCMO A dkWrt *** 4 ngurt M Htocttoo’ 

POST ANARCHY MSFVUTK3N IS HOI« BrArt* daaio wMi -tortb ray W 
PO« ANARCHY MADNESS 4 Ok w* Baba and Ftoad superb aw' 

pg^9 AKAto^Y SYSTEM VKXAnON Qaaey «n toMsg G«i Cart! 
PCq 9 AHAHCHY DIGITAL BMQVATIQN Tbm «tart and besf demo 
pnguAHBiATORS MEGADEMO A nca raw aigadsine. hweeJm-m 
SS^^URORA megademo Dtmn m good -mk w« sow# ran h**! * 

BASS MEGADCMO Grart magadm-Mi w raw itoust aaartb 
pggy 806 CRAZY A dtok MW wsm Bab dm-oar 
pnny BRONX WHAT A HUSH M» raw dmm * 

BuDBRAiH a Hkartow MgaMita. tow mmc vtoeo 4 caitoon stochB_ 

p^7CAgADEMEGM|MOC™i^PWji^toWto^^gT* 

L4yw 
on bacW pahrtm * 
MM El get vm o 

CHAOS ROCK 1 u 
19 COOL FRIDGE A ptaxn-j rwwJCH^ 

r JO CftlONtCS MEGADCMO taciu&ira s^rtti maddora drtno rtd we 1 
pp5l CW0MCS HEVERWHERi Superb dm>o wNh a Hart world dam* md Madonna 
pgtt CR10MCS TOTAL DESTRuE&N *ry n<* ptawra Fi ptos a ktoun rate ' 
pd3125 ALCATRAZ MEGADEMO Eifflmt a huge «mo C4mM bO 3 disk*! * (3» 
P[>26 CRUSADERS SPACE DElMA Famashc music try Dr Awesome 4 tad rtfacts1 
pnZT CHYPTO0URNE TO HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER Lovely FiKed vector fern. GnaU 
p^& DARKNESS MEGADEMO ■ Mw urtMd faq* demo - Do taty aw atop- 
pX29 DANISH KNOW HOW A taK lm1 wtf worth peftmg 1 
pp3G DEAD DANCE THflASH Smiling mui rrai— soundtrack 4 some w—rd ges1 

p^* 0EFJAM PTXEL NATKIM5 Met mullwt dinto wrff pvrtna.b0ds *1C. 
^DtWLSLASYWWTNCrartrawdrtrawm MWH tab rttocta^IGBItomptoimi | 

DEVILS NO REALITY 
pfJJ DRAGONS MEGADEMO A." rtd dwra Su’ ini sra rt 

~I ELVIRA DEMO An ama-w dwra rt * rwy gwo gwra’ 
EPIC tacradbta pra^nt to * raw jwra 5, Qcem F,lieflraCMta m| ddprentak 

DJDMItaMl 
ft FILLET The FfiH Bandar 10 puggs brt not qudaai good * 

CFRAiion-REVENGE-Caman«tyton«rar vmm raevdir'kMy^mr'* 
Mt FRAJnON FUTURE VTSOG 'j.wrn ll—m rrja ■Kirn put gnat rtctura* . 

3 GQLDFWE OBUOUE amrrica aijirlii' —k 1 style W 
GGOLDFTAE ULTMATt FX Anrthar pod -egadm from Gddtai . 

' i 1 tasty muse 
race door * 

C IRAQ DCUO Amusaig MrtlrtUa 
■■■MHECADEMO 

meafrng Hoi 
•muiDN 
KATkARSJS MEGADf HO TM d the Wrt X«py fliWto Irom Prtand’ H 

I SO K EFREMS MEGADEMO YM Loads rt IM vector* mb Crii muK.^ 
.1 52 KGB MEGADCMO fll A grant house row TdH 4 vector rtjmmets 
|S4 LAUREL 4 HARDY Gwd dema toatunng The tor-some rtra + 

MAGNETIC FIELDS HYSTERESIS E icrttort vector pka moK ! 
fS7 MAGNETIC FIELDS SPACED OUT i;2r demo otu, wtth gram mu« track* 

■5ft MAXIMUM OVERRIDE fj] YMy rkerty done htad vector demo by TSfi. 
MIRAGE MEGADEM0 Anolhar good dtak. Mu oraran-sitartt _ 

1 62 MONTY PYTHON .2 Brltl-m ^ taaturm; 
3 MONTY PYThOh huDC-F n 

'i demo Iwhemg tra kmtortfack aang ! 
I NUOGE liVMn* t-waatoMtamta ri_ __— rtt2rtsk*1(2) 

□^4 NEWTEK DEMO 3-An aiedera danto.ta** yro macfime to the iimir [2t * 
pS* NOT THE NME 0 CLOCK «W$ SrtV- rt-maig ****** on toast dtoftl (3) 
pZm PHENOMENA ECE5A rary good drt»w «th a fetr sourcad fMad vector' * 
pS: PHENOMENA MTERSP*CE ta «m* LAW ft tow d-w end bnd out' 
^ PHENOMENA EMGIU AbaMry ta«H. me rt fto aB ia>t ^«ato! > 

PHENOMENA JOYRIOE Another fbartuta codar rt a daoto' 
J?075 Pddl FLOYD T»€ WALL rf| Oh yM ' A rap danv b***0 on film ■ 

Vally PD 
UPD F2i PO BOX 15, PETERLEE, 

Co. DURHAM, SRB 1NZ 

091 587 1195 

PO- 1-9 £1.25 EACH - 11*99P£ACH ORDIR&VPOST Just i+nd °,d™ toaiyotme 
OEJA VU UCENSEWARI £3 SO four distributors listed 

UK - PLEASE ADD SOP PSP ORDER BY PHONE Cotfln>' of me tour ConyxiWi 
iC +2SP PER DISK - NON EC ♦ SOP PER DISK before 3PM quoting your,*a,t c(xd number for 

AH orders dispatched same day1 same day dispoteft 



AAIN DISTRIBUTORS 
NBS 

UPDF2, 1 CHAIN LANE, NEWPORT, 
ISLE OF WIGHT, PO30 5QA 

0983 529 594 

PM16 PLASMUTEX Mcltin SouMSdul mute beat* 4 wild copper amJ plasma3 * 
PDBT7 PMC alpha omega An ab*oiuWy *up*rb Mint vector demo Lowly! ♦ 
PM?9 PUGGS IN SPACE A classic derm?, th* hid* Min IOrt II. 
PQ079 PRISONE R OtMO fl*m*mb*f th, old W* senes'? here* the Amiga dermoH - 
PDD8G PULLING THE TRIGGER Wen l*d out HU of demo* + 
PDMl PURE METAL CODERS PthmuI fractal demos dish, very met 
PDM2 QUAFITE K SUBSTANCE Superb demo on* Off thow YOU Simply mg*f haw! + 
PDOftlA RAF MEGADEMO A wry nic Z dt* megademo! ffl 
PDQW REBELS MEGADEMO II An OU classic HIM from the put! + 
30066 REBELS COMA Thl* ant if ■ classic ' lit* best Ac*? sty* wd« on Amiga 
SD0E7 REBELS SNAP A n*t* d*mo with VpWky *!yl» mu*ic track. Popular Hid 
POOtt REBELS TUPLE TBOUBLE 5am* brilliant plum* effects hen’ - 
pfiota MED SECTOR CattT W An oa c*iw NH v*dv demo, towfy rmisc 
POO» 91 Rto SECTOT MEGADEMO !?• sun r 
POQtt SCIENTISTS *V UEGADEHQ Greet me 
PTO93 5COOWEM CHROMIUM Superb demo wrtn gnat graphic* and rr 
POW* SCOOPEIMENTAL HANGOVER On* tH thefees? demo* of ad in*, gtt K! * 
PTO95 SHADOW OF THE BEAST DEmO Superb demo d a etos«c game :. 
PQm SHINING VECTOR EfTE RMWATQR Ewbani Amo nrrft* mra cHkL* 
POOST SILENTS GLOBAL TRASM Tto* if j MUST lot *ft tfcnto tiwks Mega MM * 
POm SILENTS ICE U*H! Amo how the SHcrt* Brilham urns* tracks I. 
pym SILENTS MEGADCHQ OW hut *tiN up to scratch vector* end KW 1 
PDtop SIMPSONS B T DECAY Wn* luparb animation and « oreai funky mutic beat 
PDtfli SIMPSONS EQUINOX Remi, erf the tong I pci of our lave hero Bari! * 
PDtttt SIMPSONS FREEHAND SfMfefltow with tonky tan &mp»on music 
PQ1QEJ 4 ST PEPPERS lOhElv HEARTS Grant 60* *yit demo Irom Btanie ffl + 
PDIM TfCHNOf LIGHT MEGADEHQ Nat i bid little m*g«fwna 
PD106 TECtfNOfRIGHT A lpoehy demo twin good musk A affects! 
PD 107 TIME X HYPRA Grail Amo thal looks Me A pJallOrfn gun# 4 good rtiinK 
PD'iB TOMSOFT TRIP TO MARS Old but very good JD lilledvedsfr lnp la mn 
PD i« TOMSOn VIRTUAL WORLDS An absolute Epic 1Best demo fifth* year INI 

■ h this great demg. + 
ed vector dwno in spec* 

4 fupwb colour cycled graphics. Img, ^ 
PQ1U VECTRA SINKING DEMAND Really good filled vector demo 
P0115 WARPALCONS PURPLE MEG A DEMO Another good classic demo * 
P011G with VECTORS TO HEAVEN New demo pal in. check it otrtl * 
PDllT WRATH OP THE DEMON DEMO Another to show off the m«hrnn graphm * 
PQ11 fi * RAY MEGADEMO A dMitfi In A icfiaf «e paHS 
POiifl REBELS OUTLAND LHhI Hem a from ■ prolific BUtW! Eicellenl 
PCMM KEFRENS GUARDIAN DflAOON A very me* new dvno from Kefr*nif 
POI Jt WffliA TECHNO FRIGHT Vbctart m Iront ol H*m pmT Good!» 

iV"4yr r vm i uni. YPunvira ■uvurul'd 
PD111 UNREAL DEMO Suparto graphics 4 sound in iht* 
pdu? UNIVERSAL PICTURES Very >mp*itive tilled vet 
PD i U YANGE LIS DEMO Great mum 4 superb colour r 

MUSIC OISKS 

■Tffl 

HAMG UTAH SAINTS R ( What can you do Nw me rermred try Tony Hihon! h 

SLIDESHOWS 
PS001 ADDAMS FAMILY Th* A Mam* letmiy *t*rt*d whan Unde Fatter... 
PS002 ADVANCE HAM A cOttKUOh fit brHIiiiil drgitikid btetutH With music * 
PSOCJ ACATRON 5 Some iuper& HAM plcturw. creiled try Tptow Richlpr. ♦ 
PSOOf AGATRON 6 Incredible *W4 color ray traced sUdesnow. Gal thl* on*! - 

P5DG5 AGATRON I EitdlenmAM pKlurea, with some good music too. Meg* ! 
agam based on Sfar ink. * PS0M AGATRON 9 Mgr* gt Richter* *up*rfr works, again basad on Star 

PSOOT AGATRON U Soma move great p*c1mtt on IMS newtilek. 4. 
PSDM AIRCRAFT SLIDE Loti at pictures at fighter aircraft 
PSOffl ASTRONOMY SLIDE Nice p*c* erf coniiellatiorti getasin ntbutse etc' 
P$G11 1J BORIS YAjEuO i2i Pictures (Hgmsed rrom works by the Artist. 4 
PSO11 BOAN TO BE FREE ftctw* 0« wiJ wh Ihi* time lAfry good qualrty 

, PS01* is BUTTERFLIES 1*1 High gularty shdshow of buheHliet by WS 
PSO 16C$4 ART lots of piduve screen* from th* g«d old Commodore 

suwess This 

PMOae too GREATEST 4* TUNIS Ow TOO dude W bn** unertaiiiM 1 
44IAT CES MUSIC About 1D great by AHWt 0< Anarch, 

PMO® 4.IMT REFLECTIONS J Four or five good wng* again by Mid . 
3*1004 ALCATRAZ THE POWER EioeRent r*~mn of the wg by the band Snap * 
PMD04 ALCATRAZ MORE THAN MUSIC A superb muw d*k my fic*s*m*d 1 • 

ALCATRAZ SOUNDS OF ENERGY Fftjr Grear house music tracks GETtT. 
PMQC7 B« AMAJWG TUNIS i ffl Thi* mn i bogy kw» of greai music4 
RHQIQ AHEGA PARTY WINNERS Four EXCELLENT song* that won the Amega party * f 
PMQ11 AMIGA CHART BLACK BOX. QUEEN Th* wmt4M man md Hide on Ian*. 
PMOt; AMIG A PE LTS CLASSICAL Superb million* of Em Kfceterete. - 
PMtl ANARCHY CAPTUfiED IMAGINATION Some nedy pmenled mutt by 4-M*t * 
RM0T4 BANGING RAVES Yaah ! Rump <up the munc. kickin wnri of »me house 
PM01S BEAST SONIX Scoop*! pr**ent the mow from Bea*1 L Ml tun*#. ^ 
PM01G BEATLES SOHIJ Lot* 01 Baihe* music dene hi Sbno! * 
PM017 BEATMASTEH BO* STATE Cubfe and mo» oi tlrf* type of music 
hMOlB BEATMASTE R 1 LOVE TECHNOLOGY More erf the mv* type music. Gwlf + 
PM019 BRUNO'S HVSICBOX tl Thi* i$ great Funky music with jki ideas! + 
PMOJD 21 BRUNOS MUSIC BOX lit Some superb jurrunk music on a 1 disk sell 4 
PMOtt CLASSICAL MUSIC Great rthiMt Ql fttth. HancW «tc ftum Rdb Da*1er. * 
PM0Z3 CLASSICAL MUSIC t| Another gwH cMllicil music disk * 
PMQZ4 CRUSADERS BACTERIA Grwsl mu*rc disk o«eof the bast ever! * 
nwcift CRUSADERS AUDIOX Anoiher dssaic muiK disk, greal muiK 
PMOW DEPECHE MODE MUSIC Nice *0uftdtf*ek«*d disk trf their mufle? 4 
FM0ZT D‘MOB MUSIC 3 A Qreil duHity house mtn>c wmi. Really good 1 4 
BM0W29 DXAOH MUSIC *\t\ PfifiMtialc. PumpUpTlMJam and ihwe great house I 
»«0M DIGITAL CONCERT 2 Thirty minutes ol music. D«tor'ln th* house 
PMgjl DIGITAL CONCERT 3 Another house mutic («-mli Great quahty * Lav* it 
PM032 DIGITAL CONCERT4 Four tongj includingGollbkeep on MM'* 
3W0J] DIGITAL CONCERT 5 The Power, kio*. Keep Buiim. and Touch Me BHPr* 
SM034 DIGITAL CONCERT 6 LaM m the Mhh rtey good tjualrty Hoarse mviK 
p*W3S OGrTAL DEBUSSY Great castitai music from lb Bailer. Om a* kme^ 
3*1*036 DIGITAL DEBUSSY 1 Mow great Debueay tract* on Ifesim *ek. * 
9M93T » DO THE BAHTHAN ill TV* Chart » 3 disks' 4 
PMDll EQUAMAwA h Dmc with • g*Mi dmea music t»ck and tab eauaiw*! 
^MtW *1 EVIL FORCES Brand new mega aod house demo some Mrmg'xZl ♦ 
5Wi AS MELLOWEEH DEMO Gleet Kteimng r«i gyit*r deno' Q d4k*i 4 
SUM* GENESIS LARD Of CGNFUSaX A sample of the wed known track * 
*IM? «4 GOLDFifif CEREBR AL DELIGHTS (712 d m of mutt with tape eeNct * 
3MM9 GROOVE ts IN THE HEART FMmit the *ong by DeeLrfe 1 * 
PMGS0 JARRE DOCKLANDS th* k*VbWrt] wwfl *ene*d end fin ywarwga * 
3U0S1 JUSTIFY UT LOVE Aimii of Madonna song piut more mu*) m! 
I^MDSZ KEFRENS JUK EBOX Ties ones super! Lo**+y musv wen a juke bo* 14 
PM053 LSD PONT PfcWC $up«t tww muitc dtak. eiehent tyuMiry must 
PM0Sk57U*D0Hhk VOGUE i*| Sampled remi of in* ttvig. good dually samp!* 1 
PMOSI MAGNETIC FIELDS CMP FESTIVAL Crammed lull dTgwt chip music' + 
PM0SB MANIACS Of NOISE Th.j is billin'’ Great Hevi* wonder type mutt! * 
3MDE1 NEWT ROWS MUSIC BOX Hsadbangw demo * Beats h time to the music ! * 
PU0&2 RAT MUSIC 1 Collection of lantnhc ripped music, by vanow irtiHs 
314063 PAT MUSIC ll Another great collecttbn of Npped mutic here. 
PM0M RAT MUSIC 111 AnolMf groat CDNtitffl or apngs by Pal. WWI Cdol. 
PM06S PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAMS I Twenty wicked song* by Iwme of Phenomena. * 
PlbKfi PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAMS ■ SeCOnd m lha Ier4*i Mor* superb mutic ! 4 
PMQ6T POPEYE MEETS THE BEACHBOYS Grail demo my Funny' * 
PMOW RAZOR face ANOTHER DAY This l* art incredible music track: 
PU070 RHAPSODY IN BLUE Great conversion of Gershwin mn* by Rob Banter! ill 
PM071 72 SILENTS BLUES HOUSE j2) Tangerine Dream style muiuc Whh game! 4 
PM073 SILENTS FULL POWER Hbus* ll up music. Inc flmili oT tricky dUco * 
PAM74 SOUND OF S4LENTS This 111 moil I Great atmospheric Jetper Kyd muuc! 
PU07S 76 STAR GREK SAMPLE D1 J| Amusing mickey take si Star f^k.Good laugh* 
PMC77 TALK TO THE TREES Anolw vary runny iampled munc Comedy track. 
SHOTS TECHNOTRON1C REMIXES Pump Up the Jam and GeMJp ■ they even ung ft4 
PINTS TECHNOTRONI1. REMIX AJi of their long* rtmlfSd into wit great trackp 
3«0« THE SOUNDS OF GNOME Mahoney an/KaAiui music (4*1.46 great tunas. 
3*1081 T1MCCBCLE MUSIC More Commodore W sty** mow. Very good 
3*10*2 VIVALDI FOUR SfASONS (2) Superb 4 Seaton* by Hr Bansr1 * 
**•080 ZARCH I Greet imwc trsckl Uc. fc brtsy.oh no Tawny MeMARGHHHH 
3*10*4 ZARCH J Anwhar great pack Of eiwUent turns’ 
3*«@S ZARCh 3 More good quality tunas on thra eompMborL 
3*n«6 ZARCH 4 Thi* »tna lawn drtfc. good duabiy a* 1 - 
PMOITtt HS MASTERS NOISE Mega new muse OR b 
JW» m TOO SCXY Graat 2 dnk Mt of tha recant uiff 0 * 
3U0M THE SHAMEN MOVE ANY MOUNTAIN another gr*a! Z *ik set! (2J 
KOSQ *1 MOZART WORN CONCERTO'S 4 tupwb OOhceru s bom Hugh Garvwn' + 
PU092 PIANO TUNES Jjrsel Protrackared track* bum Andy CWflon! * 

S remix tr- J ‘ . .. 

PSO 1T CHAIMSAKV SLIDERS Tlh* one 4 QtttL the paTyreS WT ft 
PSO 18 DOLQlflCYCLES A ibde of wNw cycled ectures Very Npressirt * 
PS02G CREEP SHOW Von maaSen ry-pe p«». Eddie and ™&ra Not mu»e too * 
PS02T DARK LORO SLOE SHOW UXs of pichm tn @1* Dttkferds Mytl 
PSdZZ DERBY harry SljDEShOw Some race octure* ol 70s popsMr 0 drakii 
PS023 DEMONS M A qualtly *hd*ihpw frpra C-Dryk qt Demon*, ^(h mwe 
PS024 DESERT ISLAND SLOESHOW Loti of rues pictures on th* drat * 
PSTOS » D*VIM| VISIONS {ft A ahdeihow oi MribylOgital V** mth njw * 
PSGZ? D« WHO SLIDESHOW P«ci« of Or Who and At n&nous Dafck*: 
PSOMFfNN TAST1C VOL lPidum Show df Tiki peak* HJf Shs^rtnFcwi * 
PSG2S F0RB4D0EN PLANET Htt* SW* vflh *lory ttil trf cu* 50* 5cili 0 * 
PSC3C FRkiiON FUTURE VtSON Greai tsnteiy shdeohow tab iw to re* * 
PSU31 Garfield Ehgrttaad siattshow of tne tartoon hero by Jim d*«*. 4 
PS033 GE HOC iM (reel tahiesy fiidf vntti unuwN lades 6 wipes 4 soundtrack 
PS033 GERMAN Rlv TRACE High quality ray traced p*ct by a german suite * 
PSO34 Oftirsa SLIDE Een* lantaiy shde Irom Germahy, unusual - 
PS0H HEROIC ORE Alts SLIDE SHOW 1 Grail linlasy art pc* trom Pendfr Eutop* * 
PSD3T HEROIC DREAMS SLIDESHOW 2 More greai fantasy art pKrfuea * 
PSOJft HE RCHC DREAMS SLIDE SHOW 3 And yet more graat lantasy picture*. * 
PS03S INVISIBLE WORLD Not on* 1w people scared of creepy crawl**' # 
PSOkO IRON MAIDEN SLIDESHOW DMHIaed piti fit Iron maiden 4 mors’t 
PS041 42 JiMi HENDRIX SLIDESHOW Great preshow or the EOttock legend! 0 * 
P5W JOE SLIDESHOW 1 Very good quality slideshow* drawn In Dpaini. Joe m 
PS044 JOE SLIDESHOW J Mur* supsh pics by Jos Check them out lor youraell. 
PS045 KELLY SLIDESHOW Some eMcelMnl quality HAM picture*. 4 
PS0L6 KIM WILDE SLIDESHOW Lois ol pics bul mainly m black t white, t 
PS047 48 MADONNA SLIDESHOW Loti, of toelures but needs 1 «ng 4 2 drive* f2| 
PS049 «> MADONNA DICK TRACY SLIDE Guile n.« judeihoe ffl 
PSOSf MILLER LITE Rieture* and mutre from th* TV advert lor MrflerLH* 
PS0S2 NAGEL PICTURES Gra*t hi res pictures from J famous arthlL * 
PS0S3 NAPALM DEATH SUM Ifw* one >t lor cnrw me lop iMMiteradnhfl + 
PS0S4 NASA SLIDES 1 fSclW* B« the apao* shultt* landing etc Nqi bad 
PS055 NASA SLOES 2 Mora pictures, trattim* me*ed from spKe good4 n 
PS£ft6 NEWTEK DYNAUC HAM A aideshew 04 Newtek* -« 64CN517 Mm (Mn * 
PS0S7 NEXT FfXKLlUtit Vary ruct pteture* all don# in Doer* ptut some mutt, 
PSD5* WGHTBflEEO Yukky sbdvsfKra lYbm the RAn Munc surtttt* peturas '* 
PSG496C MGhTMARE ON ELM STREET SLOE SHOW graat lor an Neddy fans ffl 
P5061 MK WILLIAMS Som* *Wy «eR d^itised purtune* bom |hf pcUmm 
PSD42 HW DYNAWC H Ul Mora from the Nd l«m ser« Superb ouamy • 
PS0W PENTAGON | DfBFTERS Very high quihry Ht-ras B W irdny pictwn 
PS064 PHOTIrfOWTAGE 1 Sideiwep on rami tubyftii very nicety done. - 
PSQtt PHOTOMONTAGE I Anolher graft fhdt trf Wiou* sublets 
PSOtt POP STAR PICS Pwerat Oi Met A Kin Madoma. Cunc^ry l PSB • 
P3057 RICK PARK 5 ART Dpam! style ptcTuras a« don* m H Resohidfln 4 
PSOH ROGER 0CAM DwHHed pteture* by me ariiM AN in mu mode. Good 
P&m 76 SILENTS CM Q ffl This 1* upet. sbdes pkw a graft music bw* 
PSDTt SPACE BUBBLES Great lantaiy art,picture* m mlertaded ham. * 
Pson SUPER HAH CARS Supertty digitised shdrshow m imertaoed HAM. MegtV 
PS073 SUN CONNECTION SHOE Graat ray traced peture* on Ihi* dltA 
PS074 TME FABULOUS ART QF TOBIAS HHCMTER Two d»S* LfiNplltlfl fit som* 
PS076 TOTAi RECALL Music and picture* irom ihf Arms * $0 fi him Great !+ 
P507& 77 TERMINATOR ll SLIDE Gnat tilde of a great liml ffl 
PS0T8 TRAVELLER SHOES Impressive Picture* drawn in Opami by the Traveller 
P$a79 VAX SLIDESHOW PKiuf** downloaded Norn * VH system. Very n«cs indeed 
PSOBO VIC REEVES Pet of our hsro 4 sampled must - Vou wouidnl lei II lie 
PSOfli WATERSHIP DOWN Cut* side or those rabbit*, great lor the kkli. - 
P5062 63 WRESTLE MANIA I ?f CbUtclwn ol picture and animal ion* Good \ 
PS0B4 WWF WRESTLERS Pwn,t« of Hulk Hogao and ll* real of Em Great! 
PS06S YABSADABBA DOO Hay Hsy Hsy m me flirviilow 1 Wilma, tied... 

^ES 5 Superb d P5066 SONIC DYNAMIC HIRES b 4096 colour pics on this disk! * 

MUSIC UTILITIES & MIDI 
mu»*c craetwn. 

AMOS PUBLIC DOMAIN 
APD0Q2 TREASURE search Find th* butiad treasure in this fun game 
APD0S2 FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED a Grtat form drngw program 
APD062 ARCADU A nice vttWOh Ol lha popular breakout gam* 
APD07E RAINBOW WARRIOR Paint witx. coppsra and save them aft! 
APOOB3 AMOS PAjNT VST Nice paint package m 24i cdoura 
APDg*5 REVERSI ♦ SHAKES 4 UG0ER$2w*« ki« games 
APQ096 PAIR IT Match [he cards to make 1 pair.usy to cay imfi 
4PD097 DYNAMITE OKK Mce irnN mn gems* kvng shdattve 
APDlO HM PICK UP A PUZZLE SoN* «**» pulTNt.3 dfTiCulry Mi 
APD1W WEJRO SCIENCE DEMO I BIRDS OF PREY N« HaJnrtw. 
APOt to CROSSFtftE Ntoe gam*, keep th* toda oco^Md tor age*. 
APOIIS BALLOONACY Good vsmon of th* clasK Bcanber gam* 
AP013D the WOODEN BALL a Shareware game imb 
fcP013? FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE hhes gansqlogy program lit*. 
APOtJi Simon A space MATms 2 sducabontf game* wttwtfcU. 
AMI137 TILE TRIAL Shdmfl W* wuk to «i*t wRhai * luntMnd 
AP0138 SPANISH TUTOR Good a you need to tearn Spamsh 
APOtji MASTER race a due gam* set in outer *pac* 
APOT46 DEMOLITION IRSSlON Another version ol popular bomber game. 1 mb 
APDt M MSSiL F COMMAND Nkw muon or |hs old (Httt 
APD168 PICK UP A PUZZLE DMadHk 3 
APOK7 JIGHANIA Dwtadial 1 < n*«M LPOl JJ 
APDT76 DATABASE MASTER VZ.O Ibc* dllibase program, need* lmb 
APDiSfi 1II DUNGE ON DELVE R Roam round mam coJIeci kay* etc (2 dukj 1 

PO^nomert-o Joyfs^B 
demo 

fO DISK5 OWLV 99p 

WHEN VOU OWi* 

11 Of? MOfff fU Do the bartmofi 

AMJlte 183 PIXIE KINGDOM Anolher good miration game on 2dnk* 
APD19G BLACK BELT Chop lha block* n ihn martiar art* gam* 

M BAG DAT  -*— APDIM BOMBS FROM BAGDAD PRODIGAL SON 
APDJ0S R-DRAW i.*ft Anolher w*H ka*d out drawing package 
AP02I9 22Q JH5MAMA Detadlsk 2 
APD229 AMOS MULTlPAlNT Anolher Amo* paint program' 
AP02U AMOS ASTEROIDS Four varum* ol the «t«D4s gam* 
AP02}i AMOK Your robol if trapped to ■ *trang* wend img 
AP07J7 SHAPES Vtoy mCT idflt puizle gam*. 
AP0271 WIZARDS DOMAIN Nittly m graphic^ advanlurt gam* 
AP0284 AMOSAGRAM Nic* «n«ram program. 
A PD292 WAR OF THE FOUR A shareware graph* attanture gam* 
APD29JGRANDPRlX SIMULATORNdimgam*.™of ilmwon 

SID A supert? replace¬ 
ment for me CU 

'T>e la ‘I'u Lkenseware L3.50 'Loch 
LPOl COL OLRbHG BOOK Cotot* m th* nkraery rhyme peturt* 
LP02 ARC ANGEL MATHS An sduottonM gem* to Mp kid* wrfW math* 

IPO J GALLI0NS Fobow up to the ptNKrfar doghgra a ga<ne 
LTOk TfflMGAMAjlG SudttbMsaw *tyM flamJ £ kidT^y to us, 
LPOS JUNGLE BUNGLE Kan dK*ft advwtyr* game for the kid* 
LP06 PlTKADA l sprites Avoid 30 the baddM at you remove th* ran 
LPf)7 FOUR WAY LYNX A 22 itvto pu£ii* to tile* 101 m*n cerrfer tde 
LPOt WORK 1 PLAY j r raiN good oducationN game* on tots disk 
LP09 AMOS ASSEMBLER TV* diii requiras AMQS to rurv. 
LPOHJ THE WOflDfACTOflY Greai program he4pi toe Mte to sped 

Textptus J ■ Commercial 
quality Wordpto 

LPD11 CQGfTTiR A card gam* wher* you h*«* 10 po«* go 
LPDl 2 HYPNOTIC LANDS catch ball * coming down tour Jflerant 
LPD13 JK1MAHA A in*** sohrlng puirt* A 1 pgaaw conutruetion tot 
LPplk PLAY IT SAFE Tor tbs very young, helps to teach taMy at horns 
LPOlS ARC ANGEL SHAPES Make ptefure* from a variety □* shaiK* 

LP016 REVERSI i Nmr improved vfiraiw at Reverai 
LPD1? DOGFIGHT H Op to an 8 player ihootatoupgsm. Great 
LPD16 TOUCHSTONES Ad Hhrio type g|m* playrtwtto bln 
LPD 19 IHti-M STkiqI obyecl* aero* " 

w Amnware 

P70C-I Ai, GOflT THUS M *di p 
PT0&2 ART OF ME D Drak M o 
PIDW ASSASSINS AUDIO MAGIC CoftiCIWii erf soundfrackfra and rlppmg prog*' 
PT004 ASSASSINS AUDIO MAGIC l Latest torwhon of Kwn<Rrack«r proramt' 
PTOK CASIO Cl EDITOR Superb program * ftC patches tor Ca*>« Cl fan**. * 
PTDW DELUXE MUSIC DATA Sfito* Kom nrad nttti t*m. [rwd* Dekire mutoei 
PTOOT FUTURE COMPOSER A chip muK muns temple* ;o u» Cun good 
PTOM GAMES MUSIC CREATOR A mywc toWKS im.lar to ftotodtisciv 
PTQ09 MF SAMPLES Gras4a*nipi«.taA*n from twKawtii ^gpttsynto: 
PTD1D JAHCRACKER Four ChamM CfNp muirf sequencer Also NanMe* umptiS 
PTOtt KAWAI Kl Edrier 1v chongwg your peictwi bn your keyboard 
PTD1J KAWAI K4 TN* a Mhdir to above I patch edrtN Ipr K4 sywlh* 
PTC13ME0 3 ?v*ryiaini wwiotthissgppbMquenMf Greats 
PTTM 4 MED MUSIC OtSK Some nice toed muitC Pb to** 0t*fe * 
PTDtSlRDi DISK Contomt tot* d usarfm nudt program* tor Synth owner* * 
PTpi 6 NQtSETRACKER H*mc wqueneer used by to* pro*. &*ct* ol funettm 
PTpl 7 NOISE TflACKifl4XECUTEABLE ConwH moduto* to 4 ftand alone program 
PTOiI PERILCtSOUND SAMPLER Nice awnple edh program wtih some sinoiei1 
PT0i 6 ROLAND Dnp * SZI0 Con«rts» program, convort Roland lamp** to IFF 
PTK» SAMPLES DISKS ST-01 TO ST-10 VAu• (hits available ring lor d*i*,l* 
PTD2I SOUNDTRACKER J 6 N*« raiew (rf toi* popuiw program, new edriot 
PTD22 SOUNDTRACKER A tuperb lour channel sequencer everybody use* thl* on* 
PT023 SOUNDTRACKER GOUPH ATKW Compiltlton cT tiiCiker type progrmi* 
PT0M ST* BEAST SAMPLES Lovely panflulfl uund* from Beast. Beast I 
RTD25 ST-90 SAMPLES DISK Stodki quality ramplt* lewd* 1 
PTQ26 ST-01 SAMPLES DISK Sludlo quality «mpj« Bau, irure* and mort 
PT&27 ST-02 SAMPLES CNSK Studio quahty sample* dram*, and mors 
PTOM ST-03 SAM PL ES DISK Studio qualify aamptos. BRILL! 

tPQZQ WORDY A bJ**c AmofVrare word processor program, quite good 
LPD21 OUINGO Great qgij gam, m wtacR yOu pity Bingo 
LPD3Z LCtQ FONTS New lonla lor your Star LClQ LC200 printer 
LP02J ESP CoiKl th, Nflpi ESP 
LPD24 SHMNG WAY Of KUNG FU 2 i»*k game wrth good drapblcM^l 
LPD2S THE MISSION A great ititadvsniura written in Hlsqli casic 
LPD26 CYAG CoiMct Iht dramorato *t tor* pttcW gam* 
LPKrT FlOwER power grow fiowp* before bug* munch mem away 
LPD2I BUDDflASE S*mqM kl uMdatabttf* with lylonsi 
LPD29 HG TOP FUN 4 great fduoNtonad gam** tor ydunger children 
LRDJ0SHYHER Nufapy rhym* idvPilur, gam* tor young or okj 
LPOJ2 HARD DRIVE MENU SYSTEM Ha* Ww of gw 3 *0 dam. 
LPOJ3 ORE ATTfE ADVENTURE TOOLKIT P 

ASSASSWSGrfMfSS^ 
p#fi? varuw PD pocks t 

UPD1T ROCKET MATnS Help Cf,iqr*n « math*with tf _ ._ 
\Jpn AMDS ART Contar* tot* 01 tontAbobtapritR 4 scmffy btocKi 
LPO» MAGIC FOREST l Graat *aS*w«ys «fdS«g piaftoem g^* 
LPO40 SPRITE BANK EDITOR tan Sparta* realty easy to 
LP041 RESCLliAJOadvttiluragaiittiKKttwKh&r^ 

An ex ample of some 
Superb ray traced slides 

LPO-42 X -STITCH Prmt out pc* loi (ffltrotoMrmq. with qgcumera* 

LPD43LAZERZONE A vary me* shoot *m up game. 
LPD4J FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE NiCefbdC! racing g; 
L PD4i. MUSIC bC X A music program lor children or 7 u| 
LP&iT DIRTY CASH An taHmfruK machtotRrooram/^B 
L PW6 SPAR* S STOCKING FILLERS 3 gratK swwnai Xm« gam**' 
LPD*® MARVIN THE MARTIAN A maietyp* game. ccrfl«i key* etc! 
LPD5I MAGICAL YOUNG ARTIST Conwns UKnfii to eoibur Ini 
LPD4J LC24 20b FONTS Sam* » LPD22 but tw 24 ptfi printers' 
LPDS5 SPRUE! VI .32 New Sprite editor, superior lo priginal sdltto! 

J-tor pro 
. .r ___jrtonlt 

LPD46 CTEXT VI.» end 1.1 for progrnmrwf *. use icon bank 
LPt MUS»C BOX Mutic program tor kltb, very easy to u» 

JUST IN... CHECK THESE OUT I 

Steve on hfc way to 
work Btunos Music 3 

. Illy wordpfd. 
MISSION x Shoot rnn up game. Very good graphic* 
GUNS h ROSES Superb music damo by to* rock band. 
HARDCORE III Briliam fachrio dance track* 
UTAH SAINTS Renrn ol the tong by toe itm* group 
LAND BUILDER Fractal landscaping program. V Good LAND BUILDER Fractal landscaping program. 
TAR POT 2 Spooky going* on m your amtq*. 
A SOU, GAMES PACK 21 game* to run ontoe A n to* AS00* 
WASTE LANO BnHart n*4 30 ndv game 

nhrarafL G LEDZEPRL-NRedil-onqfStiasriytoh**»*n Great' 
STORYLANO 2 BnKisnl kid* gam, great ton 

GRAPV1IC MEGAMIX ftatfy nan music dtok Worth fcsfentog to 
BE ATRIX POTTER ORtort HnvtrM h«ri tfrfPC. Lonh 
ERASURE MIA Rem., oi erahns top Krig* 
D-MOfl MUSIC 6 Bnfifmt house mu« rann. 

CHRISTMAS PACK 4 draka peaked with im» mutt A pKXy$4EA J5) 
H«S MASTERS NOISE ffl Lava* touhe Oak by 144K Get herfd fit * 
DtVIME IHSWRATtON New my*lc *«fc by OokKn. Very good 
LEMMINGS ANMATWN GraH lamming* anmahon. CtuSTooi 1 Meg 
GUARDIAN DRAGON new demci by ketivns. Graat d*fno good musia 
AMrfiABE professional 2 Now PD f! Great vertienqlpMt Database 

See more of these pics 
on Advartce Ham s/s 

Air to* atffT «r A®£, BWfsrertip*. Iraffy and Sian wtsti you j roty Merry Chwspnis jwtf a 
iwppy new year f - , L -— 

<S#T tracking with pro- 
DISK DROUGHT EXhi fo current srtoifog© of qrfceNt oil txco* and ttocker,... 
offers tn thy oOvqrliimnnt mav oe sua&cl to ctxwige of iHort note* if m. 

4 ESOE doubt pioaso ccra to confirm puce* I 

ASQO PO/S+ OWNERS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM UPO DISTRIBUTORS: ffSH 

LOOK OUT FOR THE + S/GW IN OUR DESCRIPTIONS 1 DISKS r - 560, T-BAG DISKS 1-54, SCOPE LIBRARY 

Tfm means that we have fixed that program to work AMIGOS SNAG. SMAUG & MORE I 

on your machine * CoS tor more detarb f 

S1ART 
UPO F2, 20 HOLMESIDE 
SUNDERLAND SR 1 3JE 

091 565 2506 



You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb (Kiikagi\ with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word processing requirements and,*, it includes a Database! 
It's all so easy to use, you probably won’t need to refer to 
the extensive 250 pa^e manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search mid replace; cut, 
copy and piste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary* You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics* from programs such as DPaim II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design..* even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 
and... Much, Much, More! 

\>a\ 

Rn Pul 

Ik 

As you can see. this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position* edit and creation 
of graphic objects, Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into w hich the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

#per database with a fast sort of 1QQ0 records in less 
than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pa! requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 w# a minimum of 1 megabyte 

of mailable memory. 

% 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

£79.95 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 

Q0wpirtef§ 

."..Ms handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested lhat will 

automatically wrap text around graphics...11 
Amiga World., Jui. 9U 

/\ .without healing around the hush Pen Pal is very 

special," - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well.41 1 / 

hi r 

V,:.V7‘ . 

p„.| am extremely pleased with your product especially 

the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 

the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program I have..." OS.fi., Piumtfcttd, LOXDQS 

"...Please let me tell you how amazed I am at how EASY 

IT IS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very clear..." 

PSS., Clifton. SOTT!\GUAM 

' .A nKisi excellent piece of soft* arc.,,* 

£ P.H.. Strathclyde* SCOTLAND 

Pen Pal is suppikd into (he UK thnntgh... 

Gordon Ifarwood Computers New Street Allrcton Derbyshire DES 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile; 0773 831040 

Pen Pal Order Line 

0773 836781 
Pen Pal is also available front good 

computer stones everywhere! 

Trade Distributors... 

Precision 
Software nmtson 
□ □Qui marketing 



Why buy an ordinary' sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR 
THE AMIGA + AUDIO LEADS 

ir SONG SEQUENCER 
if MIDI SEQUENCER 

if VARIABLE D1C,UAL DELAY 

* VARIABLE CUT BUFFER 
* FULL MULTITASKING 

if 57 RECORDED SAMPLES 

if SAMPLE LIBRARY 

BROCHURE 

* STATE OF THE ART JR! E STEREO CARTRIDGE 

* OXER 100 INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS 

* SIMPLE TO USE TUTORIAL AND USER GUIDE 

* STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE:- Echo - Reverb - Hull 

Voice Synthesis - Phaser and Vibrato. 

* EXTENSA E EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

DIMENSIONS 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 

AVAILABLE TO EXISTING 

USERS FOR ONLY 

£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

BROOKLANDS HOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
0291-690933/69090! 

£39.99 
+ X/- 50 POST AND PACKING 

PHONE NOW FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
H VU mi U 1MH) INI I s| Mill 

. ... I Millii-v \tmii. ViIiiIMIjiK iml mi.hii millv 

IM32 A4 I H7^> 

(iAMES DEMOS 
0670 Mimofnily 1117 Budbrain Megademo 
0595 Cave runner 0439 Fantastic Demos 
OK4 3 Mclagalalic Games 0587 Brainwave 
1043 Lctrix 0559 Deadly Pursuits 
1020 MuMcr of Town 0993 Hellish Mcgadcmo 
0849 Holy Grail 1337 Sam Fox 

1382 Terror Lines El fl8) 0933 Mike Tyson 1 meg 
0126 Star Trek A 1 meg 1355 Techno Flight 
0127 Star Trek B 2 drive* 1142 Amaze 
01 28 Star Trek CT Game 1460 Do The Bart Man 
1-389 Star Trek Next Gen 0591 Film bos Quest Demo 
1446 Return To Earth 0454 Dragons Megadenm 
0853 tiolden Fleece 0469 Bcastte Boys Demo 
0856 Xenon 3 0593 TTiundcr Birds Derr>o 
0936 AulO Bahn 3000 + ANIMATIONS 

UTILITIES 0014 Walker Aniiti l meg 
067! Rim Database 0015 Walker 2 Arum l meg 
063! 202 Utilities 0538 Dragons Lair 1 meg 
1 208 1 > B. Wiz 1103 Iraq Demo 
0333 Voice# 8 1095 Batman Movie 1 meg 
0065 Demo Maker 0155 Space Ace Demo 
0654 Video Applications A 0196 Fuggs in Space Demo 
0655 Video Applications B 0524 Juggler Etc 
1508 Ami. Base 0927 Swinging Frog Arum 
1 162 Home Utilities 1079 5 Ways To Kill A Mole 
0857 Clip Art 1 100 Bruce Lee Demo 
1078 Essential Utils 2 1201 Another 5 Ways ToKtlla Mole 
0659 Essential Utils I 1214 Madonna Anim 1 meg 
1 146 Icon Magic 1123 Robocop Dig! Movie 
1151 C - Light 1 169 Millenium Animation 

Gamn Galon l - 4 (4 DWu Set) £4.00. Huft of Adults S#l«ilon <xi TfUlngit 

Thu selection of our range. All PD. a £L2S pa dish Buy 10 ptek 2 FREE 

Send PGf or Cheque* to PM Ro*e. Add £1 F&P Ow £20 FREE 

» *- rv^a _ K. E. 

P-f >- BOX 147 
ii «c k< i-i ix > le i> 

HR2 7LS 
WHO NOW TOR OUR FREE I MO TITLE CATALOGUE. AI-SO IN CATALOGUE JOYSTICKS. 

DISKS. STORAGE BOXES. EXPANSIONS, EXTERNAL DRIV ES . MUCH MORE. 04.(2 341*74 

24 Hour despatch an cleared funds 

ci crTonuuNt ELECTRONICS 

IF YOU WANT 
NAKED LADIES 
CUT THROAT PRICES 
COWBOYS 
TRY ELSEWHERE, 

" BUT IF YOU WANT 
;j Good prices, good service and a good product range covering all 
;j leading Midi/Music packages, education, art and graphics packages 

plus business packages please contact us. 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

DON T THINK CHEAPEST IS ALWAYS BEST 
DON'T BUY GREY IMPORTS 

DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU'RE SURE 
DO REMEMBER THAT AFTER-SALES SERVICE IS WORTH 

ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD 
:• REPAIRS: NO PROBLEM 

WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

SGM Electronics, 54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lancs WN11XS 
TEL: (0942) 321435 FAX: (0942) 821273 

zaco 2X°©/*\le) [pu® m 
By Using X-CAD SYMBOL LIBRARIES 

from COMPUTECH SERVICES. 

ARCHITECTURAL 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

ALL X-C AD products, programs & peripherals 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ■ 

COMPLETE X-CAD SYSTEMS ■ 
based on A2000&A3000 m 

Before you try anyone else 
ring us for the best price! 

Total of 40 library disks at present. 
We are constantly adding to these. In addition to the libraries we sell all X-Cad 

programs, products and peripherals including the latest imagine 30 rendenng package 
Customised Digitizer Tablet menus We are the sole UK distributors & manufacturers of 

symbol libraries for X-Cad. Proven experts in our field. 
We can write specialised Ex-Macro routines. 

For details write or phone: 
Computed! Services, 97 Victor Gardens. Hawkweil, Hockley, Essex, 

SS5 4DY. Tel: (0702) 206165 or 523966 

( ALMOST ) FREE SOFTWARE !! 
Did you buy the January 1992 issue of Amiga Format? If you did, then you are now the proud owner of a 
fully working copy of Gajits1 highly acclaimed Sequencer One music package (previous RRP £89.99). Not 
bad for the price of a magazine! 

Now why not get the most from Sequencer One by taking advantage of the special offers currently available? 

You could upgrade to the brand new Sequencer One Plus for even more music-making power and flexibility, 
expand your sounds with the Sample Series, and who knows, perhaps you could even write your own hit 
record with help from The Hit Kit! music composition system... 

For full details of these and other special offers, see elsewhere in this magazine, or phone Gajits today on 
061-236 2515! If you were unlucky enough to miss January’s issue of Amiga Format, give us a call anyway! 

Gajits Music Software, 40 Princess Street, Manchester. Ml 6DE. Tel: 061-236 2515. 
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WHAT ARE DEMOS? 

They are produced by people who want 
to show off their creative or programming 

skills. or the abilities of the Amiga They fan into three 
kinds: animations (cartoons on disk: Looney Toons 
type stuff or sd-fi spaceships), music demos (all 
kinds of styles, but with a bias to modern computer 
music and House), and programmer demos iwhizzy. 
colourful effects designed to show off technical 
prowess). Demos are also an enormous cult thing. 

WILDFIRE 
MEGADEMO 
PD SOFT, DISK 2137 

A couple of years ago, a fairly young group called the 

Rebels put together a demo called COMA. This strange 

piece was a combination of wild dancefloor music and 

wacky images, the result looking like some of the acid 

music videos seen at the time, There have been a few 

similar demos since then, but none of them have been 

as good.., until now that is. 

Wildfire have been coding for a while now. but 

their latest megademo has to be their finest production 

yet. The intro is fairly tame, with some images of the 

team and a pretty tame soundtrack. Soon enough, 

things start hotting up with the Tekk-No demo. This is 

the only piece of techno-music with graphics that 

comes up to the high standard set by COMA. If this 

wasn't enough, the disk finishes up with the credits 

and a superb track which manages to work breakbeats 

in with atmospheric strings and a cut-up sample from 

‘Papa was a Roiling Slone'. Absolutely wonderful! 

ASTRONOMY 
SLIDESHOW 
PD SOFT, DISK 2114 

This one should appeal to space fans and lovers of all 

things ambient. The disk contains a series of digitised 

shots of a number of interesting cosmic forms, includ¬ 

ing constellations and nebulae. If this is your specific 

field of interest, then you can look on the shots as ref¬ 

erence material. So if you are an ambient fan* just load 

ii up. turn the lights out. stick your headphones on 

and listen to ‘The Orb’s Adventures Beyond the 

Ultraworld'. Then just drift away,,. 

0 PD DEMOS 

Nothing on the telly? Video games that you got for Christmas bust 

already? Spent ail your money on lots of tuck over the festive sea¬ 

son? Well you can't afford any records or videos then, can you? 

Never mind. Just pay heed to Maff Evans as he unveils some of 

the latest PD tunes, piccies and cartoons for your entertainment - 

and all for more or less absolutely nothing! 

Aha! I bet you w ere wondering w hen we were going lo 

gel round to this issue's Eric Schwartz animation! This 

one is a paean to the recent events down Iraq way, cov¬ 

ering such elements as Stealth fighters, smart missiles* 

news propaganda and surrendering enemy troops. 

Although the subject matter is rather heavy (man), 

the cartoon is very impressive, being one of Eric's best 

so far. Even if you still look on the war as a taboo sub¬ 

ject, Gulf War Conflict injects enough sense of humour 

to make it entertaining without being distasteful or 

maudlin. Check it out for a laugh. 

If you read our Christmas issue, you will have noticed 

that a few members of the Amiga Format team rated an 

obscure Japanese film by the name Akira as one of the 

top movies of the year. The film was based on a series 

of comics that have been available for some time* and 

the comics form the basis of this demo. 

Budding Amiga artist Robert Ivesort has drawn a 

series of frames from the comic* including the main 

characters of Kaneda* Tetsuo and Akira himself. The 

quality of the pics varies a great deal, ranging from the 

excellent ‘Gathered Light' pic to the rather dodgy 

collection of Akira logos. Still, if s based on a superb 

story and could well prompt people into getting hold of 

the film. Make sure you see the special subtitled 

Japanese version though! 

17 BIT, OiSK 1475 

After including a challenger to COMA as the best acid 

demo yet, along come Rebels, ihe originators of the 

acid demo, with a new disk containing a hip dance tune 

from Static. Bleeps, thuds, bangs and vocal loops are 

the order of the day here, culminating in a wild and 

frenzied dancefloor-siy le thrash. The visuals are pretty 

mundane, being the usual PD 'scrolly message' type 

claptrap. Still* you don't have to look at the screen to 

listen to the music! 
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SOUTH LINCS PD 
Special Offer 65p per disk. large selection of Amiga PD including Games, Graphics, 

' Juft Only, Utilities. Music. Demos. Fred Fish Disks. T-E Animation, Adult Only. Utilities. Music, Demos. Fred Fish 
Below is a small selection of iitiles available 

-Bag Disks i -56 
1 Meo 

1021 Frantic Freddie 2103 Do The Bauman, 
1024 Breaker 2110 Juggette 2* 
1028 Cave Runner 2111 Am^Lemmiris (2 Meg) 
1054 Balioonacy* 4048 □Copy 
1077 Cubulus 4078 Master Virus KHier 2.1 
1006 Hugo* (3 Disks) 5045 Iron Maiden 
2021 The Run' 5069 Money For Nothing 
2047 Walker 2 (2 Meg. 2 Disks) 6010 Hunter Playable Demo 
2055 Iraq Demo 6066 Virtual Worlds Demo 
2067 Cheap Product w>ns 6068 tt Came From the Desert* 

Blank Disks DDCIS. 10 for £4,2QP 50 for £19.50, 100 for £37.00 |P4P inclusive) 

Send 5.A E for list Of titles Or 50p for catalogue disk Please add 5Qp tor P &P to total 
for orders of PD Cheques-postal orders made payable to South Uncs PD. 

10 Linden Rise, Bourne, Lines, PE10 9TD 

TEL: 0778 393470 

C^n you afford not to join? 
r 

PUBLIC DOMAIN T, CLUB 
YOU WONT FIND A BETTER OFFER FOR AMIGA PD 

ANYWHERE ELSE.**GUARANTEED!! 

* Over 1000 disks at an amazing 39p each + p&p! 

* Once only small fee and you're a member for life! 

* Free games! Free PD programs! Free £24.99 gift! 

Free adverts! Free magazines! Free CD updates! 

Send SOp for sample disk* full details & freebies! 

P.A.S. Enterprise#, Amiga PD Clab, 3 St. Johns Walk, 
St. Ives, Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England. 

MATRIX LEISURE 
How many software titles are parked in your garage? 

Ever wished you hadn't spent your hard earned cash 
on titles you're disappointed with? 

The Matrix "buy back" scheme is the answer! 
WE BUY THEM BACK! 

* Super fast service ★ Computer helpline ★ Top tibes - latest releases, 
business, utilities, education ★ No commitment to buy 

Matrix - established 1981 * over 2 1/5 thousand members 
Whatever your taste in software it will pay you to find out more today! 

For information pack and full lists send large sae stating your machine or phone 
customer sennees on 

(0950) 444224 
Matrix leisure Services, Dept AF, Unit 4, Mill Studio Business Centre, 

Crane Mead, Ware, Hertfordshire, SGI2 9PY, 

Half price first years membership subscription! 

YOUR AMIGA 
LIKE THIS FOR ONLY 

£34,95 Including postage 
& packing. 

A REAL SPACE SAVER! 
100s of satisfied customers. 

AMIGA CONSOLE UNIT 
Monrtor console and keyboard unit. 
Second drive space 
No hard drive restrictions 
Power supply or modulator space 
Keeps cables lidy. 
Non-magnetic aluminium. 
High quality texture finish. 
Plenty of ventilation. 
Installed in minutes. 
Designed specifically for the A5Q0 
and 500+ 
Colour co-ordinated. 

Available directly from: 
KONTAX COMPUTERS 

1 la Waldeck Mouse 
Waldeck Road 
Maidenhead, 

SL6 8BR __ 
01)28 7732 12 V,SA 

PENTIRE PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane, Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 0JH 

(0628) 666641 
TRY SOME OF THESE 

GREAT VALUE 5 DISK PACKS: 

PACKS £4.25 each 
3 OR MORE £3.95 each 

Please add 60o pei order d&d 

ARTS PACK, Includes all the program* needed to design your own 
masterpieces and change others!! WIN THE SOFTWARE Tfllf OF YOUR CHOICE!! 
Design a loading screen for Penhre PD. 

ADULT " Please state over 18 
Pack 1 - slideshows 
Pack 2 - animations 
Pack 3- games 

GAMES 
Pack 1 - classics like Pacman. invaders etc 
Pack 2 * various puzzle iyp© games 
Pack 3 - a variety of gomes to surf everyone 

DEMO MAKERS 
The superb RSI demo maker pkis 
additional Utility disks 

EMULATORS 
Relive the past! Ray Spectrum and C64 
games, Also ST emulator and programs 

BUSINESS 
Pack 1 * essential for aft home 

* management needs 
Pack 2. - database, word processor, 

spreadsheets etc 

EDUCATION 
A variety of educational software 
for the younger ones! 

UTILITIES 
A host of utilities designed to deal 
with most problems, Ee* copiers IFF 
convertors, etc. 

BEGINNERS 
A pack designed for the beginner. 
Lots of programs 

MUSIC 
! Design your own tunes. D*Oy samoles If j 
you Wte muse., fro ts for you! 

PRINTER 
Got a printer? 
Then get this!! 

PREVIEWS 
5 of the latest gomes In demo form. This month includes: Barbarian II, Leander, 
Pobocod, Battle Isle and Oriel If you are thinking of buying these games, try 
them first! 

OTHER PACKS 
AVAILABLE CONTACT 
US FOR DETAILS 

BLANK DISKS 
£4.50 for 10, inc. labels 

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 

with the NEW AMIGA INFLT/OUTPUT PORT 
New you can u« youi AmifM lo control 
electric mold*. seniors, amlhmy 

* Cheapest I/O port available. 
’ & output, up to II inputs. 
* Includes full instructions 

7 usedii to controla Mm*- laps* cinecamera .so 
simple lo operate from a hastt program* GM Tamer 

is 

§| 

2b 

3* 
AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KIT £24.95 

SPECIAL OFFER £3 OFF IF PURCHASED WITH VO PORT 
6 E-Jet ironic projects which plug inlo the VO port No soldering required Include* software and 
FREE "Guide to Amiga Inlerfacinjf. Projects include motor, light bulb, relay 4; much more 

"Bought for my son. it has enabled him to gain an understanding of the interaction 
helwrai computers and the oat side u -tiHd* PH Morgan 

UNCONDITIONAL 
GUARANTEE 
Ef not completely 

satisfied, von may 
return anvproduct 

within 50days 
for a full refund 

Be nail please send cheque payable lo Swilchsofi 
bill 

J 
By phone ring Switchaofi mall order line on 0325 464425, 
Prk«i Include P&P in UK, Overseas please add £J. 

Dept AF0292, 
26 Ridgeway, Darlington, 
Co. Durham DL5 0SF 

HINDS DYE I HADE DANE 
Created by WEIRD SCIENCE 

Photorealistic Images available In either 24 Bit or HAM format. 
Ideal for use in DJ.P.. D.T.V., Presentations or just to admire, 

Each disk contains 10 images 
ONLY £4.99 per disk {fully inclusive) 

This represents a cost of less than 50p per picture. 
DISKS SELECTION 

Wildlife in Motion Birds of Prey 
Big Cats Landscapes 
R.A.F. Paintings (4 Disks) Astronauts 
Wrestlemanla (3 Disks) Batman 
Music Album Covers Super Cars 

PLUS MANY MORE AVAILABLE 

DISTRIBUTED BY FORTISS COMPUTERS 
TEL, 0455 850984 



HARDWARE U K. ONLY 
(It*# Senary. MU riar £5-Wi 

AMIGA PACK 1: (1 Meg of nwoory) 
*500 ptu*. Gvnoo Ckass** 
TV nvxiuiiiiici Cjp'n Hanoi. Laneiiingt 
to &rr*wrv DPert HI.. .369 09 

AMIGA PACK 2: 
Cariowi CIbwjgs Pack; with 10 game 
podi, dull «v#r. mouse mat... 399.99 
ATARI LYNX GAME CONSOLE 79 ■ W 
PMAPS M STEREO UONfTCW 2-W 90 
C8UICW i QMS MONITOR * LEAD 2€mI 00 
GV* MU* HARD DRIVE MS 99 
12 MEG EXPANSWHCLOCK33 99 
Commodore 1 2 Meg RwnCtM* 59 00 
EXTfRNAL 3JT D4SK DRIVE «*09 
ATONCE PC Emulator...,199 99 
CITIZEN 1Z0D 4 PRINTER... . 134 99 
CITIZEN 124D 24 P6h,h..>h..10*99 
CITIZEN SWIFT-9 COLOUR.." „ .205.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT ME COLOUR . .295.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS (wren stocks i**i) 

599 
599 
999 

Arneon (Arkorad done) 
AriotCheu ..„. 
Back To The Future 11 

OF EAST ANGLIA 
Chase HQ ll  —1599 
Chuck Roc«  16.99 
OOrp^abOn  9.99 
DAMOCLES 15 99 
Dent«r« .20 99 
Eta.....  -17 99 
GODS. _-.17.99 
HemdaH  .25.99 
MUM*..... 20-99 
InlerphaM.  9.99 
Jimmy Whits Snooker ...20,99 
Kicti Off II League wwon 13 99 
Last Ninja 111 .17.99 
Lemmings ,..—.....17-99 
Oh no more Itmmngt _14.90 

Lotus Tutto ft .. 17_99 
Mapc Prcfcets. 17.99 
MegaLo Marne 1040 

0*rh#nar (palace). 5. 
Settle valley.   5. 
Burmuda Project. KSlari t .2 only S.M 
Dale Storm...  5.99 
DayacITihurtfer. 9.99 
DufipaonQu—1,    599 
E Motion .... ... 6,96 
Exokso.   6.99 
GaunVW BL....(.» 
Grand Monster Slam  ..... 599 
Heron rt ihe Lanca 1,? only 699 
Netherworld. . ,5 99 
Mercenary   .«... 4 99 
M!oropro» SoCOtt .....6.99 
Powerplty ..  5.99 
RVP Honda   ...7.99 
Sliufflepuch Cate ....  5.99 
Biayw ..........-..GW 
Terrgfpodi..   4 99 
Tower or aatusi ...   6 99 
Zynaps.....  699 

LEISURE 

Afaen Breed.    17.M 
AMOS Game Creator 36 90 
ATFll.7.96 
AWE S.O.M E 4 T-Sh.<t.22 99 
BATTLE CHESS.1799 
Ban le Command...... ....15 99 
CASim.    2099 

DELUXE PAINT IV (11*1. 65 99 
DELUXE VIDEO 10 (PAL) U M&J 59 90 
Doftami III (PAL)--59 90 
DIOIVif W 4 * DiQpvti (PAU 109 99 
PHOTON PAINT! PAL).... 13 90 
Protes*©naJDraw2i1 MB! 99 90 
PtoVrieoPkrt .—.tTMO 
Pw Video Post ......199 00 
Real m Beginners. . 119,00 

MUSIC APPLICATIONS 

Master sound Dniftzer__ 15 90 
MU8CXUK VERSION 1.1, , 6999 

Interlace 4 Leads 29 95 
MIDI Lead ......299 

BUSINESS 6 EDUCATION 

MidWmler ||. 26.99 
PGA Tour Golf..17.99 
Populous ...   -9.99 
POPULOUS II .-20.99 
POWERMDNIGER .20.09 
Power UP CcmCNliltOn.20.99 
Realms.„...-30 99 
SAado* of the Bent ll # I-Stan 23 99 
Space Hamer ll 10 99 
5PEEDBALUI 17 99 
TenaSoldtar S.W 
Toyota Cetata Raay . 16 99 
Triad II (TeWa, Menace.Baal).15.99 
Turtles Areade -20-99 
Utopia.....20 99 

ADVENTURE RPG A SIMULATION AMIGA 

Bards Tale I II.....17 99 
BudsofPtvy  25.90 
Chaos Sfnkes Back (1 Mb# —17.99 
Dungeon lAaster il Mb .1799 
Eye d fra Bahotter (iMtj)..20 99 
f-15 Srr*e Eagle ...25.99 
f-19 SteeWi Fiflhtef .  ..20.99 
Flight Of the intruder (lMt» .*26 99 
FlrQhi Sun ll..27.90 
Southern U .K ..'Europe Scenery.... 13.99 
Immodal (1 Mb) .14.99 

■Kmghmnere...20.99 
Secret of Monkey island 17 09 
Silent ServH» ll( IMP) .26 99 
ULTIMA VI.. .20.99 
U M S II fTMfi i 19 40 
Wonderland • , 20 99 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO AMIGA 

ID Cen&tnjdKm Kit .,rr,rrlJJ6r99 
DELUXE PAINT III (PAL) (1 MB) ..59.90 
REAL THINGS Sea Life ...22.90 
Real Things Humana ..22.90 

Dustam Sun*,. 30 05 
65 99 Excellence 2.0. 

FUN SCHOOL 2 Under 6's 
SJ&'s or over 0's. ....14 09 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5.5-7 * re T)„ .17 99 
FUN SCHOOL 4 

(S. 5 7 or 7-1 lyre).1799 
-^ OFFICE ~ GOLD DISK C 96 90 

20 99 

Ktodwredi 2.3590 
Mevia Baaeon Typmp Tulor 20 M 

Micro GC5E 
MATHS, FRENCH or ENGLISH 21 99 
PEN PAL I PALI 1,1 MB | 63.99 
protexi va 3 <rec i MBi mm 
PRO TEXT V50 1MB. 10390 
Pngnhunei » (PAL) 11 MBj 45 99 
Pagestreem 2 l <1 MB) 116 99 
P^VER WORKS Kirdwonte 

InlgtelUvdffi 56 99 
ProfouohaJ Pag# 2 fl MB) 177 90 
Supenuae Pn* 4 fl or a MB: 23599 
WordPerfect —. 164 90 
WOBDWOfiTH. 69 09 
WORKS PLATINUM. 0950 
Wo*W»nch l .3 Software * M^uai .14 00 

DUALITY JOYSTICKS S ACCESSORIES 

Amtgi-Ui* Serial Cafe*. ,,12W 
Pnreer Lead...   9 99 
tariff Leads , f 99 
COKNA R4*on(LCl0). 6 99 
Comp Pro E*ifa fd«r. auto). i a 29 
Super Profl (*Mo*lre. suction) H 29 
Ddli Drive Cleaning Kil —.5 99 
A500 Dual Cw. 4 95 
Mou&w Mat .....-..—.,4.05 
i 00 Capacity Lockable Disk box & 99 
10 * 3SF OSDD Disks + labels. 6.05 

Ptaaie Send Clwgiie*/Poira/ Order* to. rvonEQ Uf\Ti imp = "Viildbre on Release 

H AMMERSO FT [DEPT F[ ^r-Ta. f- Prtc«lncMhf VAT S 1ST CLASS 
47 MILL ROAD, TELEPHONE POSTAGE IN U.K. 
HETHERSETT, NORWICH. (0603) 81 2416 addC2.ooper dam) 
NORFOLK NR9 3D5 ----I "*,um °* ^ ^ 

Access, Visa, Ei/rocard £ Mastercard Accepted. Cheques Subject to clearance 

■ = Available on Release 
Price* include VAT & 1ST CLASS 

POSTAGE IN U.K. 
(Europe pleare add C2 00 per dare) 

Return el Peal Service en Slock hem* 

CENTRAL SCOTLAND'S PREMIER 
FREE CATALOGUE WITH ORDER 

BSb'"£L, lessy Sid 2 
u199 Amiga Fox 
U198 Comms 
U197 RSI Font Editor 
U196 RSI Fonts 
LM95 RSI Vector Balls Editor 
U194 RSI Vector Object Editor 
U193 Deluxe RSI 
U192 Protector Utilities 
U191 Windows Bench {2} 
U190 Do Font 
U189 Assassins Label Printer 
U1&8 Printer Driver 
U187 £4 Pin Fonts 
U167 PC Emulator 
U186 Supplex Imploder 4 
U176 Easy Text Plus 3.0 
U17B Words (2) 
U168 Business letters 
lit58 Spectra Paint 3.2 
U142 Med 3.11 
U141 Jas Super Vims Killers 
GAMES 
G070 Insiders Game 
G071 Mech fight 
G072 Mech Force 
G073 Scum Haters 
GO74 Lamer Game 
G075 Master Of The Town 
G076 Super Skoda Challenge 
G077 Dark Staff 
G078 No Mans land 
G079 Black Jack Lab 
G080 Lettrix 

GOBI Wizz/s Quest 
DEMOS 
D137 Anarchy Digital I n novation 
D136 Killers Mega Demo (2) 
0135 Public Attack Demo 
0134 Cube-OMagic 
0133 Burger Hill 
0132 Silicon Dreams 
D131 Predator 2 Animation 
0130 WWF2 (2) 
D121 Taxi Drive r Animation 
D124 Virtual World Demo 
D126 Fantasy Force Voyage 
5U0ESHOW 
$053 Phil Collins Slideshow 
SQ52 Highlander Slides 
SO50 50 s Slideshow (2J 
5047 Movie Slideshow 
S041 Viz Rude Jokes (2} 
S039 W.W.F. Slideshow 
S008 Btoodsport 
3005 Total Recall 
OUA YV LtCENCEWARE U,$Q 
LPDl Colouring Book 
LPD4 Thingamajig 
IPOS Jungle Bungle 
LP08 Wo& and Play 
LPD1Q Word Factory 
LPDl 3 Jigmania 
LPDt4 Play It Safe 
LPD21 Qunxjo 
LPD29 Big lop Fun 
LPD37 Rocket Mayths 
LPD47 Dirty Cash VI .06 
LPD43 Amos Lazerzone 

had Fish 1 • 520 Prkts 
1-Bag l - 56 1-9.£1.25 

Amos 1- 203 10-19..E1.00 
Oeja Yu 1 • 47 20+.£0.89 

Minimum order 2 disks. 
We weUome international orders. 

TEL: 0236 737901 
The above represents only a smelt selection of 
our collection. Please call tor new arrivals, or 

why not calf into our showroom, 
Prices Include postage and packing. Payment by 

Access Visa or make your cheques or P.O. s payable to 

Office Choice:- Suite 14. Avon House. Town Centre, Cumbernauld G671EJ 
Our Ml range of software is also available from our computer centre 

"Micro Choice" 30, Town head. Kirkintilloch. 

1 IK 

J/ @90981: 
OPENING TIMES: 10.00 til 19.00 Mon to Sat 

046 ~ Puggs In Space 
052 (2Mb) walker l (2d) 
063 (2Mb) Wolkef 2(2d) 
067 (1Mb) Dragons Lt* 
056 (3Mb) Dragons lax 2 (2d) 
075 (IMt» Eoucafflon Oi Cool Cougar 
129 (1Mb) Iraq 
146 (1Mb) Tran Light Cycles (20) 
146 (1Mb) Amy vs WaUcer 
105 (1Mb) Star Wars 
221 (1Mb) TheBoIngs 
293 (1Mb) Basketball 
2<?5 (1Mb) Super woman 
309 (2Mb) Wave 5aAng (2d) 
314 fTMb) Racial Fkgnt 
316 (i Mb) Rghter Plano 
354 (1Mb) Bogs Bunny 
356 - Dona4d Dock 
367 (3Mb> Burned (3d) (2 drives) 
056 - Eric S anim 'Stealthy 2‘ 
166 - Eric S anims ”3 StealThy Awotooni' 
127 (1Mb) Erie S onim-Coyotee 2* 
229 (1Mb) Eric S anim'Shuttlecock- 
294 (IMP) Eric S anim ’Batman 
356 (IMb) EricSarim Joggen©^ 
357 (1Mb) Eric S arwn "Terminar 
409 (I Mb) Eric S anim’AgiV 
436 (IMb) Eric Sanm Vietnam Conflict' 
054 (2Mb) Eric £ anim ’At The Movies’ 
126 (2Mb) Eric S anim‘Miss Mam sene’ 
291 (2Mb) Eric S anim kAntt lemmln' (2cD 
415 (2Mb) Eric 5 anim’VTOL Contest- 
439 (2Mb) Eric S anm'Gult Conflict' 
292 (3Mb) Eric S anim ’ Dating Game' (2d) 

mm-m 
005 NASA slides by Xeny Lancaster 
016 Space Babbies by Boris VdtefO 
022 Mirage by Bans Maiejo 
029 Demons slideshow #2 
071 Divine Visions (2d) 
072 Diggy Piggys (2d) 
078 Fogotton Realms by Praxdn 
157 Iron Malden slideshow 
166 Psygrrosis screenshots 
364 Images From Aquarius 
307 Weird Science ’WWf Wrestlers’ 
362 Weird Science ‘Born To Be Free- 
363 Weird Science 'Btoodsporf 
384 Weird Science ’Astronomy- 

062-069 Agatron sideshows i s 
194-199 Femtastic volumes 1-6 

GAMES 
001 Emerald Min* 2 
044 Bftsard Jhoot-errvup 
lie Seven Ties (Speedbalclone) 
820 Drip (1Mb) 
122 Pseock? Cop ihoot-em^ 
167 Seadnce lUbmarine Emulation 
168 Battiepong bat & bori gome 
"" ST Bosh shoo" - - - 

i Crusaders presents Freekd Out 
D DMob3 
1 DMob 4 (2d) 
7 Black Bo* l?ide On Time 
a Byteftoper Mu$sok efck 6 
1 Hockirtck Crew present j M jorre 
5 Hock trick Crew present The Model1 
? SAf Amazing Tunes 2 (3d) 
? SAE Megaforce Music 
3 Sounds of Knome by Mohony 6i Koktus 
3 Jean Michelle Jan© - Eqtinoxe 
7 Debbie Gibson - Electric Ybuth (2d) 
6 Kyfte Mlnogue - 5 somptes + pics Gd) 
5 Kyfje Minogue ■ Made in Heaven (2d) 
3 Kyiie Minogue ■ Locomotion 
3 Madonna sample - Cherish (3d) 
2 lrrtony sample I Think we re Alone Now 
7 Mongens sample 
3 Ciosslx 1 (Bach on the Amlgol) 
9 Full Moon SoundTrocker modules ft l 
1 Technotfonics samples 

138-142 Digital Concert 2-6 
151-155 Studo Music 1-5 

| 368-377 SoundTrackef modules M0 

237 -envuD 
327 Snokepit (Centipede done) 
333 Bcfllaonaey 
334 Crossfire 
336 Plirie Kingdom (2d) 
342 Pom Pom Gunner ^lOOt-em-up 
343 Jetman shoot-envup 
344 Excaitxx shool-em-up 

— 

003 WCrfdwrlQht ward processor 
173 Nc*seployer v3 0 rnodJe player 
174 Red DevH & file crunchers 
189 ST -00 Soundbacker v2.4 
225 ST-00Ptotrackervl.O 
282 MEDv3.lib 
200 Amibase v3,76 database 

■ 201 Flexibose v2.0 database 
340 Rim database 
366 Database Master v2.0 
202 Module To Executable utiity 
203 Master Virus KiBer v2 T 
156 GFX graphics ufAty compdanon 
205 Hamlab jmage processing utttty 
240 Picture former convertors 
207 Forttss disk & file crunchers 
206 Fortlss icon toofs/utllitles 
209 Fortbs preference toote/utlllties 
231 MessySlD v2 
289 Printer Driver Generator + drivers 
290 Assassins Label Printer utilities 
417 SiDbehch (2d) 
420 knpkKler v4.0 file cruncher 

HARDWARE SPECIALS 

036 (1Mb) 
039 (1Mb) 
0B0 - 
061 - 
125 (1Mb) 
126 - 
306 (1Mb) 
222 * 

441 (TMb) 
442 (1Mb) 
443 (1Mb) 
346(1 Mb) 
347 (1Mb) 
348 (1Mb) 
349 (1Mb) 

Red Sector megademo (2d) 
C monies megodemo 
Detjam & Red Sector megadema 
Dalle demo compilation 
Budbioln (2d) 
Budbrain 2 
Phenomena Ervga demo 
Predators megodemo (2d) 
Vision megodemo #2 (2d) 
Deathstqr megodemo (2d> 
RAF megodemo (2d) 
SAE compilation * 50 
SAE compilatbh ft 52 
SAE compilation ft 53 
SAE complianon ft 54 

101 Xenon 2 pioyobie shooi-emHjp 
130 Pipe Manic playable 
267 Turrican 2 playable 
268 Gods playable 
269 Brat payable 
270 Supefcora 2 piayabie 
387 Nebukj& 2 pkayabie 
388 PPhommer playable 
395 Mootc Pockets playable 
403 Elf pfoyabie 
404 Pegasus playable 
405 Prehistoric playable 
406 Bloodmoney playable 
407 Lotus Chalenge 2 playable 
408 R~Type 2 playable 

—-- 

| GVP impact Series 2 Hard Drive for A50G 

f 52Mb storage capacfty # 2 year warranty 

I # Separate power supply • External SCSI port 

| * Space for up to &Mb ram • Super fast 11ms access Time 
onboard 

We stock a wide selection of Amigos, printers, external drives, memory expansions, disk I 
boxes. lobe is etc Please phone for details A pnee Bsf -& included on our November | 
sssue catalogue disk Please note that delivery charges are noi included on hardware items 
— 

Disk Pikti: 
Price fof uc to 15 eras El 25 eocn 
Price rpr 16 or mcne dtefcs El QOeocri 
Price tor cotreogue daks ET QOeocn 

CreOt cord o«Jari preose odd 50p to fo*o< 
Pnc« metode d**v»fy Ov frst cion 000 
we im occeu. veo ond JC8 cordt 

Ordering by Post' 

Please writ* down rtw catalogue numtjen of me I 
disks you requce. and send mem with your name r 
address ond poymem mode out 9o foie TOr te 

Kxttu PD, 1*0 fto* 2, tori ShBtwv Leicetler, U9 &LU 

Qidttrinflby Phone. 
Phone our credit card order lino between lQ.OOom and 7.00pm Monday to Saturday on: 

I (0455)850984 

_ — 
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PD DEMOS 

500 THINGS 
COMEBACK 
17 BIT, DISK 1507 

TWO TOMS MUSIC 
After releasing ibeir two-disk version of The Shamen's ‘Progen\ Two Toms have relumed wilh two double-disk 

music demos. Both need two drives to run, but you can listen to the first half of each track if you have one drive. 

02322 
E23S3 

1SEQS5SE3ES 

I IK 

' rubmr 
f BAND 

MAN 
VI H QUU 

I. rM I I (HI! 

180 

This disk was originally sent in by the bloke who put 

the disk together himself, a talented young man by the 

name of Nic Cusworth, There isn't much in the way of 

graphics - just a couple of atmospheric black-and- 

white shots - but the four pieces of music are superb. 

The styles range from the sleazy jazz fed of Dr Scuss 

Blues' to more heavy-going electronics 

'Man Machine* couples Terminator samples with 

snatches of Depeche Mode and dance beats, while 

Now's the Stomach' takes pieces of Scanners to pro¬ 

duce a more hard-hitting track. The crowning glory has 

to be 1Satan\ Not a cover of the hit dance track, but a 

much more doomy affair very much in the style of 

heavy electronic hands such as Thrill Kill Kult and 

Nit/er Ebb, The track has been liberally splattered with 

Satanic samples from horror film trailers to add that 

extra evil' touch. To be quite honest* if this music was 

a record I’d rush out and buy it straightaway! 

BAGPIPE FRENZY 
17 BIT, DISK 1483 

You've heard PD techno music, you’ve heard PD ver¬ 

sions of chan hits and you've even heard PD renditions 

of classical music, but this disk contains something 

you won’t have seen on the PD circuit before - bag¬ 

pipe music. Well, every other style has been exploited, 

so it had to happen sooner or later! 

What we've got here is a collection of tunes played 

on that classic instrument, the pigskin piano - and 

what an awful din it makes! If you fancy yourself as a 

kilted musician playing in the romantic setting of a 

heather-covered moor, then listen to this and put your¬ 

self in your dream. No, on second thoughts it could put 

you off the idea for life! 

YELLO - RUBBERBAND 
MAN 
17 BIT, DISK 1521 

This is a version of one offbeat Swiss electronic duo, 

Yello. taken from the most recent releases off the 

album * Baby'. *Rubberhand Man' wasn’t a huge chan 

success, despite the album receiving critical acclaim 

and the fact that the single is quite a catchy little num¬ 

ber. Rubberband Man’ is lively and at the same lime 

mellow' track that evokes the strange mood that only 

Yello can accomplish {that*s enough Melody Makcr- 

style reviewing - Edi. 

This version is very good indeed, being a well- 

recorded sample of the entire track. The picture is a 

wacky, colourful affair, fitting well with the Yello 

image, but it would have helped if the name of the 

band had been spell correctly! If you're a Yello fan. 

then this is worth collecting as a novelty, if* on the 

other hand you simply like this demo, then why not 

have a listen to the album! 

PD TOP TEN DEMOS 
PD SOFT 

1) Ray of Hope Mega Demo 2 
3) Gulf War Conflict 
3} Guardian Dragon 
4) Mangad 
5) 1000 Wasted Dreams 
6) Infinite Dreams 
7) Agility Animation 
6) New Vector Demo 
9) Ice Mega Demo 
10) Ghosttey Spreads 

UTAH SAINTS - WHAT 
CAN YOU DO FOR 
ME? 
17 BIT, DISK 1497 

This is a collaboration between a DJ and a member of 

the European Cyberpunk band Cassandra Complex. 

Utah Saints managed to notch up a sizable a mourn of 

chart success this year with ihe single What Can You 

Do For Me?' The use of ihe + Doo-du-da-da-dec' sam¬ 

ple lakcn from ihe Eurylhmics" old number one ‘There 

Must Be an Angel' filled well with ihe dance beat 

produced by the iwo crazy musicians and really cap¬ 

tured the imagination of quite a large number of 

club-goers Iasi summer. 

Two Toms have given ihe dance hit the old PD 

demo treatment, and have managed, once again, lo 

cram ihe entire song onto two disks. The sample 

quality is slightly more scratchy than their oiher tracks, 

but it still sounds pretty impressive, and the strange 

picture is better than the shot that accompanied the 

‘Progen’ demo! Unfortunately* as with their other 

demos, you’ll need two drives to listen to the whole 

track, so you'll cither have to buy the single or a 

second floppy-disk drive if you want to listen to it all. 

CONTACT: 

Pf> SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend-on-Sea^ Essex SSI 2YD 

17 BIT SOFTWARE: PO Box 97, 

Wakefield WF1 1XX. 

0924 366982 

ALIENS 
17 Bn, DISK 1500 

There have been quite a few 
slideshows based on the film 
Aliens, but this one has to be the 
most polished yet seen on the PD 
circuit. The intro is a very atmo¬ 
spheric animation based around the 
A Hens logo, which leads neatly into 
the well-presented slideshow itself. 
Each screen contains four pictures, 
with the plot of the film unfolding on 
each frame. Although the shots are 
only in mono, the picture quality is 
very good, capturing the dark and 
shady feel of the film. The backing 
music isn't that hot but you can't 
have everything can you? Asa 
piece of Aliens memorabilia, this is 
one of the better items available. 



AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYRROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX. 

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE FAMOUS AMIGA CODERS CLUB DISKS 
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE TRAG DISKS* Numbers 1 to 60 NOW AVAILABLE 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
All the advertised programs run on the A5QG plus V2 
chips programs that will run on the V2 chip are also 
denoted in our catalogue disk. If making an enquiry 
please enclose an s.a.e. or fax us on <0703) 785680 

The 1Mb eight channel nrndi compatible OctaMED v2 contains a 
notation editor with notation printing, 5-7 channel modes, non-cpu 
stressing audio/sp'lit channels, sixteen track display for midi use 
and a host of other new midi features. Price is £26.00 European 
countries, (£25.00 rest of the world), not including return post 

Would you like to become a coder? Then the 
Amiga Coders Club is for you! Learn and 
assemble ttsitw Devpac, or our vm1 awif ACC 
special assembler disk. The Amiga Coders Club 
disks are packed with source, hints, tips, advice 
from mam of the well know coders that are on 
the Amiga scene today. Latest issue no 19 
special introductory offer 4CC 1/4 is only £2.00. 
Issues front 5 cm at £4.00 each. ACC 12 is our 
birthday issue, it is a 2 disk se\t and therfore the 
price is £8.00. Amiga Coders Club Special! Here 
is a low priced assembler package for all you 
coders out there in Amigaland. (Instructions on 
disk k Received good review £5.00. 

DfSKLOCK by Lectercq Xavier. Protect your disks from prying 
eyes” This great program will turn your disks into norv-DOS 
format, they will load/run. but cannot be copied or altered 
Please state which chip version you have i.e. 1 3 or V.2 ... 
£10,00 
MASTER VIRUS KILLER v2.2 It recognises the dreaded Sha 
Validator Virus!..  £5.00 
BUG BASH: Kill the bugs, clean up the trash in the garden a 
great kids game ..  £3.50 
NUCLEUS; an excellent underpriced arcade shoot them up by 
Mutation Software....£3.50 
877: i ACROSS 2 DOWN A fully fledged crossword program, 
(data disk no. 1 is supplied free!), for only £5.00 Data disks 
2t 3, 4 and 5 now ready at £2.50 each. 

1068: MOD PROCESSOR VI.92 MAKE PICTURE AND/OR 
MUSIC PROGRAMS, adjust picture height/width This version 
will load the V2, 8 channel Octamed music and 
is excellent!...,*......£3.50 
1161: INTUIMENU V3. The easy way to execute your 
programs Treat yourself....,..£5.00 
1199: AMNUTS TEXT/VIDEO DISPUYER. A brilliant new way 
to display your text! There is not much you can't do with this 
one It displays different fonts in the size you choose, you can 
control colours* presentation of the display, it recognises 
powerpacked files, you can print all or just the screen etc. 
£8.00 
1201: THE DELIGHTFULLY CRAZY AND FUN HOTDOG GAME: 
Can you get through?...£4,00 

SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE 
If you would like to get hold of the Arnica Coders Club disks as soon as they are published, why not send 

£44.00 and ask to go on the ACC mailing list now? 
We will send you each issue as soon as it s ready, (applies to issue 14 onwards}* 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ISSUES RELEASED PRIOR TO ACC 14 MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY. 
(Subscriptions from outside the European Community, please add an extra £6.00 for postage costs). 

ORDERING: Please add the following to cover return post and packing etc. Ail EC Countries, (inc. UK) add 
50p - Non EC £1.00 ■ Rest of World add £2.00. Payment must be made in pounds Sterling only, orders 

from overseas customers must be by bank draft/Eurocheque etc. (We do not accept credit card orders). 
THE NEW 1992 CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE NOW? £2,00 (THIS INCLUDES RETURN POSTAGE), ft lists 

thousands of programs including many games/utilities. Send for your copy* 

IT'S HERE AT LAST!!! 
The Octamed manual will show 
just what a fantastic program it 

is and will help you to become a 
truly competent musical genius* 
Sections also cover the earlier 
public domain med program as 

well. 
Send for your copy now... 

£9.95 
Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

Mike Simpson's A-Gene v3,29 (Full two disk version) 
available directly from us.Price: Europe £15, R.O.W. £20 + 
postage. The best genealogy program (Mike has produced a 
brand new A-Gene demo disk Available now for only £1.50) 
Amibase Professional 111 The additions to this new two 
disk version database are excellent, tsee reviews). Also 
contains a converter to alter files saved with Amibase Pro II. 
ft is only £10 EC or £15 R O W. (remember the postage). 
Words V3. by ACC editor Mark Meany. It you want to enter 
those anagram contests, see how many words a given 
phrase wifi make, this is the one for you! ft has a massive 
glossary of over 75,000 words™ An excellent program only 
£15. All programs above are copyrighted and not available 
from any other library. You are advised not to purchase 
these programs if you only have half Mb fitted. If you have 
the new A500 Flus it has sufficient memory for the above 
programs. 

Al,l. DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

Wp EACH anglia PD 
1*1 = 1 Meg (»»► = A-5M) Plus Qimputiblc 

BUSINESS PACK lP> 5 DISKS £4.95 
Text-Pha v22E (Ward pru), 4 databases itut mb** RtM 
Clerk (accounts l. Spreadsheet Mi AD ( graphics ), + J 
SpuHchecktn. 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK (F> 4 DISKS CVH 
Outjundtng etdteewn foe wsde*> producer*. mehfoes 
Ratling Credit*, Stuktho*. VfoeoBac tjrr.Wc Special 
EffreU Pattern Gcncrpior and tnorr ‘ *' 

PROG RAMMERS PACK 5 DISKS £4.95 
torMtniuSa 2. Lisp. Logo Pascal, North C vl J + C 
Manual disk. 

VEW! HOME MANAGEMENT PACK SWSKSth 12.9T 
Calender. Murtgace. Sprtvdshrei, Grammar Mileage 
World Tmr, Budget, Chequrintot Database. 
Tutor (vpemnter On* cr, Ujt Mitirr Home Banking 

UJP.4RT PACKS 1,1 OR S EACH PACK - S DISKS (495 
= MffwjMl’tj of3 disG. Oil full Of the very best eltpori 

fiw DPmnl etc. <P) 

MINTS PACK 1,1 OH J EACH PACK - 5 DISKS £4.95 
i different pucks of 5 dish, pton.’i / tMftfofo?; Publisher 
fonts, turnJvur f(*nu, fonts tlm 2, Cosmopolitan ftms, 
Iwtrrfonts r*4fnwfftmtsfiu DPttfot rtfj iPj 

NEW1 ANGLIA COLDWONTi (P) 5 DISKS £495 
Ctmmint 5 Jiiii full of original c.itimrfonts ptodiHtd 
here ,il Anglia, uleaff 
nrmmttt 

d fiw tapfumi titiei rtt Use with 

CARD* BOAltDGAMES (P) 4 DUSKS UH 
Clrntdo. Cnbbage M&topoty \ English tertian! lr 
Mastermind and muc'h mare! 

NEW! GAMES GALORE PACK 5 DISKS 1495 
Over JO Games tm 5 disks* Imhidri great games such ai 
Sty FightDad. Trek Trim, FiwdnLine. Diplomacy. 
Chen Monopoly, Othello, Spa± t Age, Air Jrdffk Control, 

I TtlJTIES PACKS LL J OR 4 
EACH PACK « 5 DISKS £495 

4 different pu^kj with all the utils yttit wfW ewr need* 
Part i contains Chet&dme disk fla utiln, ChshmUer 
vS 0, Datkew Vitim** 2, < A 4 

EDUCATION PACK t <PJ 5 DISKS 14.95 
German. Glebe Geatimt. Drawmap. C^vtkJion, Clauds, 
Formula, Airfoil, Gratify Sim. Weather Wave Maker. 
World Data Itank and mure,1! (This pari u one of tmr he si 
teihn and ts incredible value foe money J, 

NEWt ASIBONOMY PACE |f> 4 DISKS f.49* 
Stor Chan, M'fdKt, DrepdCj, Gnum Well. Gnr? Shi, 
Orbit , Planet 

NEW; PRINTER USER PACK IP) J DISKS £i t* 
Estriatal fttr all fninter £n*n*ri> inrtndrs, Label 
Designer, label Printer, Printer Driver Generator. Print 
itm&i. Plus More! 

5 DISKS £495 

. Cdjght, Image Lab, Filter Pits, image 
ired Action, Cbfht, Auto Pks 1Atm Iff 

NRW! MU8QANS PACK JDLSKS £4.95 
Med V$, Stmndsrucket Frr Okuttser (A CKuwCj 
Udmri Mntu Creatttr and Loads of Sampks-* 

CLASSICAL MUSIC PACK 1*1 IP) 5 DISKS 1495 
ftetax and burn i& mer SO psetes of rkssucat mum 
ranging firm I’haldi to Moxaf, the ynotify is nqxrb 

FRACTALS PACK {*) (P) 4 DESKS 0,94 
// wvd m'jjij1 io espiemt fan tali then here's ev erything 
vmU need* CPU* SWtfn MondePatsjvi 
CPM ■ iPior ■ Fractal Lab ■ Mondarum Mandrlbtm 
Polyrjfeutmpiri - Julta FCS - Mandelmoyntam 

PLZZLES PACK D iPI 1 DISKS II.9K 
Snptrb neve paikfoe f&u *4 nvunvr^npr imntes, 
iOctudei Wvrtbatnh Steele* WrmShot Wordtame 
Crossnraedt - C*P ■ Srrarzle thfeareh 

ERIi SCHWARTZ CARTOON PACK 1*)(Pl 
5 DISKS £495 

Brilliant cartoons just r ln.k and m*! The History of Am\ 
Aggressor ■ Butmurr. Slvdire - Terminal Amy Jog* - 

Amy WalJb ■ The Big Sntru ■ Cffyote 2 ■ Han fa Rim 
M* 
SIMU1 ATIONS PACK (•» I Pi S DESKS UK 
Alt of the best PD simulations m me p*. k! Metro - Be m 
nr*planner. King Oil ■ yentarrJM f Side - Nmrlear arms 
race, Imprrutm Rommum - Grab ancient Mediscrrmevtn 
power, Sralone* Sane tkr uveld with your mn foar mb, 
Tin. kin - Pun yow awn nmhe eompatty. DCfO * Learn 
toffy a DCWjet. Lcvw of Conquest - players: mke 
ii\er the galaxy!, Insiders Club Superb skxititHtrkrt 
iimnlation, Air War nor Take year pvt from li huge 

ef oirtrafr lAw excellent flight Simulator' 

pVrwt H«t ofl padi di*M ntv be ImtElH «ngti it 99^! 

SlWilX DISKS AT ONLY V9p l 

RUNOI 
BJOt Banin iExcellent heme banimg tnn-kagei tP) 
BJOJ t Irubase i Good DBase n il* form designer)«Pi 
HJ04 (Gnsat Word Pweutn » tth Mail Merge) (Pi 
BJ21 Anugufo.t r English Desk Top Publishing) ffj 
BJ22 bOO Business letters <;Superb! Ready ip mj*.I (Pj 
BJ12 Spreadsheet i Easy to me Brrihantl fP> 
BStS ImiAwI'J Tb (The bets PD t\itabase a«atMetfPi 
RS24 Q Base (The perfect database for beginners i (Pi 
9St4 Buaneu Card Maker (Design W Own) 

LTUTITB 
U402 Master Hrw JfiWcr y2 1 (The ben linn Killer) 
1405 ST * C6# Ewmlrnon * HeuyOOS 
U4 I.f Sid vl .h (makes ytm a master of CU) (Pi 
U4lt> CU Tutorial fLeant all about it) (Pi 
11427 Demolishes Uiilttw* lover WO mtairs on me did) (Pi 
U4J0 ktymtom * torfcnl I'Nnn make* * ampul# Attcwuui iPl 

U47t XCopt ttl fPD wrdun tf cmmujiidprog. Saw UOHilPi 
U47R Tyrtng Tutrw (New! Great features ) (P) 
04*9 Wind#** Brnch (2Di*kj mperh' Workbench 2D) 
U49) PC Emulator t Uteu and faiiea - TmtuXTH iPl 
VmOMtmCManual Y2Q (4 StkieS) tFi 
V44B Irownonta |Tmal Iron itmed • very easy) (Pi 
V475 MtftvudiRead * wrtte MSDOS disks simple *i (Pi 
04IS Hard Dirt Uutiliei (Wonderful ft* HD UstrtlfF} 
U4}4£4n B^kup* Ytr» mi(kud fil>hathipivfhfwDPt 
mtff North C VUG di tit the best c language I (P) 
U494 Patrol (2 disks ■ brill tent language i (P) 

GAMES * (^UttGj 
0402 Megabatl (Wtmekrfrd Arkenrud game)\?< 
GbrtI English Monopoly (Perfect fo* Chnstmail (P) 
G&77 AMigotds (rv best Asteroids Game) (P) 
G6S6 insider* Club (Stoekmarket itmulation - get rich 

quick11 tP) 
G64J Cuhulnti (Superb rubiks rube purdt) if) 
G68? Napoifortir Warfare Simulator (Pi 

Return To Earth Hfltpmihe Space Trodi/.g 
Game l(P) 

G615 Drip* r*l(fau imu; gel this doss*, game!) (P) 
GA24 Buzzard t*} iPD's hen shout em up) (Pi 
G6S9 Pam Pom Gunner (*) (Eveilmt anode 

Kamel (P) 

CHILDRENS 
C7Q1 Uam + play tldni* super edtu.otumfae4 f0m) rP> 
C7Q2 Thun Set tButU a track, set 2 trains going) (P) 
CTOS Talking Colouring Book (P) 
C704 Simon StrnfSpac* Mmfo (P) 
CTOS Tratsure hfond X marks the spot - wtrA speech*) 
CTOfl Snakes + twMrr# iCIaxsk board game fun} 
CTp? pair H(*) (Match the cards-great fun D (p) 
CTO8 Crossfire f*) (Hectic anode game) (Pi 
C7W Ptw Kingdom 12 disks save the puses) tP) 
C710 Sumhirr Fumble r r ttidmg Mock peer ft HP) 
CTU Wadtoin Wbndetlond (No better game avadabtei (Pi 
C7I2 CeiourPad (New cUtmnnt book fr*youngstersi (Pi 

GRAPHICS 
(iftftJa Speatopaini (The best paintpackageUP) 
GftfiO? Graphics Unbtirsfhd (Loads of useful 

program l (P) 
GR826 Anglia Digifontt (tjs* DP aim 111 and 

colour text program) (Pi 
GRX2V Mandamm (Make munng fractal backgrtumisl (P,l 
GRB12 Image Labi Alter tan psenur iu foods of wars* (Pi 

MISIC 
M90I MtdvJff (Best Music Paikoge PD w Mheruittf (Pi 
M962 Sound Tracker Pro iBnifmm iumptlation disk) 
M963 14 Sample disks (Appro* WO uwipln on each 

dukit.P) 
M920 Future Composer (Create wuic using the 

Amiga Chipl NEW! ARTISTS PACK (Pi 

Simpty pfurnt' your order through or send a cheque!postal order. Please add GOp to cover post and packing. 

PUBLIC!! 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

(Depi AF}. 115 Raneiagh Road, Feftcriowt, Suflofe. 1P11 Thu 

0394 
283 
494 
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32p For 3.5" 
>35 TPLDS/DD ind. labels and VAT 

Postage and packaging £3.50 100% guaranteed 

182 

FREE yes FREE!! 
Send a stamped addressed envelope for a sample 

disk with information on our disks and other 
products including the new MegA Chip for 2 Meg 

of chip in your 1.2 1.3 A500 or A2000 

AQUARIAN PUBLIC DOMAIN. Phone (0703) 685006 
S.A.E, & cheques to; 78 Mtrridale Road. Southampton, $02 7AD 

PROJECT PD 
Presents a Superb offer — 20 PD disks of your own 

choice from our vast list of PD for £15 

U114 TV Graphics 
D113 Thunder Child 
DIOS Virtual World 
D183 Phenomina 

NEW Mega Demo 
D193 Cult Vector Demo 2 
D1B6 Silents NEW demo 

G041 Wacko In Wonderland 
G040 Air Ace 2 
U096 RSI Vector Designer I more stuff on request) 
1037 Strobes Mega Copiers 

U015 Ray Trace Kit 1 
U016 Ray Trace Kit 2 

Disks may be purchased in less than 20. 
Price from 1-20 is £1 + 50p P&P. 

For full listing send SAE to: PROJECT PD, 
354 Eden Park Ave. Beckenham, Kent. BR3 3JL 

Cheques/Postal orders made payable to: PROJECT PD. 
WE ARE A MEMBER Of THE CGPDL 

DEJA VU Sofltvare 
(Dept. AF). 25 Park Road. WIGAN. Lancs, 

WN6 7AA Tel: 0942 495261 

Now in our third year of trading* 

All. PROGRAMS 

COMPATIBLE WITH 

THE AMIGA 

4500 PLUS* 

(' denotes I Mb) 

D^A VU Professional licensed Software Titles 

TITLES FOR THE KIDS 
LPD4; Thingamajig 
LPD8: Work And Play * 
IPD10 Word Factory * 
LPI>!4 Play It Safe * 
lpdis Arc AngePs Shapes * 
LPD27 Flower Power " 
LPD29 Big Top Fun “ 
IPD30 Shymer * 
LPD3"’ Rocket Maths * 
LPD45 Music Box * 
LPD-*8 SPAPX's Xmas Disk * 
LPD49 Marvin ihc Martian * 
IPD51 Magical Young AniM * 
LPD^ Kiddie's Clip Art 1 
LPD59 Prehistoric Fun Pack * 
LPD60 Techno .Snail ’ 

MISCELLANEOUS 
LPD22: 1C 107200 Fonts 
LFD35: T-TecDraw * 
LPD36: FracGen U * 
LPD-42: X-Stilch 4 
LPD52: LC24 200 Fonts 
LPD53: Magpie's Clip An 2 
LPI>54: Magpie's Clip Art 3 

GAMES 
IPD3: Galleons * 
LPD17: Dogfight II " 
IPI>61j The Final Chapter * <M» 
LPD63: Wilbert's Winter 

Wonderland “ 
LPDfvt: Rescue IE (3D) 
LFD66: Hotel Manager * 

NOW' AVAILABLE-!: 
FRED FISH 1 - 560 
TBAG 1 - 64 
AMOS PD 1 - 370 
D^JA VU GENERAL PD 

ALL THE ABOVE TIT1J.S ARE SUPPLIED 
ON DATAPULSE BRANDED DISKS Wil'd 
THE OFFICIAL DFJA VI1 LABEL. 

THEY ARH NOT PD TITLES 

LICENSED SOFTWARE PRICES:- 
£3 50 each UK (ind: VAT), £3-75 each Europe, £4.00 each ROW 
All prices include a royalty payment to the programmer. 

PD PRICES: 

*1.73 per disk UK find. VATX *2 Europe, £2.25 ROW 
Choose 1 PD disk free with every 10 disks - add 50p P&P lo total order 
Cbeques/FO's should be crossed and made payable to DFJA VU Software 

Send £1 for our catalogue disk (1Mb) for details of our Clip Art 
Collection* General PD and the Official AMOS PD list More than 60 
DEJA VU Licensed Software titles. 
Ring for details of the latest version of the AMOS updater disk. Send 
SAE for details of the DEJA VU Software Club and the current issue of 
DEJA VU Spotlight. 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
BEST PRICES * BEST QUALITY * BEST SERVICE 

PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY 
*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS *** 

10 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes. £12.50 
20 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes...£ 15.50 
30 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£18.99 
40 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£22.99 
50 DS/DD Disks + 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£25.99 
100 DS/DD Disks . 100 Cap Lockable Boxes.£41.99 
200 DS/DD Disks + 2 x 100 Lockable Boxes.  £71.99 
300 DS/DD Disks + 3 x 100 Lockable Boxes.£109.99 
400 DS/DD Disks + 4 x 100 Lockable Boxes.  £145.99 
500 DS/DD Disks + 5 x 100 Lockable Boxes. ..,...£179-99 
1 Ban.x‘90 Stackable Box + 50 DS/DD Disks.£28.99 
2 Banx 90 Stackable Box + 100 DS/DD Disks.£53.99 
3 Banx 90 Stackable Box + 250 DS/DD Disks...£109,99 

BANX STACKABLE STORAGE BOXES 
HOLD UP TO 90 3.5" DISKS 

1 - £9.99 2 - £17.99 
3 - £25.99 4 * £33.99 5 - £39.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Disk Labels 100..*..... ,..£2.50 Mouse Mat -- 
Disk Labels 200.........£3.50 Keyboard Cover. 
Disk Labels 500.  £7.50 Monitor Cover,... 
Disk Labels 1000,. £13,99 Logitech Mouse.. 

..,£2.99 

...£4*99 

...£6.99 

.£19.99 

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS SO WHY BUY 
FROM ANYWHERE ELSE, 

PANASONIC 3 SONY 3 TDK 3 DS/DD 
BULK DS/DD BULK DS/DD BRANDED 

10,. .4.99.... .5.99. ..7.99 
20..... .8.99.. .9.99 . .14,99 
30.. .12.99. .1 4,49 . .20.99 
40 .. ..1 5.99 „„„„ ..18,99 . .27.99 
50 .. ...20.99 . .23.99 .. .33.99 
100 .. >..*36.99 . .41 .99 . .. 64 99 
150 .. ....,.52,99. .>..59,99 . .95.99 
200 . — ....,,,66,99 ........ .81.99. .125,99 
250 ., ...83.99 .89.99. ........157.49 
300 . ....._96,99. .1 12,99. .187.49 
400.. ..1 2 8.99.,. .1 47.99. .247.99 
500. .159.99. ....... 179.99........ >...,.,294,99 
1000 . ..299.99. .349.99. .,,.589.99 
2000 .. .579.99. ..679.99..,. .S 165.99 

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee. 

3 LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
40 Cap Box.£5.99 80 Cap Box.£7.99 
100 Cap Box ..*.*..,£8.99 2 x 100 Cap Boxes...£15.99 
3 x 100 Cap Boxes.........£20,99 

upply 
slimes! ana lightest external disk drive 

Only £63.99 (inc. VAT + P&P) 

All prices Include VAT* post and packing in UK, overseas orders please write or telephone. To order please send Cheque/PO. made payable to 

ff! SOFT EXCHANGE ^ 
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London SE25 6QA Tel: 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE) ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED. 

Lm eminent and Educational orders quoted at ten competitive prices. Subject lo availability. Stock subject to availability and price subject to change without notice 



GREAT SOFTWARE 
CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS ABSOLUTELY, 

TOTALLY, DEFINITELY, VERY NEARLY, 
JUST ABOUT NOTHING AT ALL. (HONEST) 

Owning an Amiga, PC or ST now means that you can buy incredibly good software 

for little more than the price of a disk. Stunning games, utilities, demos, graphics, 

word processors and more can be found in Public Domain and Shareware software. 

But [bull but! 1) where do you start? How do you know which programs are 

completely wonderful and which ones should be re-formatted instantly? 

What's the best way to buy PD? And - whilst we're at it - just what is PD anyway? 

For these answers and a whole trainload more, you'll need a new 

magazine colled PUBLIC DOMAIN. 

> Every issue is packed full of reviews - 
PD programs assessed for the Amiga, 

PC and ST. 

I Every review is screenshotted You can 

see exactly what you'll be buying. 

I Every copy of PUBLIC DOMAIN comes with 
an incredible program-packed coverdisk 
so you can get the very best PD for your 

machine every time. 

1 Every page is in glorious full colour, so you' 
have unrivalled quality. 

I And every edition of PUBLIC DOMAIN is backed 

by the full editorial resources of Europe's most 
successful news-stand computer magazine 

company, Future Publishing. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN comes to you from the company that brings you Amiga Format, 
PC Format, ST Format, Amiga Shopper, PC Hus, Commodore Format, Your Sinclair. 
New Computer Express, Amiga Power, Amstrad Action, PC Answers, Sega Power 
and 8000 Plus; markets leaders all. 

Issue 3 on sale 2nd January at £2.95 

\ \ 

\ - 
Oisco’*6* * _ roVe-Vta1* 
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BACK ISSUES /Tb 

AF back issues 
Please use the subscription order form opposite. Prices per issue include 
Coverdisk, packing and postage. UK - £4 00 {Issues 18. 15, 23 and 24 £5} 
Europe - £5.35, Rest of World - £7.65. Sorry, Issues 1 - 13, 20 and 26 are sold 
oui. See panel lor Issues IS, 23 and 24t which all came with complete games. 
What an amazing offer! Still available are these issues: 

14 Public Domain special issue: what It 
is, how lo make the most of Iree soft¬ 
ware. Plus complete PD game on disk. 

16 Huge feature on CDTV, the future of 
home entertainment. All-time classic 
Captive is demoed on the disk, 

17 24-bil graphics: the first full report. 
Buyers guides to word processors and 
hard disk drives. 

19 Buying a new Amiga, new software 
or new hardware? Our Know your 
Rights feature helps you get it right. 

21 Get into graphics! All the paint pack¬ 
ages reviewed, plus Amiga artists and 
their tips. Big disk demos Moonshine 
Racers and Hyperbook. 

22 A spectacular guide to sound 
samplers, video digitisers and scanners. 
PLUS play The Bitmaps' Godson disk. 

25 Discover the secrets and techniques 
behind DTP, from fanzines to magazines. 
Play Mega-lo'mania on the disk! 

27 The ultimate in computer graphics, 
the classics of computer gaming, and 
much, much more. 

28 Find out the secrets of how a game 
with superb graphics is created, play the 
amazing First Samurai on disk, check 
our complete buyers4 guide If you want a 
new hard drive, listen to what an Air 
Vice-Marshal thinks of flight aims and 
heaps more besides! 

Amiga Format back issues with 
complete games 

© 300 page Xmas 
special! Games of 

the year revealed: Top 
coders make theJr pre¬ 

dictions for games 
of the future: All the 
big Xmas games 
reviewed. Plus! Two 
disks! Interphase - 
the complete game! 
Total Recall - playable 

demo! Lemmings - 
playable demo! And 
more! £5,00 

FXj 236 page giant! 
3D special: How 

3D games are created - 
The Assembly Line tell 
alb massive guide to 
3D graphics, and more! 
Pius! Two disks! 
Balance Of Power - 
the complete game! 
Atomino - playable 
demo! 3D Construction 
Kit - useable demo! 
And more! £5 00 

® 220 pages! CDTV 
special - is this 

the future of home 
entertainment?; 
Graphics special 
report, and more! Plus! 
Two disks! 
Archipelagos - the 
complete game! Vaxine 
- the complete game! 
And more! £5.00 

260 pages! 
Revealed - the 

new A50Q Pius, the 
most important Amiga 
upgrade ever. We tell 
you all about it. Plus: 
the first ever review of 
word processors with 
graphics: which is best 
at pictures as well as 
words. AMD on the sec¬ 
ond Coverdisk: 
complete music¬ 
making package 
OctaMED {worth £10)! 

Remember! At various times throughout the year we produce bumper issues that 
retail at £3.95. But as a subscriber you won't have to pay any extra and you've 
already got your gift software! 

[MORE 
®AMtS 
MORE | 

JiTYLF . 

Beholder, Railroad Tycoon.,, Plus! On the 

disk: Bombuzal - the complete game! 

Creation, Bob', Populous II - Bullfrog 

^ interviewed: 20 Amiga classics for 

£10.09 or less; Eric Matthews; Rainbow 

islands continued; over 40 new games 

reviewed. Including Monkey Island, 

iwilch blade II, Hero Quest, Wonderland... Plus! 

in the disk: Kid Gloves - the complete game! 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Receive a superb gift when you 

FIRST SAMURAI 

A game of honour, hard knocks and the 

Hallelujah Chorus! First Samurai has 
that cutting gome play edge and is 

hacked to the hilt with some of the 

most stunning visuals ever seen on on 

Amigo screen and some extraordinary 

sound effects. A huge arcade adven¬ 

ture, it takes seek and slosh further 

than ever before. Seen in excellent 

playable demo on Amiga Format 28* 

MEGALOMANIA 

It1* not even been released and already 

it's became a classic! Although inevitable 

comparisons have been mode with 

Populous, this is a game with a style all 

of its own. Develop the technology to 

conquer other races and win I Playable 

demo on Amigo Format 25. 

JAMES POND 2: RGBOtOD 

This year's Rainbow islands: one of the 

most colourful, play able and enjoyable 

games of the year and a great contender 

for the Christmas no.I slot. All the fun 

of Mono Bras and Sam the Hedgehog 
rolled into one keeps the Amiga way 

ahead of those console rivals. 

HOME ACCOUNTS 

This home accounting package will 

help you plan and keep track of ail 

your finances, you'll wonder how 

you ever managed without it. 

Just look at all the benefits you get 
► You save time and trouble ► You receive a superb software package - as a gift! 

> You guarantee your copy ► You get it delivered ► You get first crack at all 

special offers - at exclusive prices »> For the same price you pay at a newsie! 

REST OF WORLD £97.45 

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to AMIGA FORMAT and send me the software of my choice... 

hex *s oppropnato fMW ACCOUNTS JSOMCOD 

UK £38 40 EUROPE £67,20 

JA* Tornim you mooNo your magazine and eltk qJ&h and undnuapuj, at CMgrawt ub*C 

Please also send me 

sues CLUB OFFER - FLAMES OF FREEDOM - £25.99 Mcnt>*s ptose *wr «***«» ngm£>*f to™ w W* 

AMIGA POWER BACK ISSUES - £5 EACH 

ptfAte circte 1 2 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES - £4 EACH (ISSUES 18. 23 & 24 - £5 EACH) 

14 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 25 24 25 27 20 29 

TOTAL COST £ 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

VISA/ACCESS wtfM 

t at jrmt ^ httm betms Mm* 

i i i Eimmmmnnnn _ cun □ 
NAME 

CHEQUE matepayabte to Futum Pvt»$tw Lid 

TELEPHONE HO 

ADDRESS 

________ POST CODE 

ENCLOSE THIS COUPON (lDGETHEi WITH TOUR CHEQUE If AMCAM1 IN AM ENVELOPE TO: AMIGA FORMAT SUiSCtimOlfS, FtEEPOST, SOMEJtlON Til \ 78L 

PLEASE NOTE WHILST YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WILL BE PROCESSED IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE ALLOW ?fl DAYS M DELIVERY OF YOUR CHOSEN PACKAGE 

THIS COUPON 5 YALi UNTIL 31 JANUARY Iff? tf/MA^BlTI 





MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984 

Educational Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for 
quotations AJI goods subiect to availability, prices 

subject to change without notice. E & 0 E. 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on any item. 

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone 
number listed below to place credit card 
orders (Access/VisaJ or send cheques/POs 

made out to MJC Supplies to; 

MJC SUPPLIES (AF) 
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

PROTAR PRODUCTS 

PROTAR A500 HARD DRIVES 
• Optional Ram expansion up to 8Mb 

m Transfer rate greater than 1 Mb/second 

• Up to FIVE times faster than A590 

• Drive disable switch 

• External SCSI interface 

PROTAR A500 HD 20Mb version £279,00 
PROTAR A5O0 HD 30Mb version £349.00 
PROTAR A500 HD 50Mb version £429.00 
PROTAR A500 Ram Power Supply £33.95 
1Mb Rem Expansion for A500 HD £57.95 
2Mb Ram Expansion for ASOO HD £115.00 

FREE Courier delrvery on Protar Hard Drives 

PROTAR VISTO MONITOR 
Based on the Philips CM8833 the Visto comes with a 

variety of inputs and complete with leads. 

MJC PRICE £239.95 
FREE Courier delivery on Protar Monitors 

PROTAR Meg Memory Expansions 
i/2 Meg internal (trapdoor) expansion, latest 

4 chip design with battery backed clock. 

MJC PRICE £25.95 

NEW - A500 PLUS 1Mb Expansion 
1Mb expansion for the A50Q Plus - fits in 

the trapdoor taking your memory up to 2Mb, 

no internal fitting. 

MJC PRICE £49.95 

SUPRA 500RX EXPANSIONS 

[slew memory expansions for the A5QQ * 

plugs directly into the HD expansion port ■ 
HO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 1 Mb £119.95 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 2Mb £159.95 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 4Mb £259.95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI with FREE Mouse House + Mat 

now also includes free Op Stealth game 

MJC PRICE £21.95 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 
Quality Brand name 3.5* second drive 

includes thru port, disable switch 

and No Hassle 1 year guarantee. 

INCLUDES FREE VIRUS-X UTILITY 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF332C DISK DRIVE 

Super Slimline second drive. 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

A1500/2000 PERIPHERALS 

SUPRARAM add on Ram cards with space 

for up to SMeg of extra Ram. 

SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted 
SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted 

SUPRARAM with 6Mb fitted 

SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted 

£15995 
£225.00 
£289.00 

£349.95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pacesetter 2 * 

Great value Desktop Publishing program - with FREE Clip 

Art disk. Requires WB 1.3 and minimum I Mb 

MJC PRICE £44.95 

SUPRA HARD DRIVES 
Using the fast Wordsync 2000 controller and quality 

Quantum drive mechanisms. 

tAl 500/2000) 

SUPRADRIVE 52Mb (11ms) £349.95 

SUPRADRIVE 105Mb (11ms) £499.95 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATiON 

Home Tiber 34.95 

Big Alternative Scroller 42.95 

Broadcast Titter II 159.95 

Broadcast Font Pack 110 fonts) 89.95 

Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack 89.95 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 

Quality drives with the ability to add up to 

8 Meg of extra Ram on board. 

(A! 500/2000) 

52 Meg films) version 

105 Meg films) version 

£299,95 
£499.95 

SIMMS Modules - £69.95 per 2 Meg 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package - can for details 

(requires 1 Meg + 2 drives) 

_ MJC PRICE £89.95_ 

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 
Great value Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes. 

MJC PRICE £159.95 
9802 MODE SWITCH BOX - £29.95 

QUANTUM DRIVE MECHANISMS 

Quality bare SCSI quantum drives. 
52Mb (11ms) version C209.93 

105Mb (11ms) version £299.95 

NEW - ROCGEN PLUS 
The latest Genlock from Roc gen featuring 

Fade controls for both Video and Graphics 

with RGB and Video through ports 

MJC PRICE £179.95 

COURIER DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
FROM JUST £2.00 * ASK FOR DETAILS 

SUPRAMODEM 2400 

Fully Hayes compatible modem. Runs at 300P 

1200 or 2400 baud rates. Own power supply. 

Comes complete with FREE PD Comms software 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

GRAPHICS 

Pixmate 34.95 
Digi Paint 3 44.95 ! 
30 Construction Kit 37.95 
Digiview 4 Gold 94.95 
Deluxe Paint 4 59.95 

[DELUXE PAINT 3 VIDEO TUTORIAL 

Nearly 3 hours of how to with DPamt 3 

MJC PRICE £17.95 

WORDPROCESSORS 

Kind Words 2 £29.95 
Word Worth VI.1 £79.95 

NEW PROTEXT Version 5.5 

New version of this best selling word processor 

Now includes new dictionary files and Thesaurus 

very fast for serious WP applications. (IMeg) 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

AMOS * The Creator 
AMOS VI.2 - The Language £32.95 
AMOS COMPILER - now available £19.95 
AMOS 3D - now available £21.95 

PROTEXT V4.3 * Half Price £49 95 

PRODATA - NEW VI .2 AMIGA £54.95 

SOUND/MUSIC 
New Stereo Master £29.95 

Techno Sound Turbo (Stereo) £29.95 

Ha/mom * Sequencer £29.95 

THE MIDI CONNECTOR 
Featuring Midi In, 2 x Midi Out, Midi Thru and 

Serial port Thru + 2 cables, 

MJC PRICE JUST El 4.95 1 
MISCELLANEOUS 

INFOFILE 29.95 
MAXIPLAN PLUS 34.95 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 22,95 

GB ROUTE PLUS 59.95 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 39,95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 

Fun School 2 under 6....12.95 

Fun School 2 6 to 8__..,12.95 

Fun School 2 over 8.*......12,95 

Fm££bML3 
Fun School 3 under 5. 

Fun School 3 5 to 7........ 

Fun School 3 over 7...,. 

,15.95 

,15.95 

.15.95 

LATEST RELEASE - FUN SCHOOL 4 
The best Fun School yet! Better sound, better graphics and 

conforms to the National Curriculum 
FUN SCHOOL 4 Under 5 s £16.95 
FUN SCHOOL 4 5to7's £16.95 
FUN SCHOOL 4 7 toll's £16.95 

LCL Software 
Primary Maths Course ,. ..19,95 

Micro Maths GCSE.19,95 

Micro English GCSE ..19.95 

Micro French GCSE... 19.95 

3 

Kosmos Software 
Junior Quiz 6 to 11... 

French Mistress.. 

German Master... 

Maths Adventure... 

14.95 

14.95 

14.95 

17.95 

VIDI AMIGA 

NEW - TAKE 2 
New An inflation from Rombo £79.95 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package ■ including Vidi Digitiser, 

Vidichrome and Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE £84.95 

RGB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrome 
or Digiview. (includes PSU) 
MJC PRICE £59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the 
RGB Splitter for a complete colour digitising out¬ 
fit NOTE: For best colour pictures you require a 

video camera or perfect still frame VCR 
MJC PRICE £129.95 

Col Solution + Take 2 £169-95 

^_ 
Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 

_ 
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MASSIVE PRICE 
REDUCTIONS 

SPEEDY 
MAIL ORDER 

SERVICE 

m (MTAFLTEJH 
MKATRftf VALUE FOR MMEV 

m 0AIAFIYE1 500 ftAIGf 
Oul tg* W#1 SC& ft twil 

ipwti <f-i rW SOT to# Optoi StoHto 
Vlt*q W 1*to *590 pt JflTnfl tH!!1! fflO to, 

i filWiMri- MOl TVr iptoObk in 
output iSCSI •”*«iM Own* m-*ni JW*to 

ThftuOlTri 5C$J Mtoliti 0»1it*lHS- 
OF*’j-Tnrt# *ioom»r 0**u«|£i* s> 

hOtdO^i l*iwn iquH tkHIOni |1 J M Ctrl- & It 
t-nmpoiOt* *oti thr, srs Onvt nstatabar 
ffifeiTjCtUFfl | L/C+ni, -0*1 **.**4*0 IJ ne*T0i, 
n****^ tu*d* 1i*to*n*fl - pn.1 #to|*i 4 r»*e*iw 

now wmt&c Dims 
DiWifill 5W HUES turn 

SCC JWEt [|« H 
D*T*fLVEfl sw no EMvf H»fl 
OFTWNJlt IttINt PO«R SlJPPl* tw K 
DfcWL¥6ttWCW3?iMtt«9i jvdjtfw fil pt 

1 *<"riifrtoitr tpoHM-o-v 0 Ztofid , HcNjrn 

^hM rat lot *»ili Dmtolvfr 
Uwor* hm- two (h.^T ■! *«* *1“ DtHUAiTLK 
“*V 134 9t otuMtut^ *mt tot □«**!«» 

T* MUHVflt Ml UKf 
'■■*« *■ £«i im**** c#* *t rt 
3it»nw' 500 bid la mtoua*v Me^-r*^ h~*i 
o'tfcfl Ip niml 31‘ 5£Si *w»i SCSI 
*W0 titotol 1i*t»d II t-tliO btoo-* *d *** A:.i'.;Wircrtnj 
l»n r«i Ktttt n**! & -pt wn prt »o 
"lliUlOt 4 -JlltVp toil iff 1rt"^4flrtp, 4 srlncrum 
i*toto I* n-wri Upti. 4 SCSa T» 
™m 19 *«*■ 0#U*m rtM* wfl Mh^ 

tj.1 ,+jj m ft, pw*r9 nr. 

mwwrm me turns 

tOtrtflWCfS 
3*" AFL^ftjOQO SCSI OAS Oi ^ vQCH Yt WB 
DAWiVIR m HtfSfi im„ 
DATAflYlfl iws ;30VEG Utl It 

/i^ PSB 

1 ii*5 d BJ.B 

kkSSM 
HOTLINE 

0274-691115 
HOW TO ORDER 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
E\£i5t *20 A ti*Ji>.ii<3 £hIB5| 0* D *T3*I 

CWtXRS L»Of B|1»« o F OT (Md£4( 3«l«'# 

ALL ORDERS CARRIAGE FREE 
PFW 3€SP*K“ Wfji< f# twa GNEAS AfCf Y& V0V :. - I 

OPTIONAL FAST DELIVERY SERVICE 

tPTQ2*fl EXPRESS POST C3» 
CNERJKg f J CSAVS H5C 
OVER i ? D*vs ■ fT K-Iapt v 
■T*ng3^ cr^f v&jy^ f-rSmwm\ 

^FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON- 

w ORDERS OVER £ 500 ^ 

EXPORTS a specrdluy add Cl 99 fot 

surface mail or £3 SB for airmail 

I Computers, mEKUtors & f>f inters - 

Please pfione for carnage charges: 

TO ORDER 0Y MAIL, PHONE OR FAX 

— Prompt Despatch 

Simply quote your c/card details, name & 

address & your order S leave the rest it> 

us. toy are not charged until the goods 

are despatched, Or send cheque or PO 

(payable to TRllOGlC l or cash 

(send cash by registered post], 

Mr+i-Tfl uOtH **5 *vf « #J»> «ir- DBtMASTr* 
9rt|f f Ji W “r*Tf^. [fuft hawd *-nh h>f Otit*-/*- 
*iiiw »1 wpurift* DniiNr 

BASEBOARD A5M MEMORY UPGAAK 
^S(K>ARC *i vwt tjffrttM ^ 

—wwr uftpiadt ri'd tv iA"V}» kSC' M * 
I- Irth I 1 4 ! 3 'pmt t F* 4 

it itnrii pit IMS4! Cinpt 51*** t* 
1 3 ir»p*in*»i5i<i 4 rnp, 4 kai ID 
y*w flt* lut 1 -*g c+«.i'ji-, «ti*t liftvrt ta Ur 
F.li^rri, Crnprid-if t litilw * »*«* 
k*r<;4> uri sr ftfiK) * t*gu«i»ci V- sptoMi 
bond pn*t *nti*rt hfe w*3*™iq n i*qur#<S 
I **>Xt K** hrtnc* i*.4 tSHtol l*Ftj 1*9 ftpr, 

HA-SteOflflD J 
KflAWMwg AOOTKCJUffl 
PASEB06RD 1 TMF-Gi 

WE 
&ASf0OiHO ?Mf G 
BASteQJlftO 3MtC 
B*9EBQUn4lftG 

KSC POWER PC CARD 
!■*» III* r IT# 1 z muj VLd 4 bDMlt t 

■ HF.lu r i*fg *nU bArtt+r, t-iirt tMi ftann-x*! 
fc-ittuf*#* <n|fi i*»ir a* ns**.* Ht|-tvii SrH tjo 

iif* ■nciyffnp "mu n-rt kutnw N; H? 
tnwriifl <n^<rd 4 daw x-- iviMhi it*: vuMn 

Smw-hw ■nr P^riJoi 4 014 G* i*lr 
, fF«1 H-HCri MHKHtl *1,904 ^ flrvrt 
‘:i>^irF*iWF*iv* n»|Fv;li?r*. hjpc*fld ' i*Hri^li,- 
efltF SP^TJ WOfltH t»» 
LffWtHPlHtl NCWONiT Ellis 

DTHtR HITECH UPGRADES 
KCKSTWT 13 PtOW rft* 
H’TER Winu-s MW tfrn 
eSiTw w chip tivn 
umATO4ffli<w£0Pi«X tun 
W7CWWMTOR ljta> 
RICKER RVER FOR HQiXm tmw 
FLICKER n*EH *0R «0& tm*- 
SUPR4 a Mtc HEMORlf CAW) FOR AMIGA 
'boc r-ncxi nnu 
"Tsp*!!*! uw?li('*frMilisJitm| 

CMOS &>•'A DRAMS lw t3300 p* twp 
raw plug ai cwfR r?» 
?3W SQCKtT & CQiffit_fz« 

DRIVE SWITCHES A ADAPTORS 
■pBME SWITCH 1 ^ of** s» i 
Mi l** #** jstm 4 idiiw^iifwitw ! '34^ 
aoerr sdf crop switoi *>1^ 4 

SALES ► 0274 691115 

FAX LINE ►0274 600150 

TRILOGIC ?SSi* 
Oept. A.F.2.Unit 1 , «Si— 
253 New Works Road 
Bradford, BD12 OQP 

Established 1984 

¥£Jt 

TRILOGIC 

w 
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Utr*i< br tfrO*«r* ME* 
im R WTOt it*. MMii anw 4 

At**#* 9*^* »1 «**« trtJWi* Kftl-itr 19 htf*. 
*Nf Hr*?*, I [11B 

QUALITY MSI STORAGE 
BOXES LDCKABLt TlTtO 

UQ AITtSTATlC 
5S1 p$R LSWfr CASE » <9 Em. flit' 
*sze um 
«SJE NR 
loosn am 
■M&Jt iw*-P^ rlj 9^ 

am 

5(tS^€ 90 * 'e&a*,>Hk On* 
1«SUE8QK*nj^,i>rM arp 
UMfSCMcw,^, Dor 

r^p 
San>60rn 
Mm 4pm Ml ™ 

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM 
GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL 
ESTABLISHMENTS WELCOME 

SWY Wll 3,5 D&OD 

DISKS + mi LABELS 
WWOfiO PH 
Fwxcra 
P40*0f» QSI 

^*CKCF10S 144* 
1 staof 5ffi Dit* 

■anp(r*«r—•■ Hi(% 

PfiESEKTATlCM PAJKTWG A ARHATIQ! 
MOW SETTER rw« 
WMOSUPf 3D r»H 
CnSNft uwMiTON shjdc mm 
uomti 3 mm 
PELUKf PU4T III IBB 
fJNTiHSKM M4M 
iOCONSTflvCTS£T ug.w 
OfUJatEhWTi ra« 
UOrsE nju 

DESKTOP AMD PfRMEUlS 
waviw GtJiD 1M [f9* 
BO ■ VKKJfflOW SPIC1AL PRCF mm 
RBfi SPUTTER fOR BO t»n 
HI14CHI MDNDCHnOUf CAM|RA [KSJH 
MlWfiEN hqib 
’OCTKOEKtOC* mm 
WOCTtP * fihh 
G? WS£& CfWTHt c.^99 
clXtuflPM; irn* 
SlMRftC WR 
RGWHN ■ OCTOifT fils® 
5SPA>iPj_[41 p? 

VIDEO TIT LUG 
VIDEO0TECT D « dr'*r. 4 in«,IIJSM 
PIXHATi [jin 
aac*X45T TiniR !'.rr 
KU.KE PHOTOtAfl 
KUOtE TOEO wh 
DaiMweoimMMhmPHtt mm 
.‘SEC^LERg y E._CHH 

CAO A DRAWNVfi - 2030 
X G4D DESBWER 
?*&i 5$Owv pm 1 mm 
SCULPT JOKL mrwtvn [B99S 
SCWPT »*MTF ID JUMOR rwn 

VIDEOS YUS FORMAT 0NLY> 
T1W.OGC S MTRODUCTim IQ M 
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AMICAPIWTERA MODEM LEADS 

4MR1 AMIGA mpniMM p*wtn 
•HAO* 1 Sn bn# 
AMP? AMIGA 
-tppt'di in', C9j 
AMP5 AMIGA ■ 

[tfi 

MU 15*H H*g 1C- v*4n <p#4! 4#p<D« I **- 
K#2 36*H Ti*r id L**5 anvci 1 V* 
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_ HUOh#rn*a4eniiei4 
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[H® 
HZ® 

JOYSTICKS 
SPEEDKING AUTOPIRE tr}® 
AWlGAW AUTOFIRf rM® 
COMPETITION PflOiddfl aiAfl 
MICHKWTCHrS S AtflOTflE m® 
DOMPETmON PRO 500C EXTRA 
MICRQSWTTHFS A AiiTDFIRF fit® 
ZIPSTICK MJTDfltt r'Jft 
OLBCKSHOT MAVERICK HI® 
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DUST COVERS 
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BACK - UP UTILITIES 
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m* 
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IflEE SEAfB ffltl 
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MONITOR PUITMSI STUDS 
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IBM 
MONITOR Fumr MOUSE JOYSTICK 
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Ifr 12 In 14' M, 4 nsw^ri Hi ff 
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SEQUENCING COMPOSING 
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SORT SWITCHES TV 
WOll TOR SHIRE KS 

'VMDNITOH SURER A rw M A 
So** p4nlvK toeMfebto OtowfcKnd 
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"*• .feb ^ U4M# tun 
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2 TMAY PWTiR SWITCH-j^o* 

1 riyt "I*,*-. feWveito« to#pto IM1 l*f (to» 
f 9^ riV^wtodJFl,*# M**ji nef ■* uii 

jy«to Imp * cJywtofW to nv 

DATABASES 
SUPfFiflASf PfRSONAl ITS® 
SUPTREUSE PfRSONAl ? rat® 
SUPtRBASf PWDf ESSIONAL 4 r?*P» 

PHOGRI.INNHNG 
oewuc 2 Midi- run 
AMOS TK CREATOR v* ^*r- £Jt» 
CAf^YO .*,1 ■?»»*, E?B« 
UANPfftFDRMfR . rrsw 
HtSOFT SASIC PRO f?4® 
AMOS tvn 
AMOSGOAP JR tarn 
««X » OHAPmCS CPtA’OY m*t 

UTKITHS \ UMNIS 
OUAffTtRSACK *15 r*® 
AMI 0#HVI AUGNMFNT ru f. 
OOCTW AMI [29» 
OCSAHASIER . J nsn 
ON ! ®E PtAtMUM EH® 
D(LUAI Pfl«T 2 run 
OPOSS3CS m* 

-WLS Qc» 

SWtf AOSHf ET5 A ACCOUNTS 
DC CALC IKK 
SUffWLAN in® 
HOME ACCOUNTS E24M 
CASHSOQ* CONTROUfR - =>, 

ESt® 
MMSHOT PfUS E»® 
OAV BY Day ra.« 
SYSTEM 3 m® 

MCA «UEHfAC£ 2 ebb 
Th*"**1 **-Wtop 1*4 nwfHthfelK^r. 4M 
to Connodtoi tor Ttw d*M #t Kh. pec* 
* 1 mid m wet*T * 1 BHli Itou^ utb # 9 —* 
« feM*«i * J »i 

3 WAY PWNTt R SWITCH 
hu 

4 WAY PftPfTER SWITCH 
ue- **m ttof mnprito aw 
2 WAY CROSSMft 2i«pe«M.i 

2 WAY PftINIEfl SWITCH 

3 WAT PftJNTER SNITCH iiktoM. 
I¥tot Ito# tO-ytito *B? 
AWAY PWNTER SYVITCH 

DSNUNUOUS BQom PAPffl fl *8S' 

ITT® 

mu 

mu 

r»® 

f?s» 

f«® 

r?m 

run 

(b® 

ff® 

14 iMiri *-h« trt.1 **( 

CQNTiWDuS BOpn PARR n ^5' 
Ab*to 
PACKS OF »0 5Mk£ SlEtfS 
44 &v*™ » ->r* 
PACKS or UOSftfkt S4tT£ 
44 fcV— n* ^ ***** « wr 
"Vh toi«)9flflFHi ettototo to cj4t<« 9i 
S'* Mto*i to BO#l*#» 
CQNTWUOUS LABftSaS a»mi 

COPY four fto* 
COPY HQADtfl hOtaH^toto*! 
HUnifl StJtNO fei*™.* 
PftNTtR PANO toitoitowpim# Mj* MOUSE HOtDIR 

VICE. TMCXERIAUS 
IMXfSSOWS 

BUWfl FK^AC(M(NT aw&a MOUSE nr® 
IUAASRA MOUSE WITH HCKMR FQR 
AUGJk,^?H-CTkSTrLT- or» 
OiK mouse mm 
OFTlCAl UOlfil ^nevtotoctoH IB® 
MARCfti TMtti RfiAAL s« y s« rn » 
4 htow nytoto * E**ww«utoT to fey--1 
* Ntotofeb-m ton • UtoMto mowt K>K— 
* M}- W * totoMdtoWtoi 
MOUSE JOYSTICK SWITCH run 

AWGA FQfl 6IGWNERS (h 11*1,9 ir; (i 
1 m*toB#toe*Ti 'f /' 1*^^.*! 

■I r p*to* to to* topti e'W'rei nwtoai k 
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«9tfe J *di • to#* el f^mi> KtoLii 

: *’*«K|.to to- toito* 
AMtGA tv d*Brf-n*n, ri24S 
BEST QK AMGA TNCK5 I « ®1 E3m 
MAWHG HJSlCONMAMGA atm 
AMIGA BASIC i-itor i Out rH4% 
AMIGA 30 Mail ft- Phryj-Ffto-ffea -1 bj* fu® 
AMIGA GRAPlWCS *»* 4 c>,- f)i n 
AMIGA ttaiw* ito^ir 114 4b 
AMIGA s, irarn* frqunmitoi, Oddf f J?4J 

4d*jtotid Svk.W*t dimijnrir^ 

MOUSE MAT -M to, toitodto**. At i*v Ufi 
JOYStCK [KTENSWMIAD 

AKWGA C Hf btoototoin 

AMIGA C bji toiv#\*e 
AANGA CBSK UWVE11S -d* 4 dv 
AMKSA DOS inudrAOul 

AMIGA DOS Qtoli Ptf%*r,:f 
AMK>A OtSATDP VIDE D 

AMIGA PfllNTtRS tewto 46 -n* 
DISKS I,:. AdKufehmfefe 
”***<■ 114* utot” nttoffbe 
Sp*ua &tt*, 
'-** 4*P1|»J>0S awl toywi^fetoiiEItS 
ttoito ton d<#to ton- ltoO twti 

oTHtn moA books— 
USING DELUXE PAINT 
AMIGA 

AMIGA f 
AMIGA „ 

AMIGA M,*r, to<IrfiT. 4 ijipdaci 
AMIGA koto tofitonto' I i*f*i 4 



CARTOON CLASSICS 
AMIGA + KEYBOARD 
BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 
1 MEG RAM 
MOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 2. 
BUILT-IN CLOCK 

EXTENDED WARRANTY ONLY £44.99 EXTRA 

LEMMINGS 
THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE WEEKEND 
BREAK FOR 
TWO, 

only £359*99 
£399.98 with io 

STAR PACK 

AMAZING 10 STAR PACKy 
DUNGEON QUEST BVF HONDA 
SOCCER POWER PLAY 
KID GLOVES SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE 
MICROSWRCH JOYSTICK TOWER OF BABEL 
10 QBK$ . LABELS & BOX DATASTORM 
MOUSE MAT EMOTION 
TAtORED DUST COVER GRAND MONSTER SLAM 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £39.99 EXTRA ! 
WITH ANY AMIGA PACK. 

(Or £5$.W teptnldy. 19 Sur Games only * no 

joystick or icc* a*ocirt - £19,99) 

Total value over£275! 
J 

C COLOUR MONITORS 
FOB EXTENDED WARRANTY - SEE BELOW. D 

PHILIPSCM8833 MK2 with FREE F19 & ON 
SITE WARRANTY only £239.99 
8833 mk2 • no FI9 & on site warranty £224.99 
COMMODORE 10B4S only £259.99 
AOC MULTISYNC - HIRES only £349,99 
CITIZEN 14 i HIRES (FLICKER FXR REQD)£329.99 

A500 FLICKER FI XER £239.99 
A1500 FLICKER FIXER £149,99 
MONITOR PLINTH 1 £25.99 
MON ITOR PLINTH 2 with shelf £35.99 

(CITIZEN PRINTERS") 

^CITIZEN120D+LOWER PRICE £134.99 ''\ 
CITIZEN 124D (24 pin) £199.99 
CITIZEN 224D (24pm colour) £269.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 colour £199.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24e COLOUR £299.99 
CITZEN SWIFT9X & 24X ALSO 
STOCKED AT DISCOUNT PRICES* 

5 year extended worrantv only 
£29.99 ex fra. 

3 YE AR 
EXTENDED 

WARRANTY 
on Amiga 500- 

Ju»t £44*99 

rUm, 

/SPI 

LOWER 

PRICES 
£289 99 
£309 99 
£339 99 
£199.99* 
£329,99* 

HARD DRIVES 
A590+ 20meg + 0m@g RAM 
A590+ 20 meg + Imeg RAM 
A590+ 20meg + 2meg RAM 
A590 56meg UPGRADE KIT 
A590 130meg UPGRADE KIT 

*Unfor matted sizes 

MAJOR PRICE DROP 
DATAFLYER 500 56 ONLY £299.99* 

DATAFLYER 500 130ONLY £449.99* 
DATAFLYER 2000 56meg £229.99* 
DATAFLYER 2000130meg £379.99* 

* NOW FITTED WITH LATEST NEC DRIVES. 

ROC HARD AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
Superb new Amiga 8t Amiga Plus compat¬ 

ible naid drives, with power unit, 8 sockets for 
upto 8 megs of ram. Fast NEC drives fitted. 

ROC HARD 45 - only £389.99 
ROC HARD 105 . only £569.99 

1 meg SIMMs (0,2,4,6,or8 req’d) £37.99 

“s,_y 

STOP PRESS 
4 way SUPPRESSED MAINS CONNECTOR BLOCK - S12 9V 
GFA AMIGA BASIC great value * - £9 99 

Irmmin^; CiptiEn Flint (; The Simp&ona; tJrluxo Pilnl 3 * 

GFA H**lc - total value over£200 - all flv* for only 
AMOftUS ROM SWITCH -COMING SOON-17? 
A500 PLUS l MEG UPGRADE - IN STOCK SOON £7? 

(STAR PRINTERS^) 

/STAR LC20 b/w£149 99 ' 
STAR LC24-10 b/w £199.99 
STAR LC-15 wide b/w £249.99 
STAR LC24-200 b/w £239*99 
STAR LC2O0 colour £209*99 
STAR LC24-200 colour £299-99 
STAR LASER 4 £«99*99 

Extended warranties available, 

^ EXTERNAL DRIVES. 
Compatible with ali_Amipas A CDTV 

ROCTEC RF332C £54.99 
ROCTEC RF382C £59.99 
CUMANA CAX354 3.5" £59.99 
CUM AN A 51/4" DRIVE £109.99 
All are Amiga PLUS compatible. 

FREE PRINTER 
CABLE tc 

DRIVER DISK 
WITH ALL 

PRINTERS. 

ECIAL DEALS 

PRICE SHOWN INCLUDES 

A5Q0+ CARTOON CLASSICS 

PACK AS LISTED ABOVE. 

4 CM8833mk2 £564.99 

+ CITIZEN 1200 £489.99 

+ 6833^ Cl200 £719.99 

+ SWIFTScotour £$49.99 

+ SW9C + 0833 £774,99 

OTHER PACKAGE DEALS 

AVAILABLE - PHONE 

LOWEST EVER AMIGA 1500 
»2k 3.S4 DRIVES 
m MEG RAM 
n DELUXE PAINT3 
H HOME ACCOUNTS 
a THE WORKS 
n RF 

uTOKl 

h PUZZNIC 
s GET THE MOST OUT OF 

YOUR AMIGA * BOOK 

PRICE ! 
ONLY 

£629.99 
WITH 10£4$ 

£879*99 

NEW - TV TUNER, 
Use yout Monitor as a tv. Works with 

MULTISYNC MONITORS TOO. 
Compatible with Philips8833, 

Commodore 1084s, AOC, NEC 3D* & 
most true Multisync monitors (superb 
picture via RGS). BuitMn speaker. 
ONLY £$9,99 - limited stocks 
Mufflsync monitor version £79.99, 
SET TOP AERIAL if req'd £9*99 
Lead* included - state monitor. 

NICAM TV TUNER £159.99 

SUPER FI-2 OUR NEW STEREO SYSTEM. A1 |Q‘1- ° '<*ol **«*> toeoter 

POWEFUL 20 WATTS PER CHANNEL ! W NlCOm VC,"U™ 
PROFESSIONAL LOOKING BLACK BOOKSHELF CABINET 
r WOOFER, 2‘ TWEETER. 
MAINS POWERED, - Pm built-in. Nosrcpirate power unit rtq'd. 
PROPER SEPARATE KNOBS FOR VOLUME, BASS A TREBLE. 

INCREDIBLY - ONLY £59.99 po*t free. 

keyboofd, lalellife fecetyer 01 

personar stereo. 8k>wf other Toy-like 
tinny sounding systems into The weeds 
Expensive appearance * wouldnl 

look out of place b any lounge 
Complete with conned trig leads 

C TRILOGIC 1992. 
EAOE -JAN LOW COST 1/2 MEG UPGRADES. 

4Ch7cSRw™ WITHOUT CLOCK & BATTERY. 
on/off switch WITHCLOCK * BATTERY 

AMIGA 500 PLUS COMPATIBLE 

£26.99 
£29.99 

A1500/2000 2-8MEG MEMORY CARD ONLY £79.99 
tmeg*4 Jfmm* * 457,94 each. Minimum of 2 r*q d { - 2m*gi) 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE VAT 

MORE 

TRILOGIC/ Dept AF2, 

UNIT 1, 
253 NEW WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, BD12 0QP 
TEL: 0274 691115 
Fax: 0274 600150 

ComflHdKi dHlsr tine* 1lt4 

EXTENDED WARRANTIES. 
with Accidental Damage Insurance. 

■3?' NEW ‘ • 
gppper 

f *<S> o imo* tum. why not ho v* that extra peace of mind, A ovo«l possible expensive repot brit by 
lakfrtg oul one of our low cost En I ended Warranties Including Accidental Damage Insurance 
Specialty arranged by our customer services department lor the bene lit ol al our customers, with one 
of Ihe UK i leading Insurance com ponies 

Any Hern costing under £400 he vat, covered lot three years from dale of purchase for Only 

£44.99, or &W W tor five years from dote of purchase. Covers oil repairs (k accidental damage, with 
vetv Tew exclusions. 

Even one min or repair could cost more than the cost of 3y ear cover Items over £400 * please 
enquire. Fun wrrtten deioilt on requesi Available on most hardware Items be s/hand Amiga* 



SOFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel; 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 S S E 

AMIGA SELLERS 
3D Construction ito 3499 Gheng$Khyi £499 
3D Pool 999 Grate 1750 
4D Sprats Boxing 1750 Golden Axe 1750 
19*3 . .. 7 90 Gracra Sorawxs Vrctor Soccer 
AMOS 3-D $490 .... New 1750 
AMOS The Creator 34 99 Gunboat  ®1 SO 
AMOS Compiler 21 50 Head Over HeeH 7 99 
Advanced Frun Machine 699 Hero Quest 17 50 
Alien Breed 17 50 Hero Quest Data Disk 1099 
Alien Stonn 17 50 Heroes of the Lance New Price 7 99 
Altered Beast 7 99 H?l Street Blues — 
Ammos . .17.50 Hollywood Poker 4 99 
Austehttz .. 9 99 Home Alone New 17 50 
BabyJoGoHome 1750 Horse tang 
Balance Of tower 1990 ... 17.50 Omniplffy Speed Offer T2 99 
Barbarians ..7 99 Hudson Hawk . New 17.50 
Barbarian a (Psygnosis) 17 50 Hunter 2150 
Bards Tele 3 .... 17.50 immortal .9 99 
Batman The Movie 7 99 Impoaemole Mission E, . 7.99 
Battle Chess 1 or 2...17.50 Impossamole ..... 7.99 
Battle Isle New El 50 Indiana Jones Last Crusade 7.99 
Battle of Britain Ind ianapo*is 500 17.50 

(Their Finest Hour) SI.50 int Championship Athletics 17.50 
Beast Busters . ..New 17.50 International Karate* 7,99 
Blood Money . 7,99 Jack NiddauS Unlimited 
Blocdwych....9,99 Courses (1 Meg) 21.50 
Blue wax (Aces).. 2150 jack Nicklaus Unlimited 
Blues Brothers New 17.50 Clip Aft 10.99 
Boston Bomb Club . New 17.50 Jet. Special Offer 17.50 
Boulderdash. 4 99 Jimmy White's Whirlwind 
Breach 2 Enhanced ...91.50 Snooker Si 50 
Bridge Player 2150 .21 50 Jocky Wilson's Darts 9.99 
Brigade Commander .17.50 Kenny Dalgl ish Soccer Manager 7 99 
Bubble Bobble . , 799 Kick Off * Extra Time ... 7,99 
Budokan .9 99 Kick Off 2 Special Offer 9.99 
Bui Iderland.New £13 99 Kick Off 2 (1 Meg) Soec >ai 0% 12.99 
Cabal .7 99 Kick Off 2 Return To 
California Games ...799 Europe 7.99 
Captain Planet.New 17 50 Kick Off 2 The Final Whistle 899 
Camer Command 9 99 Kick Off 2 Wrnntng Tactics .. 799 
Centunan. ,17 50 Kmdwords 2 Wxdproces$or)3*. 99 
Champions of Krynn(l Meg) .2150 King Of Chicago. ..9,99 
Championship Drrver New 17 50 Kings Bounty 21 50 
Charge of the Light Brigade ..,21 50 Kings Quest 5 . 27.99 
Chase HQ New Price 7 99 Knightmare , New 31.50 
Che . Nsw 17 50 Knights of the Sky. 3*.99 
Chess Champion 2175 . ,21 50 Last Battle . .17.50 
Chuck (lock .17.50 last Ninja 3. 1750 
Chuckie Egg 1 or 2 .9 99 Larcr Souad Special Offer 9 99 
Cisco Heat. New 17.50 League Challenge 6 99 
City Defence New 4 99 Leander New 1750 
Conflict Middle East. 2150 lemmings 17 50 
Conqueror 7 99 Lemmings Data Disk New 13 99 
Cncket {i Meg). 2150 Life and Death. 1750 
Cricket Captain .17 50 Little Puff 6 99 
Cruise For A Corpse 19 99 Lombard ft A C Rally • 7 99 
Daley Thompsons Olympic Lord bf the Rings 21 50 

Challenge . 7 99 lords of Chaos SpecOffer 15 99 
Death Knights of Krynn... 21.50 Lotus bpm Turbo Challenge .17 50 
Defender of the Crown. 9 99 Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Deluxe Paint 4 62.99 Challenges New 17 50 
Deluxe Strip Poker M l TanklHatOOn 9150 
2(1Meg).New 17.50 Mage Garden 17 50 
Deuteros .New 21.50 Mag*: Pockets 17 50 
Devious Designs New 17.50 Man Unaed 17,50 
Disney Animation Studio 69 99 Man Urn Europe 17 50 
Double Dragon 3 .New 17.5® Mega Traveler 1 2150 
Dragon Nrrva . 7.99 Meg*k>-Msn* 2150 
Ongoracape .. New 4.99 Merchant Colony 2150 
Dungeon Master . 17.50 Mercs 17.50 
E-Mahon Special Offer 3.99 Metal Masters 17.50 
Elf .. 17 50 Microprose Golf New 24 99 
Elite.. 17.50 Midwinter 2 $4 99 
Elvira Arcade New 17 50 Mig 29 Super Fulcrum 27 99 
Emfyn Hughes kit Soccer Monopoly Deluxe 13 99 

SpeoatOffer9 99 Moonstone New2l50 
Etiopean Supf League 17 50 Mocrwafcef 7.99 
Ex le New 17 50 Multi Player Soccer Manager 17 50 
Eve of the Beholder 2150 Napoleon 1 .  2150 
F15 Strike Eagle 2 (1 Meg) 2* 99 Napoleonic Battle New 21 50 
F16 Combat Not 17 50 Navy Seals  17.50 
F19 Stealth Fighter 21 50 Nebukis 2. .... ..17 50 
F29 Seta i at or 17 50 Never Ending Story .... New 1750 
Face Off (tee Hockey New Zealand Story . .7 99 

Management) 17 50 Nightbieed Special Offer 9 99 
Federat ion Of Free Traders 9 99 North and South 7 99 
Ferrari Formula One 9,99 Onslaught NewPnce999 
Final Blew Boxing 1750 Operation \Wcj|f . 
MFWiL.....,1750 Outnn.  7.99 
Fuad Whistle 699 Outnri Europe 1750 
First Sarr^a. New 17.50 PGATouGC*.1750 
Flight of the Intruder 2* 99 Pegasus 1750 
Flood 9 99 Pit Filler „ New 1750 
Football Manager 2 99 Player Manage?. ...... 13 99 
Football Director 2 Pod of Radiance 0 Meg only) 21 50 
(NewMenonlMeg) . 17.50 Populous New Price 999 
Football Manager 2 + Popuious/Sim City 2150 
Expansion Krt 9 99 Populous New 

Footballer of ihettar 2 799 Wratete NewPnceS99 
Fort Apache 21.50 torts Of Call.1750 
Four Wheel Drive..New 21.50 Powerdn-ft .. .,7.99 
Ml Contact.   9 99 towemiongcr 21,50 
Fun School! 4 (Under 5) New 17.50 Prince of Pmm .. .1750 
Fun School 4 (57) New 17 50 too Boxing Sim. 7 99 
Fun, School 4 (7-11),. New 17.50 Pro Tennis Tcm 2 17.50 
Future BasketbafiSpeoai Offer 9 99 Proflght 2799 
Gauntlets.... 7.99 Quest Fra Gory 2 ,3199 
Geisha ,   17 50 ESI 2 ...     21.50 

ft-Type -._™._799 
ft‘Type 2 _ -.17.50 
to-koad Tycoon 24 99 
Realms New2150 
Renegade tegon (1 Meg) 2* 99 
Rise of the Dragon . 2* 99 
Robin Hood----1750 
Robocod New 17.50 
Robocop 2 17.50 
RoboZone____ 17.50 
Rocket Range?--9.99 
Rockford.New Pnce 0-99 
Rod lands ..  ..17.50 
Rolling ftonrr,' .17.50 
PtorkesDnft .—17 50 
RugbyCoach ... New17S0 
Rugby Wbrld Cup . 17 50 
Rules of En^gement.17.50 
Soooby Doo and Scr appy 
DOO 7 99 
Secret Of Monkey tSltfXJ 
(1 Meg).....17.50 
Secret of &ito& Blades (1 Mb) .21.50 
Shadow of the Beast .7.99 
Shadow Of The Beast 2 
....Special Offer 7.99 

Shadow Sorcerer .19.99 
ShufffepackCafe..7.99 
Silent Service 2.  24.99 
Sim C-fty/PdpuJous...21.50 
Si m City/ArchitectLK 1 11,99 
Sim City/Archflecture 3... 11 99 
Simpsons ..  New 17.50 
Sky High Stuntman.. 7.99 
Smash T.V.Newt 7.50 
Snowstnke ... Special Offer 6.99 
Soccer Match..  7.99 
Spcedball $ ... Special Offer 9.99 
SpindizzyWoricte.1750 
Sporting Triangles ... 13.99 
Starglider$ .. ,New Price 9.99 
Steve Davis Snooker.9.99 
Strike Fleet..17.50 
Striker Manager .....17.50 
Stunt Car Racer. . New Puce 7.99 
Super Cars, ..7.99 
Super Monaco Grand Pnx.17. SO 
Super Off toad Racer 17 50 
Super Space invaders .17,50 
Suspicious Cargo New 17.50 
Swap.  7 50 
Switchblade . 7.99 
Switchblade 2 ,17.50 
SWTV.17.50 
Team Vankee .. .91.50 

COMPILATIONS 

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 9 99 
Terminator 2 ..17 50 
Their F inest Hour.-.21.50 
Their F inest Missions.1099 
Three Stooges.,..........,,.....™. 999 
Thunder Hawk.  .21 50 
Tip Off New 17 50 
Titanic Blinky,......799 

Tdto.  1750 
Tower Fra.  17.50 

Treasure island Oizzy ■ 4 99 
Treble Champions .7.99 
Tnwai Pcrsuit 13,99 
Turbo OiJffun ..._.799 
Tuff Form/System 8 

(Racing 4 Poote) . 9 99 
Tincan..      .7.99 
Tumcan2 Special Offer 999 
TV Sprats Football ..999 
Typhoon 0# St eei 
(1 Meg) Soeoai Offer 1299 

UMS- 9(1 Meg).21 50 
J-’dS 21.50 
Underpressure New1750 
Utopia _    21 50 
Wfied.New I? £0 
W W F Wtestlmg New 17 50 
Wacky Races 6 99 
WldW**€ts __.._17 50 
Wings of Fuy..7 .99 

wmr^Tadxs.7 99 
WarId Class Leaderbewd ..... 7 99 
ytfohd Gass Rugby ... . New 17 50 
World Cncket 7 09 
X-Qut .  NewPnce7 99 
xenon 2. 999 
Z0*1«2ra3 999 

3.5" Double Sided, 
Double Density with Labels 

1 £0 59 10..£5.50 25 £12 50 

40 Piece 3 Itf Disk Box.£499 
80 Piece 31/9 Defc Bo* .. £7 99 
120 Piece 3 W Disk Box £9 99 

Corrector wd,Cflb*o..£l499 
Mouse Mats £2.99 
ST 4 AG Extension Leads £5 99 
stereo Master Sound Sampler 
low cost, high quality £34.99 
Amiga 1j2 Meg Expansion 
with or without clock £29.99 

WINNING FIVE 
iron Loti. S* Frecj Twm world, PuffyJs Saga & N»gh! 

Humtef Speck) Qffier999 

DIZZ\' COLLECTION 
fast Food, Kwick Snex. MagcisTd Dizzy. Fartasy'atodd 

Dizzy & Treasure island Dizzy 17.50 

MAX PACK COMPOATfON 
TirTcon 2, St Dragon, Sww i, Nrghtshift 2150 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Indiana Jones. The Adventure, Mean Streets * 

Operation Stealth 24 99 

AIR LAND AND SEA 
interceptor, hdimpolts 500 & 668 Attack. Sub, 24.99 

ACTION MASTERS 
F16 Combat Piiotf Tgrbo Qutari, Wellbrs, Italy 

1990 4 Double Dragon 2 B1.50 

SOCCER COMPILATION 
Kick: Off 2. Gazza 2r Microprose Soccer A 

EmJyn Hughes JhT Soccer 17,50 

CHART ATTACK 
Lotus Espnt Turbo Gha lenge. James Pend, 
Venus Flytrap A Ghouls and Ghosts 21 50 

SUPER SEGA 
Golden Awe, E.S WA.T., Shinobi, Super 

Mc™cq6-P'.A Crackdown 21.50 

AIR COMBAT ACES 
Falcon, Gunship & Fighter Bomber. 21 50 

AD ft D. COMPILATION 
Heroes Of The iance. Dragons Of Flume HiH&far 21.50 

SUPER HEROES 
Stridet % Indiana Jones, Last Nmjfl 2, Spy Who loved 

Me. 21.50 

AIR AND SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service. Gunship, Wings, Carrier 
Command A P*7 Thunderbolt 21 50 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Midwimw, Cadaver, BA T, kon lord A Bipodwych 21 50 

THE TOP LEAGUE 
Speedball 2, Kick Dangerous 2, Falcon, 
MidwimerA T V Sports Football 2150 

CAPCOM COLLECTION 
Stndef 1 and 2. GhouS 'N‘ Ghosts, Forgotten Wotteis, U N 

Souadtoo, Dynaay Wars, Led Storm 1 Last Duel 21 SC 

BOARD GENIUS 
Scrabbte Delude, Deluxe Monopoly, fosk A 

Guedo Ariaster Detecirve 21 50 

FIVE ISTELLICEST GAMES 
0*ss. Bf 09<, Go, Bicksynmon & Dfsughts 1750 

MOVIE PREMIER 
Teenage MOarn Hero T^les, Gramtre 2, Back Tb 

me Future 2 A Da,% of Thizider 2I£0 

MAGNETIC SCROLLS 
FiSh, Corruption £ Guild of Thevts 2150 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports football. Wings, irads Of The tomg Sun 

& T V Sprats Basketball 24 99 

FINALE 
1750 

VIRTUAL REAUTV VDL 1 
Midwinter. Camer Command, Shnt Car ftacer, 

StargJider 2, * Iteemadonal Soccer Challenge 24 99 

HANNA BARRERA CARTOON COLLECTION 
Yoo i Great Escape, Hong Kong Phooey. toff ard 

Re^Jy S Beverley Hills Cats 13 99 

ADDICTED TO FUN 
ItaM l)rtM.I<iin03w islands, & New Zetland Ste* 13(9 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION 
Test Drive 2 (The Duel), Muscles. European 

Chal lenge. Super Cars A California Challenge 21 50 

PRO SPORT CHALLENGE 
J. Nicktaus GoEf and Championship Courses, Cycles 

& Powerboat U S A 2150 

TNT, 
Toofoin, Hard Otmit, APB, Kybots 4 Dragon Spirit 17 50 

POWER UP 
Rainbow Islands, Tumcan, Chose H.Q., X-Out A 

Altered Beast. 21 50 

CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE* 
invaders, Asteroids, Gaawion & Centipede 7 99 

SPORTING WINNERS 
Daily Double Horse Racing, Stew Davis Snooker 1 

Brian Clough’s football Fortunes. 17.50 

SPORTING GOLD 
! California Game*, The Games Wmei & Summer teutons Si 50 

SOCCER MANIA 
Fortbaii Manager 9, Microraose Soccer, Football Mar«o 

worid Cup Edition & Gaia's Super Soccp 17.50 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
Rcboccp. Baimar, The mcmc, Gtesfeusien E l iryjavj Jcnes 

ThelBtGwade 21.50 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders seni FIRST CLASS subject to availability Just fill in the 

coupon and send it to ■ Software City 
Unit 4. SOC, 21 Temple Street. Wolverhampton WV2 4AN 

-- ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)-- 

Name. 

Address 

Postcode..... Tel No 

Name of game Computer Value - i 
ii 
i| 

in 
ii 
1 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

Postage 

TOTAL 

CARD TYPE 

EEC Count*** *w £2 50 par 
Paying By Cheque Cheques peyiM to Sohwar* City 

EXPIRY DATE AMF2 

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 
signature DATE 

EUSOPE4N 
ORDERS 

ACCEPTED 



AMIGA PACKS 
ALL AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVER* ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK STOCK AND CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WAHRANTY. PLEASE RING I 
BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES 

>\ii LiiaJiuL* >>LLh*3. 

AMIGA A300+ 1MB BASE A500 computer sippfced with 1MB ram butt in Hjckstart V2, expansion to 2MB ram posable 
via "trap door' , mouse, tv moddator. manual* Workbench V2 software, ete aopied bare' with no games software 

AMIGA ASOO* 2MB BASE A50Q computer supplied with MB ram bull in and an extra MB expansion board (pving a 
total of 2 megabytes of rami Kickstart V2, mouse, tv modulator manual* Workbench V2 software etc suppled bare with no ^mes 
30ftW&T6 
AMIGA ASOO* 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, suppled with 1MB ram (Aril m Kick start 

V2, expanaon to 2MB ram posable via "trap door", mouse, tv modWator, manual* Workbench V2 ete dteka plus the foltowng top selng 
software titles Lemmnga The Smpaona Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 

AMIGA ASOO* 2MB CARTOON CLASSICS Arvige ASOO computer, supplied with MB ram butt in and an 
extra MB expansion board (gvmg a total of 2 megabytes of ram) Kick&tart VZ mows* tv modddtor. manual* Workbench V2 etc dsk* 
plus the fotowing top seMng software titles Lemnwiga The Sinpiaona Captain Planet and Dekixe Paint 3 

AMIGA A1SOO BASE A1500 conputer with 1MB ram detachable keyboard. 2 x 35* 080k dsk drives bull h, mouse and 
all marmfil* The Amiga A1SOO accepts A2QOQ peripheral* The A1500 base pack is ajjpfed with no software Please note that the 
A1500 does NOT have a mockiatof 

AMIGA A1500 PACK A consists of A1600 base pack and the fotowing software Platinum Work* Deluxe Paint Veraon 
3. Popiioua Smm CSty, Battle Ches* Their Fnest Hou fBattte of Britain) and 2 books 

AMIGA A1S00 PACK B canasta of A1500 baae pack and the following software Platinum Work* Deluxe Pairt Veraton 
3, Home Account* Bf. Puzznc, Toki and Getting the Most Out Of Your Amiga book 

£325.00 

£640.00 

Protar Hard Drives 
h Perfect fitting to the ASOO 
* 5 times faster than the A590 
1 1 MB* 2MB* 4MB or SMB Interna) ram 
expansion facility 

* 1 year REPLACEMENT warranty 
^ Auto parking & auto booting 

Ultra low power consumption 
from ASOO s own PSD 
Sub 24 millisecond access time 
Hard disk management software 

Protar 
Protar 
Protar 
Pro tar 
Protar 
Protar 

20Mb Hard Disk 
30Mb Hard Disk 
50Mb Hard Disk 
50Mb with Cache 
BOM) Hard Disk 
80Mb Hard Disk 

£27500 
£345.00 
£425.00 
£52500 
£540.00 
£596.00 

GVP Hard Drives 
Rx the Amga ASOO range we are now 
stocking the folowing GVP Series I I hard 
disk drives: 

PRINTERS 
Alt of Dir printers come with a paralei cable to suit Atari STs. 
Amigas and standard PC etc. All printers carry a ful 12 
months warranty. We only sel genuine UK stock - we do not 
offer inferior ‘grey imports*. Phone for prices on ribbons and 
accessories for the printers isted below. 

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS I 
; We are offering, to ait buyers of Citizen printers 2 different special 
offers : 

f- CtTiZEM PRINTER STARTER PACK The pack comprises of 
35" disk fid of printer drivers for the ST Amiga & PQ 200 sheets of 
fanfold tractor reed paper 200 fanfold tractor feed address labels 
5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £1299 

2. CtTiZEM COLOUR PRmTiMO KIT This kit enables you to 
upgrade either the Swift 3 Swift 24E or 224 to a fid colour printer 
The kit comes with a colour ribbon. Normafy retaidng at around 
£40.00 we are offering while stocks teal the chance to buy this 
coknr kit for only £1099. 

GVP 52mb Hard Disk (lima) 
GVP DSmb Hard Disk Itfcns) 

£38900 
£58900 

The above two hard drives can be 
expanded internaly with upto 8MB RAM 
The plug in ram mockJea can be either 
bought with the hard drive or added later 

2MB Ram Expanaon £8900 
4MB Ram Expansion £159 00 
8MB Ram Expanaon ECALL 

PHOIE TODAY FOR THE BEST PRICES 01 
THE GVP RAISE Of HARO DRIVE! I RAB 
10 A ADI FOR THE AllGA A1M0 4 AIOOO. 

Citizen 1200 ♦ (9-pti H4 cps draft 30 cps HQ) 
Gtizen Swift 9 192 cps draft 48 cps HQ } 
Citizen 1240 (24-pin U4 cps draft 48 cps LQ) 
Gtizen Swift 224 (24-pin. 192 cps draft 64 cpsLQ) • 
Citizen Swift 24E (24-pki 216 cps dtaft 72 cps LQ) i 
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin 15" carriage) 

Star LC20 Mono 19-pi* 180 cps driaft 44 cps HQ) 
Star LG20Q Cototf- fe-pk 100 cps draft 45 q 10 Colour (9-pH 1 _ _ _ _ __ 
Star LC24-200 Mono f?4-pn 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 
Star LC24 2O0 Cofcxr (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) 

£13900 
£19900 
£199.00 
£229,00 
£29900 
£39900 

£15900 
£220,00 
£20000 
£295,00 

Cartoon Classics 

software pack 
We have Irrited stock* of 
software pack which cornea with the 
ASOO Cartoon Ctasaca We are 
offering this excellent pack at the 
very low price of only £49,92 
Thisia what you get; 

* Deluxe Paint 3 A 
A The SlmpeOiM A 
A Captain Pleeet * 

* Lemmlngi * 

Colour Monitors 
PROTAR VISTO C14M 

* Colour 14 inch monitor 
* Stereo weaker* 
* 600 x 285 pixel resolution 
* Improved version of 8833 Mk2 
* Green screen switch 
* Free with STE, STFM or Amga lead 
* 12 months REPLACEMENT 

warranty 

only £ 239.99 

Accessories 
£2999 
£69.99 

f cofppact) £289,00 
i per minute) £399.00 
(printing) £785,00 

512K ram expanaon * dock 
MB ram expanston (A5000 
External dm drive £66 00 
Squck replacement mouse £14 99 
Amiga A500 dual cover £8 99 
Mouse Mat £350 
Cruser Joystick £899 

IF TOU WISH ID ORDER WITH U* THEN PL&ASE SEND TOUft CHEQUE BANKERS DRAFTS, POSTAL ORDER* CASH ETC lO OUR MAH ORDER ADDRESS fPLEASE MAKE CHEQUB 
PAYABLE: TO BEST FRlCS) OR RING OUR MAH ORDER HOTUIStf ANY TIME BETWEEN lOQQAM AND 12 MIDNIGHT. 7 DAYS A WEQL (OUR LINES A PERSONALLY MANNED 

THIS IS NOT AN ANSWIRPHONE) AND USE YOUR ACCBS OR VISA CARDS Oft ALTERNATIVELY PAY A VISIT TO QUft SHOP, CUPS COMPUTER CENTRE 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
am coMPumt ami, S3 rugby road. 

WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BNT! 5NB. 

W3L i IUUUJ) yjtMlt l. 
OPENING MON ID Fftl IGAM IQ 6PM SAT 930AM TO 530PM 

FINANCE / CREDIT FACILITIES (SHOP ONLY) 

PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONlY) 

NEW AND USED 51 AMIGA * PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY 

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS t LQUIRE / EDUCATIONAL) 
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TRAINING INSTALLATION ON-SlTfc WARRANTIES 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
BIST mas (BWAF). S3 RUGBY ROM. 

WORTHING. WIST SUSSEX BNt! 5NS. 

WML s luuti'j) yyy/Ai 
OPERMQ : 7 DAY2 A WEEK 10AM TD 12 momQHT 

All PRICES INCLUDE 175% VAT AND FREE DELIVERY 

PLEASE ADD £700 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DELIVERY 

GOODS USUALLY SENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN 

CLEARS) FAYMENT \$ REC0VED BEFORE 2PM 
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE 

All pricei Indude 175% VAT and free UK delivery unless staled other wise All prices / specifications / special afters subject to change without notice 
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MAIL ORDER 

AMOS Stereo Master AF T-shirt 
They call it The Creator! A superb easy-to-use 

programming language for creating games, educational 

programs - almost anything! Comes complete with 

AMOS Sprites 600. LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order No 
AMOS “ 135.95 AMICE 

This updated version of MicrodcaFs MasicrSound is an 

ideal entry level sound sampler. Its numerous features 

and improved easy-to-use graphic interface make this 

an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description Price Order No 
Stereo Master 129.99 AM234 

The extremely exclusive limited-edition Amiga Format 

T-shirt is now available to Amiga Format readers, h 
features the * Lichtenstein' cover of Issue 20 in a large 

four-colour back print, new AF logo on the front. 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8,99 AM22S 

192 

Amiga Format 
Mail Order 

The latest and greatest 

offers at simply the 

best possible prices. 

Home Accounts 2 

v*9 

Digna’s brand-new upgrade of their cver-popular home finance 

system is further evidence of their commitment to quality tn both 

presentation and functionality. Extensive features ktx*p track of alt 

your financial affairs, even if y ou run a small business. It won the 

Format Gold a w ard m our sister mag a/me ST Format and you can 

read our very ow n review on Page 191 of this issue. 

Description Price Order No 

Fun School 4 

The latest versions of the top-selling home educational programs are 

here! The Fun Schtwl scries aims to teach basic skills to children 

via enjoyable games. The new scries comes in three different 

flavours, aimed at three age groups: Teddy looks after the under 

fives, Freddie the Frog caters for the five-to-seven year olds, while 

Sammy the Spy is there for eight-to-clevens. Each age level has six 

different games, which teaches and tests different facts and concepts. 

Description Price Order No 
Teddy Disk 
Frog Disk 
Spy Disk 

£17.99 
£17.99 
£17.99 

AM231 
AM232 
AM233 Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AM229 



MAIL ORDER 

Flight of the Intruder 
An excellent flight sim which lets you lake to ihe skies 

in an F-4 Phantom jet as well as an A6 Intruder 

bomber. Authentic aerial thrills designed by the team 

who put the mighty Falcon together (AF rated 88 %), 

Description Price Order No 
Flight of the Intruder £23.99 AM230 

First Samurai 
If you haven’t played ihc demo on Coverdisk 28. you 

should do! You’ll he amazed by the look and sound of 

this oriental scek-and-slay game, but youll realise the 

hidden depths of gameplay. loo,.. 

Description Price Order No 
First Samurai £17.99 AM227 

Jimmy White's Snooker 
The Format Gold snooker game, with an amazingly 
playable 3D system conceived by master programmer 

Archer McCIcau. One of the most enjoyable games of 

ihc year to dale. 

Description Price Order No 
Jimmy White's Snooker £22.99 AM228 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn't buy an issue when it went on 

sale? Back issues even come complete with the 

original Covcrdisk: see Pages 184-5 to find out 

what was in each issue. While you're about it. 

why not gel a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 14 £4 .oi) AMF14 

Issue 16 £4,00 AMF16 

Issue 17 £4,00 AMF17 

Issue 18 £5,00 AMF18 

Issue 19 £4,00 AMF19 

Issue 21 £4.00 AMF21 

Issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5,00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4,00 AMF25 

Issue 27 £4,00 AMF27 

Issue 28 £4.00 AMF28 

Issue 29 £5.00 AMF29 

Issue 30 £5.00 AMF30 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

No Hidden Extras T5T 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

SAVE £6 

_-3 

Naksha Mouse & Tracey 
Improve your mouse conirol with this high-quality 

replacement mouse. It comes with Tracey, a special 

tool (RRP £7.99 but free lo you!) which will allow you 

to trace pictures with the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
Naksha Mouse and Tracey £28.99 AM191 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions. It even features 

MIDI linking, so you can use it uriih MIDI instruments. 

Description price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £27,99 AM199 

See our remarkable Subscription offer on Page 184! 
i-------- —1——-----*—i 

I Amiga Format Mail Order 
Name SEND THIS FORM TO: 

| Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 

! posLcodI Somerton, 
! Telephone No._ Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa * Cheque * PC 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

Credit Card No. _ 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Islands or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Date 

193 



Bafnan C«p*d Cruudff . £696 
Batman Iht Movn . £6 96 
Beach vctey. £699 

Super Hang On . £690 
SwlChBlaJe.£698 
Teenage mm Turtei.£699 
ThuraJwsffiie .    £699 
Tootin'...  1698 
Tocancrti (taOfl. Em Tm*J 1699 
TV Spons Fmpel..._.1799 

Catel (Amga oriyl 
CaifomaGemo 
Camer Command 
Cen*rt*j Square 
QeudKngd^n ... 

£699 war Zone _ 
£699 WatortM _ 
£698 VAngicf Fury 

£7.98 Whh9-t^-„ 

fraynNtry) 16.99 ZorkHArngaoWy} 

TOP TITLES 

9w«Igo . 
S*x)er n.... 
Su[ttfie* 1<M™. 
Super care II™.. 
Super Monaco GP. 
Super Space traders 
Supremacy . 
SuspcKXis Cargo.. 

T>t*r Fn«1 Ug&cn . 
AH-73M 

Tender Jaws ... 
r^o«..... 
Teta... 
Tavak tie Warrior 
Toia Recai... 
TwnarwmGofl ......... 
Tumcanll ... 
TV Sporl$ Sasebal ..... 
Uflma Marten Dreams 
mama V.. 
mama VI... 
Ufemaeftri*.. 
UM5II ... 
under Pressure 
UnR® ... 
UN Squ®ron..™„,. 

LTSSJOhn V«ng 
Utopia 

Vtaom..-. 115.98 £16.99 
WarioAfwArtngff 114© £14© 
WiteMMI Meg) . £19© £19© 
WidWheefc ...£14© £14.© 
WhCommander 1^**. £19©£!9© 
Wired...115© £15© 
Wdfpacfc __........... £19© £19© 
w^ttriand__£i9»£i9» 

Eagle 
Software 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL. 
^ M]^STERY ^ (10 am - 6pm $ days - 6 lines) 

WITH ORDERS ^Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 

A,0** ‘“L\^ (2733Faxlineafter6pm) 
WITH ORDERS I bL UO I *dO l £. I % 

kwensiu[V (2733 Faxline afti 

t'? so: 
rOP TITLES 

Ora* 
IT AMIGA 

m £29 © 
N/A £T?.© 

£29 © £36 © 
£16© 116© 
£16 © £16© 
121 ©121© 

Hfk £16© 
£19© £19© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£15© £15© 
£16© 116© 
£15© 115© 

N/A 121© 
£15© £16© 

N/A £23© 
N/A £19© 

N/A £36© 

£15© £15© 
£15© £15© 
£16© £16© 

£16© £16© 
N/A £16© 

£22© £22© 
£15© £1S© 
£16© £11© 
mm £i4© 
£10© N/A 
119© £19© 
£19.© £19 © 

N/A £11© 
£16© £16© 
£16.© £16.© 
£16© £16© 
£14 © £14© 
£19© £19© 
£79.© £19© 
£16© £16© 
116© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£19© 119© 
116© 116© 
£10,© HO© 
£15© £15© 
£17© £17 © 

£16© £16© 
£15© £15© 
£15© £15© 
£t6© £16© 
£16© 116© 
£i6©m© 

£6© £6© 
£14© £14© 

£16© 116© 
£16© 116© 

N/A £19© 
£16© £16© 

TOP TITLES 
CM* Yoagars AFT 
Caw Heal .. 
Cr« Air Combat .. 
Code Name Whrte^rad 
COMI .-.—. 
Cdttfz .,......* 
Conan toe1 Cmmenan ... 
GorporsAon.. 
Cowen Acton 
Or**yCws» 
Ot*Wm .... 
Cue tor a Corpse _ 
CytdCon HI___ 
Dertoeari____ 
Das Bod .. 
Day* <4 Thunder.. 
Demon* .. 
Deuferw . 

Tl AMIGA 
£16© £16© 
£15© 115© 
£20© £20© 
£23© £23© 
£20© £20© 
£19© £19 © 
£21© £21© 
£10© 110© 
£23 © £23© 
121© £21© 
£16© £16© 
£17© £17© 
£16© £16© 
£14© £14© 

121© £21© 
£15© £15© 
£19© £19© 
£20© £20© 
£17.© £17© 
£15© £16© 
£9© N/A 

£14© £14© 

£21© £21© 
£23© £23© 
£16© £16© 
£15© £15© 

N/A £19© 
£18© £18© 
£23© £23 © 
£16© £16© 
£21© £21© 
£19© £19© 
£14© 114© 
£15© £15© 

N/A £17.© 
m 117© 

£16© H6» 
£16© 116© 
£16© US© 
£9© £9© 

116© 116© 
IS© £22© 
£19© £19© 
£15© £15© 
£16© 116© 
£16© £16© 

116© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 

£21© £21© 
116© £10© 
115© £15© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£21 » £2 i © 
123© £23© 
£21© £21© 
£21 ©121© 

TOP TITLES 
Hard Diiwi n.. 
Hem Ncwa. 
Harpoon [1 Meg) 

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 
Dragon Spr*_  15© 
Fantasy World Doiy .. £5© 
(kjrAdR._ _ £6© 
Grv»itMStff$ii ... £6© 
KardOrw..  £6© 
Head ww Herts ..  16© 
Hiw HfcWi Guide to Galiny £7© 
Hong Kong Phoey .. £6© 
Hosagea .    £6© 
IK* ..   £6© 
Wtpotvtfe Muon 14 .. £6© 
James Pond.. £6© 
tidOova .. £5© 
Last Nnja 1!. £6© 
Licence loKil .„.  £5© 
Lombard RAC Hally ..  £6© 
MWaMJadOTiMKnw *er 16© 
New Zealand Story . £6© 
Nn*a Aafatit _. £5© 

Red Heal 
Resdutm 101 

KJtef_ 
Aden SMRcm _™... 
A.D.S,.... 
Agtny-- 
V Support  __ 
Akatii.,,.... 
Aten 9k«n ..„ 
Npne Waves.. 
MndDertny_ 
AmatfigSpidefman. .... 
Amos 3D .... 
Amos Compiler -.. 
Amos The Creator. 
Armourgsddon.... 
Badi to (he Future 111 .... 
Back to me Gctden Age 
Bartianan li (Psygnq&s) 

Bard's Tate IH .. 
BA T. If ... 
BaneCnesi- 
Bane Owe i_.._ 
Bane Command .. 
Battle Hawks 1942_ 
Baffle isle . 
Batle Mailer . 
Betay*....* 

BA Htfl ... 
Bil and Tad's Advenfyre 
BdterdSifnulaAari) 
Bdly the Aid.... 
Birds of Prey. 
Bud Mai.... 
Bues 
fl IIMh ■■ fi -fc. OOnlOBr DOT ... 
Boston Bomb Ctob__ 
fran Basier __ 
ButARogm 
Ctetver w 
Cadaver - re pay of! 
Capbve ... 

Cariiau .... 
Caitnage ... 

Gen* Up.. 
CelicaGTA Rally .. 

Cemuw .. 
Chew strike Ba* ^ 
Cnampwn d fie .... 
Chase HO    -... 
CnaseHQ# ...__ 
Chrtoi R^ange 
OupsChsienge _ 
Ctirow Guest li .. 
Ouch Rock  

Hires Quest fGrptfin) 
m Street SMs . 
Home Alone ... 
Horw Ztvnhiee 
Hudscn hawk 

ST AMIGA 
115© £15© 
£15© £16© 
119© £19© 
£16 © £16© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 

N/A £23© 
£16© 116© 
£15© £15© 

Disciples el Sled .. 
Double Dragon IIF .. 
Dr Dooms Revffige........ 
ELF ... 
Bwa Mstress ol Dark 
Ehwra II Jane of Certerjs 
England OanpKjnyip 

EpC... 
Eye of toe BWvfder . 
F14 Tom CM.. 
Fl5Sfc*eEatfell . 
FlfiCombMPiCt -.. 
F117A SleMtti figmef 
F19 SteaKh Rgpter .. 
F29 RetMiaior.... 

Face Off-l© Hockey ... 
Fate ol Atsanls (AdvWne) 
Fete of AtianH (Arcade) 
Feudal lot© .... 
Final Blow... 
Final fight . 
FtnM Wtntli . 
FirjlSamuf* — 
Rvgwcrtoetmrudw 
Boor 13 mmr. 
Fore Ray ... 
Footbel Oruy.^^^.. 
fidumBasebal ... 

&LOC R360 .. 
Gauntiei m... 
Geisha (x-cerD ... 
Genghs Khan .. 
Grtysburg.. 
(Vrti . .. 

OdttenAiti_ 
GcfdtPi Shoi 

tkjnfff.... ... 
ywiymfc. ... 

£20® £20© 
£1599 £15© 

knrpflTMm £16© £16© 
* bX _... 
hHiffiptiT 

£16© 116© 
£26© £26© 
£6© £6© Nartwt .... 

jack Uflimritfl Ciipari .... 
Jahangr Khan’S Squash 
Ammy While's Wfidluwrid 
Jupflers Mdslerdnve 
Rck Ofl II (1 Meg} . 
Kck Ofl IH.5 Megl 
KittOTfWinrinflTatiQ 
KlingOoud. 
Mkng Game Show. 
Kmgs Bounty 

n/a no.© 
£16© 116© 
£19© 119© 
£16© £16© 
115© 115© 

N/A £13© 
£9© £9© 

111® 111 © 
£15© £15© 

N/A £11© 
Kmgs Quest V 
plight Mare .. 

£26© £26© 
116© £16© 

Urnghlc4 toe Bey. 
LaslMrijilJI... 
.wrtto 

£23© £23© 
£16© £16© 
H6© £16© 

ieevre Sift Uny il 
Linmnga M<V4W,M,JWM,„. 

£25© £25© 
£15© 115© 

lemmrgs Dala Dek 
uieiDean . 
logcM . 
Loom „ ™—.— 
Lord of toe Rings .lww<+++ 
LostPf. 
toil* Eipm 
Lotus 1 jrt» Oailenoe II 
Mi Tam PiMoon . 
Mad Professor Monarty 
Magic Garden... 
Ma^c Pockets .. 
Magneec Scrol 
Man UX3 £ jr ope . 
Mauprti island . 
M Dike uthmade Footbel 
Mega -LoMarte .. 
MegairavtflerE . 

Mercian! Cokoy 
Mercs 

Mem Gooch CnckM 
GrandPni(Forrrua 1) . 

Gunto* ..— 
Gunsho2030 

MtfJ waiters .. 
Metal Mutant .. 
Mcraprse Golf. 
ttdmghi Resisiance ... 
M<hwntBr N_____ 
Mg?9Fmcrwn. 

29M Super Fulcrum 
Mgm Mage II 

£9© £9© 
£20© £20© 
£16© £16© 
£10© £10© 
n/a mm 

£14© £14© 
£15© £15© 
£16© £16© 
£19© £19© 
£15© £15© 
£96© £16© 
£15© £15© 
£19© £19® 
£15© £15© 
£19© £19© 
£18© £18© 
£20© £20© 
£20© £20© 
£16© £16© 
£20© £20© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 
£16© 116© 
£23© 123© 
114© £14© 
£23© £23© 
£21© £21© 
125© £25© 

NA £i9© 

Ntvy 
£14© £14© 

NetiAA II. £15© £15© 
Neverentag Slory II 
Nighttoh .— ... 
hup Remi 

£16©H6© 
£16© £16© 
£14 ©114® 

QrWui . £16© £12© 
OpMlbn Swaifi 
Oparaiion TfiuiderW! 
Ouhjn Ei/opa .. 
Pang. 
Panza KwAbotfig 
Papertcyft . 

£16© 116© 
£14© £14© 
£16® 116© 
£14© £14© 
£16© £16© 
£16© £16© 

Feo&us .. „ £16© £16© 
^GoftTa^__ NA £16© 
Ptf^ier . H6© £16© 
PlO%rg . £14© £14© 

Rbputt$-Sm City 
Populous li .. 

£21 © £21 © 
£20© £20© 

PuwflfTttlM __ 
PfeOdltr 11. ... ... 

£13© £16© 
£15© £15© 

P P Hammer . £16© £16© 
Premier* . £16© 116© 
Pro Ffgln ..... 
ftn TemsTour II .. 
frmce of Persia 
ftlLHlC .... 
FtMroaJ Tycoon . 
Ranbcw Wand* . 
R B,l. 2 Sasebai 
Realmj .... 
Red Baron .. 
Renegade (Con-op Ms) 
Fto Dang erous n . 
Rotxn Hood... 
Rotecod —. 

£33© £30© 
£16® £16© 
£15© £16© 
£14© £14© 

.£24© £24 © 
£14© £14.© 
£20 © £20 » 
£20© £20© 
£23© £23© 
£14© £14© 
£16© H6© 
£16© £16© 
£15© H5© 

Robocop _____________ ______ £6© £ 6© 
RoboocpiE ... 114© (14© 
Robocop Ml. ..£15© £15© 
R-do land ... £16© 116© 
Roi.it Rcmy... 
RTvmll . 

115© 115© 
116© £16© 

Rugby World Cu(t £l5©£i5© 
S»*cr .113© £13© 
Secret of the Si ver Blues £21 © £21 © 
Secret Weapon Luf^waNe Ii9 © £19© 
9iado*Oancw H6© U6© 
9iadow of toe Beasi it ... £i5©£t2© 
9wtow5oraror .. £i9»£i9© 
*ade*wamor .. H4©|14© 
9x4ietoeStfn.. £29© 129© 
Stem Service l„„. £23© 123© 
Sen E arn £16 ©£16» 
Simpsons (5 Meg) £16© £15 © 

WHEELS OF RftE AMIGA only 111© 

friM HQ. Pownn*! 1 jnw Our** 

EDITION 0€ only £ 15© 
Cbja** tyiyar, ir v ^ w 5 *worr 

NiHJA COLLECTION onTy (13© 
Cl l>jy, p t*-w 

VRTtjal WORLDS only 120® 

frj r T pis- Lp pm Cam mm lh* Ojg 

WND GAME S only 11419 

Awgagt WiHfiw, ins dyke: ■" 

BOARDGEHIUS AMIGA fifty 117® QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only 173 ,® 
GUriL'on Stoiiri. r4ra't uj Cvwwi rc 

Mmt, Sreee 

Aft COMBAT ACES oNfllii 
faw, GwWfnip *"0 F ibontwr 

MOU.TWOOD COUJECTION onlyil*,© 
HoocCop, On«Douim 2 Haeni ax,** 

8ew«n toe Mgvis 

RSTOFFURYoNyllL® 
JVnii Due. Srvdi. kkiji Wsmen, 

ftMM Oegn n 

SOCCER MANIA only £11.© 
f-wttMii KUn^eff A Guii» Srcr. HwiteH 
Hrig* ■ w C tflinn. Mcwum Sott w 

FALCON OASSC COLLECTION 

ST £21® AMIGA (24© 
F*cqn. Uiwon On*, me 14IW two 

SUPER HEROES orty (l?.« 
RoOQcoe, riema Jm. litt K mo 

Strt imo iwworm 

GRANDSTAND only (17© 
Guu Supv Se»*, Pto Tevii Ipur. 

wndCtHiwjmMn] tnoCv*wne O^u* 

VftlUAL REALITY 1 only (21® 
Iteviniw. Cm*r Cbnnmo. Skri Cm Ranr. 

SterpMM H. Hi Sosw Q'HPinw 

SUPERS® PACK dfty 121® 
mSOTmnsO'ixy C« A 

HEROES ST(m©ArMgel11© 

t Ryvrkwg Um\ Sim Wn 

ra Urtrttok* 

FLIGHT COMMAND orriy |1 IW 
Bmnalr. S**m Foe* Hmr. 

ireurr Sny hy me S»y Ow 

BILL BLAST or>ty £17® 
Ovtago SO. Rck Qfergir&.i. n gr^-i f Piref 1. 
W7. Crf Corwmmd me term Frrwje Ok 

POWER PACK only 114® 
tsanen £ Tv Spun Nw fcawjt^ a 

PRO SPORTS CHALLEHOE 

AMGA onlyH2© 
Cycw . IWite; USA. Jer* M«iaui Gwbh: 
tern M JM* Hiw Cgurwt 19® 

BIG BOI only 115© 
CurLi' bom. inlvioBfwUom Si’m Ikm. 

r«magi Quart, few* psv* S*v- D*r» 
Ky&cr tgp. Jbnunp Jac^nr. bofc. Hosng** 

TEST DftM/E ■ COLLECTION 

AMGA only £20® 

Ak i On Cwomj Owga. 

U«wi-Oimy* Due. Lew On 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
AMGA only (22® 

U Soon Lrdtef n«Rm|iSix<. 
TvSporol 

AOOkCTEO TO FUN RAINBOW 

COLLECTION oMytlS® 
Naw Zard Stoy. SutsN bCM. 

CHALLENGES way (17® 

Otl, Sutir $fc, hpPiir Bo^br, 

Grwt Cojia inti Si uncr Hitr 

TNT only 114© 
Hr* thwrt, AP|, XyWLL l«*rn 

jirc l>iQer So^i 

MAGNUM 4 ortytlS® 

Aiiirwftr, DuutXi Oigm, ■Oprur* ww1. 

_rw Btimin Capeo Oviear 

Please make cheques and P.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. P&P is £1.00 per order in the UK. Orders 

under £10 please add 5Qp per item. Europe: add £3 50 per item. Elsewhere add £4.50 per item. It the title Address 

| you want is not listed please phone forpnees. Free dialogue now available* please phone or tick box. 

i Member No: Computer: Date _□ — 

Title_ Price 

FOWERUPiMytl&tt 
Alivtd. feui, RlirhH terd, X Out 

__^ ^***m0. lufflMI1 

Name: 

AIR. LAND, SEA only £21© 

m I kiswTKMr. m Ankch Sub. Hay W0 

44 Mail Order only 

Price 

Price 

Price 

P&P 

Poslcode:_ Tel: _ 
Card Ho: _ 
Exp Date _ 

Access |~~| Visa [~~| Cheque Q P.O’s [~| 

» Total _ Proprietors EtPdeLacey 



Europe’s biggest show specialising in everything for the 
ST, Amiga and PC - Business, Education and Entertainment 

14, 15 & 16 February, 1992 
Open 10am - 6pm, Friday and Saturday. Open 10am - 4pm, Sunday. 

Pre-Purchase 
your Fast Lane 
tickets before 

February 7th. 

Save £1 and 
enter the 
FREE prize 
draw if you 
apply NOW! 
4 Atari Lynx 
to be won! 
Regular ticket prices 
£6 Adult, £4 Child 
(Under 10) 
at door or 
after fci 
February ® 
7th. I 
Fast Lane 
Ticket 1 
Prices 
- £5 Adult, H 
£3 Child 
(Under 10) 1 | 

Hall 1, Wembley Conference 
& Exhibition Centre, m„BLEY 

London 
; Nearest tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan & Jubilee Lines) 

Easy access - On site parking - Follow the signs to Wembley 

_Wider gangways and facilities for the disabled 

Over 150 companies 

from ail over the world showing 
the latest hardware, software, 
peripherals and consumables. 

Bring the family 
for a great 

day out! ^ 

’S''b//%\y Competitions! < 
^ ^ ^ Lots of prizes to be won <o° ^ ^ 

including Atari hardware 

* Terrific bargains! 

To: 16 Bit Show, PO Box 68, 
St. Austell PL25 4YB 

Please send me 

Westminster 
EXHIBITIONS 

I enclose a cheque/EO./Credit card details for £ 

Name 

Adult Fast Lane Tickets @ £5, 

Child Fast Lane Tickets @ £3 

_made payable to 16 Bit Show 

1 Address 

Postcode 

Credit Card No, Expiry date 

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card u) 

■ Westminster 
Exhibitions Ltd, 

- Surrey House, 
I 34 Eden Street, I Kingston, 

| Surrey 
KT1 1ER 

Telephone 1 081-549 3444 
Fax 

I 081-547 1311 
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MAIL ORDER 

Sequencer One: the 
On the second Coverdisk of the Christmas special issue we brought you the best special offer 

you could have: the complete Sequencer One music package, RRP £89, for next to nothing. 

If you missed out, you can get your copy from our Back Issues department for only £5. But it 

doesn't stop there! Make the most of your Sequencer One by taking 

advantage of the host of extras which build up to produce the 

most powerful easy-to-use music-making system there is! 

ttwitf+i- fa* 

7 ll • ► ll luiliw: - 2 
► 12 Striven, 

13 ► II trui; ***■ ... 
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III17 

It toss tt»t 

II tMf It* 
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_ 
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THE HIT KIT! 

A music composition system to use with 

bbih Sequencer One and Sequencer One Phis, 

It can help you to create professional- 

sounding drum tracks* bass lines and other 

accompaniments in a wide range of musical 

styles (eg ballad* blues* house* disco, brio* reggae 

or techno). Very little previous musical know ledge 

is needed to obtain frighteningly rapid results 1 Can 

you write a number one hit? Here's the kit to help 

you* only £24.95 (RRP £29.95}'. 

SAVE £90! 

D lescription j\ Price Order No 

1 
he Hit Kit! £24.95 AM237 

r reWt 

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS 
UPGRADE KIT 

SEQUENCER 
ONE USER KIT 

Don't miss out on this incredible offer! Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus to 

take advantage of a host of extra features including the unique Juke Box 

screen and Gajits’ new 'Diamond Drag’ note editing system* Also includes: 

tempt) maps, auto count in* MIDI sys ex handling* track solo* extra quantize 

options* and much more! All of this will sell for £129.95 (RRP). For a short 

time only* Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit for Sequencer 

One owners (and that includes everyone who has the program from Amiga 

Format Coverdisk 30) at just £49*95 (RRP). Bui we're offering it to you at 

Contains not only the 

full program User Guide 

hut also a personal 

User Registration Card. 

The User Guide includes a beginners' introduction to sequencing and 

MIDI* lots of helpful illustrations and examples* and a full index* 

The User Kegisirarion Card entities you to free update information and the 

Gajils Telephone Helpline support service. You can benefit from all of this 

a mere £39.95 for an amazing total saving of £90! for the special price of only £6*95! 

Description Price Order No Description Price Order No 
Sequencer One Plus £39.95 AM235 Sequencer One User Kit £6.95 AM236 



ftTb MAIL ORDER 

very offers 

SAVE UP TO £25! 

THE SAMPLE SERIES 

A collection of five volumes of IFF format digi¬ 

tal sound samples for use with Sequencer One 

and Sequencer a* Plus (as well as other pro¬ 

grams using IFF samples). Each volume contains 

up to 80 high-quality samples and includes a spe¬ 

cially-written demo song to demonstrate the 

capabilities of the samples. There arc five vol¬ 

umes to collect; 

1. Percussion and Effects 

2. Guitars and Strings 

3. Brass and Woodwind 

4. Synth and Vocals 

5. Piano and Keyboards 

Bach volume costs just £9.95 here (RRP £12.95). 

The complete set can be bought for only £39.95. 

197 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 1: Percussion £9.9S AM238 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 2: Guitars £9.95 AM239 

Description p# Order No 

Sample Series 3: Brass £9.95 AM240 

Description 
1'mA 

Order No 

Sample Series 4: Synth 19.95 

Price 

AM 241 

description Order No 

Sample Series Si Piano £9.95 AM 24 2 

Descriptitliv^^^ 

Sample Series Complete Set 

Price 

£39.95 

Order No 

AM243 

It prices include postage, packing and VAT 

. Mo Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Sequencer One order form 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

Dcscl iPtKMi Price Order No. 

V" 
r\ 

/ y/- w 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle I Access • Visa • Cheque' I 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

PC) 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Credii Card No, Expiry Dale 
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

You name it... 
PRICES QUOTED ARE 

Cheques/PO 

We do it... Just phone and well quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Orders to MSV-J, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 

I 

l \ 

TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 
(Answerphone outside normal hours) 

VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 
Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 

Please allow up to 4 working days lor cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage. 
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 



Announcing,,. 

POOLSWINNER 
THE FOOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM tjQlQ 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
• TUI I LCLVPAR> FOOLS rRtDtCTtO\ AID, P&fllswinner, 

now hi* irtihc^l intelligence The blr<( Vffiion nf the pmgra 
Ponkwinnrr Cold, has iTie power 1o Iraffi IfOtn the multi of il 
own pr t diet inn*, constantly adjui ting the prediction lot mu I a t 
improve pc-rfmnunff- 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION Future* for English 
and Scottish league matches are gmrraied julomideally by 
I'ootswinner Colo, which now incorporate* ils sisler program 
riXCil N 91/42 (yearly update* are available from Scltc). 

• MASSIVE DATABASE 22000 match database over 10years. 
• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AWAYSand 

HOMES Prrd idioms are ba*ed on many factor* recent form, 
the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rales, and 
draw averages The user can adjust a ft parameter* 

• SUCCESSFUL Sglec guarantee '^at Poo Is winner performs 
significantly belief tTian chance 

• LEAGUE AN'D NONLEAGUE matchei are covered. Can be used lor the non-league 
and amature marc he* *o often on (he coupon now. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home L a way I are automatically generated by the program 
as results come in, 

• UPDATED WEEKLY, Foolswmner Gold is supplied fully updated with all league 
results from (he Mart of the season - iis ready for immraiale use, 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you 
need to start forecasts immedialely. 

.4 too available from SWec 

COURSEWINNER V4 06.50 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM, Use* artificial intelli¬ 
gence Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money 
etc, Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners m a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complrte with S years of coupon results 
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning 
or lesls your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks 
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis lor Football enthusiasls. Tables, 
fixture lists, sequences etc. Set up for British League 
football, but can be sel up by the user for any league * 
amature etc. Ideal for all Ians, league secretaries etc. 

Selec Software*.™, 
62 Altrincham Rd, Galley, Cheadlr, Cheshire 5K8 4DP Tel 061-421H425 

(send few fuEl l.u frf cmi1 ^riwirci _Rwoc w FAX 24 hK 

„ t suppli'.. ... 
disc, packaged with detailed 
instruction manual, and support 
literature Formats available 

IBMjXror 5,25") 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
AMSTRAD PCW 

( Pncaine inclirtiv*gf VATA dch^tf^ 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 

moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing* Fixes to 

either side of the mouse for left or right handed use. 

★ Removable when 

not in use 
★ Ideal for Naksha, 

Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7.95 

including VAT 
and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Format, Nov. *!90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 

then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopper, Jan *91 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome. 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF31), PO Box 4, 

To tries, Devon TQ9 7EN 

dataplex 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road. 19 High Street. 
Slough. Old Town. 

k3hire’ Swindon. Wilts 

VISA 

Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Tel: 0753 535557 Tel: °793 488448 

Prices excluding VAT 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
(CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Mon - Fri 
9.30 5,30 
Saturday 

9 30 - 4,30 
MAH*0JU>&R 
CoMimublet 

£2.90 
Hardware 

£8,00 

ACCESSORIES 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1Mb RAM, Lemmings, The 
Simpsons, Captain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint III 

£299 + vat 

AMIGA A500 (first steps) 

Amiga A500 

Plus educational software 

£369 + vat 

AMIGA A1500 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack 
including Puzzrtick, Toki, Elf, 

Operating Systems Software, 

Home Accounts, 
Platinum Works, 

Deluxe Paint III + manual 

£479 +. vat 

AMIGA DRIVES 
1 Meg 3.5" internal...£49 

1 Meg 3.5“ external (Cumana) ....£50 

5t2fs Ram + clock. 
Joystick... 
10 Blank disks in library bo*. 
Mouse Mat. 

.£30 

..£10 

......... £3 
Naksha Amiga-Atari Mouse. 
1t Mug Ram + Clock 

.£24 
£99 00 

ASOO Pow«f Supply Unil. ..... 
Naksha Mouse plus Operation Stealth 

£34.00 
£2400 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Fitter for your monitors. 

Protect those precious eyes CIS 
[Woven nylon fibre, flare reduction 90%, 

cuts ultra-violet reflection by 85%) 

MONITORS 
Philips CM8833 MK II Colour Monitor + 
FREE Lead..,..tl75 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20 Mono. ..£tJ0 
Bur LC200 Cotout (9 pin]. ..£1(0 
Stir LC24 200 (24 pr __ .^..£100 
Star LC24 200 Cotw..... .rrx\ 
PariUonc KXPT12*. _ .£199 
PvtUOTHC KXP 1123..„„„... ..£155 
Ptfiaatmc JOcPi 624 £299 
C4W*n I20D +. .£105 
Cftuan SwitT 24E 4. Colour upgtada.. £249 
Cturen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade 
Canon BJIOEInkitf.. £190 
Canon BJiflEX.. 
HP Dostgai 500 * Leads 

£199 
£299 

HP Doskjei 500 (cotourt. £499 
Siwtfewwf .......£49 

Al ibOwp com* cemplat* wth leads. 

N*w S**0*l M&xm Prirtif, £J4S ..™£ftO 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
(DATAPLEX) 

69Wb Hard Disk for the Amiga 500, upgradable 
lo 8Mb. Onboard drive £349 -» VAT 

69Mb Hard Card for Amiga 1500 E299 * VAT 

* You do not hove to jon our dub to bi^ solWe 
* KWO'stslortiwrWylofafied 
* bdvsnre Mtes Ifem out very programmers 
* W Day Money Bock Guarantee On Everyiteng 

* Access. Mosiefcord ond Visa Accepted 
* Wtvsn buying ed^ahonol food fat your chids 

computer cona* th« Epeoolds and dent 

waste your money. Got ouf free catalogue to 

discover ol the advantages of our dub. 

/ Educational 

I Software 

Club lElsic 

We ▼ "X 

'Have Over 70 Top Class* 
Educational Programs For 

The Amiga, PC & Atari ST. 

Ail Ages Covered 

Contact Us Now For Your 

Free Fully Descriptive 
Catalogue. 

* 0702 600557 
£.S,C. Dept AF, 32A Soulhctiurch Road. 

Southend on-Sea, Essex SSi 2ND 

Colour Scanning Service 
Pictures scanned in colour or grey scale* and saved in IFF 
format for use with word processors. DTK DPaint etc. 

Quantity 1-4 5+ 
Cost per scan £1.00p £0.85 p 

P+P £1 on all orders. Prices include disk(s) necessary. 

Send your pictures with clear instructions for your 
requirements, including the software you intend using with ihe 
scan and the graphics mode/number of colours required. E.g. 
Pagesetter 2, grey scale or DPaint 3* low resolution. 32 colours. 

Please print your name and address on the backs of all 
pictures, which will be returned, 

cheques payable to: Uskvale Computer Services. 
P.O. Box 14, Caldicot, Gwent, NP6 3YJ. Tel (0633) 880889 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

200 

Workbench 
Are your bytes burning you out? Are your disk drives in a dither? Well 

Pat-tastic McDonald is alert and aloof with all the answers. 

BIGGER CHIPS 
I am thinking of buying a SupraRAM 5IW)RX. I 

know it can take 1 Mb chips and is fully expandable 

to 8Mb* Bui is it possible to pul two lMb chips 

together (piggyback them via some sort of circuit 

board) thus having two I Mb chips where normally 

there is only one* If it's nol possible* is there anyone 

who produces a 2Mh chip? 

The QTec EX-310 drive you mentioned in 

Amiga Format 29 dues have a Citizen mechanism* I 

can also (ell you that il can gel very noisy* especially 

when it searches through a disk. It was so had that 

when I first bought it* 1 thought it was chewing my 

disk lo bits* Ylind you. I’ve had no real problems 

over the past year. 

W ZARB* LONDON 

First* a word of explanation - a 1Mb (mega bit) chip 

consists of one million individual switches, A 1Mb 

(mega byte I expansion would need eight such chips in 

order to work (eight bits = one byte). 

You could indeed piggyback two chips as you 

describe, bui all that would happen is that they would 

duplicate each other’s function. You would still have 

the same amount of memory, but each chip would just 

replicate the other, so forget it. 

No, no one yet produces a 2Mb chip - although 

4Mb ones arc becoming more popular C512K of mem* 

ory on a single chip). To gel 8Mb of RAM using a 

SupraRAM 5G0RX, you need a total of 16 4Mb chips, 

16 1 Mb chips give you only 2Mb of RAM, 

EYE ON THE TIMES 
Does the A500 Plus have a real-lime chick built in? 

I use the dock on my I Mb 4500 (which has ihc 

chick on the memory expansion) for keeping track 

of when files were created on my hard drive. If 1 

upgrade to u Plus will I lose this feature? 

ROY BELL* NEW MALDEN 

Yes, the A500 Plus does have a clock built in. You 

don’! think serious Plus users could manage to live 

without it, do you? 

LACK OF MEMORY 
When I load the excellent PGA Tour Golf into my 

machine only using one disk drive and with only 

512K of memory* I lack the sounds or the game. 

Switch on I Mb of memory and they're all there, 

hut the disk swapping is a pain. 

When I use two floppy disk drives and 1Mb of 

memory* 1 don't have any sound! I ran two backed- 

up copies and the original* with no difference 

whatsoever * if I want sound then 1 have to swap 

the disks. Now* it might nut he earth shattering hut 

I would like a few answers: 

1) Does the external disk drive make the Amiga 

think it's only gut 512k of memory again* or does 

the PGA Golf Tour program use a particular part of 

memory needed to control I he disk drive? 

2) Can I edit the startup-sequence to free the mem¬ 

ory needed for both the sounds and the disk drive? 

3) Would the same thing happen with any old exter¬ 

nal floppy drive, or is it just my make and model (1 

have a Power Computing PCH80R). 

4) Does this happen only with PGA Tour Goff, or is 

it a common problem? 

ALE DENHAM, BRISTOL 

I) lo a nutshell* all drives (whether floppy or hard} 

need some computer memory in order to operate. 

External floppy drives use up from between 20 and 

30K, although more can he given over to them to make 

them work faster. Note that the actual portion of mem¬ 

ory used varies, because the Amiga can allocate most 

parts of memory to different tasks. 

2) No, 
3) Yes, it would happen with all makes of floppy drive, 

4) No, it does happen with other programs* although 

it's not necessarily the sound that's affected. 1( used to 

be the case that all games worked on a 512K machine* 

because that's all that was available. Nowadays most 

Amigas have 1Mb of memory. So programmers have a 

choice; make the game IMh only and do impressive 

things, or make il 512K friendly and a bit limited. 

More often than not it's a compromise, PGA Tour 

Golf was nol mastered on the Amiga, which compli¬ 

cated matters slightly. El seemed fair that, if memory 

was limited* the sounds would not play. That small 

amount of memory (30K) is a large chunk to a pro¬ 

grammer. so they used it for the game. 

Some games just do this. The easy answer is to get 

some more memory. These days, it's very, very rare 

for large memory expansions to cause incompatibility 

- and usually they add elements to the game. It’s even 

belter if you buy enough memory (say 2Mb or so) 

because then you can copy Workbench‘friendly games 

like PGA lo the RAM disk* and play il through (hat* 

This speeds up loading times enormously. 

INTRICATE INTERNALS 
1) How do I find out what revision my 4500 is? 

2) What do ] have to do to get IMh of chip RAM 

with my .4500. I also have an Ashcom 05Mb four 

chip RAM expansion. 

3) Wilt my power supply he able to handle the 

RAM expansion* an Action Replay Cartridge and 

another floppy drive? 

41 I'm thinking of upgrading to kiekstart 2.04, is it 

worth getting the Enhanced Chip Set (new Denise 

and Agnus)? 

51 I'm also hoping to get a SupraRAM 500RX with 

2Mb, Would il need its own power supply, and if so 

what type and where could I get it? 

61 W hat's the best virus killer available? 

MATTHEW DODD, ESSEX 

1) Open it up and look. 

2) Have a glance at the following pages. 

3) Probably. Assuming that you haven’t got an external 

floppy drive at the minute (they do use a lot of power 

for their motors). 

4) Not yet. Games will never be released that use ECS 

(only four colours in a game? Forget it!) and there is 

little software that uses it at the present time. The sort 

of software that will use the EC*S w ill he on the lines of 

video and publishing related programs, these need the 

higher resolulions of graphics that ECS offers. 

5} Maybe yes* maybe no (A500 power supplies differ 

greatly in their ability lo supply power). Any five vault 

power supply would do - the tricky hit is connecting if 

lo the SupraRAM, because fhey usually need to have a 

connector titled to them. A simple task for a TV repair 

shop* if you explain whal you need. 

6) The best all around virus killer is Master Virus 

Killer V22. lx costs £5, and is only available from 

Amiganuts United. However, if cannot be run in auto¬ 

matic mode* checking disks as ihcy are inserted - a PD 

program like ZeroVims i or V-Check on this month's 

Coverdisk would be more suitable for that. 

PC JOYSTICKS 15 WAY CONNECTOR 9 WAY CONNECTOR 

14 VilFOR ALL 1 - 

r_ "T X JF |n rfrnlu in Pfliil HufihfMi' In 
I 3 

^in rfrfjijr iv rflui nyyni?3 ivfivi in 

ipjq about the AMVAniM of a 3 9 
PUvMl lllv liVIVVvl flPIVI 1 V ■ W 

PC analogue joystick lo work on the Amiga, 1 have 
actually built such an interface and successfully 
tested It on a number of PC joysticks. 

The following components are needed:* 

4 - 

5 9 
6 5 

7 - 

0 7 

15*way female D*type connector 
Nine-way female EMype connector 
Covers for the above 

9 - 

10 - 

11 - 

A short piece of five core cable 12 - 

13 - 

All you do Is solder the cable from one connector 14 - 

to the other, as per this list* Note that “-H means no 15 - 

connection is needed. 

1 think the interface is the best option* rather 
than replacing the lead on a PC joystick with an 
Amiga one, because you have it for alt the Joy¬ 
sticks you might buy* 

ALAN MAYBURY* DUBLIN 

Quite right and well done. Have a £50 software 
voucher for the information. 



AMIGA ADVICE 

I um? rm Amina mainly for music, along with a cou¬ 

ple of other people. I specialise in samples* and 

currently use either MastetSound or Perfect Sound 

for the job. I need the highest quality possible sam¬ 

ples, which is why I'm writing;- 

1 understand that a sampler is an analogue-to- 

digital convertor* converting the analogue sound 

information into digital information that the Amiga 

can understand. Now* Tm thinking of buying a CP 

player with direct digital output*.. 

Would it he possible to wire this output directly 

to the Amiga* bypassing the digilal-lo-analoguc and 

hack to digital conversion process? Which pins 

would receive the digital information? 

A LAST AIR JW MCLELLAN, EDINBURGH 

No, it's not possible cm the lines thai you describe. 

You could (theoretically) wire CD input 10 the Amiga* 

but it would be total gibberish from the computer's 

point of view. You are assuming that all digital data is 

stored the same way — it isn't. Amiga sound samples 

arc stored in a particular fashion, so you would have to 

convert the CD data into Amiga sample data some¬ 

where down the line. This would be slower than the 

CD is playing, so you would lose data. 

A more attractive possibility lies in the forthcoming 

A690 CD ROM drive. You plug this into the side of an 

A500t to use CDTV titles and to play music CDs. 

Now* in theory, you could write a program on the 

Amiga which spins a CD to a particular track, and 

reads the data off the CD and into the Amiga. The 

computer could then convert (hat information into an 

Amiga sound sample. However, ii has to happen vet. 

SQUIRREL NUTS 
Recently the word ‘cache* has been included in 

plenty of general Amiga adverts* To me* a cache is 

where a squirrel keeps his nuts. What does the 

word mean (especially when applied to a hard disk) 

and how diies it effect normal computer operation? 

And why didn't my Coverdisk 29 work - It didn't 

have an IF command on it? But it worked a treat 

when I'd put one on. 

STUART A WAINWRIGHT 

Think of it as a car park, where information is parked 

until it’s picked up. Hard disks read and write informa¬ 

tion very quickly, and for a computer to keep up with a 

hard disk, it must concentrate on the task. Amigas are 

usually doing lots of different things simultaneously. 

By using a cache, the hard disk works at (he top 

speed of the computer without losing information or 

waiting around for it to do something. A cache gives it 

a chance to start doing it's job, and let the computer 

work at its ow n pace. 

There you have it: a cache docs not necessarily 

make a hard drive work faster (it usually does) but it 

does make the whole process more efficient, with less 

time spent waiting for the computer to keep up. Caches 

are separate memory areas built into hard disks* and 

cannot be utilised by the Amiga as ordinary memory. 

Recently I purchased a CDTV for £600* I can't 

fault the machine in any way, hut I am a little hit 

worried about the support for it* both now and in 

the future. Speaking to my friends at school* i! 

seems that a lot of software houses are hacking out 

of developing CD ROM titles* Even if that's not 

true* you have to admit that very little new titles are 

appearing* Alsu, ] heard a whisper that the price 

w ill he slashed considerably and the original discon¬ 

tinued* with a new version being released soon. 1 

don't want to be left with a £600 CD player* Can 

you tell me the real situation? 

DANIEL LEWIS, LONDON 

II is certainly true lhai a lot of titles on the CDTV 

cither took months to appear or haven’t appeared yet at 

all. It's also true few- new titles are being announced. 

The reasons are twofold. First* it takes far longer to 

design a CDTV title than it does to write an equivalent 

for a computer game. You can store an awTul lot more 

information on a CD than you can on a simple floppy 

disk (about 500 times as much or more). So obviously 

it lakes much longer lo an-angc all the information, but 

more importantly debugging (finding the mistakes and 

correcting (hem) is very time consuming. It's not 

enough to simply whiz through a CD and make sure it 

works once - painstaking play testing and thorough 

evaluation are needed. 

The other point is that CDTV development is fairly 

restricted. There aren’t enough machines oui there for 

serious development to he seen as worthwhile. The 

CDTV will really lake off when Amiga owners have 

access to CDTV titles through the A690 CD ROM 

drive. Because there are literally millions of Amiga 

owners around the world, the market will explode 

overnight and then developers will be less cautious. 

Finally, once A690s get into general circulation, 

it's probable thai CD awareness will grow. It makes 

you wonder just what a PD demo writer could do w ith 

a CD development system* given the chance, 

ARCHIVING ARTIST 
I have an A500 with I Mb of memory* 1 also have a 

large record collection with over L000 titles. I'd 

like to catalogue the collection on my computer, but 

I haven't a clue where lo start. Could you recom¬ 

mend some programs (hat would let me do this? I 

need to be able to sort through it by titles and 

artists* mainly. 

CHRIS IVESON* WATFORD 

What you need is called a database in computer terms: 

a program for storing collections of information, and 

searching through ihcm for an occurrence of a particu¬ 

lar field (like the name of an artist or album). Two 

good PD ones come lo mind: BucUBum\ which is a 

little slow but does cope with large databases. 

BuddBase costs £3,50 from Deja Vu (0942 495261)* 

The other is Ami Base //, which is a little simpler and is 

reviewed in the PD Update section of this magazine. 

ANCIENT BUGS 

I would like lo knuw the correct method of backing 

up Eye of the Beholder. I've tried using Workbench 

(] click on the EOTB disk icon, then select 

Duplicate). This appears to work fine* hut when I 

try to actually run the game from the set of hack- 

ups* it refuses to accept the second disk on the 

loading screen. 

Can you help? ] would have thought such a sim¬ 

ple task would he easy, hut all I have is problem 

after problem* Oh yes, unci can you only have one 

saved game at a time on EOTBl 

A WETHERJLL, HI LL 

There are two possibilities. Either the game has some 

hidden 'linger prints' which the Workbench copying 

procedures ignore. This would mean thai the game 

would si art and then stop* as you describe. The other is 

you're using Workbench 1.3*2, which is dodgy for 

copying disks using the Duplicate option* If you try 

using the Shell to copy disks you might find it works. 

Failing that* you will need a special copier* There 

are many Public Domain copiers (PDCopy) which are 

better than Workbench and should be sufficient for 

what you want. The best copiers require an external 

disk drive. You plug a hardware widget between the 

computer and disk drive* then run a copying program 

supplied. This produces excel lent copies and beats 

most software protection procedures, Vd recommend 

the Dale Is" Synchro Express 111 (or Ashcom's Mac II. 

Datcl (0782 744324). Ashcom (0530414433)* 

Apologies to all those of you who couldn't copy the Sequencer 1 Xmas Lemmings from the Christmas 
issue. If you use a PD copying program as per the Ancient Bugs letter, that should sort you out. The rea¬ 
son, by the way, is (hat Gaps wanted to he able to track the copies ol Sequencer f - so doril give any 
copies away (o your friends. 

Also* the OctoMed disk from AF29 didn’t load on the A5DG Plus* However It can be run by loading 
Workbench first* but It you want a disk that starts up, all you have lo do Is; 

1) Load Workbench. 

2) Select Execute Command’ from the top-of-screen menus. All you have to do Is hold down the right 
mouse button, move the pointer to the lop left of the screen and down over the Disk menu. Let go when 
Execute Command" is highlighted. 

3) Type this in and hit Return. 
ed OctoMed ta/startup-sequence 

4) The computer will now ask for the OctoMed disk. Take out the Workbench disk and pul in the 
Coverdisk (If you have two drives then you can just stick OctoMed in the other drive), 
5) You will eventually (you might need a couple of disk swaps) get to a screen displaying the slart-up- 
sequence Hie on (he OctoMed disk. Use the cursor keys (keys on the keyboard with arrows on them) to 
move to the words vee and new’, 
6) Either put a semi-colon in fronl of them, or delete them enlirely. 
7) To finish, hit the Esc key, then X and then Return, After a couple of disk swaps you should already be 
back at the Workbench* 
8) Remove any disks, reset the computer, and put In the OctoMed disk* It should now work* 
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AMIGA SOFTMACHINE AMIGA 

COMMODORE HARDWARE 

A500+ Cartoon Classes.£379.99 
ASK) first Steps  ,..£459,99 
A1500 .Options from £599,99 
A3000 25Mhi + 50Mb HD .....,.,£2749.99 
A3O0Q25Mhi+ 105Mb HD ,,.. £3024,99 
A1084$ Colour Monitor ..£254,99 
A1950 Multisync...  ,.£439.99 
A59C JDpttons from £294.99 
A1011 1Mb 3.5’ Drive .....£79,99 
A501 Rom E^ansSofri/CfOCk.... ,,.£44,99 
A52Q TV Modulator...£29.99 

SupraRAM 500RX 

• SupraRam 500RX for Amigo 500 Computers 
• Options of 0.5.142Mb using 256k Zip Rom 
• Options of 2. 4. A 6Mb using 1Mb Zip-Ram 
• Zero wait states 4 hidden refretfi 

Auto 
configuring 
Amigo bus 
pass-through 
2 Mb server 
popuwffed 
wrth l Mb 5p 
Ram 

wmm 

Microbotics Ram Expansion 

• Microbotics M50 I 5 512k fast ram expansion 
• Expand your Amiga 500s memory to 1 

megabyte intemoRy. 

• Battery backed dock 
wtm calendar 

• On/Off switch 
• Comparable to 

Commodore A501 

• On* £29.99 

• Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Capacity 680k 
(formatted) 

• Access time: 3ms 
track to track 

• 0,9 Inches high 
• Encbie/dtecible switch 
• 23*pin pass-ttvough 

socket 
• Allows the connectfon 

of o 3rd drive 

£54.99 

Microbotics VXL30 
68030 Accelerator 

# Turbocharge your A5O0/T5Q0/ 
2000 with this 32-Bt 68030 
based accelerator 

• 25Mhz version only £249.99 
• 40Mhl vefsion only £394.99 
» Optional 68681/2 FPU £130,00 
* 2 ft itvsb 32-Bit memory IBA 

Contriver Euromouse 

The most responsive rrricroswttched upgrade- 
mouse on the market Carnes eomplefe with 
mouse packet and carries o TO day money bock 

satisfaction guarantee | £MP99 

Contriver Trackball 

Save on desk space with this ultra-responsive 
trackball Features three locking drag burtons 
and carries a 10 day money bock satisfaction 
gvwante® £24.99 

Seikosha SP-1900AI Printer 

• 192/160 cps 
Fast/Std Draft 

• 46/40 cps 
Fa#t/Std NLQ 

• Push tractor with 
paper parking 

• Auto paper 
toad and eject 

• Complete with 
Centronics 
Cable 

• ■■■ 

Philips 8833/11 

• 1 year on-site warranty 
• \A* colour monitor 
• 640 x 20Q pixels on RGB input 

* Supplied 
complete 
with cables 

# Optional 
fttt/swfvei 
base 
available 

• Free F-19 
Stealth Fighter 

£239.99 

SOFTWARE 
| WOROPROCISSORS. TEXT EDITORS SPREADSHEETS 

Excellence 2....£69 95 
KindwordS 2.,,,.. ..£36.95 
Pen Pol .  £59.95 
Pretext v4,3..    .£49.95 
Protext v5.5.  £102.95 
Pro Writ© v3.2.£102.95 
Gufckwdte.£42.95 
Scribble Ptertinlum,.,.......£42,95 
Trarawrtte 2.     ,..£34.95 
Turbo- Text....,,.,,.£49.95 
WordPerfect...   £192.95 
Wotdwofthvl.l .... £89.95 

Advantage..,...,£76,95 
DG Cato .....£27.95 
Maxipton Plus.......,,,£51.95 
Superptan.....£64.96 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Goto Disk Type. each £31 95 
Outine Fonts..... .€99 95 
Pagesetterll... . . ,£46 95 
PogestreamvS.l .. .£164.95 
Procips....... .£21 95 
Professlonai Page v2,1 ...... .,£199 95 

DATABASES 

ACCOUNTS 

Cashbook Combo. .£64.95 
Cashbook Confroler .. .£34.95 
Home Accounts 2.. .£3795 
Home Accounts... ....,£21,95 
Personal Finance Manager. .,..,£22.95 
Systems...,. .. .£34.95 

ASS E M B LE RS / C OMPH1R5 / 

LANGUAGES 

K-Dafa ..*..„..,....£37.95 
°TOdata.......£67 95 
Supertxsse Petsonai . £26.95 
Superpose Personal 2___*_£64 95 
Superbase Professional. £164.95 
Superpose Professional 4...   £259 % 

UTILITIES 

Doss DOS............£24 95 
Can Do....  £89.95 
GB Route,,..... £27,95 
GS Route Plus...  £59.95 
K-Comm 2. .........  ...£37,95 
Quart erPack—....£39.95 
Quarterback Tools. £59.95 

EFFECTS/PRESENTATION/TITLING 

Big Alt Scroller.... .£42.95 
Broadcast Titter 2 .... ,...£18995 
Broadcast Fonl Enhancef... .. ,.£109.95 
Home T trier...... .£34.95 
HyperBook.. ,.....£54.95 
Pro lifter.. ..£126,95 
Scab.. . .,..£19995 
Ttfte Page. „ .£134 95 
IVShowv2,, , ... .. . .£56.95 
TV Text Professional ..£9495 
Video Effects 3D.,., ,. £132 95 
Video Tffler 30. .£70.95 

AUDIO MUSIC 

30 Construction Set .. .£39.95 
AMOS...... .*...£34,95 
AMOS 3D. £24,99 
AMOS Compiler.... .£21.95 
Devpac 3 ... ..Cal 
GFA Bose Compier.. ..£2295 1 1 1 }

 
% .£39.95 

Hi$oftBa$ic2...... ..Col 
rtsoft Extend... „,*,,£! 4.95 
K-Seka Assembtor __ £37.95 
Lattice C v5,01 ,.,£174.95 

30/ ANIMATION / C AD/GRAPHICS 1 

Amiga Vision.... £9595 
Art Department_____ .£55.95 
Art Department Pro.,..,,. ..£134.95 
Deluxe Paint IV. . .£64 95 
Deluxe Print®..... ..,,,£36.95 
Deluxe Video III... „„.£69.95 
Design Works... £84,95 
Director 2,.... .... ..,.,£97.95 
Disney Animation Studto.. £84.95 
Draw 4D..... ...£149,95 
Imagine... ,..£179,95 
PlXmate....... . ,.,£36,96 
Professional Draw v2.. .£99.95 
Real 3D Beginners..,,,... ,..£127.95 
Real 3D Pro Turbo... ..£369.95 
Soectracalour. SSA96 

EDUCATIONAL 

Audiomaster EV.„. £46 96 
Auction 4.  £42.95 
Bars 4 Pipes Prof.£222 ,95 
Dr TS Copyist App. -SM.9S 
DffsCopyWDTP. .£21995 
Dr fs KCS Level H3.5 .£264,95 
Dr Ps Phantom.£219,95 
Dr Ts Tiger Cub...£94 95 
DrTsX«OR,...  £20995 
Music X...  £99.95 
Quartet.......  .£36.95 
Sequencer One.,...   £74.95 

Better Maths 12-16 yre ...£19.95 
Setter Speing Over 8.£19.95 
Fun School 2 Under 6 ...,.£14.95 
Fun School 2 6-8...£14.95 
Fun School 2 Over 8.__....£14.95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Under 5..£17.95 
Fin School 3 or 4 5-7....SI7.95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Over 7_£17,96 
WdS Type ...£21,95 
Magic Maths 4-8  .£1996 
Maths Mania 0-12 yi*.£19.95 
M Beacon Teaches Typing,,,.£22.95 
Mega Maths Atevei ..£20 95 
Mtoto Engfch GCSE..£20.9$ 
Micro French GCSE ......,£20 95 
Micro Maths GCSE ...£20.95 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs...£20.95 
The Three Bears...£19 95 

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS 
Citizen 12QD+,.....£124 99 
Omen 124D  ......£184 99 
Citizen Swtft 9.    ,..£194.99 
Citizen Swtft 24,,.,.£264,99 
Star LC-20.   -.£154,99 
StarLC'24‘10.  £199.99 
Star LC200..  £214,99 
Star LC24-200..   £239.99 
Star LC24-2CO colour... £299.99 
Cumana 1Mb 3,5' Drive,.........£59.99 
GVP Series II52Mb HD A500.£359,99 
GVP Series li 52Mb H/Card.£269.99 
Supra 50GXP 52HD A500 .£324,99 
AT Once..,.    £179.99 
fetaoArrtga.-.......,£79.99 
Mediation...  £144.99 
Golden Image Scanner .. £179 99 
Rocgen...    £8999 

Supra 2400 Plus Modem..* £174,99 
Supra 2400 Modem...  £144,99 
AMAS....,.   .-S71.99 
Audio Engineer 2 Pius..£179,99 
Sterecmaster. £29,99 
Perfect Sound...,,£49.99 
Soundmaster........£109,99 
Moksha Mouse,...,.,.   £24,99 
That's o Mouse.*..£14.99 
Universal Monitor Stand...£9,99 
Universal Printer Stand...£6,99 
Centronics Prints* Cable  £4.99 
RS232 Cable..,...  £9,99 
Scart Cable...£10,99 
3.6* 80 Capacity Box...£6.99 
10 x Sony Buk 36.,,.  £S,99 
SO x Sony Buk 3.$\...   ,££4.99 
100 x Sony Bulk 3.51;.£44.99 

Plecse call us for a price 

on any hardware, 

software or peripherals 

you may require but 

can t see listed 

Please make cheques/posfal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Ail Items subject to avaiiabitty. 
A! prices and manufoctuers specifications subject to change without notice. 
At pnees include VAT ana UK detvery E 8c OE. AS trademarks ocknowtedged. Callers welcome. 

0 SOFTMACHINE 
Dept AF 2.20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sundsrtand, SRI HE 

Tel (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091)510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 I960 
Goods are not offered on a trial bas& Goods are offered for sate subject to our condTOora of sole 

Our hours of business are 

9.30am till 5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 



WINNER OF COMPUTER 

SHOPPER MAGAZINE BEST 

CREATIVITY SOFTWARE 

NON PC 1991 

Dr.T’s 
MUSIC SOFTWARE 

| 
♦ 

# 

Dr T's produce more AMIGA music software than any one 
else. They support their products with regular updates giving 
you new exciting features. Buy any Dr T's product in the 
knowledge that it will offer good value, features and support. 
Notation packages, sequencers, editors and more for novices 
and professionals alike. As their authorised UK distributor only 
ZONE ore able to fully support all Dr Ts products and supply 
updates, upgrades etc to all REGISTERED USERS, Ring or write 
for free information and advice. 

Phantom™ tSEST 
audio is easy ! 

Dr T's Phantom is a 

very reliable and 

accurate deivce that 

acts as standard 

Amiga MIDI interface 

and a 5MPTE 

timecode 
reader/writer It 

couldn't be easier to 

synchronize your 

musk to video or 

audio tope 

SAVE £6 000 with X-oR 
Believe it or not X-oR is o complete editor/Iibrarion for over 1 20 

synths and MIDI devices from all the big [and small) 

manufactures. Even at just £50/editor this represents aver 

£6,000 worth of editors in one package for just £21 9 Not to 

mention X oR's extensive librarian facilities. MPE compatibility 

(real time voice edits thru KCS), randomisation and a constantly 

updated profile list is it hardly any wonder XoR is so popular 

High quality MIDI interface 
Bit accurate SMPTE with offset 
24. 25, 30 and 30 drop 
MPE compatible 
Store conrigs to disk 
Supports KCS, Presenter. 

Skowmoker and Bars & Pipes 
Protection from crosstalk & 
Dropouts 
Works with any Amigo 

Attention all “P9rodeyo^cM,u«l?x ^ | ^ to the nfiw KCS 3*5 for 

owners 
■ So«1gCF3D^XCS] lS»oimfeElEAr iXbkTTT■Aj* i.•W.r'WC C 

KCS is the most powerfal MJDI sequencer available for the Amiga, Its 
ease of use, reliability and rock steady timing have made it many 
friends. Regular updates also make it tee best supported. Now with 
even more features like realtime graphic editing and notation, the new 
KCS 3,5 is the only choke for the serious Amiga musician. 

AMIGA FORMAT 
"u-«i nutii.H 

atiexn- e c 

a goldX 

GOLD 
92% 0*t 1991 

Reod ihe rove reviews in 
Sound on Sound. Amigo 

Computing. Amiga 
Shopper, Amiga f ormot 

* i i\ 

•Graphic Tape Recorder interface 

•1X30? redtime Gn^hx ecSfing 

• Ful quantise and loop record 

• Mufe pragxm environment 

• Notion dspby/ pricing 

• Dw/ edit dcto in readme 

• Supports SMPTE thru phartom 

orMSPP 

• VbndJe nesolutkxi up to 38dppq 

• Autemx. on bocxd MO Mcxer 

• 48 tracks/126 seq/16 songs 

• Supports U SMPTE and MSP 

* 

£ 

% 
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♦ 

X 
THf Sf5T SUPPORT FOfi 

THE BEST MUSIC 

SOFTWARE IN THE 

WORLD . 
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stereo master 
When you ore considering purchosing o sound sampler there are plenty to choose from. Why compromise? your choice should 
be the new full featured STEREO MASTER for the Amiga, with software that is designed from our top selling Amiga sampler AM AS 
and a package that gives you more extras than a M series BMW By purchasing this state of the art product which combines 
a quality sampler with the expertise of over 10 years of software programming, you are purchasing a top quality product with 
the knowledge that It is not only compatible with existing Microdeal products but will ateo be with future ones 

What is Stereo Master 
Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Amiga range of computers. The sampler cartridge included in 
this package plugs into the printer port at the rear of the computer and allows you to analyze the sounds coming in from devices 
such as Personal Cassette Royers. Compact Disc Players etc, or change the way they sound using the Rea! Time Special Effects 
or record them Once in the computer STEREO MASTERS unique editor will enable you to ©drt the sound in practically any way 
you can imagine. Once you have the sound sample how you wont ft, you may incorporate it into your own Demo's or use STEREO 
MASTERS own built in sample sequencer to play back the sample in sequence with other samples! 

THE SPECIAL EFFECTS 
CONTROL PANEL 

The Special Effects Software 
For the first time ever you can emulate special sound effects in real time just like the sound 
labs can for film studios, normally the hardware to produce these effects would cost 100's of 
times more than this package. Features on the FX menu Include; 

• Built in real time special effects 
Including Echo. Reverb, Ramp, Pitch up/down. Stereo bounce. Multi echo 
Chorus, Phaser, Reverse and Pitch bend 

* Fully programmable special effects so that customised effects can be recalled 

3D DISPLAY OF SAMPLE 
FREQUENCIES (FFT) 

The Analytical Software 
A whole host of pro-type analytical functions include; 
* 3D display of sample frequencies (Fast fourier transform) 
* 3D display also Includes 20 envelope display plus sample information, 
’ Built in Stereo spectrum analyzer 
* Stereo Oscilloscopes with trigger markers 

M- .itL i 
STEREO SPECTRUM ANALYZERS 

M3 

K3 EI**HQ in* 

■ i-'M 1 1 
I_:—i 

STEREO OSCILLOSCOPES 

THE SEQUENCER 
CONTROL PANEL 

The Sequencing Software 
Our built in sample sequencer allows you to take up to 18 samples (memory permitting) 
and sequence them into your own Ironic" mixes, features on the sequencer include, 

* Real time entry of sequences from keypad * Sequence copy function 
* Step time entry of sequences * Loop sample 
* 2 stereo channels for sequencing * Selectable sequence speed 
* Storyboard style editing * Dump/re-edit function 
* Digital sequence position display * Test function 
* Fast forward/rewhd controls * 2 octave playback 
* Program sample to keypad 4 Insert/delete sample in step time 
* Stand alone demo player displays IFF picture whilst playing sequence 

The Sampling Software 
Every feature you would expect to find in a professional 
* Real time record/pkay ghost markers 
* Cut or Delete selected sample area 
* Mix sample with full or halt volume 
* Shrink in by 25%/50%/75% by drag or wipe 
* Fade In/out with selectable degree of fade 
* Fitter sample with soft/medium/hard filter 
* Selectable trigger volumes 
' Record frequency from 3.0 to 56.9 Khz 
* Full editing and control facility for left/rlght channels 

editing suite including, 
* Playback volumes 
p Decrease volume 
* Increase volume 
* Bounce sample 
* Paste sample 
* Trigger recording 
* Clear left/righf samples 
* Loop sample 

MAIN SCREEN 

{■Hcrodeai 
© 1991 MICRO DEAL U.K. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

Other innovative features 
We know this product is years ahead of its time and these additional features justify our boast; 
* New style stereo cartridge 4 Includes waBcman type cable 
* Produces stand alone executable sample files * PAL/NTSC full screen display 
* Fully mufti tasking * Can create workbench icons 
* Saves in IFF/Raw/Instrument 1/3/5 Octave * Save customised settings 

amiga STEREO MASTER ORDER FORM Amiga 
STEREO MASTER IS £39.95 Post & Packing £1 (All prices inc- V.A.T.) 

BY PHONE 
WITH 
CREDIT CARD 

(0726) 68020 
3SJ 

BY POST 

Address. 

With cheque. Postal Order or Credit Cards. 

Name.. 

...Postcode. 
Credit Card Type.Expiry Date 
Number ....... 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 
SEND TO: Microdeal PO BOX 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB 



AMEAGRE PRICES 
FOR AMIGA USERS 

CAME PRICE 
3D Construction Kit... 
3D Pool.. 
AMOS 3D. 

£32.95 1 
.£7.95 
... £22,95 

AMOS Compiler .. £19.95 
AMOS The Creator. £32 95 
Advanced Fruit Machine->. 
Alien Breed (1 meg) 

.£5.95 
£16% 

Alien Storm £16% 
Altered Beast. £6 96 
Altered Destiny ..... ....£1995 
Amnios....... 
Anarchy 

£16 96 
.,„..£? ,95 

Aquaventura. ..... £22 95 
Arkanoidll - Revenge of Doh. 
Armalyte......_,,,, „ ..........__.. 

£6 96 
£16 96 

Armour-Geddon „„ _.  .,,.£15 96 
Ballustix £6 96 
Barbarian n fpsygnosis) . £16 96 
Battle Chess , . . . .£15.96 
BaLtle Chess n... 
Beast-Busters. 

....£1696 
.£16 96 

Billiards 2 Simulator ....£16% 
Blade Warrior £16% 
Blues Brothers...,,*.**.—.*,*«. 
Bonanza Brothers. 
Boston Bomb Club 

.£16% 
£16% 
£16% 

Ctdi¥tf... ,,£16% 
Cadaver ■ The Payoff , , £10.95 
Capcom Collection £19 95 
Captain Planet.. ...£16% 
Caxdiaxx . .£16% 
Carrier Command........ £7 95 
Challengers (Comp) . ... £19 95 
Chaos Strikes Back ___ ... £16 % 
Chase HQ □.. . ... . . . £15 96 
Chuck Rock ....i.^.-n. ...£1696 
Cohort - Fighting For Rome. £20 95 
Continental Circus .£7 95 
Crazy Cars .........£6.96 
Cruise Foi A Corpse.£16 96 
Cybercon III ..-..HS.96 
Darkman „_....._..._   .............JIEJI 
Das Boot..,...£20,95 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 meg)--£19 95 
Defender of the Crown...„.„.,.£7.% 
Deluxe Paint IV ...£58.96 
Douteros. ...£19.96 
Devious Designs...*.,*,*.   £ 16-86 
Dizzy Collection....   ...£16.96 
Double Dragon D.. X7.96 
Dungeon Master (l meg)...£16 % 
EH..„.......£16.96 
Elvira {1 meg) ..   ..£19.95 
Executioner....—-——.£16.96 
Exile...    .£16.96 
Eye of the Beholder (1 meg)....................£19 95 
F IS Stike Eagle Q (1 meg) ............._£22 95 
F 16 Combat pilot........£16.96 
F-19 Stealth Fighter........119.95 
F29  JC1S 96 
Falcon Classic Collection  £22 95 
Fantasy World Dozy......  £696 
Fast Food_*.....£595 
Final Blow....   £16-96 
Final Fight __-_£16.96 
First Samurai 
Fists of Fury (Comp).„*,♦*...£16.96 
Flight of the Intruder..  £22.95 
Flood---—...Ja.96 
Floor 13 ..-03.96 
Formula One Grand Prut ........£22 % 
Fienetic.. .£16% 
Full Blast (Comp).. .. .£19.95 
Full Contact. £7 95 
Gauntlet __ .£6,96 
Gauntlet Rl ... 
Geisha.. 

.£16,96 

.£16.96 
Ghostbusters 2. ..... £6 % 
nort«..■mmrmrn. __£1596 
Golden Axe...... £16 % 
Grandstand (Comp)... - ■. 
Gunboat. 

.£1995 
... £20 95 

GAME PRICE 
Halls of Montezuma...,.. 
Harpoon (1 meg).... 

£16% 
£19 95 

Head Over Heels . .£6 96 
Heundall(l meg)..... £22.95 
Heroquest .. ..r . £16 96 
Hill Street Blues..,,.. , .£16% 
Hollywood Collection (Comp)_ 
Home Atone..„„„.... 

£19 95 
„ .£16% 

Hudson Hawk 
Hunt for Red October.. 

£16% 
.£16% 

Hunter £19.95 
K+. . .......... 

ImpnfisanMilft 
£6% 
£6.96 

Indiana Jones & L Crusade (Act),.. 
IndianapdlLi! 500 

, £13 95 
. ,.£16 96 

It Came from the Desert (1 meg) — 
James Bond Collection 
Jimmy Whites Whirlwind Snooker 
Kick Off * Extra Time 

...,.£19 95 

.£1696 
.-£1995 

£6 96 
Kick Off H . .£1395 
Kick Off 11(1 meg) .£15.96 
Killing Game Show _ ...,£16.96 
Kuh . .. ... £6.96 

Ninja ft .i. £6 96 
Last Ninja HI .,. .£16.96 
Leander---- ------ £16% 
Leather Goddess Of P5obo$.. .£7,95 
Led Storm £6.96 
Leisure Suit Larry II... . £25% 
Leisure Suit Larry ID .. .£25% 
Ij^mmirtgi; ... £15% 
Lemmings Levels (Data disk) 
Lemmings Levels (Stand alone),.... 

£1X95 
.... £16 % 

Life and Death £16% 
Little Puff... £6 96 
Lombard RAC Ratty £6% 
Lord of the Rings £1696 
Lotus Repot Turbo Challenge.-. £15 96 
Lotus Turbo Challenge IT... .... .£16 96 
Ml Tank Platoon - 

MAX (COmP) IDIEIJ-IJHIilMIUIlT'l’nillllirLMII 

£1995 
£1995 

Maddog Williams. £1995 
Magic Garden £16 96 
Magic Pockets .„... £15 96 
Magnetic Scrolls Collection. 
Manchester United Europe.... 

£19 95 
.£1696 

Maupiti Island . .£19 95 
Mega Twins... ... .£16% 
Mega-Lo-Mania . . . .£19 95 
Megatiaveller t (1 meg) , , .£19 95 
Microprose Golf (1 meg). £22.95 
Midwinter__... ,-,.£1995 
Midwinter □ (l meg),,,...— .£22% 
Mig 29 Soviet Fighter £595 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum . £26 95 
Monster Business £16 96 
Monster Pack (Comp) 
Moonbase (1 meg) :„T, 

T1696 
lt„,.£22.95 

Moonfall .*.*.*,**,.*.*.. *,*„**,**♦«*.**,*.*, ,***..,**, .£1696 
Movie Premier Collection . 
Myth.. , 
Pem...... 

£19.95 
£16% 
£19 95 
£15 96 

Nebulus 2 ..,.. £16 96 
New Zealand Story £6 96 
Ninja Warriors .£7.95 
North 8s South. ..£6 96 
Operation Stealth . £16 96 
Operation Wolf ........ _£6 % 
Qlt....——...„. £16.96 
Outrun Europa £16 96 
PGA Tour GoH. £16% 
Panza tidt Boxing (1 mig)_ £16% 
Paperboy % . ,ir..r....r...T___T.. £16% 
Pegasus.„ «*«* «** .£16.96 
Pit Fighter . .£16% 
Platinum (comp)..._ ,._ £16% 
Populous2... .. 

Power Pack (comp) . 

.£1995 
£16% 

Power Up (comp) . £19 95 
Powerdnft ............. £6% 
Powermonger ***«***„..„*«»...***» 

Prehisxoni 
£1995 
£16% 

Prince of Persia .£15 96 

GAME PRICE 
Pro Tennis Tom 2 . 
Profile} hi.... 

. £16.96 

.£29.45 
Projectyle. 
R-Type II... 

.£8.95 

..£16.96 
R BI Baseball 2... .£19.95 
Railroad Tycoon (l meg). .£22.95 
Rainbow Collection (comp) 
Red Heat.,.... 

W....™-£1395 
£6 96 

Rick Dangerous 0 .£16 96 
Rise of the Dragon. .£25 96 
Robin Hood .. .£1696 
Rooocod ..... .....£16,96 
Robooop U. .£15.96 
Rocket Ranger *,+^+*+„+t*«+1 £7,95 
Rod-Land.... ..,..£16.96 
Rolling Roony. ... .£15.96 
Rugby The World Cup ........... .£16.% 
SWW..... ...£15% 
Sarakon... mss 
Secret of Monkey Island (1 meg).£15 96 
Secret of the Silver Blades. .£19.95 
Shadow Dancer ... .£16 96 
Shadow of the Beast □. ..,,.£22,95 
Shadow Sorcerer ...... .£17 95 
Shufflepack Cafe . .£6.96 
Silent Service II (1 meg)_...... ...£2395 
Silkworm..... £7.95 
Sun City/Populous. . 
Sim Earth . ...£19,95 
Simpsons .....£15.96 
Sliders......______r._. .£15.96 
Smash TV.... .£16.96 
Soccer Manager - Multi Player .£16.96 
SpeedbaU .£7,95 
SpeedbaU II .. .£15,96 
Spindnzy Worlds .. .....£15,96 
Staighder H.T..TrTTIirT1I, __....,......£7.95 
Steve Davis Snooker.. ..ce.19 
Stratego...........T,„ .£16.96 
Stryx . .£6.96 
Supaplex .£16.96 
Super Hang On... .£6.96 
Super Monaco G P, ... .,.,....,.......£16 96 
Super Space Invaders. .£16% 
Supercars ... ,. £6 96 
Supercars H--..... ..£15.96 
Supremacy ____ ....£19,95 
Swap .. ...£16,96 
Switchblade __ £6.96 
Switchblade II .... ...£1696 
Team Suzuki .£16.96 
Terminator II ..... ..,£15-96 
Test Drive □ Collection (comp) ..,.£1995 
Thiimlwhuik... . .£19.95 
Thunderjaws ____ ..£1696 
Tip Off.............. .£16.96 
Tofa....... ....£15.96 
Total Recall. .£15.96 
Treasure Island Dizzy .£4.49 
Tunican. .£6.96 
Tumcan II ...£15.96 
U.M.S .... ...£19.95 
Ultima 1^* n 111 * r ii i n 11 r 11 r 11 :i i i i: ' ...£19.95 
Under Pressure.. £16.% 
Utopia...... ...£19.95 
Vta™—------ .,.,,,£13-95 
Vothed......... ...,£16% 
War zone.. .£13.95 
Waterloo.... .£7.95 
Wheels of Fire (comp) £19 95 
Wdd Wheels . .£15% 
Wings.,, ___ „ .£19 95 
Wings (1 meg) , .£19.95 
WjiNI ...£6.96 
Wolf pack (1 meg) .£19.95 
Wonderland (1 meg) £19 95 
World Class Leaderboard ...... 
World Class Rugby. ... £16 96 
Wrath of the Demon.... ..£1995 
Xenon H . ..,.£? 95 
Xybots T.Tr....... . .£6 96 
Yolanda_ _ .£696 
Z-Out ....... £13.95 
Zone Warrior ...£1696 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

QUANTITY PRICE 
10.  £4.75 
20.  £9.25 
25.   £11.30 
30.. .  £13.25 
35.£15,10 
40.   £16,90 
45.. £18,80 
50.£20.50 
80.. .£32.45 
100...£36.90 
120.£43.70 
150. £53.85 
200.£68.95 
300.  £103.45 
400..£135 95 
500.£167.50 

FULL NO QUIBBLE 
REPLACEMENT 

GUARANTEE 

100% ERROR 
FREE 

WITH 
LABELS 

BOXES 
(with keys, labels, dividers) 

10 
£0.94 

40 
£4.95 

50 
£5.60 

80 
£6.30 

100 
£6.80 

120 
£8.75 

Curaana CAX354 External 
Disk Drive...£57.95 
1/2 Meg Memory 

Upgrade with clock..£29.95 
1/2 Meg Memory 

Upgrade without clock ....£26.95 
Contriver Quality Mouse.£14.75 

Mouse Mat...  ,...£2,95 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

COMPARING WORKBENCH 2 with U should 

give you an idea what it’s all about. This was a rela¬ 

tively quick turnaround lo fix the worst faults of 

Workbench 1.2. Specifically* the printer drivers were 

iucaked to give better results with more up-market 

primers. Workbench |J could start straight from a 

hard disk, with no floppies, needed. It introduced the 

Fast Filing System* to make hard drives work more 

efficiently. And so on, 

It was good for its time, hut the main problem with 

1.3 was that, like all its predecessors* Workbench 

could not show files which lacked an icon. Such files 

would not show up on Workbench at all. So you had to 

use either the CLI or Shell programs lo access the files 

and directories which form the backbone of 

Workbench* these are files like the startup-sequence 

file* the printer driver files* and the key map files: 

which arc crucial lo everyday activities of Workbench* 

but you had to be a keyboard wizard to get at them. 

For instance* in order to do something as simple as 

copying a file from one disk to another, you couldn't 

just click on the icon and drag it to the icon of the disk 

you wanted it to be copied onto. Instead, you had to 

open up the Shell or CLI. and type in which disk the 

Workbench 2 
Read all about the one upgrade that makes the Amiga easier to use, as 

Pat McDonald explains how to get Workbench 2 on an old Amiga. 

(taiga Workbench 780268 graphics rten 8 other nen 

On the Window! menu is one of the most exciting developments of Workbench 2* Even if o file doesn't hove a proper 
icon, it can be displayed with o 'pseudo icon'. Haw you can explore disks using just the mouse, rother than having to use 

the keyboard. Shown here ore ol the files of Workbench 2. 

Another very useful option is to have the contents of a 

disk or directory shown os o list of names* This means 
that your windows can he very small (karts on the Amigo 
tend to be large}. Also lots of useful information is dis¬ 

played, like when e file was created and haw big it is* You 

can sort the list by either of these two features* 

file was on, whether it was in a directory or not. and 

the name of the target disk and maybe the target direc¬ 

tory. The biggest failing though, of Workbench 1.3 

was that you had to he good with a keyboard and have 

a fair working knowledge of the system in order lo 

set it up properly. 

The one outstanding advantage of Workbench 2 is 

that everything on a disk can be made visible and 

manipulated with the mouse. Whether you’re copying 

by clicking and dragging with a mouse, or running a 

program by double clicking on it: Workbench 2 gives 

you a view of what’s really on a disk, rather than the 

illusionary 'ii hadn’t got an icon so it doesn't exist* 

approach of 1.3. Every single file can have an icon, 

without an actual Icon file being present on the disk. 

This is great, because you suddenly don't have to 

use the keyboard to explore the Amiga anymore. 111 at 

option is still there (and you can now run CLI key¬ 

board commands from the Workbench screen, rather 

than having to find a handy Shell icon), But the 

amount of technical expertise needed to use an Amiga 

as a computer rather than as a games machine has been 

greatly reduced. 

Apart from that more open approach* Workbench 2 

is more visible in other ways. The style of Workbench 

has changed greatly from the old familiar blue, orange. 

white and black. Now it's various pastel colours, and 

they now have a specified order. 

This means that a sort of 3D look and feel has been 

added, with options appearing to he closer to you and 

general workspaces being further away. All it really is 

a is a cheap optical illusion, hut it docs mean that 

important gadgets (places to click a mouse button on) 

are more obvious. 

There’s even more on the visibility from though. 

Workbench 2 can fully utilise the Enhanced Chip Set 

(ECS). ECS consists of both an ECS Fatter or Super 

Agnus chip and an ECS Super Denise* If you have 

both then you get access lo the ECS. 

All the ECS does is to add three new graphics 

modes to ihc Amiga. These are; SuperHires. which has 

1280 pixels (graphics dots) horizontally and 256 or 

512 lines vertically, depending on interlace; 

Productivity, which has 640 pixels horizontally by 

either 512 or 1024 lines vertically; and A2024, which 

is serious resolution at close to LOGO x 100(1. but is Lim¬ 

ited to just four shades of black-and-white. 

This may sound great, but on a fairly standard 

TV set these graphics modes are pretty much useless - 

the lettering is just much too small to read. You need a 

good quality monitor to use ECS, preferably a multi¬ 

sync type (necessary for llickcrless Productivity and 

A2024 modes). 

ECS is a very important development on the Amiga 

scene, this is because it gives a much belter graphic 

AREXX FOR ALL 
Just what do you gat with a Commodore upgrade kit? Well included is a new 2*04 Kickstart ROM chip, 
three disks (Workbench. Extras and Fonts) and a full set of manuals. It you haven't heard, these manuals 
are good, much better than any that have gone before. 

There Is one thing missing: Amiga Basic is no longer sold with the Amiga as standard. Quite hon¬ 
estly, it’s not much of a loss. AmigaBasic was universally disliked tor being slow, buggy and Amiga 
unfriendly. There are better Basic languages available separately. 

What is Included is ARexx. If you’ve never heard of it before, chances are it won t set your heart 
on tire. ARexx is an interprocess systems manager for the Amiga, able to swap data and control 

programs alt on its own. 
Although of little interest to the average users, ARexx is really wonderful If you are using a lot ol pro¬ 

grams that can talk to ARexx (those that have an ARexx Port ). Such a system can be configured so that 
the programs run autonomously on long repetitive tasks, leaving you more time to yourself rather than 

slaving over a keyboard. 



AMIGA ADVICE 

CHIP MEMORY 
One term that may be puzzling some people is chip memory . The Amiga's memory is spill Into two 
types: fast memory, which can only be used by the processor chip and chip memory, which can be used 
by the processor and the custom sound and graphics chips. These latter types are sometimes called the 
PAD, standing for Paula. Agnus and Denise. 

Chip RAM is where all the active graphics screens are stored, and any sound samples or graphics 
data has to go there too. How much chip RAM you have affects the serious creative capabilities of your 
machine (although fast RAM Is more useful than chip RAM - do not upgrade one without the other). How 
much you can have depends on what version of the Agnus chip is fitted to your machine... 

Neither the 8367 or 8370 Agnus chips can use more than 512K of chip RAM - they re obsolete. The 
8371 Agnus can give you 1Mb of chip RAM, but does not have the Enhanced Chip Set. The 8372A has 
both, and is the Ideal chip for updating either the A500 or A1500 A2000. The good news Is that the 8372A 
is already fitted to the majority of these machines. 

To get 1Mb of chip RAM on an A5Q0t a small modification has to be made lo the circuit board 
(described overleaf). If you want to upgrade to the full 2Mb chip RAM capability of an A5Q0 Plus, you need 
a different Agnus again (the 8375). This cannot be pul straight into an A500 or A1500 A20Q0 because 
these machines were not designed to use 2Mb of chip RAM, 

If you do want the 2MB chip RAM capacity of the Plus, you will need to tit a circuit board on the 
inside of your machine. Such boards have the Agnus and the 2Mb ol memory on them, and they cost In 
the region of £200,1 will be reviewing such a board from Aquarian PD (0703 685006) next month. 

resolution that it had before - the Amiga can now com¬ 

pete on even terms with more expensive computers. 

However not much software that is currently available 

was designed with ECS in mind (although some of it 

makes use of itK Il*s not as important now as it w ill be 

when programs are released that tan use it properly. 

The reason for this is simple. Workbench 2 has the 

ability to either use standard Amiga fonts or propor¬ 

tional Comp ugraphic/Agfa fonts. The latter variety are 

very good news for the desktop publishing community. 

A proportional font is one that can be shrunk or 

expanded to virtually any degree. Try that w ith a nor¬ 

mal font and you end up with big letters with jagged 

edges or liny unreadable dots, Bui (as lar as l know i no 

software has been released that uses proportional 

Workbench 2 fonts. 

Remember that Fast Filing System? It‘s always 

been possible to use this with floppies - the problem is 

that with Workbench 13, a floppy with the FFS on it 

actually works slower than the old system. Happily. 

Workbench 2 still gives you the choice; but FFS flop¬ 

pies really are faster this time around. 

The list goes on. Workbench 2 is compatible with 

Amigas that have more than 512K of chip memory 

(Workbench 13 needed the Set patch command to be 

run first i; Workbench 2 has better 32-bit address han¬ 

dling, which means that it's more accelerator friendly 

(works better w ith faster processors - ‘decision mak* 

mg’ chips) than 13; Workbench 2 muhitasks better 

and docs not guru. 

By guru l mean crash: stop working due to a mis¬ 

take in a program, Workbench 2 still notices illegal 

programming and complains, but you can now shut 

down the offending program and carry on. A much 

belter system than just saying that an emir occurred 

somewhere in the memory . 

THE DISADVANTAGES 
Workbench 2 does sound a bit too good to be 
true, doesn't H7 Well, Pm afraid there are some 
problems. Quite a sizeable proportion of soft¬ 
ware just does not work with Workbench 2 or 
ECS. This isn't the direct fault of the new sys¬ 
tem and It's not a situation that will last very 
long, as manufacturers struggle to update their 
hardware and software. 

The problem is really down to programmers 
who are not using the Amiga computer prop¬ 
erly. Given the complexity of the machine* It s 
not really surprising that some people program 
to a standard, and so long as it works with a 
certain section of Amlgas they lend to figure 
that's good enough. 

Now that Workbench 2 and the ECS are 
available to alt, new software should always be 
compatible (although new Workbench 2 soft¬ 
ware will In some cases be Incompatible with 
older versions of Workbench, due to the new 
features). Older software that Isn’t compatible 
will fall by the wayside. 

You can expect to find plenty of software 
(hat Just doesrVt work on a Workbench 2 
machine. My advice is try before you buy, and if 
you really need some old software you might 
consider getting a Kickslart ROM switcher 
(mentioned on Page 212) that will let you use 
either Workbench 2 or 1.3, 

Workbench 2 is far more superior in every respect to 

Workbench 1.3. Hie launch of the A500 Plus ha* her¬ 

alded a hratid new era. Now that other Amiga owners 

can catch up with the new standard, ihe Amiga has 

become a much more poieni computer and is ready to 

face ihe rest of the Nineties, The machine behaves 

much more sensibly, and is now easier to pick up for 

novice users (even more so for experienced users). 

Miss Workbench 2 at your peril. 

Workbench Screen 
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Workbench 2 is much prettier then 1.3: Ihe screen and associated irons con have 16 colours father than just four on a 

high-resolution screen {hut that takes up more chip memory). You con overlay o patterned background over the blank 
parts of the screen, which is also aesthetically pleasing. 

When you wont la star! with a blank direclary, rather 

than copying and renaming ihe Imply drawer as per ear¬ 
lier versions, you can Just select this option from Ihe 
menus. Renaming Ihe drawer follows straight on. Other 

more user-friendly features are: tolling you how disk 

swops it will take to copy a disk; Snapshot will set either 
the positions of a window, or positions of icons within a 

window, or hath; and lots more else besides. 

OBSOLETE 
There are two versions of the Amiga that simply 
cannot take Workbench 2, They are the original 
A1000, and the early A200G revision A, The cir¬ 
cuit boards on these machines cannot be 
modified lo take Ihe new set of chip required. 
Having said that, by tilting a complete new cir¬ 
cuit board, the new system can be used. But it s 
an expensive option. 
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LOCKABLE 
DISC BOXES 
40X3.5-£3.99 
80X3.5-£4.49 

120X3.5-£6.49 

5S 3.5" 
DS/DD 

NEW PRI 
3.5" SONY B 

25 9.99 11.99 
50 18.99 21.99 

100 32.99 39.99 
250 76.99 102.99 
500 148.99 194.99 

1000 284.99 369.99 

SPKgQM, 
120 CAP BOX PLUS 

100 X 3% DS/DD DISKS ONLY 

‘Our disks are fully guaranteed and com* 

complete with tabelsj^nan| 

RIBBONS Post Free 
1 OFF 3 OFF 

CITIZEN 120D/LSP10/124D SWIFT 24 2.50 2.30 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR 15.00 

EPSON FX/MX/RX80/FX800/LX800 3.20 3.00 

EPSON LX80/86 2.00 1.80 
MANNESMANN TALLY MTB0 4.80 4.60 

PANASONIC KXP 1080/81/82/180/1190/1123 2.90 2.70 

PANASONIC KXP 1124/1140 2.60 2.40 

STAR LC10 MONO 2.80 2.60 

STAR LC10 4-COLOUR 5.90 5.70 

STAR LC24-10 2.80 2.60 

STAR LC24-10 COLOUR 12.50 

STAR LC200 3.20 3.00 

STAR LC200 COLOUR 11.50 
STAR LC24-200 2.B0 2.60 

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR 12.50 

SNAP 
COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES LTD 

ACCESSORIES - POST FREE! 
Amiga External Drive 54.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, clock 23.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, No clock 21.99 
Mouse Mat (Boxed) 2.99 
Mouse Holder 2.99 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 6.99 
31/2 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 
51/4 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 
Roll of 1000 31/2 disk labels 8.99 
Primer Cable (1.5mtr) 3.99 

PAPER Top Qumliiy 

FANFOLD WITH MICRO-PE NFS 1000 

11 X 9 5 60GSM 
11 68 X 9.25 (A4) 7QGSM 
11 S6 x 9,25 (A4) 80GSM 
il 66* 9.25 (A4) 90GSM 

7,99 
10,49 
11.99 
13.99 

2000 

13.99 
10,49 
20 49 
23.99 

borrvi ALL PRODUCTS SUBJECT 
TO AVAILABILITY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
PLEASE ADD £2 69 POSTAGE AND 

PACKING FOR DISKS . BOXES £3 99 
FOR PAPER E.O.E 

Ini © $ no dud b © or ©SMi ©$i 4 
1st Floor, l-Mex Business Park, 42 Flaxley Road, Stechford, Birminghann B33 9HL 

m BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW* Fastest and best way to build 
muscles and strength without weights — 
EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN* 
Just 20 minutes daily in the privacy of your 
home will develop on amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after years of exhaustive research. It is a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existence, 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

OPEN ALL HOURS (WELL, NEARLY!) 

9am- 10pm Mon-Sat 10am-6pmSun No Answerphones! 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF), PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NE8 1PD 

Yei! I want 1o build muscles Iasi. Please rush me my FREE information pocld 

Name ...... 

Address .. 

Poticode 

(A stomp lor reply appreciated] 

KAO Disks 
MOO. 38p 
100+.36p 
500+.34p 
1000+... 32p 

SONY Disks 
MOO. 45p 
100+.  42p 
500+. 39p 
1000+. .....37p 

RAINBOW Disks 
MOO.44p 
100+.......41 p 
500+.....38p 
1000+.36p 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

! TRACTORFEED DISK LABELS ! 
500 Labels plus FREE 

software to print your pwn 
professional labels!! 

★ ★★ ONLY £9.95 ★★★ 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 642497 9am-5.30pm Week 
0782 311471 Evening/Weekend 
0630 653193 Evening/Weekend 

1 DISK STORAGE BOXES I 

10 cap. 
Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, 
Black, Grey - Your Choice 

.95 p 

50 cap.. ....£4.00 
1D0 cap. ....£4.50 

Stackable Disk drawers 
Posso (150 cap). £15.95 
250 cap.... ..SIS w 

» 3 

512K Ram (No Clock). £24.99 
512K Ram £+ Clock). £27.99 
Zydek Ext Disk Drive. £54.95 

★** SPECIAL OFFER ★★★ 
1.5 Meg A500 Ram Expansion 

Only £79.95!!! 

Mousehouse. . .£1.60 
Mousemat..... ...£2.49 
Diskdrive Cleaner ...£1.79 
Comp, Pro Autofire. .£12.95 

54 Spring Road 
Longton 

Stoke-On -Trent 
Staffs ST3 2PX 

._! 
Prices Inc VAT P&P Please add £3.30 

We accept cheques/P.O s/Visa/Access 



Q. Which is the only Amiga magazine 
solely dedicated to using the Amiga as 

a serious computer? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine takes 16 
pages of each and every issue to 

answer readers’ questions? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine has monthly 
columns from some of the Amiga 
world’s most respected writers? 

Q. Which Amiga magazine gives you 
twice as much for less 

than half the price? 

There’s only one answer really... 

LATEST ISSUE OUT NOW 
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AMIGA BOOKS 

DTBS (AS292) 
18 Northwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lancs Oil I 5JZ 

f xl Tel/Fa* 0706 524304 (Customer orders ONLY) Irani 

tongoMS fXnck Rstarov. 
Jtowga tw Begmira . 

Amiga BASK Inside t Out... 
Amiga 30 Gmaptas Ptogrwmwg in BASK 
Amiga Motto Language 

£895 
..£1295 
£1895 

£1895 
SUB 

JUngq Mwrxed SfSKm fmm'i Ml£2M5 

Amga Cfoi Bepnn«.~~...JtliB 
Amiga C fai ktocst foamm ..£29,95 

..„j£29 95 

A^Fm*i1ntol<M.BMSftD 
Makmg Muw on Hie Amp ..£2995 «fo 

ItottmknpMt.—£1295 

Mimed Amo BASK £1695 
lfcnitO*(*ta?Njt*im.—£19.95 
An*pKB Reto«eto3d f*w....., £18 95 

Amp3w bmrScSMe Du*..£1895 
A/roc Antntiy iLonpjOQt Pr^gromrrmg £12 9 5 

Into (he IrigpittC-..£1995 
Ait^OQS   JNB 
Ampfflorid Often! ArnupIXft [omponen .. £22 95 
AngoWnkd Qfteni AmtpVwori rtondboot £22 95 
ftaarmi on Mingo Aid.*___......114.B 

flie IMtcts^BASK -l Gun)« £1695 
Amp fogmiKyfaft to 1.£73 B 
Anno Piogfommor i rtondboot Vol 7.. Ar 

D*ttf tidafotainn.. 
Tht Arngc Deskiop V*o WUnok 

kw riot ..„. 
zwumii.. 

Atatemg AmgaEKfi ? Vobno 2.—. 

Mrotamg Anwa C ™„.™_ 
Prraramming me 68000 ..„„ 

A0Q0O Assen**v LonguOp FHogriunmihg 
MC68000 Piognunrw'i Muma Manual 
lemrang no Fly iviih Fhghi Smftfof.£12.95 

FUSirttfogAhtoAo^ 
fasten Air Combat.... 
The Leisure Sum Inry Slonf... 
Officio! toft of bra Quest 
Hu Often) Boot aUJIfrna... 
Sub Cammink..,..__ 
tockNdlwC<impuief6ol- 
H« OffMj M 9 SiwMi f djh«f H**«ft....£] Z.B 

..-£12.95 
JE12.T5 

_El 1.95 
m 

..JIO.B 

.Hits 
-,£10,95 

.£72.95 

.£11.95 
, £29 95 

£995 

£21 95 (d) 
.£17.95 

...£1995 m 
£2395 

121 B 
.19,B 

NEW 
Amp DOS hwdt £ Qv louood td £1995 ia 
Mi DrtXfO fW D4B(8 

£24 95 .41 

****** £2495 
_£>4 95 

Vajjc Drivt VAt ;■«! hi _ H4f5 
J*n«il0Himty HmH 
IMwmHH___ £3295 

^04 IfDV t«r 

£24 95 _ 

iwfctotfcoWH™._ OZB 
Hvdlw MtM E (nflit d’l k _£KB 

DIB _ 
JiMd 

te U ItaOM 4 W tnrn W+ 2 deb 
—Sf.B 
„.tl3.B 

dB 
ftopom Di^p l«d«^K Anp.. _£1 i B 

MW IHB 
M k* .£11 B 

04urt (mV fc ky* Hkt Qm^ *Vi S13 9S 

SKOAL OFFER (UK friy) to A-rngo Snoppei i«dm 
10* dwount for outers over £35. lEft discount to 
orders am £70. Quote Ref AST?? to dorm special 
#«(hstouni 

(d) - include disk Detailed (otolague available on request. Access and Visa accepted. 

AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS 
from 1R. (2. SuHtcfatfiotu 

New Flight Pedals 
Designed to use in conjunction with ihe brilliant Gravis 

Mouses!ick the pedals are supplied with custom 

software to interface with Flight Simulator 2-* dramati¬ 

cally increasing the realism and allowing the use of a 

second joystick for throttle control Flight pedals also 

perform with F16 Combat Pilot and all car racing 

games 
Only £34.95 + p&p Including F$2 software patch. 

GOLD AWARD 
The Gravis MouseStick® 

Better thantheBEST Analogue Stick 

GOLD AWARD 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who 

demand PERFECT conirol. with programs such 

as Proflight. Ft9. Mig29. etc A professional 

quality, programmable optical joystick C W 16k 
microprocessor and L C D screen offering 

1200 line count resolution Works pedecily with 

all simulations with sensible mouse routines 

and any others m its programmable joystick 

mode No olher joystick comes even close to 

the Mouse Stick tor periomance reliability and pleasure in use £69.00 + p&p 

Full technical support and 1 year 
guarantee. 

S.A.E or telephone for full details. 
Telephone (0272) 550900 

Fax: {0272)411052 

^ r?. SimtdatCatu 
Unit lb Beehive Trading Estate 

Crews Hole Road 
St, George 

Bristol BS5 SAY 

* SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE £99,00 per SET 

1 VOLril. NKVKK KNOW UNTIL YOt TKV Tel 

The above image Is something you can create or at least you could produce 
work equally as good. All you need is an Amiga, and wc will make sure the 
rest is as easy as phoning the above number. Wc have* at your disposal, 
probably ihe best Imagesetters. Scanners. Presses. Proofing Machines, 
Graphic Artists, and Advisers this side of the Atlantic, If you run a business, 
what ever the size, you can only gain by noting the number, we will always 
try to help* If you Just want output thals line too. and if you are seeking 
advice we are only a phone call away. 

The Amiga is one of the best graphics machines on the market. IVnny for 
penny you can do more with the Amiga than any machine known to us. 
Other systems are only just getting the sort of features Amiga users have had 
for years. Now with services to this standard there Is nothing slopping you. 

LET RIP! WHY NOT? 
B J I'RINTA, GRAPHICS 

5 7 East Srwi (tTu UylrJ 
Torquay, Devon, TQ2 5SI> 

Tel: QS03 666003 Kux OHO:i 291904 

S11M aMEM© 
SE5MEBB m 

CASH 
PRIZES 
+ - 

TO 
OUTORAUI 

nrAr. THE * * 
DtnU CUNFICHTER 

OR ‘WIN BIG* 
ALIVE CASH PRIZES 
*__ ^ 

«Wfl 

SEGA ★ w ★ 
Can You Kill 
The ALIENS 

* For ★ 
CASH PRIZES 

313588 
[ f yoy ore i^ider TS yean of oge please ob*a^ perrNssior of whoever ooyl fhe pooe# DiI 
I JsTOCWAi POflox 36 IS! 4TN CC* ChOrgei 34p per Min Cr^eop Per Mtn AI Other TlnM 

PROFESSIONAL T.V-VIDEO 
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS ON-LINE 
Amigas/genlocks/software/training 

ON-LINE COMPUTERS 
Tel: 071 284 1366 

Amiga REPAIRS 
competitive rates-no fixed charge 

GREENWICH COMPUTERS 
Tel: 071 284 4030 

44 Malden Rd. London NW5 (Camden Town) 



GET THE MOST 

The new, updated 
complete guide to the 

Amiga 

Costing only £9.95 and completely rewritten to include up-to- 

the-minute information, this is the most comprehensive overall 

guide there is to every aspect of the Amiga and what to do with it. 

CREATIVITY GUIDES 
Gel results by reading our advice on what software to buy in 

graphics, 3D, animation. DTP. digitisers, scanners, music, 

video, education, multimedia. 

PRODUCTIVITY 
GUIDES 
More buying suggestions and 

solid advice on the practical areas 

of word processing, databases, 

spreadsheets, accounts software, 

comms, programming. 

INFO FOR BEGINNERS 
Features to introduce the Amiga, explain how it 

works and get you started in any area of Amiga use 

including Workbench and the CLL 

HARDWARE EXPLAINED 
Overviews of hardware and its functions, including buying 

recommendations on printers, emulators, monitors and more 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
The whole world of free and next-to-nothing software explained, 

explored and elucidated. The best in utilities targetted and the 

demos scene exploded. 

WORKBENCH TECHNICAL TIPS 
A whole host of interesting and useful advice and information* 

from hardware to software and back. 

GAMEBUSTERS GAMES ADVICE 
Including tips and hints for old favourites like Rainbow Islands, 

Batman. Rick Dangerous. Dungeon Master and Shadow of the 

Beaut 2 as well as some of the recent hits like the game of the year 

Lemmings and the amazing Supercars 2. 

PLUS! 
TWO COMPLEMENTARY DISKS 
FOR ONLY £4.00 EXTRA 
FEATURING: 
JROomm communications package • Scenery fractal 

landscape generate • Cruncher compression utility • 

ScreenX saves screens as pictures • Iconmaker icon cre¬ 

ator • SyilnfoZ tells you what's in your Amiga • Wherels 

helps you find files • Border switches off screen borders • 

Click DOS the power of CU without the hassle • 

Safeboot protects your games from viruses • ViewlLBirt 

displays pictures easily # Quickferts magnifies your screen! 

• WB Hacks a bit of fun # MegaWB scroll round a mas¬ 

sive screen • FuneKey customises key set-ups • 

ScreenShift adjusts screen positioning • Zero Virus virus 

killer • Zap binary file editor • Bootlntro adds intros to 

your disks • RSLCIock full toolkit • DropCJoth adds 

colourful Workbench screens • TaskControl sets your pri¬ 

orities • SuperEcho real-time sound processing • FPic 

rmage processing • DropShadow smartens your 

Workbench • DecHexBin programmers calculator • 

MandelMountaim excellent fractal creator • Spread 

simple spreadsheet program 

ORDER FORM 

1 would like to order_copy/copies of 

j GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 

at the price of £9.95 (+1,45 per copy P&P) 

J would like to order_copy/copies of 

j GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1 992 

plus 2 disks for £1 3.95 (+1.45 per copy PGP) 

If paying by cheque please send payment with 

this order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM I 992 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

| No stdflip rinquired if posted m tMe U K 

! Plcine allow 2B days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

_Post Code 

Telephone ___ 

1 enclose cheque2PO for £__ 

Please debit my Access/Visa card:idHrcr^ 

My card no. is_______ 

Expiry date____ 

Signature _ _ 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

§ 

212 

THE FIRST THING to understand about upgrading 

an old Amiga to a more up-to-date standard is that you 

don't have to do it all at the same lime. No doubt many 

people will (just lo get the bother over and done with) 

go straight from 0.5MB of chip RAM, Workbench I J 

and no ECS to Workbench 2.04 with ECS and 1MH of 

chip RAM. but you don't have to. 

It is possible to run Workbench 2,04, with no ECS 

or more than 0.5 Mb of chip memory by tut in g a new 

ROM chip. You can have 1Mb of chip memory by 

fitting an 8372A Fatter Agnus chip and modifying the 

motherboard, but no ECS (because them’s no Super 

Denise in your system) or Workbench 2.04. Or you 

could just have ECS with a Super Denise and Falter 

Agnus without modifying Ihe board for mom chip 

memory - although there’s not a lot of point because 

Workbench 1,3 doesn't support ECS. 

So. them arc four basic steps to upgrading the 

machine: changing the ROM chip for Workbench 2.04; 

changing the Denise chip (for ECS); fitting a Fatter 

Agnus (again for ECS - but this is only ncccessary if 

you haven’! got one already}; and modifying the board 

to get 1 Mb of chip memory . 

COMMON PROBLEMS 
Which way around do chips go? Rectangular chips tike the ROM and Denise have a notch at one end. The 
easiest way to check the notch is before you start removing chips. If you are faced with an empty socket 
and are not sure about the orientation of the chip, look at the socket that the chip plugs Into, It will have a 
notch on one end too. 

The Agnus chip is different. On the board near the Agnus chip there Is a 'V printed on the board. All 
Agnus chips have a dent, circle or dot on one edge - this edge goes nearest to the T on Ihe board. 

An alt too common light is a pin ovt of line, tt'i impossi¬ 

ble to insert e chip in this condition - don't even try it. 
How to rectify it without pliers! Find o flat surface, ond 

gradually bend the pin bock into position. Actually a pair 

of pliers massively simplifies the opera I ion, but steady, 
firm pressure is the basic requirement. 

Down to 
business 
Right, your Amiga is getting on a bit and the warranty has expired. 

So the best thing to do is to upgrade some of your Amiga's internals. 

Read on for a blow-by-blow tutorial courtesy of Pat McDonald. 

The first thing you have to do with your old A500 is 
unscrew the case, A fairly simple job, because it’s held 
together with three screws at the front and back. The 
tricky bit is that some A500s have hexagonal (TorX) 
screws, bul the majority of them have the more famil¬ 
iar Philips screws. 

Once the screws are apart. If s time to take off the 
top cover. This is a fairly tight fit. so don’t be afraid to 
give it a good tug. You should be down to the shield, 
an inner metal case which provides a shield from radio 
signals, contusing your computer or vice versa. 

Yes, an Amiga with it's case off. There's still o metal shield left to get through at this stage. 

A gentle tug on Ihe ribbon cable going from the 
keyboard to the computer's circuit board will let you 
take the keyboard off. Note the colours on the wires - 
it appears that the purple wire is always on the right- 
hand side, but your system may welt be the exception 
to the rule. 

Removing the shield is pretty easy to do- just undo 
the four screws that are holding il down and use a pair 
of pliers to ease up the metal tabs which keep the 
upper part of the shield attached to the lower half. 
Once the tabs are bent straight, then simply puli the 
upper shield off. 

You should now have something resembling the above photograph in front of you. Don't be too alarmed if there ore 

slight differences - there ore four revisions of the A500; rev 3, 5, 6 and 7, All of (hem can be updated, but the diffi¬ 

culty and expense grows with the age of the machine - and os I can't get hold of a revision 3, 1 cannot guarantee 
that these methods work, so I'M be ignoring it this issue. The revision is printed on the board ot the left-hand side, 
near the words '152 Rock Lobster'. 

This is the easiest update you can do on your 
Amiga, so long as ITa a fairly recent revision 6 
or 7 A500 or any B200D A1500, It’s really just a 
case ot whipping out the old chip and putting In 
the new one. 

Alt you have to do Is simply prise out the 
old ROM chip with a flat-bladed screwdriver. 
Chips are nol very tali - just slip Ihe screwdriver 
into the gap at Ihe end. between the chip and 
the socket below it. 

Gently apply pressure until the end starts to 
rise, I hen apply pressure to the other end. 
Eventually the chip will pop out. Put the new 
chip into the socket Check and recheck the 
pins are lined up with the holes, and apply pres¬ 
sure to the top of the chip to ease it into place. 

For the technically minded, I can tell you the 
changes needed to use a new ROM with an 
older revision 5 or 3 A500. The ROM socket 
needs two minor changes: pin 1 must be con* 
nected to the A1S signal, and pin 31 must be 
connected to the +5V signal. 

Tm deliberately not giving a procedure for 
this, as it’s fairly complicated and you're really 
belter off getting a professional to do it. Another 
reason is that I haven't actually tried it yet {all 
the other modifications listed have indeed been 
tried out). Remember, this problem only hap¬ 
pens with revision 3 or S ASOOs. I will be 
investigating the problem further and printing 
the necessary procedures ina future issue. 

The Kickitort 2.04 ROM chip is necessary in order fa 

use Workbench 2. luckily it's also the easiest chip to 

physically get e( - you con get your screwdriver low 
enough lo apply plenty of leverage. 



UPDATING DENISE 
The Super Denise 8373 chip (necessary for ECS) 
is in theory even more simple to fit than the 
ROM chip, because it works with just about 
every Amiga. Only a couple of physical obstruc¬ 
tions make it a bit more of an effort. 

For one thing, getting at the end of the chip 
closest lo the edge of the board means that you 
run into the bottom section of the metal shield. 
The best way for you to get around this is to 
bend the shield slightly, to give a better pur¬ 
chase under the chip. 

Apart from that, the method is similar to 
changing the ROM chip. Just lever out the old 
one and put in the new - and do remember to 
check the notch to make sure the chip is the 
right way around! 

The shield Hos to he twisted slightly to phyikoMy get 
d grip on the Denise chip, hul it bends bock to shape 

without any fuss. 

1MB CHIP RAM 
The most important part of modifying your com¬ 
puter In this area is realising that it doesn't in itself 
add more memory to the machine. An A500 with 
only 0.5Mb of RAM isn't transformed into a 1Mb 
machine by soldering a few tracks. 

You therefore must have at least 1Mb of 
memory. This can either be on the mothert>oard 
itself (in the case of revision 6A or 7 A500s) or a 
completely normal memory expansion underneath 
the trap-door slot. It doesn't really matter which 
route you take, although having all the memory on 
the board is aesthetically pleasing. 

There are two operations In getting 1Mb of 
chip RAM. The first is to locate JP2 - its near the 
ROM socket on alt A500s. the exact location does 
vary. JP2 always consists of three solder pads, 
two of which are joined by a trace. You have to cut 
this trace, and solder the other two pads together. 

When I say cut’, I don 1 mean you have to dig 
dirty great holes in the circuit board, A simple 
slice or two with a Stanley knife will suffice. All 
you re trying to do is prevent an electrical signal 
from running across the trace. 

On revision 5 boards, JP2 if further away from the 
front of the board, but it#i still fairly ocessible. 

AMIGA ADVICE 

UPDATING AGNUS 
Commodore switched to ECS equipped 8372A Agnus chips some months ago. Have you got an ECS 
Agnus already? The Sysinto utility on this month's Coverdlsk will toll you which version of the Agnus 
chip you have fitted to your machine. 

It's just as well, because Agnus is one of the most fiddly chips to replace. Strictly speaking, you 
should use a special tool to get il outt called a PtC extractor. Failing that, a pair of tweezers with the tips 
hooked over make a good substitute. The last resort is to use a pair of small jewellers' screwdriver. 

At two comers of the chip s socket are indentations. You have to lever the screwdriver in at these, 
and pop the chip out (It's spring loaded). Take it easy when inserting the screwdriver. The socket can take 
a certain amount of twisting and bending, but be very careful so as not to permanently damage it. 

Mow this is the fun part. Take the new Agnus chip, and hold it so that the orientation notch (it might 
be a circle or a dent) is towards you. If you have a PAL European system, you must Insulate one of the 
connectors on the chip (pin 41 to be precise). If you don't you won't to do any damage to the machine - 
but It will always start up in NTSC North American mode, which is more trouble than It's worth on this 
side of the Atlantic. 

Which is pin 41? The one with the 
notch towards you and the writing on 
the chip lacing the celling, count in 
nine pins on the far right side of the 
chip. The eighth pin you count will be 
pin 41 - you have to put a stiver of sell- 
otape over this, and neaten It with a 
sharp knife so that the other pins can 
make the connection. 

After that little chore, match the 
notch on the chip with the 1 printed 
next to the Agnus chip socket, and 
push it in. It s amazing how easy it is to 
put In, compared with taking It out. 

The agony of the Agnus chip lies in the few 
minute* spent twiddling tffewdriverf 
underneath, lo lever it out from both end* 

at the same time. Damage to the socket is 

a distinct possibility if you rush. 

Revision 6 A board* are consider ably less cramped than 
revision 5*, *o It's even easier to cut the tight frock 

and moke e bridge 

Once that little chore is out of the way, you have to 
find JP7A. Now this is marked only on revision 6A 
machines - revision S owners are going to have to 
concentrate on the photograph. 

Whatever you call if, the thing you have to do 
with JP7A is to cut it so that again no signals can 
pass through the trace. 

Revision S machine* need the indicated track cut - on 

revision 6A machine* this it clearly marked as JF7A 

CHIP MEM OPTIONS 
As it has been stated many times before, the sort ot 
RAM expansion that you have In your Amiga can 
make a significant difference to upgrading. If it s a 
large capacity (greater than 0,5MB) trapdoor expan¬ 
sion (fits on the underneath and connects to the 
Gary chip) then, in general, modifying your computer 
to have 1Mb of chip memory will leave you with 1Mb 
of chip memory and little else. 

SORT OF COMPATIBLE 
As stated in Amiga Format 29, I said that trap-door 
memory expansions were not compatible between 
the A50D Plus and the A50D. Well, some of them are - 
specifically the 0.5Mb sized ones commonly found in 
1Mb A500s. If is also interesting to note that 1Mb 
A500 memory expansions are not compatible, nor 
are large capacity A500 memory boards. 

ROM SWITCHING 
It is possible to fit a Kickstart sharer board in your 
Amiga, and flick between the different versions of 
Workbench while the computer is turned off. It may 
seem a little silly, In view of everthing being made to 
work with the Pius, On the other hand, if you have 
some programs that you need and they don’t work 
with Workbench Z, it could be right up your alley 

CONTACTS: 
Workbench 2.04 Kickstart upgrade kits; 
£79.99, Commodore 0628 770088 
Super Denise 8373 chips: 
£39, Ace Repairs, 0503 220282 
Fatter Agnus 8372A chips: 
Approx £60. Ace Repairs, 0503 220232; Ashcom, 
0530 414433; Memory Expansion Systems, 0530 
414433; and many other places. 
Kickstart Sharer boards: 
£24,99, FCC Distribution, 0532 311932 
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The Perfect 
K General* 

From the writer of EMPIRE this is a game of 
strategy and tactics based on a 12 year old 
series of tournaments. Featuring a highly 
refined yet simple playing system, two 
difficulty levels, various scenarios, one or two 
players and modem play, amiga £35.99 

HARPOON 
Harpoon + Battleset #1 & #2 £31.99 

Battleset #2 "North Atlantic Convoy*" £14.99 
Battleset #3 'The Med Conflict" £14.99 

and a Scenario Editor Amiga £19.99 

BATTiEBDOK fapuw W') £ 16.99 

Flight Simulations - Strategy - Sports Simulations 
Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send for our 7th Edition CATALOGUE. 

Mail Order and Overseas order* welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard, High Street. Hampton Hill, Middx TW12 1PD 

BULK DISKS 
*t CRAZY PRICES 

3*5 DSDD AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 
50 for only £22.00 200 for only £69.95 

100 for only £37.50 250 for only £82.50 
500 for only £160.00 

All certified 100% error free supplied with labels 

100 3.V DSDD Disks 
r STAR * +100 Cap Box 

OFFER 200 3.5“ DSDD Disks 
+ 2 100 Cap Boxes 

Banx boxes 90 capacity ..£8 95 
Universal printer stands.£7.95 
Re-Ink the wonder product.£12.95 
Amiga/Atari dust cover.£3.95 
3.5* cleaning kit..£2.95 
Mouse mats ..£2.95 

REMEMBER ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & PAP 

100% PRODUCT SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK S 

Callers welcome by arrangement 
DIAL A DISC 

6 Walsingham Read, 

St Pauls Cray, Kent, BR5 3BW 

Tel & Fax: 081 -309 5556 tsr 
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fr$ 
DEVEL OPMENTS 

A500 + Expansion Stand 
Only £34.99 

including VAT & delivery 
Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif 
Delivery 5 days 
Colour coded to your Amiga 
Fitted in seconds 
Shelf for disk drives 

LEADS £7.99 PER PAIR 

ORDER FORM 

Name* 

Address * I Cheques payable to: 
] AVA Developments Ltd 
| 58 Burners Lane South 

Kiln Farm 
. Postcode. | Milton Keynes 

J MKll 3HD 
Tel No... I (0906) 262137 

HSi 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0908 262137 



BEGINNERS 

WHY WORKBENCH, €11 
AND SHELL ARE THERE 

All computers have 'em, and 
the Amiga* being more man an average 
computer, has two. What are we talking 
about? “User interfaces*, that's what. It's 
one of those typically techie-sounding 
computer terms, but actually the term 
“user Interface' just describes the way 
you control a computer. 

Workbench Is what's called a “graph* 
leal user Interface' (GUI)* which Is the 
most modem and friendly kind of Inter¬ 
face yo can get. You're supposed to be 
able to do everything by just using the 
mouse: to point at, click on and move 
Icons and to use the drop down menus. 
Unfortunately, though, until the recent 
arrival of Workbench 2, there were lots of 
things that you couldn't do from 
Workbench. This is because Workbench 
was a last-minute idea for the Amiga. Bui 
that is why the CLI is there to make up 
the shortcomings. 

The CLI is a ‘command line interface1 
(GLI) which means you have to type In 
commands to gel things done. The has¬ 
sle with this older style of interface is 
that everything Is hidden away and you 
need to know what to type in to get 
something done. Still, it comes with 
practice and If s wet! worth gelling to 
know, because it's the most powerful 
way of using the Amiga, The Shell, inci¬ 
dentally, is just an improved version of 
the CLI which was introduced with 
Workbench version 1.3. 

WITH YOUR AMIGA, when you first open 

the box, you gel several disks, and the most 

important of these is the Workbench disk. Of 

course, you can go quite happily through your 

Amiga-owning life without ever needing to 

understand the Workbench disk. If you just 

play games, you might never have touched the 

Workbench disk at alt. Or you might have 

booted it up to have a bit of a play* but never 

really understood what it does. 

But if you want to use your Amiga For 

more than just games, or you want to under¬ 

stand a bit more about how the Amiga works, 

it's the Workbench disk that's the key. So if 

you've got a job to do and you don't know 

how to do it, or if you're just curious, this 

series aims to tell you why the Workbench 

disk is there, what it does, and how io make 

the most of it. 

Most of this series is aimed to be practical, 

showing you exactly how to do things using 

Workbench. But this first part is mostly 

theoretical: it explains what Workbench is and 

how it works. The idea is that if you under¬ 

stand what's happening when you do 

something with the Workbench, it makes it 

much easier to understand what you're doing 

and remember how it's done. Trust us, it 

works’ We've kepi it as simple as possible, 

almost loo simple, but if you get a little bit tost 

just take a break, then start again. There's 

nothing here too complex for a six-year-old to 

understand. Honest! 

The Workbench has three basic functions. 

First of all, it's an “interface', which means it 

Getting to grips 
with Workbench 
Incredibly useful though it may be, that Workbench screen can look pretty 

complex and daunting at first. Never fear! It's really all very simple, once 

you know what it's there for. Especially for new Amiga owners who want 

to do more than play games, Damien Noonan explains what 

Workbench and the CLI do - and how you can do it too... 

provides you with a way of controlling the 

computer. In actual fact Workbench gives you 

two different interfaces, as described in the 

Learner' panel on this page. 

Secondly, it also provides a common inter¬ 

face for all serious programs. This goes by the 

name of 'Intuition', and basically just means 

that all programs you run from the Workbench 

have similar menus, work in similar windows 

and have the same basic look and feel. This 

makes it easier for you to use a new program. 

Intuition also lets you run several programs at 

the same time, each in its own window; so it 

makes the Amiga's multi-tasking possible. 

Thirdly, and the real meat and drink of this 

series, is what Workbench allows you to do 

when you're not running a program from it. 

We've just said that Workbench provides an 

interlace, which loosely means a way of con¬ 

trolling the computer: hut if you want to be 

more exact about it, an interface is a connec¬ 

tion to something- Workbench connects you to 

the disk operating system tDOSh which is the 

heart of any computer. 

The Amiga's disk operating system is 

called, pretty obviously. AmigaDOS. You'll 

often see books or articles that explain what 

Workbench allow s you to do and they w ill put 

the whole thing under the heading of 

AmigaDOS rather than Workbench. But it 

doesn't really matter what you call it: we'll 

stick to Workbench, because the three 

Workbench interfaces (the Workbench screen, 

the CLI or Shell, and Intuition) are all meant 

to let you use AmigaDOS without really need¬ 

ing to know what it is. 

This series is intended to show you, as 

practically as possible, how to use Workbench 

or Ihe CLI do things that you warn to do. With 

the new Workbench 2* new quite common in 

new Amiga 500s. we were unsure which ver¬ 

sion of Workbench we should aim this at. So 

we've decided the best way to do this is to 

decide first what job it is that we want to do 

and then show you how it can be done by 

using Workbench 13, or using the CLL or 

with Workbench 2. 

But first of all it's a good idea to get an 

understanding of what a disk operating system 

is there for. The basic principles are very sim¬ 

ple and, as you might expect from a computer, 

very Logical. They also apply to any computer 

you care to name. 

So the IBM PC has a CLI interface which 

lets you control its own disk operating system: 

the PC can also be fitted with Windows, which 

is a Workbench-like GUI interface; and the 

Apple Macintosh also has a very easy-to-use 

GUI interface. But all of these interfaces do 

exactly the same thing: they give you, the user, 

access to the disk operating system to let you 

do certain basic jobs. 

So exactly wha I is a disk operating system? 

Well, basically it means that you can control 

precisely whafs on a disk, Thai's all there is 

to it. What makes it even simpler still is thui 

there are only two things you can have on a 

disk. Firstly there are programs, also called 

“applications', and secondly there arc files, 

which basically means anything you've 

produced using a program; pictures from 
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Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising we 
can offer you The Best Disks at most Competitive Prites 

3S' E 35p 
INC VAT 
+ LABELS 
For Qty's 
of 100+ 

Qty's below 100 @38p each; 25Q+@34p eoch;50Q+@33p each. 
ALl DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

3.5" DSHD ..65p 
S.I5" DSDD.14p 
5.25" DSHD 36p SONY 35" 38p 

1 00 Capacity Disk Bax ** ....4*25 50 Capacity Disk Bax ..... 

Mnucp PnrkpK._ 1,75 Mouse 
Printer 5tand ..._... ....4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust caver., 

3.5'75.2S" Cleaning Kit. 
...3.50 

Poito Box... ..15.95 

Amiga 5UK RAM Expansion with dock.-.24.95 

ri External Dttv<-,«.......»S4.95 Amiga/Atari \ 

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER 
200 3.5"D5DD Disks 
4-2 x lOO Cap Boxes 

W«« Odd £3.15 ptp/MI doy £(.50. 10 Fit COMPUTES SUPPUEi 

WC COMPUTER SUPPUES (Dept. AFT) TELESALES HOTLINE 
11 Mwkin Avenue Clayton, Newcastle 

Steffi. STS m 
0782 212970 

q r ic 
Swltchable 

voice fax line 0983 79496 
Open 1Gam-7pm 

Monday to Saturday I 

accounts 
Arena Integrated Ac; n 9 05 
C*shbggk Com trillion 54 95 
EasyLedgers 153 46 
Hoot* Account* 24 44 
Home Accounts 2 *4 65 
P*f50**l Finance Mgr 65 
S0A Xt»a 79 90 
System 3 imegratod 39 9$ 

BOOKS 40 Lm«* Slocked 
6800C Aim Ur Prgrmg 21 95 
Assembly Lang Ptgrmg: 14 95 
Amg* Bas* JfiOui 16 95 
Amga C B*gmn*r* 16 45 
Ctesktoct Vcteo Gurta 1*4$ 
t>sk Orrves 1AtM 27 95 
Amgi For Begmnwrt 12 95 
System Prey ms Gud*32 95 
A-igaDGS 1 Compancn 33 45 
AmigaDOS inwto * CM t« 45 
Hardware^ ManJai 3195 
Ires * Does ROM Mol 28 95 
introduction To t*X 2195 
K«fe And Th* Amiga 14 95 
lbs * Devs ROM Mr! 29 9$ 
Mipptrtg the Amiga 20 95 

CABLES TOO Lint* Slocked 
025? G»P 2M Pnflter 5 56 
W5F-D25P 9W 2M M«J H 26 
D25P Q25P 25W 2M 13.16 
033SDl5PNfCMS30l4 10 
DINSP DIN5PMIDI .5.17 
Null Modem Cable 
Gender Changers 
Fast Fite Transfer . 
Sock el D23S & Hood 
Switch Bor D25S n 2 

12,2? 
799 

35.72 
..$.17 
19.74 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
30 GOnslrutton Kit 44 65 
Design 30 $9 22 
ProfeiKinal Draw 2 *9 7t 
x 0*0 2000 30QC OuKy 

DATABASE MANAGERS 
l"\Kto faider 49 82 
Wefie 46 06 
ULMstolPh* 39 01 
Prodata 1 2* $5 93 
Sudrt«4Pfw4 26 79 

Pwana 2 59 69 
Supvtou* p<? 3 15960 
S^wttt&c Pro 4 DOWN 199 7$ 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
AmgaTeX Typesetting til 39 
AnwaTeX OfW! 11; 52*4 
GDType 0e*gc*r HD 32 90 
GO Type. Decor HD 3290 
GDTyp* Vdeo HO 32 90 
Go Type PutAaher HD 32 90 
Outline Foota 99 64 
PagaSatterz 45 59 
Pagaalraam 2?.  138,88 
Pra Ciipa Sir. An .23 97 
Pro Paw 2 i 2Mb 169 67 
SflTCWl Publisher 2Mb 19975 

Slrudured Op Art . 38 54 

DUST COVERS Deluxe Butt 
Amtgj. $00 Dtflurfe 7 99 
Monnor-c 10645 6633 

EDUCATION 
Diltenl Suns 4 
Muga Mains a Level 
Micnj Engirsh rGCSEi 23 97 
M«n> Flench {GCSEi 23 97 
Micro Math* iGCSEj 
My Pam| 2 
Ptmayy Mams 

EDITORS 
CrgnusEd P*o 2 
TirtdTArt 

9 87 

59 69 
24 44 

23 97 
24 91 
24 44 

59 59 
59 69 

7990 
44 65 
58 40 
49 82 
64 65 
37 60 
€9 56 
54 05 
35 72 

GRAPHICS 
Anmafeor Stud® 
CQm< 
OM ure Pneiwab 
Dtfunt P§mr3 
CWur# Part 4 
OHu-to Print 2 
Dekuto VdnO 3 
Dtgi Paiffl 3 
FwHaVtecn.. 
imagine 30 ModfAng 109.67 
Piimat* . 39 95 
Real 3D 13 119.85 
Real 3D Turbo 2Mb 329.94 
Scene General 35.72 
Sculpt Animate 40 2Mb 337.23 
Vista Pro 3Mb.79.90 

HARDWARE 
2 0 ICS Kigkstan ROM 3470 
2.0 ECS Denise Chip 39.95 
3 5-Internal Dnve 59 69 
3 5" mi A2DOO Drive ..$9 69 
512K A500 RAMCkxA 29 61 
A590 20M& Ham Drrve 26023 
A590 Wim 2Mb HAM 349 68 
Amwa Spares Ptw* 
Amiga 5O0P CC Sun** 37976 
Am^e 1500 Trade m Query 
Am 15001 One 449.79 
Am*gj75002 Dnves 499 «i 
A^oilMOASW $99 72 
Amiga 1500 Mon 8 SWB99 58 
A-iga 3000 1043 19996$ 
C«MAl»PteWr 129 72 
Ci5iinT24D24ftn i&9fl$ 
Owen Swdr 24e Dr 289 99 
D^VewGok3 4 .109.98 
Fj tlav Amj* 61.10 
GVP 24 Bi Graphics 1499 77 
OVP 68030 22MH; 
M3M6 53956 
GVP 68030 SOMHa 

32Mb NN 77 
GVP A500 52Mb 0 0Mb 36i 69 
GVP *500 105Mb 0 8UD5&9 77 
QVP A2000 SCSI 0 0Mh 169.6? 
GVP *2000 $2Mb 0-«Mb?7» 65 
GVP A2000 105Mb 
0 6Mb 469 53 

GVP A2000 2-BM& RAM 169 67 
GVP Dig Sound Sludio . 59.69 
GVP XC SCSI Exp C3M109 60 
Hitachi Csmedalene 204.45 
MaswfSoynd Samuter 3’ 96 
MIDI Pug interface 25 30 
Mincer Genlock 10199 
NaKsha Mouse * Game 29 6i 
Quantum 52Mb SCSI HD 199 7$ 
RAM Dw&CK CMOS 6 11 
RAM SMMs FW GVP"i 34 70 
Rarsdate SS02 Gentoch 189 88 
RocGer, Gertock 99 82 
SCSI HO Caw 6 PSU 109 98 
Sb4PP Colour Sc^wr 549 72 
Sound Trap 3 Saegiter 30 55 
Sou-ncwasler Sampter 109 98 
SupraRAMASOQ l-«fci39$9 
Su^RAU *500 0 5 8*%I29 72 
Vtt Can**! South 15900 

INTEGRATED PACKAGES 

SOUND Alto i 
AudionweNir 3 S-W 
Audi&miister 4 S W 
Bm * Pipes Pro 
Detui* Musk: 
Music. X Sequancaf 
Munc XdU"Of 
Sequencer Ore 
Sorti 2 .. 

SPREADSHEETS 
AcNantege 

44 05 
54 99 

21996 
54 99 

109 9S 
68 27 
74 73 
49 82 

69 56 
49*2 

UTILITIES 
A** Back SCSI &*c*+o 49*2 

30 55 
56 40 
51 23 
89 77 
69 56 

9$ 08 

ApQefcier 
GraphdM Sterter K?T 
K ndwonds. Starter Kl 
OrliM 3y Gate D-sk 
The Wwki Platinum 

MULTIMEDIA 
AnugaViwn (CBMi 
HyparbOOh 49.BZ 

PROGRAMMING 
AMOS Compiler £4$l 
AMOS Creator. .3478 
ARwa .33.84 
CPDlSdteksi 9 87 
De/pac 2 Assembly 4 371 
Devpac 3 Assemble! . 59 69 
GFA Basic Compeer 23 97 
GFA Base inlerp 39 95 
H^oflBas CofT^ter 57 81 
hbSOh Pascal 89 77 
Laltce C 5.1..189 *0 
Pascal PO.. im 

FhBBONS 
6CBMMPS12M 25 38 
5 CBM M PS? 500 3i<J2 
3 C0M MPS1500 Coteur 3E 66 
6 1200 19 74 

BAD OgMTrte# 
BdCEmuaav 
Byte N Bach 
CrouOOS Tramte# 
Ortdory Manage 
Dn* Master 2 
ObCKx Am. 
GB Route Planner 

$4 7* 
35 72 
19 74 
24 91 
35 72 
49 02 
40 89 
33 84 

GB Route Ptot 
Maws. Beacon Typtnji 
Pentonel Fpnte Maker 
Quarterback Tootft 

64K 
27 73 
49 82 
59 69 

VIDEO Al«t *## Hardware 
Broadcast r,n*r 184 Ol 
Home Titter . . 34 70 
Scale PreBanlal«n^ 179 54 
ShowMaker God Dish 229 S3 
Video Las* Titter 37 60 
Video Tutor B4 60 

WORDPROCESSORS 
E*c*lton£t2 
Kindword* 2 .. 

69 56 
35 66 

PimPal 1 3 59 69 
Personal Wni* 
Proton 5 5 
Pro Write J.7 
Qu<a Write 

29 61 
101 99 

99 64 
39 95 

Scnbbto Pteftnum 
Tran*Wnte . 

42 77 
32 90 

109 80 
Wiydwcrtn 87 89 

Richard 8 Angela Hom: Applied AtmitH Kamel 
Dept ASIA Cur ve Faimouae. Com Lane, 
Chafe Green, Nr Vertrof, POM TLA. U K 

POST * PACKING or dams averaging lets Llwi iKgj 
UHL £D. Sped* Oein-ery ta yj Sacur«x C9 97 

BFPO * CHANNEL ISLANDS CO. Spec*) D*kv*ry £3 29 
EUROPE £5 1Mitem*af«*acfiadditiOrtei r»#m 
WORLO £1$ 1« item * C9 to- each adekbonaj item 

CHEQUES London Sterling to A R K Cheque* may dear 
NORMAL DESPATCH Slock 24 hr* Supplier 40 hr*. 

EXPORT 8 BFPQ Remove UK VAT (t'1 ITS) |N$f Bookti 
V.A.T. Price# include VA T Book* are itro raied 

PRICES Are naonsarey eubjact to change 
MEMORY Airline TMb RAM to lOM). unteleilaieU 

ViMtort are siweyf wMoom# by ■ppainlmflt 

DATADEAL SOFTWARE 
TEL: 0908 606511 

22 High Street 

Hanslope, 

Milton Keynes, 

MK19 7LQ 

AMIGA CLASSICS 
i Meg Cndtft.....£1*49 
30 Conetmcbon Kfl, £34 49 
30 POOl .    £* 49 
40 BoJtirtg ..£17 49 
G**SUP Attack ..£17 49 
AID Ttr* Kilter.£2249 
Actton Sittigrte.£19.49 
A.O S.. ...£20 49 
Atrlka Kprp#...£20.48 
Allan Slomi.. £l 7.49 
Alpha Waves ..£10.49 
Alkatrar ......£17.49 
Amo* 3D .. ..£24 49 
Amo* Compiler .£19.49 
Amo* The Creator.,,....£36.49 
A/mwrfl*d(kKl . ,,,.£17.49 
Arnhem ....£17.49 
ATF II.....£16.49 
BJKfciOthf Pulurtlll. £16 49 
tlaek to the Golden Age .£ 17 49 
Bandit King d Ancient 
China... £2i 49 
Sartwwi M (Ptynowil.... £15.49 
BAT £2149 
Battle Bound  . . .£17^9 
Battle Chase ___£18 49 
Bento Cite** II £17 49 
Battto Ccnvnirt £14 K 
*4 end Wi Etc tevMn £16 49 
Brfty The KnJ_£17 49 
Birpi Of Prey ... £24 49 
B1*C* C*y&*  ^£1MB 
BUM Kneg (1 Magi.£20.4fi 
Blade Wampf 7 49 
BMW Bntfwt ..  £17 49 
Bomber Miseteh Disk . .£13 49 
BmnuBqNd ,M,_ £l7 4& 
Brain Biaelare ... £17 49 
Brog* Player 21« ..,,,£20 49 
Cadaver in# pay orr .£t1.49 
Cal. lor ma Challenge.  .£9-49 
Captim Planet.,...£17.49 
Candirial ol ttw Kremlin .£ 17.49 
Celtic Legend* ..£21 49 
Centurion ...£17 49 
Champtenihip AlheUKs .£17 49 
Cemptofi* of Kryrni . ..£20.49 
Chaot Strike* Beck .£17 49 
ChB»HQ2 ..£1749 
Chau Chempun 2175 ... £19 49 
Chuck Rock .£18 49 
Chuck Yeagar* AFT a_Ei7.40 

Cisco Heal......  £20*9 
Cohort..... „ £2049 
CokShZ..£19 49 
Colossus CfteSi X £13 49 
Gr«y Gars .C2i 49 

Cruise ipr a Ccrt*$e .£17 49 
Cytwconlll. . .£1740 
C.V.'a Air ComtMl. £20 49 
Darkman ... £18.49 
Du Boot £21 49 
Days of Thunder . .£15 49 
Doalh Knights ol Krynr £21 49 
Dottiomek.£17.49 
Ooaihbrtnger.. ..£17 49 
Deuieros...£17 49 
Double Dragon III.£16 49 
Dragon* Lair 1.1 Meg I £26 49 
Dragon* Lair 2 Ttmewerp £2* 49 
Dragon Wars ....,.,..£1749 
Duck Tales__„..~£17 49 
Dungeon Master |1 Megi £18 49 
Dungeon Master ErMv £8 49 

£1749 
Elvira hAstress ot Dark E2i 49 
EVva ii Jaws of Certuerut £23 49 
Emfyri Hughes Soccer £17 49 
Epic.,...  £1449 
European Cteerge (TtRt) £8 49 
Euro Supertoapue ..£15 49 
Ey* me Detour £19 49 
Ekeaj*0fter^,....„—49 
F16 Combat Pilrt..„,.„£t749 
FIS Strike Eagte 2_..... £2449 
F117A Stealth Rghter £23 49 
FI9 SteHth Fghtpr £1*49 
F2SRelak*tw . C1MI 
Final Fgnt .. ..,,,.£1749 
Final Whittle... C&49 
Fight ol me Cruder... .£24.49 
Flight Simulator 2 . £24.49 
Front Lme...  £18.49 
Gateway...   £22.49 
Gauntlet ttl..£1849 
Gatsha...  £1849 
Genghis Khan ... E21.49 
Gettysburg---£18.49 
Ghost Batlte. £17.48 
Gods- £17 49 
Gokten Art.™__ £17.49 
Gokten saw... ...,„,. £i8.49 
Germ 

Graham Gooch Cncfcel.£21,49 
Grand Pn* .. £23 49 
Guntttff...£21 49 
Gmn«>2QW £2149 
Hard Dmnn 11.^h«m«XiS-49 
Harpoon (i Meg 1 -£20 49 
K**K„,liW,.XI9-49 
Hero** ol m* Lance „,,.Xi7 49 
Hero'a Qitefl |1 M#g>.C2l 49 
Her&’s Ouirfil (Gremlin*) Xl7 49 
HiHSlar ..... . X17 49 
Hill Street Blues .£17 43 
Home Alone ,,.....,£23 49 
honor Zombies.„„.,£l7 49 
Hud»on H*wfc .£16 49 
Hunter ... . .£20 *9 
immortal* ..  £16.49 
InOMtnapolil 500 ..£i? 49 
imeroeglor.... £26 49 
it came from the deurt £13 49 
■vannoe . ..£26 49 
Jack NchJu. Couriea W £10 49 
Jack Ncktoua int Couraaa £10 49 
Jack Nckteu* Unkmdad 
GoN (i Megi.. £20 49 
Jahvig* Khan 1 Squasft £16*9 
JettghterZ ... £2i 49 
Jenmy White Wlwtwvte £20 49 
Jupder* Nesterdr?ve £17 49 
K#*0*fl ... 
KArtfl Cloud £17 49 
K.Jkng G*m* Shbto £17 49 
Kings Qu«t V ___ £26 49 
Knight ot 1h* Sky .£23.49 
Last Nin,aill......,..,,,,,,.£17 49 
L*mm«ngi . ..  ,„.£17 #9 
Legends £17*9 
Lite & Death .. £1749 
Logical.. ..£15.49 
Lotus Turbo Cnailengfr .£1649 
Lotus Turbo 2.£17.49 
Lords of Chao* .£1749 
Man Utd Europe £1649 
Maup.1. island 1949  £17.49 
Mag«c PbCkels .£17.49 
Mad Oog Williams £20.49 
M#ga Lo-mania.£2149 
Mega TravUter 1.£21 49 
Mega Tenn*...£17,49 
Merca ..  £17.49 
Meli' Mutenl .. £1649 
MtengN Raaietence £1749 

AMIGA CLASSICS COMPILATIONS 

M4Jwwtt»rtl._...£2340 
Mgn; 6 Mag*2.,... £20 49 
Mgti;* M«g«3.__,.....£21 49 
M*g 29 ..   £2449 
Moonpas* .,_.£2440 
Moomtaii £25 49 
M1 Tank Platoon .£1949 
Music* Cars {TO It Dsif. .E9.49 
Myth t.iiL,„i„,au,,.. 1.. .£1749 
Nam___ £20.49 
Nan:....£14.49 
Navy Seals...£15.49 
Nebulus....£15.49 
Neverondmg Slory 11 £16 49 
Nightshitt. £1649 
Nilio-...£1549 
Niniaftemij'..  £14 49 
Operation Steftflh,.....£1749 
Operatton Tfwwtem.^E 17.48 
Outrun Europe .«^^„,.....,.C17 49 
Pegasus..49 
PGA Got Tour.... £16*9 
Pirate*_»..„..„....X17.4S 
PtotSng. .£18.40 
Player Manager...£1249 
Pwrertwus* ....£1*49 
PrehisterA . £16.49 
Pro Fight iHtooflJ_.£3049 
Pro Terms Toi* II ..,„.ri749 
Parua Kck BPrtig....£1649 
Pokes Quest 2 {1 Meg} £24 49 
Pools of Ftedtenc* 11 Meg) £20 49 
Populous Stfh City.£2149 
Prm« ol Persia ._.ri7 49 
Predator N.......„£1£49 
Rillroad Tycoon.,.£24 49 
RUntoo* tsteng ..£16.49 
R B I 2 Baseball.£20 49 
Red Storm R*mg.£17 4? 
Rck Dangerous .£1749 
Rck Dangerous ll...„,„X17 49 
Robocod.£16.49 
Robocop ...Cl7 19 
Robbcop  ,..,...£17.49 
Robocop W... £17 49 
Robin l-tood...„....Ci8 49 
Rod Land.....,.,£17 49 
Roiling Ronny, ....£17 49 
R-Typ* II ..£1649 
Rugby The World Cup £17 49 
Stent Dragon £16 49 
Search ter the King .. ,_.£17 49 

Secret of MonMy island £17 49 
Secret Weapon* & 

Shadow* ol Beast 2 £20 49 
Shadow Sorcer or . ^£20 49 
Shadow Warrior £17 49 
Shanghai 2 Dragon* Eye £24 SO 
Sltonl Service INI M*g> £24 49 
Simpson* 1 5 Meg) £15 49 
Rlmruonn 11 Mum 44 
Ski or Die. £16 49 
Skull* Crqeabones 
Space Ad*.. 
Speedbaii 
Star Trek V. 

£17 49 
U7 49 

£16 49 
Steve Daw* Snooker „„ 
Stricter II 

£9 49 
..£15 49 

Super Car* || iGremimi 
Super S4week . 
Super Monaco G Ptta 

£17 49 
£17 49 
£17 49 
£20 49 

Swap £16 49 
Switch Btede ll £15 49 
Swrv,„, .... £17 49 
Team Stadu . £14 49 
Teem Yankee £20 49 
Team Yankee 2 £24 49 
Test Onv* m £1549 
TeslDrrrtll £18 49 
T#™ator ll.. £17 49 
Thee Fine*! Hour £20 49 

Thunder Jaws ..-X18.49 
Thunder Ha»k AH-73m £21 49 
Tolu • Goes Wild £17 43 
Total Recall £15 49 
Tournament Golf .£1649 

T V Sporl* Basitoioair. 
Uttuna IV . , 
Ultima V... .. 
U M S.2 {1 Meg). 

£15 49 

£2l 49 
£20 49 

U.N. Squadron. 
Untouchables. 

£15 49 

USS John Voung. 
Utopia....... £20 49 
Vendetta ..£16 49 
V0 Hied £17 49 
Warlock The Avenger £16 49 
War Zona.£l&49 
Wrote Death (1 Meg; £20 49 

Wing Commander 11 Megi £26 49 
Wtnosi lMeai £16 49 
W.zKte __ £ H 49 
Wonderland „ . 
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Wgdds at War 
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,£17 49 
£20 49 

Wrath Ol m demcr 
WWFWressrg ... 
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£17 49 
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Z-CM.... £9 49 
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POWER PACK £14,« 
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Bloodwych Lombard Rally 

VIRTUAL REALITY Vol. 1 C2J.99 
Camer Command. Siargader 2, 
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Sturt Car Racer 

POWER UP £18 99 
Tumcan. Rarndo* wards, x Out 
Chase H Q Altered Beest 
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P+P Is Included In the UK. Europe: Add £2.00 per item, 
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BEGINNERS 

□ VERSIONS OF 
WORKBENCH 

Commodore are constantly 
working to Improve Workbench and so 
every couple of years a new version 
becomes available. The latest version Is 
Workbench 2,04 which became available 
In December. The last big change was 
over thro© years ago* when Workbench 
1.3 replaced Workbench 1.2. If you 
change to a newer version, you also 
have to change the Klckstart chip Inside 
the Amiga. We’d advise anyone who Is 
serious about their Amiga to keep up 
with the latest version, and we explain 
how to do so on Page 212 of this issue; 
but many people have got on quite hap¬ 
pily for the last three years with the old 
Workbench 1.2 and there's absolutely no 
reason why you should feel forced to 
change if you don't want to+ 

Paint, loiters from a word processor, 

tunes from a music program, whatever. 

Making it even easier, common sense id Is 

you that there are only lour things you cun do 

with a file, You can create a new one. using a 

program: then, once it s on a disk, there arc 

only three things you can do with it. You can 

make a copy of it. so you have two identical 

files: you can move it from the disk it's on to 

another disk: or you can delete it. so thai it no 

longer exists. That's all there is to it. 

Programs that run from Workbench are 

more or less ihe same, except that most of us 

aren't too likely to he creating any, But you 

can move them, copy them, or delete them. 

There's also one extra thing you can do with a 

program, of course, and that’s run it. 

So. Lei's recap. Logically, there are three 

things you can do w iih a Hie once you've cre¬ 

ated it and pul ii on a disk: move it. duplicate 

it or delete it. Workbench lets you do all these 

things quite easily, Bui the disk operating sys¬ 

tem actually looks at these basic jobs iti a 

slightly different way, and it’s well worth 

understanding how it sees them. 

The disk operating system is looking more 

elosey at what's happening to the disk when 

you're using the computer. The four basic disk 

operations are Bead, Write, Delete and 

Execute. It may sound a little techie and com¬ 

plex. but it's easy - when you know how a 

computer works! getting a bit ambitious, you 

think? Ninth, it's easy enough! 

How a computer works: the incredibly sim¬ 

ple description! Let’s assume that you’re using 

Deluxe Paint to create a picture. You ean think 

of the computer as having four basic parts. 

The first pan is RAM. This is the memory 

inside the computer where all the data for both 

the program and the picture is held. The sec¬ 

ond pan is the screen output. This is where the 

picture is displayed. The third part is the 

mouse input. The Amiga has to interpret the 

way you move the mouse as changes to the 

data in RAM Uhe picture, that is) and then dis¬ 

play the changes on the screen. And the fourth 

pan is the disk. When you’ve finished, you 

save your picture to the disk under the control 

of the disk operating system. 

If we stick with Deluxe Paint for the moment, 

with everything we've just learned we can 

now describe exactly how the disk operating 

system works. Most of you will be at least 

v aguely familiar with Deluxe Paint and you'll 

know that, like most programs, it has a file 

menu which contains all the disk operations, 

Lefs see how the menu options relate to the 

disk operations, 

Flixt iif all, we've seen that there's one thine 

you can do with a program that you can't do 

with a file, and that's run it. You doubleclick 

on the Deluxe Paint icon lo load the program. 

In the way the disk operating system looks at 

things, you've just Executed the program. 

Remember, you can't Execute files. 

Now we're on to what you can do with the 

files on the disk. In Deluxe Paint, of course, 

files are pictures. Remember, we've got four 

ihings we can do with files: create, duplicate, 

move and delete them. 

To create a file on the disk, we'd use the 

Save menu option in Deluxe Paint, For the 

disk, this is a Write You've written the data 

from the computer's memory onto the disk. 

To remove ihe file from the disk, you'd use 

the Delete menu option in Deluxe Paint. This 

AmigaDOS is ihe Amiga's disk operating system, and is the bit that con¬ 

trols everything you do to the information on a disk. There ore three 

things you con do with a file on o disk; the first is to create one. Here, a 

Deluxe Point file is created an the disk. Under Deluxe Point’s control, 
AmigaDOS performs this: IPs called a ’write' operation. 

The second thing you can do to o file is read it from the disk back into 

the computer. Here, AmigaDOS is performing a read. Note the way that 
both the program and ihe file ore held in RAM, the computer's main 
working area. If you now modify the picture in Deluxe Paint, it stays 

the same on disk until you write the new version back. 

is called exactly the same by the disk operat¬ 

ing system: it's a Delete operation. 

To make a copy of a tile using Deluxe 

Paint is a two-stage operation: and it's the 

same for the disk operating system. First you'd 

have to load the picture into Deluxe Paint 

using the Load menu option. For the disk, this 

is a Read: you're reading the data in from the 

disk into Ihe computer’s memory. Then you'd 

go to ihe Save As... menu and save ihe picture 

under a different name. This would now W rile* 

the picture from memory to ihe disk. And 

there you are: you've duplicated the picture. 

To move a picture using Deluxe Paint, you 

do exactly the same thing as lo make a copy: 

except that when you save it again, you save it 

onto a new disk. Again, as far as the disk oper¬ 

ating system is concerned this is a two-stage 

operation: you Read the picture from ihe first 

disk, then Write it to the second disk. And that 

is basically all you need to know ! 

It may seem that we've gone into all this with 

a rather tedious attention to detail, hut it's use¬ 

ful to understand it exactly. Let's sum up. 

The disk operating system lets you do four 

things to files: create ihem. delete them, dupli¬ 

cate them and move them. But it looks at these 

in terms of its own three functions: read, write 

and delete. Creating a file is just writing it: 

deleting a file is just deleting it. But to dupli¬ 

cate a file you have to read it. change the 

name, and write the copy hack to the disk: and 

to move a file you have to read it. sw itch ihe 

disk, then write the copy to the new disk. 

'Hie more astute amongst you will have 

noticed lhai there's a complication lo both 

duplicating and moving a file. When you 

duplicate a file and leave it on the same disk as 

the original, it has to have a different name. If 

it didn't, it would be just written over the orig¬ 

inal and you'd still only have one. When you 

move a file from one disk to another, it effec¬ 

tively just makes a copy on the new disk, 

leaving ihe original behind. If you wain to get 

rid of the original, you then have to delete it. 

Both of these side-effects are caused by the 

fact (hat the disk operating system can only 

work in terms of Read. Write and Delete It 

doesn't actually think in terms of duplicating 

and mov ing: those are human ideas. And these 

quirks are true €>f any computer system, not 

just the Amiga. 

Next month we’ll show you howf to actually 

do these things using Workbench, hut for now 

there's one more concept it’s good to get a 

grip of. And that's the other thing besides pro¬ 

grams and files that lives on disks.,. 

Apart from files and programs, you can 

also have directories. Directories are simply 

subdivisions of a disk into which you can 

place files or programs: they're there to help 

you organise things more clearly, You'll also 

often hear directories referred to as drawers* 
and the icons for them look like drawers on the 

Workbench screen. 

Thai's because to help people get their 

heads round the idea, the people who invented 

Workbench compared a disk to a filing cabi¬ 

net. Inside the filing cabinet you can have a 

number of drawers, and inside each drawer 
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you can store your files* The only difference is 

that you don't have to have drawers on a disk: 

you can just treat it like one big box and lob 

your files straight in. 

The idea of drawers or directories is to make 

it easier to organise the information on a disk. 

If. for instance, you had a disk with the 

program Deluxe Paint on and you also kepi 

pictures on it. you could create a drawer called 

Pictures to keep them all together in. If you 

had two favourite subjects for your pictures; 

say* for example, birds and fish* you could 

have one drawer called! Bird Pics and another 

called FishPtes. and save your new pictures 

into either one as appropriate. 

The interesting ihing is that the disk ope rat- 

DELETE 

Deluxe rj[* 
Paint 

RAM 
The third and rimpleit disk operation is Delete, This only affects the file 
on the disk and doesn't involve RAM. In actual fact, the deleted file Is 

still there alter a delete: it's just na longer listed in the 'directory black' 

on the disk that says what's stored where. This mokes Deletes quick 
and means you can recover deleted files with an appropriate program. 

AM other file operations ore combinations ol the other three: so to copy 
a file to a new disk, you can read it from the first disk and then write it 

from RAM to o second disk. To move a file, you would read it from the 
original disk and write it to the new one, but you'd then also need to 

delete the file from the original disk. Simple, eh? 

ing system treats different drawers or directo¬ 

ries the same way it treats different disks. This 

means that in just the same way as you can 

have two files with exactly the same name. \o 

long as they are on different disks* you can 

also have two files with the same name on the 

same disk, so long as they are in different 

directories on the disk. 

So if you duplicate a file within a directory , 

you have to give the copy a new name. Bui 

you can copy a file from one directory to 

another without giving it a new name. 

This leads us to the last basic concept we 

want to explain for this month, and it's a very 

important one to grasp. It's what’s called a 

path'. When you're dealing with a file on a 

disk, you have to explain to the disk operating 

system exactly where it is. That's all a path is; 

it's a route by which the Amiga has to go to 

find the file you want. Let's explain. 

.•Vs far as the disk operating system is con¬ 

cerned. the disk itself is a directory. It's 

referred to as the ‘root directory', the word 

root (as in root of a tree) meaning just the 

starling place* or mam directory. There are two 

ways ihilt you can refer to the root directory of 

a disk: either by the name of the disk itself, or 

by the name of the disk drive that it's in. 

The follow ing explanation might tend to be 

a little confusing, because we haven't yet done 

any typing of commands into the CL I. but it 

also applies to the Save requester of programs 

like Deluxe Paint, so you should get the idea. 

If not, don't worry; you'll see it in action nesi 

month and use it yourself. 

So, say for example that you have a disk in 

the Amiga's internal disk drive arid you want 

to load a picture from it into Deluxe Paint The 

disk's called Paintdisk and the picture is called 

Phoenix. As you know, you can choose the 

picture just by clicking on the name in the 

Load requester of Deluxe Paint (the 

‘requester' is the box that comes up when you 

select the Load menu option). But you can also 

choose the right picture by typing the name 

into the slot on the requester box. 

What you have to do is type in the right 

path', followed by the name of your picture. 

In this case, naming the path simply involves 

naming the right disk. But here's our first rule 

of paths. The name of u disk must always be 

followed by a colon (Now. the internal disk 

drive is always called dfO: (that’s a zero* not 

an 'o') by the Amiga's disk operating system. 

So we could choose our picture by typing in 

the following. 

d ID: Phoenix 

Or alternatively, by using the real name of the 

disk instead, like this.,. 

SAVING FILES FROM A 
PROGRAM 

Remember, anything you cre¬ 
ate with a program Is celled □ file* There 
are two basic mistakes that beginners 
make when saving files from a program, 
like pictures you've created with Deluxe 
Paint, for Instance. First of all, never ever 
use the characters : or / in a file name 
and try not to put spaces In a file name* 
the reason why will be explained in Part 
Two of the Getting to Grips with 
Workbench series, next month. Second, 
never save files onto your program disk. 
All you have to do is go to the Save 
menu, then lake out your Deluxe Paint 
program disk and put a formatted disk in 
the drive instead* then click on the dfO: 
box to make Deluxe Paint recognise 
there's a new disk there* Now type in the 
name of your picture and click on OK. 
This is all to do with being careful about 
paths, as explained In this feature. Oh, 
and if you don't know how to format a 
disk to put your pictures on, we’ll explain 
that next month loo. 

I^imtdisk: Ptintrm 

Either way. the program will find the picture 

called Phoenix, which is in the ‘root directory' 

of the disk, in other words, it's not in another 

draw er on the disk. 

Now suppose lhai the same picture was in a 

drawer or directory called Pictures on the disk. 

We’d have to describe a different path so that 

the program could find it. The second rule of 

paths is that the directory name must be fol¬ 

lowed by a backslash (/) so we would have to 

type the following to rind the right file. 

dflk Pictures/Phoenix 

Equally, within our Pictures directory we 

might have two other directories for keeping 

different kinds of pictures: say for example 

that they're Birdpics and Fishpies, In that case, 

we have to explain that too. 

d ID: Pielu rex/Bi rd pkVPhm n i x 

Remember, in every example we’ve used here, 

you should make sure not to lease any spaces. 

If you do* the computer w ill think you mean 

something else. And thm's really all there is to 

paths, though they are very, very important 

when you start doing things using Workbench. 

Next month* we'll get on with it properly. 

We'll explain how lo use Workbench to for¬ 

mat disks and do all the basic disk operations 

we’ve outlined. And then we'll move on to 

more advanced things you can do with 

Workbench, as well as having a little fun! 

See you next tune! O 

WHAT WE'VE LEARNT THIS MONTH, IN BRIEF... 
Right, here s a recap. Workbench and the CU are different ways of accessing the Amiga's disk 
operating system, AmigaDGS. At its most basic* this lets you organise what's stored on a disk* On 
disks, or within 'drawers' (also called ‘directories’) on a disk, you can store programs or tiles: the 
difference between them Is that you can run or 'Execute' programs. Them are four basic operations 
that you can use to organise data on a disk - creating, deleting, duplicating and moving things * but 
the computer uses the three basic operations Read', Write1 and 'Delete' to do these. And it s 
important to be able to tell the computer where something Is by telling It the right path' to reach It. 

GOT ANY QUESTIONS? 
We've tried to keep it simple so far. but if you do have 
any questions, please write in and we’ll do our best to 
answer them In the Workbench pages of the maga¬ 
zine. The address for Workbench can be found either 
on the Workbench pages or on the Letters pages of 
the magazine* Don't be shy: If you want to know 
something, the best way is to ask! 



Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
-1 memory expansion at no extra cost. ^ p—- 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest♦ (If possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your doort please add C5 else your 

computer will he sent hack by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 * (4 lines) 
WTS reserve ihe light to refuse machines that in our opinion are tampered with, in an cxlcnl beyond 

reasonable repair 

n AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ Commodore registered 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
+ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
★ Most computer's should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
★ Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

Credit Card Hotline 
Tel: 0276 676308 

zVirgo— 
nmnmama 

Innovation House, 
Albany Park, Frimley, 
Surrey, GU15 2PL. 
Fax: 0276 676309 

Amiga A500 
RAM CARDS 

V500: Vi Mbyte expansion. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 1Mb. 
Chip/fast ram compatible, gold plated 
connector, On/Off switch. 

V501: ViMbyte expansion + Clock. 
As V500 + Battery backed real time 
clock 

V2000: 2Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2.5Mb. 
Expandable in ‘A Meg stages, 
compatible with Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3, 
On/Off switch, gives 1Mb of chip 
ram + 1.5 Mb fast ram if required. 
Comes complete with Gary connector 
& full installation instructions. 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4.5 Mb. 
Same as V2000 but gives an additional 
4Mb of fast ram or 3.5Mb fast + 
IMh chip ram 

NEW! For The Amiga A500 Plus 
Memory Expansions: 

V500 + ’AMb expansion £23.99 
'V1000 bare board £16.99 
VI000 ’AMb expansion £34.99 
V1000 IMb expansion £49.99 
Kickstart ROM Swapper £24.99 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM £34.95 

V2000 bare board 
£37.95 

V2000 + 2Mbyte 
ONLY 
£104.95 

V4000 bare board 
£63.00 

V4000 + 4Mbyte 
ONLY 
£198.00 

NEW! NEW! NEW! 
Now available for the A500 & A5Q0+ the 

V8000, 8.0Mb external memory expansion. 
Prices from £169.00, Phone now for details. 

H 
3W‘ LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity (not lockable) 89p 
40 Capacity £5.62 
80 Capacity £6.81 

3Vi" DSDD Disks, 2 for 1 guarantee 

including disk labels. £4.45 for 10 

Dispatch within 24 hours 
12-month guarantee. 

Cheques, Postal orders to Virgo 
Developments at above address. 

Express Courier delivery 
(UK mainland only) £6.50 

Call 24 hours 7 days a week 

All prices 
include VAT, 

postage & 
packaging. No 
hidden charges 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Titles marked 9 are not yet available and will be sent on day of release* 

Please send cheque/PO/Ac<ess/Visa No* and expiry date to; 

Dept AF1, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI 3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P trie. UK on orders over £5,00* Less than £5.00 and 

Europe add £1,00 per item* F/sewbere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail* These offers are avatfabfe Mail Order only, 

Telephone orders; Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday 10am-4pm* Fax orders; 0268 590076* Tel orders; 0268 590766 

3D Construction Kit. .32 ,99 
3D Pool...  7,99 
4D Boxing ,,***,,..______16 99 
4D Driving * ......*.*.*>*.******.*. 16,99 
688 Attack Sub..  16,99 
Afterburner ......,*....,...,-6 99 
Agony *.     24.99 
A?, Land, Sea .... 24,99 
Air Support **.      19.99 
Alien Soon *.....   16.99 
Altered Beast .,*„,„*.....6.99 
Amos...*„*.***,*,*.,29.99 
Amos 3D.,..  24,99 
Amos Compiler .... 19.99 
Another World *.   19.99 
APB...    6.99 
Arkanoid 2 *,,**,**,,*.*«**.***..*,****.*...6,99 
Armour Geddon „,,,*..*.*.*.....16.99 
Assault on Alcatraz *..  16,99 
Barbarian 2 *.   ...*..1999 
Bards Tale Triple Pock *...24.99 
Batman Coped Crusader...*.**.*.*,*.*.,.,.6,99 
Batman the Movie .. ...6.99 
Bottle Chess 2 --   16,99 
Beastbusters...,.„. 16.99 
Beach Volley...6.99 
Big Run * .. ...1699 
Bifly the Kid * .. ,16.99 
Birds of Prey * . 26.99 
Black Crypt*...*„..19.99 
Blues Brothers *.    16,99 
Blue Max.,..,,..19 99 
Bonanza Bros * ,..*.-*.****.*..*.*.16.99 
Bubble Bobble.*.*.*..,*.,.,**,,.*,***6.99 
Budokon-----,*,-******* .8.99 
Cabal... ...6-99 
California Games....*,*,*,.6.99 
Campaign *.   22,99 
Capcom Collection *...... 19.99 
Captain Planet.. ...,16.99 
Castles *...19.99 
Captive .......16.99 
Carrier Command ...,.,,7,99 
Centurion...16 99 
Chaos Engine * ...16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back [1 Meg).16.99 
Chase HO...  6,99 
Cisco Heat *.16 99 
Continental Circus... 6.99 
Crazy Cars 3 *......*.*.*,*.*. 16.99 
Cricket (1 Meg).17.99 
Cricket Captain..16 99 
Cruise For A Corpse .. .19 99 
Cyberboll .. 6,99 
Daley Thompson Challenge.6.99 
Das Bool..... — 19.99 
Deathbringer.,.,..19 99 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 Meg)-19 99 
Deluxe Pamt 4..*.*,.*....54,99 
Demon sgate *.....22.99 
Deuteros.*.*...*.*.*.19 99 
Disney Animation  59.99 
Dizzy Collection  16.99 
Double Double Bill...24.99 
Double Dragon *.*,.  6.99 
Double Dragon 3 *. 16,99 
Dragon Nin|0.  »..h.,6.W 
Dragons Lair (1 Meg). 26.99 
Dragons Lair 2 binges Castle ..26.99 
Draqons Lair^ Time Warp..26.99 
Elf. .   16,99 
Elvira 2 (1 Meg) *.24 99 
Epic *...19.99 
Extali bur (1 Meg). 19.99 
Eye of the Beholder (1 Meg |.. 19,99 
Eye of the Storm *. 19.99 
Ft5 Strike Eagle 2 [1 Meg] ..22.99 
FI 6 Combat Pilot..,,,16 99 
FI9 Stealth Fighter....19 99 
Face Off * .„ .    16.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy ..   ..,,,6,99 
Ferrari Formula 1 . B.99 
Final Blow * ..,.*.*.16 99 
Final Fight...   16.99 
First Samuari * *.*.*.....*,*...*...* 16.99 
Flog *.  19.99 
Flight of the Intruder... 22,99 
Flood.. ...8-99 
Football Crazy * .  16-99 
Football Director 2(1 Meg) 16.99 
Forgotten Worlds.*.*.*.*,****,*.6,99 
Formub One Grand Prix *.  22,99 
Gauntlet 3 * ....,.*.****,***J6.99 
Ghostbusters 2 .****,*,*.*,*.*.*.**,...6.99 
GLOC *...*,.16.99 
Godfather Action V,.,.****.  ..,.16,99 
Godfather Adventure * ..19.99 
Gods.,...16 99 
Golden Axe..*,**,*,..16,99 
Graham Gooch *.........19 99 

Gun Spy **„**,»*,.. 26.99 
Hard Drivin....6,99 
Hard Nova *..16 99 
Harlequin * 
Head Over Heels *. .6,99 
Heimdall........**.*.*„*..„* 19.99 
Heroquest...*.**,***.,,*,****,. 16.99 
Heroquesf Data.*—*.*,*.„,**...9.99 
Hifchikers Guide..,,,.,,,,.,...,.,.,,.....7.99 
Home Alone * **.*,*,*,***.19.99 
Hudson Hawk *.....16 99 
Hunter..19.99 
IK+.....6,99 
Indianapolis 500,. ..16.99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Action *.16.99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Adv * (1 Meg) ... 19.99 
Interceptor...*..*.*,.*.,*.,....8,99 
Ivon hoe *.*,*,*.*.*.*,.*.,*,*,*.6.99 
Jack Nicklaus Op Art.9.99 
Jack Nickbus Extra Courses.,,,.9.99 
jack Nicklaus Golf.12.99 
Jock Nickbus Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 19.99 
James Pond........6.99 
Jimmy Whites Snooker.19.99 
Keys of Moramon * .16 99 
KickOff.  7,99 

Kid Off 2.Z......*.9.99 
Kings Quest 4 (1 Meg) 14.99 
Klaxx......  6.99 
Knightmare *..,*.***„*.19,99 
Knights of the Sky...22 99 
K.0 2 Final Whistle.8 99 
K.O 2 ■ Giants of Europe *......7.99 
K O 2 ' Return to Europe...7.99 
K.O 2 Super League * .,.,9.99 
K.O 2 - Wmning Tactics  5.99 
Laser Squad 2 ?.....,.. .16.99 
Last Ninjo 2........    6-99 
Last Ninja 3 *. .     16.99 
Leander * ..  19.99 
Leather Goddess ..  7.99 
Legend 11..  ,,,,16.99 
Leisuresuit lorry.......14.99 
Leisuresuit Larry 2..  *,*.14.99 
Lei su resuit lorry 3 (1 Meg).-- 14.99 
Lemmings ..*.16,99 
Lemmings Construction Kit * . . ,*,*.*.*.16.99 
Lemmings Data Disk * .13.99 
Licence To Kill...***.,,6.99 
Lombard Rally ..*,*,*,*. 6,99 
Lord of the Rings.  19.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.*,**.19 99 
Magic Ffy ..  *,.,,. .8.99 
Magic Pockets.      16.99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll (1 Meg)*.*..19 99 
Mon Utd. Europe...    16.99 
Max V. 19.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (IMeg).19.99 
Mega Traveller 2 1 Meg) “.19.99 
Mega Twins w .. .16.99 
Mega-Lo-Mcnio.19.99 
Miami Chase ..*,*,*,.,.*.,6.99 
Microprose Golf * ..._*****.22.99 
Midwinter......., ... -14.99 
Midwinter 2 [1 Meg].*,*****.22.99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum *......26.99 
Might & Magic 3 *.  19*99 
Moonstone ...19.99 
Moon Walker.   6,99 
New Zealand Story ..    ,6,99 
Nighlshift...  *.9.99 
Ninig Collection....  16.99 
Operation Wolf,.,. 6-99 
Ork *.  19 99 
Outrun ...*,***.*,*.*,*.*.6*99 
Outrun Europo .....................16.99 
Pang.,.77..........  16.99 
Paperboy 2 * .16.99 
Parasol Stars *...*.,***,***16 99 
Pegasus *.  *.16.99 
PGA Tour Golf...16,99 
Pitfighter 2 *.  16.99 
Platoon.    6.99 
Player Manager.12.99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg).  14.99 
Pool of Rodionce (1 Meg)..19.99 
Pools of Darkness (1 Meg) *.19.99 
Populous.,...8.99 
Populous 2 *_  *19.99 
Powerdrift...*...  8.99 
Powermonger *,***.*.*,***.***,,,*,*,*,****,, 19.99 
Powermonger Data Disk 1 *.9,99 
Powerpack ...14.99 
Power Up,,,.19.99 
Predator......6.99 
Projectyle.8.99 
Quest for Adventure * .. ,19,99 
R-Type.*,.6,99 
Roce Drivin *.*.,.,..16.99 

Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg) . ,22,99 
Rainbow Collection...13-99 
Rombo 3 ..*.*,**,**,*,**.*,*.,*,.*...*.*.*.*6.99 
R B I. 2 Baseball .. .19.99 
Reach for the Skies *.******.***,..*.*.22-99 
Realms * .**,*,*,*„.*....*.*.,.,*.**,...19.99 
Red Boron * (1 Meg) , ..22.99 
Red Heat....6.99 
Rise of the Dragon *.„..*26,99 
Robin Hood.. .  .16.99 
Robin Smith Cricket *,*,*,*..*,*,*,*,*.,. 16.99 
Robocod *.... .  16.99 
Robocop ..      8.99 
Robocap 3 * ..... *19.99 
Robozone *...... 16.99 
Rocket Ranger..*.*.,.7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.4.99 
Rod land ..  16.99 
R-Type 2.*..*...16 99 
Rurt and Ready.....*.6 99 
Rugby World Cup..... 16.99 
Rugby World Rugby *..  16.99 
Rules of Engagement...16,99 
Run the Gaunnet ...*„******«**,*,**....*.6.99 
Search for the King...24.99 
Secret of Monkey Island [1 Meg). ,16,99 
Secret Monkey Island 2 (1 Meg) *.19.99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * |1 Meg).19.99 
Shadow Dancer.  16.99 
Shadow Sorcerer |1 Meg] ..,19.99 
Shinobi.  ,6,99 
Shuttle *...19 99 
Silent Service 2 (1 Meg}*.*...22*99 
Silkworm . ..  ..,.6,99 
Sim City + Populous  .. .....19,99 
Sim Earth *.*******..19 99 
Simpsons *...*___16.99 
Sinbod.*.*.    7.99 
Ski or Die.....8.99 
Skychase...... ..    *7.99 
Smash TV.16.99 
Space 1809 (1 Meg)..19 99 
Space Ace    *..26.99 
Space Ace 2 * ...... ,26 99 
Space Crusade * ...16.99 
Speedboll.*.*... 7,99 
Speedball 2.*.. 16.99 
SlarDight 2.......16.99 
Stratego...*.16,99 
Slrikeneet ..     16.99 
Strip Poker 2 + Data ....6.99 
Super Cars 2 .  16,99 
Super Hang Qn*...**********6 99 
Super Monaco GP...*_16.99 
Supremacy...*.19,99 
Suspicious Cargo ...19*99 
Switchblade. , ....*.6.99 
Switchblade 2.   16.99 
Sword of Sodcn . .......9,99 
Team Jaguar * .  .,.19.99 
Team Suzuki. ...... 16 99 
Team Yankee........   19.99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg] * ......*,19,99 
Teenoge Mutant Turtles..*.*,.„************...9 99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 * ... 16 99 
Terminator 2 ****.**..,..***,**..****.**.**.**.. 16.99 
Test Drive 2 Collection* ******,*,*,*.*,*.*.* 19.99 
The Immortal (1 Meg).. ..8.99 
Their Finest Hour (1 AAeg).....19.99 
Their Finest Missions.9.99 
Thunderhowk.*...*.*. *.,19.99 
Tip Off * .   16.99 
Toki...*.*......16.99 
Toobin........*.699 
Tap Cat Bev. Hills.   6.99 
Turbo Challenge 2 V ..  .*.16,99 
Turbo Outrun..HU**,**.**...*.,..6.99 
Turrican 2,,*.****.*■****..*....,9.99 
TV Sports Football..,,*.*.*.7 99 
Ultima V.  19.99 
Ultimo 6 * .*.19,99 
Utopia.19 99 
UMS2 (1 Meg]..  19,99 
Virtual Worlds.   19.99 
Voyager..    ...6,99 

Wild Wheels. .  16.99 
WizbalL......*.*.6.99 
Wizkid *...*_16.99 
Wolf Pack (1 Meg)....*.19.99 
Wonderland (1 Meg)....19,99 
World Cbss Leoderbocrd--.*.6,99 
World Wrestling Fed .. 16;99 
Xenomorph 2 *.    16,99 
Yogi's Great Escope...6*99 
Yogi & Greed Monster.  6,99 
Zck McKroken..9.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

DELUXE PAINT 4 

ONLY 

£54,99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

ONLY £34.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 

AMIGA TO 1 MEG 
1/2 Meg Upgrade • £24.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + dock - £26.99 

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
ONLY 

£12.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 
DRIVE 

ONLY £52.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125 + - £6.99 

Comp Pro Extra - £ 14,99 

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo • £9.99 

Quickjoy Jerfighter - £10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 

20x3.5* DS0D-£10.99 

50x3.5" DSDD- £23.99 

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99 

Branded - TDK 
3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

WINGS 1/2 Meg 
Now Only 

£11.99 



Reach the top LCl/ 
with. ^- 

Self-Tuition Courses 
World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors # In educational software 
harts. • Excellent renews • £5 off total for 2r £10 off for 3. 

MICRO M ATHS 11 Keats GCSE) 

Bcsi selling GCSE maths course in UK, For ages 11 upwards in 24 
program options plus a book and manual £24. 

READING WRITING COURSE <3 - 8 years^j 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (A T 1-5) 24 program coune teaching 
reading, writing & spelling wilh a book, manual and voice tape £24. 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3 ?2 years) \ Comp|elc 

? course 
full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL CURRICULUM (Levels U 
4), 24 programs ■*■ a book and a manual £24. 

MICRO FRENCH <Bcgmnm GCSE) 

Complete course with real speech & graphics adventure game, 24 
programs + a book and a manual. £24 (Amiga & ST) 

MICRO ENGLISH (8 years - GCSE) I Complete course Also 
EFL. Teach- ing 

spelling, reading, writing and oral with real speech. 24 programs and a 
book and a manual at £24 (Amiga, PCW, CPC. BBC, PCT. 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) I Step-by-step course of 24 
■ programs *- a book and 

manual. Full screen graphics for calculus £24 

(# LCL courses are compatible with the 
N.C. in so far as it has been finalised) 

Send coupon and cheqyes/FO's l+99p P&Pi or phone orders 
or requests for free colour poster catalogue to: 

LCL {DEPT AM FI THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANPY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXOX RG9 1QB 

A500 PLUS 
OR AMIGA 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) — 
Same.... 
Additts^,, 
Title .. 

Computer 

HARRIS COMPUTERS 
23 Rennishaw Way, Links View, Northampton, NN2 7NF 

AMIGA PRINTERS 
A500P Cartoon Classics 1 Mb 075 
A5O0P as above with 1.5 Meg fitted £410 
A500P as above with 2 Meg filled £420 
NEW CDTV price smash only £479 
CDTV Titles from as little as only £14 
A150G with Software £589 
A1500 Software + Monitor £839 
512K Ram Upgrade Boards £25 
A500P Ram esp 1/2 Meg populated 08 
A500P Ram exp 1 Meg populated £49 
GVP 52Mb Hard Disk Drive £379 
Cumana CAX354 external drive £59 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Mono £189 
Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour £209 
Citizen 124D 24 pin Mono £205 
Citizen 224 24pin Colour New £259 
Citizen Swift 24E Colour New £299 
Star LC200 9 pin Colo ur £219 
Star LC200 24 pin Mono £259 
Star LC2Q0 24 pin Colour £299 
HP Deskjel 500 inkjet 300 dpi £399 

All printers include a free cable. 

MONITORS SOFTWARE 
10845 Stereo C olour Moni tor £249 
Philip CM8833 MK11 Monitor £249 

Phone for best prices on serious software 
DTP, Word processors, etc.... 

MUSIC ACCESSORIES 
Midi Software and Haidware 
Dr. Ts 
KCS lev El 3.5 pro sequencer £259 
TigerCub entry level sequencer £89 1 
Copyist Apprentice notation £89 
Synth Editors for Yamaha, Korg, Kawai, 
Roland, Casio, Proteus from £89 
Synth Sounds for above svnths bv 
SOUND SOURCE Unlimited 
Prices from £20 disk. &39 rom card 
MIDIMAN midi accessories 
ALESS1S SR16 Drum Machine £299 
All Alessis products available 

Blue Ribbon Sound works 
The Brilliant New music Package from 
Blue Ribbon "Su per JAM 
Music software for the tone-deaf and 
talented alike. The ability to write music 
in an unlimited number of styles. Never 

before has writing music been so easy! 
Using internal Amiga sounds or Midi 
All this for the amazing price of £95 
Bars and Pipes £135 
Bars and Pipes Professional £259 
Add-on modules for Bars and Pipes Pro 
various functions £49 

Prices include VAT. Postage £3.50 Courier £7.00 

m 0604 791111 H 

Commodore Amiga Cartoon 
Classics Pack 

3 Great Games 

Lemmings (Psygnosis1 Smash Hit) 

The Simpsons versus the Space Mutants 

Captain Planet and the Planeteers 

Also Deluxe Paint 111 (Electronic Arts Superb Art Package} 

and Commodore s A501 512K Ram Expansion 

£359.99 

Commodore Amiga 1500 
l Megabyte of memory, two 3.5’ disk drives 

and the following software: 

Toki, ELF, Puzznic, Home Accounts 

and The Works (Integrated word processor, 

spreadsheet and database) 

£659.99 

With Philips CM8833 Mk2 Colour Monitor 

£889.99 

MONITORS 
Commodore 1084S ..  £259.99 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 (inc. cable, free copy 

of FI 9 and one year on site 

maintenance). ...£244.99 

PRINTERS, (all printers include cable) 
Citizen 120D+..  £134.99 

Citizen 124D.£194.99 

Citizen Swift 9.£194.99 

Citizen Swift 24.£284.99 

Optional Colour Kit for Swift printers.,..,...£34.99 

Seikosha SP1900AI (9 pin Dot Matrix)...£124,99 

Canon BJ10E..£264.99 

Star LC20...,.£154.99 

Star LC200 colour.£229.99 

Star LC24-2Q0 mono.£259.99 

Star LC24-200 colour.£299.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Cumana CAX354 External Disk Drive .£59,99 

512K memory upgrade with clock....,£31.99 

Squick Replacement Mouse ....£14.99 

Naksha Mouse with Operation Stealth..£26.99 

Golden Image Optical Mouse.,£36.99 

Commodore A590 20Mb Hard Drive..£289.99 

Dataflyer 500 fitted with 52Mb Hard Drive..£329.99 

Please phone for pricing of 105Mb, 210Mb and 

420Mb hard drives. 

VXL030 25MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga 

500, 1500 & 2000.£259.99 

VXL030 40MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga.POA 

Maths-Processor (FPU) upgrades and up to 8Mb of 

32 bit memory also available for VXL030. 

KCS PC Emulator....£224,99 

Many other products available. Please phone for a 

price on your specific requirement. 

All prices include 

17.5% VAT and 
Next Day Delivery 

on hardware 

VISA 0*9 TECHNOMANIA, 
U 13 WELLBURN STREET - 

DUNDEE, TAYSIDE DD2 2RR. 
PHONE: 0382 22323 FAX: 0382 400444 

Please allow five working days 

for cheque clearance. Prices are 

subject to change without 

prior notice. Orders received 

by 3pm despatched same day* 
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(*T3 LETTERS 

AF BY MAIL 
You can actually make life a lot easier for us and make certain 
of getting a reply if you make darned sure you're addressing 
your letter to the right person or place, so here’s a guide of 
what to send where. We can never give personal replies by 
mail, so don't send us a stamped-addressed envelops: and ws 
can under no circumstances give personal replies by fane. 

Got an opinion on the new A500 Plus? 

Or is anything else getting your goat up? 

Well then do the write thing: Letters, 

Amiga Format, Bath BA1 2BW. 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems wilh the technical side Of your 
Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, write to Pat 
and he'll try to answer you, Alternatively. If you have any 
advice for others or any handy tips to share, send It In and you 
could win a prize 
PAT MCDONALD. WORKBENCH. 
AMIGA FORMAT. 30 MONMOUTH STREET, SA1 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 

If you've just found the cheat mode, mapped out the levels or 
found all the passwords for the latest game - whatever the 
game cheat, send it in to Maff and you could win a prize. Also, 
If you're stuck somewhere, ask the Helping Hand section In 
Gamebusters tor advice - or if you've read of a problem In 
Helping Hand that someone else has and you can solve It, 
then send in the answer to win a prize! 
IWAFF EVANS, GAMEBUSTERS (OR GAMEBUSTERS HELPING 
HAND), AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BA1 2BW 

The Letters pages are for you to air your views and share your 
opinions: please remember not to ask questions that should 
be in Workbench! What Damien is looking for are thought* 
provoking or entertaining letters, H they're short there's a 
better chance they'll get In. Prizes for the best two. LETTERS, 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write the answers and your name, 
address and phone number on the back of a postcard or a 
stuck-down envelope and send it In. don’t put several entries 
In one envelope together, or Include entries with letters to any 
other pari of the mag, 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2AP 

AD PROBLEMS 

If you have a problem with companies advertising in Amiga 
Format - you're cheque s been cashed but you’ve had nothing 
or whatever - our advertising department should be able to 
help. Write telling them briefly about the problem and which 
company It concerns, 
AMIGA FORMAT ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS DEPT, FUTURE 
PUBLISHING, 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BATH BA1 2BW 

MAIL ORDER 

If you ve ordered anything from the Amiga Format Mail Order 
section and you’ve got a problem, please remember that we 
on the magazine don't deal with it al ail. Write to them at our 
Somerton address or phone 0450 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER, 
THE OLD BARN. SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNER 
When I bought my Amiga this year I was ignorant 

about computers, and still am. What I've learned is 

through reading Amiga Format and the manuals I got 

with the machine. But when 1 say ‘learned', that means 

the terminology, without necessarily understanding. 

if I run into difficulties I tend to go to the computer 

shop. Thank goodness I bought it locally, as I find 

them very helpful. On one of your issues 1 tried to back 

up the disk but couldn't The shop did it for me. hut 

they said there was probably loo much info on the disk. 

Can that be the case? 

Because 1 don't know anything about computers, I 

could be told a load of old rubbish and 1 would believe 

it. This js one area where I think Amiga Format falls 

down. You assume that we know something about 

computers. In Amiga Format 28 l started to work my 

way through the CLl tutorial, but I got stuck. What 

does it mean when you get 'Guru' at the top of the 

screen? We take the disk out. re-set and load again and 

it works fine, I hope ibis is not a virus, 

Mrs Carole Thomson, Peterhead 

I'm very pleased to see that tike a tot of people warn to 

team more about their Amiga* Yes* h e know same pea* 

pie find even the simplest bits computing confusing We 

w ere alt the same once, ,4/ this rime of year when 

there *& a lot of new ow ners, ire try to cater for you. 

Oar new beginnersh series starts this month ami. as 

w eft as explaining how to me Workbench amt the CL/, 

it's intended to give yon an insight into how the com¬ 

puter works and what's going on in the background. 

So rather than just telling you how to do things, we 

hope you ft develop an understanding of why you have 

to do things a certain wa\\ 

Incidentally, w e abandoned the tutorial we started 

in Issue 28. partly because Workbench 2 on the Amiga 

500 suddenly appeared and partly because quite a few 

people, Uke Yourself got stuck on it. The mor series 

should be easier to follow arid hopefully more useful. 

The Guru message means the machine s crushed: 

it's got its data twisted up inside and managed to get 

confused. It's called a Guru Meditation because the 

hippies who designed the Amiga used to meditate w hen 

it happened, to keep their stress levels down! 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly, if you move house and want to make sure your copy 
of the mag catches up with you, then send the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine by a firm 
who we employ for that specific purpose, if you have a faulty 
disk, send it to them enclosing an SAE, We don't keep stocks 
of disks, so we can t help, 
DJSKCOPY LABS, UNIT A, WESTMARCH, LONDON ROAD, 
DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS, NNH 4SA 

The Amiga Format editorial team can only take enquiries from 
readers between 10,30am and 6.30pm on Tuesdays. 

The Advertising department can help you with problems 
you may have with companies who advertise in the magazine 
if you call during normal office hours. 

Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Former mail 
order department are not in the same building and should be 
contacted on 0458 74023. 

WRONG NUMBER... 
This is a complaint! In Amiga Format 27, Pat 

McDonald primed a letter from rue in the Amiga 

Advice column. Ibis was fine until I got to the bottom 

and it said Stelan Allerhuno'. I'm well annoyed, I got 

the piss ripped out of me at school and l demand an 

apology. (Actually Tm not all that bothered, just 

thought Td write to keep the cretins at school happy). 

SuTan Aikrhand (with a ‘d’), Reading 

Sorry. Stefan. Remember, readers, write your name 

clearly on any letters you send for publication. And a 

big Hi.r to all the cretins at school.,. 

MOVING MUSIC 
1 am doing GCSE Music and I am composing on my 

Amiga A500. Unfortunately, we don’t have an Amiga 

at school, so l have to take my own in to certain 

lessons. Do you know of anyone makes a carrying case 

for the Amiga 500? 

Jamie k Stubbs. Bishop Auckland 

No. I'm afraid Fee not heard of one. Anyone else know 

if you can get one? 

BAD LUCK, 
GOOD LUCK 
Having spent week* contemplating the virtues of buy¬ 

ing a computer, Tve been reading your excellent sister 

journal Amiga Shopper for the last two issues. 

December proved interesting because of a news item 

on the introduction of the new 500 Plus, clearly a great 

step forward for an already excellent machine. 

My mouth began watering for a taste of info-lech 

and. flexible friend in hand. I sprinted for the car, That 

afternoon, boxes unpacked. 1 got stuck in to becoming 

the world's leading authority on a new form of birth 

control... computer addiction. Nights passed. I lost 

weight, all track of lime, sleep and hair. The theme to 

Lemmings ran over and over in my mind. 

Two-and-a-half weeks laier I returned to the world 

in which real 3D people live, the novelty certainly not 

wearing off. but wanting some further fixes of the 

drug, The free Amiga Format magazine in my Cartoon 

Classics pack had whetted my appetite, so 1 visited 

WH Smiths and there, on the shelf, was the December 

issue, complete w ith two Coverdisks. Oh. what heady 

expectation of delights! More reading, learning and 

playing, not to mention the £10 worth of OctaMED' 

Now almost four quid is a lol of cash to someone 

who's just shelled out over six hundred I had to think 

long and hard but eventually shelled out the cash. 

Absolutely great, it was just as good, better in Tact, 

than 1 had anticipated. I rushed to the back bedroom 

and booted up OctaMED, NOTHING! There, in small 

prim on the label, was the reason, h won't work on the 

500 Plus, Are you able to do anything to alleviate my 

disappointment? And w ill future Coverdisks work? 

Barry Gallimore. Mansfield 

The release of the 500 Plus caught the industry, 

including ourselves, by surprise. // was already 

arranged that we would put OctaMED on that disk, 

which nr thought was a good deal for £5.95. When the 

Plus appeared tm the market n e bought one to test for 

the lead feature and found OctaMED wouldn 7 work. 

Now, nor many Pluses had been sold by then, but 

we re not cynical exploitationists. so we put a wanting 

that it wouldn 7 work on a Pius, thinking that would 

give Plus owners the chance to decide whether to pay 

an extra £1 for a blank disk or not. BUT w e soon dis¬ 

covered that you can use OctaMED on a Plus if you 

make two little changes to it. as described in the New s 

pages of the January Christmas Special issue. 

If you missed that article, or you've had problems 

making it work, please write in to Workbench and 

we’ll print the derails again. So. anyway you can use 

OctaMED after all! 

Now every body 's had a couple of months to catch 

up with Commodore's surprise move, we can all make 

sure that any Coverdisk from now on w ill w ork fine 

with the A500 Plus. 



^Tb LETTERS _ 

DEUTSCHE 
MEIN UNGEN 
Vm a Gentian user and I happened to spot your mag 

during a visit 10 Britain. Since you won't receive too 

many foreign opinions. I'm determined to contribute 

mv share to extending the range of arguments. 

Basically your mag is a refreshing change from the 

German mags covering the Amiga that l used to read. I 

find your approach towards technical matters very 

beginner-friendly; if a hit shallow at times. What I 

don’t like is the lack of A2000-specific information. I 

understand the majority of readers use an A5Q0, but 

there arc people out there with a need for more profes¬ 

sional advice, and that includes the A3OO0 as well! 

Pm also inclined to think that you don’t take the 

Amiga too seriously* as you devote the majority of 

pages to games. People who use their computer mainly 

for games cun read Amiga Rower, while those with a 

more serious approach to their machine should be able 

to satisfy their needs within Amiga Format- I admit 

that even these people will play games at times* but the 

overall games/serious stuff ratio is a hit over the top! 

As for ratios* the same applies 1o adverts. I've 

never seen a magazine w ith so may adverts in (and I've 

seen a loti. Compared to the average number of edito¬ 

rial pages* 1 gel the impression the readers are paying 

lor a catalogue rather than a magazine. 

Nevertheless, Amiga Format provides an interest¬ 

ing aspect to the Amiga* and (especially with the 

Coverdiskl so far* I haven't regretted subscribing. I 

also like your humorous style* which is another reason 

for my decision to read your magazine. 

PS It's been good to see Maff again * 1 missed him 

when he left Zzap! Towers. 

Alex Sdiwawman* Katmgen 

Some interesting points. While Screenplay is the 

biggest part of the magazine, all the games stuff added 

up. including Gamebusters. is only a third of the maga¬ 

zine. Atl software reviews apply to bigger Ami gas ax 

well ax the A500. Workbench is just as happy to cater 

for A2000 queries as anything else: it's only hardware 

reviews that have tended to concentrate on the A500. 

and we 11 fake a look at larger expansion stuff soon. 

HARD GRIND 
I'd like to take up where you left off with regard to 

games being hard disk installable. Your final comment 

was *1hc majority of users buying games won’t have a 

hard disk". What rubbish! There must he thousands of 

users out there with hard drives. 

Considering the amount of advertising and reviews 

of HDs* Id think they are becoming a favourite 

upgrade for most users. I play games only occasion¬ 

ally* the main reason being the frustration caused by 

slow access times, lots of disk swapping, and soon. 

Most PC games are hard disk installable: it's almost 

like they treat IBM users as serious people who can be 

ircatcd like adults, whereas we Amiga users are little 

kids who think of no more than pirating ihe laiest 

games to give to every body they know. 

Mow it can’t be difficult to add to the top of the 

review whether a game is hard disk installable* so 

please add this in. It may be a small point, hui it stops 

me wasting my money . As for the software houses* 

when will they start treating us like serious users with 

some sort of option to install a game onto HDV You 

never know* you might sell more copies. 

Tim Lloyd. flung Kong 

them into the intro screen they never have any effect, I 

wonder if my games are any different to yours: for 

example. 1 bought Rainbow islands as pan of Ihe 

Addicted to Pun compilation. 

KF Lee, London 

/ agree with you, and the jury is currently out on the 

topic of whether ice should include a symbol or some- 

thing on the review of every game that it is hard disk 

installable. Well find out more about how many peo¬ 

ple have hard drives in our enormous reader survey 

next issue* so don 't forget to get involved in that and 

make sure your vote registers. 

MONSTER EDITOR 
At last the truth is out! 'Damien Noonan’ is in fact an 

alien barbarian, as pictured in the World of 

Commodore Show issue of Amiga Format*. No wonder 

that Amiga Format is so good! The Show was great 

and 1 hope y ou can repeat h next year, 

Clifford Allen* Thatchum 

Yes. it ‘x true* We 're atl aliens. We don 7 get paid, hut 

we are fed a constant supply of alcohol, which we are 

re processing to provide fuel for our spaceship. 

Honest! And yes, next year's show will be even better... 

CHEAT PROBLEM 
I have recently bought a copy of your Screenplay 2 

book which* like its predecessor, is a damn good read 

in its own right. However. 1 have a problem: some of 

the cheat codes don't seem to work! 

1 have seen the same cheat codes for Rainbow 

fstands in many different magazines, hut when I type 

ft's very often the case that when a game is re-released 

as a budget version, the original cheat is too well 

known and is changed or taken our altogether, A 

famous example is Elite, in which the massive cheat 

system was taken out for the recent budget version. Rut 

the codes for Rainbow Islands that give you the extra 

powers are an integral pan of the game - you earn 

them by collecting the diamonds - so they can 7 have 

been taken our for the Addicted to Fun collection, they 

must just have been changed. Anyone who knows them 

should write in to Gamebuxters straightaway! 

JUST A GREMLIN? 
You've heard of backtracking on records: now sublim¬ 

inal messages have found their w?ay on to the Amiga! 

You may have played Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 with¬ 

out realising that you were being subjected to a 

subliminal message. Shame on Gremlin' If you want to 

hear it l suggest you remove the left sound channel 

cable* pump up the volume, and listen very carefully* 

and you should hear "Do not copy this game" in a 

menacing voice* Is this going to lead to a w hole host of 

subliminal messages appearing on ihe Amiga? 

Alan Neil, Whitby 

Actually. / believe it's illegal to put subliminal mes¬ 

sages in fhmgy But (f you can hear i7* by definition it *s 

not subliminal, Any comment. Grtmx? 

i.WANTED! "| 
Your honest opinion of AMIGA FORMAT 

* ■ To help us keep improving your favourite may a-  *  ...*..**,*..***********,**,**.710 I 

I zine, please fill in and return this form each month .* *.,****.*****...****..,***,.*****,.71.0 I 

I ..../10 I 
1*1 low did you buy this issue? 

“I I subscribe 

"1 Newsagent delivered it to my home 

3 Asked newsagent to reserve copy 

3 Bought it on planned shop visit 

3 Just happened to see it and liked it 

2* Rale AMIGA FORMA T in terms of value for money; 

H Ex eel lent! 3 Good 

□ Reasonable 0 Poor □ Ripoff! 

3. Out often, how much did this month's cover 

make you want to look inside? 

*.*...,.....*.*...*710 

4. How much does this issue appeal to you overall? 

......*.**710 

5. How does it compare with 

previous issues you've seen? 

□ Much better! □ Slightly beuer 

D About the same standard 

D Slightly worse "1 Much worse! 

6* Rate out of ten this and any other computer 

magazines you read regularly: 

AMIGA FORMAT......*,,.**,*.****710 

7* Out of ten* how useful did you find this month's 

l main feature l?...../I0 

S. What do you like mast anti then least about this 

issue? 

I nu>st like.*...... 

And I least like 
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* Leave blank if you wish - but we may want to send 

you details of exclusiv e special offers 
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Football Masters is the very latest Mufti-Manager Football Simulator for 16 

bit computers. After 4 years of development we are proud to announce the 

release of the most comprehensive football management game ever. Ws 

waiting to test your skills right now! Features Include:- 

Multi Manager game for 1 to 4 Players Three levels of difficulty 

Match highlights minule by minute, make substitutions or team changes at any time Live 
injuries, yellow/red cards and named goakcorers l MB version has extra Graphics, 
animations and realistic digitised sounds (An option can turn this feature off). 

Full UK and European Cup itinerary Includes FA. League. Zenith Data, Leyland Daf. 
European, Cup Winners and UEFA Cups. All cup match rules have been made as accurate 
as possible Two Leg Ties, Extra Time. Away Goal Rule, Seeded Draws. Byes, etc 

All 4 league divisions with play-offs and league expulsion 

Real inilial. surname, league career records, height and age entered for all players as at 
the start of the 91/92 Season Five skill ratings per player, separate five for goalkeepers 
Plus 15 other special attributes like Captain Super Subs & Mobility 

A lively and real time transfer market, with an approach facility, negotiate wages and 
contracts Plus loans, free transfers and trainees Unique and simple training system to 
improve player skills, 

There are many, mam.' other little things that make this game the mosi addictive and 
accurate interpretation of a Football Managers season It would be impossible to list all the 
features in t his advert but we assure you that this is 1 he best We have t housands of saiidied 
customers from our previous edition of this game, many are still playing it 18 months after 
purchase See the order form below for details on how to order this incredible game 
Available for all Atari ST s and Amiga s PC version coming soqn. ___ 

fflgflJNGMBli® 

High quality printer facilities to list all the vital information Masses of historical statistics 
on past games, players and manager Quick game data load and save 

All screens updated quickly and displayed in a pleasant format, which is easy to use and 
comfortable to read Fully mouse operated Printed instruction booklet wiih pleniy of 
diagrams, A separate Editor is available to change saved/initial details 

An amazing graphical strategic simulator that s fun for alt the family, 0. 1 
or 2 players on keyboard, mouse or joystick Pick your moves from the 
selection available and watch your animated warrior battle it out Watch 
the energy bar indicators and plan your moves 

You can edit your very own new wrestler or amend a wrestler already 
created 116 are provided on the game to begin with). You can change any name, colour 
of tights, linings, flesh tone and hair together with all the fighting skill values, weight etc 
Instructions are also provided which show you how to change the way any wrestler looks 
or you can create whole new ones Amiga 1MB RAM Only £19 95_ 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

(0702) 600557 PAxTo7Q^'tTl 3747*" " 

MAIL ORDERS _ ^ t 
■ All the programs retailed in this ath*?rt are only' available through direct mail tram ESP Software, ■ 
I Name.. ..Address.... ® 

I 

I 

I 

have an 

Postcode ..Tel.... . 
_ computer, please send me the following items: | 

Ovality P?gtripfon 
Football Masters 512K 
Football Masters 1MB 
Football Masters Editor {Not 512K Amiga) 
Wrestling Masters {AMIGA 1MB ONLY) 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 4- Clock 
POSTAGE (Non UK add £1.00, not BFPO) 

Unit Cost 
19.95 
24 95 
12 00 
19.95 
29 00 
34.00 

100 

Total 

I IF you haw * cheque guafantar tii3n Yredfl t atd wtHit it* on lh*§3RAN D TOT AL 
ffti in' ■ r V-n • hn-ir* 5 cf«s Vi Mil rn-riiT*- i" - 5 ’ ‘ I It enclose a Cheque/^ostal Order made payable to ESP SOFTWARE ■ 

I Cut out and post this form to: (photocopies or wntten orders are acceptable) 
|ESPSoft\M^AFl, 32a Sauttafumdi Road, SoiMhtrtF&i-S^ Essex SSI UK J 

Kosmos are specialist 
producers of Educational 
Software designed to help 

you enjoy learning from 
your computer. Versions 

are available for most 
popular home A business 
computers. Many of our 

programs even allow you to 
add your own lesson 

material. 
IF 

Write or telephone for a 
FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure 

software 
Ptaas* state your computer type 

Sibjects ^ 

S*r^nWMV( St&licLTV 

A*-ilhirv±tU, 

Aid 

'&e*n+,r-a,t JKt 

r° d t i/b&tl&Tvd 

f ^7 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp naadsd in UK) 
DUNSTABLE, Bads. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

E5 tsosmiis > o r r w a m * 

VOLTMACE 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS 
Almost all the top flight sims now have Analogue joystick routines, but do make i 
sure before you buy. The mam ones are> F19, Ft I"?A, FI511, MIG2M, MIG29 Super, 
Knights of the Sky, Pro Flight {Tornado). Flighi of the Intruder. Birds of Prey, Chuck 
Yeager* Flighi Sim II. 

THE ZOOMI.R YOKE (ANALOGUE) sprung return, is II" tall and II" wide 
with suction feel, it can also work as a digital yoke..... .,£59.915 
ZOOMEKt digital yoke for Amiga or Atari ..... 09.95 
THE DELTA 3A analogue joystick, a light, fast hand held sprung return to centre 
joystick for the faster combat flight suns.,..,.,.......£16.95 
DELTA BASE A yoke joystick {analogue not sprung)... 04*95 
Joystick port splitter (all 9 pins) £4*95 or 0.00 with jov stick The above splitter 
is needed lo plug a Delta 3A into an A1500 or A20M) AMtTal mouse 
eliminator joy Stic k..„  ......_ ,134*95 
Flighi Sim 11 (Sub Logic)______£29.95 
Scenery Disks (Western European, Hawaiian Odyssey etc),... £16.95 
Airwais P.D* ___.„*„****,*____£1*50 
Amiga Bool Virus Protector (disk drive throughpon) 
0.5 meg plug in memory upgrade.. „„ £27.95 o 

--£4.95 
or with clock „——.£29.95 

Flight Sim programs stocked. Prices include VAT & UK P&P. 
Delta 3A joysticks should be available through your local dealers. 

Unit 9. Bonder Business Centre. London Road 
Baldock. Herts. SG7 6HP. Telephone (0462) 894410 
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f\ REVOLUTION 

Air Warrior - Multi-piayer Combat Flight-Simulator 
Fight upto 39 opponents in simultaneous realtime 3D. 

For the first time outside the US, On-Line brings you this 
revolutionary multi-player simulation. 

Log onto 081-539-6763, 8-1-N, with your modem and find out more, 
t ree membership. No monthly fee, connect cost just 1.50 an hour plus VAT. 



CAN WE GO HOME NOW?^Tp 

I 

Random Sample 
Merry War Christmas is over now it's back to work... 

Winning with Philips 
Yep, here1* th&TTil rhal you turn to first (TL just to have 
yaur dreams crushed underfoot. The jammy winner of the 
Philips midi hi*fl is B Johns of Milium in Cumbria. The 

almost-as-lucky runners up, who each get a smashing per¬ 

sonal CD player are: Mr RL Fat he ring ham, Mr Greg Duddle 

and Mr Chris Stanley. 

Digit* deliver 
One of Evesham Micro's Reference 49 hard drives is wing¬ 
ing its way to J Madden of Swinton. 

Psycho killer 
The winner of the "It was Greg what did it" tempo is: 

Mark Johnson who correctly deduced that Greg was 
indeed the culprit, kindly adding that society was la blame 

far pushing our Mr Ingham to this dreadful deed. 

Who said that? 
Mrs PC Spensley, although getting the answer wrong to 
Quote of the Month 79r wins o T-shirt. The fad of the 
matter is that we aren't quite sure who said it either 

(Damien made it up on the spur of the moment), although 

we think someone might have said it in Tango and Cash. 

If you have any idea of the origins of this month's 

quote firs on the Contents pages near the Future logo) 
ond you fancy winning a fabulous Amiga Format T*shirl 

then write to us telling us who said it, where, 
when, why etc. 

.audits**^* 
I | THE SINATRA CHRISTMAS 

ALBUM . YULETIDE CLAS- 

SICS FROM THE GRAND 

MASTER HIMSELF 

NIRVANA - NEVERMIND 

Pic of the Month 29 
The winner of Spot the shot 29 was Mi R Fawtden of 

Gibraltar who correctly spotted the green spotty bit as a 

table tennis bat from James Pond 2 — Robocod 

>ic of the Month 31 
If you recognise which game this 

piece of screenshot is from write 

to Spot the Shot 31, at the nor¬ 
mal address and you too could 
have a s crummy AF T-shirt, as 

worn by oil the coolest chicks at 

Cannes this year. 

EXCLUSIVE! LATEST TV-CD 
ANNOUNCEMENTS REVEALED! 

COMMODORE IN FOUR-LETTfR- 
WORD HORROR SHOCK PROBE! 

Last month we reported that the CDTV was to be titled 
with DCTV: now Amiga Format can einclusively reveal that 
Commodore have a whole range of other confusing ana¬ 
grams lined up lor imminent release. 

CDTV (believed to mean Commodore Dynamic Total 

Vision) is actually an Amigo hiding inside a video recorder, 

but on weekends it pretends to be the world's firsi con¬ 
sumer multimedia player. As such it doesn't really matter 

what the letters stand for, so long as Joe Public believes 

it's a kind of TV that works from a CD. 

DCTV (understood to stand for Digital Composite 
Television) is also a small black box. Il'j a form of True 

Colour enhancer and will be installed in the CDTV, allowing 

it to display pictures containing thousands of colours. 
CDTV, DCTV and even CDTV with DCTV you may hove 

heard of, but did you know about these... 

DTCV - DeskTop Curriculum Vitae - allows you to 

smarten up those fob applications with professionally-pre¬ 

sented career histories. Incorporates a highly-sophisticated 
structured design program with a word processor. The spell 

checker only knows four words: 'education', 'previous', 

employment' and 'how-much-money do I get?'. Includes 

highly imaginative stand-alone 'creative career construction 
kit' for professional-standard lying. 

VCDTi - Victoria Cross, Delirium Tremens - is a new kind 

of gome, □ cross between a flight sim and a domestic role- 

player. You play the part of Bunny Harris, a one-time ace 

pilot who was accorded the highest honour for valour after 
fashioning a pair of tin legs for his navigator out of old 

baked bean cans while under heavy fire. But Bunny lost his 
nerve in a dogfight over Calais ond now drinks to excess. 

Can you cure him? 

VTCIP - Video Tope Compact Disc - It a utility for trans¬ 
ferring your videos to compact disc. It's a combination of a 

hardware interface, controlling software that runs on the 

CDTV end o multi-million-doliar CD pressing plant in 
Switzerland. We believe the retail price might be a little 
beyond the pockets of the average CDTV owner. 

CDVT - Compact Disc Video Tope - on the other hand, is 

a lot cheaper. It retails for only £3.9?, for which you get a 

phono lead to connect the audio outputs of your CDTV 
player to your video recorder, and on instruction hook that 

says: "Buy a video recorder that has a long-play hi-fi sound 

recording facility". Very easy to use. 

tcvd - Top Cot's Venereal Disease - h on educational 
program in which the lovable comic character with the voice 

of Sergeant Bilko introduces youngsters to the topic of 
sexual diseases. Colourful digitised graphics.., (Right! Stop 
thcret That 's enough stupid COTV anagramsf - fd) 
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Dear Newsagent, I 
Please reserve me a copy of the next issue of Amiga Format: 

Amiga Format Issue 32, March 1992 - on sale Feb 13 

Name........... 

Address.......... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: i 
To the Newsagent: Amiga Format is published and distributed I 

by Future Publishing and is available from your wholesaler. Send I 

back these coupons for entry in a free prize draw to: Kate Hodges. 1 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 2BW. Remember | 

to include your shop, name and address. 

Why not make darn sure 
you get your Amiga Format? 

There's no greater disappointment than making the trek into town to 

visit the newsagents, eagerly clutching your £3 for the next issue of 

Amiga Format, only to discover that the magazine has completely sold 

out. But it does happen. The world's biggest-selting Amiga magazine 

can disappear from the shelves of your local Smiths or Menzies quicker 

than you would believe, however hard we try to make sure it doesn't. 

And in some areas of the country, in some small newsagents, you 

may have extreme difficulty finding the magazine on sale at all. What a 

nightmare scenario! So what can you do about it? 

Well, the intelligent course of action would be to fill in the small 

coupon on the left and deliver it to your local newsagent. Then you can 

pick up your copy of the magazine as soon as It goes on sale, in the 

comfortable knowledge that it's sitting there waiting for you. 

Smarter still would be to see Page 184 now, to find out how a sub¬ 

scription can make your life easier and get you a free piece of software 

into the bargain! 



KCS POWER PC BOARD FOR YOUR A 
The best of both worlds 

in the space of one 

HARD DISK 
Most hard disks are supported with 

version 3.0, To be sure give us a ring. 

A500P version 
now ready 

and gives you 
total 2Mb Chip 

Ram. When 
ordering state 
which one you 

require. 

Now Available 
with or without 

MS-Dos 
See Below 

The KCS Power PC Board adds 1Mb memory to your Amiga and a 
real time clock 
Think how much 1Mb memory plus a clock costs £ 
Think how much MS-Dos/GW-Basic/Shell/Dos-Help costs £ 

Which leaves the cost of an AMIGA/PC just £_,_ 
For so little outlay the Power PC Board turns your Amiga into an up and 
running powerful PC, with no hidden costs. The cheapest PC in the world?! 

Run heavyweight professional PC software on your Amiga/PC 

EGA 
Available (Nov/91) will work from the 

full EGA colour palette. Both EGA and 
VGA will work on a standard TV or 

monitor and in most cases without 

using interlace. 

VGA 
Version 3.0 of our software (Nov/91) 
comes with VGA colour and mono 

Option. EGA/VGA will work on all 

standard Amigas irrespective of which 
chip set you have. 

PRICE 
Including MS-Dos Excluding MS-Dos 

Microsoft windows 

Microsoft flight simulator 4.0 

Some oMtrM Goodins: 
• FLICKER FREE FIXER In PC intwtpea mode Win work 

with all Amigas Software emulared 
• PROCESSOR SPEED tan be slowed down from 100% 10 

as law as t B%. so if you have never reached the highest 
levef In a game, now Is your chance 

• KCS PC-MQUSE driver will wwk wfth your Airvga mouse 
• PAUSE can be activated at any time during a game or 

program, allowing you to continue at your leisure 
Technical Specifications: 
• Excellent compatibility 
• 70dKb memory In MGA/GGA mode 
• 640Kb memory in EGA/VGA mode 
• 200Kb e*lra memory w. MS-DOS RAMDlSK i reset proof) 
• 1 2M& extra FAST Ram plus 1 /2Mb Ram Disk for normal 

Amiga use plus real time dock in all modes 
• AH future upgrades are software driven 
• Processor speed ■ 11 MHz 
• Video-1 

runs faster man most AT 266 computers 
• Disk dnve ^ 
• Fitted in seconds and does not invalidate yo^r guarantee 
• Once fined forget it Switch on computer you have Amiga. 

Reset and bad PC disk and in seconds you have a PC. 
Reset and you have Amiga again 

• Help-Line and excellent Back-up service 

4.01/GW-Basic 
Shell / Dos Help 
and on-Board 
memory. 
£219.95 
inc VAT/Carr. 

GW Basic Shell. 
BUT incl. Dos-Help 
and on-Board 
memory. 
£189.95 
inc VAT/Carr. 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR, 
NE8 1RS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE: (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091)490 1918 

Compatibility is excellent but noone can guarantee every single program available, therefore if your purchase depends On a 
particular program, please ask us first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable SAE. rfio be returned). Price subject to 

change without notice, 
Wholly Developed And Produced In The Netherlands 

Available from your local computer shop (If they haven't got it - Ask them why not!). Or direct from Bitcon Devices Ltd. 

Adaptor for 1500/2000/3000 
£74.95 Inc. 

Australia: HPC (Tal) 08 349 8486 Kaouc (Tell 03 879 7098. Spain: Discover Ini. (Tall 957 47 89 38 Sweden Delnwless-Dam (Tell 31-300580 Canary: Customs Chlpi (Tel) 928 271084 Qanmaifc Sola ion (Tail 31 31 02 73. 

Portugal Softc+ub (Tel) 01 352 8452 Ireland Computer CHy/Dublin 745250. N. Zealand Pazac (Tei) 054-82049 Alt trade enquiries welcome UK and Overseas (PAL only) 



^Sensitive. 

Jr Law-abidtng 
(/ Polite. 

_ Respectful. 

/ don t think so 

Sheer, unadulterated addiction...which is guaranteed 
to last a lifetime...infuriatingly addictive game-play... 
k grab onto it with both hands" 
fc. ACE 

"Excellent graphics move well.. 
the comic animation will raise a smile' I 
from even the most hardened hearts." 

A ST ACTION "" 

t it 
00000600 o 
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OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 6 CENTRAL STREET , MANCHESTER M2 5NS . TEL: 061 832 6633 * FAX: 061 834 0650 


